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ABSTRACT

This thesis provides a broad-brushed critical account of the development of the school
counselling profession in New zealatd, secondary schools from 1960-rggg. Different
forms of analysis, inspired by Michel Foucault problematising the presen!
archaeology, genealogy, power&nowledge, the panoptican and ,the g*e,, and
governmentality -- have been applied in forms of philosophical critique and analysis,
critical history, a chronicle of events, an analysis of policies and processes, and various
forms of textual critique. 'critical history'provides a means for examining the conditions
that established the nature, limits and realities of school counselling, thg constitution of
adolescence, and the context of the school within the neoliberal educational policy
environment in New zealand'from the late 1980s onwards. The notion of narrative - its
analysis and its theoretical importance -- interweaves the themes of the thesis.

The thesis is divided into nvo major sections, which revolve around the notions of
'identity' and 'self ' The fust section examines changing notions of the self and identity
and of 'adolescence' or 'youth'; how the discourses of both psychology and sociology
have conceptualised adolescence/youth; and how youth were morally constituted in the
1950s' as the immediate social context for the bhth' of guidance counselling in New
zealand' The second section provides a narrative of the development and gftanges rn the
school counselling profession in New zealand, examined in Foucauldian terms.
Govemment policy after 1996 resulted in some tbreats to the place of counselling within
schools' The neoliberal education policy regime and new managerialism, with its new
demands for professional accountabiiity and performance management, form an
important part of this story. The extensive part that the counselling organisation New
zealand counselling and Guidance Association (NzcGA) and then New Zealand
Association of counsellors (NZAC) has played in professionalisation and the process of
ethical self-regulation are cenhal to this thesis. The notion of narrative in the social
sciences and the impact of some Foucauldian thought in narrative therapy -- a counselling
therapy that developed in Australasia for family counselling and is now applied to school
counselling -- is examined. The thesis concludes with an epilogue that looks at some
directions for the future.
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INTRODUCTION

l. Summary of the thesis

2. A narrative of my professionar identity as a school counselor
3. An introduction to Foucauldian analvsis

1. Summary of the thesis

This thesis provides a critical account of school counselling in New zealandfrom its
antecedents until the advent of the Labour-led Coalition govemment in 1999. It does this
through a Foucauldian-inspired investigation of the twin notions of ,identity, 

and the
'self, as these concepts apply to adolescence and youth - the subjects/clients of school
counselling, on the one hand -. and the counsellor and her professional identity, on the
other' I have used a variety of different forms of analysis including philosophical critique,
critical history, a cbronicle of events, the analysis of policies and processes, and forms of
textual and narrative analysis. In the broadest terms it is a critical history of the human
sciences and their constitution of the subiect of school counselling - adolescence/youth. I
see this work as necessary for developing a more self-reflexive form of counselling,
aware of its own power/lorcwledge and the ways in which the human sciences, that
despite their sincere intent of helping and liberating, often inadvertently end by imposing
one form of domination for another. The thesis also provides an analytical, historical
narrative of the professionalisation of school counselling within the neoliberal policy
context of secondary schools in New zealand as the institutional sening for all of these,
Rather than focussing on a 'clinical' aspect of school counselling, this thesis covers the
development of the profession over a forty-year span.

Throughout the thesis, a form of 'critical history' is used as a means of examining the
conditions that have established the nature, Iimits and realities of contemporary school
counselling in Aotearoa./New Zealand. A critical history is about examining, challenging
and disturbing the status quo, revealing 'the fragility of that which seems solid, the
contingency of that which seems necessary, the mundane and quotidian roots of that
which claims lofty nobility and d.isinterest' (Rose, 1998: l8). This thesis is not ur attack



on counselling but a critique that serves to do what we expect our clients to do -- to be
self-reflective about our 'self, our relationships, our profession and or:r practices. If we
expect this of clients, the very least we can do is to apply it to ourselves as professionals
and to our profession. without critical reflection the profession could easily become
smug, self-serving and inward looking, ultimately bypassing or suppressing the interests
of clients' As Nikolas Rose (1998) asserts, critical history 'enables us to think against the
present, in the sense of exploring its horizons and its conditions of possibility. Its aim is
not to predetermine judgement, but to make judgement possible' (p. lg). Critical history
problematises what is thinkable and contests our assumptions and what we take for
granted' Critical histories enable me to uncover and expose the layers of accretions of the
professional self in the form of the identity of counsellors, which I examine by
scrutinising forms of counsellor education, government policies, documentary analysis of
the professional organisations and the ethics and rules they bring to bear on counsellors.
To summarise: a mode of 'critical history' is used throughout this thesis to reveal the
layers that help constitute the subject and shape identity, to look at what constitutes
adolescenceiyouth and the school counselling profession, its establishment and its
profess ional organisation.

My thesis is subtitled 'A Foucauldian-Inspired Approach', using language to indicate
both the theoretical perspectives taken and also the boundaries of the thesis. The subtitle
aims to make it clear that this is not a thesis principally concerned with an arpltcation or
analysis of Foucault's philosophy, writings or methodologies per se. Rather, that it uses
some of Foucault's ideas in relation to the history and formation of school counselling,
counsellors and their subjects, particularly as they pertain to notions of ,self and
'identity'.

The thesis is divided into nwo major sections with the norions of ,self and .identity,

acting as the link between them. In Section I, entitled 'The Constitution of Adolescent
Identity', I examine changing notions of the self and identity and of oadolescence,, the
primary client base for school counsellors. In Section tI the focus shifts to the profession
of school counselling in New Zealand, secondary schools. I have chosen ,identity,, 

a



contemporary notion which enables me to talk in general terms about the identity of a
profession -- school counselling in New Zealand; of the identity of its clientele,
'adolescence' or 'youth', as it has been variously defined; and the identity of the
institution of the school in New zealandsince the late 1980s. Furthermore, identity is one
of the guiding and most important concepts for conternporary accounts of counselling.
This general notion of identity is complex and admits of various formulations. It has been
closely and intimately connected with the notion of 'self , and of related notions of self-
knowledge, self-direction, and self-development, including traditional liberal ideas of
autonomy and responsibility for the self. It is caught up in the changing history of
western philosophy concenring the self and of what it means to be a human being. our
modern, Western sense of identity in turn shapes our philosophy, our language and our
relationships, often in ways that are not readily apparent. My general argument does not
depend upon any specific notion of identity or the self. what I argue is rather more a
historical thesis concerning a shift in meaning from the essentialist notion of self to the
notion of identity as socially constructed and discursively produced in conremporary
discourse' westem understandings of the notion of identity, and the notion of self to
which it is closely linked, under the influence of postmodemism have shifted from
metaphysical (or philosophical) views that seek to logically identiff the self - attempts of
self-definition (and possibly self-assertion) - as an essence or form, to notions of identity
that are contingent or that rest upon descriptive criteria springing from a specific culture
or an age. These notions are developed more fully in chapter l.

The late French philosopher, Michel Foucault, inspires most of these fonns of analysis
and critique used in the thesis. A range of Foucauldian notions that are used in the thesis
are outlined in section 3 of this Introduction: problematising of the present, archaeology,
genealogy, power and powerrknowredge, the panoptican and the EMa, and
govemmentality' In the first chapter I discuss the relations between the concepts of ,self
and 'identiV' in relation to counseliing and provide a Foucauldian analysis of the self.
Foucault's project concerned the mode by which human beings become subjects and he
indicated the ways in which this process takes place. He was above all concerned to
historicise questions of ontologt, treating the self as a confingent historical constuction



rather than an unchanging eternal essence or human nature, fixed once and for all.
Foucault thought that self is a contingent matter shaped differently in different historical
periods' Selves are 'constuctions' in this sense. My reading of the self and identity is
based upon insights from Foucault's 'care for the se[f', 'technologies of the self, and, the
'ethics of self'formation'.I also raise some criticisms against him. The notion of critical
method, critical history or historical narratives, and narratology (i.e. structuralist
approaches to narrative) are closely related to Foucault's genealogt, a form of critical
history that he bases on Nietzsche. Foucault's work is discussed directly in application to
education, discussing a number of theorists who have developed his work especially in
relation to the critique of humanism and the autonomous, rational subject that is at the
centre of liberal education. Following these analyses, the thesis develops and applies
these Foucauldian themes to a study of the discourses of 'adolescence, and ,youth,.

In general, Foucault provides the inspiration for me to provide a genealogt of
adolescence and youth, focusing on the question of how the human sciences of
psychology and sociology conceptualise 'adolescence' and ,youth,. ,Adolescence, 

tends
to be used in the former while 'youth' tends to be used in the laner discourse. As a way of
teaching 'situated theory', Middleton (1998) cites Henriques er at (19g4:52) pointing out
that Foucauldian approaches collapse the old binaries and provide "a new constnrct for
comprehending the stubbonrly different levels of explanation usually known as the
'sociological'and the'psychological', and with a clue to...the secret of its operation,,.
Following this line of thinking, in chapters 2 and 3, I investigate the discourses of
psychology and sociology and how they, respectively, 'psychologise, adolescence and
'sociologise' youth. Here I draw explicitly upon the work of the Foucauldian theorist
Nikolas Rose' These critical genealogies then permit me, following Foucault, to critique
the notions of the humanistic subiect which underlie humanistic counselling, the
biomedical'genetic model of the subject, and the psy chiatric subject, based on drives and
the repression ofthose drives.

The first major section of the thesis concludes with Chap ter 4, entitled ,The Moral
Constitution of Adolescence/Youth', which while not explicitly adopting a Foucauldian



form of analysis, is inspired by him. This chapter aims to expose tbe power/lotowledge
constitution of adolescents and youth, especially through the historical study of notions of
"mental hygiene" and the morals panics in 1950s New Zealand with particular reference
to the Mazengarb Report- I argue that this period when youth culture in New zealand
begins to emerge' provides some of the background context that led to the birth, of
guidance counselling in New Zealand, secondary schools. I examine the Mazengarb
Report in detail because the report sets out the dominant historical view
(discourse/narrative/story) of youth and its moral constitution at that time. It also
indicates in broad terms, the prevailing attitudes of adolescence as a dangerous time,
which is implicitly theorised at the time by reference ro the moral category of
'delinquency' and to sexual practices defined and influenced by the church. The
Mazengarb Report focussed mostly on sexuality an4 in particular, on female sexual
behaviour' It was a document that displayed the power relations involved in the control of
the sexuality of adolescents by the State and other national organisations, including most
noticeably, representatives of various religious denominations. I argue that this Report
represented a watershed in the moral constitution of youth in New Zealand, even
although it may have led directly to few concrete changes or to policies for school
counselling.

section tr of the thesis concerns the other half of the counselling relationship -- the
counsellor' As with Section I, this section also is inspired by Foucault. Here I provide not
only a 'history of the present'but also a critical lens that focuses on ways of using
Foucault's work on governmentality in relation to the formation of the professional
identity of counselling, tbrough counsellor education prografirmes, professionalisation,
ethical self-regulation and a new form of counselling - narrative therapy. In Section II, I
provide a history that documents the development of counselling in New zealand,
secondary schools and so this section is entitled 'The professional Identity of School
Connselling in New zealand' ' while it might be argued that there is no singular or one
'identity' of school counselling, but rather multiple identities, reflecting different
approaches and different organisations, there have been a set of historical transformations
to school counselling bought about by deliberate policy changes. The relevant policy



documents, discussed in this thesis, provide a broad and general form of identity for
school counselling that has evolved in the late 20b century in New zealand.

The notion of 'critical' underlies the entire section in the way that I have deconstnrcted
school counselling- This has been done not only through the historical narrative I have
produced but also through my examination of govemment policies that have helped shape

the identity of school counselling in New Zealand, from the Currie Report to the
innoduction of New Public Management and performance management systems in
schools. The thesis does not attempt to provide a full history of school counselling in
New Zealand, but provides a set of historical narratives about school counselling insofar
as they address the question of the development of professional idendry. I provide some
overall history of the changing political context and critique of the way in which
neoliberal ideology has affected counselling. The thesis is designed to provide an

historical description at the level of the 'chronicle' but also to move to the employment of
these 'facts' or events to tell an historical story or narrative about the development of
counselling in New Zealand. This part of the story traces changes that have occurred over
time, not in a linear fashion, but more in a Foucauldian manner as elucidated in section 3

of this Introduction ("An introduction to Foucauldian analysis").

Chapter 5 examines the changing place of counselling within schools. This story moves
from the birth of counselling and early guidance counsellor pilot programmes in the
1950s to the neoliberal deregulation, devolution and decentralisation, where counsellors
now find themselves in competition with allied workers such as the Resource Teachers of
Learning and Behaviour (RTLBs). It covers a period of time from the early 1960s until
late 1999' Chapter 6 describes and critiques some key official and govemment policy
documents, examining, for instance, the Curcie Report,PPTA policy, the Working party

Report Guidance in Secondary Schools and the Johnson Report, the recent protocols
governing child abuse (1995) and suicide (1998), and performance managemenr systems.
It is not only policy that helps to form the professional identiry of school counselling but
also education. Chapter 7 uses snapshots and critical perspectives from tbree different



points in time to describe how specialised counsellor taining and education has enabled

school counselling to develop into its present form.

Chapters 8 and 9 uncover the extensive part that the counselling organisation New

Zealand Counselling and Guidance Association (NZCGA) and, then, New Zealand

Association of Counsellors (NZAC) has played in professionalisation and the process of

ethical self-regulation. The impact of the neoliberal education policy regime that

prevailed from 1984 to 1999, with its new demands for professional accountability and

performance management that spring from the new managerialism, also form an

important part of this story. Partly in response to these policy changes, there has been an

increased emphasis on the professionalisation and accountability of counselling,

interpreted by NZAC as requiring changes in their membership criteria and in ethical

practice. As Middleton (1998) pointed out, the hegemony of the conseryative and

technocratic neoliberal environment, despite being powerfirl, has not been crushing or

monolithic 'there have always been oppositions, alternatives, resistances and creativities'

(Middleton, 1998: 3). These are just the sorts of points about power relations that are

picked up though a Foucauldian analysis. In discussing professionalisation, Chapter 8

picks up the Foucauldian theme of govemmentality as a means of critically examining

the professional counselling organisation, NZAC. It looks at how NZCGA became

NZAC, its membership criteria, appointments kit, development of professional standards,

and professional self-regulation through the establishment of a code of ethics. Chapter 9

is devoted entirely to the topic of ethical self-regulation, indicating how this is at the heart

of counsellor professionalisation. In all this work my membership of NZAC has enabled

me to make use of primary source material, to have discussions with counselling

colleagues, to draw on NZAC newsletters, documents and policies, as well as on the

counselling joumal associated with NZAC, the New Zealand Joumal of Counselling.

The notion of 'narrative' forms an underlying subtext and a major organising concept

throughout the thesis, not just in specific terms as a beginning and end. The elements of
narrative structure of my thesis include:



a personal or self-narrative of my own constitution as a counsellor which starts
the thesis and also colours the other sections;

narratives of self and identity - narrative is linked to the concept of identify for it
is through the imposition of meaning on our individual life histories that we
constitute/shape our own identities;

narratives of how the human sciences - psychology and sociology _ have
constituted young people - the social subjects, differently defined as .adolescents, 

and
oyouth', which are the subjects of counselling;

a historical narrative in relation to notions of the development of the personal and
professional identity of the school counsellor

narrative approaches applied to therapy and school counselling in the form of
narrative therapy with its Foucauldian basis .

The analysis of the concept of narrative reveals that it is an activity based on hindsight
through which we constucvgive meaning to the past. Historical nanatives provide us
with ways of stnrcturing the past, a means by which we the emplot facts and events that
fonn a chronicle in order to tell a story. one might argue that there is a reciprocal relation
between narrative and facts in the sense that the 'facts' constrain the historical narrative
in some sense insofar as it purports to be a 'tnrthful' story, but the narrative, once
established in outline, also helps us to pick to select the facts we consider relevant.

My own 'insertion in the text', in section 2 of this Introduction that outlines my own
story of developing an identity as a counsellor, fits with the overall narrative thernatic and
details how I came to formulate my interests in the way that I do. This is a form of
'confession' (as discussed in Intoduction, section 3), a self-reflexive turnwhich I think is
important and necessary for all counsellors involved in school counselling: that is, a
process of professional self-reflection or reflection on how one became constituted as a
counsellor' This helps us to understand the nature of our own biases and
power/lvtowledge and how we constnrct our worldview. My nanative adopts the first
person mode as a personal narrative that provides a personal link to this author-as-child,
growing up and experiencing adolescence in the 1950s and 60s -- the social context of the



Mazengarb Report and the period crucial for the setting up of guidance counselling in

New Zealand secondary schools. The personal story also exemplifies the power relations

within a school guidance departnaent and narrativises my developing professional identity

as a school guidance counsellor. The intent in providing this is to be something of a

counterpoinl that interweaves the themes of the thesis (Middleton, 1998). In this way,

after Sue Middleton, it provides a view from the bottom up, whilst the key policy

documents and the notions of Foucault provide a perspective from the top.

The importance of language and meaning to counselling as exemplified by structuralist

and poststructrualist modes of thought, is profound and had been largely unexplored by

counsellors until narrative therapy emerged. Language not only affects how we frame our

notions of the'self and'identity', but also how counsellon deal with a client and their

sense of meaning of the world they live in. Chapter 10, the last chapter of the thesis,

outlines narrative therapy, a poststrucflralist counselling modality that developed in

Australasia in the 1989. The chapter investigates Foucault in relation to the tum to

narrative therapy, the philosophical foundations of narrative therapy, its critique of

humanistic psychology and the application of narrative therapy in school counselling in

New Zealand. By highlighting a new counselling modality of the 1990s this chapter linlcs

both backwards and forwards - back to Chapter 2 with its overview of humanist-

existential psychology and counselling theories and forwards to the Epilogue.

By concluding the thesis with an Epilogue, I show that the critical historical narrative that

I have presented has a logical conclusion at the end of 1999 when the incoming Labour-

led coalition indicated some major changes in policy direction for education in New

Zealand and when NZAC was also proposing some changes. My narrative of school

counselling in New Zealand may have finished here, but I want to indicate that there is a

continuity and an area of research that others may well pick up.. .but that's another story.

So the thesis involves different narratives throughout and deliberately starts and ends

with 'narrative'.



2. A narrative of my professional identity as a school counsellor

This section describes my own personal narrative or joumey towards becoming a
professional counsellor, specialising in dealing with adolescents in New Zealand
secondary schools. The process of becoming a counsellor has involved considerable
reflection about my 'self as a person, 6 !r professional counsellor and as an adolescent
growing up in 1960s New Zealand" attending one of the large newly established co-
educational state high schools (approximatelyl200 students) in a merropolitan area. It has
been an important basis for not just examining my self but also for looking at adolescence
and how it was conceived and theorised both then and now. The focus on youth as the
prime client for school counselling forms much of the first major section of the thesis.

My professional identity as a school counsellor was not something that happened
ovemight. I became actively involved in counselling in the mid l9g0s when in my mid-
thirties' My initial interest in guidance began much earlier though. During my fust foray
into secondary teaching in the early 1970s, after I had started my Diploma of Education
at Massey in 1974, I enquired about transferring into the newly created Guidance
specialty' I was particularly interested in dealing with students and their personal
problems because by age 22, I had already been through a traumatic marriage break up,
which along with the social changes of the 1960s and 1970s, brought all mypreviously
held values and principles into question. At the time just who I was, why certain things
were happening, and where was I going involved questions about my self and identity
that I had to face. During this period my health suffered and I developed rheumatoid
arthritis, which has plagued and debilitated me at times ever since. While I thought that I
had something to offer young people, those in authonty at the school, in hindsight
probably quite rightly, thought I was too young and so advised against my move into
counselling.

After teaching for fotu years, I travelled extensively while working as cabin crew for Air
New Zealand. Those long night flights across the Pacific and crew-drinks times (our
unofficial debrief once in a foreign location) all involved a huge amount of contact with
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different people and places and various conversations 'solving' the world,s and people,s
relationship problems. On reflection it seems that it was as much about leaming about the
self as it was learning about others. The Erebus fagedy n lgTg held particular poignancy
for me' I crewed on the previous week's flight and knew all of ttre crew who perished,
including my cousin's husband, one of the flight engineers. The very next night I flew out
on my hardest trip ever, one week 

^way, 
returning to go immediately to the family

funeral and other memorial services. we had to maintain an air of professional calm and
dignity, reassuring passengers, welcoming and smiling at them amidst ogr enormous
solrow' It took almost a week to cry, the shock had been so great, the questions so
wanting, the 'what ifs' when I, like other stafi had been so proud of our airline, its safety
and service' This was first hand learning about trauma, loss and grief, something that as a
school counsellor one deals with all too fiequently.

In my mid-thirties, following a crisis io my very close extended family, with whom I had
lived from time to time, my earlier interest in counselling was rekindled. This crisis
revolved around a once-thriving business facing financial difficulties with bankruptcy
looming and the marriage collapsing. The husband found the stess and the sense of
failure and shame almost too much to bear. He had come to New Zealand,in the early
1950s as a penniless, post-war immigrant, fleeing from the ethnic conflicts and economic
ruins of communism in the Balkans. All that he had worked for was about to be
destroyed' His identity' sense of self and the world around him no longer made sense.
From being a very hospitable man, he turned inwards, briefly became suicidal and even
homicidal, threatening the family. There was an emergency call-out of the Lifeline crisis
team that talked him through his deepest despair. The crisis team showed that with
support and counselling, it was possible to help someone through the worst stages of a
serious personal crisis, to have some breathing space to enable a crisis to pass and for life
to continue' Their input enabled different possibilities to be explored for him and the
family' while the marriage and the business did not survive, the counselling he received
helped him to choose life and prevented a tragedy from occurring.
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I was particularly grateful that my loved ones had been relatively spared and sought to
join Lifeline in Auckland in 1985. This provided my first experience of counselling. It
challenged and changed me personally, emotionally and intellectually. After being a
Lifeline telephone counsellor for a couple of years, I left the business world and returned
to teaching. Although I loved teaching geography, social studies and English, I knew that
I didn't want to be a classroom teacher dealing with youth en masse. I much preferred to
deal with them individually and in small groups, and always put them into groups in
class' So, after two terms back at school, I returned to live in Christchurch and enrolled in
1988 to start my Master of Education in counselling at Canterbury University.

It was a very interesting experience to return as an adult to live in my hometown,
working at my old secondary school and negotiating relationships as an adult, after I had
left the city at age 21. These circumstances demanded of me another re-examination of
'self . I recall being astounded as to how others saw me in some of the exercises in T-
group on our counselling course. I had never thought of myself as Joan of Arc (despite a

fear of fire) as I had never thought of myself being hugely brave, coruageous or strong.
People wondered what I would have been like if I was 6 ft tall instead of 5,2,,. Someone
suggested 'a gentle giant', but others suggested a 'little person syndrome, with associated
feistiness, pushiness, and perfectionism. I think the person who suggested the U2 song, .I
still don't know what I'm looking for' was much closer to the mark. How on earth could
such a fearsome, uncertain, pushy person be a counsellor, when the central values were
knowing yor:rsel{ being able to establish warm, empathetic, professional relationships
and the non-judgemental acceptance of others? Clearly, the T-group perception was not
the full story, and was but a part of my self that some others saw. Their perceptions and
feedback certainly brought me up short and made me be a lot more self-reflective,
enabling me to change aspects of myself that I too thought might not be acceptable: to
tone myself down a big to be less opinionated to listen more, to give others more space

and to not always take the lead. What they didn't see were my fears of not being chosen
as a partner for an exercise, of not being liked, of not being likeable, of not being
acceptable and of being rejected. I learned that the self needs constant worlg sometimes
as a deliberate action and sometimes unwittingly, in a time of crisis.
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The university counselling course added to my earlier and ongoing Lifeline fiaining in
Auckland and in Christchurch. This counselling taining involved different approaches: a
Rogerian approach at Auckland Lifeline, Transactional Analysis and Jungran approaches

at Christchurch Lifeline and brief solution-oriented therapy at university. In 19g9, I
attended a brief course in psychodrama and I had my fint brush with narrative therapy,
when I attended an evening course over six weeks at the Durham Centre, Christchurch,
run by people who had been frained by Michael White at the Dulwich Centre in Adelaide.
This was my introduction to Foucault, the Panoptican and Michael White and David
Epston's theory and therapeutic approach (as discussed in Chapter l0). These educational
courses have contibuted to the development of my professional identity as a counsellor
at school and in the community, and to the transformation of my personal identity.

My university counsellor education coincided with for:r years as a guidance teacher -- a
position that was half teaching and half counselling. My teaching responsibilities
included several terms spent as acting HoD Geography and HoD Special Needs. This
period involved putting theory into practice. It was a time when I leamed a great deal but
was also a time full of stresses and strains that cenhed on my sister's cancer and a
distorted set of power relations in the workplace. tn my last year of counsellor training,
the relationship with the HoD Guidance changed and became very strained and non-
supportive' It was a very diffrcult situation because it accompanied some major personnel
and morale problems which had begrlr to emerge in oru school. My self-doubt became
enormous' Without the encouragement and collegiality of university lecturers Bob
Manthei and Judi Miller, other school staff and my family who believed in me, I might
well have given up counselling, since my confidence had been seriously eroded. I had
applied for several jobs and was short-listed for one at my school but, seemingly, was the
wrong gender.

A lucky break came when I shifted to Aucklan d in 1992.I was appointed to a relieving
position as full time guidance counsellor at Waitakere College, where the environment
was very supportive. In providing an opporrunity to successfully use my new skills and
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expertise as a counsellor, this environment restored my sense of self, my self-confidence

and my development as a professional school counsellor. As a guidance teacher, I had felt
as if I was only partly a counsellor, a reflection of the part-time nature of the job. The
next year, 1993, I was appointed to a permanent HoD Guidance position at Rutherford
College, in charge of nvo part-time guidance teachers. I held this position until mid-2000.
One of my initial tasks was to improve the visibility and professional identity of what
counselling 'looked' like at Rutherford; hence, there was a total physical refurbishment
of our suite of offices. Out went the 1970s d6cor and in came my choice of pale peach

walls, plum wool carpets, creiun patterned velvet chairs, and patterned curtains that
blended the colours. I just couldn't work in the previous environment (brown and grey

walls, mustard-coloured carpet tiles, Ming-blue curtains and uncomfortable chain). To
me it was depressing and unwelcoming, sending signals to the students that we were
somewhat uncared for, had low status in the school, and didn't display much respect for
ourselves or for them. The redecorated environment still often receives favourable
comments from students, parents and staff, who see it as something of an oasis. This is
pan of the public face or identity of the profession, since counselling by its very nature is
a'private' activity.

Needless to say, the substance of being the counsellor had to follow the style. The job
description of a school guidance counsellor is usually very extensive. At our school the
guidance department primarily d.oes personal counselling, while deans at each level do

educational counselling and option choices, and the transition deparrrnent does careers
work and teaches health education. Since counselling can be a largely hidden role in the

school due to its confidential nature, I have made a constant effort to be seen and be

known by the students and staff. I really don't know how students would even think of
approaching a counsellor they didn't at least vaguely know or had seen igound the
school. It must have worked because almost all of our work comes from self-refenals.
We talk at assemblies, visit form times, do duty, get involved in extra-curricular activities
and sometimes teach health education, especially sexuality, abuse and mental health. The
new Health and Physical Education Curriculum (Ministry of Education, 1999b) has

largely taken over the rype of programmes that formerly constituted guirrance
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Progrilnmes- In the local Waitakere community I have been on several different
committees: the steering and then management committee for 'at-risk' teenagers; mrancy;
and 'Strengthening Families'. This has been part of my commitment to our young people
and to social justice that I believe forms part of the professional identity of a school
counsellor in today's world.

My identity as a counsellor, in large part, hinges upon establishing relationships of a

certain kind with adolescents. Issues of self-disclosure, 'confession', subjectivity and

truth telling are central to counselling. Hence it has been important for me to reflect upon
my own family relations and experiences of growing up in Cbristchurch in the 1950s and
1960s' Unlike many of my counselling clients, I grew up in a stable, non-violen! two-
parent family where both parents worked. My family was different to that of my peers

because in those days my mother worked. Mum and Dad's small suburban menswear
business was minimally profitable so they both also worked at other jobs.

Part of the story of my childhood and adolescence was a sense of being different from
other kids and of not fitting in. As my sister was six years younger than me, I had felt
very much like an only child and although I related well with adults, I was less at ease

with peers. I recall being ridiculed for the pretty dresses my mother made for me aod
begged to wear our optional school uniform at primary school. She had seen me upser at
being bullied and left out of games and friendship $oups in Standard 3, and relented. The
problem then was that I was often asked to run messages since I was 'correctly, dressed
in uniform, so the kids teased me.

At high school I was shocked to be the only one from my primary school to be placed in
the top 3'd form class, which was dominated with kids who had been to Intermediate
school and done things I'd never done -- science and algebra. Even the runner-up to our
dux was not in this class and I had only been about 3'd in class in form Z. T\e selection
was based on IQ testing - the testing movement at work (as discussed in Chapter 7).
Because Mum worked at the ice rink, it was my 'crdche' or other home, and since I,d
skated from age 2, I became a national champion in my teens. I tried to keep my success
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fairly hidden' Boys wouldn't skate with me because I was too good: I was leaming about
gender relations in terms of male egos and female success. so I tried to keep any sporting
or academic success largely hidden as a teenager and young womru until I gained
sufficient confidence and developed relationships with males who were not so threatened.
This did not really begin to happen until my mid-thirties, and was particularly enhanced
by the personal growth attained with counseilor training.

I learnt some other interesting lessons about gender and power relations as a teenager. I
was seen as a bit of a 'goodie goodie' and the boys liked the faster, louder girls who wore
lipstick, and tighter and more fashionable clothes than I was allowed to wear. I felt that I
didn't quite fit in. This probably wasn't too surprising since a fair few of the teenagers at
the ice rink who were a bit older than me were pretty wild - .teddy-boys,, obodgies, 

and
'widgies', then 'mods' and'rockers', V8s and motorbikes and smoking! T\e Mazengarb
Report of 1954, which I examine in Chapter 4, has particular resonance for me, since I
had probably more contact with some of the young people it was concerned with than
many of my pee$. I think my parents thought I was reasonably safe at the ice nnk
because all the staff knew me and would no doubt tell if I got up to mischief. socially, I
was restricted to this 'chaperoned' environment and church dances and I was not allowed
out with boys until Form 6. However, I got around that one nicely by pretending to go
home about half an hour or more before the session finished, meeting the boyfriend in his
car and heading off to the local park-up place. Not only did I manage to get home on
time, but I also, rather miraculously, managed to keep my virginity intact until I was
engaged at 19' This was Iargely the pre-pill era when 'nice girls went all the way and
good girls didn't', something Angela McRobbie (1991) refers to (see Chapter 3). I was
too scared to be anything other than the 'good girl' I had positioned myself as. In the
process I learned a lot about the place of women, about desirability and sexual
bargaining, the pain of being different and standing out from the crowd" and also about
getting my own way. This personal experience has been valuable for my work in
understanding adolescents and their ways of negotiating their place and space in their
relationships and the world around them.
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There was no guidance counsellor at my high school but there were separate careers
advisors for the boys and for the girls. There was great anticipation about seeing her in
Form 6, but it was a big disappointment. In a couple of minutes I was told that being in
one of the top classes meant going to universiry and probably teaching -- certainly no
testing and no discussion of career opfions. Obviously, guidance-wise in 1966, there was
no need to waste time on my classmates or me. we felt miffed and thought she was
'useless'' we felt that it wasn't nice to be dismissed so readily and the experience
provided an important lesson for me when I became a counsellor. Furthermore, it has
made me keenly aware of a common assumption that students in top classes don,t really
need counsellors and life skills or guidance programmes as much as other students do
because they are smart enough to work things out for themselves. It is an assumption that
needs challenging. It is also partially a reflection of an attitude that it is .weak, to ask for
help and that things that might indicate an emotional problem or mental illness still have
considerable stigma attached to them.

The development of professional identity involves belonging to a professional
association' I joined NZAC in 1990 and became acdvely involved in the Auckland
branch by joining the committee. I subsequently became branch secretary and served on
the national membership committee. This experience has stengthened my own
professional identity and helped clariff issues of ethical practice. Membership committee
involvement also made me curious about the types of counsellor education that were
being provided about issues of counsellor effectiveness and accountability, and how
counselling had evolved to be what it is today. My personal experiences and knowledge
have contributed to my understanding of the NZAC and counsellor professionalisation
issues that form much of the discussion of chapters 6, g and 9.

Undertaking this thesis involved my professional interests but was also very much
founded in my 'self and my 'identity'. I wanted to prove to myself that in my late 40s I
had the ability to achieve the highest academic qualification possible, not as a specific
ciueer move' but mostly for personal satisfaction. It is partly about me; it is partly about
the profession that I am a part of and, therefore, crucially about my professional identity;
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it is also about my past identities as a teacher and student in New Zealandsecondary
schools; finally, it is about who and what I want to become. It is about the interaction of
personal and professional identity, self and subjectivities.

3. An introduction to Foucauldian analvsis

Whilst little of Foucault's work was written explicitly about education or schools and
none about school counselling, nevertheless, he highlighted ways that one could question
the discourse of disciplines, institutions and their practices. Foucault (19g4) suggested
that the real political task facing our society is to criticise the working of institutions,
especially those institutions that appear to be both neutral and independent. It is this
remark that helps to set the tone for this thesis. Foucault, when speaking of the ,political,,

did not mean 'political' in the sense of party politics, but in the vastly wider sense of
power relations -- a notion for him that at one point in his development meant
'power/lorowledge' and pointed to the twin set of relations between government and self-
government on the one hand, and govemment and the development of certain kinds of
expert knowledge that perrritted 'govemment at a distance' through expert systems.

In his early work, Foucault displayed his professional interest in psychology and
psychopathology in his writing about madness and psychiatry in Madness and
Civilisarion (1973). Schools appear only indirectly in his worlg being used to illustrate
the notions of power/lcnowledge, techniques of domination and disciplinary blocks and
practices in his work on the prisons n Discipline and Punish (1977). He commented
more explicitly about schools in some of his interviews. Marshall (1996) suggested that
because Foucault's critique of education was very limited and largely indirect, it needs to
be constructed from what is implicit in his work. Because his work did ,not 

appear to fit
into recognizable categories and does not employ reputable or even recognizable
methodologies' (Marshall, 1996: 4), many academics -- historians, philosophers, and
Mamists - found this problematic and challenging. But what Foucault did provide was
insights into the self, and the operation of power/knowledge and ways of understanding
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these notions that involved problematising the presen! archaeology, genealogy and
govemmentality' However, the critique that this thesis develops regarding education and
school counselling involves the assumed neutrality of these institutions. These
institutions seem unaware of their power/knowredge relationships.

Foucault's ideas and forms of analysis have inspired a significant body of work by many
subsequent writers. Marshall (1996) and Peters & Marshall (1996) use Foucault to
examine the neoliberal environment's impact on education, as is discussed in Chapters 5
and 6' In relation to psychology, counselling and schools, valerie walkerdine,s (19g4;
1986) and Nikolas Rose's work are important for this thesis because both have been
inspired by the work of Michel Foucault and are particularly challenging to accepted
notions (see Chapter 2). walkerdine used Foucault as 'archaeologist, to analyse ways in
which Piagetian developmental psychological discourse has produced particular sets of
parameters that have normalised the subject of the developing child as its object of
scientific investigation. She argued that despite being inserted into a child-cented
pedagogy, Piagetian notions have not had any liberating effect because they have
prevented other objects from being the focus of scientific investigations. She argued that
Piaget prevented alternative formulations of the individual from being made and created
instead a hegemonic discourse. The object of the gazehasbeen on the ,developing child,,
on how it 'acquires' or 'develops' certain taits. This has set up a circularity of argument
where the stucture sets up stages that are then re-presented as tnrth (walkerdine, lgg4;
le86).

Nikolas Rose (1989; 1998) has provided a critical history of the relationship between
psychology, what he called the 'psy' sciences, notions of the sel{, and society.
Counselling, evolving out of various strands of psychology, in his view would be
considered a 'psy' science. How the opsy' 

sciences of the 20s century have conceived of
and positioned youth, displays complex notions of self, the other and iszues of
govemance (Chapter 2). Rose said that he used Foucault because his writings are:
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" ' attempts to explore the "games of truth and error through which being is
historically constituted as experience; that is as somethrng that can and must be
thought" (Foucault, 1985: 6-7). By experience here, Foucault does not refer to
something primordial that precedes thought, but to "the correlation between fields
of knowledge' types of normativity, and forms of zubjectivity in a particular

, culture" (p' 3), and it is in something like this sense that I use the term in this
book' I explore aspects of regimes of knowledge through which human beings
have come to recognize themselves as certain kinds of creature, the strategies of
regulation and tactics of action to which these regimes of knowledge have been
connected' and the correlative relations that human beings have established with
themselves, in taking themselves as subjects. In doing so, I hope to contribute to
the type of work that Foucault described. as an analysis of "the problematizations
through which being offers itself to be, necessarily, thought-and the practices on
the basis of which these problematizations are formed" (Foucaulq l9g5: I 1, cited
in Rose, 1998: I l).

The history of the 'psy' disciplines from this perspective is 'intrinsically linked to the
history of government'. This is not 'politics', but the Foucauldian sense of government
which:

' ' ' is part of the history of the ways in which human beings have regulated others
and have regulated themselves in the light of certain games of t3th. But on the
other hand, this regulatory role of psy is linked, I suggest, to questions of the
organization and reorganization of political power that have been quite central to
shaping our contemporary experience (Rose, l99g: I l).

Foucault criticised psychoanalysis as 'the aggravated Chrisuan compulsion to confess,
(Nilson, 1998: 7), in tum supportrng Thomas szuz, claims n The Manufacture of
Madness (1974) that the therapeutic state has replaced the theological state (Foucault,
1989)' From such a viewpoint, the psychotherapist or counsellor could be considered akin
to the priest in a secular society. Certainly, in the use of listening techniques and in the
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uncovering of 'self, there is an element of similarity, but there is considerable difference
in the elements of advice, admonition and punishment that are involved in the religious
forms of confession that are certainly no part of counselling.

Contemporary notions of 'confession' are derived not simply from the influence of the
Catholic Church and its use of strategies for confessing one's sins, but from ancient, pre-
Cbristian philosophical notions. While 'confession'means 'acknowledging,, it involves a
declaration and disclosure, acknowledgment or admission of a crime, fault, or weakness.
The acknowledgment is partly about making oneself known by disclosing one,s private
feelings or opinions that form part of one's identiry. In its religious form, confession
involves the verbal acknowledgment of one's sins to another. one is duty-bound to
perform this confession as repentance in the hope of absolution.

In the literary sense, 'confession' also contains elements of identi8ring the self in a
deliberate, self-conscious attempt to explain and express oneself to an audience within
which the individual exists and seeks confirmation. Confession then is both a
communicative and an expressive act, a narrative in which we (re)create ourselves by
creating our own narrative, reworking the past, in public, or at least in dialogue with
another' Foucault (1986: 29) n The Use of Pleasure talks of technologies of the self as

'models proposed for setting up and developing relationships with the self, for self-
reflection, self-knowledge, self-examination, for deciphering the self by onesel{ for the
tansformation one seeks to accomplish with oneself as object., It seems when the zubject
is confessing and creating its 'self, that it feels compelled to tell the truth about itself.
Counselling is a practice predicated on the assumption that the client is telling the truth
about his/her self.

In the religious milieu, Foucault (1980a; 1980b) pointed out thar the concept of
confession originated in Catholicism as the principal technology for managing the sexual
lives of believers. Notions of a wide range of 'sins' mostly equated with sexual morality.
But the procedures of confession have altered considerably over time. Foucault (l9g0b)
pointed out that until the Council of Trent in the mid l6th century, when there emerged a
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new series of procedures for the training and puriffing of Church personnel, confession
in the Church was an annual event, so the confession of and surveillance of sexuality was
quite limited' After the Reformation, confession changed profoundly to involve not just
one's acts but also one's thoughts. Then in the l8th century Foucault suggested that there
was 'a very sharp falling away, not in preSsure and injunctions to confess, but in the
refinement of techniques of confession' (Foucault, 1980b: 215). This point in time saw
brutal medical techniques emerging, which consist in simply demanding rhat the subject
tells his or her story, or narrate it in writing' (p. 215).

Foucault defined his sense of confess ion (aveu) as 'all those procedures by which the
subject is incited to produce a discourse of truth about his sexuality which is capable of
having effects on the subject himself tr. 215-6). As confession became secularised, a
range of techniques emerged in pedagogy, medicine, psychiaby, and literature, with a

highpoint being psychoanalysis or Freud's 'talking curq'. Since Freud, the secular form
of confession could be argued as having been oscienized'through 

new techniques of
normalisation and individualisation that included clinical codifications, personal
examinations, case-sfudy techniques, the general documentation and. collection of
personal data, the proliferation of interpretive schemas and the development of a whole
host of therapeutic techniques for 'normalization'. ln turn, these 'oblige, us to be free as

self-inspection and new forms of self-regulation replace the confessional. As Rose (19g9:
240) commented, this new form of confession was an affirmation of our self and our
identity:

western man, Michel Foucault argue4 has become a confessing animal. The bruthful
rendering into speech of who one is, to one,s parents, one,s teachers, one,s doctor,
one's lover, and oneself, is installed at the heart of contemporary procedures of
individualization. In confessing, one is subjectified by another, for one confesses in
the actual or imagined presence of a figure who prescribes the form of the confession,
the words and rituals through which it should be made, who appreciates, judges,
consoles, or understands' But in confessing, one also constifutes oneself. In the act of
speaking, through the obligation to produce words that are hue to an inner reality,
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through the self-examinatisn that precedes and accompanies speech, one becomes a
subject for oneself. Confession, then, is the diagram of a certain form of
subjectification that binds us to others at the very moment we affirm our identitv
(Rose, 1989:240).

This confession involves a type of 'discipline' that 'entails training in the minute arts of
self-scrutiny, self-evaluation, and self-regulation, ranging from the conhol of the body,
speech, and movement in school, through the mental drill inculcated in school and
university, to the Puritan practices of self-inspection and obedience to divine reason,
(Rose, 1989: 222). Whilst confession is autobiographical, compelling us to narratively
recreate ourselves, it is also about assigning tnrth-seeking meaning to our lives. one can
be assisted in this through therapeutic endeavours such as counselling.

Foucault either intoduced or used certain terms in particular ways throughout his work.
He did not provide definitive concepts, but presented his notions both in texts and in
interviews that he gave. The interviews were often used to clarify ideas he had already
presented in his texts fNilson, 199s). Since this thesis uses some Foucauldian
terminology, it is appropriate to now provide a brief outline of these terms. The
Foucauldian terms that are discussed include: problematising the present, archaeology,
genealogy, power and power/lcnowledge, the Panoptican and the ,gaze,, 

and
govemmentality.

Foucault's oeuvre examined the present by 'problematising' it, that is by posing questions
about the present, then going back to the past in a form of critical history that he first
describes as an 'archaeology' and later somewhat differently as a ,genealogy,. kt
commenting on perceived changes in his work over time, Foucault said:

One has perhaps changed perspectives, one has turned the problem around, but it,s
always the same problem: that is, the relations between the subject, the truth and
the constitution of experience, I have sought to analyze how fields like madness,
sexuality and delinquency could enter into a certain play of the truth, and how on
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the other hand, throueh this insertion of human practice and behaviogr into the
play of buth, the subject is himself effected. That was the problem of the history
of madness, and of sexuality (Foucault, l9g9: 310).

By 'production of urrth', Foucault states 'I mean not the production of tue utterances, but
the establishment of domains in which the practice of true and false can be made at once
ordered and pertinent, (Foucault, l99l:79).

'Problematization'is used by Foucault as a form of methodology to pose questions about
the where, how and by whom of social life and its institutions. For example, the ways in
which behaviour was constituted was characterised by the language of adjustnent and
maladjusunent in the mid 20s cennrry, with youth culture being initially described in
terms of deviance and delinquency. The notion of adjustnent had become .normalised,

and was largely unchallenged at this point until various researchers problematised youth
discourse differently (see chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this thesis).

In his earlier works, Foucault used the term 'archaeologt'. This reflected a ,concern to
establish thresholds, ruptures, and transformations' in order to confront them ,with the
tnre work of historians, which is to reveal continuities' (Foucault, 1972: 204). In an
interview with J. J. Brochier, Foucault discussed his use of the term ,archaeology,:

I fust used the word somewhat blindly, in order to designate a form of analysis
that wouldn't at all be a history (in the sense that one recounts the hrstory of
inve'ntions or of ideas) and that wouldn't be an epistemology either, that is to say,
the internal analysis of the structure of a science. This other thing I have called
therefore, "archaeology." And then retrospectively, it seemed to me that chance
has not been too bad a guide: after all, this word " archaeology,, can almost mean -
and I hope I will be forgiven for this - description of the archive. I mean by
archive the set (l'ensemble) of discourses actually pronounced; and this set of
discourses is envisaged not only as a set of events which would have taken place
once and for all and which would remain in abeyance, in the limbo or purgatory
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of history, but also as a set that continues to function, to be transforrred tbrough
history, and to provide the possibility of appearing in other discourses (Foucault,
1989: 45).

kt this interview, Foucault further elaborates about archaeology as not studying:

" ' the beginning in the sense of the first origin, of a foundation starting from
which the rest would be possible... It's always the relative beginnings that I,m
searching for, more the institutionalizations or the transformations than the
foturdings or foundations. And then I'm equally bothered by the idea of
excavations. What I'm looking for are not relations that are secret, hidden, more
silent or deeper than the consciousness of men. I bf on the contary to define the
relations on the very surface of the discourse; I attempt to make visible what is
invisible only because it's too much on the surface of things (Foucault, l9g9: 46).

It was about a type of digging down empirically through layers to uncover strucfiges.
Foucault shifted away from archaeology and, epistemes in his later work to notions of
genealogy, bio-power snd how this produces certain kinds of 'subjects,, to notions of
governmentality.

'Genealogt' was a term intoduced and used in a particular philosophical way by
Friedrich Nietzsche (1956) n The Gmealogt of Morals, written in 1887. Foucault was
clearly influenced by this and other works by Nietzsche (Nilson, 1998). In a Foucauldian
sense' the 'genealogy' of aproblem is the 'history of an answer - the original, specific, and
singular answer of thought - to a certain situation' (Foucault, 1985: I 16). In other words,
genealogy seeks to explain present-day cultural phenomena and problems by looking to
the past and analysing how it was derived and constituted historically. It forms a critical
ontology of our selves. For Foucault, living in one's own time involved the ethical
constitution of self through a critical reflexiveness about the culture and forces that
operated' Nilson (1998) asserted that Foucault clearly developed a Nietzschean
viewpoint where genealogy is an 'anti-science' in that 'it does not produce tnrths and
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certainties, but is a statery of resistance' Qt.73), with results that do not confer identity
nor a uniform theory. Tnstead, it disturbs and alerts us to the dangers of science. If what
was thought to be evident or obvious is shown to not be so, then genealogy challenges
what we have assumed to be the natural and necessary in understanding of oruselves. By
examining discontinuities, breaches, contadictions, errors, and incongnrencies in
accepted forms of historical meaning, genealogy challenges the form of history that
promotes notions of continuity and progress. In this way genealogy is ,a diagnostic
method that is not seeking history's inherent soul, but snrdying its body of development,
(Nilson, 1998: 114). It does not look at history as a means of gloriffing or being honified
by the past, but as a means of shedd^ing light on the here and now. It develops
generalisations by delving into and comparing different aspects of the past.

'Power'as a concept for Foucault is quite a different sort of concept from the liberal or
Mancist sense of coercion, domination and oppression. As he said, .power must be
understood in the first instance as the multiplicity of force relations immanent in the
sphere in which they operate and which constitute their own organization' (Foucault,

1980a: 92). For Foucault the notion of power is productive, positive, and snategic. It is
not a possession or property of a person or class, state or ruler; it is not concepfualised as

a strucnre or institution but rather as a stategy or a complex sfiategic situation that is

dispersed in a 'multiplicity of force relations' (Foucault, 1980a: 97). Where there is
power, Foucault maintains, there is also resistance and often it is the case that these

resistances are plural, that is they cannot be reduced to a single point of rebellion.

Foucault is interested in the question 'how is power exercised?' In answering this
question Foucault fied to move beyond the discourse of right and tuth that had

dominated and legitimated the notion of sovereign power since the Middle Ages. Once

Foucault's notion of power is understood, it readily becomes clear that it has huge

application to analysing the 'psy' sciences in the manner that Rose (19g9; l99g)
developed in his project. It also pointed to an appropriate, methodologically speaking,

way of analysing counselling. One could argue that counselling is a paradigm example of
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the 'analytics of power' in Foucault's sense, as we can clearly tell from the description of
Foucault's methodology for analysing power.

Smart (1985) suggested that in a methodological sense, Foucault's analysis provides five
'precautions' conceming the form, level, effect, d.irection and knowledge .effect, of
power:

First, analysis is to address not centralized and legitimate forms of power but
techniques which have become embodied in local, regional, material institutions.
Second' analysis should concern itself with the exercise or practice of power, its
field of application and its effects, and not with questions of possession or
conscious intention. Analysis needs to be focused upon the way in which things
'work at the level of ongoing subjugation, at the level of those continuous and
unintemrpted processes which subject ow bodies, govern our gesnues, dictate our
behaviours, etc.' ..' Instead of concentrating attention on the motivation or
interests of groups, classes or individuals in the exercise of domination analysis is
to be directed at the various complex processes through which zubjects are

constituted as effects of objectiffing powers. Third, power is a not a commodity
or a possession of an individual, a group or a class, rather it circulated tbrough the

social body, 'functions in the form of a chain', and is exercised through a net-like
organization in which all are caught (smart, l9g5: 7g-79).

Fourth, Smart suggested that Foucault analysed power not at the conventional macro-
institutional level but rather at the micro-level exhibited in the particular histories,
techniques and tactics of power. Smart (185: 79) remarked that only by paying close
attention to the 'micro-physics of power...literally to how power functions, only then will
it be possible to see how at a precise conjunctural moment particular mechanisms of
power become economically advantageous and politically useful'. The final
methodological element focused on the relations between knowledge and power. As
Smart commented, for Foucault, mechanisms of power, historically, developed through
the formation and accumulation of knowledge, including its methods of observation, its
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leshniques of registration and report, its procedures for investigation and research, its
apparatuses of contol and reform, and more recently, its ethics. Thus, the analysis of
power in Foucault's hands is directed away 'from the juridical-political theory of
sovereign power and analysis of the state, to a consideration of the material techniques of
power and domination which began to emerge in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries' (Smart, 1985: 80). This new form of power was used through systems of
surveillance in the prison, the factory and the school, that operated materially on the body
of the subject to minimise expenditure and maximise returns. Finally, as Smart argued:

This new type of power, disciplinary power, has been described as a 'fundamental
instrument in the constitution of industrial capitalism and the type of society that

is its accompaniment' and its development and exercise as inextricably associated

with the emergence of particular apparatuses of knowledge and the formation of
the human sciences (Smart, 19g5: g0).

For Foucault, 'knowledge', from its trro meanings as expressed in the French savoir and,

connaisance, is about how uncovering depth knowledge (savoi) enables the surface

knowledge (eonnaisance) of a particular d"iscourse to emerge (Hacking, l98l). On the
Foucauldian view, knowledge in the human sciences is not a disinterested, neutral,

objective, or value-free phenomenon, it is 'inextricably entwined with relations of power'

and 'advances in knowledge are associated with advances and developments in the

exercise of power'(Smart, 1985: 64). As Foucault stated:

.. . power produces knowledge (and not simply by encouraglng it because it serves

power or by applylng it because it is useful); that power and knowledge directly
imply one another: that there is no power relation without the correlative

constitution of a field of knowledge, nor any knowledge that does not presuppose

and constitute at the same time power relations (Foucault, 1977:27).
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In other words, 'a site where power is exercised is also a place at which knowledge is
produced' (Smart, 1985: 64), hence in a Foucauldian sense, power has tended to become
knowu u'power/lotowledge,:

These'power-knowledge relations' are to be analysed, therefore, not on the basis
of a subject of knowledge who is or is not free in relation to the power system,
but on the contary, the subject who knows, the objects to be known and the
modalities of knowledge must be regarded as so many effects of these
fundamental implications of power-knowledge and their historical
fransfsrmxlions. In short it is not the activity of the subject of knowledge that
produces a corpus of knowledge, useful or resistant to power, but power-
knowledge, the processes and stnrggles that traverse it and of which it is made up,
that determines the forms and possible domains of knowledge (Foucault, 1977:
27-28).

In one of his last essays' The Subiect and Power (1982),Foucault outlined five points that
were involved in the analysis of power relations:

l' The system of differentiations which permits one to act upon the actions of
others

2.Tbe rlpes of objectives

3. Tbe means of bringing power relations into being

4. Forms of institutionalisation

5. The degrees of rationalisation (Fouc aurt, rggzi zz3).

It was in relation to power and discipline in Discipline and punish (1977) that Foucault
used the notion of the gaze and'tbe Panoptican.ThePanoptican was an architectural form
proposed in the l8h century as an efficient form of surveillance by Jeremy Bentham for
use in rnilitary cErmps, schools, monasteries, or prisons. The model featured a circular
building (that could be of several levels), divided into rooms with a courtyard in the
centre (or buildings around a courtyard). The rooms were to be only one room wide, with
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only a small rear window to allow backlighting but large openings onto the courtyard,
which included an observation tower to house &e guards or those in control. To prevent
contact between the occupants, there was to be no connection or window between the
rooms' The stnrcfure enabled the guards to have an nnintemrpted view and perpetual
observation or g&e of the activities in each space. The design made the guards invisible
to the occupants, who were never sure when the gaze was upon them and so had to
assume that they were subject to it at any time. The spaces or cells of the occupant were:

" ' like so many cages, so many small theatres, in which each actor is alone,
perfectly individualized and constantly visible. The panoptic mechanism arranges
spatial unities that make it possible to see constantly aod to recognize
immediately. In short, it reverses the principle of the dungeon... (Foucaul t, 1977:
200).

But the guards in the Panoptican axe not immune from the gaze. T\eyare subject to visits
by many people who may be supervisors or may report what they find and who may
arrive at any time. This has the effect of putting the guards under ongoing evaluation by
persons who are invisible or unknown to them.

The Panoptican was not only designed to be a very efficient system of surveillance, but
also to be a very economic one that minimised the amount and hence the cost of
supervision' The major effect of the panoptican was oto induce in the inmate a state of
conscious and permanent visibilify that assures the automatrc functioning of power,
(Foucault, 1977 201). But the panoptic arrangement also provided the opportunity for
classiffing, measuring, comparing, differentiating, qualiffing and judging the occupants
according to norms set by the organisation, and enabled the occupants to be thougbt of as
individual cases. According to the nonns, individuals could become subject to training or
correction' In this manner the ever-present gaze had a normalizing effect. The file that
was set up to write down the details about the individual 'enabled individuals to be
'taptured and fixed in writing" and facilitated the gathering of statistics and the setting of
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nonns -- that is, the constnrction of unitary and global knowledges about persons, (White
and Epston, 1990: 70) and became a further mechanism of social control.

Foucault argued that in achieving social confrol through the operation of an automatic
and anonymous form of power, the idea and techniques of the panoptican became central
to the rise of capitalism and the rise of the human science disciplines.

If the economic take-offof the west began with the techniques that made possible
the accumulation of capital, it might perhaps be said that the methods for
administering the accumulation of men made possible a political take-off in
relation to the taditional, ritual, costly, violent forms of power, which soon fell
into disuse and were superseded by a subtle, calculated technology of subjection
In fact the two processes - the accumulation of men and the accumulation of
capitar -- cannot be separated... (Foucault, rg77: 220-22r).

Foucault's 'disciplinary power' gave way in his later work, especially in The History of
sexuality vol' I[, to forms of power implicit in the fomration of the subject and its
relations to the will to truth. such a view was part of Foucault,s notion of
govemmentality which, he suggested, implied:

The relationship of the self to itself, and ... [coven] the range of practices that
constitute, define, organize and instrumentalize the sfrategies which individuals in
their freedom can use in dealing with each other. I believe that the concept of
govenrmentality makes it possible to bring out the freedom of the subject and its
relationship to others - which constitutes the very sfiff [matiirel ofethics (cited
in Rabinow, 1997: xvli)

From this point onwards, Foucault addressed the issue of power in terms of the ethics and
the'care of the self. These twin conceptions of power - the early disciplinary accounr
and the later form of ethical self-constitution -- provide exemplary, if unusual, modes of
analysis that are relevant and suitable for analysing counselling. The first form is
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applicable to the history of the emergence of counselling in New Zealand schools, as a set
of techniques and, therefore, a fonn of disciplinary power that developed in association
with psychology.

Perhaps, more interestingly, govenrmentality allows us to understand counselling both in
its recent developments under neoliberalism (with demands for accountability and
professionalisation), and as part of the Western tradition -- a set of practices and
techniques inserted into schools -- devoted to assisting students to ,take care of the self ,
requiring both knowledge of oneself and freedom as an ontological condition of ethics.

Rose (1998) argued that the development of 'psy' disciplines was intrinsically linked to
the history of governmenl not just politics, but in the broader sense of what Foucault
tenned 'governmentality'(Foucault 1991). In discussing his research, Foucault stated
clearly:

The target of analysis wasn't 'institutions', 'theories' or ,ideol ogy, but practices -
with the aim of grasping the conditions which make these acceptable at a given
moment; the h1'pothesis being that these types of practice are not just governed by
institutions, prescribed by ideologies, guided by pragmatic circumstances -
whatever role these elements may actually play - but possess up to a point their
own specific regularities, logic, strategy, self-evidence and .reason,. It is a
question of analyzing a regime of practices -- practices being understood here as
places where what is said and what is done, rules imposed and reasons given, the
planned and the taken for granted meet and interconnect (Foucault, l99l : 75).

Foucault's early worlg Dtsctpline and Punish (1977 [Fr. lg75]) suggested that
understanding the operation of a range of social and economic institutions in society --
the prison, the factory and the school - could be understood by techniques of power that
were a form of 'power/lorowledge' that observed, monitored, shaped and controlled the
behaviour of individuals within these institutions. while his work resulted in considerable
acclaim, according to Gordon (1991), it also resulted in much criticism. Gordon
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summarised three points of objection to Foucault's work. First Mandsts contended that

Foucault's 'attentiveness to the specifics of power relations and the detailed texture of the

particular tecbniques and practices failed to address or shed light on the global iszues of
politics, namely the relation between society and the state' (Gordon, l99l: 4). Second, by

challenging cu:rent notions of the self of autonomy and agency, Foucault represented

'society as a network of omnipresent relations of subjugating power that seemed to

preclude the possibility of meaningful individual freedom' (Gordon, 1991: 4). Foucault's

notion of freedom is discussed in Chapter 1 of this thesis, using the points he makes in

later essays and interviews on the self, ethics and power. Thir4 Foucault was criticised

for presenting a 'political philosophy of nihilistic despair' that was exemplified in his

bleak account of the effects of humanitarian penal reformism' (Gordon, 1991: 4).

Foucault discussed a change in the tenor and focus of his work in various interviews such

as those published tn Foucault Live (1989) and The Foucault Effect: Studies in

Governrnentality (1991) and he eventually posed his work on 'governmentality' in

answer to some of the criticism.

According to Gordon (1991) govemmentality, a neologism for 'govemmental rationality'

became a focal theme in a series of lectures as part of Foucault's later philosophy.

Foucault coined the term 'governmentality' in an article of the same name where he

problematised notions of security, population, and government. Although he paid

particular attention to the historical political domain of government, especially to ancient

Greek and early Christian times, to early modem European states, to liberalism and

neoliberalism, Foucault defined the term 'government' in a broad manner. In Foucault's

broad sense, 'govemment'meant'the conduct of conduct'or'a form of activity aiming to

shape, gutde or affect the conduct of some person or persons' (Gordon, l99l:2):

Govemment as an activity could concern the relation between self and self

private interpersonal relations involving some form of control or guidance,

relations within social instinrtions and communities ffid, finally, relations

concenred with the exercise of political sovereignty (Gordon, I99I:2-3).
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In outlining three aspects of 'govenrmentality', Foucault implicitly criticised the

contemporary tendency to overvalue the problem of the state, its history, development,

power and abuses, and to reduce it to a unity or singularity based upon firnctionality such

as its productive forces. He was interested in the question of how power was exercised

and so by a history of 'governmentality', Foucault meant three things:

l. The ensemble formed by the institutions, procedures, analyses and reflections,

the calculations and tactics that allow the exercise of this very specific albeit

complex form of power, which has as its target population, as its principal form

of knowledge political economy, and as its essential technical me2ns

apparatuses of security.

The tendency which over a long period and throughout the West, has steadily

led towards the pre-eminence over all forms (sovereignty, discipline, etc.) of

this type of power which may be termed govemment, resulting, on the one

hand, in the formation of a whole series of specific govenrmental apparatuses,

and, on the other, in the development of a whole complex of savoirs.

The process, or rather the result of the process, through which the state of
justice of the Middle Ages, transformed into the administrative state during the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, gradually becomes'governmentalized'

(Foucault, l99l : 102-103).

On Foucault's view, 'govemmentality' means the complex of calculations, progtammes,

policies, strategies, reflections and tactics that shape the conduct of individuals, 'the

conduct of conduct' for acting upon the actions of others in order to achieve certain ends.

Those ends are'not just to control, subdue, discipline, norrralize, or reform tlem, but also

to make them more intelligen! wise, happy, vifirous, healthy, productive, docile,

enterprising, fulfilled self-esteeming, empowered, or whatevef (Rose, 1998: l2).

Govemmentality is not simply about confiol in its negative sense but also in its positive

sense, in its contribution to the security of society. The governing of others is conducted

by a large array of authorities, be they political, economic, military, police, educational,

theological, medical, welfare and so on, with the general purpose of avoiding negatives

2.

3.
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and ills such as crime, mental illness, ignorance, poverty whilst promoting what was

considered desirable by society -- health, wealth and happiness. Thus modenr Western

societies are characterised by a form of security that is an interdependence of the

political, governmental and the social.

Foucault developed his notion of govemmentality from an historical analysis of the 'art

of government' in Europe. He considered that an explosion of interedt in the 'art of
govemment' in the sixteenth century was motivated by four diverse questions, These

were about the government of oneself or one's personal conduct; the government of souls

and lives or pastoral conduct; the government of children, which subsequently involved

pedagogy and their education; and the government of the state by its prince or ruler.

Foucault poses questions about the how of government -- 'how to govern oneself, how to

be govemed" how to govern others, by whom the people will accept being govemed" how

to become the best possible governor' (Foucault, 1991: 87). Self-government is

connected wrth morality; goveming the family is related to economy and ruling the state

to politics. In the 16s century context, Foucault suggests that such questions highlighted

the general problematic of govemment as the intersection of trvo competing movernents -

- a tendency towards state centralisation and a logic of dispersion and religious

dissidence.

Foucault believed that the introduction of economy into political practice was the

essential issue in establishing the art of govemment. The innoduction of economy and

goveming the family became imperative to the state as the art of government became

established in 16th century Europe. Foucault espoused Rousseau's notions of 'political

economy', pointing out that since economy involved 'the correct manner of managing

goods and wealth within the family' and in tum 'wise govenrment of the family [was] for

the common welfare of all' (Foucault, l99l:92). But since this required a form of control

and surveillance over the subjects, over the wealth and behaviour of all, good govemment

also came to involve notions of 'policing' and 'policy'. Added to this was the 'knowledge

of the state ... its different elements, dimensions and factors of power, questions which

were termed precisely "statistics"' (p. 96), meaning the science of the state, Foucault
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maintained then that the art of government crystallised for the first time in the late

sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries around the notion of'reason of state' (raison

d'dtat) that in effect challenged the 'diyine right of kings' to rule:

... the state is governed according to rational principles which are intrinsic to it

and which cannot be derived solely from nanral or divine laws or the principles

of wisdom and prudence; the state, like nature, has its own proper form of

govemment, albeit of a different sort (Foucault, l99l 97).

Therefore, according to Foucault, from the l6b century, the art of government came to

involve administration, policing, statistics and sovereipty. Once however, the notion of
'population' emerged in the l8e century, Foucault argued that it displaced the family as

central to the art of govenrment, and recentred the notion of economy. Statistics revealed

details about the domain of population -- rates of birth, disease, death, laboru, wealth -
that showed and quantified how 'population has specific economic effects' G. 99).

Family 'disappears as a model of government, except for a certain number of residual

themes of a religious or moral nature' and becomes simply an element or segment

internal to population, albeit 'a fundamental instnrment of its governmart' (p. 99).

Foucault believed that this fundamental shift of the mid 18lh century where 'the family

becomes an instnrment rather than a model: the privileged instnrment for the government

of the population and not the chimerical model of good govemment' (p. 100) enabled

population to become the ultimate end of govemment. It was this that enabled the

purpose of government to no longer be concentrated on enhancing the power and wealth

of the sovereign, but to concenEate on the welfare of its population, to embark overtly or

indirectly on large-scale campaigns such as vaccinations, marriage, employmen!

improving its health, wealth, mortaliry. It was this context that enabled the psy sciences

to evolve.

ln elaborating the notion of governmentality, Foucault concentated on understanding the

pluralised forms of government, its complexity, and its techniques in the question of how

power is exercised. Our present is characterised by the 'govemmentalisation' of the state.
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Using Foucault, we come to understand the rationality of government is about both

permitting and requiring the practice of freedom of its subjects. It is how the relations

betwesn govemment and self-govsrnm€,nt, public and private domains coincide and

coalesce which only becomes possible at the point where 'policing' and 'adminisFation'

stops and where the freedom of the subject becomes a resource for, rather than a

hindrance to, govemment.

Rose (1998) contended that in liberal democracies, goveming others has always been

linked to subjects who are constituted as being 'free' to simultaneously practice liberty

and responsibility in governing the self. Analyses in terms of governmentality then

involve problematisation, critique, and contestability about these practices of govemaoce

of the self and of others. The issue of governmentality in relation to notions of identity

for school counselling, its clients and institutional policy therefore forms a central theme

for this thesis that is discussed in the chapters of section 2.
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CHAPTER 1: THE SELF, IDENTITY A}tD COI]NSELLING

1.1 Introduction: philosophical perspectives

1.2'Self,'identity' and counselling

1.3 Postmodernism: new approaches to the concept of identity

1.4 Counselling the 'self

1.5 Michel Foucault: care of the self

Technologies of domination and technologies of the self

An ethics of self-formation

1.6 Some criticisms of Foucault

1.1 Introduction: philosophical perspectives

Whilst not attempting to be a complete philosophical treatise on the 'self and'identity',

this thesis summarises some important historical philosophical notions in taking up

Taylor's (1989) suggestion that we cannot'see the full complexity and richness of modem

identity' ...'unless we see how the modern understanding of the self developed out of

earlier pictures of human identiry' (Taylor, 1989: Preface x). Questions about the self and

identity and changes in how they have been theorised are by no means a 20ft century

phenomenon. There are two main ways that Western philosophy has conceived of the

self. One is derived from Plato and subsequently adopted by forms of ChristianitY; the

other arose out of Rousseau and a contemporary form of philosophy, phenomenology,

existentialism and pragmatism in the 19s and 20u cennries. This is clearly evident in the

writings of Nietzsche, Husserl, Heidegger and contemporary French philosophy (e.g.,

Sarfre, de Beauvoir, Merleau-Ponty, Foucault and Denida) on the one hand, and in the

pragmatist writings of William James, Dewey, Mead and Rorty, on the other.

The Platonic view based on the implacable distinction between the world of appearances

and the world of reality holds that the self is a fixed essence - the 'psyche' or 'soul' -- a

form that temporarily locates itself in the body. In this view the soul is the eternal form of

the self that on the death and decay of the body returns to the fixed circle of souls. This

self, once born, is 'dis'-covered or uncovered as one leams tbrough life. Plato, wedded to
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the doctrine of anamnesis, suggests the notion that all learning is simply a form of

recollection, Education, then, becomes the means by which, through a judicious series of

questions, the learner is taught to remember or recollect what (s)he already knows.

Descartes'mind/body split might also be said to follow a similar line of thinking in that

the cogito or the 'thinking self is privileged in regard to the body: it is that which can

guarantee us certainty in knowledge an4 indeed, makes knowledge possible (Descartes,

1986). Descartes'notion is briefly examined in section 1.2.

In general, this privileging of the mind or intellect over the body, which dominated the

Western tradition and has been sustained and reiterated in modern philosophy beginning

with Descartes, has also been responsible for shaping approaches to education. ln the

liberal tradition, education meant an education of the mind, rather than an education of

the body. In line with this overall approach to education, many theories informing

counselling have tended to anbrace similar ideas.

Many counselling therapies are conducted through the 'rational' means of language or

conversation. Clients are assisted to produce a 'talking cure' (in Freud's sense), to reveal

the tnrth about their'self and their'identity' in what might be seen as a confessional mode

in a modenr secular society (see Foucault, 1980a, The History of Sexuality, Vol. I. and a

conversation with Foucault entitled 'The Confession of the Flesh' in Gordon, 1980). This

form of confession has already been outlined in the introduction to this thesis. Most

forms of counselling that draw upon the model of the'dialogue', the'autobiography', the

'confession', the 'structured conversation', and even the 'argument' tend to accept the

mind/body split and to privilege the mind over the body. Rational Emotive Therapy is a

particularly clear exemplar of this. Even modalities such as gestalt, existential

counselling, psychodrama, some pastoral counselling, transactional analysis and body

therapies, whiist they may use body-oriented and physical lsshniques, still involve some

processing of what has occurred through forms of dialogue, conversation and a

confessional in enabling the individual to gain an understanding of the self and one's

relationship to the problem or issue of concern. Hence the mind or intellect gains a sense

of knowing or understanding and makes meaning for the person. These forms of
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counselling attempt to take seriously the way in which the cogito or the cognitive has

been privileged. The extent to which the counter-emphasis on the body or 'passions' as

opposed to the intellect as a conscious product of philosophical understanding is

questionable.

The phenomenological view of 'self starts from the prerrise that the world of appearance

is all that is the case. There is no other reality an4 grven this fleeting and temporal

existence, the self is viewed as something that becomes, that is, it comes into existence

and goes out of existence - existence is firndamentally temporal. Martin Heidegger

makes this his thesis in the now farnous Being and Time (1993). The same point is glven

a different expression by Jean-Paul Sartre (1948: 26), who in his Existentialism and

Humanism suggests that what all existentialisms have in cornmon is the fact that 'they

believe existence comes before essence.' As he says 'Man is nothing else but that which

he makes of himself' (Sartre, 1948: 28). That simple statement emphasising the

temporality of humankind - its becoming -- is a powerful thought that has motivated

post-war philosophy, be it in its pragmatist guise focusing upon the pure contingenry of

existence or be it in its existentialist or phenomenological guise. What follows from this

is a re-evaluation of the mind/body, appearance/reality dualisms and a reconsideration of

both the body and our freedom. In his later work, Sartre (1966) points out that, if
existence is prior to essence, the first moral effect of existentialism means that 'man' is

responsible for what he is, both individually and collectively. Existentialist and

phenomenological theories informing counselling (as mentioned below) accordingly

place great emphasis on the idea of freedom to choose and individual autonomy and

responsibility: in particular, the way we become who we are through the choices that we

make.

The notion of identity is one that has been challenged in the latter part of the 20e century

by postnodem and poststructuralist theorists. Whilst there are many posfrnodern

positions, a central theme, with different inJlections, is tbat the self is fundamentally

social. This notion has been adopted by many people and has antecedents in Christian

notions expressed in the words of the metaphysical poet John Donne that 'no man is an
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island unto himself . Both sociology and Mamist thougbt have made the notion of the

social self fundamental. Discourses of the 'postmodern self tend to revolve around a

cluster of questions: what is the extent or limits of the self; what is the relationship

between the inner and the outer, between the mind and body, or between the public and

the private self? Is such a differentiation even possible? Is the self unified or fragmented,

singular or plural? What is the relationship between the concepts of 'self and 'identity'?

These questions are, in large measure, the zubject matter for this chapter, where I provide

some account of the self and of identity and attempt to sort out the conceptual relations

between them. I provide an introduction to the notion of self tbat has proved popular with

counsellors and has, implicitly, underwritten counselling theory and practice. I also

provide an argument and brief review of the shift from the notion of the 'self to that of

'identity' that characterises much contemporary theorising and investigate Michel

Foucault's influential work and, in particular, his notion of "care of the self'.

1.2 oSelf, 'identity' and counselling

ln recent times, particularly since the 1980s, there has been a shift in how some theoris$ -

- philosophers, anthropologists, sociologists, therapists and counsellors -- have conceived

the self. In the eady part of the 20h cenrury as, for example, reflected in Freudian

tripartite notions of id, ego, superego and similar variants by neo-Freudian theorists, the

self had been seen as having different components -- an inner and outer self' with the

latter two concepts of ego and superego incorporating elements of the social dimension.

With an emphasis being placed on the inner as being the 'real' or 'true' self it became

important to discover this inner being or unconscious part, a task that often created deep

ontological anxiety. Such anxiety might be seen as culminating in the post-war baby-

boomers who are sometimes portrayed negatively in the popular media as overly self-

centred, 'me-generation', 'navel-gazers' forming what Christopher Lasch (1979) calls in

the book of the same name, a 'culture of narcissism'. Furthermore, neo-liberal political

environments at the end of the 20h ceutury focus on 'self responsibility rather than state

responsibility in managing one's life.
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Contemporary philosophers, such as Ludwig Wittgenstein (1953), have challenged earlier
ideas about the self, and emphasised how our thinking depends on language. When the
self is seen as part of a public language game and language is formed in our interactions

with oru everyday world then, as both Schopenhauer and Wittgenstein both argue, the

idea of self as a inner sanctum or a set of inner processes that are private to the individual
becomes unintelligible or meaningless. A consequence of this line of thinking might be to
believe that human beings are much 'lighter', so to spealg as portrayed for example by
Milan Kundera (1984) n The Unbearable Lightness of Being. Under this description,

people no longer have the 'heavy' load of 'finding themselves', or of revealing their tnre
inner core. Rose (1989) argues that it has been psychological discor:rse that has enabled

and taught people ways of constitufing or'inventing' themselves. I would argue that there

has been a distinct move away from forms of counselling and therapy that investigate the

self and its inner being for the sake of itself, to forms of counselling that focus more on
the everyday realities and problems that people present (such as sexual abuse, violence,

anger' drug and alcohol abuse, family relationships, depression, suicidality, and phobias)

aiming to help them cope with these. This is not to say that the 'deep work' on finding
the self is necessarily any better or more workable than other forms, but that as times

have changed and as people's needs have changed, so the forms of therapy have tended to
change. There has been a re-focus on the importance of the language used in counselling,

so that counselling is seen as not just a form of 'talking cure' (in the Freudian sense) but
to have become 'technologies of language' - talking, witing and reading the self -- as

used in narrative therapy (as discussed in Chapter l0).

In the counselling literature in the English-speakrng world, the two notions 'self and

'identity' are central to theory and practice yet the conceptual relationships between these

two terms has not always been carefully mapped or explored. As elsewhere, they are

often used interchangeably without explanation or due regard to their conceptual

differences' The two terms also seem to exist in quite separate literatures and in different
social science disciplines. The notion of 'self figures strongly in key psychological

discourses - both measurement-oriented and humanistic -- focusing on the related family
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of terms that include: 'self-determination', 'self-disclosure', 'self-concept', .self-esteem,,

'self-assertion' and 'self-reporting'. 'Identity' seems to figure altematively and more
recently in sociologically oriented literatures focusing upon identity formation and

'identity politics' related particularly to 'race', 'gender', and 'sexuality'. F'rthermore, in
recent innovations in counselling based on narrative therapy, the notion of identity,
becomes'subjectivities'as the prefened terminology (Drewery & Winslade,1997:39).

These separate discourses - self and identity - which are still prevalent and ind.icate

major lines of practice and research both in psychological and in counselling theory, also
point to conternporaiy shifu in meamngs of these terms. In particular, one might argue

the notion of 'self underlying early counselling practice was more of an essentialist one

that allowed for stages of growth or development and assumed a stable core personality

or essence of being. Whereas the recent sociologically inflected discourses, drawing on

stncturalist and poststructuralist innovations, tend to adopt consfirctionist approaches to

render 'identity' and even 'self as social constnrctions. These have been reflected in
counselling in nvo different therapies (Drewery & Monk, 1994) as 'constnrctivist

therapy' (Niemeyer, 1993) and the 'constuctionist' influenced'narrative therapy'that is

discussed in Chapter 10.

ln Western philosophy, the notion of the sameness of the self stemmed from qualities

described by two 17ft century philosophers -- the notions of John Locke ( I 964) in his ln
Essay Concerning Human [Jnderstanding, written in 1690 and of Ren6 Descartes (19g6)

in his treatise, Meditations, written n l642.In Descartes, the self (or the .ego' or ,I')

became certain of its existence through its own acts of cognition that became the

epistemological foundational reassurance against an ambiguous and deceptive world.
Cogito erso sum translated as 'I think, therefore I am', represented Descartes' subjectivist

attempt to find an inviolable and indubitable starting point or foundation to all
knowledge, on the basis that if there was not a cerrain class of privileged proposition

immune to doubt, then knowledge would be impossible. Descartes found this privileged
class of propositions in the 'primitive' reflection on the subjectum. The foundatiooal
proposition immune to doubt for Descartes, wils part of what has been called the cogito
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argument' But the cogito argument remained valid only if the self remained the same or
identical. In Descartes' time, cogito or'thought' had a far wider msaning than today, and
included all mental acts and data such as will, feeling, judgement, and perception, and so
it is often translated as 'consciousness' with clear implications favouring rationality.
Descartes brought to prominence the notion that the mind conceives first of all, of itself
and by itself. The self, thus, became subject in the dual sense of being subjected to the
conditions of the world and, simultaneously, being the agent of knowing and dorng in that
world' The belief in this subject became an a priori presupposition for the possibility of
knowing the world. In other words, the 'knowing I' - the cogito reflecting on its own
existence - became the basis or foundation not only for knowledge but also for action and
doing, and, hence, as a foundation to morality and politics.

Descartes' model of consciousness and the mind/body split it assumed and perpetuated
really represented a watershed in the history of the philosophy of the self. Descartes,
conception has been enormously influential. We might even say that his view of tbe self -
a picture of the cognitive self that epistemologically underwrote all other human activify,
including morality - became established as the prevalent view for modern philosophy and
the culture of modemity. various contemporary philosophers still refer to Deseartes, for
instance, Noam Chomsky (a modern Cartesian) who in his early work embraced an

essentialist 'universal grammar' or Ludwig Wittgenstein and Michel Foucault, who use

Descartes as a point of deparfure or reaction to a 'picture that held us captive,. Michel
Foucault, for example, in analysing how a given form of knowledge was possible,

rejected the way phenomenology and existentialism held a prtori theories of the subject
stemming from Descartes. He tried to show how what constituted the subject revolved
around 'games of truth' and practices of power and what he termed ,technologies of the

self, comprising technologies of domination and what he called 'governmentality'.
These fwo notions will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

The notion of identity' in psychological d.iscourse has undergone a paradigm shift in the

late 20ft century, especially with the advent of 'social constructionism, and the
development of discursive psychology (see e.g., Nightingale & Cromby, 1999). In being
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developed from 17s century philosophical notions of John Locke (1964) about the

individuated subject in terms of 'sameness' tbrough time, be it for an organism, animal or

person, 'identity' originally meant 'sameness', ffi h 'self-sameness' in the sense of an

identity that is continuous through time. Identity was what made a human being a person,

a rational, autonomous individual and it was understood as a set of basic personality

features acquired mostly during childhood. Once integrated, particularly in adolescence,

the basic personality, it was held, became largely fixed and stable. A 'personality' that

was inconsistent or fragmented or not integrated into a single unity, was regarded as a

disordered or disturbed one, or even as a psychologically or mentally ill one. It was a self

that comprised non-sameness; hence it became a non-identity and as such often had to be

controlled" or even locked up in mental institutions. Such 'disorders' of the self were

often classified in tenns of the paradigm notion of 'schizophrenia' or the 'split self , the

incidence of which is considered to have increased in the 'postmodern condition' (Lasch,

1979; 1984). This increase is not only in terms of the incidence of instability problems to

do with the 'core' self, but also with changes in the kind of presenting problem. Lasch

(1984) argues that we are no longer concerned so much with anxiety disorder€ or

problems of an otherwise stable self, but rather, that we are now concerned with problems

of self that reportedly involve a fragmentation of the core - the so-called 'minimal self .

These problems are considered serious clinical problems to be dealt with in the setting of

mental health institutions. In other words, the problem of the fragmentation of the ocore'

self has become medicalised, clinically treated and often hospitalised.

In Wittgenstein and Foucault the self is considered a form (or concept); it is not an

individuated zubstance as it is in traditional metaphysics (Descartes, Locke). A form is a

logical place holder to be filled out with detail, description, qualities, and qualifications.

The self is a conceptual form that can be filled in, in a number of ways - male, female,

heterosexual, bisexual, Maori, Pakeha, yomg, old, employed, disabled, victimised,

abused, happy, positive, honest and so on. Once individuals have been individuated then

one can talk about identity. 'Individuation' is a concept in logic that distinguishes one

individual from another. 'Identity' and 'individuation', in the philosophical discourse

following Descartes and on through the 20s century, tend to be two concepts that are run
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together. These concepts have been thought to be logically necessary criteria for

identiffing a thing or a person. Ludwig Wittgenstein argues that this is not the case (see

Peters and Marshall, 1999, particularly Chapter 3; Strawson, 1997) so the criteria of

identity are not absolute and can be filled by various descriptions at various times. This

me^ns that these criteria and the notion of identity itself are historicist; they are context-

dependent or contingent criteria, that is, not absolutely and necessarily binding. So

identity rests upon such culturally variable criteria as gender, class, ethnicity, sexual

orientation, md 'age group' (such as 'adolescent' and 'youth') and, as the French

philosopher Michel Foucault suggests, corporeality. 'Corporeality' means inhabiting a

body, being embodied. This criterion of 'corporealiry' has a history, at least in French

philosophy stretching back to phenomenology, Nieusche and existentialism, and is

strongly developed by Simone de Beauvoir, Jean-Paul Sarhe, and Maurice Merleau-

Ponty (see O'Loughlin, 1997). This notion of corporeality has moved some forms of

contemporary investigation away from studies of the self per se to concentrate on bodies:

how they are confrolle4 inscribed" and stylised,

The concern for the self and the application of these descriptive criteria of identity in

educational theory indicate the way in which diverse and significant strands of

contemporary philosophical thought on the self, including phenomenology, existentialism

and post-stnrcturalist philosophy, might be characterised as a series of increasing

historical specifications of the subject: a shift from altemative formulations of the

concept or logical forrn of the self, that attempt to define its essence, to accounts that

increasingly speciff the subject in terms of contingent identitanan criteria, focusing upon

the finitude, the temporality, the corporeality of the gendered, embodied 'racialised'

individual. This shift in thinking has very strong implications for the ways in which

school-aged children have been specified, categorised and theorised as the subjects of

education and of counselling. If we accept the shift fromthe essence of self to descriptive

criteria of a conttngent identity, then we can see it has important implications for

definitions of the descriptions 'adolescence' and 'youth' as'they have operated in the

counselling and psychological literatures.
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In psychology, 'individuation' is an important process linked with 'identity' that involves

the development of the personality through the separation of the baby and child from the

mother and father. In this sense it is important for the establishment of identity because it

bespeaks difference and uniqueness, at least in the sense that an entity or being occupies a

particular time and space which cennot be taken up by another being (conjoint nrins

being the excepfion). Identity is how one recognises and identifies that one is different

from the other. It is identity that provides a non-static way of describing the being that is

described by the self and by others. The self is an essential, conceptual, grammatical form

whilst 'identity' provides the socio-historical contingent description. tn people with no

clear sense of identity, as in those who develop dementia or Alzheimer's disease, so that

the memory and brain function are impaired, the sense of self and identity begins to

collapse and they eventually deteriorate into what is considered a'vegetative' state. At

this point they may be functioning physically, but they no longer have a sense of 'self or

an 'identity' and are usually institutionalised as no longer being able to function. So 'self

and 'identity' can be seen to be vital for what is considered a fully functroning human

being.

ln anthropological discourse, the notions of identity' and 'self tend to be approached

separately. Conceptualisation of the Westem 'self , mostly characterised as autonomous

and egocenfic, is generally taken as the nonn with the concepts of self of the traditional

subjects of anthropology, the non-Western subjects, defined through the negation of these

Westem norms and characteristics. Anthropological conceptualisations of identity about

non-Western selves tend to focus on elements shared with others rather than on the

characteristics of individuality and so divert attention from actual individuals and selves.

Besides any culture-specifi.c attributes, the self is held to be endowed with reflexivity and

agency.

In social anthropology, 'identity' was used mostly in the sense of 'ethnic identity'. It was

not just self-sameness, but sameness of the self with others; a consciousness of shared

characteristics encompassed in a common language, history and culnre that contributed

to the constitution of the group's identity. These notions tended to be complementary
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rather than contradictory, since the gloup to which a person belonged constituted an

important part of the socio-cultural environment in which and through which personal

identity was formed. Erik H. Erilson expanded the notion of identity to combine the two:

'The term o'identity" expresses such a mutual relation in that it connotes both a persistent

sameness within oneself [self-sameness] and a persistent sharing of some kind of

essential characteristics with others' @rikson 1980: 109).

The metanarrativel of the autonomous self was first challenged by Schopenhauer,

NieEsche, Wittgenstein and poststnrctrualist theorists. Michel Foucault analysed the self

or'subject', not as the source and foundation of knowledge, but rather as itself a product

or effect of networks of power and discourse (Foucault, 1977; 1980). Contemporary

discourses of social science influenced by poststnrcturalist thought no longer tend to talk

about 'identity' in the singular, defined by sameness and unity, but instead refer to

difference and plurality (see Derrida, 1982; Lyotard 1988). Difference points to the

contrasting aspects of identity and emphasises the implicit condition of plurality. Identity

is a combination of a number of social pluralities: family, class, ethnicity, gender, culture,

nationaliry and age. In addition, the plurality of intersecting lines comprising identity is

now more than often conceived as a set of life-style choices or even 'political' choices

one makes at the personal level about appearance, sexuality and group inclusiveness. The

emphasis on difference has called into question conventional assumptions of both a

shared homogenous culnral identity and a unified personal or individual identity.

Psychology only recently has turned its attention to the contradictory notion of multiple

identities (see e.g., Gergen, 1994; Melucci, 1997; Rosenberg, 199'7). The self is now

depicted as fragmented and minimal (Jameson, 1984; Lasch, 1990), fluid and many-

sided" as in Lifton's (1993) 'protean self, or comprising multiplicities, as in Gergen's

(1991) 'saturated self. In antbropology, discourses about the self and identity have

mostly been treated separately although an increased attention to the social and cultural

contexts of plural identities may lead to a better understanding of both concepts

(S6kefeld, 1999).

I 'Metanarrative ' is a term coined by French poststructuralist theorisg Jean-Frangois Lyotard in his worlc,
The Post-Modern Condition (198a). It means an overan'ching or grand scale concept or idea-



1.3 Postmodernism: new approaches to the concept of identity

This section provides an attempt to trnderstand contemporary discourses in

posfrnodemism and poststructualism and how these relate to approaches to the notions of

the self and of identity. Although Foucault w.u very clear on several occasions that he did

not consider himself a 'postmodernist' nor a 'stmcturalist', it is within the overall context

of these movements, but particularly the post-structuralist movement that one can gain an

understanding of the work of both Foucault and Rose.

Douglas Kellner (1992) suggests that notions of identity have passed through three stages

of transitron from pre-modern, modenx, to postmodern identity. These eras are not so

much indicative of calendar time, but indicate a predominant way of thinking and style of
existence. He suggests that identity is considered to be a non-issue, and unquestionable

for pre-modem communities since one's thought, behaviour and place were restricted and

largely pre-determined within communities that have a worldview based on traditional

myths, roles and kinship systems. Identity was, therefore, seen as being stable and based

on ascribed roles and clearly defined relationships to others in pre-modem community.

Pre-modern or traditional societies often have no notion that matches the Western

'individual' and findings from comparative anthropology suggest that identity is status-

and role-oriented, often determined by birth into hierarchical and chiefly relations.

The Enlightenment (or Age of Reason), which began in Europe in the l7h century, is

considered to be the beginning of Modernity and it was during this age that Kellner

suggests that identity was first brought into focus as an issue. Modernity involves the

rejection of the past and of naditional restrictions in favour of progress towards human

emancipation and moral perfection. Traditional rural feudal or subsistence societies based

on ascribed roles gave way to newly urbanised societies where people entered into new

relationships outside of kith and kin, especially in relation to work. For the first time the

notion of identity became fluid and more dependent on other than ascribed roles. Dress,

manners, one's residence and neighbourhood, education and many other factors including

those of class, gender and race, helped to determine one's identity.
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The ideals of Modemity - rationality, progress, optimism, the search for universal or

absolute knowledge in science, society, politics -- in an important sense was seen to rest

upon gaining knowledge of tbe tnte seffi it was considered the foundation for all other

knowledge. Modern identity, in posing questions about the self, raised the possibility that

perhaps there was something lying behind the public persona -- a real, true, or innate self.

Such questioning or scepticism also expanded the possibilities of what we might become.

In questioning the self, Sigmund Freud developed his theory of psychoanalysis, which

saw this 'tnre self being based in unconscious instincts of the bourgeois family.

Sociology developed and focussed on the interactions of the individual and society with

many sociologists arguing that the family and the school provide the network of social

interactions that help form a permanent ocore' identity that is developed in childhood and

adolescence. The emerging notions of modern identity introduced a new self-

consciousness and initiated a persistent questioning: who am I? What can I become?

What should I be doing with my life? What is my true vocation? While it became more

possible to determine one's identity rather than be restricted by traditional roles imposed

from birth, it also increased anxiety about personal identity.

Postrnodernity is the subject of considerable debate. For some theorists it is seen as a

complete break with modernity. The 'project' of modernity, it is alleged, has declined or

exhausted itself. Postmodern philosophy has seriously challenged notions of universality

and rationality that characterise modemity; it has pr:nctured the ethnocentrism and

etuocentrism that these notions engendered. Postnodern philosophy is often considered

to be a negative, pessimistic, nihilistic movement, in opposition to the Enlightenment and

one that supports inationality. Other theorists see postrnodernify as an extension of

modernity and an outcome of the Industnal Revolution. There is no one date or point of

separation between the two eft$, nor is there any one definition of 'postmodemity' and

'postmodemism', but the late 20e century after the Second World War seems to be a

markedly different place to what it was prior to this. Whilst postrnodernism seems to

have social, economic, technological and culnual components, there is no definitive

essence of the postmodern. Postmodernism provides a flexible, critical way of thinking
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about the world and our relationship to it, rather than the uncovering of particular ,facts',

otn:ths' and 'qualities' of our world. Postnrodernity, in contrast to modernity, emphasises

a flexible shifting notion of identity very much the product of a network of shifting

relationships. Postmodern philosophy, above all, is a challenge to foundational accounts

of the self that are anchored in God, Reason, or Truth.

Stnrctualism and, particularly poststnrctualism, form much of the philosophical basis of
postmodernism. Postmodernist thought has been sfrongly influenced by how language

has been perceived by stnrcnralist and poststructuralist theorists. Stnrcturalist thought

cenfres on the work of Ferdinand de Saussure and Claude L6vi-Strauss. Three main

structuralist notions are: meaning only occurs in relation to stnrcture; language provides

the clearest demonstration of the strrctural and relational aspects of meaning; language

enables us to give meaning to the world, to organise and construct it and ourselves.

Poststnrctr:ralism came to the fore in France during the 1960s and 70s under the influence

of scholars such as Roland Barthes, Julie Kristeva, Michel Foucault, Jacques Derrida, and

Luce Irigaray. Its effects were to open up texts and to 'free up' meaning, challenging the

dogma that a text's meaning was dependent upon an author's intention. On the

poststructuralist view the meaning of texts is never final; they have multiple meanings

and are open to the active interpretation of the reader. Stnrcturalism, by contrast, saw

language as a closed system. Poststructuralism inherits three broad ideas from

stmcturalism: language is a system that cannot point outside of itself (meaning is not

dependent upon corespondence with 'reality' or with the world); language produces

rather than reflects meaning; and language is not a product of individual intentionality of
individual meaning-making (that is, the individual is bom into a language and a culture

and does not create it for themselves).

Michael Peters (1999) provides a general discussion of the affinities, continuities and

discontinuities between structuralism and poststnrcturalism, together with its theoretical

innovations. The following list has been extacted to highlight the differences that he

discusses:
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Alftnities/Continuities with Struauralism

o The critique of Renaissance hrlnanist philosophy and the rational, autonomous,

self-transparent, subj ect of humanist thought.

r A general theoretical understanding of language and culture in terms of linguistic

and symbolic systems, where the interrelations of constinrent elements are regarded

as more important than the elements considered in isolation from one another.

o { general belief in the Unconscious and in hidden structures or socio-historical

forces that, to a large extent, constrain and govern our behaviour.

o I shared intellectual inheritance and tradition based upon Saussure, Jacobson, the

Russian formalists, Freud and Maoc, among other thinkers.

D iffer enc e s wit h S tru ctaralism

o The reintroduction of history and diachronicity.

o The challenge to scientism in the human sciences, an anti-foundationalism in

epistemologY, and a new emphasis upon perspectivism in interpretation.

e The rediscovery of Nietzsche and Heidegger's interpretation of Nietzsche as the

'last metaphysician'.

e { critical philosophy of technology.

o { deepening of democracy and a political critique of Enlightenment values.

o Philosophies of difference

r Suspicion of metanarratives

o The diagnosis of 'power/lanowledge' and the exposure of technologies of
domination (see Peters, 1999).

The importance of language and meaning to counselling and, in particular, to narrative

therapy, as exemplified by stucturalist and poststructuralist modes of thought, is
profound, and largely unexplored by counsellors. Language not only affects how we

frame our notions of the 'self and 'identity', but also how a counsellor deals with a client

and their sense of meaning of the world they live in.

Postrnodern identiry has rejected the modernist notion of a timeless, deep, inner

authentic, essential 'self in favour of an identity that is constnrcted, constituted, anti-
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essentialist, chosen, fragmented and even disintegrated and without substance. It is, in an

era of mass consumerism that has seen lifestyle choices displace authenticity, a self

where image, appearance, and style are what matters. This is termed aestheticism ot

stylisation of life. Identity is particularly influenced by the predominance of urban

cultures and is established by what we buy or hanker for so that goods become symbols

or signs of individuality, difference and solidarity. Postmodem identity, because it is
consbrrcted, is fluid and dynamic with public expression not necessarily consistent with

the private self. Some theorists negate the idea of any inner self. Goffiman (1959)

examined the self in terms of how people react in social settings and suggested that

different facades are presented in different settings, with the self an effect of the fagade.

He suggested that the self has no specific, organic location, that it is not individually

owned, but instead arises from interaction with other social beings. The constmcted self

arises from tension between two ideas that are often reduced to the old argument of

determinism versus free will. First, we are not born with substance, but become what we

are through being acted on by a series of social factors; that is, we are constn:cted by and

determined by the social and the cultural. Second, we have a degree of choice and are

free, to an extent, to constnrct our identities for ourselves. A different role, which equates

with a different self, is likely to be taken in a different social sinradon. There is no single

essential self underneath the fagade that is presented to the world, because the self is

scattered over and by a complex of social forces.

In terms of the modenrity/postmodemity, modernism/postmodemism debate, we might

say for the purposes of this thesis that modernity is a humanism, and that postmodern

philosophy involves both an attack on the theoretical foundations of this humanism and a

re-evaluation of it, beginning with Nietzsche and continued with Heidegger, Sartre,

Derrida and Foucault, in their different ways. For instance, Heidegger (1993) in his

famous Letter on Humanism, written in 1946, questions the false and naive

anthropologism that has motivated humanism since its first fornrulation by Roman

thought. In all its subsequent formulations, humanism, Heidegger laments, never really

questions its own metaphysical basis. While Heidegger's strategy is to rediscover

primordial Being in its pure state in the cultue of the early Greeks -- a strategy that seeks
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an uncorupted form of the self, so to spealg in oru ancient past -- others, like Sarre,

Denida and Foucault, subsequently have tried to bypass 'essence' or Being by

historicising questions of ontology.

In broad tertrIs, the ideology of humanism cenfrally involves a stable, coherent, knowable

and transparent self who is deemed to be fully conscious, rational, autonomous and

universal. Heidegger and Sartre, among others, argue that it is this notion of self as

unified and universal that underlies humanism and in its more robust forms seems to

preclude all culnual and historical variation. Such a view relies upon the self as a source

of knowledge, indeed, the inviolable foundations of knowledge for modern epistemology,

starting with the philosophy of Descartes. Thus, the self knows itself and the world

through reiuion and this mode of knowing produced by the rational self is 'objective

knowledge' considered to amount to science -- a form of knowledge that can produce

tnrths about the world. Such 'objective' knowledge is the basis for modernity's belief in

progress and perfection, which can also provide scientific principles for human

institutions, including education and learning. The old notion of ethics and politics as a

practical form of reason falls away to be replaced in the modem period by a new belief in

science and the science of politics.

On this humanist view, freedom is seen to consist of obedience to the laws conforming to

the knowledge discovered by reason. ln modernity science is the paradigm of all

knowledge; it is considered both neutral and objective, and scientists who follow

scientific methodology, motivated by the concems of pure reason, are thought to pursue

the Truth. Humanism as an ideology of modernity not only promotes this error-free and

uncritical view of science, but also tends to assume, especially in the later twentieth-

century, that all knowledge is language-based, that language as the mode of expression is

also rational and transparent to the mind that formulates statements and propositions in

the sciences. In this sense language is the medium for knowledge and all knowledge is

linguistically mediated; language reflects the world or is in some relation of

correspondence with the world such that the utterances or propositions that we devise are

allegedly tested for their tuth-value against states of affair in the world.
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It is this view of humanism as one of the underlying ideologies of modemity that
postmodern philosophy contests; it contests both the underlying view of the humanist
subject as rational and universal, and also the view of science and society built upon it. In
this thesis I begin to examine counselling theory in terms of this debate. Its implications
ue enormousn for if the notion of the humanist subject is in error or up for re-evaluation,
then so is counselling's humanist constnrction of both the ,client, 

and the .counsellor,.

1.4 Counselling the rself

Notions of the self and identity have been discussed in earlier sections because they are
themes that have been important for counselling since its inception, although many
counselling theorists and practitioners have not always been sensitive to the philosophical
or historical treatrnents of the self or how they inform different counselling theories. The
guidance counselling profession often combines various strands such as psychological,
testing, biological developmentalism, philosophical and practitioner orientations, some of
which have gained particular prominence and favoured status at different times. But
central to all are notions of what human nature is, and curiosity about how and why
people do what they do. These are sometimes split between essentialist and non-
essentialist notions about the existence of an inner essence, soul or spirit of the human
being.

Counselling is very much concerned with 'knowing' the self, but is not necessarily
expressed in these terms. This 'knowing' is not just for the client, but is very much part of
the requirements expected of the counsellor as well. For the client, ,knowing, the self
forms part of their therapeutic work in the counselling process as part of creating
meaning in their lives. For the counsellor, leaming about the self is part of their personal
and professional identity that they undertake in their counsellor education courses. It does
not stop there, but is expected to continue with ongoing professional development with
supervision so that the counsellor maintains a high degree of personal reflectiviw.
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Furthermore, although it is often not spelt out and in fact, seems to be almost studiously

ignored in an attempt to be inclusive and non-judgemantal, counselling is inherently a

moral activity, not in the narrow prescriptive sense of laying out rules of behaviour, but

in its broader understanding concerning the promulgation of human values. It is all of
these facets that the counsellor needs to reflect on as part of tbeir'knowing'the self.

'Guidance' is more directive than counselling, but is also concerned about the self.

Guidance has often drawn upon a liberal educational philosophy that traditionally

believes in the importance and respect for the 'indiyidual personality' and the notion that

individuals can do things to improve themselves and, thereby, also increase their

fulfilment in life. Guidance philosophy seerned to view itself as 'holistic', focussing on

the 'whole' child - its intellect, emotions, physique, socialisation, vocational choices,

aesthetic, moral, and spirinral values (McGowan & Schmidt,1962;Nicholson et al,1964;

Jones 1977). The guidance movement, in addition, could be considered an attempt to

provide the 'personal touch' by neating students as 'individuals' rather than as a mass, as

schools grew bigger and more impersonal in the era of mass education and of large

classes. This is particularly evident in the proceedings of the first national training course

for guidance counsellors in New Zealand (Nicholson et al, 1964) and is examined in

some detail in Chapter 7.

One can detect and deconsfiict the 'liberal' philosophical assumptions about the nature

of the self that are reflected in McGowan & Schmidt's (1962) text of readings which was

widely used for guidance counsellor education in the 1960s and 70s. McGowan &

Schmidt (1962) outline eleven principles of counselling which were not only widely

accepted by counsellors in the i960s, but also explicitly or implicitly underlie most

guidance and counselling texts and codes of ethics even today.

l. Recognition of the dignity and worth of the individual and hislher right to help

in a time of need.

2. A client-centred approach is required, concerned with the optimum

development of the whole person for individual and social ends.
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3. It is a continuous, sequential and educative process and therefore an integral

part ofeducation, notjust an adjunct.

4. Counsellors have a responsibility to sociery as well as to the individual.

5. One must respect a person's right to accept or reject any help offered.

6. Guidance is about co-operation, not coercion.

7. It implies gtving assistance to persons in making wise choices, plans,

interpretations and adjustments in critical situations of life.

8. It demands a comprehensive study of the individual in his cultural setting by

the use of every scientific technique available.

9. It should be entnrsted only to those who are naturally endowed for the task

and have the necessary naining and experience.

10. The focus should be on helping the individual to realise his best self rather

than on solving isolated problems of the individual, school or institution.

ll.It must be under constant scientific evaluation in terms of its effectiveness

(McGowan & Schmidt, 1962: 95-96).

Whilst the intense focus on the individual has been challenged in the later 206 century by

systems oriented counselling, such clear statements at what were the formative stages of

counsellor education still have relevance today and are discussed in the paragraphs that

follow. Whilst this list may appear to be only a brief synopsis, the rationale it provides is

important for porraying how counselling was philosophically positioned at the time that

guidnnss counselling began in New Zealand. Unless there is critique that results in new

sets of principles, notions such as this are likely to persist. These are notions then that

were highly influential in establishing an initial identity for school counselling as a

profession.

We can see, looking at this list of eleven principles, how counselling theory was

conceived to rest fimdamentally upon a notion of the 'individual' which functions as a

'primitive'. A primitive is not a description of an individual, but a philosophical

presupposition beyond which we cannot go or an element that functions as an

unquestioned premise of the argument. As outlined by McGowan and Schmidt (1962) the
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'individual' is the prime concept for counselling and is endowed with 'rights' and is

perceived in humanistic terms to have 'dignity' and 'worth'. These assumptions are, in

Pd, I product of Judeo-Cbristian culnre and the cultrual development of humanism

through the Renaissance where the values of 'dignity', 'tilorth' and 'respect' for human

beings was elevated to a philosophy. This subsequently synthesised to become the basis

for the European culture of human rights after World War tr. The notion of the right to

help and the expectation that one will offer it in a life threatening situation, if there is no

substantial risk to his own life, is derived from and extends ancient Jewish notions of
hayyav, related to a personal duty to give assistance and portayed in the parable of the

good Samaritan.

What this brief analysis begins to reveal is the culture-boundedness and cultural

specificity of this Western Euro-cenhed conception of the 'individual' that has passed

through various stages and reformulations. Eugene Kamenka (1978) argues, for instance,

that the notion of human rights and that of the 'individual' on which it rests is a culturally

specific product of Western civilisation:

The concept of human rights is a historical product which evolves in Europe, out

of foundations in Christianity, Stoicism and Roman law with its ier gentium,but

which gains force and direction only rvith the contractual and pluralist nature of
European feudalism, church stnrggles, the rise of Protestantism and of cities. It

sees society as an association of individuals, as founded: logically or historically

-- on a contract between them, and it elevates the individual human person and his

freedom and happiness to be the goal and end of all human association. In the vast

majority of human societies, in time and space, until very recantly zuch a view of

human society would have been hotly contested; indeed, most cultures and

languages would not have had the words in which to express it plausibly

(Kamenka, 1978: 6).

What is difficult for many people to do is to put in brackets or stand outside their cultural

beliefs and to problematise notions that are part of them, part of their very constitution
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and of their identity or the ways in which they have come to understand themselves. This

is especially so for those who are so closely entwined in the hegemonf and forms part of
Nikolas Rose's (1989; 1998) arguments about how the dominance of psychological

discourse in the 206 cennrry culture has informed notions of how we envisage and talk

about the self and identity. Certainly, for counsellors operating in multi-culnual and often

post-colonial states - the norm for Western countries like New Zealand, - this

requirement for problematising the prevalent Westem hegemony of beliefs and cultural

assumptions concerning the 'individual', his or her constitution and rights, is now

becoming more and more critical. The hegemonic position is something that various

minority groups frequently challenge.

The notions of 'client-centeredness' and the 'whole person' mentioned in the above list

ue more recent formulations in counselling, springing from Rogerian analysis and the

human potential movement that developed in the United States in the mid to later

npentieth century. These notions have been interpreted on the one hand, positively as

forms of personal liberation and on the other, negatively by some as being inherently

manipulative, shaping the individual to fit into the system rather than the reverse (see

items 2 & 7) (see, for example, Illich, 1977; Foucault, 1973; 1992; Rose, 1989; 1996).

Counselling itself is seen as 'educative', that is, as part and parcel of the process of the

'individual' learning about themselves, their relationships and their world: it is defined as

a 'continuous' and 'sequential' process. Yet these very terms are left undefined and seem

to reflect an implicit understanding that counselling echoes the process of individual

development defined as 'stages of growth' in influential psychological texts by scholars

such as Piaget and Havighurst3. The assumption is that there is a nonnal cycle of

' 'Hegemony' is based on Antonio Gramsci's theory about how dominance is maintained in advanced
capitalist societies. Hegemony refers to the way certain social groups maintain dominance over other
subordinate goups not by coercion as such, but by imposing a set of dominant rules and ideas so that the
power of the dominant ideology, group or class appears both legitimate and nanral. Hegemony is
maintained so long as dominant groups succeed in frarning all competing defrnitions within their orbit,
controlling or at least containing subcultures within a space that appears perrnanent and part of the 'natural'
order of things, lying outside history and particular interests but a space which is in fact ideological (see
Hebdige (1979).
' Dr Robert Havighurst, developmental and social psychologist, University of Chicago, visited Universiry
of Canterbury in 1953 to investigate the ideologies and moral reasoning of New Zealand adolescents,
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development which is invariant and is cross-culfirrally valid. Many theorists, including

Walkerdine (198a; 1986) have seriously challenged this assumption. The idea of an

educative element does however provide a clear theoretical justification for the place of
guidance cor.rnselling within education and not just as some frill that could or should be

located outside it.

There is some conceptual'slippage'in this list of principles. For instance, the notion of

'individual' in items I and 4 becomes 'person' in items 2 and 5, although it is clear that

in philosophical terms these notions are not the same. 'Person' is a more developed

notion in the sense that it .lssumes the moral status of 'personhood', that is, an

appropriate object of direct moral concern such as is involved in the ascription of rigbts.

In his Essay On Liberty, written in 1854, John Stuart Mill's (1961) view was that

'personhood'and its associated freedoms were not available to either children or madmen.

No such considerations of rights apply to the notion of individual'. As another example,

item 5 describes the 'individual' in terms of 'person's rights'; in otler words, modern

rights discourse is appealed to, in order to define the person -- a very contemporary

notion, as can be seen from the comment by Kamenka above.

One might begin to trace the different strands that make up this composite list of

principles as including Kantian talk of rights based upon ascriptions to 'persons', along

with more recent American counselling discourses. While 'clients' are 'persons' who are

ascribed certain orights', counsellors are perceived as having certain 'responsibilities' -- a

'responsibility to society as well as to the individual' (item 4) though these

'responsibilities' are left unspecified. Among the rights of a person/client is their right to

'accept or reject help', as mentioned above and an implicit acceptance of the 'respect' for

the individual's autonomy and choice-making capacity. Counsellors therefore need not

only to be aware of the multiple layers of responsibility to the person and to society, but

also need to be able to make ethically based decisions as to which responsibility takes

priority. This can pose ethical dilemmas that have no simplistic solutions, but which

publishing, R.J. Havighurst (ed.) (1953) Studies of Children and Society in Na,v Zealand. Cbristchurch:
Canterbury University College. He co-produced, with Athol Congalton, NZ's firut scale of socio-econonic
status. He lectured to many groups and was regulady reported in the Christchurch Press (see Small, 2000).
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requfue considerable wisdom, experience and often consultation with supervisors. After

all, who decides the priority of responsibility and on what basis?

Item 6 strongly indicates the 'guidance' side of the 'guidance counsellor' formulation:

'Guidance is about co-operation, not coercion'. Yet this simple statemen! with which

most of us would agree, tends to minimise the ethical difficulties that face both the

'client' in a school where (at least up to the age of 16) they compulsorily atten4 and the

counsellor, who is employed by the State or the school board" and who like all teachers is

considered to be in loco parentls.4 This item implies that how guidance counselling is

done should be non-directive, but does not spell this out. Under the term 'guidance',

subtle forms of coercion and manipulation are very difficult to discern. Perhaps it is with

this in mind that the professional identity of school guidance counselling today, has

tended to move away from the directive aspects that comprise 'guidance' -- testing and

advice in relation to educational and vocational areas -- to focus more on the non-

directive, personal counselling aspects that are part of the more generic profession of

counselling.

Guidance counselling, in this conception outlined in the principles, is conceived as

'giving assistance to persons in making wise choices ... in critical situations of life'. This

view certainly endorses a picnre of the Kantian autonomous adult who is capable of self-

directed activity and is able to exercise their choices responsibly and of a chrld who

might be developing such skills. The question of how a counsellor might 'give

assistance', apart from suggesting possible options, is left unexamined and up to the

counsellor to decide on the basis of their theoretical orientation and professional skill.

Just how directive that assistance might be is not spelled out. What is meant by 'wise'

o'ln loco parentis'dates from the Neglected and Criminal Children Act, 1873, where the Master of any

Industriat School 'became in loco parentis to children of parents who, because of their criminal and

dissolute habits, were unfit to have guardianship of their children' (Mazengarb, 1954: 55). This notion
implies a duty of care that teachers are considered to have in place of parents while children are at school &
going to/from school. This could potentially be in conflict with counsellor confidentialiry, especially if the
counsellor was dealing with young children. Fuller discussions of the issues around confidentiality are

discussed in Chapter 5 and see also Ludbrook (1991), Hawkins and Monk (1995) and Nelson-Agee,
(r9e7).
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and wise for who is similarly left unstated" open and ambiguous and hence is open to

interpretation.

There is a focus on contextualising counselling and possibly a concession to the scientific

outlook in item 8 where the individual is to be "studied" in "his [sic] cultrual setting"

This reflects on how the professional identity of counselling is expected to involve client-

centeredness, inclusiveness, empathy and understanding of others. Without these, one

could scarcely be considered to be 'counselling'. Item 9 refers to the necessary training

and characteristics of counsellors, in particular, those who are nonaturally endowed" and

seems to imply some essentialist theory of the 'counselling self as distinct from other

persons. To be suitable as a counsellor requires a combination of personal attitudes,

enhanced by fraining. Personal attributes are not enough. This notion is still strongly

endorsed by all the universities requiring certain personal attributes and aptitudes before

one is selected into counselling courses (see Chapter 7).

The focus for counselling 'should be on helping the individual to realise his [sic] best self

rather than on solving isolated problems of the individual, school or institution' (ItemlO).

What best self means here can be both literal and metaphorical. It implies that each

individual either has more than one self, or has different sides to their self, over which the

individual - with some help -- can choose. In other words, the individual has some

agency in shaping their 'self or choosing which aspect or which self they wish to

develop or display. The individual may be thought of as having different sides to their

self, which people often express metaphorically as 'my good side' or 'my dark side' in

referring to and making judgements about their feelings and behaviow. But if the

individual literally has different selves, the implications are more serious, since this tends

towards fragmentation of the self and mental illness associated with schizophrenia or

multiple personality disorders. In this sinration there is little element of choice about

styling the self. The focus, at this point in the early history of counselling, was more on

the tndividual than on the system the individual was located in, which migbt be the

Soup, the family or the instinrtion. An over-emphasis on individualising notions has been

seriously challenged with the development of contextualising and systems theory as
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applied to counselling in recent yerus, particularly in dealing with family therapy and
with Maori, Pacific Island" Asian clients.

The final item reflects very current 'scientific' uuderstanding for evaluation of the
'success' of the process, its effectiveness and, possibly, also reflects the demand for
professional and public accountability. whilst the tlpe of 'scientific, evaluation is not
spelt out, counselling in its early days was closely linked with the positivistic tlpe of
evaluation involving pre- and post-testing that is cornmon in psychology. The testing
aspect has been somewhat discredited, especially in relation to intelligence testing and
largely dropped from the present-day counselling repertoire. Evaluation requires the
counsellor to be reflective about their practice and about themselves in this process,
hence points to the need for supervision. It also implies remaining up-to date with current
research and methods through on-going professional development. This is partly why the
NZAC's Code of Ethics has supervision and professional development requirements (see
Chapter 9 and Appendices IV & V). One does not just learn to be a counsellor in one
training course' leaving it at that, thinking one knows it all. After all, what is the point of
'doing' counselling or using certain counselling methods if they do not work and make a
positive difference in the lives of clients. This becomes part of the counsellor,s duty to
their profession and to society as in item 4.

I have spent some time unpacking and analysing these eleven principles because the
analysis demonstates the state of counselling theory in the formative stages of counsellor
education as the profession was established in New Zealand. Counselling largely expects
its clients to become self-reflective and hence it is only reasonable for the profession
itself to be similarly reflective of its 'self , of its philosophy and its history. This analysis
thsrefore supports the notion that counselling theorists and practitioners must become
more aware of the philosophical and historical elements that have helped to shape their
profession and their discourse.
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1.5 Michel Foucault: care of the self

The earlier sections of this chapter have delved into a consideration of various

conceptualisations of the self and of identity in different discourses -- philosophical,

psychological and anthropological. These have been undertaken as a me:uur of

understanding key issues that, I have argued, are largely missing in the counselling

literature (Manthei & Miller, l99l;1992). Although ethics is dealt with in some detail in

counselling discourse, it tends to be in a somewhat instnrmental manner arormd

applications of ethical codes in how counsellors practice rather than examining

philosophical underpinnings and issues of ethical self-constitution. This next section then

looks in particular detail at Foucault's notions of the self, which not only provide quite a

shift from earlier discourses on the self but also bring in notions of govemmentality,

freedom and ethics to understandings of the self.

In Michel Foucault's body of worh there are considered to be differences or breaks

between his earlier work and his middle and later period. The later period breaks with the

earlier notions to extend and more fully explain the idea of agency through ethical self-

constitution (McNay, 1992). The earlier and middle Foucault is considered to include

Discipline and Punish (1977) and, The History of Sexuality Vol. I. (1980). His later work

includes The Use of Pleasure: The History of Sexuality, YoL tr (1935) and The Care of

the Self: The History of Sexuality, Vol. III (1990). The break that forms his later work is

around about the time of his 1978179 writings, when the notion of 'technologies of the

self and'govenrmentality' appeared:

Foucault's final work on the self represents a significant shift from the theoretical

concerns from his earlier worlg and also seems to overcome some of its more

problematic political implications. Individuals are no longer conceived as docile

bodies in the gnp of an inexorable disciplinary power, but as self-determining

agents who are capable of challenging and resisting the stnrctures of domination

in modem society (McNay, 1992:4).
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Volume I of The History of Sexuality is more about the confessional or therapeutic

situation, where the psyche or emotions are addressed when a priest or therapist exerts

their expert knowledge to re-interpret and re-construct what the client says. In Foucualt's

later works the emphasis shifts so that one no longer needs the expertise of the priest or

therapist one is able to do it for oneself (McNay, lgg?).

Technologies of domination and technologies of the self

Marshall (1997) discussed the main concepts that Foucault uses to discuss how people

understand and confiol themselves, classiffing them as technologies of domination and

technologies of the self, although Foucault only uses the latter term. These are hamessed

'to make the individual a significant element for the state' (Foucault, 1988c: 153).

Technologies of domination and the self involve defining the individual and contolling

the conduct of individuals through the exercise of power, which Foucault coined as

'governmentality' (Foucault, 1979b), in becoming useful, docile, practical citizens. In

referring to individuals, Foucault used 'calculable' almost interchangeably with

'nomtalised' in a way that 'should be understood in terms of govemance or coutrolling

the outcomes of behaviour' (Marshall, 1997: 38). Foucault's notion of the way we

become subjects -- people with a particular view of ourselves -- as being in the form of
'disciplinary blocks' which not only develop power/knowledge, but also exercise this

'according to knowledge which has itself been the product of the exercise of power'

(Marshall, 1997:36) has immense implications for education.

In his analysis of 'disciplinary blocks', Foucault (1977) identifies and substitutes the

word 'disciplines' for what are normally termed 'professions' and 'professionals'

(doctors, psychiatrists, psychoanalysts, teachers, warders, the military), thereby

challenging the way they are usually perceived and unmasking them. Foucault plays with

the dualiry in the notion of 'discipline' as both a subject area and a method of social

contol as applied to education. ln the 'disciplines' there are three interconnected notions

of power which Marshall (1997) suggested cannot be dissociated: power relationships as

between parErers who interact and modiff each other's actions; power to modiff, use,

consume or destoy things; and symbolic power. Marshall (1997: 37) provided an
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example of the interconnectedness of all three in schools, where 'the adjusfirent of
people's abilities and resources, relationships of communication, and power relationships,

form regulated systems'. The conditions required for such power to be exercised involve

space, time and capacities, for example in the disciplinary block of a school it requires

rooms, a timetable and leaming activities. Normal patterns of expectation become

established via techniques such as exams, observation, placanent, steaming and

remedial worlg so that the knowledge that is gained through the exercise of power

produces'normalised individuals'.

Technologies of the self involve ways that individuals effect 'a certain number of

operations on their own bodies and souls, thoughts, conduct and way of being' (Foucaulg

1988b: l8) in order oto reconstnrct and transform their selves to attain certain states of
wisdom, perfection, purity, and even happiness' (Marshall, 1997:34). Foucault describes

the notion of governmentality as, 'the relationship of the self to the self ... covering 'the

whole range of practices that constitute, define, organi2s, and instnrmentalize the

strategies that individuals in their freedom can use in dealing with each other' (Foucault,

1997a:300). In this lecture, he rejects Sar[e's idea that power is evil. He states instead:

'Power is not evil. Power is games of strategy' (Foucault, 1997a:298), and that the ways

of avoiding the application of arbinary, unnecessary or abusive authority 'must be framed

in terms of rules of law, rational techniques of government and ethos, practices of the self

and of freedom' (Foucault, 1997a:299).

An ethtcs of self-formation

'The Ethics of the Concern for Self as a Practice of Freedom' is an interview that was

conducted by H. Becker, R. Fornet-Betancourt and A. Gomez-Miiller with Foucault in

1984, the year of his death. Foucault is initially questioned concerning the change in his

thinking about the relations of subjectivity and tnrth. Foucault explains how in his earlier

thinking he had conceived of the relationship between the subject and'games of tmth' in

terms of either coercion practices (psychiatry or prison) or theoretical-scientific

discourses (the analysis of wealth, of language, of living beings, especially in The Order

of Things).ln his later writings he breaks with this relationship to emphasise games of
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trnth not as a coercive practice, but rather as an ascetic practice of self-formation.

'Ascetic' in this context meaning an "exercise of self upon the self by which one attempts

to develop and transform oneself, and to attain a certain mode of being" (Foucault,

1997a:282).

'Work' completed by the self upon itself is an ascetic practice that is to be understood not

in terms of more traditional left wing models of liberation, but rather as (Kantian)

practices of freedom. This is an essential distinction for Foucault because the notion of

liberation suggests that there is a hidden self or inner nature or essence that has been

'concealed alienated, or imprisoned in and by mechanisms of repression' (Foucault,

1997a:282). The process of liberation, on this model, liberates the 'true' self from its

bondage or repression. By contrast, Foucault historicises questions of ontology: there are

no essences only 'becomings', only a phenomenology or hermeneutics of the self - the

forgtng of an identity through processes of self-formation. To him, liberation is not

enough and the practices of freedom do not preclude liberation, but they enable

individuals and society to define 'admissible and acceptable forms of existence or

political society' (Foucault, 1997 a: 283).

Foucault is drawing a contrast between two different models of self-interpretation:

liberation and freedom. He suggests that the latter is broader than the former and

historically necessary once a country or people have attained a degree of independence

and set up political society. There may well be some translation difficulties between

French and English around notions of liberation and freedom. For example, a person in

chains is not free and although they may have some choices, these are severely limited by

their lack of freedom. They have to be liberated or freed from their total domination so

they have the freedom to practice their own ethics. Freedom that equates to liberation is

therefore a pre-condition of ethics, since ethics are the practices of the 'free' person. In a

particular example, Foucault uses questions of sexuality and suggests that the ethical

problem of freedom in relation to sexuality is politically and philosophically more

important than a simple insistence on liberating sexual desire. In other words, he wishes

to understand freedom as the ontological condition for ethics especially when freedom
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takes the form of a kind of informed reflection. This general understanding he begins to

outline in terms of the ancient Greek imperative of 'care for the self .

Foucault's discussion has strong and obvious relationships to counselling models and has

clear applications to corurselling in a school context. Here, the model of the self in

relation to practices of freedom seems to promise a philosophical approach that offers

counsellors a model that is both historically accurate and ethically suitable to the way

counsellors have attempted to define their profession. Foucault's account also offen a

Kantian-like basis for ethics based upon the way in which choices we make under certain

conditions create who we become. He also offers a very useful theory of power. Yet at

the same time Foucault is not immune to criticism, and counsellors, if they are to make

use of Foucault's work must also be aware of his faults or limitations.

1.6 Some criticisms of Foucault

There are three areas of criticism that are dealt with in this section. First, I will raise some

of tbe feminist criticisms against Foucault's work. It is clear that Foucault does not

entertain the possibility that he might display a bias against women. For instance,

Foucault (I997a) twice refers to the husband as governing his wife and children in terms

of power relations. This indieates that he can be criticised, therefore, for his conservative,

patiarchal position that does not in any way consider feminist discoruses that already

existed (e.g., see McNay, 1992; Ramazanoglu, 1993).

Second, in his discussion of ancient Greek (Plato, Socrates, Xenophon) philosophical

notions of ocare of the self , Foucault (1997a) does not seem to discuss the idea that 'care

of the self involves 'care for others', or that 'care for others' is an explicit ethic in itself.

He states that'care for others' as an explicit notion in itself became an explicit ethic later

on and should not be put before 'care of the self (see Foucault, 1984). He seems to

accept that the ancient Greek notion embodied in 'care of the self is an inclusive one that

precludes the possibility of tyranny because a tyrant does not, by definition, take 'care of
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the self since he does not take care of others. Foucault seoms to display a remarkable

naivet6 about the goodness of human nature in depicting how'care of the self involved a

considerable generosity of spirit and benevolent relations for a ruler of others, be they

one's slave, wife and children. Yet the argument that Foucault develops is so compressed

that it needs some elaboration or teasing out to check out the major premises of what he

does mean that is examined later in this section

Third, there is a set of historical criticisms that revolve around Foucault's scholarship

conceming his 'readings' or interpretations of the ancient Greeks and, particularly, his

emphasis on ocare of the self . I shall deal with each of these criticisms or points in nrm.

First, various feminist writers have emphasised that Foucault's work provides a critique

of gendered power relations and a challenge to biological essentialist constnrctions of

'women', 'girls' and 'femaleness'. Yet at the same time as offering a challenge to

contemporary feminist theory, Foucault has also become the object of criticism (see e.g.,

McNay, 1992; Ramazanoglu, 1993). Lois McNay (1992) argues that Foucault's early

emphasis on the body and his later emphasis on the self has provided conceptual

frameworks for understanding the gendered self. Foucault's analytic of power in relation

to the body, McNay suggests, helps to explain women's oppression. She argues that

Foucault's early worlg with an emphasis on the body, tends to focus upon a docility and

passiveness that robs the subject of any agency or autonomy. As such, this tends to be at

odds with the aim of the feminist project of emancipatory politics, which is to recognise

and rehabilitate the importance of women's experience. His later work, including ?fte

History of Sacuality, particularly volumes two and tbree (The Use of Pleasure and The

Care of the.lef), McNay argues, overcomes these limitations of his early worh allowing

for both self-determination or agency -- or, more precisely, self-regulation or'ethical self-

constitution' -- and a notion of power that is not simply based upon repression, coercion,

or domination. Foucault himself defended the 'determinist' ernphasis in Discipline and

Punish, admitting that not enough was said about a1ency, so he re-defined power to

include agency (see Afterword in Rabinow, 1997). Foucault's understanding of what he
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calls 'technologies of self serves to balance his earlier emphasis of technologies of

domination.

While some criticisms can be made of Foucault's early work ftom a feminist perspective,

it is also clear that his notion of the 'disciplinary society' has very stong implications for

any critical understanding of school counselling which in his terrrs, historically, migbt be

considered a form of disciplinary apparatus of 'schooling'. The feminist appreciation of

Foucault's later work tends to provide a gendered understanding of counselling and how

important questions of female identity, subjectivity and the institutional formation of the

fernale subject have been (see Middleton, 1998).

On similar grounds to the feminist critique, concems have been raised about Foucault's

work and its capacity to address questions about the constnrction of 'racial' or ethnic

identiry, or even the question of culnral difference per se. Certainly, some

anthropologists have raised criticisms against Foucault for his Eurocentrism and his

apparent lack of theoretical attention to the question of culnrral imperialism. Yet it is the

use of Foucault's work by the post-colonial theorists such as Edward Said (1978; 1993),

Homi Bhabha (1990) and Gayatri Spivak (1999) that has enabled Foucauldian post-

colonial accounts to be developed (see also Stoler, 1995).

The second area of criticism about 'care of the self can be better understood by

elaborating the very compressed argument that forms Foucault's position. Rabinow

(1997) provides a useful srunmary of the steps in Foucault's argument and I present them

here as a series of related premises in summary form:

Premise 1: "what is ethics, if not the practice of liberty, the considered practice of

liberty @oucault, 1997a). "Freedom is the ontological condition of ethics. But

ethics is the considered form that freedom takes" (ibid.).

Premise 2: In the western tadition, "taking care of oneself requires knowing

oneself'. "To take care of the self is to equip oneself withthese tnrths (p.281);
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thus, as Rabinow (1997: xxv) points out quoting Foucault (1997a), "ethics is

linked to the game of truth".

Premise J: Ethics is a practice or style of life and the problem for Foucault is to

give "liberly the form of an ethos" (Foucault,1997a).

Premise 4: The subject "is not a substance. It is a form, and this form is not

primarily or always identical to itself' (Foucaulq 1997a). As Rabinow (1997:

xxvi) explains "'Self is a reflexive pronoun, and has two meanings. Auto means

'the same', but it also conveys the notion of identity. The latter meaning shiffs the

question from TVhat is the self?'to 'What is the foundation on which I shall find

my identity?'

Premise 5: So the emphasis shiffs to the historical constitution of these forms and

their relation to "games of tnrth". "A game of nrrth is a set of procedures that lead

to a certain result, which, on the basis of its principles and rules of procedures,

may be considered valid or invalid". "Why truth? .,.And why must the care of the

self occur only through the concern for truth? [This is] t&e question for the West.

How did it come about that all of Westem cultue began to revolve around this

obligation of tnrth ...?" (Foucault, 1997a). Rabinow (1997: xxvi) comments: that

given these premises, "one must conclude equally that 'one escaped from a

domination of truth' only by playrng the game differently.

Premise 6: "the relationship between philosophy and politics is permanent and

fundamental" (Foucault, |997 
^).

Premise 7: Rabinow (1997: xxvi) remarks "Philosophy, understood as a practice

and a problem, is a vocation. The manner in which liberty is taken up by the

philosopher is distinctive, differing in intensity and zeal from other free citizens".

In Rabinow's helpful formulation of Foucault's argument, it is clear that the overriding

emphasis is on 'care for the self and there is no explicit discussion about 'care for others'

or the possibility of inferring the latter from the former (see Foucault, 1984). Perhaps this

emphasis on the centrality of tnrth in relation to the self is to be developed only through

the notion of 'others' as an audience -- intimate or public -- that allows for the politics of

confession and (auto)biography.
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with regard to the third point, Amold Davidson (rggi) makes it clear that Foucaul!
especially in his later work The Care of the Self (1990) drew heavily on the work of
Pierre Hadot'ss work on 'spiritual exercises'. Davidson suggests that Foucault owed
Hadot an intellectual debg especially with regard to what Foucault called ,ethics, or the
selfs relationship to itself or what might be called 'ethical self-constitution,. Davidson
(1997 : 200-20 1) writes:

Foucault thought of the selfs relationship to itself as having four main aspects:

the ethical zubstance, that part of oneself that is taken to be the relevant domain
for ethical judgement; the mode of subjection, the way in which the individual
established his relation to moral obligations and rules; the self-forming activity or
ethical work that one performs on oneself in order to transform oneself into an
ethical subject; and, finally, the telos, the mode of being at which one aims in
behaving ethically.

Davidson .ugues that Foucault's appropriation of Hadot's framework for interpreting
ancient thought can be recognised in this fourfold account of the self.

Hadot emphasised that in ancient schools of thought philosophy was considered to be a
way of life, a quest for wisdom, aw^y of being and, ultimately a way of transforming the
self' Spiritual exercises were pedagogy designed to teach its practitioners the
philosophical life that had both a moral and existential value. These exercises were aimed
at nothing less than a transformation of one's world-view and one's personality involving
all aspects of one's being, including intellect, imagination, sensibilrty and will. Hadot
claimed that in the figure of Socrates we find a set of dialogical spiritual exercises that
epitomised the Socratic injunction 'Know thyselfl' and provided a model for a

relationship of the self to itself that constiruted the basis of all spiritual exercise. In this

' Pierre Hadot held the chair of the History of Hellenistic srudies and Roman Thought at the collige deFrance.
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model, Hadot draws our attention to the primacy of the process one adopts to a problern

rather than the solution. Hadot's (1987) major work Exercises spirituels et philosophie

antique shows how this set of dialogical relations of the self (with itself) is at the very

centre of a total fransformation of one's being (see Davidson, 1997). In a clear and

important sense, Hadot's worlq I would like to mention in passing, provides school

counselling with an ancient philosophical basis or model, at once transformative, ethical,

dialogic and pedagogical. It is a model that could both complement and correct certain

emphasss in Foucault's later thinking about tnrth and subjectivity.

Hadot (1995), in an article entitled 'Reflections on the Idea of the 'Cultivation of the

self" Qry. 206-213), takes Foucault to task for the inaccuracies of his interpretation of

Greco-Roman ethics as 'an ethics of the pleasure one takes in oneself G. 207). He

criticises Foucault for making too much of 'pleasure' in relation to ancient Greek

understanding of the self, tnrth and subjectivity. We must ask: how far is Foucault's

account historically astay? And to what extent do Foucault's possible historical errors of

scholarship (according to Hadot) matter for the philosophical formulations and

understandings based upon them? (This thesis will not seek to resolve these important

questions).

Foucault's (1997b) essay, 'Writing the Self, clearly draws on Hadot's groundbreaking

work. This essay is part of what Foucault calls his studies of 'arts of the self which are

designed to explore the 'aesthetics of existence' and to inquire into the govemment of self

and others that characterises his later work. Foucault's essay analyses a passage frorn

Athanasius' s Vita Antoni;

Here is one thing to observe to ensure that one does not sin. Lst us each take note of

and write down the actions and movements of our souls as though to make thern

mutually known to one another, and let us be sure that out of shame at being known,

we will cease sinning and have nothing perverse in our hearts (cited in Foucault,

19976:234).
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Foucault notes that this 'self-writing'... 'offsets 1fos dangers of solitude, and exposes o.r
deeds to a possible gaze; at the same time the practice works on thoughts as well as
actions, which brings it into line with the role of confession (in the early Cbristian
literatue)' It permits, at the sarne time, a retospective analysis of 'the role of writing in
the philosophical culture of the self just prior to Christianity: its close tie with
apprenticeship; its applicability to movements of thought; its role as a test of truth,
(r997b:235).

One element that we might derive from Foucault and^ Hadot here is the importance of
'writing' and 'reading' the self to counselling, alongside the more conventional
conversational or dialogical forms that it takes. In other words, whilst acknowledging
their current existence as counselling techniques, the emphasis in school counselling
might be widened to re-emphasise the forms of bibliotherapy, diaries, journal qniting,
personal narratives, autobiographies, biographies, together with the educative impulse of
all forms of fiction, poetry and drama or role-play - both in film and television -- that
focus on the self.

This chapter began by providing some philosophical perspectives on the self and identity
before tuming to investigate these concepts in school counselling. I then examined new
approaches to the concept of identity exploring the ways in which stn:cturalism and
poststructuralism have rejected modernist notions of the essential or authentic self in
favour of the notion of identities that are socially constructed, chosen, multiple and
fragmented. The chapter then went on to discuss the ways in which the notion of the
humanist self has underwritten forms of counselling. Finally, the chapter introduced
Michel Foucault's 'care of the self , discussing in turn 'technologies of domination,,
'technologies of the self and'an ethics of self-formation', before raising some criticisms
of Foucault. This chapter, therefore, theoretically leads into the discussion of ,psy,

sciences and their constitution of the adolescent self (Chapter 2) and the development,
more recently, of sociological discourses devoted to 'sociologising youth'- to the social
and youthful self- in particular, through the notion of youth subcultures (Chapter 3).
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CHAPTER 2 : PSYCHOLOGISING ADOLESCENCE

2.1 Introduction

2.2 Notions of adolescence throughout history

2.3 Developmental psychology theories

2.4 Behavio urist and co gnitive-behavioural psycholo gy theories

2.5 Humanist-existential psychology theories

2.6 The burgeoning of the 6psyt sciences in the 206 century

2.l lntroduction

After examining notions of the self and identity in some detail in Chapter l, this thesis

poses the question: what is 'adolescence'? Allison James, Chris Jenks & Alan Prout

(1998) theorised childhood in a way that included adolescence, contending that:

Once childhood was a feahrre of parental (or maybe just maternal) discourse, the

culrency of educators and the sole theoretical property of developmental

psychology. Now, with an intensity perhaps unprecedented, childhood has

become popularized, politicized, scrutinized and analysed in a series of

interlocking spaces in which the traditional confidence and certainty about

childhood and children's social status are being radically undermined (James,

Jenks & Prout, 1998:3).

The chapter proceeds with an archaeology to uncover what is meant by 'adolescence' in

several different psychological and the related biologicaVpsychiatric discourses, by

surveying a selection of key theorists. Since psychological discoruse has had a major

impact on both education and on counselling theory and therapies, three major areas of

psychology are each assigned a section: developmental, behaviourist and humanist-

existential psychology. The next chapter looks at sociological and posfirodern notions,

and how these discourses tend to use the terminology 'youth' rather than 'adolescence' as

defined below in more detail.
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It seems that tom some combination of these many difterent theoretical positions, and
partly defined against philosophical notions of the 'normal' adult self as a rational,
responsible, autonomous being - a highly value laden view of what adults rue or should
be - that sociefy constructs a meaning of 'adolescence' or 'youth,. Whilst chronological
age is often used in describing adolescence, it has limitations, being less reflective of
biology than it is of status, and often seems to be a somewhat arbitrary and convenient
bureaucratic convention. Biological definitions :ue generally considered somewhat
limited, but are used to describe the onset of adolescence, whereby sexual maturity is
attained. Gender differences are apparent though in such definitions. Menarche is a clear-
cut event for girls, but for boys there is no such observable event. Menarche tends to
occur about two years earlier than any of the criteria (first ejaculation, development of
pubic hair, growth spurt) used to describe puberty for boys. Despite this there is a

considerable cbronological age variation for these events according to gander, ethnigity
and socio-economic level, hence biological definitions are strongly cnticised as being of
limited value in discussing adolescence unless one is discussing biological issues. This
intoduction therefore begins with a less contentious note, an etymological outline of the
terrn adolescence and its related words, 'teenagern and .youth'.

Etymological derivations are particularly apposite with 'adolescence', ,pubescence, 
and

'puberty' all from Latin: adolescere, meaning 'to grow into manrrity'; pubescere

meaning 'to grow hairy' andpuberta meaning 'the age of manhood'. The Shorter Oxford
Dictionary notes that 'adolescence' comes from Middle English via French, dated at l4g2
at its earliest, and means 'growing from childhood to maturity'. 'Fuberty' is the time
when sexual mattrrity occurs, whilst pubescence is the time of approximately two years
prior to this, and is often referred to as 'early adolescence'. 'Teenagers, refers to the

specific age group of I l-19 years, and was a term that came to prominence in World War
II. 'Youth' is a rather less precise and more flexible term. The Shorter Oxford Dictionary
notes 'youth' coming from Old English, dated at its earliest use in 1580 by Shakespeare,

and means 'being Youg, (vigour or enthusiasm or inexperience or other characteristics

of) period between childhood and adult age'. It is sometimes used to include all those

between childhood and adulthood, but is often used to describe late adolescents and older
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teenagers. Nowadays, with the prolongation of adolescent dependency, but probably for

bureaucratic convenience, 'youth' has been extended somewhat by the World Health

Organisation to include young adults up to 24 yearc of age, as in the case of their

statistics on youth suicide. This situation may well reflect the situation of 'dependency' in

the developed world but certainly does not reflect the reality of the developing world.

The word 'adolescence' tends to be used more in the psychological literature, whilst

'youth' has been the more favoured in the sociological and postnodern literature.

Section 2.2 examines how notions of adolescence have changed over time and the

influence of several key theorists in the 20b century. The impact of the work of theorists

from different fields of psychology, in particular that of Stanley Hall and Arnold Gesell,

and of psychoanalysts Sigmund Freud and his daughter, Anna Freud has been

significant. Biological, psychiatric and psychoanalytic notions of adolescence form a

medical model of adolescence, which whilst drawing from psychology, strongly

emphasises the biological aspects and time-specific notions of maturation. It sets up

standardisation and normalisation notions and then critiques young people against these.

Gesell (1956) was influential in establishing nonns, and in doing so considered that the

discovery of the self was the central task of adolescence. Donald Winnicott (1971) tended

to view adolescence itself as an affliction that the adolescent grows out of as maturity

occurs. Seeing adolescence itself as an afflicted lifestage partly reflected Hall's (1905)

ideas of emotional storm and sffess, and partly Freudian concepts. But medical model

views tend to portray adolescence as a disorder with particular symptomology, as

indicated by the increased number of definitions and disorders related to adolescence in

the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual fV @SM Iy) o. This tends to pathologise

adolescence to a large extent rather than nsqepting and understanding that many of the

perceived difficulties of the young person might be part of 'normal' growing up. Such

definitions emerge from highly value-laden, hence strongly contestable, adult viewpoints.

In defining adolescence as something largely outside adult society's norrrs and values,

6 Tbe DSM IZ, published by American Psychiatric Associarion, provides an authoritative, comprehensive
classi-fication of all recognized mental disorders. More than 1,000 clinicians and researchers contributed io
this revision that followed on from and updated earlier editions. It responded to criticisms of earlier
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adolescence is almost positioned as something 'abnormal', which in nrm points to the
need for, and ways of, controlling adolescents. What is 'normal' adolescence and what is
not are also brought into question.

The impact of developmental psychologists Jean Piaget, Erik Erikson and Robert
Havighurst on the notion of adolescence has been enormous. Their theories along with
the work of Vygotsky and Bronfenbrenner are discussed in secion 2.3. The field of
developmental psychology established notions of distinct stages and developmental tasks
that fomr part of many psychological definitions of childhood and adolescence in terms
of behavioural, cognitive and developmental changes that occur at each life stage.
Criticism of such definitions centres on the vagueness of the tasls, and when they are
considered to start and end on the cultural and etbnic biases inhglsal in such
normalisation and on the oppressiveness of these (Morss, l99l; Walkerdine, l9g7). An
overview of such critique is presented in this section.

Behaviourist psychologists base much of their work on Skinner,s and form a very distinct
branch of psychology that emphasises the influence of the environment on an individual,s
behaviour' This is examined in section 2.4. The work of cognitive behavioural therapists,
Albert Ellis and William Glasser, is also considered. Both these latter theorists have
developed therapies that have been widely applied as interventions in dealing with
adolescent problems, especially by educational psychologists.

Section 2'5 suneys the way humanist-existential theorists emphasise growth, the need for
positive regard, empathy and genuineness to achieve this, and the importance of an
individual's perceptions as the fowrdation of their sense of reality. The key theorist in this
area has undoubtedly been Carl Rogers. It was a humanist-existential emphasis and the
influence of Rogers' person-centred therapy that was the predominant mode of
counselling when school guidance counselling began in New Zealand,(see Chapt er 5.2).

versions by putting more emphasis on cultural influeflces, development across the lifespan, and substance
abuse disorders.
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Section 2'6 concludes this chapter by exarnining the strongly Foucauldian perspectives of
Nikolas Rose's arguments that show the profound impact of psychological discourses in
all its various forms in the 206 cent'ry. The 'psy, sciences became key ways of
understanding the self, childhood and adolescence as families came under increased
regulation during the 206 century, especially in the years following world war II. Rose
did not pretend to provide a full or definitive consideration of psychological discourse,
but did provide some interesting and valuable insights into its influence. Rose contended
that the soul of the young citizen has becom e the objecl of government -- the govemment
of the self and the govemment of the state - through professional, and particularly
through psychological expertise:

Since World War tr psychologists have increasingly provided the vocabularies
with which the troubles of children have been described, the expertise for
diagnosing and categorizing such children, the languages within which the tasla
of mothers and fathers have been adumbrated, and the professionals to operate the
technology of childhood regulation. psychology has played a key role in
establishing the norms of childhood, in providing means for visualizing childhood
pathology and normality, in providing vocabularies for speaking about childhood
subjectivity and its problems, in inventing technologies for cure and
normalization (Rose, l9g9: l3l).

The use of the term 'adolescence' and the definition thereof has been much debated. It
has been considered a way of describing the particular characteristics of individuals in the
transitional period between childhood and adulthood, when one can no longer be
considered either a child or an adult, rather, having an interim status. Conceptualising
adolescence as having an interim status sometimes results in adults holding parochial
atitudes towards adolescents and to the marginalisation of adolescents in social policy-
making' In this sense it can have negative definitional aspects, being neither one thing nor
another and defined against notions of the'normal' adult self. But since there seem to be a
set of characteristics in common for those grouped under the label .adolescent,, there has
now emerged a set of positive identifications and definitions involving biological,
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cognitive, emotional, social, moral and vocational criteria. By the 1990s there was very
much seen to be a separate adolescent or youth culture, the emergence of which as a post-
war phenotnena' constucted in sociological and posfinodem discourse, is discussed in
chapter 3' However, the impact of the psychologically oriented discourses has been
profound on how we have come to understand and to deal with childhood and.
adolescence, in education and in counselling. Hence this chapter provides a broadly
sweeping overview of how the work of many theorists has 'psychologised' adolescence.

2.2 Notions of adolescence throughout history

Some of the different notions that this section explores are: the eviVinnocent child; the
relatively recent emergence of a distinctive category of 'adolescence, in westem
societies; a biological focus on adolescence (Stanley Hall); an interest in the psyche rhat
accompanied Freudian explorations; the 'scientization' and establishment of norns iut

exemplified by Gesell's work; and psychiatric notions of pathology, 8s classified by the
DSM categories.

Conceptions and notions of adolescence and its problems existed in different societies in
the past. In the 8th century BC the Ancient Greek poet Hesiod worried about the future if
society depended 'on the frivolous youth of today, for certainly all youth are reckless
beyond words' (cotd & Allahar, 1994: xi). George Bernard Shaw,s famous complaint
that youth is wasted on the young further highlights some of the tensions between young
and old' Many adults frequently complain about the irresponsibility and immaturig of
youth and respond to such complaints with increased surveillance and regulation of them.

In his study, Centuries of Childhood, Philippe Arids (1962) asserted that childhood, as we
know it' nas not always meant the same in different times. Arids suggested that it was in
the mid-l8th century that adults began to think of children as different to themselves with
the rezult that an 'age-based hierarchy and eventual dichotomy was becoming
institutionalized in the relationship between adults and children and the defining
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characteristics of these differences were, by and large, oppositional, (James, JenIG &
Prout, 1998: 4). Arids contended that because children were not given any special status
in mediaeval times, being treated as miniature adults, they were often teated in what we
would consider were harsh and inhumane ways. He noted that although the first written
mention of adolescence was a thirteenth cennrry tanslation of ancient Byzantine
writings, the roots of the notion of adolescence were in the sixteenth century youth
academy schools in France.

James et al (1998) pointed out how two competing discourses that continue to this day
were set uP, in terms of 'the evil child' and 'the innocent child'. The former began with
Christian notions of Adam's 'original sin' which saw the child enter the world as
unintentionally wilful, potentially harboruing dark (and even demonic) forces that might
be unleashed if the adults, through either dereliction or inatteution, allowed children to
veer away from the 'staight and narrow' path. James et at (1998) considered that as part
of the Puritan tradition, Thomas Hobbes' Leviathan (written in 165l) formed the
philosophical antecedent of the 'evil child' by advocating that to maintain good conduct
and social order, the monarch has absolute power over the people, as parents in turn had
over their children. For without such power over ttrem, children, who had neither power
nor rights, would become unnrly, wild and anarchic. Children were compared to wild
animals and similarly needed taming and domestication. Hence the rationale was set for
maintaining oppressive, anti-democratic statesT and harsh, punitive and even violent
practices by parents and institutions, aimed at contolling and restraining children for
what was believed to be their own good, according to the prevailing morality (see

Marshall & Marshall,1997).In this manner, the Christian injunction to 'spare the rod and
spoil the child' was played out.

The discourse of the 'innsssnl child' ,uose out of philosophies of individual liberty.
Robertson, in de Mause's (1974) edited collection, The History of Childhood credited
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, the Enlightenment philosopher, with bringing the needs of

7In the.l96 century' Puritan morality linked with social concerns to ffeate the poor laws, campaignsagainst drunkenness and irnmorality in the slums of industrial engtana. Amid a concern for ,saving, andcorrecting children, education czme to be seen to be important.
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children to the attention of adults. Rousseau opposed notions of ,original sin,, arguing
that children have natural goodness or innocence and wisdom that should be teasured. In
Rousseau's Emile,'the child was promoted to the status of person, a specific class of
being with needs and desires and even rights' (James et al, r99g: l3). This set the seeds
for the concern about children as individuals, as not just the concern of their farrily, but
also of sociefy as an investrnent in its economic and social regulation. The child,s
growing up and education was part of the issue of progress that so concerned the age and
clearly adults became seen to have responsibilities for this. The child's innocence needed
to be preserved; it should not be misheated, nor left to its own devices, hence the notion
of child-centeredness developed. The competing discourses about the nature of the child
that continue to this day are played out in comments about 'the breakdown of the family,,
the 'loss of family values'' The Mazengarb Report, as detailed in Chapter 4, ernphasised
these notions and how some peers and some neglectful adults 'seduced or comrpted,
innocent young people and proposed measures to maintain that innocence right through
adolescence.

The nineteenth century changed the way children were thought of and was when:

" ' public bodies began to think of children as children, with special needs

because of their helplessness and vulnerability, rather than as small adults with
the right to hire themselves out for sixteen hours a &y, or as chattels of their
parents (Robertson, 1974: 4Zg).

However, de Mause (1974) presented a highly quesfionable account with a particularly
depressing, psychogenetic picture of childhood, noting abuse of children by their parents
and caregivers from ancient times until today. Such abuses included: infanticide, neglec!
abandonment, swaddling, deliberate starvation, beatings, solitary confinement, sexual
abuse, and overwork. In his historical, but very one-sided gaze, de Mause unconsciously
supported progressivist notions since he implied that generally today's parenting is far
better, but he can be criticised for providing little evidence for this. His ideas highligbt
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the danger of imposingzl'h century values and concepts of childhood and adolescence on
earlier times.

Children became objects of philosophical interest in the 18th and lgth cenn'ies, when it
was thought they might reveal the presence or absence of innate ideas and qualities, or
show the effect of sensations on the development of human attributes. But in the Iate tgth
and early 20th centuries a new scientific gaze focused upon the young child from the
perspective of evolution- The development of a particular interest in and notion of
childhood enabled the notion of adolescence to subsequently evolve.

In westem societies, before the 20fi century, young people were thought of differently
than they are today. There was no sharp distinction between adolescence and adult status.
They could and did assume adult roles in what today we would consider were the teenage
years; that is depending on gender and age, they could work, marry, have children and
enter military service. They did not reach adulthood until age 21, the,coming of age,
when they were considered to have reached their 'majority' or legal adulthood. Then,
before the era of universal suffrage, if they were male and landowners they also gained
voting rights.

Many researchers would contend that whilst some reference is made to adolescence
earlier, it is essentially a phenornenon of the late nineteenth, but more so of the twentieth
century, that has emerged out of considerable social and historical changes. By 1900,
with more than a third of the population of the USA living in cities, concern was being
expressed about the low level of morality in such places:

Drinking, sexual immorality, vagrancy, ind crime were not only intrinsically
threatening to orderliness but were also particularly distressing influences on the
young ... As a result of these conditions, three major movements developed, all of
which conspired to make a social fact out of adolescence: compulsory (and
characteristically public) education, child labor legislatioq and special legal
procedures for 'Juvenile." By the specific citation of a precise chronological age,
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the legislation associated with these three areas essentially eliminated the
vagueness of all previous ideas of the time at which adolescence terminates. Thus
adolescence became a period between pubescence, a concrete biological
occturence, and the age specified by law for compulsory education, employment
and criminal procbdure (Bakan, l97l: lZ).

Compulsory education enforced the separation of adolescents from other parts of sociefy
and from employment. This, along with other specifically targeted legislation, indicated
adolescents as a special case, somewhat problematic and in need of education, guidance,
protection, family and community support. At the tum of the 20e centgry, rargely
influenced by stanley Hall's ideas (as discussed later), young people were seen asi not
fully developed socially, psychologically, emotionally or morally, prone to weaknesses
and moral penrersions, hence in need of the control and guidance of parents and other
adults' Thus, industrialisation and legislation created and defined the notion of
adolescence in a manner that some writers would contend limits their power and assigns
them minority status.

while the impact of the industrial age society increasingly led to both dependency and. to
relative leiswe for adolescents early on this centurlr, late in the centqry this has been
considerabiy increased' In the post World War II period, not only were women rnitially
sent back into the home when men retumed to peacetime jobs, but with increased
mechanisation of farrns and increased urbanisation, the labour of adolescents was no
longer needed. As the school leaving age in New Zealand rose from 13 in lg77,to 14
from l90l and was raised to 15 n lg44 (see currie Report, Ig62: 203-210) and the
importance of a tertiary education burgeoned in the late 1960s, adolescents became
dependent on their parents for much longer periods of time. Nowadays in many western
counFies, including New Zealand, those adolescents who opt for a tertiary education in
the hope of attaining high paying professional careers are frequently being saddled with
large student loans. In the sense of 'dependence', adolescence in the late l9g0s and 1990s
can be seen as being extended beyond the teenage years into the early 20s:
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The delay is characterized by economic and social marginality; sequestration into
age-segregated groups, and extended financial and emotioual dependence on
parents' The young are also subject to manipulation and control by a variety of
goups formed by adults who are out to protect their own interests (C6t6 &
Allahax, I994: xv).

Early theorists on adolescence were strongly influenced by Darwinian ideas and the role
of instincts and so emphasised the biological or nature aspects of adolescence. According
to Rose (1989), Darwin, Sully, Stanley Hall, Claparede and Baldwin all observed infants,
describing and documenting changes in their emotions, words and movements over time.
The aim of this tlpe of study was at shedding light on the natnre of human evolution;
establishing characteristics that distinguished man from animals; discovering the extent to
which human emotions and expressions were innate or leamed; and the possible support
of doctrines of recapitulation.

kr the late 1800s, youngpeople came under rhe gazeof the emerging social sciences of
psychology, antbropology and pedagogy as objects of study. G. stanrey Hail is
acknowledged as the 'father of adolescence' following his scientific study of adolescence
in his two-volume work, Adolescence: Its Psychologt and Its Relations to physiologt,
Anthropologt, sociologt, sex, crime, Religion, and Education (Hall, 1905). It is
interesting to note the inclusion of sex, crime and religion in the title, none of which are
social science disciplines, but are instead concsrned with legal and moral issues and so
tended to problematise and defure the notion of adolescence in relation to such issues. It
was the perceived problem of the deviance of young people in the industrial age that saw
social scientists viewing adolescence as a distinct stage in the life cycle, an inevitable part
of growing up when adolescents are contolled by their biological impulses which
resulted in emotional turmoil, storm and stress. Since this was seen as an inevitable stage,
difficulties and moodiness were to be expected and accepted.
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Hall proposed a theory of recapitulation, strongly influenced by Darwinian evolutionary
ideas of biologically innate stages, whereby all people symbolically trace a progressive
cycle of humanity that is summarised as follows:
lnfancy (0-4 years) - the child develops sensory-motor skills, repeating the stage of
evolutionary development of humans from being on all fours to becoming upright.
Childhood (4-8 years) - playrng with toys, hide-and-seek, building forts, playing cowboys
and Indians, and enjoying outdoor activities like camping symbolises the hunter-gatherer
stage of human evolution.

Youth (8-12 years) - the ability to co-operate with others and to respond to discipline,
routines and naining drills develops akin to the semi barbaric stage of about a thousand
yerus ago.

Adolescenc e (12-25 years) - a time of storm and stress with emotional upheaval,
suffering, passion and rebellion against adult authority symbolising modern civilisation,s
rapid change and great advances.

If these stages are 'natural' and biologically determined and the environment itself has
little influence, it was argued that there is no point in nying to change their onset or
completion' Because each of Hall's stages offered unique opportunities and challenges for
the individual, this resulted in suggestions for some profoundly different ways of dealing
with children and adolescents. These new ways were more lenient and permissive than
the current practices of child rearing and were designed so that the child would fully
experience each natural stage. Infants should be able to roam freely, touching, tasting and
smelling things at will. Youth should be taught and rained extensively so that co-
operation with others developed and behavioural routines were established. Adolescents
should be given time and space to deal with their moods and their challenges to adult
authority should be accepted as normal. Hall believed that the appropriate educational
experiences should be available during adolescence if society was to advance. The
influence of these ideas no doubt partly contributed to the establishment of compulsory
secondary education in Westem societies.
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Scientifically oriented approaches to conceptualising childhood and adolescence evolved
out of Darwinian notions of natural selection. The emphasis was particularly on the
biological as ways were sought to understand evolution. Not only did Hall,s theory of the
psychology of adolescence have biological underpinnings along with the notion of stages
of development, so did Sigmund Freud's, Anna Freud,s, and Amold Gesell,s work,
although Freud would by no means be considered 'scientific' as such (see Cioffi ,1973;
Fromm, 1982; and peters & Marshall,lggg for wittgenstein,s arguments).

There was an enorrnous explosion of interest in the mind, the psyche and how it worked
in the late 19ft and in the 20ft centuries, much of which was influenced by the pioneering
work of Sigmund Freud. This in turn has clearly influenced how we think not only of
ourselves, but also of childhood and of adolescence. Sigmrurd Freud,s work was
instnrmental in providing a new set of notions, terminologies and techniques for
describing and understanding the 'self. Freud (1953) systematically developed ideas to
understand the mind' the unconscious, behaviour and personality and how they develop.
It is from his work and the body of research building upon this that nofions of stages of
human personality development were formulated and from which both psychoanalytic
and psychodynamic counselring approaches subsequently deveroped.

If Hall was considered the 'father' of 'adolescence', Freud was considered the .father, of
psychoanalysis and psychotherapy. In recognising the power of the past, the hidden, and
the unconscious to shape the present, psychodynamic counselling approaches have their
foundations in Freud's work. Subsequently, neo-Freudian theorists -. Carl J*g, Alfred
Adler, Erik Erikson, Erich Fromm, Karen Horney, Harry stack sullivan, and Jacques
Lacan - adapted and modified Freud's ideas. Psychodynamic counselling approaches are
not the saxne as Freudian psychoanalysis and are many and varied, developing out of the
work of theorists such as Eric Beme (Transactional Analysis), Fritz perls (Gestalt),
Melanie Klein (object relations Theory) and others gvey, Ivey and Simek-Downing,
le87).
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Freud (1953) provided a developmental theory which suggested that the personality was
made up of three elements: the id, ego and superego which constantly deal with nro
conflicting impulses or odrives' within the individual - a life instinct (sex) and a death
instinct (aggression). whilst the id involves biological urges or the ,pleasure,principle

seeking immediate and constant gratification of the drives; the ego and superego, involve
societal and environmental constraints. These resmints become internalised in
adolescence and inner conflict continues. The ego is the 'reality, principle seeking to
control the id, to preserve the self and to find socially appropriate ways of expressing the
impulses and tensions of the two drives. The superego is the ,conscience,, 

a product of
parental influences and societal values relating to judgement of good and evil, seeking
only socially acceptable behaviour. conJlict between the id and superego results in both
neurotic and moral anxiety, which create painful tension that results in overly using
defence mechanisms if they are not dealt with realistically. The three elements act
differently and individuals develop defence mechanisms (repression, suppression,
projection, reaction-formation, sublimation, regression, rationalisation) to hide the
intemal conflict between them from the self and others. These defences are important for
understanding adolescent behaviour because they are particularly pronounced then. Freud
theorised five stages of personality development, three of which occur in childhood and
nvo in late childhood and adolescence, respectively: oral, anal, phallic, latency and
genital stages' At each stage libidinal energy is focused on erogenous zones that
characterise the stage, with trauma at any stage due to overindulgence or deprivation
resulting in fixation and unresolved conflicts centred on this stage (Ivey et al,l9g7).

Sigmund Freud's work effectively broke new ground and set the scene in general for
many later researchers. what his model established was that childhood was the source of
aberrant adult behaviour -- of the abnormal, deviant, delinquent and criminal. As a result,
the parent+hild relationship came to be seen as vitally important in itself and also for
adult self-exploration and in how one constitutes the self. Freud ,positions the child as no
more than a state of unfinished business or becoming' that is 'dispossessed of
intentionaliry and agency. Instead these are absorbed into a vocabulary of drives and
instincts, with sexualiry becoming the major dimension in the development of self and
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amnesia emerging' ironically, as the key to successful socialization, (James et al, I99g:
21).

The work of Freud's daughter, Anna Freud (1g46),extended his theories, applying them
specifically to adolescence, emphasising how the dramatic increase in sexual or libidinal
energy frorn biological maturation at this time focuses on genital feelings, sexual objects
and sexual goals. She suggested that this could lead to extreme hedonism or to two
defense mechanisms -- asceticism and intellectuality. 'Asceticism, is a mistnrst of
personal instincts and a refusal to engage in any sort of pleasurable activity.
'Intellectuality'is a preoccupation with abstract ideas about friendship, love and marriage,
and often involves creative expressions of these in art, *ritiog and poetry. Implications
for parents and other relevant adults are that they should help adolescents cope with their
sexual maturity and their ineffective defense mechanisms by accepting their feelings and
fears and by channelling their libidinal energy into socially acceptable outlets.

The clinic and the nrusery school in the early part of the 206 century played a vital role in
studies in child and adolescent development. They enabled large numbers of children of
different ages to be observed by skilled psychological experts under controlled,
experimental, almost laboratory conditions. Thus they simultaneously allowed for
standardisation and nonnalisation. Arnold Gesell's work at yale psycho-Clinic, which
opened in l91l for assessment and teatment of children having problems at school:

" ' left taces of the child - graphs, records, measurements, photos, inscriptions
that together with those of many other children that have been accumulated,
combined, correlated graded and consolidated into the object of d.evelopmental
psychology (Rose, I 9g9: 144).

From his observations of large numbers of children, Gesell developed a normative theory
of behaviours that are rypical of children at particular ages. His ideas centred on primacy
of the biological regulating mechanism of 'mafiration'that he considered determined both
the order and the appeanuce of behaviours, rather than ,acculturation, 

or the effect of the
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enYironment. Gesell and Ames (1956) in their worb youth; the years from 10-16,
provide descriptions of normative behaviour for each of these yeani, in temrs of
emotions, activities, interests, attitudes, ethics, relationships, sel{ school. For Gesell, the
discovery of the self is the cental task of adolescence, and from his observations he
challenged Hall's notion that adolescence necessarily involves a stage of storm and stress.
Gesell contended that if children were not hindered, they would develop ,normally, 

and
that parents should provide them with relevant experiences for each level of development
of the self and that this norrtal, natural course should not be altered. The development of
the self is described in age-based statements such as:

Twelve is in better balance; accepts others; sees both them and himself more
objectively; but unevenly flucnrates from childish to more mature attitudes.
Thirteen withdraws and inwardises in order to focus more deeply upon his own
thoughts, moodsn and images in a manner reminiscent of seven.

Fourteen, more outgoing, and seeks to find himself by comparing himself to
others, by matching and by imitation; he is less inwardry centered.

Fifteen withdraws not physically but mentally to meditate, and to explore his own
nature in relationship to ideas, ideals, and the opinions of others.

Sixteen is more at ease and circulates more freely among age-mates and adults;
seems more independent and self reliant (Gesell and Ames, 1g56: 356).

Many researchers find it difficult to accept such precise, age-specific norms because they
axe not necessarily consistent with Gesell's own nomrative descriptions for each age
goup.

Although psychiatric notions of adolescence share much with psychology, they follow a

more biological and scientifically oriented model that combines what might appear to be
two separate and distinct discourses in what constitutes a medical model of adolescence.
Donald Winnicott was particularly influential in advancing rhe psychiatric/biological
model and seemed to be higbly influenced by Gesell with respect to time-specific notions
of maturation:
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There exists one real cure for adolescence, and only one, and this cannot be of
interest to the boy or girl who is in the tbroes. The cure for adolescence belongs to
the passage of time and to the gradual maturation process; these together do in the
end result in the emergence of the adult person. This process cannot be hurried or
slowed up, though indeed it can be broken into and destoyed, or it can wither up
from within, in psychiatric illness (winnicott r97r: 404r).

C6t6 & Allahar (1994) concluded from an examination of empirical literature that
biological assumptions linking hormonal affect with adolescent turmoil and delinquency
(elaborated in Hall's notions of 'storm and stress') were very small at best and were not
statistically shown to be more important than social variables. Biological approaches
linking puberty with adolescence did not account for the increasingly early onset of
hormonal changes that occur in early teenage years, and even in the pre-teen years for
many girls' This left many years after puberty, when young people were incorrectly
perceived to be at the mercy of their hormones. Stereotyped views about adolescents
behaving immanrely due to their biological immanrrity and hormonal influxes, all too
easily resulted in assumptions that they are unable to act maturely, therefore they need to
be strongly conEolled. Intensive confol, especially as set by many schools, denies
adolescents the experiences required to gain maturity and responsibility, something of a
circular argument and self-fu lfi lling prophecy.

Cdt6 & Allahar (1994) suggested that psychiatry tended to view adolescence itself as

afflicted, as a disorder with particular symptomology and diagnoses as evidenced by the
separate section now devoted to disorders in adolescence in the latest version of the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual II/ (DSM 1:(). T\e first edition of what became the
DSM was devised by William C. Menninger during wwu and used by all branches of
the US military to screen and eliminate those who were mentally unfit for war. Despite
the DSM 'l"Z pointing out that the definition of mental disorders 'implies a distinction

E.The 
D&V/ IY rcpeated'the definition it had provided in the DsM III and DSMrl/-g defining mentaldisorder as: 'a clinically significant behaviour or psychological syndrome or pattern that occurs in anindividual and that is associated with present d.istress 1i.g. a piinftl symptom) or disability (i.e. impairment
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between "mental" disorders and "physical" disorders that is a reductionistic anachronism
of tbe mind/body dualism' (DSM IV, 1994: xxi), they proceed with their definition and
classification scheme. Numbered codes are provided for medical record keeping with the
stated purpose of providing 'clear descriptions of d.iagnostic categories in order to enable
clinicians and investigators to diagnose, communicate about, study and treat people with
various mental disorders' (DSM IY, 1994: xxvii). In subsequent editions of the DSM,
from defining 60 disorders in 1952 to 230 in 1980, the latest, the 1994 DSM Iv has
headings for 56 types of mental disorder that each includes several different categories. It
is widely accepted as an authoritative document by the medical, psychiatic and
psychotherapist establishment, but is also highlv contentious (Caplan, 1995; Rose, 19g9,
1998; Szasz, 1970). Psychiatrists, clinical psychologists, psychotherapists, and social
workers use it to diagnose who will be hospitalised, who will get insurance cover (in the
usA)' who is judged competent or abnormal. Paula caplan (1995) criticised not just the
dangers of labelling, but that a small number of the most powerful mental health
association in the world (1000 contributors to DSM IV from American psychiatic
Association) define what is abnormal. she maintained that the diagnoses masquerade as
scientific and as 'firth' when they are in fact riddled with personal, cultural, gender and
political bias' She contended that this reflected an ongoing tendency for the public to
accept as 'truth' the opinions of high-status medical scientists and practitioners.

The separate section for mental disorders occurring in early childhood and adolescence
sets out eight disorders, each including about four fuither frces. There are: mental
retardation, reading, maths, learning, written expression, motor skills, communication-
expressive, autistic, childhood disintegrative, Asperger's syndrome, Tourette,s slmdrome,
AD/HD, conduct, oppositional-defiant, disruptive behaviour and encopresis disorders that
are numbered and described from pages 13-24. These do not include other disorders like

uI one or more mportant areas of functioning) or witf a significantly increased risk of suffering death, pain

3i"tll*lly;T"T#:li:l::::jId I{, 
addidg;"g;,t;.;, or pattem must not be merery anexpectable and culturally sanctioned response to a particular even! for exampre the death 

"XtJ""jl'i#wlatever its original cause, it rnuri .urr"ntly be considerei a manifestation of a behavioural,psychological, or biological dysfunction in the individual. Neitner deviant behaviour (e.g. politica!religious' or sexual) nor conJlicts that are prirnanry betweeu the individual and society are mental disordersunless the deviance or conflict is a sympfom of a-dysflrnctioo io tn" iiaiuia*t as described above' iD,sM[Y,1994: xxi-xxii).
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those of drug and alcohol use and abuse, eating, or schizophrenia that are also described
in the DSM II/ (1994). Questions need to be asked: is rhe definition of disorders now
more precise; and" as some mental health psychiatrists in New Zealandhave suggested,
do 20% of adolescents really have a mental illness? (McGeorge, 1995). This raises the
criticism of psychiaty and clinical psychology being self-serving for defining
adolescence as a largely pathological state. Furthermore, the DSM IZ classification of
disorders are criticised for having such broad categories that 'virnrally all aspects of
adolescent behaviour that deviate in any way from the normative can be labelled as

mental disease'(Sprinthall aud Collins, 1984: 386). The effect of medical labelling that
the DSM series enables and encourages can be devastatingly detrimental, especially for
adolescents, and especially if professionals see adolescence as ,afflicted, 

and a problern.
If one's view of the world is dominated by the constnrct of 'mental illness,, then it is
almost inevitable that one will constn:ct the world in terms of mental problans and
disorders.

Many of Hall's and Freud's assumptions, as described earlier, still inform psychological,
psychiatric and counselling theorising about adolescents, despite numerous subsequent
studies which show that adolescent turmoil is not universal to all cultures or to all
adolescents and therefore cannot be an inevitable part of human development.

Such ideas were challenged and rejected by subsequent theorists. John B watson,s
behaviourist theories de-emphasised developmental notions, instinctual forces and the
role of biology in favour of the role of the environment. They formed the basis of the
'nature' side of what became the extensive nature-nwture debate that occupied a huge
amount of time and energy of social scientists in the 20e century. The work of the
antbropologists Margaret Mead and Ruth Benedict, as well as that of subsequent
sociologists and of feminists, provided a critique and rejection of the 'nature, side of the
debate and informed the'nurfiire'or environment aspects.

sociologists and anthopologists tended to theorise

adolescence and its problems where considered to

a 'nurture' viewpoint whereby

be products of cultural and
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etrvironmental contexts. This was initially promoted by Margaret Mead,s contoversial
Coming of Age in Samoa: A Psychological Sudy of Primitive youth for western
Civilisation (1928). This study was controversial not only for the challenge to the
biological determinists but also because of the relatively recent challenge to her findings
by Derek Freeman. Freeman (1983) provided evidence that Mead was not told the tuth
by those to whom she spoke when she was conducting her research and challenged her
portrayal of sexual freedoms for adolescents. What Mead's work did suggest though, was
that a relatively smooth fransition to adulthood can occur when adults provide a stnrcture
of consistent beliefs and clear roles for adulthood, so that the sorts of problems and
rebellion that Hall and others described are less likely to arise. This concept was also
emphasised by Ruth Benedict's (1938; 1950) theory that the development process should
be gradual from infancy to adulthood or the individual's growth will be distorted through
the trauma of abrupt changes or 'discontinuity' causing mala-djustment in adolescence.
She believed that parents and educators should provide 'continuity', thereby preventing

stress for adolescents by helping them to change slowly, safely and securely with respect

to sex, responsibility and independence.

As this section has demonstrated, over time different concepts of 'adolescence, have
emerged. 'Adolescence' is primarily a phenomenon of 'Western societies that has arisen in
the context of urbanisation and industrialisation rather than in taditional feudal or tribal
societies. Understandings about adolescence and theories about who they are, what
constitutes them, and why they do what they do have burgeoned in the 20th century, when
one of the key ways of looking at people - children, adolescents and adults -- has

involved psychological and related notions. These discourses form part of Nikolas Rose,s

notion of the'psy'sciences (see Intoduction and section 2.6) nd,have been adapted and

used by various theorists forming what have become known as psychoanalytic and
psychodynamic theories of human behaviour. All of these notions have had profound
impact on a variety of ways in which we have come to understand through
'psychologising' the self, adolescence, youth and co'nselling.
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2.3 Developmental psychology theories

A considerable amount of psychological theorising has centred on developmental theories
that are described in terms of stages and tasls of development aom childhood through to
adulthood in ternrs of ernotional, cognitive, behavioural and moral development. This
section examines the work of tbree major figures, Jean Piaget, Erik Erilson, and Robert
Havighurst whose work in stage theories of development have had profound inlluence on
how we think of and describe childhood and adolescence. It then takes a brief overview
of the notions of Vygotsky and Bronfenbrenner, who understood development in terms of
an ecological, constnrctivist, systems approach.

Rose (1989) provided an explanation of how, after World War I, notions of childhood
and adolescence became dominated by the establishment of nonns. It was against these
norms that young people were measured to ascertain whether or not they were advanced,
average or retarded in their growth and development. Rose highlights the very power of
these notions uui appearing benign when he goes on to argue that they are not:

But pretty soon psychometrics was joined by other normalized and normalizing
visions of childhood that appears softer and more benign but which have become,
by this very token, more pervasive. The most powerful of these was the notion of
development (Rose, l9g9: l4l).

Developmental psychology is based on, first, an assumption that the child is
rather than a 'social' being and second, that being .natural, leads the child
through a process of maturation (James et al, l99g).

a'nafural'

inevitably

Jean Piaget (1952;1954), writine from the 1920s to 1970s, has been probably the mosr
influential developmental psychologist in the 20m century (Mons, l99l; James et al,
reeS):
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His work on genetic epistemology extended biology, quite successfully, into the
vocabulary of the taken-for-granted and produced the most absolute, of materially
reductive, image of childhood that we are likely to encounter. Ironically perhaps,
he sets out from an idealism more deeply founded than Rousseau,s but one
tempered by a voracious empiricism. Piaget seeks to reconcile reason with fact
(James et al,l99g: I7).

Piaget propounded a stage theory of mental or cognitive development and moral
development that had huge impact on both psychology and education, especially in the
1960s onwards, once the inlluence of behaviourism in psychology in the 1950s was
waning (Morss, l99l). His theory of cognitive development considered that the basic
mental sfittcture was the result of interaction between the individual and the outside
world and comprised four stages of sequential learning processes of increasingly abstract
complexity, following a pre-determined timetable:

0-lYzlears sensori-motor perception, recognition, co-ordination
l% - 6 yeus pre-operational pre-conceptual intuitive thinking, symbolic play
6-l I years concrete operations erementary rogical thought
l1-15 years formal operations propositional, hlpothetical, deductive, inducfive,

reflective thinking
The stages were fixed ones through which children adapted to the surrounding world,
achieving this fintly through action and then tbrough cognitive processes. Each stage
prepared for the next one, which is better than the previous one. piaget considered that
although the environment could influence the acquisition of thougbt processes, it was the
natural, biological development of maturation that most strongly influenced mental
development; therefore it was inadvisable to attempt to accelerate a child,s thinking
processes.

Piaget's work on moral development is somewhat similar, again being a stage
developmental approach- It viewed moral growth as rezulting from the interaction
between the innate mental structure and the environment, with all individuals proceeding
through a series of distinct stages in the same order, differing only in how soon and how
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far they develop morally. Piaget described two hierarchical levels of morality for
children' Firsq 'moral realism' leads to compliance with rules that are considered sacred
and unalterable, either totally right or wrong depending on the consequences of physical
punishment' Second, 'autonomous reality' sees rules being viewed in temrs of respect for
others rather than as obedience to authority. The transformation from the former level of
functioning to the latter depended on both cognitive or intellectual development and the
experiences of social interaction through which a child examined its own perspectives in
comparison with the expectations of others. Piaget's two sages were extended and
amplified by Lawrence Kohlberg (1970; rg77) into a theory of six stages of moral
development.

Rom Harr6 (1983) criticised both Piaget's and Kohlberg's theories of moral development
by using playground evidence to argue that almost all of Kohlberg,s stages could be
found in children of 5 or 6 years, if the situation presented was suitable for thern to
consider' Hand suggested that rather than stages, there were different .sfiategies, 

or ways
of interacting with other people. Harr6's work concuned with that of paul Light (19g3),
who had examined children's drawings, showing that'children are not working their way
througb a fixed sequence of mental states, finally reaching the state we call adult
thinking' (Morss, L99l: Z0).

A considerable body of research and critique has cenfed on the application of piaget,s

theories and the implications for education and for parenting. His theories have relevance
if it is assumed that the pu{pose of education is to assist a child to reach higher levels of
intellectual functioning. They have influenced both how and when the curriculum is
presented' They emphasised the need for interactive, experiential and problem-solving
methods in the leaming process rather than just rote style learning and de-emphasised Ie
tests in favour of analysing the ability to think. In effect, they have reinforced age-level
classes' While Piaget's work on logical thinking during adolescence (alongside rhat of
John Dewey) influenced extensive changes in the teaching of science and maths (e.g. the
intoduction of oscientific method'), arguably his greatest impact was in developing the
notion of 'concrete operations'.
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John Morss (1991) provided a comprehensive account of the criticisms of piaget and
although the majority of these criticisms cente on young children rather than
adolescents, the challenge to Piagetian thought is strenuous enough to affect piaget,s
work on adolescence. Despite his long, productive career, 'the claims which piaget made
have been proven to be misleading, simplistic, and in some cases simply wrong, (Morss,
1991: l0)' Morss argued that Piaget's whole theory was based on two assumptions: ,that

problem-solving and intellectual activity are the most important aspects of human
experience and that there is a gradual development in the mental sfiuctures that underlie
this activity'' That is, 'cognitive developmenf was a concept that piaget invented (Morss,
19e1).

There are several points of criticism. First, despite claiming the importance of experience
in learning and developing, Piaget does not allow for the different experiences that people
have in becoming adult -- the actual diversity of culture, class, ethnicity, gender. Second,
his concept of adulthood seems to mean the person 'thinl6 like a Westem scientist:
setting up experiments, manipulating variables, and deducing general laws of nafure,
(Morss, l99l: 9), reflecting just who Piaget himself was. Again diversity was nor
acknowledged. Third, children \ilere believed to have limited learning potential,
depending on their level of development, that is, according to piaget, cognitive
development. Learning was considered to be subservient to development; with
development (as in 'readiness') being required before learning could occur. piaget s notion
of development was a universal one, regardless of cultural or historical contexts.
endorsing the Enlightenment project of the progression of mankind.

Morss argued that Piaget was wrong in his assenion that young children were incapable
of 'operational thinking', that they 'are self-cented in theh thinking; they can only think
of one thing at a time; they cannot understand abstract concepts; they cannst understand
or apply the simplest forms of logic' (Morss, I99l: I2). piaget was saying that they
couldn't think abstractly because they had limited language, and although they migbt
appear competent in their everyday activities, they in fact were not. The implication of
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this endorsed parochial attitudes towards not just children, but anyone with limited
cognitive competency. Regardless of age, if one lacked intellectual compercnce, someone
needed to act for them on their behalf until they achieved competency. Morss pointed out
that several publications in 1974 showed that 'the supposed limitations of the yor:ng child
could be at least partly atfibuted to the way the tests were presented, (Morss, l99l: l4).
Margaret Donaldson (1978) and Martin Hughes (1986) showed that by making crucial
changes in presentation, young children were capable of passing the ,conservatione,test 

in
its transformation of material. Peter Bryant's (1974) research showed that redesigning the
tansitivityt0 task by reducing the amount of information enabled young children to
perform logical taslG. Donaldson pointed out that despite piaget's work seeming to be
different and beffer than IQ tests, 'the tests were in fact very similar, in that they both
ignore the social context and the human understanding which is so crucial to any
interaction between people' (Morss, l99l: l7).

universalising stage theories of child and adolescent development, such as those of
Piaget, Erilaon and Havighurst were a potent force and possibly a dangerous one too, in
how the adolescent was theorised for quite some time:

Piaget's genetic epistemology has, through its measuring, gading, ranking and
assessing of children, instilled a deep-seated positivism and rigid empiricism into
our contemporary understandings of the child. under the hegemony of
developmental stage monitoring it is not just iniquitous comparison with their
peers which children suffer through testing and league tables, but also a constanr
evaluation against a 'gold standard' of the normal child. For those who fail to
meet the standard, whether in educational, bodily development or welfare, the
repercussions and sanctions are strong (James et al, r99g: r9).

t The tansformafion of materials in Piaget's conservation test involved the researcher spread.ing out one oftwo rows of counters anf asking the child if the number of counters in the two rows was the same.ro The transitivity task involvel the child developing inferen"r, uu*t the measurement. The yo'ng, pre-operational child couldn't go.from ln_owing that !1rcr. e was louger than B, and B was longer than c, towork out that A is louger than c. Piagei held that if th; y;;; ciita coua not undersrand both rhe
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valerie walkerdine (1988) pointed out that psychology in the 1970s involved a re-
evaluation of Piaget and the place of context. several theoristsn especially walkerdine
and carol Gilligan (Gilligan, 1982; Brown & Gilligan,1992;Taylor, Gilligan & Sullivan,
1995) have placed feminist discourse into the ruena and pursued posfinodern approaches
to psychology. overall in the light of a considerable body of critique, Morss judged
Piagetian concepts of development as belonging 'in the archives of human development,

9:2al'

The critique by Morss and others suggested that Piaget's central notions were incorrect
and so his work 'seems to belong to the history of psychology and not to its present or
future' (Morss, l99l:26). Morss pointed out that Jerome Bruner indicated that it was in
Vygotsky's work (as discussed later) that a new direction for cognitive development lay,
that'may help us move beyond piaget once and for all'(Morss, l99l:27).

The second major figure in developmental psychology who will be discussed was one
who also had a major impact on counselling : Erik Erikson. Erikson became one of the
first psychoanalysts to practise as a child analyst in Boston. At the white House
Conference on Children in 1950, his theoretical framework was accepted in total and
became a national charter of child and adolescent development in the USA (Kroger,
1996)' whilst he had a psychoanalytrc background, Erikson criticised fraditional
psychoanalytic methods for not adequately dealing with idenfity because .it has not
developed terms to conceptualize the environment' (Erikson, 196g:24). Erikson,s work
focussed on notions of identity and as part of his theories, he developed a set of
psychosocial stages.

Erikson (1963) developed his theory of eight psychosocial stages, each comprising
developmental tasks that the individual must achieve at a critically specific time in
becoming a healthy normal personality, by extending and reformulating Freud,s five
stages' The first four stages occur before adolescence and largely correspond to Freud,s

conservation of number and transitivity, there was little maths that could be leamed before age 7 (Morss,l99l).
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first four stages- Erikson considerably expanded Freud's 'genitaln stage that began in
adolescence, to extend it into phases of adulthood. The key stage at ad.olescence centres
on the self and issues of identity. Erikson's eight stages set up binary oppositions as
follows:

infancy

1-3 years

3-5Yzyears

5%-l2yeus

adolescence

early adulthood

middle adulthood

later adulthood

sense of tust versus mistrust

sense of autonomy venius shame or doubt

sense of initiation versus guilt

sense of indusfiry versus inferiority

sense of identity vercus role confusion

sense of intimacy versus isolation

sense of generativity versus stagnation

sense of ego integrity versus despair.

Erikson considered that in western society, in lieu of any definite initiation of
adolescents into adulthood a 'psychological moratorium' or sanctioned delay of
adulthood was provided. This allows adolescents to work through issues of identity by
tying out different styles of dress, philosophies, ideas, groups, religions and relationships
before committing to a specific identity. It often involves conflict as adolescents anempt
to meet societal expectations about appropriate adult behaviour. Erikson,s notion of
identity involved 'biological endowment, personal organisation of experience, iod
cultural milieu all conspire to give meaning, form and continuity to one,s unique
existence', that was orooted 

both within the individual as well as the communal culture,
(Kroger, 1996: l6).Identity in the Eriksonian view located within the individual a sense
of sameness and continuity that is both partly conscious and unconscious. It is the past
that forms the base for the future so that the 'process of identity formation depends on the
interplay of what young persons have come to mean to themselves and what they now
appear to mean to those who have become significant to them' (Erilaon, 1977: 106). In
other words, for Erikson, identity evolves from earlier stages of developmen! becomes a
particular issue in adolescence and continues to be reshaped throughout one,s lifetime.
Several terms are used in the d.iscourse around identity: 'self -- the part of the person that
one is aware of; 'self-concept' - opinions and beliefs about the self; .self-esteem, --
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emotional evaluation about the self; 'self-image' .- a temporary self-concept. various
factors such as social class, family and interpersonal relationships, body image, peer
acceptance, successes and failures, influengs each of these terms and so these aspects of
the self can vary from one situation to another and from one year to the next. In the
Erilsonian view, during adolescence, significant adults can help by providing guidance
and support and giving adolescents freedom to experience and experiment with different
roles and by listening to their concerns, hopes, aspirations and opinions. Erikson noted
that different cultures assist their young people tbrough this stage in different ways, but
emphasised the importance nevertheless of providing such guidance.

According to Kroger (1996), whilst criticism of Erikson's theories came especially from
empiricist researchers concemed about the imprecise, unclear way he explained identity,
it was this very imprecision and breadth of his formulation of identity that has made his
ideas acceptable and amenable to research by many social scientists. It is argued that
Erikson's work displays cultural bias and is not applicable to children from extended
families (Bettelheim,1969). But it is his sexist views about women that are most strongly
criticised (Caplan, 1979; Gilligan, 1982), especially his view that 'anatomy is destiny and
initially determines the style of engagement with the social milieu; reflecting sexual
morphology, boys emphasize play, while girls focus on the inner space in their more
peaceful, passive activities' (Kroger, 1996:32). James Marcia (1966; l9g0; 1993; l99a)
has extensively researched Enkson's theories of identity in adolescence, proposing that
four different personality types provide different identity resolution, depending on the
individual's attitude to crisis and to social roles. Despite limitations highlighted through
critique, Erikson's worh and that of subsequent researchers such as Marcia, still has

much to offer to counselling and in understanding youth and their identity/identities as

individuals and as members of various groups, cultures and subcultures (see Chapter 3).

There has been considerable time, effort and research undertaken into issues of identity
by many psychologists, since it is seen so widely to be cenfial to the world of the
adolescent and to problems that the adolescent may have to deal with. powerful emotions
associated with sex, love and romance are problems and part of the identity issues that
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adolescents face and have to deal with for the first time in their lives. Identity is not only
an issue in psychology, but also seems to be central to the development of a youth cult're
in the latter half of the twentieth century, as James Coleman,s (1961) worh which is
discussed in Chapter 3, suggests. The influence of the mass med.ia on adolescents and on
their formation of identity, their values and their behaviour is significant in both positive
and negative ways, according to a growing body of psychological research.

In the 1950s, two American psychologists, David Ausubel (195a:6) and Robert
Havighwst, both visited New Zealand and were particularly influential in local
educational circles (see Chapter 4; and Small, 2000) so their stance is described in the
next two paragrapbs. Ausubel supported universal notions of development in
adolescence, but did acknowledge environmental factors. He suggested that adolescence
was a separate developmental period, not because of the span of years, but because of
distinctive changes in the biosocial status and 'a certain homogeneity of developmental
content" This referred to the aszumption of adult biosocial sex roles and an extensive
personality reorganisation that involved developing behaviours that were considered
culturally appropriate for mature adults. Therefore adolescence involved marked changes
in learning, in social and economic roles and responsibilities, in changing attitudes,
aspirations, behaviours and relationships toward the self and others. These, he
conceptualised as adjustment difficulties that must be overcome before adult status can be
attained' It was very much around notions of adjustment that the early model of school
guidance counselling in New zealandwas centred (see chapt er 5.2).

The influence of the theories of Havighrust in the education of guidance counsellors is
discussed in chapter 7'3. Havighurst (1972) theorised eight developmental tasls that
form part of many psychological theories suggesting that ad.olescents needed to acquire
the following skills, knowledge, functions and attitudes:

1. Accepting one's physique and using the body effectively.
2. Achievurg new and more mature relationships with peers of both sexes.

3. Achieving a masculine or feminine sex role.

4- Achieving emotional independence from parents and other adults.
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5. Preparing for an economic career.

6. Preparing for marriage and family life.

7. Designing and achieving sociaily responsible behaviour.

8' Acquiring a set of values and an ethical system as a guide to behaviour, and
developing an ideology.

Completion of such tasks was sequential and progressive, depending on individual effort
and motivation, maturity, and societal expectation. Some, which have a biological
component were time specific. Havighunt suggested that if they were not completed at
the optimum age, the maladjustnent from this would cause increased anxiety, social
disapproval and the inability to handle other tasks such that they may not be able to be
completed later. Unlike some other psychological theories, Havighurst did acknowledge
the importance of culture and involved its study to ascertain which specific tasks it
required for adolescents, so that problematic tueas were identified and dealt with to help
them adjust and cope. Criticism of Havighurst's work cented on the vagueness of the
fuk, and when they were considered to start and to end.

using the work of two Russian theorists, Lev vygotsky (1962, lgTg) and urie
Bronfenbrenner (1979, 1986), Bruce McMillan (1991) puts notions of development into
an ecological perspective, a position that seems to be quite favoured as part of
constructionist forms of psychology at the present time.

vygotsky, born the same year as Piaget (1896) was writing in the ussR in the lg20s, but
his work has only recently been translated (McMillan, l99l). Vygotsky recognised the
importance of language as a tool that both shaped and reflected culture and so could be
used as a means of achieving goals. To him, development and learning needed to be
matched to a certain extent. This was because he believed that in a rather general sense,
children function according to the norms of development, in a form of .proximai

development' that was not simply determined by age (vygotsky, l97g: g6). For
Vygotsky, development was not about biology, but depended on the environment where
there was an overall pattern of continual progress with rapid movemerts forwards and
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even regression at times, especially in response to crisis. This is because the learning
situation is a social one.

Bronfenbrenner (1979, 1986) emphasisgd the stnrctural systems that an individual
operates in and the subjective meaning that they make of their experiences as being
important in their development. In his view, deveropment is:

The process through which the growing person acquires more extended
differentiated, and valid conception of the ecological environmen! and becomes
motivated and able to engage in activities that reveal the properties of, sustain, or
restnrcture that environment at levels of similar or greater complexity in form or
content @ronfenbrenner, 1979: 27).

Bronfenbrenner outlined a framework of four levels: microsystem, mesosystem,
exosystem and macrosystem- First, family, school, sports, church or cultural groups
provide tbe microsystern franLework in which relationships, roles and activities are
experienced' He emphasised that the most significant learning occurs in .primary dyads,
that is, in relationships benveen two people who are emotionally significant to other.
Second' mesosystems are the indirect links or sets of connections that are formed by
messages and information being fiansmitted between d.ifferent settings, which in effect
mediate between different systems. Examples of influences that are extemal to the
primary dyad could be how the sudden unemployment of a caregiver or how the suicide
of a friend of a parent might impact on a child or adolescent. The qosystem is the third
level, and involves systems that are external or not directly related to the primary dyad.
such things need to be two steps away from the dyad and would depend on ,what the
family or individuals within it perceive to be rhe links between socially acceptable
practices, and their particular behaviours, as well as between the lafter and actual changes
in children' (McMillan, 1991: 35). The macrosysten involves systems that are beyond
the conhol of families or their direct involvement and concern the overall systan of
socio-culhral values, beliefs and assumptions about the world and how it is and should
be' McMillan (1991) pointed out that this systems theorising focused on how individuals
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constuct meaning, based on their perceptions of the systems they relate with. such
systems might be the school leaving age, attitudes to women or sexuality.

universalising stage theories of child and adolescent development were a potent force for
some time, but the univeralising aspect has been critiqued and largely rejected in favour
of a contextualised approach. Development is now understood to be not just physical
maturation, nor simply the achievement of one's individual goals, but on the viewpoint of
vygotsky and Bronfenbrenner, to be 'a process by which all members of a society are
able to function satisfringly and effectively together' (McMillan, 1991: zl4). clearly then,
Vygotsky's and Bronfenbrenner's ernphasis on the social has major implications for how
adolescents are understood as social beings who operate both individually and in groups,
interdependent with others and how counselling has a place to play in their development.
Whilst Eriksonian ideas have generally become part of psychodynamic counselling
therapies, vygotsky's and Bronfenbrenner' work has had particularly important
implications for modalities of counselling that emphasise context and a systems
approach, especially family counselling, but also constructionist therapies.

2.4 Behaviourist and cognitive.behaviourar psychology theories

Behaviourist psychology is rooted in notions of modemity, progress and a devaluation of
the past, and a belief in the scientific pragmatism that endorses the objectivity of science
and its ability to solve human problems. It developed in the uSA, and is often seen as
particularly 'American', being 'scientific, forward moving, optirnistic and concerned with
'\rlhat works" (Ivey et al, I9g7:223).

Behaviourists believe that explaining human behaviour by searching for and dealing with
underlying, ioner causes' as the psychoanalytic, cognitive and medical model theories
have done, neither increases our understanding of adolescence nor provides solutions.
Behaviourism is antithetical to psychoanalytic and psychodynamic understandings about
the self' Behaviour is believed to be caused by external events in a person,s environment.
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It is leamed from past experiences with current experiences either weakening or
sfr engthening the behaviours :

Psychology as the behaviourist views it is a purely objective branch of natural
science' Its theorefical goal is the prediction and conhol of behavior. Intospection
forms no essential patt of its methods, nor is the scientific value of its data
dependent on the readiness with which they lend themselves to interpretations in
terms of consciousness. The behaviourist, in his efforts to get a unitary scheme of
animal response' recognizes no dividing line between man and brute (Watson,
1913:158).

Behaviour problems can be changed through behaviour modification techniques based on
B'F' Skinner's (1953; 1961) theories of operant conditioning that describe the relationship
between behaviour and environmental events. This involves the following four tlpes of
contingent behaviour: positive reinforcement (rewards), negative reinforcement (removal
of an unpleasant consequence), punishment (imposing a penalty), extinction (ignoring
certain behaviours to weaken or remove them). Behaviour can be shaped by immediately
reinforcing small changes in behaviour that match the overall goal. ,Token, economies,
using opoints' (stars/tokens) as 'rewards' for behaviour that is acceptable to those in
authority are used to achieve this. Whilst this can be benign, it is certainly open to abuse
by those who are concenned more with the administration of power and contol than with
therapy (Foucault, 1977; Rose, 1989). In abusive instances tokens may be used as
'rewards' for basic requirements (food/blankets) rather than for what would seem
reasonable, for some luxury $hone calls/ TV time). Behavioural modification techniques
are especially applied to adolescents and others who are in structured institutional settings
-- schools, residential centres, prisons, drug rehabilitation clinics, and mental institutions.
They are also used in individualised adolescent heatnent progftlrnmes, with varying
success because adolescents often view those administering such programmes with
considerable mistrust.
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In applyrng behavioural notions, behaviourai counselling uses applied behavioural
analysis that first establishes a relationship between counsellor and client; second, defines
the problem by operationalising behaviour - working out what the client does or how
they behave; third, conducts a functional analysis antecedents, behaviour,
consequences (ABC); four, establishes behavioural change or socially important goals for
the client (Ivey et al, 1987). Assertiveness training, relaxation techniques, systematic
desensitisation and relapse prevention are examples of behavioural counselling and
therapy.

variations of the strict behaviourist theories are cognitive-behavioural theories. Well
known cognitive-behavioural therapists include: Albert Bandura, Aaron Beclg Albert
Ellis, william Glasser, George Kelly, John Krumboltz and Donald Meichenbaum (see
rvey et al, 1987 and others)' This section briefly looks at the work of Kelly, Bandura,
Ellis and Glasser who have developed their ideas into distinctive forms of therapy. They
provide a more humanistic approach than stict behaviourist notions and aim to integrate
thought, action and decision-making. Cognitive-behavioural theories are described as .a

beginning attempt to integrate the three major philosophical traditions of idealism,
realism, and existentialism' (Ivey et al,1987:304). The emphasis is on responsibility and
the choices that individuals make by encouraging them to examine and to change faulty
belief systems as they are assisted in examining internalised identification and patterns of
behaviour.

The idea that rndividuals act upon how they perceive and then 'construct, the world" and
that people act as sorts of scientists by constantly testing hypotheses to sort out the
confusions of the world, led to George Kelly's (1955) pioneering 'personal Constnrct
Theory" For him, because each client was unique and strongly influenced by their culture
and environment in how they conceptualised the world, it became imperative that
counsellors checked out the client's constnrcts before anything else -- Kelly,s law of
parsimony' Therefore he presented a systematic way of diagnosing and assessing a
client's language and behaviour before working out any long-term heatment plan (see
Kelly, 1955:777-779).
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Albert Bandura (1977; 1988; rgg7) developed a more humanistic approach to
behaviourist therapy tbrough shared decision-making between the counsellor and the
client, promulgating the notion of 'self-efficacy'. He stressed that the best growth occ.rs
when individuals feel they are in control of their own destinv.

Albert Ellis (1971) developed Rational Emotive Therapy (RET), which is generally
considered to be a psycho-educational therapy. It focuses more on an individual,s
thoughts than their feelings, maintaining that their irrational thinking patterns have made
people victims of their thoughts. The 'A-B-c' theory of personality is his contribution to
understanding the self in general and does not separate out adolescents from adults. A is
the objective facts/event/ behaviour that an individual encounters; B is the individual,s
beliefs about A; and C is the emotional consequence or how the individual feels about A.
It is not so much the event that is ffoublesome, but how one experiences and thinla about
it that is the problem. Ellis' theory has a connection to other theories that focus on how an
individual creates meaning or interprets the world and in how they come to understand
and create the 'self. In practical terms, how a counsellor would use this theory would
involve a confrontation of incongruities that the client displays, directives,
interpretations, advice and opinion whilst downplaying listening skills of attending, and
reflecting feelings' whilst RET has been favoured somewhat in educational psychology
circles, many school counsellors are likely to feel some uneruie about the form of
listening skills, the directiveness and the conflict with notions of client autonomy that
they are likely to consider important whether dealing with teenagers or adul*. For
adolescents who constantly have authority figures blaming them and/or telling them what
to do' an RET oriented counsellor may well be just another in a line of authorities that tell
them what to do and what and how to think, so that an appropriate level of tnrst may be
precluded.

Since choice is not necessarily incompatible with strict behavioural notions, the work of
william Glasser (1965; 1984) in what was initially called 'Reality Therapy, and which is
now known as 'control'or'choice theory'has evolved from and generally superseded the
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ruurower behaviourist methods. It is also in line with some curent directions in
developmental psychology. Glasser's ideas, similar to those of Ellis, have taken on
considerable importance in schools that use variations of 'assertive discipline, and in
educational psychology especially for dealing with behavioural problems and
delinquency in adolescents. Glasser's ideas are cenhal for Resource Teachers: Leaming
and Behaviour (RTLBs) as indicated in the RTLB manuals (as discussed in Chapter 5.4).
Glasser (1965) theorised that individuals who get into problems ,deny the reality of the
world around them ... Therapy will be successful whan they are able to grve up denying
the world and recognize that reality not only exists, but that they must fulfil their needs
within its framework' (Glasser, 1965: 6). In practice, reality/contovchoice therapy is
confrontational and uses role-play, goal setting, and teaching techniques. Whilst it
emphasises that the client take responsibility for or 'oml' their actions, it pays scant
attention to the unconscious, to tansference, or to alienation of the .inner self . Tbat the
therapist is the one in a position of power and conftol may be overly emphasised in a
school setting and may result in this form of counselling being counter-productive,
somewhat similarly to the reservations described above, in relation to RET. ln comparing
Ellis and Glasser, rvey et a/ sum up the former approach as 'be rational and think about
things logically', the latter as 'take responsibility and confrol of your life and face the
consequences ofyour actions' (Ivey et al, l9g7:324).

Behavioural and cognitive-behavioural technologies form a paradigm that developed not
in relation to mental illness, but in dealing with the behaviour of maladaptive aspects of
personality' Psychological techniques related to specific goals can be applied to such
problem-centred maladjustments as alcoholism, kleptomania, anorexia, bulimia, anxiety,
obsession, phobia, stopping smoking, sex therapy, assertion taining, and cognitive
restnrcturing of values. These theories and associated therapies are particularly, but not
solely, applied to work with adolescents. The twin assumptions that the problem is within
the person who has an incorrect perception of the reality of their environment and that the
therapist, as an expert, has the correct perception ofreality, leaves these techniques open
to criticism.
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2.5 Humanist-existential psychology theories

Abraham Maslow (1968) and Carl Rogers (1961; lg6g),Fria perls and Vikror Frankl are
known as humanist-existential or phenomenological theorists. rvey et al (19g7)point to a
continuum of humanist-existential therapists with Rogen and his non-directive, person-
cenfred therapy at one end the directive, 'be-here-now' immediacy of perls, gestalt
therapy on the other and Frankl's logotherapy emphasising the search for the meaning of
life somewhere in the middle. Their theories and therapies display different ways of
lsarling the world, people, the self, but have evolved from two philosophies - humanism
and existentialismll - that were discussed in some detail in chapter l. A brief suntmary
of these philosophies and what they imply about the self, conceptualising of adolescence,
making meaning of things and what these philosophies mean for connselling and therapy
is provided by Ivey et al:

Existentialism is concerned with the human uistenceand the infinite possibilities
of life"'founded on the belief that each person sees the world uniquely and
constructs her or his own reality through transactions with the world. we can
know our selves only through our relationship with others. There is general
agreement that existentialism is the study of humankin d's being-in-the-world.
Thus existentialism is centally concerned with examining the meaning of life and
our place in the world... [asking]'.what does that mean?,,,.why did that
happen?" '.What really tb?,'...

one existential position sees difficulties and problems in life's many possibilities.
The existential-humanist sees beauty, opportunities, and altematives. The
question of meaning is in the eye of the beholder. A humanistic choice is one
which is positive and directed toward a possible future. Humanism is a
philosophy that dignifies and conceptualizes people as making their own choices
and decisions (Ivey,Ivey and Simek-Downing, l9g7: 269).

rrExistential 
philosophers include: ssren Kierkegaard Edmund Husserl, Jean-paul sarte, and MartinHeidegger' other theorists who could be.onrid"r.d to operate tom L existential position include: RD.Lairg, Martin Buber, and paul Tillich.
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The summary that rvey et al (1987) provide needs to be acknowledged as being for and
by counsellors and not what would be considered adequate for philosophers of education.
The existential notion of 'being-in-the-world', with individuals acting on it whilst it acts
on them, leads on to other concepts: alienationas a result of separation from others and
the world; qistential anxiety that may result from alienation or from not making
decisions or choices; existential commitment when one decides to choose and to take
action' These are underpinned by intentionality, the notion in counselling that ,sees

choice as opportunity rather than problematic... that people can be forward moving and
act on their world yet must remain keenly aware that the world acts on them as well,
(Ivey et al, P. 270). Ivey et al (1987) argue that intentionality provides a bridge to
humanism, a philosophy that values and dignifies humankind, as exemplified in the
theories of Carl Rogers and Martin Buber.

Humanist-existential theorists contend that humans have a growth force which motivates
and guides them to reach their full potential of mental health and desirable social
behaviours or 'self-actualization', the apex of Maslow,s hierarchy of needs. The
conditions enabling this growth to occur are described particularly by Rogers, as
involving positive regard, empathy, and congruence or genuineness. Humanist-existential
theorists assume that perception is the basis of reality and behaviour and therefore
because of their unique perceptions, everryone has a d.ifferent reality. Whilst differences in
perception result in individual behaviour, there are broad similarities and common
elements in human perceptual behaviour. some degree of pain, hurt and stmggle is
inevitable in life, but if we can free ourselves from the negativity of bitterness, anger, hurt
and fear, we can find the strength to cope with disappointrnent and adversity and move on
to higher levels of growth and personal fulfilment.

Abraham Maslow's (1968) hierarchy of needs suggested that growth involves movement
towards fulfilling one's potential by at least partially satisfting these at lower levels
before higher level needs can be fulfilled. His five levels start v/ith the physiological,
safety and security, belongingness and love, self-esteem and finally self-actualising
needs' Ivey et a/ suggest that May, Binswanger and Boss, who brought existential
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philosophies to the usA and to psychology and counselling in the 1950s and 1960s, were
particularly influential figures. But after world war II, the giant figr:re who provided a
radical departure from the then current notions of psychoanalysis, developmental
psychology, psychodynauric and behaviourist counselling was Carl Rogers who
established humanist-existential theories. The influence of both Rogers and Maslow has
been profound. Rogers was instumental as part of the revolution in thought in the tg60s,
in promoting empowerment for people, including adolescents, \r.ith his client centred
counselling approach.

Carl Rogers (1961; 1969) believed that what is good for an individual is good for society
and so supported concepts of freedom. He assumed that if people were allowed the
freedom to express their natural potential, they would live reasonably ordered
constructive lives without needing to be controlled by institutions and other social control
mechanisms' He considered the self to be the most important aspect of psychological
gowth and contended that a healthy, positive self-concept grows from the unconditional
'positive regard'or feedback from significant others (parents, friends, teachers, spouses).
If significant others respect their thoughts and behaviours, eyen when they are
disagreeable or differ from their own, chil&en and adolescents leam to value and tnrst
themselves, developing strong self concepts than can readily grasp and embrace new
experiences' They rapidly become fully functionrng people. Those who don,t experience
warmth, genuineness and understanding and who are rejected or are denied accurate,
realistic information about themselves, develop a negative self-concept. They can become
defensive, with little hope, trust and optimism, unable to reach out and positiveiy grasp
new experiences' They can become psychologically crippled mala-djusted, neurotic and
even psychopathic, using their energies to defend their fragile self from further damage
and hurt.

Implications for adolescence from this theoretical approach emphasise freedom and
growth in an ideal environment of positiveness, tmst, acceptance, unconditional love and
minimal conflict and negative feelings. Growth in adolescence was seen as developing
the maturity to not require external controls and threats to contol behavioru, but to
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respond to internalised control through developing self-discipline. Taken to extremes, it
can result in a highly permissive enviionment with inadequate limits or boundaries and
with behavioru being controlled only by 'natural' consequences rather than rewards and
punishments.

Psychological notions, as outlined, have for the most part, stongly emphasised an
individual approach paFng attention to internal changes within the adolescent, rather
than examining the influence of the external on emotional and cognitive development. In
ignoring the cultural and societal aspects that led to the emergence of adolescence,
society and psychology in particular end up blaming the victim, that is the adolescenl
This is not to say that to a certain extent adolescents are not responsible for their actions
and ths choices they make. while it is important to look at the individual, it is also
important to look at the stnrctures they are situated within when dealing with their
problems' Psychologically oriented practices mostly deal individually with adolescents
who have major problems, to help them to work thro,rgh and understand the inner
processes that affect their behaviour. Individual approaches do Iittle to change the
societal issues that often have contributed to the problem, for instance poverry,
unemployment, and racism. What individual approaches can do is help adolescents
develop coping skills to deal with these circumstances. There is no professional
requirement or suggestion for psychologists to lobby politically on such stnrctnral issues

of social justice. If they do so it is entirely their own individual choice. psychological

perspectives provide useful viewpoints for counselling, but what counsellors engaged in
dealing with adolescents need to take into account is the critique of psychological
discourse as they continually update, refine and integrate relevant notions into their
practice.

2.6 The burgeoning of the 'psy' sciences in the 20th century

Nikolas Rose, inspired by Foucauldian thought, used critical history in his works
Governing The Soul: The Shaping of the Private Setf (1989) and, Inventing Our Selves
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(1998) to exarnine the relationship benveen society, the'psy' sciences and the self, noting
the importance of the war years to these developments:

The war produced a new set of social psychologies, psychotherapies and psychiaties
that sought to document, interpret, and utilize these social relatious in different
ways"' including the systanatic utilization of gFoup relations for therapeutic prupose
(Rose, 1989: x).

Counselling has clear links with the discipline of psychology and on Rose,s conception, it
would certainly be considered one of the 'psy' sciences. Although it is not psychology per
se, it largely grew out of psychology and continues to use many psychological theories in
its primary emphasis on emotional and psychological well being. In the sense that Rose
uses 'psychology', he does not mean 'a body of absfracted theories and explanations, but
an "intellectual technology", a way of making visible and intelligible certain features of
persons, their conducts, and their relations with one another'@ose, l99g: l0-ll).
Intellectual technologies involve goveming a domain and developing theories within that
domain through an intellectual mastery over a sector of reality, identiffing its
characteristics, processes and features in ways that are 'notable, speakable, writable, and
explainable (Rose, 199s). He sees psychology in a general sense as an activitv that
combines academic and practical'expertise' that invorves:

" ' a corps of tained and credentialed persons claiming special competence in the
administation of persons and interpersonar rerations, and a body of techniques
and procedures claiming to make possible the rational and human management of
human resources in industry, the military, and social life more generally (Rose,
1998: I l).

Such a definition would clearly apply to school counselling, for it requires selected
personnel with tertiary training in counselling theory, skills and practice to deal with
personal and interpersonal issues that intentionally or otlerwise aim to have an enabling
effect on the institution of the school and its students' lives. It encourages students to take
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care for themselves, to care for others and enables them to be managed by and within the
institution only while they are part of that institution and are willing to visit the
counsellor.

According to Rose, 'psychorogy, &od all related ..psy', knowledges, have played a
significant role in the reorganization of the practices and lsshniques that have linked
authority to subjectivity over the past century, especially in the liberal and dernocratic
polities of Europe, the United States and Australia' @ose, l99g: lg-19). That is, to
governt'requires 'knowledge' about what is possible, legitimate and effective. It requires
a range of knowledge so that decision-makers can know, calculate and justiff their
choices in relation to 'the facts'. Modern democracies use economic, medical, legal,
sociological and psychological knowledges that axe 'intellectual technologies,
assemblages of ways of seeing and diagnosing, tech'iques of calculation, and judgement,
(Rose,1998: 120).

Rose (1989; 1998) maintained that psychological language and theories have provided
not just a 'science of behaviour', but the cental intellectual technologies in how we have
come to relate to ourselves, think about ourselves, our social lives and interactions, as
well as practical ways of transforming these. The inscriptionr3 devices (i.e. ways of
describing and writing) that psychology developed enabled both individuals and social
life to become calculable. World War I stimulated the development and deployment of
intelligence tests as the military sought to select appropriate personnel. The subsequent
development of psychological tests combined individual attibutes that were collated and
compared to form nolms that could then be calculated, evaluated and judged and in
effect 'rendered visible the invisible qualities of the human soul, distilling the
multifarious atfibutes of the person into a single figure' (Rose, lggg: 121). Testing
became a vital mechanism where the 'efficiency of an organization comes to be seen as

12 'Govem' is used herg in its broad sense, in the Foucauldiss laenngx. see the discussion on Foucault,sterm 'goveruneatality' in the thesis htoduction.'' 'Inscribed' is used n Disciptine and Punish (1977) referring to the public torture and execution ofDamiens ln175'?.' Foucault disiusses the use of torture as a form of punisbment: ,the torfiued body is fintinscribed in the legal ceremonial that must produce, open for all to see, the truth of the crime, (p.35). The
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dependent upon a rational utilization of the human factor, @ose, l9g9: l2l). It also
became an integral part of school guidance counselling when it was set up in New
zealand schools' social psychological devices such as attitude scales, morale surveys,
sociometric diagrams, and graphical representations of field theory, inscribed social life
in ways in which it could become calculable and in tum manageable. Both testing and
social psychology have been used by education to stream students according to their
abilities and by vocational guidance to allocate persons with certain traits into particular
jobs.

The link between social psychology and democracy in the 1930s -1950s was made by
Rose (1998) who pointed to a number of references to democracy in social psychology
textsla as being much more than rhetoric. He contended that social psychology was a
science of democracy that involved a project to encourage and enable democracy to
occur' to prevent the multiple honors of fascism, genocide and loss that had occurred
during World War tr. Such a link partly accounts for the development of social guirlance
for adolescents and the use of mental hygiene films (as later discussed in Chapter 4).
Saving youth from itself and the negative aspects of the times was seen as a way of
preventing a slide into fascism or dictatorship and a foil to communism. Guidance
counselling was positioned as providing one such mechanism to save youth from itself
and in turn save society - a huge and largery unrearistic task.

Psychological research and practice became closely linked with government during
World War II:

concise oxford dictionary refers to inscribe as meaning: 'write (words etc in, on,stone, metal, paper etc);
,"ll"r 1ln" of (person) in book (esp. for presentation),.

See the authors that Rose refers io:
Allport, G (1954) The Historical Background of Modern Social psychology, in G. Lindzey, @d) Handbookof S o.c i a I 

-P 
sy c ho lo g, Cambridge, MAi Addison Wesley : l - g0.

Lewin' K, Lippitt, & a !h!!, R. (1939) Patterns ol'Aggressive Behaviour in Experimentaily created'Social Climates', Journal of Social irsych'ologt, l0:271_2gg.
Lippitt, R' (1939) Field theory and Eiperimeit in 

-social 
psychology: Autocratic and Democratic GroupArnospheres. American Journal of Sociolag, 45: 2649.

Lippitt' R (1940) studies.9.1 
-$9-erimentaily 

created Autocratic and Dernocraric Groups. (Jniversity ofIowa Studies: Studies in Child Welfare,l6, 3;45_19g.
Gallup, G & Rae, S.F. (1940) The Pulse'of Demouaqt: Brown, J.A.C. (1954) The Social psychologt ofIndustry.
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while wwl stimulated the development and deployment of intelligence tests,
wwII led to the invention of different devices for the assessment of the psyche,
in the context of the demands for more accurate techniques of recruitment and
promotion and more efficient ways of choosing between policy options. New
dimensions of subjectivity, especially 'attitudes' and 'personality,, were grasped in
thought and utilized in practice. With the development of new languages for
speaking about subjectivity, and new techniques for inscribing it, measgring it,
and acting upon it, the self became calculable and manageable in new ways.
Psychological expertise staked its claim to play a key role within any practice for
management of individuals in institutional life (Rose, l9g9: x).

Psychological expertise was positioned as vital for maximising human resources in
various institutions in this time of crisis when states dernanded more accurate techniques
for military recruitment and promotion and more efEcient policy decision-making. Rose
(1989) argued that psychology's practical involvernent and research activities during
World War tI were crucially important in 'shaping the post-war technologies of
subjectivity' (Rose, 1989: x). what emerged was the concept of ,the group, as a
fundamental field of analysis, therapy and regulation, that 'transformed the problernatic
solidarities of human crowds into specifiable processes and describable relationships,
(Rose, 1998: 120). New notions of subjectivity, especially 'anitudes, and ,personality,,

'rendered intelligible the social actions of individuals in relation to a world of values-
political preferences, racial prejudices, religious orientations, moral beliefs- as an ordered
and measurable psychologicar domain' (Rose, l99g: 120). Such new psychological
'languages' and new techniques for inscribing, measuring and acting upon subjectivity
enabled the self to become calculable and manageable in new ways. It was in this way,
Rose (1989; 1998) asserted, that psychological expertise claimed a key role in any
practice of the management of individuals in institutional life, be that prison, workplace,
armed forces, factory, hospital or school.
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since the mid-l9th century, the sphere of family and the objectives of govenrment have
gadually become more closely linked. The rearing and well-being of children has
become of interest to governments concerned with the economic and social welflare of
society at large. Incorrect or ignorant practices of child care within the family have been
at different times blamed for all manner of social ills -- vagrancy, addictions, vice, crime,
delinquency, military defeat and industrial decline. Solutions to these have involved a
wide range of programmes linking health, education and welfare as evidenced in
movements such as eugenics, mental hygiene (as discussed in Chapter 4) and public
health progrimrmes. Around the welfare of the child and adolescent, the minute details of
conjugal, domestic and parental family practices have become available for scrutiny
@onzelot, 1980; Rose, 1989). Since World War II, psychological discourse has played a
key role by increasingly providing the language for dealing with concerns about child-
rearing, for identiffing problems and has provided the types of expertise to solve them. In
establishing norms of desirable childhood development and behaviour, psychology
provided new means of describing and understanding the nature of childhoo4 its
normalities and pathologies, the norms of desirable childhood development and
behaviour' But the 'truths' of these have become quite stongly contested at the end of the
20s century (Rose, 19g9).

Rose (1989) argued that the emphasis has decisively shifted from preventing
psychological maladjustments through administering 'correct' child rearing practices, to
new objectives which aim to maximise 'both the emotional adjustment and the cognitive
efficiency of the child through proper management of early relations with the parents and
the environment' (xi-xii). This move has been reflected in a much tighter surveillance and
regulation of family life and a greater emphasis on education. It has been not so much the
middle class families that have come under scrutiny, rather, the regulation of families has
tended to concentate on social work interventions for poor, non-nuclear, solo-parent and
ethnic minority families. Governments rationalise their action in such forms of
regulation, suweillance and governmentality by aiming to keep costs to a minimum
whilst maximising the human resources they have power over (Donzelot, l9g0; Lasch,
1979; 1984; Rose, 1989).
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Rose (1989) contended that especially since wwII, psychology has played a key role in
visualising and understanding the natrrre of childhood and adolescence, in establishing
child-rearing practices, in identi&ing problems and the type of expertise capable of
correcting them' It established norms of desirable childhood development and behaviour,
thereby differentiating between normality and pathology. He noted thougb that an effect
of the gap between their child and these norms results in such anxiety and disappointrrent
for parents that many seek professional guidance to manage this perceived discrepancy. It
is often suggested then that such a young person or their parents are deficient in some
way, with all the attendant issues of blame. Psychological language and norms were
rapidly disseminated through the education of social workers, health workers, teachers,
and has become established' in popular literature, the mass media and advertising. This
has led to a proliferation of 'psy' therapies such as psychoanalysis, clinical psychology,
social worlg psychotherapy, counselling, and has developed what he contends is ,the

therapeutic culture of the self (Rose, 1989: xii). Furthermore, Rose suggested that there
has been a shift from concern about correct child rearing practices aimed at preventing
psychological maladjustrnents, to an emphasis on the proper management of early
relations with parents and the environment, so that both the emotional adjustment and the
cognitive efficiency of the child are maximised. In the process:

our selves are defined and constructed and govemed in psychological terms,
constantly subject to psychologically inspired techniques of self-inspection and
self-examination. Aad the problems of defining and living a good life have been
Eansposed from an ethical to a psychological register @ose, l9g9: xiii).

Psychological models, as already noted, were for a long time shongly influenced by
Hall's view of adolescence as a universal stage of emotional storm and stress in life cycle
development' However, anthropological and sociological research has provided critique
that clearly indicated that different cultures and different times have specified human
capacities differently; therefore notions of the self are not universal. whilst the
universalist aspect has now been revised to include the influence of culture on
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behaviours, many people involved in the opsy' 
sciences still cunently accept the notion of

adolescence as a stage when cognitive and emotional development takes place. The
psychological and psychiatic approaches, through emphasising ,nature, in how
adolescence is concepfualised, in effect present an adjustrnent model. They do not
suggest that society should adjust to better accommodate the adolescent. It was the
remedial-adjustive notion that was prevalent when counselling was introduced into New
zealand schools an4 not surprisingly, strongly influenced the identity of counselling
because training was initially provided by psychologists in university education
departments, as discussed in Chapter 7.

This chapter discussed notions of adolescence throughout history, focusing upon the
discourses of the human sciences devoted to understanding and conceptualising
adolescence: developmental psychology, behaviourism and cognitive-behaviorual
psychology, humanist-existential psychology. It follows the Foucauldian Nikolas Rose in
describing the genealogy and burgeoning of the 'psy' sciences in the 206 century. As
Rose (1989) argued and as this chapter has investigated:

Psychological theories have played a key role in the birth of this new concept of
the self and psychological techniques through which modern selves are
constnrcted" sustained and remodelled @ose, l9g9: xii).

Psychological theorising of adolescence has clearly had enormous impact on how we
view adolescence' but it has been strongly challenged by the discourses that have
emerged in the later part of the 20* century and by sociorogy. sociorogical
understandings about adolescence/youth are examined in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 3: SOCIOLOGISING YOUTH
3.1 Introduction: sociological perspectives

3.2 Subcultural theories of youth, 1960s-1990s

3.3 Postmodern approaches to the study of youth

3.1 Introduction: sociological perspectives

An understanding of both sociological and psychological approaches to
adolescence/youth and the assumptions of both discourses are important for enabling
educators and school counsellors to gain a better undentanding of the issues of identity
for their youthfirl clients. This chapter discusses some sociological notions of youth that
emphasise the group and its identity by drawing on sociological theory and ethnography.
These theories differ from psychological approaches that tend to focus largely on the
individual, except for recent social, discursive and constnrctionist psychological
approaches' As noted in the previous chapter, psychologically oriented discourses tend to
use the term'adolescence', whilst sociological ones tend to favour'youth,. Both are used
interchangeably in this thesis, but this chapter, in focussing on the sociological, mostly
uses 'youth'' Counsellors not only need to understand individual issues of identity in
relation to the self, as discussed earlier in Chapter one, but also to have an understanding
of the processes and formations of group identitres - the individual's relation to others, to
class, gender, sexuality, family, culfure, zubculture, peer group and so on. youth
subcultures themselves do not remain static, nor do adolescents who often change
allegiances as they grow uP' shifting from one subculfure to another. Indeed one of the
salient characteristics of youth culture in general is that by the time young people reach
their nventies, they may have defined themselves and belonged to a number of different
subculturai groups.

Sociology emphasises that all beings are social and, therefore, need to be exarnined
within their social contexts. Much of the focus in classical sociology is on the
transitional period between the dependency of childhood and the independence and
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autonomy of adulthood, together with an examination of the tensions inherent in zuch a
phase' Sociological perspectives include divergent viewpoints, but tend to support the
underlying assumption that adolescence is a cultural consttrct based on the social
expectations of that particular culture, that are beyond the control of the adolescent.
These perspectives tend to take the side of 'nurture' in the nafure-nurhrre debate about
adolescence.

Sociologists examine how the primary relationships with family, peers and school help
form a core identity that develops in adolescence and which underlies social activities as
an autonomous self in adulthood. The notion of a free, rational, conscious, choosing,
autonomous self however, is not univenal, but a creation originally of Ancient Greek
society and more recently of Westem capitalist democracies, and a product of a particular
culture (as discussed in Chapter l). Such a viewpoint can be criticised on the grounds of
what is meant by 'dependence' and 'independence', since to a certain extent people are
dependent on others and yet can still be defined as adult with attenrrant responsibilities.
Furthermore, notions of dependenceiindependence change for different societies and at
different times.

Sociological approaches can be classified into three predominant theories: functionalist,
political economy and culturaUsubcultual stud.ies. The functionalist approach centres on
the impact of social changes due to industnalisation and rubanisation, which have
significantlY changed the period between childhood and adulthood in Western societies.
The following two effects have extended adolescence at both ends in ways that did not
happen before indushialisation. First, the secular ffend, considered to be the result of
improvements in public sanitation, in nutritional quantiry and quality, and in health care
and medicine, describes the increased lowering of the average age for the onset of
puberty' This is now about four years earlier than in 1850, being at approxim ately age lz
for females and 14 for males, compared with 16 and 18 respectively in lg50 (C6t6 &
Allahar, 1994). Second" young people's labour is less required in industrialised sociefies,
so from being economic assets in agriculnral societies, children and adolescents are often
seen as economic liabilities in urbanise4 industrialised societies. One consequence has
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been a dramatic fall in birth rates in such societies. With fewer children in a family now,
there is, arguably, a more intense ernotional attachment between parents and offspring.
Arids (1962) argued that intense attachments did not arise earlier on because so many
died young, hence they were not worth the emotional investnent. offsetting the notion of
economic liability, the yorurg have been positioned differently in terms of ideology and
institutions:

These ideologies include the importance of protecting the young from the evils
and hardships of the adult world; the institutions include the education system and
various govenunent agencies entnrsted with enforcing this separation from the
adult world (C6t6 & Allahar, 1994: l7).

The impact of change from an early industrial society that focussed on manufacturing, to
a service based economy of post-industrial society today, has further prolonged
adolescence at the adult end. Tertiary education, whilst not a guarantee of employment in
the current era of credential inflation, has nevertheless become the required standard to
enable youth to enter well paid service related and professional ciueers, aud to not be
stuck unemployed, underemployed or in low payrng jobs. c6t6 & Allahar (1994)
contended that while this functionalist view is convincing and useful, they criticised it for
being too descriptive and fatalistic in the inevitability of social order and social change
and in assuming'a natural evolution of society' (cot6 & Allahar, 1994:20).

Critical political economy perspectives centre on the notion that adolescents are a
disenfranchised class without economic, political or social power. This is what causes

thern to react to either form their own subculture or to be conditioned into false

consciousness, supporting structures that work against their own interests and which lead
to alienation ratber than to creative individualism and self-determination. The emphasis
here is on the causes rather than a description of the reaction of adolescents. C6t6 &
Allahar (1994) suggested that:
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"' to mask this disenfranchisement and to ensure that yonng people do not
mobilize as a reaction against their exploitation, it has been necessary for the state
to impose a long period of indoctrination into acquiescence and acceptance of
existing power stnrctures as normal, natural, good, and benign. The state does this
in capitalist societies because it directly serves the interests of capital and those
who contol it. This indoctrination is accomplished mainly through the
educational system, but other institutions such as the media also enter into
compliciry with it (C6r6 & Allahar, t994:25).

'Indoctrination' of this sort (see Chapter 4.2 for further discussion) occrus when society
emphasises neoliberal notions of choice and self-responsibility. It unwittingly leads
adolescents to believe that their sense of alienation is normal. Because they are
responsible for choices they have made, they end up blaming themselves or their peen
rather than examining the system to see if something is wrong. From a functionalist
perspective, those that are acquiescent and unquestioning of existing power stnrctures
would be considered to be well socialised. Adolescents who resist such confrol and
manipulation are often subjected to interventions by various state funded social agencies
(teachers, deans, psychologists, counsellors, social workers, courts) to enco'rage
compliance and acceptance without the agents noting or assignin g Nry blame on the
system' Without awaxeness or intent, these people (including school counsellors) can
unwittingly and unthinkingly become agents for social control, supporting dominant
economic interests against the very group that they are meant to be helping. According to
Snook, (1972 as discussed in Chapter 4.2), it may not be defined as 'indoctrination, if
intent is not involved. Regardless though of how one defines it, the effect on youth can be
very negative.

From the political economy perspective, the capitalist system that aims to maximise
profits regardless of social costs is particularly controlling of adolescents who have been
marginalised from adult society, sequestered into age groups at school and who are

searching for identrty. They are subject to exploitative, menial jobs with low paylng
youth pay rates. They are targets of massive marketirg campaigns aimed to play on their
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emotional insecurities, cynically endorsing the notion of 'youth culture, by encouraging
them to buy fashion, music, art, sport and consumer goods that confer identity, only to
have these goods or styles made deliberately obsolete the following year. The market
(and their peers) may require them to buy the latest to be 'in', or acceptable to their soup,
but it is the company that one that benefits financially.

From the sociological viewpoint, a-djusting adolescents to fit their environment, as many
psychological and socialisation developmental theories imply, ignores the possibility of
adjusting the environment to fit some or all of the people. This perspective requires
changes in how adolescents are perceived so that programmes and institutions are
developed to fit their needs. These needs include recognising their level of development,
maturity and autonomy, and that some of the problems that youth present may not result
from individual inadequacy, but from problems in the wider stuctures of society. Such
problems may involve challenges to societal values and a move to a more humanistic
society.

Sociological interest in the topics of childhood and adolescence, considered in their own
right rather than as part of studies of the family or of deviance, has led to the emergence
of distinctive discowses since the 1970s (James, Jenls & prout, l99g). Allison James,

Chris Jenks and Alan Prout (1998) asserted that until recently the notion of 'socialisation,
had been unchallenged in its dominance of sociological understandings about social
development in a way that had close parallels to psychological notions of cognitive
maturation and development. Socialisation is a process tbrough which individuals,
especially children and adolescents, leam what social nonns are and how to conform to
them' Allison Davis' (1944) theory described the socialisation process whereby
adolescents were motivated by anxiety about punishments, threats and the withdrawal of
love and affection, to become what their culture expected of them in terms of ideas,

beliefs, values and norms. kr this manner, the social order and the transmission of culture
('acculturation') from the older to the newer generation was allegedly established and
maintained. For sociologists holding this viewpoint, society is a complex phenomenon
that shapes the individual. Children and young people are seen as nor fully formed, but as
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having the potential to become fully functioning adule once they have been taught how,
hence the institutions of family, church and school are believed to be of prime
importance.

Talcoft Parsons (1951) in his classic worlq The Social System, defined socialisation as

'the process of child development', which supported the idea that ,the stablest and most
enduring [aspects of the learned personality] are the major value-orientation pattems,

@arsons, l95l: l0l). There is much evidence that these are 'laid down, in childhood and
are generally not subject to drastic alteration during adulthood (parsons, l95l). His
notion was a universalising one that assumed an exact fit or congnrence benreen the
individual and a society, with the individual being determined by the stnrctue of society
and not by their personal agency. Many studies in 'stnrctural sociology,were formed on
this premise' on this view, because the child or adolescent was not ftlly formed, was
incomplete or iucompetent, the notion of applying remedial action or interventions to
them came to prominence, as was the case with much of psychology and of school
guidance counselling in the 1960s and 1970s (Hermansson, 1990b; Wadsworth , 1970;
Winterbourn, L974).

Parson's theory of socialisation, though path breaking, is only one exirmple. G.H. Mead
developed his theories of socialisation as 'symbolic interactionism, that involved social
psychology and group dynamics, and which have resulted in many ethnographies of
small groups and communities. Socialisation was considered an element of interaction or
tansactional negotiation in terms of the language and skills that were acquired as
individuals negotiated their way into groups they joined. It was contended that:

" ' the basic theory of the acquisition of language and interactional skills is based
very much on an unexplicated behaviourism, and in the final resolution of the
matured relationship between the individual and the collective other (that is the
'self and 'other') is a thinly disguised reworking of Freud's triumph of the super-
ego over the id (James et al, l99g:25).
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James and her colleagues (199s) suggest that socialisation theories accounted for the way
childhood was not positioned as a topic of study in its own right. Adolescence was in a
parallel position to that of childhood. It was not considered a suitable topic of study
unless part of the investigation of deviance. That up until the l9z0s, adolescence/youth
had been positioned in the sociological literatue as an object of study in terms of
criminology, delinquencyt' and deviance, said a great deal about how adults perceived
them and were, to a certain extent, fearful of them. Historically, in much of the
psychological literature, youth were studied in terms of clinical problems and stage
theories, with initial research tending to have a pathological bias, focussing on the
'problem' population, the 'clinical'. The research findings were then generalised to the
major or 'nonnal' population (Rose, 1989; 1998). whilst some elements of this persis!
sociological research tended to broaden in the 1970s to become culturally based.

This chapter focuses on culturaUsubcultural approaches to youth, but does nor attempt a
complete historical study of these. However, it does examine in some detail (in section
3'2) a range of culturally based research from the 1970s. British studies from the
Birmingham Centre of Culnual Studies are cental to this section because youth only
emerged as a specific category for ethnographic study in the lg70s. These studies utilised
ethnographic methods and Mancist analysis to describe and analyse the contours of youth
culture and subcultures in the post-war period -- a time when youth became to be seen as

a social problem reflecting considerable social change in lifestyle and values. once, we
had a flrll-bodied theoretical notion of youth culture, it became possible to write critical
histories of the emergence of youth culture by projecting the notion backwards to
excavate the layers of the past in terms of genealogies of values represented in ,moral

paniss" The British Mamist studies have subsequently been criticised from ferninist
perspectives and by other researchers for romanticising youth and for universalisrng from
studies that focussed only on working-class males in ways that coincided with the
researchers' notion of resistance to hegemony. The section (3.2) on etbnographic youth

tsTbe,.Mazengar! 
Report comments on the use of the term 'delinquent' and its application in New Zealand,as follows' 'The idea of teating children who misbehav.d * "d"ii;q;lnts" rutheithan as offeaders againslthe law arose in Illinois in 1899. This experiment rn social welfare was followed in other sates of Americq
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studies concludes by emphasising the notion that a distinct youth culture, with its own
subcultures, has developed. Alongside, there is now a deeper theoretical sense and an
appreciafion that youth are largely perceived with more tolerance than they were in the
1950s and 1960s.

Whilst at pains to describe himself as not a 'postmodernist"u, rn*y of the postnodern
approaches to youth have developed out of sociological discourse and are particularly
influenced by the work of Michel Foucault. Foucault discussed and challenged many
existing conceptualisations relating to power, govemmentality, sexuality, knowledge and
how we constnrct these, creating narratives in the process. Postmodern approaches do not
reflect any single viewpoint, but tend to reject objectivist accoun8 of adolescence a{i a
universal life-stage. This literature is briefly discussed in section 3.3. postmodern

approaches emphasise the subjective, or how things arc experienced,, rather than
'objective reality', because objective reality is rejected as unknowable or inaccessible to
the human mind, especially when considering social reality. Postmodern approaches tend
to hold that the self is fundamentally social and, therefore, problematise the category

'adolescence' as a reflection of a Westem humanist psycholo gy that largely ignores its
own power/knowledge (Foucault 1990). These approaches, amongst others, also bring
into question the accounts of Western psychology that portray adolescence as a universal
stage that all children must go through before attaining adult status. posfrnodern

approaches are less likely to see adolescence as a universal category of growing-up than
ils an aspect of the culfure of advanced consumerism. The phenomenon of the
categorisation of 'youth,' particularly in relation to the market - be it the young cosmetics
and beauty market, the youth fashion marke! or the latest music fad -- is highlighted as a

socio-cultural construction based on the concept of style, and life sfyle. This emphasis on
'sqrle', 'life-style' and what Foucault called the 'aesthetics of existence' typifies both the

influences of Heidegger and Nietzsche -- often considered forefathers of postmodernism.

Foucault, utilising Heidegger, talked of making one's life a work of art. A Niezschean-

and the principle was introduced into New Zealand in 1925' [The Child Welfare Act, l9Z5] (Mazengarb
Report,1954: 55).
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Heideggerian-Foucauldian approach to questions of style of youth would seem to provide
promising theoretical leads to those ethnographers who wish to explore a different line
from traditional Manist-inspired sociology.

Henry Girotx (1990), who works very much in the cultural studies field" argued that a
postmodem youth culture is emerging due to the impact of globalisation and the mass
medi4 information technology. Allan Luke (2000) took a similar stand in describing the
emergence of 'world kids' as new kinds of youth for whom growing up is ,about

navigating through a sea of texts'...becoming your own hybri4 blending and shaping and
putting together something that's a range of cultrues' (Luke, 2000: 24). T];1ek viewpoints
stand in opposition to faditional sociological studies that tend to emphasise the
marginalisation and alienation of adolescents. Other postnodem notions emphasiss
feminist perspectives and stongly challenge the existing theoretical constnrcts as being
primarily patriarchal, ignoring the particular experiences of females (Lesko, 1996; Nava,
l99l)' Postmodern approaches tend to emphasise the dual cultural processes of
constnrcting youth identity, tbrough the market and througb the agency of youth
themselves. The final section of this chapter discusses in more detail, aspects of
postmodem approaches to youth.

3.2 Subcultural theories of youth, 1960s-1990s

This section provides a brief examination of notions of 'youth culture'. If one,s clients are
predominantly youth' as they are in secondary schools and in school counselling, it is
essential that one have some reasonably in depth understanding of youth subcultures, of
their context and their forms, because the notion of subculture is instnrmental in shaping
the identity of youth.

l6Foucaultconsistentlyrejectedbeingdescribedas.posEnodernist,o

oppositions involved in the 'modemisi-postnodemist' debate, attempting to get beyond this. He often saidthat he didn't even understand tbe term (Foucault, l9g4).
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cultural and sub-cultural theories developed out of the nrunre aspect of the nature-
nurture debate that has been briefly referred to in chapter 2. Jarnes s. coleman, writing
in the 1960s, developed a 'youth culture theory,' which identified the significance of a
youth culture that had evolved in our society by the 1960s and 70s. He suggested that pop
music was partly responsible for this, in uniting youth and giving them a form of
expression different from that of the adult generation. Some of the characteristics he
identified were: the need for love, secuity and acceptance that results in intense, close
personal relationships; a push for autonomy and a consequent support for those who
challenge adult cultures; concern for change, stemming from the perception of being
outside adult culnues and idealistic hopes of ueating a better world in futue. youth
culture strongly influences adolescents in their choices of political afEliations, lifestyles,
clothing, music, heroes and role models. It does this through focussing in on itself, gving
youth a reference point, guidance, approval and acceptance or the reverse of these.
coleman's work pointed out that membership of a youth cultue influences how
adolescents will relate to adult society; identifies the importance of peers for adolescents;
identifies what their dominant values were at this point in time; and ascertains that social
class and family background influences achievement in school. His research in ten high
schools in the 1960s in the Midwest USA found that popularity and acceptance by peers
were prime motivational forces, with athletic ability and good looks being more
important than academic achievement. He summarised what adolescents said it took to
get into the leading crowd in these schools:

" ' it takes a lot of things; academic success is not one of them. It takes athletic
prowess' knowing how to dance, owning a car, having a good reputation, or liking
to have fun. It takes being a good date, liking parties, and often not being a prude
(for girls) or a sissy (for boys). Good grades and intelligence are mentioned" but
not very often, and not as often as the other items (coleman, 1965: 19).

Coleman contended that high schools themselves were partly responsible for this
heightened peer culture because youth were together in age groups for so many hours a
day that it became central to many activities and provided social reinforcement:
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Youth are segregated from adults by the economic and educational institutions
created by adults. They are deprived of psychic support from persons of other
ages, a psychic support that once came [to them as children] from the family.
They are subordinate and powerless in relation to adults, and ,,outsiders,, 

[in
relation to] dominant social institutions. Yet they have money, they have access to
a wide range of communications medi4 and contol of some, irrd they are
relatively large in number (coleman et ar, 1974: r25).

Such a notion would seem to have credibiliry in the Iight of the April 1999 afiociry with
multiple killings at Columbine High School, Denver, USA, which resulted from many
forces operating, including the gun culture and favourable attitudes to violence. Social
ostracism and exclusion led to the formation of separate and very different peer sub-
groups with ideas and values not only in opposition to the popular group, but with
murderous intent and actions towards those very peeni, focussing the attack on athletes
and blacks and popular students,

Rather than being passive, the adolescents in Coleman's study were very active in
defining their social milieu in schools through developing their own newspapers, clubs,
and organisations. Therefore, Coleman suggested that schools and the community have
an important part to play in harnessing the positive aspects of youth peer culture to
motivate youth to behave in positive and constnrctive ways that benefit society.

A further development of this viewpoint is the subcultual or peer group view of
adolescence, derived from symbolic interactionism theory, which contends that
interaction is based on our ability to share meanings through both verbal and nonverbal
communication' It examines how adolescents develop meaningful identity through
developing their own subcultures in response to marginalisation, incompleteness and
meaninglessness in the roles that adult society gmnts them. The effects of race and social
class background can increase this marginalisation. The more that mainstream adult
culture ignores youth subcultures, the more these will use symbols such as language,
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clothing, music, jewellery, and behaviour to reject and negate conventional adulthood.
The problan is that the more involved with and the more radical the subculnre, the less
able is the adolescent to enter mainsteam society and consequerrtly social dislocation
becomes entenched. This subcultnral viewpoint whilst highlighfing the problons of
adolescent marginalisation and adjustnent, in effect only deals with a minority of
adolescents.

According to Snrart Hall and Tony Jefferson in the seminal text, .Resfs tance through
Rituals (1976), although youth had been highly visible for some time, it was in post-war
Britain that youth emerged as a specific category for study, as a social problem
somettring ought to be done about, and what the authors considered was ,one of the most
sniking and visible manifestations of social change'(Hall er al, 1976:9). This social
change was pictured in terms of basic lifestyle and values, 'premised on the view that
what happened to "youth" in this period is radically and qualitatively different from
anything that happened before' (p. 15). It reflected the idea that there had developed a
youth culture that was distinct from adult culnre and withrn this youth culture, subsets of
subcultures focussed around particular activities. But there were also suggestions that
youth were in fact a subculture rather than a culture (HaIl et al,1976).

subcultural theory appeared in the early 1970s in Britain in a form that displayed a
radical shift from sociology in the 1950s that focussed on integration, coherence,
difference and discontinuity between dominant and subordinate value systems. The shift
was indicated by a shift from functionalist to Mancist language. Subculnral theory
evolved out of a combination of functionalist anomie and deviancy sociological theories,
and urban ethnography in a political context of disillusionment with the welfare state
(Cohen, 1980). It became strongly located in cultural studies, especially as developed by
the Centre for contemporary Cultural studies, university of Birmingham (known as the
Birmingham centre). Maniist analyses of youth (e.g. willis,p. lg77,Ig7g)focussed on
the interplay of ideology, socio-economic status and culture, positioning working-class
male youth as resisting the dominant adult middle-class culture (Cohen, l97z; Hall &
Jefferson, 1976). How youth were seen or positioned changed to reflect Mamist notions
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of class stnrggle, focussing on how a hegemonic, dominant culture impacted on working
class youth' This located youth in stnrctural terms - in a society with fean'es that were
beyond individual control:

History and political economy became open rather than hidden; the ,problern, of
the working class adolescent was seen not in terms of a-djustrnent, or providing
more opportunities to buy a larger share of the cake, but of bitter conflict,
resistance, and strife. The delinquent changed from 'frustrated social climbe/ to
cultural innovator and critic (Cohen, l9g0: iv).

Dick Hebdige, in Subculture, n" Meaning of Styte (lg7g),criticised the way many
writers of the time over-emphasised the intergenerational oppositional aspects of the
relationship between young and old, but omitted 'any idea of historical specificity, and
explanation of why these particular forms should occur at this particular time, (Hebdige,
1979:73)' Angela McRobbie (1991) in turn criticised much of the sociological research
into youth culture of the 1970s (in wo essays originally written in 1976 and l9g0r7) for
its lack of attention to girls partaking in youth subcultures and unthinkingly supporting
the patriarchal hegemony. Hebdige (1979) suggested that many subculnral groups arose
as a series of mediated responses by white workjng class youth to the emergence of a
sizeable black community in Britain following extensive post-colonial immigration in the
period 1950-1970s. However, this would only account for white youtl, for male subjects
who were the ones almost exclusively studied, as McRobbie (1991) critically pointed out.
It would not account for the emergence of distinctive groups that emerged within the
black community around reggae, soul and Rastafarianism or for the participation of girls
and the development of 'girl-power'in the 1990s. The study of youth groups has focussed
on particularly localised phenomena and attempted to draw broader universalised
conclusions from these, for which they are criticised and largely found wanting. In social

r? McRobbie' A' & Garber, I' (1g76)Girls and subcultures: an exploration, in Hall, s. & Jefferson, T. (eds)(1976) Resistance through Rituals; Youth subcultures in post-wir Britain. London: Hutchinson: ,on-rrr,
3fo l McRobbie, A' (1991) Feminism and Youth culture: From 'Jackie' to 'Just Seventeen. Loudon:Macmillan: l-15.
NlcRobbie, A' (1980) Seuling Accounts with subculture: A Feminist critique, screen Education,spring1980, no' 39; also in McRobbie, A. (1991) Feminism and Yauth Culture: From ,Jacbie, to ,Just 

Seventeen,.London: Macmillan: ld-34.
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science research there are often particular difficulties: value judgernents and hiddeir
moral agendas are often implied" but not acknowledge{ some researchers romanticise the
delinquent adolescent and others unashamedly use their case for political ends:

The subculture is observed and decoded, its creativity celebrated aod its political
limitations acknowledged - and then the critique of the social order constlcted.
But while this critique stems from a moral absolutism, the subculture itself is
treated in the language of cultural relativism. Those same values of racism,
sexism, chauvinism, compulsive masculinity and anti-intellectualism, the slightest
taces of which are condemned in bor:rgeois culture, are reated with a deferential
care' an exaggerated contextualization, when they appear in the subculture
(Cohen, 1980: xxvii).

The proposition that youth culture in the West in the late 20ft century is considered a
subculture is open to challenge, for it would appear to be not simply one subculture, but
rather a number of distinct subcultures which have emerged flourished, and disappeared
in different places over time. Youth subcultures in the post-war period have included:
teddy boys, bodgies, widgies, mods, rockers, p'nks, skinheads, Rastafarians, hipsters,
beatniks, hippies, hip hoppen; rappers; surfies; homies; metallers and more. such names
are notable since they seem to focus on the style of dress, mannerisms and the [pe of
music that provide some of the cohesiveness for the named goups and invoke images of
particular tlpes of behaviour, which is usually perceived by adults as rebellious, negative
and even violent' The focus on style and life-style in the constnrction of youth
subcultural identity is the focus of Hebdige's work as discussed later.

World War II and the years following mark a period of massive change in the Westem
world' All manner of traditional values were challenged: families and anitudes to
marriage, sex and divorce changed; the influence of the church and organised religion
declined enormously; there were huge advances in mass technologies, mass media and
mass tourism; the world of work and leisure altered; gender, race and class issues
changed consciousness, social relationships and expectations; and there was a
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considerable increase in disposable income available for youth, more so for boys than for

girls in the 1950s. In addressing the effect on youth culture of such enormous changes,

Hall and Jefferson (1976) examined social action and reaction by focussing on 'the idea

of style as a coded response to changes affecting the entire community' (p. 80). They used

Gramsci's concept of hegemony to interpret 'the succession of youth cultural styles as

symbolic forms of resistance; as spectacular symptoms of a wider and more generally

submerged dissent which characterised the whole post-war period' (Hebdige, 1979: 80).

Hebdige's (1979) sociological study examined several case studies of 'spectacula/ youth

subcultures from the 1950s to late 1970s. What distinguished 'spectacular' subcultures

from surrounding subcultures was largely their visibility, from which it could be

ascertained that they were'obviously fabicated' and 'display their own codes (e.g. the

punk's ripped T-shirt) or at least demonstrate that codes are there to be used and abused

(e.9. that they have been thought about rather than thrown together)' (p. l0l). From case

studies (including punk, Rastafarian, mods, rockers, teds, glam rockers), with particular

focus on the punk subculture, Hebdige examined the notion of youth subculture, drawing

wrdely from the work of sociologists, antbropologists, epistemologists, and semiologists

such as Stuart Hall, Phil Cohen, Stan Cohen, Paul Willis, Louis Althusser, Roland

Barthes, Claude L6vi-Strauss, Umberto Eco, Julia Kristeva. As a result, Hebdige

extended the notion of youth culture as one of 'style' which in responding to the

conjuncture of specific historical conditions, involved:

... a series of transformations of an initial set of items (clothes, dance, music,

argot) unfolding through an intemal set of polarities (mod v rocker, skinhead v

greaser, skinhead v hippie, punk v hippie, ted v punk, skinhead v punk) and

defi.ned against a parallel series of 'straight' transformations (high'/mainstream

fashion). Each subculture moves tbrough a cycle of resistance and defusion and

we have seen how this cycle is situated within the larger culnral and commercial

matrices. Subcultural deviance is simultaneously rendered 'explicable' and

meaningless in the classrooms, courts and media at the same fime as the 'secret'

objects of subcultural style are put on display in every high sfreet record shop and
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chain-store boutique. Stripped of ie nnwholesome connotations, the style

becomes fit for public consumption (Hebdige, 1979: 130).

In being expressive social forms, subcultures to a certain extent play out the tensions

between those in positions of power and authority in society and those who are nof who

are subordinate, oppressed and repressed by the hegemony of the ruling ideology.

Hebdige (1979) interpreted subculture as 'a form of resistance in which experienced

contradictions and objections to this ruling ideology are obliquely represented in style' (p.

133). Youth subcultrues tend then to be positioned as responses that involve a refusal of
the hegemotry, & move away from the consensus, a notion held dear in Western

democracies, and which become unwelcome challenges to society since they highlight

difference. As a result society tends to react initially to the subculture with hostility, rage,

fury and rejection, often invoking frenzied moral panics (as in the Mazengarb Report as

detailed in Chapter 4). Subsequently the panic or opposition subsides and the subculnue

becomes defused of its challenge, accepted and incorporated into the mainsteam aud

dismissed as a phase young people are going through, part of growing up, a distraction

from the serious or'real' issues that young people will evenhrally have to deal with as

fully fledged adults. In this way a continual process of recuperation that repairs and

restores the fractured social order occurs.

Hebdige (1979) pointed out that the incorporation of youth subcultures occlus in two

ways, through'commodity forms' and'ideological forms'. The commodity form involves

consumption and the conversion of subcultural signs such as dress and music from

private, small-scale creation into mass-produced objects in the fashion market. In tum,

the new commodities become 'frozen' then 'pass6' and this leads to the subculture's

subsequent demise, since it is no longer new and challenging. The cultrual and

commercial aspects are closely interwoven. After their initial shock and challenge, youth

subculnual styles become 'codified, made comprehensible, rendered at once public

property and profitable merchandise' and 'end up establishing new sets of conventions; by

creating new commodities or rejuvenating old ones' (p. 96). The ideological form

involves various labelling and re-definition by dominant groups such as the media,
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police, teachers, clerics, politicians and academics. The ways that youth are represented
by the media become cenhal because the media not only records youth subcult'ral
resistance and places youth 'within the dominant framework of meanings, (p. 94), but
also, it returns youth to their 'place' in relation to family, work and society; that is, to a
place where they are largely accepted. In this way, the impact of the med.ia on identity
cannot be underestimated and the media could be considered to have steadily colonised
both cultural and ideological realms of sociefy since they are responsible:

a) for providing the basis on which groups and classes constnrct an image of their
lives, meanings, practices and values of other groups and classes; b) for providing
the images, representations and ideas around which the social totality composed
of all these separate and fragmented pieces can be coherently grasped (Hall, 1977,
cited in Hebdige, 1979: g5).

Stanley Cohen's (1980) Folk Devils and Moral Panics,originally written n 1g4z,based
on a transactional model of deviant behaviour, exemplified the way the media handled
the conflict between 'mods' and 'rockers'. while the notion of ,folk devil, highlighted
societal fears of the 'other' as threatening one's existence and the tabloid sensationalism
involved" it also pointed to the way youth subculfures can very readily be ,demonised, 

and
seen as 'evil'' In the mass medi4 a considerable proportion of ,news, readily pays
attention to negative behaviour and violence and to 'deyiance, in sensational terms of
strange happenings,bizane behaviour, scandals and exceptional crimes. Whenever youth
fall into any of these categories, they usually become newsworthy objects, and so a
negative porhayal reinforces existing perceptions and prejudices and a resultant adult
public outcry often ensues. The cunent catch phrase, 'youtl at risk, sums this up. youth
are yet again positioned as 'problems', as per the clich6s, ,mad, bad and dangerous to
know' and being only interested in 'sex, drugs and rock and roll,. Through emphasisrng
deviance in general, the med'ia not only provides information and possibly vicarious
pleasure, but also displays society's moral nonns and expectations of right and wrong and
what falls outside the bounds of acceptability. In this way the media defines and shapes
society and social problems. whilst it is well aware that sensational events ,sell,, and it is
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not above exaggerating these, the media may well act out of and express moral

indignation and outrage. In turn, the media is used by moral crusaders to get their

concerns and messages across and to gain public support for their cause. As a result youth

culture could perhaps be considered to be to some extent, morally consdnrted by the

media.

Hebdige suggested that the media paradoxically represents subcultrues as both more and

less exotic than they actually are' (Hebdige, 1979:97), n a way that parallels Barthes'

notions of the'Other'being on the one hand'tivialized, naturalized" domesticated' (p. 97)

and on the other hand being transformed into exotica, animals, spectacles or clowns.

McRobbie (1991) pointed out that despite the way Hebdige used the Barthesian notion to

highlight inadequacies in the moral panic argument of how the media portrays youth, this

remains a gendered account with: 'the shock of subcultures being partially defused

because they can be seen as, among other things, boys having fun'(McRobbie, 1991: 27).

ln positing the reaction if the Ser Pistols had been an all female band, spitting, swearing,

vomiting, taking drugs, McRobbie (1991) said, 'the response would have been more

heated, the condemnation less tempered by indulgence. Such an event would have been

greeted in the popular press as evidence of a major moral breakdown and not just a fairly

common, if shocking occturence'(pp. 28-29). Then, as is probably still largely the case, it
was far more acceptable to society for boys to act in outrageous ways than it was for

girls. Clearly, this says a great deal about the moral constitution of youth identity in terms

of gender relations and sexuality.

Much of youth subculture seems to be about constnrcting an alternative identity, about

negotiating an alternative space between the culture of their parents and the dominant

hegemony and about communicating this difference or'Otherness' to the world. In this

respect there is an element of seeking autonomy, of breaking away, of creating a space

and a place, and of developing and/or having one's own power/lcnowledge that largely

excludes the adult world. Spectacular youth subcultures use style to communicate both

their difference from the Other and their similarity within, as part of their group identity.
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'Style' as understood by Hebdige, is a signifiTing practice that youth subcultures construct

through a form of bicolage and homologt Bricolage is a concept developed by Claude

L6vi-Stauss in his anthropological worlq The Savage Mind (1966) to show how

'primitive' cultures used magical modes (superstition, sorcery, myth) to make their own

sense and meaning of the minutiae of the physical world in ways that are different and

confusing to the Western world. The concept was extended to the way youth appropriate

objects from the everyday world" radically adapting and subverting thern to new and

different usage that makes sense to them and not necessarily to outsiders. Hebdige used

two of Umberto Eco's statements to describe how this applies to the spectacle of clothing

style: 'I speak through my clothes' (p. 100) and 'semiotic guenilla warfare' (p. 105) with

examples being the prmk use of the union jack as clothing, the safety pin as jewellery and

to hold deliberately torn clothing together. Thus bricolage could be considered a means of

creating the visible difference from other groups in society, but the coherence of intemal

values within the group could be considered a form of homologt Homology is another of
L6vi-Strauss' concepts and was applied by Paul Willis in his 1978 study of hippies and

bikies, Profane Culture. Homology can be understood as 'the symbolic fit between the

values and life-styles of a group, its subjective experience and the musical forms it uses

to express or reinforce its focal concerns' b. 113). For example, hippie culture focussed

around alternative, back-to-nature, free love, communal, anti-war values; dnrg use,

especially marijuana and LSD; and colourful, flowing clothes and hair and rock music.

Whilst the hippie subculture may have appealed more to middle-class youth, the focus of
the most sociological studies of the 1970s (including that of Willis, Hebdige, Hall) was

largely from a neo-Mamist viewpoint that examined ways the researchers considered

working-class males resisted and displayed their opposition to dominant values and

institutions. ln not displaying an awareness of the inherent sexism in their studies,

McRobbie (1991) took the above-mentioned sociologists to task in her critique. Feminists

(see McRobbie, l99l; Moi, 1986; Rowbotham, 1973) contend that since universalising

notions are frequently developed from studies of particular groups, the voices of males as

authors, as subjects and male structures are traditionally heard at the expense, intentional

or otherwise, of female voices and perspectives. Females are thereby ignored, silenced
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and rendered invisible. According to McRobbie (1991) the very notion of subcultrue had
become so masculine that it excluded women, especially when the media tended to focus
on and sensationalise the more extreme forms, particularly violence of and by males.
'The objective and popular image of a subculnre is likely to be one which emphaslsss
male membership, male focal concems and masculine values'(McRobbie, l99l: 5)
despite it being clear that girls did take part in youth subcultures. They certainly listened
to the music, went to concerts, dances, formed fan clubs and adopted dress styles of the
group they belonged to. But although presenq McRobbie (1991) suggesred that women
retained their cultural subordination as being marginal to not only the male subcultures,
but also to work, because where women were central and pivotal was in the subordinate
realm of the home and family. Whereas the teddy-boy culture used the street and caf6 as

an escape from the strictures of home and work, 1950s sexual double staodards tended to
see these locales as largely unacceptable for gfuls. If they did frequent such places girls
were perceived as 't*y', promiscuous and ultimately not desirable marriage material.
Males could 'sow their wild oats', but females had to not 'get into nouble' since despite
many 'shotgun marriages', the consequences for each were often vastly different (see

Chapter 4 for a discussion of the moral constitution of youth). Being an .unmarried

mother' and bearing an illegitimate child in the 1950s was considered shameful:

The difficulty in obtaining effective contraception, the few opportunities to spend
unsupervised time with the opposite sex, the finaocial dependency of the working-
class woman on her husband, meant that a good reputation mattered above

everything else (McRobbie, l99l: 5).

Girl subcultures, although style-oriented, tended to focus more on hair, make-up, clothes,

fashion, music, getfing a boyfriend and marriage in ways that saw them organise their
social activities from the safety of their bedrooms at home, avoiding the high-risk aspects

of the dominant male subculnue. It also saw them form extremely close-knit friendship
goups with each other where they would discuss and share goods and ideas related to the

latest style in fashion and music and of course, talk about boys. While the 1960s saw mod
culture evolve into the 'swinging sixties' with 'liberated dolly-birds', some increased
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independence and the advent of the contaceptive pill, girls still saw work as an interim
before their real careers of marriage and children began (McRobbie, lggl). McRobbie
suggested that the 1970s 'teeny-bopper' culture idolising young male pop stars such as
David cassidy and Donny osmond wirs a way of girls forming their own distinctive
subculture. McRobbie concluded:

Female participation in youth cultures can best be understood by moving away
from the 'classic' subcultural terrain marked out as oppositional and creative by
numerous sociologists. Girls negotiate a different leisure space and different
personal spaces from those inhabited by boys. These in tum offer them different
possibilities for 'resistance', if indeed that is the right word to use (McRobbie,
1991:14).

McRobbie (1991) was particularly concerned that both willis' and Hebdige,s studies,
silenced female voices, did not include the personal authorial aspect as engendered in the
feminist notion, 'the personal is political'nor acknowledged the politics of selection, paid
homage to masculinity and emphasised disrespectful male discounes towards females.
The masculine focus was at the expense of the female, as exemplified in the
unambiguously degrading language towards women and sex and the aggressive attitr:des
of young men as they kicked against the oppressive structures they inhabited -- home,
school, work:

Questions around sexism and working-class youth and around sexual violence
make it possible to see how class and patriarchal relations work together,
sometimes with an astonishing brutaliry and at other times in the 'teeth-griffing
harmony' of romance, love and marriage. One of Willis's ,lads, says of his
girlfriend, 'She loves doing fucking housework. Trousers I brought up yesterday, I
took'em up last night and she turned'em up for me, She's as good as gold and I
wanna get married as soon as I can' (McRobbie, l99l : I g).
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Furthermore, McRobbie underlined that although things have changed novr, before the
emergence of the women's movement in the early L970s, the notions of escaping from the
family, the bourgeois commitments of children and the whole sphere of family
consumption fomred a distinct strand in left politics' (p. l9). whilst males could escape
into a subculture, it was much more difficult for girls and ir any case, the male escape
was often from girls, women and family to a peer goup 'whose consciousness and
pleasure frequently seem to hinge on a collective disregard for women and the sexual
exploitation of girls'(McRobbie, l99l: 20). Furthennore, because the focus was onthe
public sphere and on leisure time activities, the 1970s studies of subcultues ignored the
private sphere of relationships with family, relationships and girlfriends.

3.3 Postmodern approaches to the study of youth

There have been different issues and problems generated for and by people in what can
be described as the adolescent years in westem societies and as a result, different helping
professions and their associated technologies have developed, including that of school
counselling:

" ' each asserting its virtuosity in respect of the sel{, in classiffing and measuring
the psyche, in predicting its vicissindes, in diagnosing the cause of its troubles
and in prescribing remedies (Rose, l9g9:2_3).

'Adolescence' is a notion that describes the growth to adult maturity and is largely age-
defined" depicting a life-cycle stage that is part of modern western culture rather than a
universal and cross-cultrually valid concept. The arrival of puberty in westem society is
usually considered the start of adolescence. The western notion of 'adolescence, is not
applicable to fraditional societies where children are inducted into adult society ouce they
reach a certain age, usually associated with the physiological indicators of the arrival of
pubertry' In traditional societies, there are frequently elaborate rituals as rites of passage
and a new set of rules, expectations and behaviours for these new adults who are then
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required to contibute to the economic life of their community, to accept adult
responsibilities and to be married.

Psychologis8 suggest that adolescence itself is a developmental stage, and some scholars
argue that it is not a single stage, but rather divisible into early, middle, and late
adolescence that are not entirely age-specific. Such stages are allegedly characterised by
particular interests. Those in the early stage are considered as different from those in the
later stage as an adult is considered different from a child. Differences yeithin adolescence
are reinforced stmcturally by schooling patterns in New zealand: intermediate schools,
high schools and even junior and senior high schools. Early adolescence is often focussed
on dealing with pubertal changes, a rapidly changing body, the impact of sexual drives
and therefore a changing self-image. Middle adolescence is often a time of
experimentation with different values, sex, drugs and challenges to authority. Late
adolescence focuses more on the futue, on career choices, relationships and the meaning
of life' But all are involved in issues around the self and with identity, in a more intense
conscious m4nner than in childhood. Some educators and counsellors argue that exteme
permissiveness from adults who set no limits for adolescents, do a disservice ro young
people in search of their identity. It is suggested that a lack of boundaries and excessive
freedom can cause insecurity, and can almost 'paralyse' the adolescent,s growth as they
search for someone significant to them, to show they care enough to set limits and to
assert an adult identity against which adolescents can assert themselves.

Adolescents in modern western societies have limited legal rights, limited economic
resources, are (except for particular criminal actions after a certain age) not considered to
be fully responsible for their actions and are treated as incomplete, not yet full-formed
people' Cot6 & Allahar (1994) argue that they face the problem of developing a sense of
identity in a world that limits their access to resources that enable the ego or self to grow
and remain sftong:

From both a post-modenr and a political economy perspective, the paramount
problem the young person faces today in many advanced industrial societies is
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how to formulate a viable and stable identity under uncertain and even hostile
circurnstances (C6t6 & Allahar, 1994: g2).

In counselling theory and practice, I have suggested that it is necessary to supplernent
psychological accounts of growth and development of adolescence with sociological and
ethnographical accounts focusing upon subculnual analysis. This is particularly
important, I would ffBUe, when analysing youth in 'the postmodem cond.ition, because
more and more we can see the influence of globalised cultural life-styles and subcultural
styles of life impacting upon youth, particularly since mass confllmer culture has
strengthened and deveroped after the second world v/ar.

whilst postmodern views are helpful in our understanding of conditions in advanced
industrial societies, they are sometimes criticised as simply re-stating previous
sociological concepts (e.g. global village, consumerism, alienation, fragmentation of sel{,
gender roles) in new terminology. Sociological perspectives face criticism that they
reduce all behaviour to social structural causes. In dealing with adolescents, there needs
to be acknowledgement that we are all humans and do have a biological basis, which
differs for males and for females. [n response, societies have often structured gender roles
differently over time accordi.g to a set of culnually accepted beliefs. whilst srnrctures
will have a role in the governance of society in general and in particular for youtb, we
need to acknowledge the impact of agency, the capacity for acting intentionally in our
modem world.

whilst there are no agreed-upon poshnodem views of adolescence, the emphasis is on the
subjective, on subjective experience, or how things are experienced rather than objective
reality' Objective social reality is seen as cultural or socially constituted: some scholars
argue that it exists only as an intersubjective phenomenon. In this section a brief analysis
of postnodern approaches to the study of youth is provided through four major
exemplars.
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The first set of exemplars, what we migbt call studies of the globalisation of youth
culture, argue that postmodern youth cuitures are emerging due to the impact of
globalisation, the mass media and information technology, rather than simply as a result
of the processes of marginalisation or alienation. For example, Henry Girorx (1990)
argued that the new information and communication technologies, through emphasising
individualism, created both a sense of alienation and of boredom with school, which can
no longer compete with such exciting technology. Yet through the globalising effects of
postmodern marketing, consumerism and mass media, adolescent perceptions,
expectations and experiences in

homogenised.

many countries are linked and sometimes become

A second set of postmodern exemplars builds on the work of Michel Foucault (l9gg) and
the need to examine regimes of tnrth about social practices. As discussed in previous
sections, Foucault characterised social conhol in contemporary society as having shifted
from repressive practices to practices of normalisation. populations and problems were
identified, defined measuted, compared and scientifically based nonns were established.
Alongside a focus on the abnormal, deviant, clinical and pathologrcal, a constnrction of
unproblematic, 'normal'childhood and adolescence emerged. Foucault (l9gg) argued that
through various institutional programmes, the state regulates ad.olescents and how they
should spend their time. such prograrrmes classiff adolescents as normal, abnormal,
successful and such according to a matrix of nonns. This viewpoint is based to a certain
extent on psychological notions of identity and that an individual must constnrct an adult
self and that it is a task of adolescence to work on the self to become self-governing.

Nancy Lesko (1996), a feminist writer, followed a Foucauldian viewpoint in questioning
'how scientific knowledge about adolescent nature, located primarily in the field of
psychology, participates in constnrcting and maintaining boundaries for what may counr
as normal and deviant teenagers' (1,, 142). She examined the socio-historical context to
chailenge the accepted discourse about the nature of adolescence and naturalising
assumptions in three coclmon characterisations: 'coming of age,; being hormonally
driven; and peer oriented. According to Lesko (1996), as she deconstructed the
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predominant recurring notion of adolescence ,$ a 'natural' stage that is universal and

ahistorical with immutable characteristics, the prevailing discourse ignored the social

processes and constnrcts that had created the notion of adolescence and which can and do

change over time. When these aspects are ignored, adolescence becomes defined as

problematic, out of control and needing to be constrained by adults. It seems easier to

assign blame rather than examining and changing the social and organisational practices

that contribute to both the problems that arise for adolescents and the way they are

defrned.

The postmodern emphasis is very much on the constnrction and mutability of what has

mostly been assumed to be 'natural'. Theories of 'adolescence' can be considered as the

effects of certain sets of social practices, of poweriknowledge that occur across numerous

contemporary social domains - the family, school, law, medicine (Walkerdine, 1990).

Lesko (1996) pointed out that how educators think of adolescents, of their nanre and

needs, leads to new and different policies and practices in education -- constnrcting

systems such as homerooms, mentoring, role models, peer leadenhip prograurmes, age-

based and gender-based classes, guidance and counselling. For example, schools situate

children and adolescents in age-based classes and seem to largely accept notions that

adolescents are hormonally driven individuals who are largely at the mercy of peer

pressure in ways that are often negative in how they envision the self (self-esteem, self

concePt, self-image and their attinrdes etc) and in how they behave (drugs, sex, gangs,

impulsivity, immediate gratification, changeability etc). In response to such a sense of
what adolescents are like, schools institute different disciplinary and surveillance

structures aud regimes.

A thtd posunodem perspective is the feminist one which also examines the regulation of

adolescents, but which challenges the pervading universalist assumptions of earlier

theorists that both male and female adolescents can be understood as a single goup

whereby the female is subsumed under what have been mostly male norms. Mica Nava

(1991) examined the gender differences in regulation and argued that adolescent females

are more regulated than young males so they occupy public spheres to a lesser degree. In
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the homq which is the main source of control, females are more regulated than males.

Such regulation and confrol is especially centred on female sexuality and is reinforced by

schools and the peer group. Because they hold notions of femininity that include

particular modes of sexual behaviour, deference and compliance, young males within the

peer group participate in regulatrng the females. Nava (1991) considered that gender is as

significant as social class in structuring how adolescent males and females experience

youth and the process of entering adulthood.

A fourth set of exemplars examines youth in terms of 'movements'. Reuven Kahane for

example, in The Origins of Postmodern Youth (1997) pointed out that although youth

have usually been studied within developmental-psychological, transitional and

subculnral paradigms, these are no longer adequate as ways of explaining youth

behaviour and their perceptions of the world in the late 20s ceDtury. According to

Kahane:

In striving to constmct an authentic, meaningfrl model of life in a rapidly

changing, complex world, the behaviour of "posfinodern youth" centers around

symbols of freedom, spontaneity, adventurism and eclecticism. This pattern has

gradually emerged since the rise of the youth movements...at the beginning of the

centu4t, and later underwent changes with the emergence of the pop youth

subculture, the student movements of the 1960s, and the recent rock-disco

cultures. These expressions of youthfulness constitute a new code of informality,

a fluid type of order that is a response to the chaotic nature of the postrnodern

world. Yet despite the awareness of this shift toward infonnality, the essence of
this trend has not been fully grasped or explained (Kahans, 1997: l-Z).

Kahane suggested that there have been three stages in the concept of youth in the 20th

century: 'from an immature, hot-blooded, heavily conholled group, to an autonomous

entity, to an informal authentic culture'(p. 3). He mapped changes in the relation between

youth and society, arguing that youth movements in the early part of the 20r cennrry

were adaptations that attempted to create a new social reality out of chaotic elements and
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rapid social changes. Subsequent to this type of adaptation to and maintenance of the
social order, youth turned to protest and rebellion in the 1960s, to behaviogr that was
often misunderstood by adults and reflected in the then current notion of a ,generation

gap' and to 'moral panics' (as discussed in detail in Chapter 4). youth were dessribed as

alienated, non-committed, undisciplined, not willing or able to distinguish benneen work
and play, 'as reflected in their dress, beatnik lifestyle, and ',meaningless,, havels, (Kahane,
1997:2)' They were described by the adult culture in terms of its own codes of values
and understandings of the world, rather than fy a code of youth themselves.

Kahane argued that the postmodern world is chaotic, pluralistic and existentially
disordered, unlike the traditional sociological one that Parsons (1951) considered. The
world that posfinodem youth have grown up h, entails a technologically sophisticated,
urbanised industrial society, where notions of welfare, democracy and rapid social
change have become institutionalised and the norm. Postnodem youth behavior:r is based
on a new code of informality', that is 'a symbolic and behavioural constnrct with which
individuals or groups strive to maximise what they perceive as their genuine self-
expression' (p. 3). Kahane proposes the following model of an informal postmodern
youth code of behaviour with 'components that operate in tandem to create ao open
framework'(p. 30) stressing the values of autonomy, freedom and spontaneity:

The ideal-type informal order (or organization) has eight basic stnrctural
components: voltutarism (constraint-free choice); multiplexity (wide range of
activities equivalent in social value); symmetry (exchange based on equal

distribution of power and therefore on mutually accommodated expectations);
dualism (coexistence of contrasting orientations); moratorium (provision of
opporhrnities for experimentation or trial and error with a variety of rules and
roles); modularity (interchangeable clusters of activities); expressive-
instnrmentalism (coexistence of immediate and delayed rewards); and pragmatic
symbolism (conversion of symbols into deeds and vice versa) (Kahane, 1997:3).
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According to Kahane, such an informal code institutionalises liminalityls and reduces
marginality; promotes identiry diffrrsion, enabling individuals to express and cope with,
confusion and doubts about the self; encourages corporate role development; fosters the
development of value commitneots, a sense of justice and tnrst; and enables freedom,
spontaneity, and authenticity to emerge and become routine. The five conditions that
seem to give rise to the emergence of informality are:

(l) when basic cultural paradigms undergo rapid chan gei e) when stnrctural
complexity increased; (3) when pturalism emerges out of a lack of clear criterion
of evaluation; (4) the more open the political system; and (5) the greater the
material affluence (Kahane, 1997 : 34).

Through informal codes of behaviour, youth constnrct their own fluid reality that makes
sense and meaning from their experiences of the world they are greeted with, and in tum
enables them to develop their own sets of values. But if zuch informal frameworks are
stong, they tend 'to resist both external pressures for order and internal processes of
"oligarchization" and bureaucratization' (p. 35) whereas if they are wealg informality can
be undennined (Kahane, lggT).

More could be said about each of these four exemplars yet I have said enough to indicate
their respective theoretical emphases and research directions. I would argue for the
imporunce of all four approaches to counselling theory and practice. The globalisation of
youth culture, the Foucauldian examination of the regimes of tnrth about social practices,
Feminist accounts, and youth considered as social movements, ail contribute valuable
understandings to counsellor education.

considerable ambivalence and negativity toward youth resulted in serious concem and
much publicity around the notion of a'generation gap'in the 1960s and 1970s, but such

t6 Liminality means 'tbat the informal context Tibl.r young people (and probably some other goups) toovercome their marginal status and live within d.ifferent woilds (aauri ana childlike) at the same time, tofeel that they belong in both rather than in a vacuum between them. A unique postnodern development isthat for yor:ng people, liminalify of this kind has become r p"-*t pienomenon, (Kahane, 1997: 3 I ).
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expresslon seems to have waned now at the turn of the century (Goldson, l97g;Molloy,
1990; Lavelle, 1990). It may well be that the parents of teenagers today, who were mostly
teenagers themselves in the late 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, in having been objects of such

negativity, are keen to avoid this with their own children and so have a different
parenting style to their parents. They may also see that they and their peers to a greater or
lesser extent successfully negotiated their teenage yeani, various subcultures, protes6,

rebellions and sexuality issues contrary to how adults saw them at the time. It may well
be that fear of moral chaos, of rebellion by the youthful generation has been considerably
defused in the current era. Apart from concems around particularly serious problems that
some youth have, such as abuse, dnrgs, suicidality, it seems that youth are now perceived

much more favourably in general. It is by no means seen as nothing to get too worried
about, but is seen more as something to work through. The majority of youth seem to
pass through these years not without problems, but emerge largely unscathed so that

being an adolescent is largely seen .rs putting on a new and different style, a stage that

kids go through, that adults hope and pray they'll manage successfully.

Ethnographies of youth culture can provide important qualitative data on processes of
identity formation and contemporary trends in style affecting young people. Group
attitudes to the presentation of self to sexuality, to drug taking and to many other
contemporary youth issues can be usefully elucidated by ethnography. Counsellors need

to avail themselves of these insights and insider-views both in their professional 6sining
and in their ongoing professional development as school counsellors. Ethnographies g:u

also provide methodological insights. Most counsellor education (see Appendix III)
involves the presentation of case studies that parallels the use of an ethnographic type of
methodology' Both counselling and ethnography are concerned with the problem of
understanding and communicating with the 'other' in empathic terms in order for clients
to make changes for the better in their lives. However, both ethnographies and case

studies involve the researcher in observation, be that as a participant or not. As several

theorists argue (Quine, 1963; Sellars, 1963), the observation of events is never innocent.

and events never speak for themselves. on this point peter Mclaren writes:
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Every description is ideologically loaded, codified, and intertextually related to
larger interpretive contexts. Nsthing that can be observed or named is
ideologically neutral or innocent. No thoughts, ideas, or theories are transparen!
autonomous, or free floating; to say that they are, is a middle-class mystification
that seeks to disguise the social interests being served. Ideas are always and
necessarily tied to particular interests and enciphered in particular relations of
power' and tied to particular power/knowledge configurations. Absolutely norhing
is of unmediated availability to human consciousness. To ,,know,, anything is
always an effect of power4<nowledge relationships. The crucial question is: Who
has the power to make some forms of knowledge more legitimate than others?
(Mclaren, 1989: ix).

Therefore, it behoves school cot'nsellors to seriously consider the caution implied here --
to be critically self-reflective in considering'knowing' in their methodological use of case
studies in their Eaining and subsequently in their practice. They need to be aware of how
their own power/knowledge operates in relationships, what and how their own ideology
operates when they conduct case studies and observe their clients and interpret what they
say and how they say it. They need to ensure that they do not inadvertently silence the
voice of their clients. As much as is humanly possible, counsellors need to become very
aware of and 'knowing' of their own 'self and the self that the 'other' (the client) is
presenting and the social context for both. For school counsellors, this then means
coming to 'know' the culture and subcultures of adolescents they are dealing with,
'knowing'the school culture and'knowing'the social culture. This is not a'knowing,that
is simply factual and instnrmental or interpreted only through the counsello/s cultural
lens, but a 'knowing' that casts a self-reflective, critical eye on all of those components.
Through such a'knowing'counselling can empathise, affirm, understand, and maybe help
the client analyse the client's experiences and voice in their creation of meaning in their
lives and in their formation of identity and sense of 'self. School counsellors need to
understand the cultural and social forms through which their adolescent clients leam to
define themselves, how the social world is experienced, mediated and produced by
adolescents, and how attirudes and behaviour result from the multiple discouses and
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subjectivities that students experience. However, this is not about always unqualifiedly
endorsing or legitimating all experience. After all, abuse, violence, racism and sexism for
example, are not things counsellors are likely to uncritically endorse. When they do find
these displayed by their clients, they need to have ways of constnrctively challenging
them' In this v/ay counselling can move further towards fulfilling its aims in terms of
being an ethical profession involved in empowerment and social justice.

This chapter described how sociology has preferred the term .youth, to that of
'adolescence' and has focussed more on group identities than individual notions of self or
identity to conceptualise youth in their social context. A major contribution to our
understandings of youth identities have been provided by the theories of the 1960s-1990s
that portrayed youth largely in terms of distinct cultues and subcultures. Subseq'ent to
this, particularly in the 1990s, postnodern nofions of youth emerged that emphasised the
subjective and that challenge and reject universalist assumptions. The chapter provided
four exemplars from postmodem theorists to elucidate these recent approaches that
unphasise how young people define and constnrct their identities. The chapter that
follows delves into the socio-historical contexts that led up to and existed when the idea
of school counselling came to be seen as a way of managing and helping adolescents in
New Zealand schools.
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CHAPTER 4: THI MORAL CONSTITUTION OF ADOLESCENCE
4.1 Introduction

4'2 Inculcating moral values in youth: indoctrination, education and mental hygiene
43 Progressive education, mentar hygiene fiIms and social guidance
4'4 'Moral panics' in the 1950s and the Report of the Special Committee on Moral

Delinquency in Chitdren and Adolescents (The Mazengarb Report,fgs4)

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents an analysis of youth and of how young people have been viewed by
mostly sociological researchers after World War tr. It outlines how youth ud their moral
state have been viewed, and how and by whom their moral behaviour has been regulated-
In other words, it deals with the moral constitution of youth. It has been from concerns
and research about youth and their problems that school counselling in New Zealand was
established from the 1960s onwards. Changes in school counselling since its inception
have resulted partly from changes within the profession, with increased
professionalisation and the intoduction of new modalities, and partly from changes in
how youth have been perceived" especially in their rights to autonomy and
confidentiality. since the 1950s and 1960s when adults clearly had the mandate for
contolling youth behaviour, such movements as the 1970s counter culture and the child
rights movements have challenged this. At the same time, ideas about parenting have
generally become much more flexible, and even pennissive, with teuragers and their
parents tending to negotiate the levels of autonomy for the teenager rather than these
being imposed by the parental authority. Needless to say, this is often an area of
considerable difficulty in family relationships and power stnrctures and provides the
source of considerable tension that can often result in counselling.

'Mental hygiene', a term that had connotations of mental cleanliness and was evenfually
replaced by the term 'mental health', provided the antecedents and setting for the
development of social guidance while mental hygiene films were one of the teaching
resoluces endorsed by progressive educational methods that were used in school
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guidance. Both of these provided part of the impetus for the guidengs aspect of guidance
couselling and what has now in New zealand become formalised into the new Health
and Physical Education in the New Zealand Curriatlum (1999b). Hence mental hygiene
is covered in the sections 4.2 and 4.3. Although section 4.3 refers mostly to the social
situation in the US.\ detail is given to mental hygiene films fustly because some were
actually shown in some New Zealand schools and secondly because the technology of
film (in the form of video) is still extensively used in health, social education and
guidance programmes. There are still also 'hidden agendas' in some current day health
videos' For example, some may promote sexual abstinence, while others may promote
'safe sex' or some may be produced by manufacturers of feminine hygrene products (e.g.
Jobnson & Johnson). It viill be argued that the early form of social guidance as a form of
social engineering would be considered quite confrary to the intent of school counselling
and counselling in general at the end of the 20s century. Early social guidance films will
be shown to have used psychologically manipulative techniques adapted to education by
film producers who as experts in advertising and magazine publishing were adept at
using current marketing and sales tecbniques. Such attempts at controlling the social
condition and the moral constitution of youth by what is now largely considered to be
indoctrination, are polar opposites to counselling's ethical position which emphasises
autonomy, choice, honesty and tmth (see Appendix rV). Guidance counsellors need to be
vigilant about whether or not guidance programmes are about education or about
indoctrination -- notions that are examined in section 4.2.

In New Zealand,, deep and widespread concem for the moral well being of youth and for
the funre of society arose in response to sex scandals in 1954 in what could be
considered a'moral panic'. Parliament set up an inqurry, which resulted in the Report of
the Special Committee on Moral Delinquency in Children and Adolescents, known as the
Mazengorb Report (1954). The notion of moral panics, and a detailed description and
critique of the Mazengarb Report are presented in section 4.4. Considerable detail is
provided because it presented an official viewpoint of the historical context within which
guidance counselling emerged. It also provides a point of view against which late 20th
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century attitudes to youth that have been informed by sociological, feminist
postmodem notions can be positioned.

considering the social context of the 1950s and the Mazengarb ReTtort,s
recommendations for the Departnent of Education for an increased number of visiting
teachers in primary schools; improved liaison between visiting teachers and public health
nurses and that 'the Department should consider what type of officer is best suited to help
with problem pupils in post-primary schools' (Mazengarb Report, 1954: 6g), the setting
was ripe for the introduction of the pilot guidance counsellor scheme five years later in
1959' Since the Mazengarb Report was so concerned about conrolling the behaviopr of
youth and their parents and so specific about legislative changes, censorship of popular
culture, and scathing about new social and psychological ideas, it is perhaps surprising
that it did not make clear suggestions for dealing with problem pupils in secondary
schools and left such an important decision open for the Departnent of Education to
decide' This might though have also been a reflection of the relative strength of that side
of the Education department and of the then Director, Clarence Beebyle, who voiced
muted criticism about the report.

In subsequent reflection and research this report was criticised and largely considered an
over-generalised, overly moralistic document, reflecting Victorian values and an
exaggeratedly negative view of the youth of the rime (Glazebroolg l97g; Molloy, 1993).
But the Mazengarb Report did result in some tightening up of some regulations and
legislation, and no doubt contibuted to the subsequent review of Child Welfare20 much
later on in 1971. However, it has subsequently been, as Cohen (1980) suggested happens
with many moral panics, largely ignored and forgotten as times have changed and moral
values became more permissive in the 1960s and 1970s. However, Cohen cautioned that
new moral panics and folk devils, as yet unnamed, will be created, 'not because of some
inexorable inner logic but because ow society as present stnrctured will continue to
present problems for some of its members - like working-class adolescents - and then

'e Dr' Clarence Beeby, trained in education and psychology, was Director of NZCER lg3+3s & Director
,"rf *:.?:t.g"ent o f Education I 93 8- I 960 (see ;itiora t S-99;.* Child Welfare was a division of the Depaxtment of Education until l97l (see Dalley, 199g).
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condernn whatever solutiou these groups find' (cohen, lgg0: 204). what those
subsequent moral panics rnigbt be is a topic for further research and beyond the scope of
this thesis' Instead this thesis proceeds, in the section 4.4, to focus on the detail of and to
comment on the Mazengarb Report and how it dealt with the moral constitution of youth
at the time shortly before experimental guidance counsellor schernes were set up.

4'2 Inculcating moral values in youth: indoctrination, education and mental hygiene

All education is indoctrination. The real question is whether indoctrination shall
be confined merely to the mores and taboos of the pas! or whether it shall be
directed toward solving the problems of the future. In time, parents will recognize
that the hope of a beffer world lies in zuch a new curriculum (H.M. Barr, Director
of Research, portland, oregon, pubric schoors, 1947, cited,in Smitb, 1999: 25).

The conception of education as a form of indoctrination of societal values amid hopes for
a befter world in the aftermath of World War tr largely paralleled the notion of mental
hygiene and its role in preventive medicine and social control. It reflected how some
adults and some educators viewed their place as controlling the world of child and
adolescent behaviour and how the choices were within the realm of adulthood, not that of
the adolescent' This form of education has been roundly criticised on the gror:nds that
there are important conceptual differences between the terms ,education, and
'indoctrination' (Snoolg 1972). To indoctinate is to imbue one, via teaching, with a

doctrine or set of beliefs that involves intentionality on the part of the teacher. It is
inherently ideological and suggests that someone is taking advantage of a privileged role
to influence those under his charge in a manner which is likely to distort their ability to
assess the evidence on its own merit' (Snoo( 1972: 66). Whereas education, at least on
the liberal theory of education promoted by philosophers such as John Dewey and R.S.
Peters (1967), is concerned with broadaning the mind and developing a critical world
view which is epitomised in terms of problem-solving, decision-making or scientific
method' Snook (1972) concluded (in the gendered language of the day) that part of the
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difficult job of an educator, be they parent or teacher, was to balance the conceptual

issues between indoctrination and education:

He must initiate immature minds into a culnral heritage, and train unformed

consciences to know and love what is good. At the same time he is bound to

respect the rationality, potential or actual, which these yormg people embody

(Snook, 1972: Il0).

The tensions in these competing strearns of educational thought have also been played

out in how youth, school guidance and counselling have been conceptualised in different

institutions and at different points in time. Some school educators have and will see

guidance and counselling as a form of social engineering towards conformity in showing,

telling, modelling or persuading young people towards a 'right' way of behaving arnid

informing them of the consequences of bad' behaviour or unwise choices. Others will
view it as a form of nurturing personal development, encouraging growth, tapping

potential, and difference so the individual has the freedom to become his or her'trr:e' self.

A current viewpoint is stated in a submission on behalf of NZAC2I to the Review Panel

of the Education Review Office (ERO):

'Guidance' refers to the gtovrth, development and learning of the whole person -

cognitive, emotional, social, spiritual and physical. It works to develop self-

knowledge zui a pre-requisite to social adjustnent. It encourages empowennent,

rather than offering direction or advice, creating oppornrnities for the

development of life-long decision-making skills. Good individual guidance occurs

in setttngs where guidance values permeate the organizational climate and where

guidance principles are used in the development of structures, systems and

policies. These principles should be evident in relations between staff, as well as

in the services and programmes for students. Guidance provisions assist in the

ordinary learning and development of all in a school environment, as well as

t' The NZAC team that assisted in formulating this was: Helen Bowbyes, Ada Crowe, Bryan Lawrence,
Jean Martel, and Sue Webb (NZAC,1997).
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palng special attention to those with particular needs. 'Coqnselling, is a
specialised activity, offe,red within the guidance networla of most secondary
schools and available to the whole school community, The role requires additional
naining' The secondary school guidance counsellor provides counselling for all
those who wish it and acts as a focus point and facilitator for the overall guidance
network (NZAC, 1,997: Z5).

whilst this NZAC viewpoint expressed a position on behalf of the Association, it is not
necessarily one that all school counsellors would subscribe to especially in its use of
notions of 'adjustment'. But what it does do is make it clear that indoctrination is not what
guidance or counselling are about in New Zealand. secondary schools at the end of the
206 century.

Snook (1972) suggested that although 'there are few conceptual limits to the subject
matter that can be indoctrinated' (p. 68) morals, religion and politics are areas where
indoctrination is most likely to occur because 'informed people, differ in how they
perceive these and how and what they believe young people should be taught. At one
extreme, some would argue that all moral and social training should be avoided until the
child has developed sufficient rationality to assess, evaluate and form reasonable
conclusions about various moral ideas. Such a position seems permissive, but does not
necessarily equate with freedom. It may enswe a negative freedom, that is a freedom
from some custom, but it does not ensure a positive freedom, a freedom to do something.
It makes the erroneous assumption that rationality is something that a child acquires at a
certain age, denying that rationality is the result of the child experiencing and working
through their reactions to a range of social and moral situations and dilemmas. Denying a

child such experiences is, as Snook (1972) suggests, 'to shrnt his rationality' (p. 70). It is
therefore also likely to stunt his or her moral development.

Snook commented on the great dilemma of education as being: how can education
tansmit cultural values and traditions in which rationality is defined, without
indoctrination and without stunting the rationality of the child in the process? The
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question then becomes one of the form the education should take once the child is
considered educable and what form it should take prior to this. Snook endorsed the work

of John Wilsonz who argued that children should be taught to be rational about morals

because 'there is a style of moral argument just as there is a style of mathematical

argument' (p.71). Although procedural rules required further worlg Wilson argued tbat

such a programme of moral education could not 'be called indoctrination since its whole

purpose is to encotuage children to weigb the evidence, consider the consequences, and

so on, all of which is the very antithesis of indoctrination as we have defined it' $. 72).

Snook opined that Kohlberg's (1970) work at Harvard, in extending Piagetian thinking

and involving philosophical thought on the nature of morality, might also provide a way

through the dilemma. Snook notes, without discussing, Kohlberg's assertion that his

theory of stages of moral thinking that children pass through is 'culture-neutral and quite

independent of the particular content of the morality in question' (p. 72).This in fact

highiights one of the key criticisms of Kohlberg's theory (as discussed in Cbapter 2,3).

Social guidance is a form of moral and social education. In the immediate post-war

period, film was a very modern, future-oriented technology, which became linked to

liberal notions of education, preventive notions of mental hygiene and a sense of moral

duty on the part of educators, politicians and parents in a project to save America's youth.

Western nations, including New Zealand, were naumatised by war, fearful of communist

takeovers and the possibility of nuclear annihilation and were facing youthful rebellion.

Young people were largely seen as bad mannered" disrespectful, impolite and at worst as

delinquent. Hence, the scene was set for the Mazengarb Report (1954), as discussed in

sections 4.4, and the development of systems of guidance and counselling in schools as

means to sort out these'difficult'young people. To what extent this sorting out was about

moral development and to what extent it was about social contol and the assertion of the

power of adult authority is somewhat bluned and confradictory and in the eariy post-war

years reflected notions of mental hygiene.

u Wilson's project at the Fannington Tnrst Unit, Oxford incorporated'philosophical insights into the natue
of morals, psychological evidence related to moral deveiopment, and sociological evidence related to the
influence of home, peers, church and school in developing moral character' (Wilson, Williams, Sugarman,
1967) (cited in Snools 1972:11).
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The term'mental hygiene' was first used in the US in the mid 19h centgry amid concerns

about the effects of unsanitary conditions after the Civil War (Mandell,

htp://mhjhsph'edu/) and came to prominence during World War tr. In lg93 Isaac Ray, a

founder of the American Psychiafric Association, defined mental hygiene as a very
encompassing and what could be considered a controlling notion as:

... the art of preserving the mind against all incidents and influences calculated to

deteriorate its qualities, impair its energies or derange its movements. The

management of the bodily powers in regard to exercise, rest, food clothing and

climate, the laws of breeding, the government of the passions, the sympathy with
current emotions and opinions, the discipline of the intellect - all these come

within the province of mental hygiene (cited in Mandell, hrp://mhjhsph.edu/).

Mental hygiene was related to the now discredited eugenics23 movement and as a result,

this connection is now largely downplayed24. At this early stage, the link with eugenics

was fairly clear as in the above clause on 'laws of breeding'. Eugenics is currently

described as the:

.., study of methods to improve inherited human characteristics. It is directed

chiefly at discouraglng reproduction among those considered rrnfit (or those

carrying genetic diseases) and encouraging it in the fit, although there are many

difficulties in defining which traits are most desirable. The first half of the 20th

century saw extreme coercive applications of such principles by governments

ranglng from miscegenation laws and enforced stErilization of the insane in the

2r For a discussion of the eugenics movement in New Zealand, see Peddie, W.S. (1995) Alienated fuEvolution: the Educational Implications of Creationist and Social Danlinist Reactions in New Zealand to
the Danvinian Theory of Evolution. phD Thesis, universiry of Auckiand.
'-An example of the connection can be found in Charles K. Clarke (1857-lg}4), a farnous Canadian
psychiatrist, medical director of the Canadian National Committee for Mental fiygiene -4 I lsa.ting
proponent of irnmigration restiction, a eugenic cause. Clarke's personal prejudices, c-ulnrral factors and a
shift in psychiatic practice from working with the insane in asylums to thrit"u.ntion of insanity among
the general public led to_ his support for immigration resbiction. See Dowbiggin, I. (1995; 'feeiing rhii
yot'ng counbry sane': C.K. Clarke, immigration restriction, and Canadian Psychiatry, 1890-1925, Canadian
Histoical Review, 7 6, 4: 598-628.
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U'S' aod other nations to the holocaust of Nazi Gerrrany. In recent years, interest
in eugenics has largely focused on genetic screening, althougb China enacted
restrictions on marriages involving persons with certain disabilities and diseases
in I 994 (htrp://www.encycropedia.com/print abre/ 0426s.hrnl).

With the eugenic element now deleted" mental hygiene according to a current definition
in Encyclopaedia Britannica is 'the science of maintaining mental health and preventing
the development of psychosis, neurosis or other mental disorders,. According to the
Columbia Encyclopedia, eugenics is 'the science of promoting mental health and
preventing mental illness through the application of psychiany and psycho logl (The
Columbia Encyclopedia, stb E4 1993). In the 206 centnry various individuals and groups
in the USA (e.g. Clifford Beers, Adolf Meyer, Paul Lemkau, William White, Bronson
Crothers, Connecticut Society for Mental Hygiene, National Committee for Mental
Hygiene) promoted the notion of mental hygiene as a means to improve the quality of
care for the mentally ill, to prevent mental illness where possible, and to ensure that
accurate information regarding mental health was widely available. This resulted in
public education programmes about mental hygiene, reforms in institutional care, and the
establishment of child guidance clinics that applied a combination of psychiatry,
psychology and social work. Mental hygiene was partly about preventive medicine,
public health, social engineering and social contol.

Because child mental health concems were often either overlooked as psychiatists
mostly spent their time with severely ill adults, or were deflected because of time
constraints in busy medical practices, mental hygiene tended to become established in
clinics separated from medical practice. Such child guidance clinics aimed at posirively
influencing the emofional development of the child and helping with parenting skills.
Whilst emphasising the clinical medical model, the mental hygienists, paediatricians,
psychologists, psychiatric social workers, psychoanalysts who worked in child guidance

clinics stressed a collaborative interdisciplinary approach that focused on the .whole

child'.
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Such a collaborative approach and clinics that focus solely on the well being of children
and young people continue today. Examples of recent initiatives in child and youth
me'lrtal health include the reformed Marinoto Clinic and the ccAFs team in Auckland,
and although not a clinic, the effective practice model of inter-agency co-operation
endorsed by the Sfrengthening Families programme in New Zealand,since l99g.ts The
CCAFS (Community child Adolescent and Family Service) team is part of Auckland
Healthcare and includes several teams: a youth early intervention seryice that diagnoses
mental health disorders; a communify team that deals with issues such as phobias, and
eating disorders; a child and adolescent liaison service that operates between the hospital,
child and family unit and school to re-integrate young people back to school if they have
been ill and out of school for some time; a school-CCAFFS liaison team that operares a
consultancy service; and running special purpose groups such as stress managemenl
Guidance counsellors are the personnel that such teams primarily liase with at secondary
schools' The link that counsellors have with mental health services as well as a
counsellor's knowledge, understanding and expertise about mental health issues therefore
forms a vital component of their work. Very often it is the school counsellor who, in
dealing with a student client, becomes aware of symptomology that indicates possible
mental illness. School counsellors require knowledge in how to deal with this, and in
where to refer clients whom they are unable to deal with. To gain such knowledge, some
education is required and it does not appear that any papers dealing with mental illness
are required as part of cunent counsellor education courses, although it may be touched
on as a component in some papers. Knowledge about mental illness is something that at
present, school counsellors seem to acquire as part of their on-going professional
development.

Although'mental hygiene' is not a term used widely today, it still appears in a few US
organisations26, having been superseded by the term'mental health,. But it was under the

25 The author was involved in both the steering and management committees in waitakere city thatdeveloped this model of.best practice' that became renarned as 'effective practice, and was zubsequentlytaken over by Strengthening Families.
'" Maryland Departrnent of Health and Mental Hygiene; John Hopkins University Departrnent of MentalHygiene; Research Fund for Mental Hygiene, New York; Mental itygiene Law, i99g,'New york, known
as The Alcohol and Substance Abuse Aci.
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concept of mental hygiene that social guidance progmmmes began in US schools in the
post-war period and it was the mental hygiene films that are discussed in the next section
that despite being endorsed by progressive education, were in fact largely a fonn of
'indoctination' ratler than 'education' as discussed above. This was very much a
reflection of the moral constitution of youth at this period.

This section has taken an overview of ways that moral values considered important by
society have been inculcated in youth in the fields of education and mental hygiene. It has
haced how social guidance was considered an important part of both fields. These have
been important for how youth and their moral state have been viewed, and how and by
whom their moral behaviour has been regulated. The section has outlined how child
guidance clinics formed one way of dealing with child mental health and how the
collaborative model that was a key to the operation of such clinics has continued in
different formulations today. The next section looks in more depth at some of the
progftunmes of social guidance that operated in the lead up to the advent of school
guidance counselling and the use of film that formed part of the progressive educafion
agenda of the time.

4.3 Progressive education, mental hygiene films and social guidance

We pledge '..to produce only those films which will motivate constructive
student thinking'..to maintain maximum interest level tbrough well-placed
realism rather than unwarranted artifice...to regard as an honoured privilege and
as a sacred frust our function in aiding in the development of finer men and
women to the end that a better understanding may exist among all the peoples of
the world ("Pledge to the Educators of America, " Mental Hygiene Filmmaker,
1946, cited in Smith, lggg:15).

Ken Smith (1999) researched the genre, and the social setting in the USA that gave rise to
the production of mental hygiene films in his book, Mental Hygiene: Classroom Films
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1945-1970' The development of mental hygrene films coincided with the birth of a
distinctive youth culture in the years following World war tr. In the USA and in Britain"
with fathers away at war and mothers out working on the war effor! teenagers had more
freedom, less supervision and restaint than earlier generations. After the war, such
freedom was rapidly curtailed as mothers returned into the home and fathers returned into
jobs vacated by women. Youth in New Zealand probably had less freedom in the war
years compared with their British and American counterparts because although maoy
men were away' married women with children tended not to work outside the home and
there simply were not the large-scale industial factories harnessed to the war effort as

there were elsewhere. New Zealand's war contribution wa{r geared to its pastoral
economy rather than to manufacturing indusnies and associated factories. New Zealand
society was not yet as highly urbanised as were Britain and the USA, but that would
change rapidly in the post-war years. Nevertheless, there was considerable concern about
a rise in juvenile delinquency associated with the war and youth freedoms.

The youth culture that began to appear in the 1940s-1950s in America revolved mostly
around the high school -- around music, clothes, dating, cars and particular verbal codes
such as 'cool, hep, hip, fab, gear'. Frank Sinata and other crooners were the focus in the
1940s, skiffle groups and then Elvis Presley and rock and roll in the 1950s. Many popular
musicians received considerable criticism from the adults who were appalled at their
appearance and overt sexuality. Elvis' famous hip swivel and pelvic thnrsts were
particularly shocking to adults especially because it made the girls scream in delight and
boys to imitate him. Pop music certainly had an impact on New Zealandyouth as well as

their overseas counterparts (see yska, 1993).

Propaganda films were an important medium for educating the population at large and
were used unashamedly by the Americans and Allies as a means of encouraging suppon
for the war effort. With the success of film in this respect, it is not surprising that it was
then used for social control and indoctrination of the young. The 1943 film, youth in
Crisis showed the effects of the excitement of war, the mental instability of young men
rejected by the draft and teenage flouting of parental authority. This American film
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showed teenagers smoking marijuana, commented on obscene boola being sold to teens,
and a moral laxity whereby teenage boys in paid ernployment felt entitled to act as grown
men and girls saw themselves as victory Girls'denying nothing to men in unifonn who
were seen as heroes (Smith, 1999). Concerns about juvenile morality and delinquency
were endorsed by Philip Wylie's Generation of Vipers (Ig4z) confioversial theory of
'momism'suggesting that poorly educated women were breeding a permanent underclass
of juvenile delinquents and by John Bowlby's Forty-Four Juvenile Thiarcs: Their
Characters And Home-Life (1947) and Chtld Care and the Growth of Love (1953),
linking delinquency, attachment, loss and matemal deprivation. The 1950s media
continued the depiction of youth as rebellious, as portrayed by Hollywood movie stars
such as Marlon Brando, James Dean, and by the new form of music, rock and roll, which
most young people loved and adults hated. Smith (1999) suggested that the combination
of 1930s depression, followed by war left youth with a jaundiced view of the world and
traditional values.

With a sense of youth in rebellion and an idea that education was a means to preventing
further world wars by producing a more involved, connected, selfless society, mental
hygiene films emerged in the post-war baby-boom era. Thousands of mental hygiene
educational films were produced especially in the Midwest of the USA, over a z1-year
period between 1945 and 1970 for use in teaching guidance in various curriculum areas
such as Health and safety, Sociology, psychology, civics, Home Economics. whilst
many mental hygiene films have been all but forgoffen, lost or destroyed, Smith (1999)
spent considerable time researching these and provided synopses of 250 in his book. He
considered mental hygiene films to be 'a uniquely American experiment in social
engineering, the marriage of a philosophy - progressive education - and a technology -
the instnrctional film'(Smith, 1999: l9).

That the Midwest was the location for film production was partly because wealthy
enhepreneurs looking for new ventures, such as David Smart (Coronet) and William
Benton @ncyclopaedia Britannica Films) two of the biggest producers of educational
films, were from Chicago. The university of Chicago was a major cente for progressive
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education, which advocated using visual resowces in education. popular accounts
suggested that Smar! a keen amateur filmmaker, rich from magazine publishing (Apparet
Arts, GQ, Esquire) either saw during a tip to the Munich olympics (1936) or read of
how the Nazis used the powerfirl force of films in their classroorns to shape youth
behaviotu, and subsequently set up a studio over Zacres in Glenview, Illinois. Benton the
wealthy founder of an advertising agency, became vice-president of the University of
Chicago, and was clearly linked with progressive educators. He provided finance for the
university to buy Encyclopaedia Britannica, then purchased a catalogue of 500 classroom
films from two other companies to form Encyclopaedia Britannica Films which in tr:rn
made sufficient money to finance a firm studio (smith, lggg).

Progressive educationalists became aware of the success of film as a teaching tool during
world war II and were keen to see a change in pedagogy from the existing systems using
repetition, textbooks and lectures towards more Deweyan-influenced, child-centred,
active learning methods which developed critical methods of thought. Broadly speaking,
progressive education's aims were for all boys and girls to be inculcated with ideals and
attitudes to enable them to meet the complexities of modem life and to take their place as
effective members of a modern democratic society. Progressive education became
prevalent in the USA until Deweyan ideas were severely criticised and unfairly
scapegoated in 1959 by President Eisenhower, Vice Admiral Rickover and others for
causing the 'sputrik crisis' (Hook, 1963). Progressive, child-cented education came to
prominence in New Zealand after 1935 under the influence of Clarence Beeby and
despite criticism has remained the predominant style of pedagogy in New zealand,.

The use of film as a modern

project, lvith Smith quodng Ivah

of Public Instuction:

technology therefore, fitted the progressive education

Green, supervisor of rural education, Iowa Deparfinent

It's a perfectly delighfful

knocking at school doors,

way to learn. The

ready and eager to

motion picture ... [is] literally

make learning more rapid, more
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meaningfrl, more lasting, and - dare we mention it? - more fun! (Smith, 1999:
22).

Menal hygiene films however, became a pervasive form of cultural indoctrination until
the late 1960s when the growing sophistication of a generation of TV watching
adolescents saw them become outdated and outmoded. These films, which could be
considered forms of social engineering, preventive medicine and culnral indoctrination
rolled into one, were aimed at shaping the behaviour of adolescents to conform with the
adult-directed norms of the time by extolling proper behaviour. Their vast range included
such topics as proper dating procedues; proper personal style and presentation; the
consequences of drug use, of early marriage, of pre-marital sex (pregnancy and vD); the
effects of dangerous driving, juvenile delinquency, and the atom bomb. They were seen
by millions of American school children and some were bought by the National Film
Library and used as part of New zealand. guidance progammes. The list of 20 films
provided for the first national course for guidance counsellors (see Mclay, in Nicholson
et al 1964: n.p.) includes three that smirh (1999) describes in his book: T:ne other
Fellow's Feelings (19s7), centron, g mins; The procrastinator (rgs2),centron, 12 mins;
Emotional Health (1947) McGraw Hill, 20 mins. This is not to say that the remainder of
the films recommended were not'mental hygiene films', but simply that they were not on
Smith's list.

smith (1999) classified mental hygiene films into eight ganres: 'fitting in; cautionary
tales; dating; girls only; dnrgs; sex education; bloody highways; sneaky sponsors, (p. 9).
Smith did not discuss his rationale for such a division, but it was largely based on the
descriptive content. The'girls only'category included films on menstuation and on home
economics, which were considered the domain of females at the time the films were
produced' But there was a certain amount of overlap with ,sneaky sponsors, who
encouraged young people to use their products, be they feminine sanitary products or cuts
of meat' Certain types of films had particular prominence at different times over this
period depending on the influence of educational theorists and public demand:
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Dating and manners films had their heyday from 1945 until 1960. Atomic bomb
survival films for kids spiked in 1951, juvenile delinquency films in 1955.
Antidrug films were fashionable in the early 1950s and again from 1965 tbrough
1970' Highway safety film production blew hot and cold, reflecting the
occasionally feverish temperature of popular concern. They were the most
evergreen of all mental hygiene films, providing a gore-splattered narrative thread
that continues even today (Smith, 1999:14).

Four of the film producers and production companies (coronet, Encyclopaedia Britannica
Films' sid Davis and centron) were discusse4 all of which were private providers - ,a

peculiarly American, profit-making approach to social engrneering' (p. 14) - only some of
which used educational conzultants. Sid Davis, who made over 150 films, receives
particular mention for his excesses, exaggerations and distortions which went
unchallenged because unlike other filmmakers, he did not have a committee of
educational advisors or peer goup overseeing his work. Davis, films focussed on misery
(child molestation n The Dangerous stranger,1950); injuries (impaled on scissors in
Live and Learn,l95l), and often ended in violent death, simply because a boy had driven
too fast (The Bottle and the Throttle, 1968) or hitched a ride with a homosexua | (Boys
Beware,l96l).

smith's final section provided comments and brief synopses of about 250 firms:

Kids would watch them and learn that being selfish, arrogant, undemocratic, or
delinquent would make them unhappy, or depending on the producer, dead.
Conversely, those who played by the rules and maintained the status quo were
rewarded with popularity, fun, and a life span that extended into their twenties.
Potential malcontents and backsliders were spanked with an assortrnent of
cinematic paddles. Fear films-such as Last Date and, Keep off the Grass-showed
rebellious behaviour as self-desFuctive, scaring teens into conformity. ..Busy

Brain" films-such u Dinner Party and The Prom: It's a pleasure!-- laid down a
lengthy set of constraining social rules and regulations that kept kids too occupied
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to ask uncomfortable questions. Films such as Are You Popular? and A Date with

Your Family were imitative: you saw teens- clean-cut, obedient team players- who

were happy, you wanted to be h"ppy, you ried to act like the happy teens. And

then there were "discussion" films, the cutting edge of mental hygiene, with social

problems woven into their plots and with characters who tried to solve them.

Some of these films even ended without resolution, closing with a messy situation

to encourage classroom debate. Most did not (Smitb, 1999: 12-13).

Films such as Act Your Age (1949), Control Your Emotions (1950), Other Fellow's

Feelings (1957) provided tips on emotional development. Some of the road safety films

went to such extremes as showing not only actual dead bodies, but also scenes of people

dytng in road crashes. Mechanized Death (1961) opens with audio of a dying woman

coughing up blood as she is pried from her wrecked car and continues with Just gainy

handheld footage of accident scenes and incessant, droning, judgmental narration' (Smith,

1999:182). The placement and blame for the problems addressed in these fihi was

always the teenagers' fault, never society and its rules. Many films were highly

exaggerated or even blatantly untnre especially those about drugs. For example, in

Narcotics: Pit of Despair (1967) a boy joins a hip crowd by going to a pot party,

becoming'psychologically dependent'after one puffand quickly starts mainlining heroin,

ending up screaming in agony with withdrawal sy.rnptoms on a dirty mattress. He takes

full responsibility for his actions in wanhng to 'fit-in', realising too late that by joining to

belong, he's now more alone than evef (p. 188). No comment or blame is assigned to his

parents who, in seldom being home left him unsupervised and feeling lonely (Smith,

r99e).

Smith (1999) commented that in tone, these films might teach with a smile, a scowl or a

sneer and although some had progressive messages promoting family planning or

opposing prejudice, many were preachy, dogmatic, and often alarmisg coming as they did

from an era which held rigid beliefs about right and wrong and about how adults thought

young people should behave. The filming techniques involved presenting a strategically

scripted scenario of a perfect world that isolated the targeted issue from everyday life.
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whilst they copied Hollywood stagecraft, to appear realistic, they deliberately used
unrecognisable local personnel2T rather than 11e11-ood actors. A few actors from these
films subsequently went to. Hollywood.2s

The effectiveness of this huge body of educational technology is questionable. with most
mental hygiene films being just over l0 minutes rong and certainly no more than 25
minutes, they were oftsn not used quite as intended. They were meant to be accompanied
by classroom discussion to properly inculcate the students, but it seems that they were
often 'used to break classroom tedium rather than as an intense exercise in self-
examination and afitude shaping. without post-screening reinforcement, the messages
delivered by these films often failed to sink in' (smith" 1999: 3l). smith suggested that in
the 1950s when teenagers were mostly compliant about conforming, the films were
effective, but by the late 1960s, with a generation accustomed to TV and the most
rebellious teenage group ever, they were no longer effective. Many youth in the late
1960s and early 1970s became very involved in protesting about positive moral causes
such as the Vietnam War, women's liberation, civil rights, and environmental
conservation issues. Teenagers then were dressing more sloppily, taking more drugs,
having sex, and protesting about values largely held by the older generation such that one
wonders if in the end the mental hygiene films might have resulted in reverse social
engineering' Not only might they have shown teenagers how to do bad, things, but also
teenagers might have thought that kids doing bad'things looked cool while those doing
the 'right ' thing looked nerdy or square, according to the nonns of the current youth
culture.

This section has shown some ways that those concerned about the behaviour of youth
used to attempt to control and channel them into developing socially acceptable values,
ways of being and of behaving. Although Smith's work discussed the situation in the
USA in the post-war years up until the 1960s, there was not only some overlap with the

27 volunteer teen actors.came from chicago where coronet was based & Lawrence, Kansas where centronwas based (Smirh, 1999).
2t For example: oict< York who played the male lead, Darrin stephens in the w seies Baryitched (Smith,1gee).
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situation in New Zealand,, but also New Zealand held many fears related to what was
happening overseas' expecting that in time similar problems would arrive here. The genre
of mental hygiene films, their tone and content contained messages that illustrate how
society at the time perceived what adolescents were and what they should be, in terms of
their moral constitution. Despite a change from the notion of mental hygiene, the medium
of film and now video is still a popular means of presenting social guidance and health
proganrmes' Acknowledging that fihn is a powerfirl medium and that it can and has been
used for indoctrination pu{poses is something that educators and school counsellors need
to be aware of' The next section looks at societal reaction to what was considered to be
unacceptable youth behaviour and how this has, as at times, been theorised being ,moral

panics'.

4'4 'Moral panics' in the 1950s and the Report of the special Committee on furoral
Delinquency in children and Adolescents (The Mazengarb Report,rgs4)

whilst mental hygiene films could be considered to have been one way that education
dealt with adult concems about the youth of the times, their morality, their behaviour and
the dangers that they faced this was not the only sort of response to youth. A far more
exteme approach would be embodied in that of a 'moral panic', such as ensued rn the
1950s in New zealand, and which resulted in the Mazengarb Report and zubsequent
administrative changes and attempts to control youth, and particularly to control female
sexuality.

The notion of 'moral panic' is a sociological one, developed in a book first written in
1972, Folk Devils and Moral Panics: The Creation of the Mods and Rockers, by Stanley
Cohen (1980)' The notion usually centres around uncontrollability, especially with regard
to children and youth in terms of seruality and crime; a lack of morals, of discipline, of
respect for authority; concerns about .soft' punishment; and suggestions that
'unteachable' young people results in high truancy rates and suspension from school.
Cohen provided a comprehensive definition:
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A condition, episode, person or group of persons emerges to become defined as a

threat to societal values and interests; its natrue is presented in a stylised and

stereotypical fashion by the mass media; the moral barricades are manned by

editors, bishops, politicians and other right-thinking people; socially accredited

experts pronounce their diagnoses and solutions; ways of coping are evolved or

(more oftut) resorted to; the condition then disappears, submerges or deteriorates

and becomes more visible. Sometimes the object of the panic is quite novel and at

other times it is something which has been in existence long enough, but suddenly

appears in the limelight. Sometimes the panic passes over and is forgotten, excepr

in folklore and collective memory; at other times it has more serious and long-

lasting repercussions and might produce such changes as those in legal and social

policy or even in the way the society conceives of itself (Cohen, 1980: 9).

'Moral panic' contexfualises the situation where

champion of public morality tends to focus on

media, as the self-appointed

perceived misbehaviour and

the

the

criminality, in this case, of young people. In such a situation, the media becomes not just

the reporter, but also the major instigator of public panic as a result of the way that it
obtains some information and describes, sensationalises, exaggerates, inflames and

generalises from this point. In the process it usually calls on the police, judiciary,

politicians, educational and welfare authorities and concerned citizeus to voice their

concern. Seldom is the subject of the panic, that is youth, consulted and if they are, their

voice tends to be selectively aimed at backing up the media story. The description that the

media provides of the behaviour tends to produce the behaviour in that it virnrally tells

young people of a way to behave, albeit a way that is unacceptable to authorities. Hence

the media tends to perpetuate or enable the behaviour to happen, in tum enlarging the

panic even further. According to Cohen (1980), moral panics tend to hightight what can

become 'folk devils', that is, individuals or groups fulfilling roles and occupying positions

that society considers should be avoided.
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Moral panics tend to occur in times of profound social change and may be used by those
in power to divert public attention from policy and funding ioadequacies. The result is
often hastily pulled together conferences, special committees, ood legislation seeking
'solutions' to the 'problern' r$ a means to contol the 'youth problem,. In New Zealand,
such a moral panic ensued with the Governmenq on 23 July 1954, appointing a special
Committee on Moral Delinquency in Children and Adolescents, chaired by Dr oswald
Mazengarb QC (Nz Parliamentary Debates, July 1954: 374-377).In a very short time, by
September 1954, the Special Committee2e produced al}-pagereport gleaned from public
submissions, available literature and research, that is henceforth referred to as the
'Mazengarb Report'. The Mazengarb Report is examined next in some detail because it
provided a statement about the moral constitution of youth in the 1950s -- of what was
acceptable and unacceptable sexual behaviour for them and of how adults in authoriw
should manage them.

In the 1950s in New zealand,, how youth were perceived became critical for the
subsequent setting up of guidance counselling services. To a certain extent, New Zealand
adopted imported fears and concems about the'youth problem' and delinquency amid a
reaction to post-war incursions of American pop culnre in a society that still largely
privileged Britain as 'home' and consequently British culture as superior to American
culture' There was a popular perception that New Zealandwas following a similar path to
America and Britain and that what happened there would eventually arrive here (see
Yska, 1993). However, New Zealand in the 1950s had its own moral scandal amongst
youth' With various newspapers in mid July 195430 reporting a sex scandal involving a

large group of adolescents in the Hutt Valley, concerns about the morals of young people
came to the fore. Newspapers reported the arrest on June 20, lgl4 of 57 youDg people
(41 boys, 16 girls, some aged 13-15 years) for sexual misconduct in the form of camal

29 The Committee was: Dr oswald Mazengarb-QC. (chairman), Ivlrs. Rhoda Bloodworth J.p (children,sc9g)' Mrs' Lucy o'Brien (vice'Presiden't of fuomen'r a*iii".y-of Inter-church council on public
Affairs; Arch-Diocesan president, catholic. 

-w_omenls 
reague;, IvIr. James Leggat (Head.master,cl$*lt{tl Bovs' High school), Dr Gordon Mcleod (Direct#, 6ivision of child Hygiene, Deparrnentof.Health), 

-Mr' 
Mgel stace (hesident, NZ Junior Chamber of Commerce), and Rev, John somerville(chairman" lnter-church council oa Public Affairs). According to y;ka (1993), somerville and stace werethe only members under 45 and stace (age 39) despite being well past what could in any way be considered'youth' had nevertheless been asked to rforesent youth.
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knowledge and indecent assault, which apparently occurred in private homes and picn'e
theaffes, following an admission to the Police by a 15 year old girl that to be popular she
had repeatedly had sex with members of a 'Milk Bar Gang' (see Mazengarb Reporr,
1954: I l-12)' The public became increasingly concerned about what seemed to be a new
breed of 'teenagers', 'milkbar cowboys', 'bodgies' and 'widgies, who increasingly
displayed the influence of American popular culture on what was then a predominantly
British-focussed New Zealand,. There was also concem about how this seemed to be
happening in a predominantly working class, newly established state housing af,ea in the
Hutt Valley.

But the 1954 incidents in the Hutt Valley were only part of the context for the moral
panic' There was already a history of some earlier sexual misbehaviour in the Hutt valley
in octoberA'Iovember 1952 and as well as 'an accumulation of sordid happenings
occurring within a short space of time' as reported by police, welfare of6cers and
headmasters from Auckland (see Mazengarb Report,1954: l3). The combination of a

series of events and national reporting about sexual immorality amongst adolescents;
sensational murders by teenagers in Christchurch and Auckland, respectively, the parker-

Hulme bashing by supposedly lesbian teenage girls in 1954 and the so-called Jukebox
shooting in 1955 (see Yska, 1993); the emergence of rock and roll and a teenage or youth
culture which challenged adult expectations, public concern3l in the form of what can be
considered a form of 'moral panic'emerged in the 1950s (Molloy, 1993; Shuker,lgg1;
Shuker, Openshaw & Soler 1990; Soler, l9g9; yska 1993).

T\e Mazengarb Report concluded with a statement that'what is needed is that all people
should, by right living and by the regularity of their owu conduct, afford the best example
for the conduct of the rising generation' (Mazengarb Report, 1954:6g). This was after its
committee had sat for two months, heard 145 wiftresses, read 120 written submissions
and proposed tbree categories of recommendations: legislation, administrative acfion and
lastly 'parental example'. The hastiness of the report is noteworthy. It was avidly

30. 
See Mazengarb Report, 1954:7-g.

" see N.Z. Herald; Truth: The Dominion, christchurchpress, June -october 1954.
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supported by Prime Minister Sid Holland and tabled only nine days before parliament
rose for the November election in which National held on to power. As yska (1993)
pointed out, whilst juvenile delinquency and family values were perhaps not zuch an
election issue as the economY ws, despite the Report being .distributed 

free to each of
New Zealand's 300,000 families' with their family benefit Cyskq 1993: gl), it did set our
the conventional moral values that the govemment feared New Zealand was abandoning.
It'allowed the Government and other traditional bodies to dismiss the new postwar social
values (coming mostly from the united States) as being of little importance and just a
passing influence. New Zealand's progress towards becoming a modern, pluralistic
society was stalled as the morals report charted a course back to the past, (yska, 1993:
82)' However, this is only part of the story, and what the report reveals is how
adolescents were conceptualised and identified in the 1950s.

Yska (1993) criticised the committee for comprising only 'Anglo-Saxon, middle-class
professionals' who were upright citizens with 'strong moral and religious codes, and for
excluding "social workers, educationalists, or those with 'hands on oexperience of
'problem' adolescents" (p. 70). Its resultant middle-class and religious bias was set by its
very composition, perhaps unthinkingly, perhaps deliberately. The voice of youth was
categorically omitted, perpetuating a form of institutionalised silence, perhaps none too
surprisingly in an age of paternalistic attitudes to young people, as exemplified by the
cliche'children should be seen and not heard'. No young people and certainly not those
who were involved in the scandals were interviewed, because .it was thougbt
undesirable' (Mazengarb Report, 1954: ll). As the report noted, because it was not a
commission of Inqury, it did not have the power to summon witnesses, but it
nevertheless sought information from many sources. Appendix B listed witresses,
submissions and order of appearance32. An analysis of witresses shows the enormous

" of the 145 witnesses there were:..l0 govemmen! ofnc_i4s (departnental heads of police, education,broadcasting plus the fit. ::Tol police, iuperintendenr orcnilJ-{reirare); 29 educational aurhorities; 4lfrom welfare organizations (18 of tiese *.t" rctigiour, *itn ryn;;;it, the yMCA and ywcA not beingcategorized as'religious'); 15 from church uo=aies'1rnt"t-c{utcn?ouncil on public Affairs, Baptist,Aaglican, Methodist, Presbyterian and 4 from Hutt valley Ministers Fraternal); 5 from tbree women,sorganiqafiqtt (Anglican Motbers' union, catholic y.omen's i*g"" -a National council of women); 15from commercial interests (booksellen, chemists, film distriburi'., *a exhibitors, milk bars, newspapereditor); 5 from two professional societies (christchurch rryrnorot.Jiociety and N.Z. paediatric sociery)
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influence of religion in terms of morals in the mid-1950s - 42 witnesses inclu fury 2
committee members were from the religious sector. It also emphasises that this Report
was about the extemalised moral regulation of youth by others, that is adults, rather than
an intemalised self discipline in the form of an ethical self-constitution (see Foucault,
1997a).

The Report's attitude to evidence was somewhat contradictory. Much of what was
presented was 'secondary or hearsay evidence' which was considered ,to have been
derived from reliable sources' (p. I l). It relied on information gathered about individuals
involved in the scandal from 'police and Child welfare officers, and in some cases, by
the heads of their respective schools' (p. l1). It seems that these adults who were
secondary to the issue could be considered 'reliable' whereas the youth could not, after
all they had already been judged as being 'delinquent' and must have therefore been
considered by definition to be bad, criminal and unreliable compared with the morally
upright, professional adults.

Whilst it acknowledged the limitations of secondary and hearsay evidence and of
statistics, the Report still presented its evidence as strongly accurate and factual, with
only some qualification at times. It scarcely acknowledged that the sensationalist
newspaper reports were about a tiny fraction of the youth population (see also yska,

1993) or that despite an increase in juvenile delinquency rates during the war, these had

returned to the pre-war rate33 probably because of 'extra preventive work done by
welfare officers'(p. 16).But it would seem that if such things were happening for a few,
maybe they were only the tip of the iceberg, and what was hidden could be revealed or
extrapolated from the evidence of a few. After all in the Hutt Valley, 'it just happened

that, through the voluntary confession of one girl in petone, many cases were

}d apart from 2l private individuals, each of the following was a witness: Mayor of Lower Hut! the
Communist Party of N.2., the Wellington Hockey Associatio-n, and the N.Z. Rationalists Association (see
!{azeygarb Report, 1954: 70'71). ln a note about the submissions, all of the above either jointly orindividually provided written submissions. A further 120 submissiorui were received from individuals or
ffo_ups who did not appear as witnesses and their trirmes are all listed."' sbristics for child oT"1:":^0"u:Tle.delinquency) for 20 years, from lg34-1g54, were provided by thesuperintendent of child welfare Division and lisied n the'Miengirb Report, p. ts- Tie pre-war rate
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immediately brought to the knowledge of the police' (p. s). It referred to and gave
reasons for not accepting at face value, press reports of extacts from the annual Justice
Departnent report, which appeared at the same time. It suggested that ,sexual crime in
New Zealand was, per head of population, half as much again as the sexual crime in
England and Wales' (p. 8) and went on to discuss statistics in a later section. This
discussion in fact referred to crime in the adult population: 'one and a half times as ma'y
adults [were] convicted of sexual offences in this Dominion as there were in England and
Wales' (p. l7). But this was asserted to result from New Zealand's much higher crime
clearance rate.

The Report was stnrctured into 19 sections with nno appendices. The sections can
perhaps be grouped as three parts: first, an overyiew of the problem; second an
examination of possible causal factors; morality - sex, religion, the family; criticism of
moral laws and child welfare laws; and thir4 conclusions, recommendations and
appreciation. This thesis examines these three parts closely to ascertain the moral
constitution of youth at this time.

overviewing the problem took almost a third of the Report (20 pages) and comprised five
sections; 'Preliminary Observations; order of Reference and procedure Followed;
Narrative; Has Juvenile Immorality Increased? A Change of pattern in Sexual
Misbehaviou/ (p. 5). It covered: local and overseas media reports which indicated the
need for the rnquiry; a narrative of the situation in the Hutt Valley, Auckland and
elsewhere; statistics examining whether or not juvenile morality has increased; and six
points of change in sexual misbehaviour .. it involved younger people, more girls,
increased homosexuality, organised immorality (sexual parties and orgies), some
recidivism and what the Committee considered the new and shockingly permissive

attitude from some young people, that sex was acceptable if all parties consented. It
clearly rejected consensual sexual behaviour for adolescents, stating:

(193+1938) per 10,000 of fn1ltion aged l0-17 yezus was between 73-105; in the war years (1940-44) itwas 107-l 13; post'war (1945-1954) it was 83-81, with the lowest figure of this period being 66 in 1950.
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What is entirely new in New Zealand (and probably in other places too) is the
attitude of mind of some young people to sexual indulgence with one another,
their planning and organization of ig and their assumption that when they consent
together they are not doing anything wrong (Mazengarb Report,l954: 9).

By the time the Report commented about the extent of what it calls ,improper 
sex

behaviour in children' (p. l8), sven as it allowed for the possible bravado of youth, it
thundered about the changed mental attitude in terms of 'evil'. without in fact consulting
youth to ascertain their attitude, but through hearsay evidence, the Report judged and
condemned youth attitudes towards sex:

Some offend because they crave popularity or want to do what their frisnds axe

doing. Some assert a right to do what is regarded by religion, law, and convention
as wrongful. It was reported that some of the girls were either unconcerned or
unashamed, or even proud, of what they had done. some of the boys were
insolent when questioned and maintained this attinrde. The Committee has not
overlooked the fact that in some cases this attitud.e may have been due to a

defensive atdnrde (Mazengarb Report, 1 954: I 9).

A list compiled from the table of contents and the first three pages of the Report displays
the terms and phrases it used to connote and describe the central category of moral
delinquency in adolescents. From this list the Report clearly displays its own negative
attifudes towards the sexual behaviour of adolescents: Juvenile immorality,, .sexual

misbehaviour';'indecent assault','carnal knowledge',,immoral conduct,, .sexual

crime', 'abnormally homosexual in behaviour', 'sexual orgies', Juvenile delinquency,,
'sexual delinquency', 'lowered moral standards', 'sex cult', 'lewd rituals,, .compelled her
to engage in grossly obscene acts with him', 'gross act of indecency', .indecent

exposure', 'sexual assault', 'sexual indulgence' and 'illicit sexual pracfices'. From this
list and from the central category of moral delinquency, it will become apparent that this
term is a conflation of three discourses -. the discourse of morality from Christian
religion, the discourse of delinquency from psychology and sociology and the discouse
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of offending/crime from law, That the report can be largely divided into these three
discourses is significant. But in particular it is the running together of the religious
morality and psychology with the notion of deviating from the norm in ways that may or
may not involve criminal offending, depending on how the law is defined (for it differed
in its application for male and female) that provides a very conservative, biased,
judgmental, punitive, stigmatising and connolling view of the behaviour of adolescents
and their parents.

The second part of the Report, searching for the cause of the decline in moral standards,
formed the majorify of it and was particularly wide ranging, taking 40 pages and l0
sections: some visual and aud.itory influences; the school; community influences; the
home environment; information on sex matters; the influence of religion on morality; the
family, religion and morality; changing times and concepts; the law and morality; child
welfare in New zealand. The committee noted that there was no main cause and that they
were not just looking at immediately apparent or precipitating causes, ,in seeking to
remedy the evil' (p. 20), but at predisposing causes ,which create an emotional
maladjustment in a person and thus induce a susceptibility to the precipitating cause, (p.
2r):

For instance a semi-nude figure or a song with a double meaning will not incite a
properly instructed adolescent to sexual misconduct. But if by parental neglect or
failure to control a yorrng person who is predisposed to anti-social conduct there
is danger in any form of suggestiveness (p. Zl).

and

Irrmorality would probably not result from the distribution of these publications

[paper-backs, comics, pulp fiction, romances, crime stories] unless there were in
the child, awaiting expression, an unhealthy degree of sexual emotionalism (p.
2t).

So' the blame here resided within the child" with bad parenting and bad publishers and
their pulp material' In a way that echoed the indoctrination and social control aspect of
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the mental hygiene films, film censorship was endorsed (see section 4.3). In addition,
five practices that it considsred undesirable and irritating to a large section of the
'thinking' public were discussed: grossly extravagant posters and newspaper
advertisements that feature sex and sadism; screening inappropriate trailers on unsuitable
occasions; mixing films of different classifications; admitting children and adolescents

into restricted films; misbehaviour in theatres where 'once inside a darkened picture
theatre, children, adolescents, and undesirable persons may behave improperly and the
m'nager may have difficulty in exercising contol' (p. z4).Presumably these things
would not have irritated the 'unthinking' public. One wonders just who comprised the
'unthinking' public -- presumably it was those who did not think the same as the
Committee.

Radio posed some problems. Disapproval was noted about broadcasting crime serials and
suggestive love songs for which adolescents craved the sheet music as a means of
obtaining the words. But that was only part of the problem. Once it was switched on, the
radio stayed on so that children not only lost sleep, but also heard progftrrnmes not
intended for them. Parents were blamed for being too lax and even though the
broadcasting service should tighten things up, parents 'should select their children,s
progranrmes and see that their listening hours are reasonably restricted' G. 26).
Interestingly, in the 1950s both the problem and the solution of youth access to the media
was described in ways that are almost identical to public concerns about TV and Internet
viewing today. In both instances it is about conhol and that parents should exercise that
control as part of their parental respousibilities.

Some causes emanating from school involved the relationship berween teacher and child.
Increased urbanisation was contended as having largely put paid to teachers living within
the same community as their students and so to a knowledge and understanding of local
conditions and tensions that a child might face. That knowledge now had to be acquired
from within the school and 'is of great importance in diagnosing maladjustment that
might lead to delinquency' b. 27).The work of visiting teachers as a liaison between
home and school was endorsed and it was noted that secondary schools too needed help.
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surprisinglY, for such a conservative documen! co-ed schools were not blamed for
immorality even though witnesses had asserted that they provided the oppornrniry. The
evidence presented indicated that the students, whom the report centred on, were 'already
concerned in immoral acts outside the school or that they had home circumstances
conducive to delinquency' (p. 29). Secondary principals were most concerned about
misconduct from pupils who were not able to leave school until they were 15. Although
the impact of 'new' or progressive education, 'pray way, and ,free expression, was
discussed as supplanting 'traditional external discipline' by concentrating ,on the
development of the personality of the child - a development which could lead to licence,
(p' 31)' the Committee was not conclusive that this was a cause of immoraliw.

Sex education, then termed both 'sex instnrction' and sex 'knowledge, was addressed in
two sections. Police evidence indicated a 'striking contrast between ignorant and
precocious children' (p. 4l) with some having barely any knowledge and others what was
considered far too much knowledge or even interest in sex. First, schools were considered
to be unsuitable agents for sex education because 'the fuller aspects of the sex relation
between men and women requires an emotional link between teacher and taugbt' (p. 30).
The biological aspect was acceptable if it was part of nature study or general science or
sex hygiene as part of physical education. If 'natural agencies', presumably parents, failed
and ignorance persisted" then some sex education wilr considered acceptable, if provided
by a suitable staff member or outside specialist. There was need for suitable literature to
be available so that parents could impart this knowledge. Later, in its contradictory
maruler, the Report endorsed the use of parent-child talla and films on evenings at
school, run by principals and PTAs. What it seemed to object to was a teacher taking sex
education in a normal classroom situation. Second, instnrction should be about ,a

harmonious blend of the physical and spiritual' (p. 4l) between a man and woman rather
than the mechanics of sex. Sex was clearly defined as heterosexual. Homosexuality was
a crime at this time and was mentioned in an earlier subsection of the Report as

reportedly being oq the increasey.

r Homosexuality only ceased to be a crime in Nz in 1986 with the passing of the Homosexual LawReform Act. The age of consent for homosexual sexual relations is lg.
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'Defects' in the community were seen as undoing good teaching and satisfactory tome
training' and as factors promoting juvenile delinquency whereas ,the more normal and
well balanced a community is, the greater are the child's chances of developing a well-
balanced personality' (p. 3l). Such'defects'were the rapidly created urban commgnities
which were 'just an aggregation of houses' G. 34) with a high proportion of children and
youth reflecting an 'abnormal distribution of population' (p.32). New areas, like the Hutt
Valley, feafured an 'absence of community spirit' because 'churches, schools, halls and

monuments are entirely non-existent or very new' (p. 33). Because there were'streets of
overcrowded homes unsuitable for family life', young people tended to 'seek their
pleasures away from their home and district' G. 33) and to form local groups or gangs

where the 'influence for good of the better among them is often outweighed by the
misbehaviour and dangerous propensities of others' (p. 34). The dearth of organised
recreation, sport, clubs and entertainment was perceived as a particular problem. yet the
Report's subsection provides a confiadictory comment that 'much of the immorality
which has occurred has been among children who have had the fullest opporhrnity for
healthy sport and recreation'(p. 36).

Many adults in the community were judged to have 'emotional and mental difficulties'
stemming from 'disturbances in their early married years' if they had married during or
shortly after the war and lived in small aparfrnents or fansit camps, unable to live a

normal married life. What this actually did to them or to their offspring is not spelt out,
but is suggested as causing 'a virtual lack of self-reliance' (p. 34) so presumably this is a
factor in juvenile delinquency. Such a litany provides clear evidence of a middle class

cultural bias and victim blaming mentality that the committee and its witnesses had

against Youg, poorer communities. Although a suggested remedy was laid at the door of
the state, to place State houses in smaller numbers within existing communities instead of
in extensive tracts, the Report does not really criticise govemment policy for ie planning
procedures in setting up these nevr communities that it judges so disparagingly.
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The importance of the family wurs stressed. Problems in the home environment, such as
insecurity, absent mothers and fathers, high wages and what was considered to be
inadequate parenting, were taken to task: 'a remedy must be found before this decline [in
moralityl leads to the decay of the family itself as the centre and core of our national life
and culture' (p' 45)' Being unloved, unwanted, or less cared for than other family
members was criticised for promoting feelings of insecurity that .renders the child more
susceptible to influences leading to delinquency' G. 37). 'The mother,s attitude to the
child is of prime importance' (p. 37) as is parent,s love which should be ,affection

combined with wisdom' in a family where'all the members-father, mother and children-
are in a proper relationship, the one to the other, (p. 37). Divorce, separation and
remarriage leading to emotional disturbances; poor discipline; lack of parental Eaining
and lack of responsibility by parents were all believed to contribute to delinquency.
Mothers who were frequently absent from home were condemned as thoughtless, be they
working, socialising or playing sport. Mothers who worked, but economically didn,t have
to' were particularly singled out for opprobrium. since nearly a third of the delinquents
presented had working mothers, this was held up as a clear indicator of potential
delinquency' Fathers didn't escape from criticism if they showed no interest in their
children once at home after being away at work all day. clearly the emerging consumer
society was starting to impact and participating in this was frowned upon not only for
wives, but also for adolescents. The high wages paid to adolescents who didn,t save, but
spent their money on luxuries were also condemned, so 'a compulsory savings scherne
should be instituted to guard young people from the evils of misspent leisure and to
develop in them that sense of reliability which is so often lacking, (p. 40). In fact family
and parenting were considered fundamental since the committee noted that the
delinquency cases presented involved either a lack of parental responsibility or an
inability to guide and control their children.

Because the committee was concemed that society should be based on a sound moral
code, and because there was 'a lack of spiritual values in the community, (p. 43), religion
was put forward as a solution - religious teaching in schools, having a family religion
and church activities for young people. The work of the NZ Council of Christian
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Education was endorsed and the place of christianity was stated as being central to
setting conventional morality and sanctions for society.

It was asserted that the effect of both science and psychology had undemrined the
authority of the churches. science had done this by asserting that ,religion 

based on faith
was untenable' (p' 46) and by an emphasis on rationality. psychology had achieved this
effect by pointing out how much misery had been caused by guilt and by zuppressing ,the

natural development of human personality' @. 47).Both these were noted as being
implicated in ill health and mental illness. Exactly what the guilt was about was not spelt
out' but it presumably included guilt about sexual matters since that is what this
subsection was referring to. Therefore, both science and psychology were seen as a
double-edged sword:

A desire for scientific accuracy is understaodable, a wish to understand the
working of the human mind wholly commendable, but many people whose loose
behaviour was instinctive, rather than inspired, now had apologists for their
conduct. The moral drift had become moral chaos (p.47).

Yet the Report continued to display its contradictions, for despite this criticism about
psychology, psychologicar concepts permeate it, incruding not onry notions of
delinquency, but also those of normality/abnormality; deviancy; personality
development; farnily problems; adjustmenvmaladjustnent; adaptive behaviour;
attachment' loss and maternal deprivation; emotional disturbances. As Nikolas Rose
(1998) argued, the psychological sciences had become an integral parr of how society
saw itself, in the 'practices and techniques that have linked authority to subjectivity, (p.
l8) by providing:

"' techniques for the disciplining of human dilference: individualizing humans
through classiffing them, calibrahng their capacities and conducts, inscribing and
recording their attributes and deficiencies, managing and utilizing their
individuality and variability (Rose, l99g: l9).
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Although five points about the changing times were discussed" it was said to be only in
terms of 'their effects on the sexual behaviour of young people whose habits and
characters are being affected' @.4l).Those points were about contace,ptives, broadening
the divorce laws, pre-marital relations, 'self-expression, in children, trd materialistic
concepts in society' The changes it discussed included ,sins, which churches preached
against (presumably sex outside of marriage and homosexuality); changes to the
philosophy of education -- permissiveness and 'self-expression, in children; and inroads
of the werfare state affecting business and the professions.

The way the Report discussed contraception3s displayed not only its conservatism, but
also made it clear that sex for adolescents was taboo. It asserted that the supply of
contraceptives to soldiers in wortd war I to prevent venereal disease had been .perhaps
the first major shock to "respectable" society' when 'society was obliged to choose
between two evils, and it chose what it regarded as the resser, @. 47).In this way, it
firstly discussed contraception and sex in terms of 'respectabiliry, and then .evil,, but
later on' was more liberal in acknowledging that both married and unmarried adults might
have different views concerning the use of contaceptives for adults, but that ,no
responsible father or mother would countenance their possession by their young sons and
daughters' (p' 48) so it is no surprise that ' the committee is unanimous that adolescents
should not buy or have contraceptives in their possession, (p. 4g).

what may be fine for adults was definitely not oK for young people, regardless of their
being over the age of consent. lnterestingly, the Report did not discuss teenage
pregnancy' illegitimacy, adoption or the incidence of ,shotgun, 

marriages where the bride
was pregnant and often a teenager. overall, despite sexual activity by adolescorts being
unacceptable' sex was not a forbidden topic, but when, how and by whom sex education
was to be taught was considered very important. contraception and instlction about
using contraceptives for adolescents remained taboo and in the spbere of medical

" contraception involved using either naturai methods or barrier methods such as condoms and diaphragms
XXt#J|}ft#*r?:" 'ootu"'pti"" fiu] which was r,,st *J"ure in Britain in iq62 ano in New
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practitionea until the passing of the contaception, sterilisation and Abortion Act int977.

considering that the committee had two legal representatives, a chairman who was a ec,and a JP from the children's court, it is not too surprising that considerable attention (10
pages) was paid to the law, morality and child welfare regislation with some detailed
legislative amendments being proposed. Quite an incredible and disinge,nuous statement
opens this section' It displays a real lack of transparency about itself in considering what
a moral code is and how it is formed. The Report stated that at no time ,have parliament
or the law-courts endeavoured to impose a system or code of morality on the people, (p.
50)' It explained this as msaning that while the law is not about a coercion to follow a
certain moral code of conduct, it is concerned about the effects of sin and immorality on
others so seeks to restrain people from offending'those who do observe the principles of
religion or of morality' (p' 50). But in such restraint, crear messages about a morar code
are present' even if in the form of what not to do. some things are oK for adults, but not
for children: sex' smoking drinking, and gambling. offences against religion included
blasphemy and disturbing public worship; offences against morality included indecent
exposure' publications, prostifution, carnal knowledge; rape, abortion. suicide managed
to be 'a result of sin and a breach of morality' (p. 5l), therefore suicide attempts were
punishable36' It was considered to be of interest to the community because there was not
only a 'limit on the right of the individual to do what he likes with his own person,, but
also an expenditure issue because 'the state spends so much money on the education and
health of the people' (p' 50) that smacked of suicide therefore being a waste of such
resources' such a mercenary reason is fruly amazing as is the lack of understanding of
human suffering and mental illness that might be invorved for someone who suicides.
one can only wonder what the committee might make of our current infamous youth
suicide statistics.

36 Attempted suicide ceased to be an offence.*i+ 
ry.passing of the crimes Act, 1g61. It had been

LHffifJ'SH"::2 vean imprisonment under tbe c.i-", e?t,-ilis. aiaiog and abetting suicide was
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When it came to the law on indecency, carnal knowledge, ffid indecent assault, the
Committee was impartial in wanting to see it operate fairly for both genders because girls
at this time could not be charged with such offences. The issue of consent in sex cases

was such that there was no defence of consent allowable if girls were under 12, but of
gtrls in the 12'1,6 age group if a girl was the same age or older than the accused or if the
jury thought a girl appeared to be 16, this could be a defence. A girl might appear to be

over the age of consent if 'the nature of her clothing, red on her lips, the fact that she is
said to smoke and drinlq and evidence on other similar matters, enable a verdict of
acquittal to be given' (p. 52). The Committee did not contest this attitude to appearance,

but they also noted concern about the 'failure of the law to make it an offence for a
sophisticated girl to entice a male into camal lcrowledge of her' G. 52). Girls were clearly
perceived as capable of being sexually active in ways that were totally unacceptable and
as being seducers' Furthermore, if they looked sexy they probably were sexually active.
According to Molloy (1993), Mazengarb's paftern of questioning witnesses followed the
notion that the girls were the aggressors, leading the boys asrray.

There was no discussion in the Report about sexual abuse or incest and its effects, despite
the repeated use of four terms or euphemisms that indicated this: ,initiate, seducen corrupr,
interfere' (Molloy, 1993: 9). Molloy (1993) noted that despite evidence from social
workers, the Salvation Army Major in charge of unmarried mothers and from Miss J.

Scoters, Principal of the Burwood Girls' Training Centre (an industrial school for female
delinquents), that many girls were initiated into sex by older boys and men in what would
now clearly be considered to be sexual abuse, this was ignored by the Committee. The
underlying position that Committee seemed to hold was that female sexualiw was:

... illicit, incipient and dangerous to the girl herself and to society. Even in the

case of sexual abuse of young gfuls by older men the act was described in terms

which suggest that harm is done by unleashing female sexuality prematurely

rather than in direct harm to the penon of the girl (Molloy,1993:9).
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Not only were the dangen of female sexuality expressed by commifiee member DrGordon Mcleod (child psychologist and Director of the Division of child welfare) and
the Petone police senior sergean! but also another psychologisL Mr o,connor from the
christch'rch Psychological society, discussed the difference between male and female
sexuality' sexual urges and activity including masturbation were described by social
scientists as 'normal' for adolescent males, but not for adolescent girls in whom it was
believed to resurt from insecurity. That is, in girrs it was a sign that they had
psychological problems' The idea that female sexuality'awakened, through sexual abuse
might involve 'violence, tansgression of the girl's autonomy or abrogation of a tnrsting
relationship'(Molloy, 1993: l0) was beyond the conceptualisation of the times. Despite
evidence to the committee, this was ignored and the discourse of sexual abuse remained
part of the silent underbelly of society until the rise of feminism about twenty years rater.

ln a large section, the committee reviewed and made extensive recommendations for
child welfare legislation and the operation of the children,s court in New Zealand. The
detail of this is beyond the scope of this thesis, but some pertinent points follow. perhaps
surprisingly too for the times and the generally morally conservative stance taken, the
committee rejected the reintroducrion of legal corporar punishment,iT but did not
advocate the abolition of corporal punishment by teachers and parents. The rationale was
that if it was done by a stranger well after some event, magisterial corporal punishment
was different to that done by a parent or teacher. A prime concem for the committee was
that the child welfare Act needed an extensive overhaul to address many weaknesses,
especially the procedures for dealing with children and delinquents who had committed
some offence' But of real concern was that it needed to be broadened ,to provide for the
doing of preventive work' (P' 66). The committee was certainly not concemed solely
with punishment, but with solutions to what they perceived as problems and to prevention
of them in the future.

was not completely

37 statutes Amendrnent Act, lg36 aborished ynjruil' for children, bur whippingabolished until the crimes Amendment a.i rq+r (see Mazengarb Report, 1954: 57).
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The Report ended with a summary of 27 conclusions and a set of far reaching
recommendations of positive actions that state and private agencies could/shouid take,
grouped under three sections 'proposals for legislation, proposals for administrative
action and parental example' (p. 6). The recommendations are zummarised as go.luding:
o Censorship to be extended with laws enlarging the definition of ,obscene, 

and
'indecent' to consider all printed or published material that unduly emphasised sex,
and in addition, crime or horror as harmful; gazetting outstanding film censorship
regulations of 1934 and 1953; emphasising that crime doesn,t pay; appointing a
married woman to the broadcasting auditioning panel; and inter-departrnental liaison
to produce'a unifonn interpretation ofpublic opinion and taste,(p. 67).

r Increased regulation of the media by requiring distributors to register themselves and
their publications (excepting newspaper, educational and scientific publications) and
being subject to cancellation of licences if they offended with objectionable
publications.

o Tightening up of how adolescent offences were dealt with: indecent conduct (i.e.
sexual intercourse) between boys and girls should be a new delinquent offence,
charged in the children's court; cease publishing boys' names in the police Gazeae if
summarily dealt with, since it was unfair that girls' names were not recorded; require
parents to attend whenever children were summoned to court; parents or guardians
would have to pay fines or costs or could have their child or family benefit suspended
and provide a good conduct bond unless 'the court is satisfied that such parent or
guardian has not conduced to the commission of the offence by neglecting to exercise
due care and confol of the child, (p. 66).

o The child welfare Act should be modemised and an autonomous child welfare
section set up r:nder the Minister of social welfare rather than part of the Ministry of
Education; social welfare's role to be reinforced and extended: extend involvement in
education by supervising students $anted school leave prior to 15 years on grounds
of misconduct, by informing principals where a student is being supervised by child
welfare.

r Policewomen should be trained to deal with girls who sexually offend.
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The Deparftnent of Education needed to: avoid public health nurses, duties
overlapping with those of additional visiting teachers; additional visiting teachers
appoinfrnenb were a priority; it needed to ascertain who was best suited to help with
problem pupils in secondary school; some teacher housing needed to be provided;
where recreation and entertainment facilities were lacking, schools should consider
allowing their facilities to be used by responsible organisations; long-term research
into juvenile delinquency was required.

Parents should provide the right example for their children, and have firm contol and
'take continual interest in the doings of their sons and daughters, G. 6g).

so the Mazengarb Report provided a snapshot of the way youth were constituted as
moral beings in the mid-1950s. The way in which sociefy wished to constitute youth was
displayed in the way they tried to regulate them -- in terms of sel{ extemal confols and
institutional contols. T\e Mazengarb Reportposed the moral constitution of adolescence
as requiring new laws, new regulations, and stricter administration of these to allay the
existing moral panic' This meant no sex, not too much leisure and certainly not
unstructured activities, a life well regulated by adult authorities in school, home or
welfare; not too much money and regular savings if they did earn money; a censored
media; new offences for adolescents. what was not abre to be recognised and what can be
seen with the benefit of hindsight was that the 1950s was pafty to some major social
changes - wbanisation in general with Maori shifting to the cities amid the rapid
development of new, poorly resourced suburbs; a post-war ,baby-boom,; and the
emergence of a new and distinct youth culture that was at odds with what many of the
older generation considered to be acceptable and proper interests and behaviour.

comment and critique of the Mazengarb Report has ensued with Masters level essays
and theses from several students in history and in sociology (Glazebroolq lgTg; Goldson,
1978; Lavelle, 1990; Soler, 1988), but apart for Marshall & Marsh all (1997)none to date
seem to feature in education, despite the report having specific recommendations for
educators.
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Susan Glazebrook (1978) suggested that the very act of forming the committee reflected
the importance the public placed on the moral integrity of youth and provided a picture of
what the society of the time thought of itself and what held it together and how the adult
voices of the 1950's reacted to an emergent youth cultrue. It depicted what some adults of
the 1950's perceived youth culnrre to involve and focussed especially on its perceived

negative aspects and what was believed to drive it. Glazebrook (1978) concluded that the
contents of the Mazengarb Report and the legislation that followed reflected moral values

inherent in the Victorian age. She pointed out that the parental generation gave a mixed
message by its own actions in rejecting the religious practices and culture of Victorian
society, Furthermore, she questioned the public's ability, let alone righ! to legislate
morality where youth are rejecting the moral standards of their parents' generation.

Jillian Goldson's (1978) thesis largely endorsed the notion of the Mazengarb Report
reflecting moral panic, but her focus was that the problem for youth in Westem societies

is one of identity because of the lack of clarity about what constitutes the transition from
childhood to adult status. She argued that unlike other societies, in Western society there

are no clear, public rites of passage -- no puberty rites and no initiation rites.
Furthermore, there iue some very clear contradictions especially in terms of sexuality.
Pubescence is largely a private matter to the point of being taboo, often involving
embarrassment for the youth. Adolescents are sexually adult, capable of reproduction, but
socially are considered children and are not permitted to be sexually active. Until the
1970s, sex was expected to be only within marriage or one was considered to be ,fallen,,

'promiscuous', or'living in sin'. During adolescence, on the one hand the individual is
expected to increase their level of responsibility, but is seldom actually given much real
responsibility, legally, economically or socially. Furthermore, Goldson commented that
our language displays a suuctural ambivalence towards adolescence, for example, using

'adolescent'when addressing an adult is pejorative; 'a fine young person' denotes a docile
conforming youth; a'smart kid' may be intellectually clever or quick-witted- Goldson
(1978) suggested that the inconsistency and ambivalence towards adolescence and the

low degree of role clariry reduce the chances for easy movement from child to adult
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status' The role of the peer group and emergence of youth culture are hence presented as
youth's solution to changing social stmctures.

Janet soler's (1988) thesis used the notion of moral panic to examine the Mazengarb
Report' In a later publication, Soler (1989) argued that the report's conclusion that youth
were in a state of moral chaos was ill founded and unjust, but that the focus on better
parenting and a re-emphasis of Christian values as solutions to the problem were
effective in contolling and restricting youth sexuality for a time.

Due to full employment and a growing economy, New Zealand society in the 1950s was
becoming a consumerist one, according to Bernadette Lavelle (1gg0). A stable, peaceful
family life, owning your own home in the suburbs, or at least having a state house was a
reality for many' With a commitment to victorian values as Glazebrook suggested
earlier, adults applied their authority from home, church and school with a firm, and as
Ausubel (1960), Ritchie and Ritchie (1970, 1981, 1990), Marshall and Marsh all (1997)
criticised, an often physically punishing discipline. David Ausubel (1960) became
unpopular with many authorities when he criticised education in New Zealand, for the
way that adolescents were controlled and disciplined by corporal punishment, the prefect
system, school uniforms and the segregation of the sexes and suggested that this along
with an exaggerated deference that teachers expected, contributed to the rise of resentful,
anti-adult and anti-social behaviour in youth such as bodgyism'. He asserted that in a
democratic society, instead of corporal punishment, the major emphasis in disciplining
adolescents should be on self-control, on developing concepts of equity and reciprocal
obligation, and the use of sanctions from democratically elected peers rather than
discipline imposed from the hierarchy. The excessive media attention given to youth
moral delinquency on the part of a handful of adolescents reinforced a level of mistnrst
and negativity that adults had towards adolescents and adolescence that Lavelle (1990)
contends, largely remains today.

Maureen Molloy (1993) argued that societal attitudes in 1954 in putting an extreme
emphasis on domesticity as a counter to the upheavals of war, idealised the role of mother
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ils nurturing national prosperity tbrough being the prime influence and nurturer of
children - the future of the county. These notions were particularly inlluenced by
Bowlby's work on attachment and loss, which in tum focussed on matemal deprivation as
a source ofjuvenile delinquency (see Bowbfs, lg47; lg53; lg6g; lgTg).Not only did
such a notion support the existing pahiarchy and women's place as being in the home, it
also reflected a fear of female sexuality and the belief that once awakened it was a
powerful and potentially destnctive force that needed to be contolled within the
confines of marriage. The sexually active adolescent girl was perceived very negatively,
as being outside family control and authority and hence a threat to public order and
decency (Molloy, I 993).

whilst the 1950s may have witnessed a moral panic regarding the behaviour of youth, the
late 1960s and 1970s saw many youth in outright rebellion. This era, the ,pill, era, the
hippie era, the counter-culture and so on, provided a considerable break with the morality
of the past' Alongside concerns about a generation gap, the notion of a distinct youtb
culture and subcultures came to prominence and was studied and theorised as such by
sociologists (Chapter 3).

chapter 4 continued the sociological approach to youth that was outlined in chapter 3,
shifting the lens from a general overview and critique of sociological theories of youth to
examine more closely their moral constitution after World war II up until the mid 1950s.
This chapter indicated how adults conceived of and dealt with problems and ,moral

panics' related to the moral behaviour of youth in the time leading up to the ,birth, of
pilot programmes in school guidance counselling in New zealandin 1959, when youth
cultures were beginning to emerge. The chapter discussed the differences between
indoctrination and education and outlined the now dated notion of .mental 

hygiene,,
before describing and critiquing early forms of social guidance for youth that used the
technology of mental hygrene films. The 'moral panic' about the behaviour of New
zealand youth resulted in the 1954 Mazengarb Report which the chapter described and

38 Bowlby was influenced by the earlier work of his. colleague, Donald winnicoft (a student ofpsychoanalyst, Melanie Klein) that had popularised matemal aepriv-ation rheory (Molloy, 1993).
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commented on in detail' This shapter concluded section I of the thesis, which fosused on
the prime client of counselling in New Zealand's secondary schools - youtl., their rnoral
constitution and notions of self and identity pertaining to them. section tr of the thesis
shifts the lens fiom the subjcct of school counselling to the profession of school
counselling and notions of professional identity and the focus of the next chapter moves
to establishment of the profession of school counserring itself,
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CHAPTER 5: A cRrTrcAL msToRy oF THE DEYELOPMENT oF
COUNSELLING IN NEW ZEALA}.D SECONDARY SCEOOLS
5.1 Introduction

5'2 The 'birth' of guidance counseting in New Zearand secondary schools
5'2'l The 1950s '19642 guidance counselror pilot programmes
5'2'2 1964 - l97l: a permanent place for guidance counsellors in selected
schools

5'2'3l97l - 1988: guidance networks and university trained counsellors
5.2.4 1989 - 1995: guidance counsellors in all schools

53 After the MRG, 1996 to the present: neoliberalism, deregulation, devolution and
decentralisation

5'4 competition from some allied professions: social workers, RTLBs and others

5.1Introduction

we have set out to ensure as far as possible, that at post-primary pup's,
irrespective of their varying abilities and their varying occupational ambitions,
receive a generous and well-balanced education. such an education would aim,
firstly' at the full development of the adolescent as a person: and secondly at
preparing him for an active prace in our New zearand, society as worker,
neighbour, home-maker and citizen. up to a point, one aim impries the other; and
such qualities as strength aod stability of character are firndamental to both. In the
words of one writer, '"The aim of modern education is to create people who are
not only self-disciprined and free in spirit, gifted in work and in enJoj.ment,
worthy and desirable as persons, but also responsible and generous in social life,
able to give and take freely from others, willing to serve social ends and to lose
themselves in sociar puposes greater than themserves,, (Thomas Report, 1944: 4).

The vision of society and the role education had in developing the .whole,, 
adolescent

person' as a way of fulfilling this vision, set the tone of post-war education in New
zealand in the much acclaimed Thomas Report that was commissioned in 1942.
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Considering the timing of this Report, towards the latter days of a traumatic war that New
zealand was involved in, and only shortly after a devastating economic depression, the
emphasis on the social is maybe surprising, but certainly heartening. one could have
perhaps expected an emphasis on hard-nosed economics, but the report criticises such a
stance and its emphasis on individualism. The emphasis in the Thomas Report is on
community rather than individualism, on education as a 'public good, rather than the
'private good', a notion that has been overturned in the neoliberal environment of the
1990s' Tbe Thomas Report saw schools as tools of democracy,'assisting to build up a
dernocratic society capable of defending its essential values and of widening and
deepening their influence' G. 5) and social studies as a curriculum area for addressing
this:

In practice both personal needs and social needs have all too often been pushed
into the background, especially by economic pressures...Reform depends in the
last analysis on the existence of a public which will think of education Iess as a
means of individual advancement and more as a means of creating an educated
community' We thinlq however, that the time has come for a vigorous attempt to
give adolescents a richer and better-balanced education than they have had in the
past (Thomas Report,1945: 4-5).

It has been in terms of fulfilling the social, personal and emotional aspects of education
that school guidance counselling has largely been placed. But it could also be argued that,
certainly in its early formulations, school guidance counselling is or has been part of a
'con|rol' function of the instinrtion of the school and hence of society (Wadswort\ 1970;
Hennansson, 1990b). School counselling and its relationship with the disciplinary
regimen of schools in terms of governmentality is discussed in chapter 9.

Counselling is a contested theoretical domain with no one theory defining it. There are as
many different theories of counselling as there are views or philosophies of the self and
some of these are in conflict with one another. Foucault as one important contemporary
phiiosopher, offered a critical view of the self partially upon which theories of
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counselling such as narrative therapy have been built, as discussed in chapter 10.
counselling theory has burgeoned since school counselling was introduced in New
zealand' in the early 1960s. The theoretical stands from psychological discourse that
contributed to the formation of counselling theories are addressed in chapter 2. It is the
purpose of this chapter to provide a critical history (as defined in the Introduction of the
thesis) that examines the socio-historical context and different staods that confibuted to
setting up an initial identity of school counselling -. where it was placed, its stanrs within
the school' who embodied this position and what its rore was. A critical history is about
critically examining, challenging, and disturbing the status quo, revealing ,the fragility of
that which seems solid" the contingency of that which seems necessary, the mundane and
quotidian roots of that which claims lofty nobility and disinterest, (Rose, lggg: 1g). This
chapter therefore sets out different sections that examine school counselling's identity in
terms of its historical evorution and its professional identitv.

The social context of the 1950s, with a discussion of the moral constitution of youth has
been presented in chapter 4. Section 5.2 provides an outline of the social and educational
context that led to the 'birth' of school counselling answering questions about why, when
and how school counselling was introduced into secondary schools. It was from a
combination of these post-war developments in psychological discourse, from attitudes
that express both worries about and fears of youth and their behaviour or misbehaviour,
from'moral panics'around youth seruality, from what subsequently became described in
terms of youth culnue/subcultue that counselling as a d^istinct profession began to
emerge' including the speciality of school counselling. The rest of this chapter provides
detailed description of the birth' of school counselling in New zealaad,an indication of
some influential figures and the key policies that surrounded this. The development of
school counselling, from its inception until the end of the 20ft century, has been divided
into five historical phases that are discussed in some detail as part of this section.

section 5'3 examines the impact on school counsellors in the neoliberal environment
after the Ministerial Reference Group (lvRG) staffing formula after l996.Two of the key
chnnges involved key neoliberal notions - deregulation and devolution which had the
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effect of threatening the continued existence 6l ssrrnsellors in schools. Another set of
neoliberal impacts has been competition from some allied professions and some of these
are discussed in section 5.4' These include Social workers in schools, RTLBs @esource
Teachers: Leaming and Behavioru) and competition from other professionals both from
inside and outside the school. This chapter, therefore, outlines the context that enabled
the development of guidance counselling, that set up what it was to involve, who should
do it, what place and status they should have, when and where it should be done and who
its clients should be.

5.2 The 'birth' of counselting in New Zealtndsecondary schools

whilst the fust vocational guidance prognunmes appeared around the same time, in the
late 1800's in both the uSA and New Zealand, guidance or school counselling as we
know it today, with a much broader and more developmental focus, was only set up in
USA, UK and New Zealand schools since the late 1950s (paisley & Borders, 1995;
Winterbourn, 1974)- The significance of the timing of the l9j0s lies in the intersection of
the social contexts in these liberal western democracies in the post war years, the rise of
psychological disciplines, and the rise of a youth culnue.

Many of the initial developments in school counselling occurred from the exchange of
ideas between the usA and New Zealand. American educationalists visiting here such as
Robert Havighurst and David Ausubel3e (as discussed in chapter 2.3) were highly
influential in their contribution to developmental psychology, which in turn influenced
counselling theories. New Zealand educationalists such as Clarence Beeby, Fred Aitken,
Thomas Hunter, Ruth Trevor and. Bertram AIIenao visited the usA bringing back new

re Dr David Ausubel, developmental psychologist, univosity of lllinois, visited Nz in 1957, causingcontoversy for his criticism of disciplin:ary p.a-aices, sch";i6 ;; relations and general perceptions
fp:t1lfq in his book_Zrrc Fern and th; TiH (smail, zooo;.- rred Artken was chief Inspector of Post'Primary schools. Thomas Hunter, professor of mental andmoral philosophy, victoria university, was acknowleagea as the 'father' of psychology in Nz, setting up athe first experimental psychology laboratory i" tgOg. F.uth Trevor was a remedia[ ssa.ting specialist whohad trained under Beeby. Bernam Allen was a school psychologist, trained by winterboum, whocompleted post'gaduate studies at colombia University and then retuiieo to christchuch (Small, 2000).
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ideas' The Fulbright scheme, which began in 1949, had particularly enabled this sort of
exchange as staff temporarily visited university education departrnents (for detail, see
small' 2000)' But it was particularly the sociai, moral, political and economic
environment, the'moral panic'embodied in the Mazengarb Report(see chapter 4) along
with the rapid expansion of secondary school rolls that encouraged school counselling to
develop in post-war New Zealand.

Ralph winterbournor ltsz+lwrote the first and to date onry history, Guidance sertices In
New zealand, documenting the development of a range of guidance services in New
zealand' up to 1971. Tbis included information about the introduction, policies and roles
of vocational guidance counsellors, tle Psychological service, visiting teachers in
primary and intermediate schools from 1943 onwards, and school guidanss counseilors in
secondary schools from 1959.

winterbourn (1974) described his emphasis as 'historical' suggesting that acknowledging
the lessons of the past and the present provides a direction and basis for understanding
the future' one of the lessons of the past is that jobs that are deemed important at one
point of time do not necessarily remain so later. They may be shifted ftom one
Sovernment departrnent to another, depending on political will, and be dis-established
altogether as political, social and economic goals change. For example, vocational
guidance counsellors were shifted away from schoors and education and have
subsequently disappeared although within schools their roles have been adopted to a
certain extent by other school staff. In secondary schools the visiting teacher became the
'guidance teacher', since visiting homes was only a small part of their work. The primary
based visiting teacher service became part of special(ist) Education Service and was
finally dis-established in 1997.

ot Dr Ralph winterbourn *:, an educational psychologisg tained uuder shelley aud assisted both him andBeeby in their experimental psychology rab. Hl lectured at university of canterbury, 1935-36, established

ffi"t#,$tiff:i.ffili!";:ffi"f ;[" i;; schoor psvchorogists, and was p,or,,,o. of Eao""tion,

I
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The intoduction of visiting teachers was prompted by the social conditions associated
with world war tr when family life suffered because of the military and economic
activities of parents such that the guidance and discipline of children and adolescents was
'often sporadic or non-existent'(Winterbourn, 1974: 7g).,Social workers, teachers and
others became increasingly concerned about problems ofjuvenile delinquency and moral
standards, truancy, and other sociar probrems'(winterboum 1974:7g).

Schools were seen as the most appropriate and accessible institution to address these
problems (c'f' the'Full service Education'model in 1998, see 5.4). Dr. clarence Beeby
had seen the work of visiting teachers in the usA in r 93 l. Rather than appointing extra
tnrant officers with more authority to solve tnrancy and social problems, he sought to
intoduce a Iess authoritarian system of visiting teachers: social workersa2 who were
qualified teachers' visiting teachers were placed in clusters of primary and intermediate
schools' Their main duty was 'to serye as a link between their schools and the homes of
children who are presenting problems of one kind or another and other organisations
which may throw light on their problems and assist in rernedying them, (winterbourn
1974:79)' This role, achieved tbrough the authoriry of the schools, was therefore one of
partnership, liaison, problem-solver and trouble-shooter between school, home and
outside agencies.

Ten years after setting up visiting teacher systems for primary and intermediate schools,
the theme of social and educational problems was again to the fore. In 1954, concerns
expressed by secondary schools about misbehaviour and juvenile delinquency and
newspaper articles about 'the moral panic', led the Govemment to set up a Special
committee on Moral Delinquency in children and Adolescents, producing the
Mazengarb Report (as already discussed. in chapter 4). These concems centred on sexual
behaviour amongst what was believed to be a sizeable proportion of secondary school
students, especially in Lower Hutt and in Auckland. It involved ,teddy boys,, ,milk-bar

o2 At this time the Deparlnent of Education included the child welfare branch, which did not separate outto become part of the Deparfinent of sociJ welfare until lg72: "I\; social welfare Acg lg71 saw anamalgamation of the Deparment of social security and the child w"lf"te Division of the Departnent ofEducation ftom 1/4/1972' It also introduced the sanrtory designation of 'social worker, in the state services.
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cowboys" bodgies' and'widgies' and the perceived negative effects of Anrerican cultural
influences especially of comics, pulp fictron and rock and roll @alley, r99E; yska,
1993)' Today this is recognised as the emergence of a specific youth cultrue, but then it
was interpreted as a threat to the authority of adult culture.

one recommendation taken up by the 1955 parliamentary committee dealing with the
Mazengarb Report was the appointment of foru more visiting teachers (Auckland nnro,
wellington and christchurch one each) who served a cluster of schools, as do the newly
appointed RTLBs (see 5.4) in 1999. In christchurcb, this resulted in three visiting
teachers, each working 'with a $oup of five or six primary and intermediate schools plus
three or four secondary ones associated with them' (winterboum lgT4: gl). This
formalised a situafion that had seen some secondary schools unofficially using visiting
teachers.

5'2.1 rhe 1950s '1964: guidance counserlor pilot programmes
Tbe Mazengarb Report was very much concerned with controlling the behaviour of youth
and their parents and whilst recommending more visiting teachers for primary schools,
perhaps surprisingly, left it open for the Department of Education to ,consider what type
of officer is best suited to help with problem pupils in post-primary schools , (Mazengarb
Report,1954: 68). Something needed to be done, but quite what was unclear. what did
happen was the setfing up of the pilot guidance counsellor scheme in 1959.

Due to increased suspensions, expulsions and disciplinary problems, some secondary
principals wanted someone to work specifically in their school and not in a cluster of
schools' They were well aware that the visiting teachers, working in a cluster, were
overloaded' To address this, a guidance counsellor service was proposed using former
careers advisors' The 1959 pilot was set up as a competitive model, comparing visiting
teacher and guidance counsellor systerns with the latter based on models seen in UsA.
The end of 1959 saw two visiting teachers appointed to secondary schools in the
wellington area (Naenae and onslow colleges) and the first school guidance counsellors
at Tauranga Boys college (Maurice Pentecost) and at Avonside Girls High, christchurch

I
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(Jean Herbisson)' winterbounr noted that 'the chief Inspector of post-primary schools
[F'R'G' Aitken] had recently seen guidance counsellor schemes in the United States and
believed that the time was ripe and the social climate suitable to try thern out here,
(winterboum 1974:92). Such schemes in the uSA had been established through the
1958 National Defense Education Act, in response to the threats of sputnik in the space
race and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 which implemented
programmes and provided taining for school counsellors (Paisley & Borders, 1995).
According to Winterbourn, Aitken's influence on the role of the guidance counsellor was
profound, and much seems to remain to the present day.

clarence Beeby as the first director of NZCER and subsequently Director-General of
Education wzrs enornously influential in most areas of education in New Zealand,.
Although perhaps not directly influential in the setting up of guidance counselling,
Beeby's notion of education in liberal and progressive terms could be argued as setting
the overall tenor and conditions that enabled guidance counselling to emerge. He
promoted the view exhibited in the Thomas Report (1944) that education should be a
liberating, enjoyable, realistic experience that culturally and economically fitted the
majority of the population for the world they lived in. Following publication of the
Mazengarb Report, Beeby in his Annual Report to the Department of Education, 1955,
took to task the unrealistic expectations that the community seemed to have about the
moral influence schools could or should have on their students. Schools could not be
expected to inculcate moral standards that were very d"ifferent to those commonlv
observed in the community as a whole (Alcom, lggg).

The experimental position of school guidance counsellor in 1959-60 was in a single
school, combining 'the functions of careers adviser, educational adviser and visiting
teachec and was partially or completely free from teaching to be 'readily accessible and
prepared to meet pupils frequently' (winterbourn l9:,4: 93). Refenals were from
classroom teachers and visiting teachers in contributing schools. Supervision was by
Departrnent of Education Inspectors (with no particular expertise in guidance), and by
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Psychological service educational psychologists who provided a regular seryice to help
guidance co,nseilors in their work with probrem pupils.

The effectiveness of the two systems was reviewed n 1962, with the Director of
Education reporting to the Minister that the guidance counsellor scheme was better for
Iarge schools, while visiting teachers were suitable for groups of smaller schools. so both
tlpes of guidance position continued. Despite many requests for one of the experimental
positions, all but one was declined in anticipation of the commission on Educati on,1962
(cunie Report -- see chapter 6.2). This extra position was one visiting teacher to serve
three Rotorua secondary schools where there were 'difficult leaming and behaviour
problems among the large Maori school population'(winterbourn, 1974: 93).

s'2'219&'l97l: a permanent place for guidance counsellors in selected schools
until the school counsellor system was set up, vocational guidance officers and careers
advisors within schools and school psychologists from outside schools were considered
adequate to deal with students with social problems (currie Report, lg6z).In september
1964 the Director-General of Education reconmended that guidance counsellors be
appointed on a permanent basis, with the status of a position of responsibiliry A43 in
schools of over 500 students, wherebv:

' ' ' counsellors should replace careers advisors in single-sex schools and one of
the two in co-educational schools. They should teach a minimum of nro half days
a week or a maximum of three half-days a week. Training courses should be held
annually for actual and prospective counsellors. Appointments in 1965 and 1966
should be limited to 12 each year or 24 for the two years, after which progress
should be reviewed. The Director should have the final say in the selection of
schools (Winterbourn, 197 4: 97).

a3 Position of responsibility A (PRA) was a fint leu"lTrolg:T€nt position in schools. subsequenrly mostcounsellors were assigned a middle 
Pamgemenl position fnzl asieao of the guidance departrnent. Thecufient tenninology of Management units (lvfi-f has zupersedea tn" t".,o rn
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Despite such a carefully measured proposal with both deparfinental and ministerial
approval (Hon. A.E' Kinsella, Minister of Education), there was no mass appointnent of
school counsellors. Treasnry vetoed this three times: fitstly in Septemb er 1964;secondly,

when it was re-submitted with a request for only six appointnents in 1965; and thirdly, at

the end of that year. Two years later, in May 1966, Cabinet approved subject to review,
the appointrnent of up to 12 guidance counsellors to replace careers advisors in 'schools
with a large proportion of Maori and to metropolitan schools with special problems'

(Winterboum lgT4: 98). No additional positions were created. Rather, there was an

extension of existing positions, and only to targeted areas as selected by the Departrnent

of Education. The targeted areas mostly had students from new subgrbs and or low socio-

economic areas with limited community resources (such as Penrose, Rutherfor4 and

Otahuhu in Auckland) and large numbers of Maori. It was these students who were
perceived to need further disciplinary control. The counsellor's role at this point was seen

mostly :rs a control agent, encouraging difficult or underachieving students to change to

fit in with societal expectations. Thus the late 1960s witnessed the formal establishment

of a guidance counselling service in New Zealand, secondary schools, but not without
delays due to Treasury interference which led to Cabinet approving a more limited
service than what the Director-General or the Minister had earlier approved.

Such a cautious approach was indicative of many issues at work: the influence of
Treasury on policy and expendinre; issues of counsellor effectiveness and accountability;

and probable suspicion over a job partly dealing with the psyche of young people in a

nation where mental health services to this day have considerable stigma attached to

them. Furthermore, there was strong lobbying from the powerful business community#
fearful that jobs that suited its own ends, vocational guidance and careers advisors, would

be diminished by the upstar! guidance counsellor position, Winterbourn noted:

aa 
Manufacturers Federation, Retail Motor Trade Association and Associated Chambers of Commerce

(respectively in 1965, 1968, 1970) all lobbied the relevant Minister (A.E. Kinsella and B.E. Talboys). W.
Renwick (researcher & author of the 1962 Currie report, the 1971 working Parry and othEr research on
guidance and counselling) who became Director-General of Education in tSZ5, was insbrrmental in
resisting seeing educatiol and counselling as the scapegoat of employers to belng inlluenced by the
Employers'Federation and their emphasis on psychological services.
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It was apparent that powerful forces would do all in their power to ensure that the
older vocational Guidance service did not suffer as a result of the new developments
or, at least, that the new service did not allow its career functions to be swamped by
its other ones (Winterbourn, 1974:99).

5'2'3l97l - 1988; guidance networla and university trained counsellors
From a small beginning in the 1960s, there was a general increase in the number of
guidance counsellors in the 1970s and 1980s. In 1973, compulsory university pnining
was established for guidance counsellors at Canterbury and in lg74 at Massey
universities (Renwick, 1973). subsequently training was extended to Auckland, waikato
and otago Universities and by the late 1980s there were both post-graduate diploma and
Masters level courses in counselling (see Chapt er 7). Ten new guidance counsellor
positions advertised in Septemb er 1972 were the last to be rained under the induction
system (Education Gazette,1972,Yol.5l, No l7). February 1973 saw l l positions being
advertised with these being the first appointees to tain at Canterbury univenity
(Education Gazette,1973, vol. 52, No 3). Later that year, the advertisements stipulated
training on a university diploma course, enabling those selected to train at Massey
university once its course was intoduced in 1974 (Education Gazette, rgl3,vol. 52, No
18; & Vol' 52 no 22). Renwick (1973) outlined time allowances for guidance, the
provision of counselling in 430 secondary schools and a pilot guidance network in five
secondary schools.

As well as full time counsellors in schools of over 400 students, in about l9g0 the
Deparfment of Education permitted schools with a roll of under 400 to appoint part-time
guidance counsellors who would counsel for .6 and teach for .4 of their time allocation.
Training was compulsory for them as it was for their counterparts who were working full-
time (Webb,1996). Whilst the intention of the Department of Education was to inrroduce
guidance counsellors to all secondary schools, this did not evenfuate until much later
following the stafflrng statement in the New Zealand Education Gazette, December lggg
that extended the provision of guidance counsellors to all integmted schools of over 400
students (Education Gazette, l9gg, Vol. 67, No 22).
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In the mean time, the Guidance in secondary schools: Report of a working porty,
(Departnrent of Education,l97l -- see chapter 6.5) re-defrned the role, but only some of
its recommendations were adopted. Those adopted incruded:
o establishing gurdance networks involving a wide range of staff to deal with pastoral

care within a school;

o establishing guidance teachers, who combined guidance counselling an616sshing, in
non- examinable subjects;

o guidance counsellon adding the role of consultant to the rest of the staff regard^ing
students;

o guidance counsellors were responsible for educational, vocational and personaVsocial
guidance, (this being the suggested order of priority with 60% of the time spenr on
educational and vocational counselling)

o acting as agents of change.

Right from the innoduction of school guidance counsellors in New zealand,secondary
schools' it was considered important to appoint trained teachers to be further trained in
this specialist area. This is for several reasons: first, trained teachers have a clear
knowledge and understanding of the structural components of the school system; second
frained teachers have experience and expertise in dealing with adolescents; third, being a
teacher enables school counsellors to more effectively gain the bust and support of
students' teachers and principals and fourth, counsellors were often required to do some
teachingo especially in health and social education. In 196g, both the post primary
Teachers Association (PPTA) (see chapter 6.3) and the Departnent of Education
supported a policy of all guidance counsellor appointees having a teaching background.
The importance, place and status of a school counsellor within the school stnrcture were
indicated in the specific staffing formula and in the eventual allocation of pR2
(subsequently 2M{.r) status, depending on roll size (as described in the next section). All
guidance counsellor appointees had to have a teaching background, until the lgg6 MRG
staffing changes removed all of this. Despite the de-regulation of the mid-1990s, most
schools continued to support employing counsellors with a teaching background.
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5.2.4 1989 - 1995: guidance counsellors in all schools

The numbers of guidance counsellors gradually increased through the lg70s and lgg0s,
but the place of guidance counsellors in secondary schools was not consistent. Some
schools, deemed to be pilot schools, had several counsellors and guidance teachers, but
not all secondary schools had a counsellor, despite having quite large rolls. Auckland
Grammar, for instance, had a sports director instead of a guidance counsellor. To remedy
this inequitable situation, a statement in the New zealand Education Gazette,
@epartment of Education, 1988a" Yol. 67, no.22) required all integrated and state
secondary schools with a roll of over 400 to use their guidance time allowance to appoint
a full-time, PR2, Guidance counsellor from the start of 1989. schools with fewer than
200 students were allocated one half day of guirtanse network time. This gazetted,notice
also increased the time allocation for Te Atakura (Maori) teachers in their guidance time
and in their time for liaison between the school and the Maori communify from I My a
week to 2'5 days a week This period from 1989 to 1995 formed the apex of school
counselling, where the place and status of the school counsellor was clearly described in
the staffing formula.

Guidance staffing provisions, with briefjob outlines of personnel considered to be part of
a guidance time allowance were clearly spelt out in the Ministry of Education,s RS40
anng4l roll retum which is provided in full in Appendix I and is summarised below. The
personnel included in the guidance time ailowance comprised:
o Guidance network - selected staff e.g. deans, form teachers for pastoral care and

personal guidance of students

r Guidance counsellor - full-time permanent teacher trained to perform guidance
counsellor duties, including careers advice.

o Guidance teacher - part-time teaching, part-time careers and general guidance of
students

o careers adviser - providing educational and vocational guidance to students and
parents in schools with fewer than 2 guidance counsellors.

This roll generated staffing formula for schools produced the following guidance
counsellor positions at different levels of responsibility:
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under 200

over 200

over 400

over 900

over 1200

over 1400

over 1800

no provision

a 0.6 part-time position

one full-time guidance counsellor

I full-time counsellor and I half_time guidance teacher
2 full-time counsellors

2 full-time counsetors and l half-time guidance teacher
3 full-time counsellors.

The initial model for guidance counselling in New Zearand has already been noted as
being a combination of advisory aspects of careers and educational adviser and the
teaching and social work functions of a visiting teacher, dealing with problem students.
At this stage, according to 'Wadsworth 

(1970), guidnnss counsellors operated as rescuer
and nouble-shooter for students with social problems. They were also intended to reduce
the apparent rise in ruban delinquency (winterb own, lg74). The lg6g Deparrnent of
Education policy (see chapter 6.4) changed the earlier focus and defined the role, such
that guidance counsellors were expected to provide educational, vocational and personal
guidance to all students and to teach 20-40 % of the time (Miller, Manthei & Gilmore,
1993)' such a wide range of aspects to the job made it almost impossible for one person
to deal with all three (depending on the size of the school). It expected too much from too
few' After the 1971 working Party Report,guidance networks developed and staff such
as form teachers' deans, transition teachers were assigned pastoral care roles and some
parts of the educational and vocational guidance roles (see 5.4). Guidance cotursellors
had a remedial and social contol function, reflecting the current psychological deficit
model theories of functioning. From this origrnal 'remedial-adjustive function,, as
Hermansson (1990b) pointed out, school guidance counselling moved to ,a wide-ranglng
developmental function,.
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53 After the MRG, 1996 to the present: neoliberalism, deregulation, devolution and
decentralisation

In the 20th century there has been an economic paradign shift from Kelmesian economic
management and welfare-oriented interventionism in response to the 1930s Depression,
to neoliberal monetarism in the latter part of the 20ft century. This shift in economic
ideology has resulted in profound changes in political and social instinrtions in an anti-
state and anti-bureaucracy attack on government @oston & Dalziel, 1992;Kelsey, 1993;
1995)' In New zealand, what had been a comprehensive social democracy became a
neoliberal state in what Kelsey (1995) termed'The New zealandExperiment,, after David
Lange's Labour govemment came to power in 1984. The neoliberal agenda continued
unabated under successive govenrments, both Labour and National, and changed only
with the election in 1999 of a Labourled coalition, with Helen clarke as prime Minister.

Neoliberalism in Britain, usA and New Zealand has been largely shaped by the theories
of Friedrich von Hayek that were developed during the first decade of the twentieth
century in what became known as the'Austrian Schoold5. Hayek,s The Road to serfdom
(1944) focussed on the problems of the planned socialist economy where the absence of a
pricing system prevented producers from knowing the tnre production costs and other
possibilities' He warned about the political dangers of socialism and totalitarianism which
he thought came directly from the planned nature of institutions. After World-War II,
Hayek was concemed that govemments were too welfare-oriented which in turn fettered
the free market, consumed wealth and infringed the rights of individuals. Therefore, in
1947 he set up the very influential Mont Pelenn Society, an international organisation
designed to restore classical liberalism, the 'free' society and its main institution, the free
market @eters, 1999). It included some prominent economists who subsequently
established the 'chicago school'46 Friedman , 1962) and with it, the main str'rrds of

"'"]'N"*ftan 
school'included: Frederick von Hayelc, carlMenger, Eugene Boehm-Bawerk and Ludwig

,"ff:i,* 
Milton Friedman, James Buchanan, Gordon Tulloc! and Gary Becker established the .chicago
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American neo-liberalism - public choice theory (Tullock and Buchanan, 1962), and
human capital theory @ecker, 1964)

For Hayek, the market was not the result of human design although he acknowledged that
it was the result of human actions over many years. Hayek's theories emphasised
methodological individualism, the doctrine of spontaneous order and the notion of homo
economicas (economic man), based on assuinptions of individuality, rationality and self-
interest' It was during the 1980s that many Western govenrments, to legitimate the attack
on the bureausratic welfare state, adopted neoliberal ideas, based largely on Hayek,s
political and economic philosophy. This involved an economic rationalisation or
liberalisation aimed at abolishing subsidies and tariffs, floating the exchange rate, freeing
up of foreign investnent contols and restnrcturing of the public sector through
corporatisation and privatisation. It often led to 'downsizing,, ,contracting out, and
involved a concerted attack on the unions, replacing wage bargaining with individual and
collective employment contracts, site confracts, and performance targets. perhaps, most
importantly for education, neoliberalism involved dismantling the welfare state through
commercialisation, contracting out services, targeted services, and the promotion of
notions of self responsibility. Under the political doctrine of neoliberalism there is
nothing distinctive or special about education or health; they are services, products,
commodities to be freated like any other, to be naded in the markeplace (peters, 1999).

Debate about accountability in New Zealand schools emerged during the l9g0s around
concems about standards of achievement, curriculum development and content, levels of
public and parental participation, and managerial responsibility. In parallel, Neave (19g7)
argued that the notion of accountability in Britain during the 1980s disguised underlying
conflicts between conservative and radical groups. The conservative approach was to
challenge progressive education with a move back to the basics of tried and accepted
practices' The radical approach challenged institutional inertia and teacher resistance in
dealing with issues such as equity and affirmative action. Neoliberal govemments in the
late 1980s formulated responses to this debate in education that centred on a
managerialist approach that emphasised the four "D,s,,: decentalisation, devolution,
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deregulation, and delegation. such an approach is partly exemplified by Thomas peters
and Robert waterman's In Search of Excellence (1982),a title rather significantly adapted
for the secondary school reforms, Administeing For Excellence: Effective Administration
in Education, (Ministry of Education 1988a, also known as the picot Report) and
Tomorrow's schools: The Reforn of Educational Administration in New Zealand,
(Ministry of Education, 1988b). whilst the late 1980s and early 1990s saw the focus on
reforming the administration of schools, the impact on school counselling was positive at
first as exemplified by the 1988 Education Gazettenotice on staffing. But the neoliberal
agenda gained momentum in the 1990s, and by 1995 school counselling subtly came
under attack in the staffing formula. The attack was not about counselling practices, but
about the place and status of counserors in schools.

The neoliberal commitrnent to the free market involved, firsq the claim that efficiency of
the market was a superior allocative mechanism for the distribution of scarce public
resources and second, that the market was a morally superior form of political economy.
Yet, although neoliberal policies are identified with a fiscal austerity progranme
designed to shrink the public sector, the negative effect in New zealand,has been one of
increasing gaps between rich and poor and the growth of poverty, hardly what could be
argued as 'morally superior' results (Boston & Dalnel, lggz). Tbe political philosophy of
neoliberalism involves a competitive, possessive form of individualism that is often
construed in terms of 'consumer sovereignty' and emphasises freedom over equality,
individual freedoms over community freedoms (Peters & Marshall, 1996). The notion of
freedom is often individualistic with negative implications in terms of ,freedom 

from,
rather than 'freedom to', especially freedom from state interference. This implies an
acceptance of inequalities that are generated by the market. clearly, such notions have
implications for education and for school counselling in terms of counselling as a
profession and in terms of the world that the counsellor's clients have to deal with.

The years following the 1988 Education Gazette statement became the high point in
terms of the number, place and status of counselling positions in all state and integrated
schools, until the 1996 Ministerial Reference Group (N{RG) srafFrng changes removed the
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previous staffing formula (as described above fot 1992 n s.2.4and in Appendix t). The
MRG was supported by the Lynch Report (Minisny of Education, 1995a) as described
below' Guidance networks and guidance counsellors no longer held prescribed positions
in New zealand, secondary schools; they were simply part of the global skffing
entitlement' These staffing changes were of crucial importance to school counsellors
because after the MRG deregulation:

a) schools were no longer required to have a school counsellor on their staff
b) the counsello/s status was no longer specified on a roll-generated pro-rated system
with a PR2 or 2MU (Management Units in the current terminology) in most secondary
schools of over 400 students (see Appendix, table l)
c) the counsellor no ronger had to be a nained teacher

d) compulsory training for counsellors was no longer required as it had been by the
Department of Educatiou.

In 1995, the Ministry of Education commissioned the Report of the Career Infonnation
and Guidance Review panel. The panel of fivea7 was chaired by Brother pat Ly.nch and
is referred to as the Lynch Report (Ministry of Education, 1995a). There was a notable
lack of representation on the panel from the Minisbry of Education, from State schools or
from anyone in careers or guidance position within schools. However, in an appendix
listing those who provided briefings or submissions, many schools were listed. NZAC
was not listed as contributing althougb an Auckland Careers Counselling Interest goup
was noted' The rationale for this report was indicated in the Foreword that referred to ,a

stong commitment to life long learning' as 'one of the passports for being a successful
citizen in the new millennium' and how difficult it was for many people .to navigate their
way through an increasingly complex society' (Ministry of Education, 1995a: l). It
asserted that the construction of a 'strongly integrated career services network will help
empower our country to become an intemational leader, demonstrating qualities of social
cohesion, respect for individuals and robust economic development, (Ministry of

t Pat Lynch- 
-(char+enon), Executive Director, NZ catholic Education offrce and Association ofProprietors of lntegrated Schools; catherine Gibsorl chief executiu" offi."r, Ministry of youth A_ffain;Roger Lampen, chief El.Td:", Lampen goup; Paul Morgan, Deputy chairrnan, Federation of MaoriAuthorities; Jan osborn, HoD, Fo'ndation sciences, cental tnstltute of technology,
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Education, 1995a: l). Just quite how such a network and an information system would in
themselves achieve such social and economic goals is never discussed in the Report.

A matter of considerable concern about the Lynch Repon was the following srarement
about govemment resourcing for guidance time, in which there is no indication that the
allocation is used for other than'career information and guidance in secondary schools,:

26' rn addition to the services provided by The Careers service, the Govemment also
resources career information and guidance in secondary schools. Currently, secondary
schools receive resoluces in the form of a roll-generated guidance time allowance
which is included in their overall staffing entitlement. Guidelines require schools with
rolls of over 400 students to use the guidance time to appoint, in the first instance, a
full-time Position of Responsibility (PR2) guidance counsellor. The remainder of the
guidance time is available for career advice. A school's management decides whether
to use this component of the guidance time allowance for career advice or to meet
other priorities. Likewise school management can utilise staffing allocations, for
example general teacher release time, to increase the provision of career services if
this is seen as a priority (Ministry of Education, 1995a: l5-16).

The Lynch Report (Ministry of Education, 1995a) either deliberately or accidentally
ignored all previous govemment policy and statements on guidance and counselling in
the existing staffing formulaas. It implied that guidance time was primarily used for
career guidance, and offered no explanation of what was meant by ,guidance,. What is
more' it made no reference at all to the personal counselling, or to the social education or
preventative programmes that school counsellors actually provide. In fact, except in small
schools, the guidance counsellor does not commonly undertake career guidance, which is
commonly provided by another person, not necessarily with any counselling taining
whatsoever' The selective nature of this report overly emphasised the very nilrow focus
of career guidance and suggested that this was the main focus of accountability for
guirlance counsellors as the major component of their job when it is patently inconect.

{ Considering Pat Lynch's public support for neo,liberal policies, this y725 probably no accident.
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T\e Lynch report was uncritical of the recommendations of the 1995 Ministerial
Reference Group's (MRG), removal of the previous staffing fonnula. It endorsed the
MRG proposal in a move that paralleled the increasingly right-wing, neoliberal political
climate' In this manner it supported the situation that rernoved guidance networlcs and

$uidenss counsellors from holding prescribed positions in New Zealand secondarv
schools:

31' Under the proposals of the Ministerial Reference Group, all school staffing
resources' including the basic staffing entitlement, and the Transition Allowance, will
be incorporated into a Core Resource Entitlement from 1996. Schools will receive
this resource in the form of a global entitlement rather than a specific staffing
entitlement (Minisqy of Education, 1995a: lO.

At present the very place and existence of school counselling in New Zealand secondary
schools is under threat because the implications from the MRG,s global staffing
entitlement as opposed to a specific staffing entitlement are:

o that counselling is no longer an important enough function to require specific mention
o that counselling is possibly no longer needed within a school

that the role of a school counsellor is not a specialised role, differentiated from
teaching and requiring special professional baining

that guidance networks do not need to be lead by qualified counsellors.

The MRG global staffing entitlement implies that counselling is no longer an important
function and possibly no longer needed in a school since it no longer has a specific
staffing entitlement. It threatens the specialist role of a school counsellor and the culture
of professional training required to undertake this as a specialised role apart from
teaching' Despite this, most secondary schools have continued having school counsellors
who are trained teachers, assigned to a position with 2MU (rather than personnel from
other helping professions, such as social workers, educational psychologists,
psychotherapists -- whose services, they may in fact also use -- see section 5.4). In the
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curent era of self-managing schools, hopefully this indicates not simply inertia, but an
awareness of the importance of cor.rnsellors remaining within the school stlcture to deal
with students' problems, rather than being contacted out. By late 1999, two positions
have been dis-established in Southland: Gore High School's cornsellor was removed with
a falling roll; Mt. Anglam has none despite there having been a counsellor at each of its
the schools, Kingswell and Cargill, prior to arnalgamation. Some counsellors in other
schools have lost status through a reduction in the allocation of management units (e.g.
Waitakere College and James Cook High School).

For school counsellors to work effectively within the school system, to gain the tmst and
support of students, teachers and Principal, for a long time now, it has been considered
important that those appointed to counselling positions have knowledge and
understanding of the system to which they are accountable. In the early stages of schools
guidance counselling, PPTA supported a policy that all guirtance counsellor appointees
must have a teaching background. Even in the de-regulated 1990s, most schools appear to
continue to support this concept, because teachers have a clear understanding of the
structural components of the job as well as experience and expertise in dealing with
adolescents. The importance, place and status of a school counsellol ,frrithin the school
stnrcture had been indicated in the specific staffing formula and in the allocation of pR2

(subsequently 2MtI) status to the position.

It seems that in schools, the perceived need for counselling has been complicated by the
efforts of the New Right to gain conhol over schooling and education in the reform of
education (Ball, 1992). The neoliberal political ideology that evolved emphasises a form
of managerialism in which deregulation, devolution, decenEalisation and competition are
cental planks (Bushnell & Scott 1988; Boston et al,l996; pollit, 1990). Managerialism
has been examined by many writers and has become an international ideology that the
economic, social and political order in advanced industrial societies is based on @all
1992; Drucker, 1993, Enteman, 1993; pollit, 1990). It is an ideology created by
managers' a technology of power, whereby managers lay claim to professional expertise
in areas of leadership and decision-making and where the objects of the system are
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rncarcerated in the system whether they like it or not @all, lgg2). one characteristic of
managerialism has been the development of the professional or generic manager who
allegedly has general skills and expertise in management as a profession, but no actual
experience in the field they are appointed to4e. This was seen as a way to prevent provider
capture and to enable a more hard-nosed approach than there might be if managers
already had relationships lrithin the sector. This trend has not yet occurred in secondary
schools, where Principals are still generally appointed from the school sector. This was
one of the ways Treasury saw of combating what it perceived as ,provider capture, (NZ
Treasury, t987; 1996). It saw teachers and PPTA as having ,captured, schools, so ppTA
came under steady criticism for not being as concemed about the education of students as
about the conditions of work of the teachers. PPTA resisted individual conhacts, bulk
funding of schools and performance related pay. They accepted the implementation of
performance management systems in lggT and finally accepted an element of
performance related pay in the form of professional standards as a part of performance
management of teachers in 1999 (see Chapter 6.9 for a discussion of performance
management).

The threat to the counsellor's place within secondary schools has been vastly increased
through the neo-liberal agenda promoting further devolution of power to schools and
Boards of Trustees via the promotion of notions of self-management. part of self-
management of schools has been the govemment's push for direct resourcingso qalso
termed 'bulk funding') of teachers' salaries. The attractiveness of this lies in the extra
money and the flexibility in how this can be used. Direct resourcing enables school
boards to decide how they will actually staff their schools and allocate management units.
whilst it could provide for more counselling staff, it could also be used to fund a whole
range of other staff or equipment; to decide whether or not to upgrade or downgrade the
sktus through allocating management units. Although most counselling positions are still
a part of the permanent staffing of a school, there is no requirement for a school to

ue For example: Keith. Bollar-d'-originally from the Departrnent of Forestry, was appointed the initials€cretary for the Ministry of EduJation' Recently, Howard Fancy from the Treasury and the prime
Minister's Departnent has been appointed as the latest Secretary for the Ministry of Education." The incoming Labour Govemment rr,nou.A Oir"ct resourcing in 2000.
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replace them with a counsellor or some other equivalent if they leave. They are free to
decide to keep, replace, or supplement a counselling position, with the likes of a social
worker, youth worker, or psychologist once any pennanent colnsellor leaves or to
contact out counselling services ,ui has already occurred in a private schoolir in
Auckland' It is clear that a political agenda based on notions of the,self-managing school,
which was part of a larger stategy to attack fraditional welfare policies and reliance on
the state by promoting self-reliance has had a large role to play recently in redefining the
school stnrcttues, the social environment and the ideology within which counsellors must
now practice.

In the briefing paper for the new Coalition Government, detailed in the New Zealand
Treasury's (1996) Briefing to the Incoming Governmenr noted that fears of the possibility
of a reduction of salaries was why many schools at that stage had not opted for direct
resourcing:

It seems that many schools that have decided not to opt in have done so, not because
they do not see the benefits of additional flexibility which direct resourcing could
provide' but because they and their staff fear reduced govemment funding if salaries
become the direct liability of the school. Moves to allay these concerns, thus
persuading more schools to adopt direct resourcing, could bring real benefits in terms
of better use of resources and through improved educational outcomes (Treas'ry,
1996:47).

The paragraph following this clearly outlined the Treasury desire to link direct resorucing
and performance management:

Because of the slow move to direct resourcing and the continuation of centralised pay
fixing, schools do not have much flexibility in rewarding their staff. Decisions on pay
alrangements continue to be made centrally, whereas at the local level there is better
infonnation to make judgements on the nature of recruitnent and retention

t' 
Senior College of NZ (SCONZ).
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difficulties and the performance of staff. Recent moves to inhoduce a performance
management system into schools, and the creation of additional pay units for schools
to allocate on the basis of reward, recruitnent or retention in the recently settled post-
primary teachers' contact, will help build a more flexible performance culture
(Treasury, 1996:47).

The last statement outlined the direction that was finally taken in 1999 and is discussed in
Chapter 6.9.

Guidance counsellors and guidance networks became an integral part and in fact as
NZAC (1997) argued, a core function, alongside curriculum and adminisfation
functions, of New Zealand, secondary schools after the l97l Working pafty Report.
Guidance was clearly endorsed by the Johnson Report in,lgTg (see Chapt er 6.7).yet as a
core function, the focus and official discourse about guidance and guidance counselling
in terms of educational policy and practice largely disappeared from view in the l9g0s
and early 1990s, Ieaving counselling to the vagaries of restnrcturing under neoliberal
policies' This point is discussed in Chapter 6. The sorr of invisibility that had developed
was exemplified by NZAC's concerns about the way the documentation was constnrcted
for the 1997 Review Panel of ERo. NZAC pointed out that it was difficult to constnrct
specific responses for their submission since their concems were largely about omissions
(NZAC Newsletter, 1997, rB (2). what NZAC pointed out was that:

The guidance function is still presen! but now subsumed within the descriptions
of the two other functions, as exemplified in the National Education Goals and the
National Administation Guidelines. ERo teams seem to identiff guidance
primarily in relation to barriers to leaming and concerns about health and safety.
Guidance functioning is howeverpivotal to all aspects of the NEGs and NAGs. In
an effort to make this more ftansparent the NZAC has recently written a

description of the guidance and counselling contributions to these. This document,
still in draft form while we undertake further consultation with our members, is
attached to this submission as an appen dix (NZAC Newsletter, !gg7,l g (2): 25).
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The implied and imprecise part that school counsellors play in achieving the National
Education Goals tNEGs) and National Adminisfiarion Guidelines (NAGs) was developed
after wide consultation by NZAC (Ministry of Education, lgg3). NZAg have detailed
how counsellors contribute to a// of the NEGs and NAGs in a four-page appendix to their
1998 policy, School Counselling, on the Role of a Guidance counsellor (included in full
as Appendix tr). NZAC has not made this an official publication, but sent the
documentafion as correspondence to its members, schools, ppTA aod the Ministry of
Education.

Despite describing how counsellors contribute to all of the NEGs and NAGs, clearly
counsellors contibute more directly to some of these than to others. Frfihermore,
individual job descriptions will alter those NEGs and NAGs which are particularly
relevant for counsellors in different schools (for NEGs & NAGs, see Ministry of
Education, 1993; Appendix tr).

The NEGs involve aspects of the haditional role of school counsellors in terms of
personal developmen! socialisation, adjustment, and Treaty of Waitangi goals as follows:
o enabling students to realise their full potential by working holistically to address their

intellectual, emotional, social, physical, and spiritual needs

r involvement in policy deveropment especialry in student werfare
r involvement in guidance related curriculum areas - Health Education, Iifeskills and

vocational programmes

identifring and removing barriers to learning is a core activity for counsellors
providing vocational and educational guidance to help students develop the
knowledge, understanding and skills for the modern ever-changing world
offering support, advice and at times counselling for parents in raising their children.
monitoring of the scbool climate to promote fairness, equity and positive relationships
possible involvement in identifting and supporting special needs students
increasing participation by Maori through the advancement of Maori Education
initiatives consistent with Te Tiritiri O Waitangi.

o

a

a

a

a

I
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' respecting the diverse ethnic and cultural heritage of New zealand, (see Ministy of
Education, 1993 and Appendix tr).

whilst the curiculum aspects of the National Adminisfration Guidelines do not generally
apply so much to them as they do to other teachers, counsellors do provide schools with a
major component of NAG 5:

i. provide a safe physical and emotional environment for stude,nts;

ii' comply in full with any legislation currently in force or that may be developed to
ensrue the safety of students and employees. (Ministry of Education, lgg3)

The work that school counsellors undertake in the welfare of students is particularly
aimed at this guideline through dealing with issues such as sexual harassmen! sexual
abuse, bullying, violence, physical abuse, and suicidality. This is achieved by cor:nsellors
promoting safe, healthy behaviour through individual, group and sometimes family
counselling, by organising itinerant services in-house such as running health clinics; by
co-ordinating progmmmes such as 'Peer Support', 'Cool Schools, (peer mediation), ,Safe

Schools', 'Eliminating violence'. such functions are far more extensive than the narrow
interpretation of 'guidance' suggested by tbe Lynch Report(Ministry of Education, 1995a)
and in the removal of specified staffrng for school counselling in the MRG.

certainly, on the basis of enabling schools to fulfil the requirements of both the National
Education Goals and the National Administration Guidelines, school counselling can
clearly demonstate that it has an important part to play in meeting the emotional and
social needs of adolescents, a part that requires specialist training, skills, understanding
and expertise' This major role enables schools to be accountable to the state in fulfilment
of important national requirements set by the Ministry of Education and as part of the
present performance management systems in schools (Ministy of Educati on, lggTa;
1999c)' In noting the increased stress on adolescents and the limited amount of
community assistance available in the 1990s, 'adequately trained school counsellors
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remain the comerstone of provisions for adolescent mental health and development in
secondary schools' (Webb, 1996: 2L).

In the late 1990's, it seems that school staffing ratios, including guidance seunsslling, iue
defined more by the annual govemment Budget statements, than by the Ministry of
Education policy. staffing can be left more to the disqetion of the Board of rnrstees and
the pnncipal as part of the concept of the self-managing school especially when staff
salaries are bulk-firnded- In light of this and in lieu of any clear statement assigning
counsellors to schools, school counsellors have become particularly vulnerable to the
whims' prejudices and support of the principal and Board and are more than ever likely to
need to use accountability evaluation data to support and explain their role and to justiff
their continued existence in secondary schools.

The meaning and significance of these historical developments are that school
counselling was introduced into New Zealand secondary schools as a means of dealing
with a large number of educational, vocational and personal problems that students were
perceived to have' Part of this decision-making relied on political issues as much as
educational ones, a situation that has not changed and which counsellors and NZAC
continue to have to deal with. However, post-'Tomonow's schools,there is a plethora of
organisations that need to be lobbied, not just the Department of Education and ppTA as

'in the past' whilst the nature of the problems may have changed with changing socio-
economic and educational contexts, barriers to student learmng remain. Therefore the
need for schools to have counsellors has not disappeared, quite the contrary if the current
suspension and youth suicide statistics are considered as an indicator of need.
counsellors need to publicise what they do and how effective they are in dealing with
students, to assert their continued place in schools.
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5'4 Competition from some allied professions: social workerc, RTLBs and others

A further tenet of the neoJiberal agenda is the promotion of competition. This has been
stnrctured around notions of consumer choice, but the effect has been that schools have
ended up competing for students. Competition between professional groupings, whilst not
overtly stated is nevertheless subtly encouraged. For school counsellors, the competition
from associated helping professions cannot be underestimated. Of particular concern is
the competition from social workers in schools, RTLBs and from other professionals both
inside and outside the school.

Social workers in schools

Following publiciry and calls for assistance in managing social and behavio'ral
difficulties of children and adolescents in schools, there have recently been pilot
progftunmes and even some pennanent positions for social workers, particularly in
primary schools. Some secondary schools, particularly ones with low decile rankings and
with particular social problems such as Tamaki College, peffose High School, onehunga
High School, and Papanui High School, have appointed social workers and are
committed to'Full Service Education'.

The move to appoint social workers in secondary schools was one of the models
promoted by the 'Full Service Education' concepf which was endorsed at seminars held
in Auckland52 and Wellington in mid 1998. The Education Management policy section of
the Ministry of Education, supported by the Ministy of Health and Department of Social
welfare ran these seminars. The covering letter advertising the seminars, addressed to
principals, counsellor and deans, stated:

'Full Service Education' covers a range of ways to address barriers to learning for
young people that stem from health or social needs. There are many models for
full service education. For example, services may be limited to physical health or
they may be comprehensive and cover health, welfare, and adult education

52 The author attended this seminar.
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serelces and so on. Services might be provided for children and families. The
concspt is applicable to schools of all deciles - it is about schools working
together with families and meeting the needs of students (Norman LaRoque and
San Fitzgibbon, Ministry of Educarion, 16/61199g).

This concept is also used in some parts of Australia and some states in the USA have
legislated for it. It promotes the notion of integrating health and social services into
schools because it sees the school as being the focus for many communities and the one
central point that children and adolescents have to be at. Therefore, schools are
considered to be the appropriate place for the provision not only of education, but of
health and welfare services too. In the New zealand,secondary schools that are involved
with the scheme, while the place of the school guidance counsellor becomes that ofjust
one of a team of student support senrices, it also provides the professional oppornrnity for
the counsellor to co-ordinate or lead the team. However, such a position is not necessarily
theirs of right.

NZAC had responded forcefully to proposals to introduce social workers into schools,
corresponding with the Commissioner for Children, Ministers of Education, Social
welfare, and of Youth Affairs, but to little real effect (see NZAC Newsletter, rgg1,yol.
18, 3) because the scheme was partially intoduced in 1999. The parallel with the
concems of the 1950s and 60s when the solution resulted in the establishment of
guidance counsellors is worth noting.

The 1999 Govemment Budgel set aside funding for social workers in primary schools,
particularly for clusters of decile one and fwo schools. In early 1999, the Minister of
Social services, work and Income set up the first stage of this, introducing lz
community based (as opposed to GYPFA) social workers for 56 primary schools with
combined roll of over 8,000 students. The 1999 Budget provided for $10.4 million over
three years to extend this to eventually cover 35,000 students in 175 primary schools. The
focus is on identification and preventative planning througb early intervention with
children at risk' The social workers are expected to work closely with school health
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nul5es' resource teachers, counsellors, otler professionals, and family, using the
'strengthening Families' inter-agency, collaborative casework model (strengthening
Families Newsletter, 8, May 1999). Although counsellors were mentioned, this scheme
does not include counsellors in primary schools, rather counsellors in the comrnunity. yet
another chance was missed for placing school counsellors in other than secondary schools
(for a discussion of the placement of guidance resource teachers in intermediate schools.
see Adair, Manthei, Tuck, l9g9).

rn 1997, NzAc had expressed its concerns in a letter to the Ministers of Social Welfare,
Education, and Youth Affairs and to The commissioner for children that ror:ndly
cnticised the proposals to intoduce the social workers in school scheme (I,tz4C
Newsletter, l'997, 18, no'3). The concerns centred on the muddled nature of the pilot
scheme run by Massey University social work departmentss, an appropriation of the
notion of 'guidance counsellor or 'guidance teachert since these terms could be substituted
for 'social worker' without altering the intent of the document; there was no use made of
the existing literature on guidance, counselhng and pastoral care in schools; and even
worse was 'a mistaken notion in the document that other sources of help use a ,clinical,, or
worse a 'psychoanalytic' approach, rather than a contextual holistic model, the normal
paradigm of guidance'(NZAC Newsletter, lgg7,lB (3): 5l). NZAC was also concerned
that this heralded a retunr to deficit-model remedial work in a cluster of schools that
repeated the situation of the late 1960s for guidance counselling and what had since been
rejected' It was alarmed that the separation of 'learning needs, from ,non-learning 

needs,
was simplistic and detrimental to the school's responsibility for the whole child. The lack
of acknowledgement, input and linla to any existing service was noted as limiting
effectiveness and setting the potential for and 'overlap of activities and roles amongst
social workers, visiting teachers, guidance unit teachers, guidance counsellors, and SES
staff' Any new input should take account of these existing resources of help and look to
capitalise on and enhance their input, creating more effective networks amongst them,
(NZAC Newsletter, lgg7, 18 (3): 51). It was just such a collaborative, networking

53 considering that many Massey university social work students had been on placement under thesupervision of guidance counsellors in secondary schools finciuaing the author,s school), this wasparticularly worrisome, and could suggest some uaderhand tactics had been at hand.
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approach that the Strengthening Families approach subsequently entailed. But NZAC,s
criticisms did not end there. Considering that they would not be located wirhin one
school, but would work for a cluster of schools, NZAC expressed concem about the
'perceived status of social workers in schools as compared with other staff if they were
'not accepted as a full part of school life' G. 5l). of even more concern was 1he amount
of counselling, group worlq advocacy and mediation skills leaming that social work
trainees undertake is very basic and likely to prove insufEcient for the problems and
tasks'(p. 5l) that were described in the Massey University document. The letter conceded
that for primary schools, the scheme was probably the best strategy, but that a guidance
counsellor scheme would be better for intermediate schools. It pleaded for the re-
instatement of funded counsellor training and specified staffing and resourcrng for
guidance counselling in secondary schools.

Such clear and well-argued support from NZAC was clearly important for school
counselling' It was indicative of the sort of lobbying the organisation became forced to
undertake to combat the way guidance counselling discourse had become not just
marginalised, but rendered invisible in the 1990s (see chapters 5.3, 6.g and 6.9).

RTLBs (Resource Teachers: Learning and Behaviour)

Despite research supporting the extension of counselling into intermediate schools, this
did not occur apart from the setting up of Guidance Resource Teachers (Adair, Manthei,
Tuck, 1989) as part of Guidance Learning Units (GLII) in some areas. As part of the
Government's Special Education 200d4 policy, RTLBs were established in 1999 (see

Education Gazette, l9ll0/1998), as part of the permanent school staffilg with IMU
status, serving clusters of schools from primary to secondary level. They are not funded
by the global staffing formula of a school, but are funded separately out of the Special
Education section of vote Education in the Budget. In this respect their position is
virtually a specified one, akin to how counsellors were prior to the MRG.

5a special Education 2000: $70 million over 3 years for 590 new special education teaching positions whichincludes: 380 full-time teacher equivalent poritioo. 
in oRs funding for students with higb ongoing specialneeds; 210 RTLBs for those with moderate special needs. RTLB-s will be added to t[, ..ri.ot pool of
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RTLBs form part of a solution to offered by the Ministy of Education and the specialist
Education Service for dealing with students with special Needs to supersede the GLUs,
the Resource Teacher: special Needs and the now redundant position of visiting
Teacher. Their role is currently for students in years l- l0 (Form 4):

" ' to provide support for students who are at risk of low achievement due to leaming
and/or behavioru difficulties, as well as provide support for teachers of these students.
The role may include direct teaching, particularly to demonstrate practice, strategy or
techniques that:

r students receive appropriate learning progzunmes and behaviour nunagement on
an ongoing basis; and

o teachers can use the skills they have acquired with these and other students with
similar needs (Minisny of Education, l99g: 3).

The establishment of RTLBs would seem to have come about for several reasons and not
just that suggested by the Minister of Education (wyatt creech) at the New Zealand
Principal's Federation Conference (2/71g8)'demographic trends over the past 20 years
had resulted in inequitable access for schools and students in the resources provided by
special educati on teachers' (www. ses. org.nz).

Other reasons could be:

l. A lack of guidance counsellors and

schools.

other services in primary and intermediate

2' A lack of awareness of what guidance counsellors are tained in and what thev do.
3. Limited critical examination of existing structures in schools

4' Limited consultation with counsellors and NZAC in formulating the Special
Education 2000 policy.

Guidance and Learning teachers, Resource Teachers: Special Needs and Experieuce Unit teachers and willreceive university taining over two years after apporntnent. (www.ses.org.nz)
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5' Perhaps counsellors, as part of the existing establishment in secoudary schools, were
not seen to be effective enough in dealing with such students with behavioural
problems and in classroom consultation aspects of their role. Or maybe the
counsellors' role description was impossibly extensive.

6' Perhaps there was a lack of concern or interest on the part of counsellors thernselves,

who have not seen dealing with students with special needs as part of their role.
7 ' The influence of Specialist Education Services (SES) that now acts as a semi-

privatised organisation chasing contracts to maintain its existence. It only deals with
high end needs' students unless it's on a pay basis, instead of being a free service to
schools as in the past. SES seems to have captured the ground and frrnding to do some
major empire building, based on La Vigue's non-aversive model (Macfie, 1999).

8' A definitional shift of 'special needs' being extended to include those with moderate
and even mild needs (Lessonz, 1999b). Many of these, especially the latter, would
never have been categorised as 'special needs' or in the domain of SES, but would
have been seen as a disciplinary problem. Now that they are defined as a behavioural
problem and under the gaze of the RTLB, they are labelled and pathologised. The
anphasis cenfres on the student being the problem and needing either individual help
to choose to change or to adjust and adapt to the classroom. Although helping the
teacher is involved, the emphasis is not so much on examining, challenging and
changrng the stnrctrues of the school itserf. (Lessonz, r999a).

9' The influence of university educational psychologists who provide RTLB rraining,
endorsing behavionr management concepts. The models used include behaviour
management and assertive discipline (Cantner, 1993; Menett & Wheldall, 19g6,

1987; 1992) as indicated, in The RTLB Handbook (Lessonz, 1999); La vigne's non-
aversive model (Macfie, 1999); and cognitive behavioural psychological models,
particularly william Glasser's (1965; l9g4) 'control, or 'choice theory, and ,reality

therapy' models. What is interesting is how Glasser's theories emphasise self-
responsibility, choice of behaviours and control that happen to parallel notions
favoured by the neoliberal agenda. Perhaps this is why this is seen as the solution to
student problems rather than counselling which may involve more of a critique of the
system in its emphasis on social justice.
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comment in the NZ Education Gazette, (1999, vol. 78, No g: 6) indicated support for
RTLBs work within the classroom assisting teachers in their management of special
needs students as an intervention that 'is not just about draggrng kids out of class,. This is
the sort of criticism and complaint that counsellors often receive from other staff. The
Education Gazette articles and the RTLB Handbook (lggg) also indicated that RTLBs
were not limited to strictly behaviourist forms of intervention; rather, they try to deal with
students in a holistic manner by helping with social skills and conflict resolution and they
will be involved in some home visits. Furthermore, 'guidance, firnctions are now being
emphasised in the job advertisements and some clusters have appointed team leaders at
3MU status, to nm a guidance network of RTLBs (as in recent 1999 Education Gazettes).
It sounds like a repeat of stnrctures resulting from the l97l working party that saw
guirlnrlce counsellors designated to head the guidance network. This is very much the
territory occupied by school guidance counsellors. fu such it repeats some of the
concerns of earlier times when the solution was then seen in appointing visiting teachers
and guidance counsellors.

NZAC put forward only a bnef submission in the consultation process for special
Education 2000' That there was no thorough analysis of existing school stnrctures and
that NZAC was not consulted about the establishment of RTLBs nor about the scope of
their work is very much a concem. It leaves school counsellors having to now fit in
around this, and deal with seeing some of their haditional client-base and job description
rernoved - dealing with leaming and behavioural problems, teacher consultancy and some
programme work' Having another specialist professional in schools may be a welcome
move for counsellors' It could cut back the expansive job description that NZAC outlines
for school counsellors, thereby reducing workload and any role conflict in dealing with
disciplinary matters' counsellors could specialise more in personal counselling rather
than the broader role of educational guidance. Hopefully counsellors and RTLBs will
negotiate the territory and work collaboratively in the best interests of the sfudents. But in
an environment where school counsellors no longer have specified status in schools and
when many of the RTLB's clients will be the same ones that the counsellor is likely to
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have formerly dealt with, there is a threat. The threat is not just to counsellot's jobs in a
form of professional parochialism, but is to students who are likely to be dealt with in a
very narrow mode of intervention. The counsellor's place and role wirhin the school is in
danger of being diminished and this situation has occurred without counsellors or their
professional organisation, NZAC, being considered or adequately consulted. To combat
this, counsellors need to rrie accountability data to prove their worth and effectiveness in
meeting the needs of students.

competitionfrom other professionals - inside and outside the school

Apart from the RTLBs, there is an increased work allocation to other staffthat impinges
on the role held by the school grrirlans6 counsellor, particularly in large urban secondary
schools. Some senior staff may well think that the pastoral care they provide is
counselling, and that this is all that students need (NZAC Navsletter, !996, 17,2: 16).

Many schools may now have:

o deans doing educational guidanss;

o learning support or special needs departments dealing with learning difficulties and

educafional and psychological testing (pAT, ToscA, yELLIS etc);
. careers and transition departments doing career counselling;

o health or physical education departments teaching health education and lifeskills now
that this has become part of the compulsory subject, Health and physical Education
(Ministy of Education, 1999b).

If school counsellors do not do vocafional guidance work, and will no longer work with
leaming and behavioural difficulties, if they no longer teach lifeskills or health education,
what are they left with? This leaves the counsellor then with a far less extensive, albeit a

vitally important more specialised role, dealing primarily with personal counselling.

Ironically, whilst counsellors have often felt overloaded and subject to role conllict
because of the diversity of the job, in allocating various aspects to other staff due to the
increased differentiation and specialisation of roles, it can be seen to possibly threaten the

counsellor's very job. Once the counsellor's job becomes too removed from the core

educational goals related to delivery of curriculum, d,espite dealing with removal of
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barriers to learning, it is easy to become marginalised and seen as a speciality that could
and should be provided outside the school. Nowadays, unlike the 1960s and 70s, such
provision would be easy, especially in large urban centres where there are many
competing counselling agencies, trained willing and able to undertake personal
counselling in specialised areas (e.g. sexual abuse and trauma; mental health; dnrg and
alcohol; family counselling). Many school counsellors will currently receive students in a
crisis sinration' manage this and refer students out to such agencies for in-depth
therapeutic work. It would be a relatively small step for schools to see no need for school
cowtsellors or to consider that it was not their place to provide therapeutic interventions
and to assign non-counselling stafl such as deans, to act as referral agents to such
agencies. This would cut out any use of or need for the school counsellor. This would be
similar to what happened to vocational guidance counsellors and visiting teachers.

In the collaborative climate endorsed by the 'snengthening Families' progriunme, school
counsellors will often act as a 'lead agency' working alongside specialist agencies in a
largely monitoring and maintenance role. This therefore reduces the role, the power and
the place of the school guidance counsellor de-skilling them to become basically case

managers and could ultimately threaten their actual place within schools. This then poses

questions about the counsellor's role: should school counsellors provide in-depth therapy
or should it simply be one of crisis management, basic level counselling and case

management?

In the light of this, it seems that counsellors need to be far more active in asserting their
place and their right to be in schools. It is far too easy to get bogged down in the every-
day tasks and busy-ness ofbeing a school counsellor and to not see the bigger picture.

And become blinkered about thinking the unthinkabl*that they are not indispensable.
This results from some dangerous assumptions. First, there is a tendency to think that
because they do an important job helping youth deal with a wide range of problems, they
are necessary for a school to have within its own staff. The removal of counsellors from
schools in Britain in the 1970s should disabuse them of this notion. Second, there may be
relative complacency based on the assumption that because counsellors have been in
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most secondary schools since the early 1970s, they are a permanent fixture. That is,
inertia rules' Third" the aszumption that the previously broad role definition of guidance
counsellor will continue is challenged by the competition as described above.

One of the ways counsellors have of combating this competition and of asserting their
place in schools is to use accountability and appraisal systems. performance management
systems for school counsellors were spelt in a bulletin directed at 'Specialist Teachers,
and another at the end of 1999 (Ministry of Education, IggTb and 1999c) identiffing key
tasks' Whilst there are many definitions of accountability, there are two strands relating
to school counsellors- one strand comes from the professional context of being effective
and accountable to the client, whilst the other strand comes from managerialist contexts
and accountable to the public and the employer through the managerial systems in the
education sector. The notion of professional accountability involves being effective and
competent in the job one is employed to do. It may however, extend to a wider notion of
'human' accountability to involve challenging the job, and even ,whistle-blowing,.

Accountability requires an employee to be able to provide various tlpes of evidence to
demonshate effectiveness and competency (Knrmbolz, r9l4;Bishop & Trembley , r9g7;
Fairchild & zins,l986). Appraisal is one of the processes that assess the performance of
the employee' To be fair to the employee, the job itself needs to have its extent and lines
of responsibility defined in a job description so that any appraisal of the employee,s
performance is based on this' Such evidence may be from a range of performance
evaluations' measurements, assessments, supervision reports, appraisals and feedback
provided by the individuals and groups the counsellor deals with. Counsellors need to
involve themselves fully in these aspects of accountability to provide evidence of their
effectiveness and to allay threats to their place within secondary schools.

In examining the past, a disconcerting repetition of problems and solutions becomes
apparent' Whereas past solutions led to the establishment of a school guidance
cot'nselling sewice, the very fact that this is now part of the establishment becomes pan
of the problem for school counsellors. The problem is that despite being part of the
education establishment, the current attempts to find solutions to problems with students,
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has seen counsellors and NZAC being largely ignored. They frequently seem to be
invisible or an afterthought, and are not consulted until they react to the lack of
consultation. As part of the remedy, NzAc is needed more than ever by counsellors, to
lobby on their behalf for a specified place in school staffing. NzAc and its promotion of
professionalisation and ethical self-regulation for counsellors are elaborated later, in
Chapters 8 and 9.

Chapter 5 focussed on describing, analysing, critiquing and commenting on the
establishment and changing identity of school counselling from its inception until 1999.
For the earlier phase, until 1971, the historical work of Ralph Winterbotrrn was used
extensively. My contribution to knowledge and understanding about the development of
counselling in New Zealand secondary schools follows from Winterboum but has a
critical edge. I ascertained five historical phases in the development of school counselling
and provided a detailed critique of the impact of the most recent changes that occgrred
from 1996 under a neoliberal political environment. The implications of applying several

of tbe main tenets of neoliberal 'reforms' relating to deregulation, devolution,
decentralisation and competition to education and school counselling were higbligbted.
The next chapter delves into the detail of some key policies involved in shaping the
identity of school counselling.
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CEAPTER 6: pol,rcrEs sEAprNc rm rDENTrry oF scEool,
COUNSELLING IN NMW ZEALAIID
6.1 Introduction

6.21962 Commission on Education - Currie Report

6.3 1968 PPTA Policy

6,41969 Department of Education poticy

6.5l97l Guidance in secondary schoorsrworking party Report
6.61979 Johnson Report

6'7 The neoliberal policy environment - managerialism, accountability and New
Public Management

6'8 Policy, protocols and procedures for school counsellors to manage child abuse
(1995) and suicide (f99S)

6.9 1995- 99 Performance management systems introduced in schools

6.1 Introduction

This chapter turns to an aspect of 'govemmentality' by examining the key policies that
have shaped the way school counselling was set up and how it subsequently developed.
These were not just official government policies, but also involved some input from the
teacher's union (PPTA), which developed its own policy and in turn lobbied government.
what official policy enabled was some consistency in role definition and the place and
status of guidance counsellors within state schools that were entitled to them.
Government policy defined the extent and limits of school counselling, and thus its shape

and professional identity.

Despite changes in the goals of education in New Zealand" since the post-war period
most secondary schools still maintain the concept of a broadly based education that
responds primarily to the educational and, to a lesser extent, the social and health needs

of the adolescent. Too narrow a definition of education as simply delivering a curriculum
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does not address the issues that form barriers to learning, the goal that, significantly, is
listed second in the 1993 National Education Goals (Nav Zealand Education Gazette,
1993)' Therefore, to enable the curriculum to be delivered to all students, the education
that schools provide needs to go hand in glove with systems that address barriers to
learning. school guidance counsellors form a significant part of this system.

Several themes about the aims of education have emerged and are often repeated by
various lobby goups as they promote their concerns. One concern is economic: that
schools adequately prepare students to be productive members of society as part of its
workforce' Lobbyists in this area include the Employers' Federation, Manufacturers,
Federation, Chamber of commerce, and NZ Business Roundtable. The Lytch Report
fMinisby of Education, 1995a) (Chapter 5.3) attempted to address rhese economic
concerns' A second concern involves social issues, with school seen as the appropriate
venue for educating the population in matters of social education and health education
such as driving, alcohol, drugs, and sexuality. Although there are those who call for .back

to basics' and wish to see the school curriculum narrowly defined in terms of the .3Rs,

and academic courses, the debate has become somewhat muffled as the compulsory
health and physical education curriculum has come into being at the end of the 206
century (Minisnry of Education, 1999b). A third concern is that schools must address
barriers to learning (see NEGs), thereby dealing with students' issues from beyond school
(tnrancy, teen pregnancy, drug and alcohol abuse, youth suicide, sexual abuse, physical
abuse)' Even in the 1962 Currie Report, all of these themes were apparent and subject to
debate (see Dept. of Education, r96z,part 1, chapter l: r l-36).

Government in New Zealand, then, is frequently lobbied and expected to respond to
societal concerns regarding the well-being, welfare, morals, values and education of its
children and adolescents. In response, govemment has been closely linked with a range
of commissions of inquiry, committees, reports, policies and measures (e.g. Mazengarb
Report, Currie Report, Johnson Report, Lynch Report; see Table l) aimed at addressing
such concerns' Reports and policies have had varied impacts and effects depending
somewhat on the personnel involve4 the terms of reference and the socio-political
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1920-33

1938

1944

context of the times. Nevertheless, many have affected the shape of the education system
to a greater or lesser degree, and the development of school guidance counselling in New
zealand in particular. Table one provides a compilation that list reports and milestones
that have impacted on school guidance counselling in various ways in the 206 cenrury.

Table I

Some Guidance, Counselling and Educational Milestones in New Zealand in the 206

Century

all secondary school entants tested

University of canterbury child Guidance clinic (behavioural problems

and vocational guidance)

vocational guidance service established

Report of the consultative committee on the post-primary school
cuntcalum (known as the Thomas Report, after the chairperson, william
Thomas)

leaving age was raised to 15

careers advisors introduced

visiting teachers introduced

school certificate and university ennance accrediting innoduced

educational psychologists and special class advisers introduced

Report of the special committee on Moral Delinqumcy in children and
Adolescents (known as the Mazengarb Report, after the chairperson,

Oswald Mazengarb e.C.)
university fi aining commenc ed for educational psychologists

guidance counsellor pilot scheme

Report of commissi,on on Education in New zealand - (knoum as the

cunie Report, after the chairperson, sir George currie, vice-chancellor,
University of New Zealand)

PPTA Policy on guidance counselling

1948

1954

r955

1959

1962

1968
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t969

t97I

r973

1977

1978

1,979

1986

1988

1989

1993

1995

1995-96

progressive achievement tests began

circular Memorandum B, 69/31, Departrnent of Education, policy on
Guidance Counselling

Guidance in secondary schools, working party Repor! chairperson Bill
Renwiclg Departnent of Education

university haining commenced for guidance counsellors and vocational

guidance officers

vocational guidance shifts to Department of Labour

transition teachers innoduced

guidance units in primary schools established (but not guidance

counsellors)

Growing, shaing, Learning: Report of the committee on Health and
social Education (known as the Johnson Report, after the chairperson,

Garfield Johnson, Principal, Hillary college, Auckland), Department of
Education

guidance advisers introduced

Notice on guidance counsellor & Te Atakura staffing, Neut zealand
Education Gazette, December 1988 - guidance counsellors in all schools

of over 400 snrdents & pro rated thereafter

Education Act

NZ curriculum statements: National Educational Goals & National
Administration Guidelines (NEGs & NAGs), Ministry of Education, New
Zealand Education Gazette

Report of the career Information and Guidance Reviqv panel (known as

tbe Lynch Report, after the chairpersonn Brother patrick Lynch, Executive

Director, Integrated Schoo I s) Ministy of Education

Minisfiy of Education Draft: performance Management In schools

Breaking the cycle, interagency protocols dealing with sexual abuse,

Children & Young Person's Service (Cfpss)

55 cYPs, children and Young Persons service is the variously named govemment deparhent that was
!:f:d to supersede the Child.w:St Departnent. It has subsequently been named, cyp&Fs childChildren and Young Persons & their Families service, and now as c*ar Chita youtl & Family.
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1996 Ministerial Reference Group on Staffing removes all specified positions in
the school staffing formula

1997 Performance Management Systems - No 5: Speciatist Teachers,Ministy
of Education

1998 visiting teachers dis-established

Guideltnes on dealing with Suictdal Students,Ministy of Education
1999 Resource Teachers, Learning & Behaviour (R'lf,BO innoduced to primary

& secondary schools (up to year l0)
Professional standards: Criteria for Quatity teaching-Secondary School

Teachers and unit Holders, Ministy of Education (July, lggg)
Teacher Perfornance Management: a resource for boards of trustees,

principals and teachers, Ministry of Education (october, 1999)

From Table I above, it can be seen that whilst there have been several government policy
documenB and reports that talk in general terms about young people in relation to social,
moral and educational objectives, there have been only a few government policy
statements that were explicitly concerned with and made direct reference to school
guidance counselling. These policies are summarised and listed in Table 2. Apart from
the Lynch Report (Minisnry of Education, 1995a), which has already been discussed in
chapter 5, it is these that are examined in the rest of this chapter.

Table 2

Policies directly affecting school counselling in New Zetland,post World lVar II

1962 Currie Report

1969 Circular Memorandum B, 69/31 Department of Education policy on Guidance

Counselling

I97L Guidance in Secondary Schools,Working paffy Report

1979 Johnson Report
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1988 New Zealand Education Gazette,December 1988, Notice on guidance coursellor
& Te Atakura staffing

1989 The Educatiou Act

1995 Lynch Report

199516 Breaki,ng the Cycle, - interagancy protocols dealing with sexual abuse (Cl?S)
1997 Petformance Management systems - l/o s: specialist Teachers

1998 Guidelines on Dealing with Suicidal Students

1999 Professional standards: Criteria for Quality Teaching - Secondary School

Teachers and Unit Holders

Teacher Performance Management: a resource for boards of tntstees, pincipals
and teachers

The historical analysis in this chapter shows that once counselling was set up in schools,
during the decades of the 1970s and 1980s it was virhrally ignored by Departrnent of
Education and then by Ministry of Education policy. It became an invisible player. Even
the Jo'hnson Report, 1979 (section 6.6), which, despite its emphasis on .guidance,,

downplayed 'counselling'. It seems to have become part of the status quo in schools, with
its role and place largely unquestioned. For quite some time there was little policy made
until a staffing statement in the late 1980s, and then nothing more until the mid 1990s.

Following the positive results of the pilot programmes in 1959, govenrment policies
related to school counselling began with statements by the Department of Education in
the 1962 Commission of Education (see Currie Report pp. 655-674). At the time, as rhe

PPTA Journal and newspaper articles indicated the PPTA was influential in formulating
policy and in lobblng govenxnent, as well as participating in working parties with the
Department of Education to develop official education policy. policy and discussion on
school guidance counselling was no exception, as a survey of the ppTA Journal in the
1960s-80s indicates. Within three years after PPTA had formulated their own policy (as

outlined later), probably the two most influential government policies followed. It was
the Department of Education's Circular Memorand,um 8,69/31 in 1969 and the l97l
Working Party Report that largely defined the what, who and where of the job of
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guidance counsellor. These documents detailed what guidance counsellors did and what
they should be excluded from (including direct discipline, tnrancy, exarninable teaching
subjects). They indicated who the cotrnsellor's clients were; how much time counsellors
should take for different aspects of their work; what their status in the school was; and
what their status and relationship should be to other staff members and outside agencies.

What policies did not do was say, in a detailed way, 'how' the job should be done,

although they did mention in a very general way the sort of relationship that might exist
between counsellor and client, and they also ernphasised confidentiality. No further
govemment policy wils tN extensive as these for providing a form of job description for
guidance counsellors, although other policies did impact on the job.

The status of policy on guidance counselling was somewhat problematic following the
l97I Working Party Report (section 6.5) and it could be argued as indicative of its status

within schools' Was it not important enough to feature in policy? Or was it performing
so well that it did not emerge in discussion, for critique or evaluation? Or, was it simply
part of the status quo? Subsequent policies had a different focus from the initial ones.

Some focussed on what could be classified as the stnrctural issues of guidance networks

and staffing levels and clearly had an impact on counselling. Section 6.6 discusses the
Johnson Report (Dept. of Education, lgTg), which endorsed the guidance network
promoted by the l97l Working Party Report. Changes to stafling levels for guidance

counselling appeared in the New Zealand Educatton Gazette, December 1988, (as

discussed in the previous chapter). A brief reference in the Lytch Report (Ministry of
Education, 1995a) seemed to misunderstand the nature of school counselling and equate

it only with career counselling (as discussed in Chapter 5). Discipline in the form of
providing guidance for suspended students was referred to in the Education Act. 19g9.

In the neoliberal environment of the years following Tomorrow's Schools (Minisby of
Education, 1988b), especially from 1995 onwards, concern for managerialism and

accountability within the public service sector resulted in a series of policies affecting
school counselling. The changes and the principles inherent in the New public

Management are outlined later in section 6,7 that sets the scene for an examination of
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policies that were developed in the mid to late 1990s. The two reports that form a set of
protocols for dealing with sexual abuse and with zuicidal students form section 6.g. These
policies are somewhat different from earlier policies. Without stating so, they are about
accountability and setting standards of professional practice for counsellors in specific
situations. They provide details about how counsellors should operate in managing two of
the most serious and challenging issues that school counsellors are likely to face. The
Ministry of Education's Young People at Risk of Suicide: a Guidefor Schools (199g) was

particularly effective in re-asserting the professionalism, value and place of school

counsellors within secondary schools and the importance of cowrsellors having
supervision and belonging to a professional organisation with a Code of Ethics like
NZAC (see section 6.8). Section 6.9 discusses a set of policies that are explicitly
concemed with accountability -- the system of performance management that evolved

between 1996-1999. Overall, the policies of the 1990s that affected school cor:nsellors

became concerned about protocols and procedures around sexual abuse, suicide and

accountability.

This chapter now provides separate sections that deal in tum with the policies that have

had particularly important impacts on the identity, shape and professionalisation of
school counselling in New Zealand.In consecutive order, these are: the Currie Report;
PPTA Policy; Circalar Memorandum B, 69131; Guidance in Secondary Schools,
Working Party Report; the Johnson Report; Breaking the Cycle; Guidelines on Dealing
with Suicidal Students;and the innoduction of Performance Management Systems.

6.21962 - commission on Education in New zealand - curuie Report

The Currie Report formed a large and comprehensive tome of almost 900 pages that was

produced by a Commission set up in 1960 to consider state education 'in relation to the

present and future needs of the county' (Dept. of Education, 1962: l) in what it
acknowledged was a form of stocL{rtaking. As well as examining curricula, school

organisation, the teaching profession, financial maffers, administation, buildings and
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religious teaching in schools, the last point of inquiry in the report was ,child welfare and
delinquency so far as they have a bearing on the education system' (p. l). Some of the
problems of the time were: teacher shortages; rapidly increasing school rolls; criticism of
modern educational methods; rebellious adolescents who were 'reluctant learners,; the
limited achievement of Maori in education; rapid increases in the cost of education; and

aid to private schools. In examining submissions to the Currie Report, David Scott
(1996) concluded that the Commission was instinrted in an attempt by the govemment

and its bureaucracY, the Department of Education, to maintain their authority over
educational matters that had become subject to considerable public debate. He argued

that since the Report was not representative of the submissions it received" it in effect
encouraged optimal social control by ignoring, minimising, rationalising and
marginalising dissent.

ln a statement echoing, but not acknowledging the Mazengarb Reponsl tn. Currie
Report asserted that delinquency was 'closely related to the moral climate of the whole
adult community, but most intimately to the number of parents who for any reason are
unable or unwilling to meet the exacting demands of parenthood' (Dept. of Education,
1962: 555). It clearly stated that the overwhelming weight of evidence showed that
delinquency was rarely, if ever, caused by the school, but admitted that it might be
accentuated by poor teaching that was either 'too permissive' or 'too rigidly repressive,,
or permitted 'insecure children to meet repeated failures in their school work unrelieved
by even modest success' (p. 655). Furthermore, 'the school climate with its emphasis on
orderly behaviour and good moral conduct, is normally a strong positive in{luence
against delinquency' (p. 655). After surveying the statistics of juvenile offences (up to
age 16), the Report asserted that 'delinquency is basically socio-economic and is
unrelated to types of school involved' (p. 658), being basically a problem in certain areas

of cities with poor living conditions, and (again echoing the Mazengarb Report) the
newer housing areas. Unlike the Mazengarb Report, this report did not consider that there
was much delinquency, noting that'over 99% of the age group from 7 to 17 did not
commit any offences', reflecting a 'relatively law-abiding community' (p. 659). Nor did

s6 The currie Repondid not list the Mazengarb Reportin the index.
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it rail about moral delinquency. Nevertheless, in comparing the New zalandstatistics
and pattems with oversezui research, it observed sufficient similarity to warn against
complacency and to call for prompt and effective action to ensure the security of the
future.

It also noted that both the parents and the community expected the school to .take into
account the whole personality of the child so that he may ultimately take his place in the
community as a good citizen educated to the best level that his natrual endowments
permit' (p. 655). In doing so, the school had to accept and play their part in remedial
work for children who were disturbed, unstable and insecrue and be equipped with
appropriate specialist personnel to do so. The American research that the report quoted
(Sheldon & Eleanor Glueck, fno date] and William and Joan McCor4 [no date]), pointed
out that antisocial behaviour manifested itself before some children were 8 years old and

was established for most before puberty. Hence, the Gluecla concluded that schools

needed to be able to discover potential delinquents 'before the symptoms of maladapted

behaviour become fixed' (p. 657). These researchers clearly endorsed prevalent

psychological notions associated with adjustrnent theories and notions of a self and an

identity becoming fxed and stable at some time around pubeny, but still believed that
schools could influence this by having and utilising special knowledge and by acting as

role models.

After discussing the range of existing support services available to schools - the Child
Welfare division, the Psychological Service, the Visiting Teacher Service, and the

Vocational Guidance Service - tbree pages of the report discussed guidance and

counselling in secondary school and the relationship of the Psychological Service with
the Guidance Service (see pages 667- 670). The report saw guidance counselling or the

ciueers teachers as providing a point of convergence for these services to co-operate and

concenfrate their work within secondary schools. ln the 1940s-1950s, the sort of student

that was catered for by the careers teachers was described as 'the difficult or bewildered

or unfornrnate pupil who had not quite qualified for the help of the external special

services' Gr. 668). The clear message was that the careers teachers or 'guidance officers'
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of the time dealt with problerns of lesser degree, with psychologists ranked higher due to

their university training and positioned as the specialists that difficult cases should be

referred to.

The Commission supporfed the expansion and upgrdding of the whole ftrnge of guidance

services in secondary schools. Its recommendations included: reduced class sizes where

delinquency was a problem; incentives for teachers to locate in new housing areas; more

psychologists to a total of 70; improved case work training for visiting teachers;

classroom teachers to be trained to recognise insecr:rity in cbildren; courses for careers

teachers; clerical assistance for careers advisers and guidance counsellors in large

schools; publicity about the preventive work of Child Welfare; it encouraged parental

education about children's problems; uni{nng the Psychological and Vocational

Guidance Senrices; and 'that guidance counselling be developed further in particular

schools and that counsellors be given special training and adequate time for this work' (p.

674).

The Commission commented that the careeni adviser position was part-time and that

there needed to be 'an almost full-time guidance or counselling officer' to provide

counselling and to be central to co-ordinating various helping seryices. The pilot

guidance counsellor positions were noted as 'complex' and endorsed as 'cautious but

enlightening experiments' (p. 668). The position of guidance counsellor would require a

higher qualification than teachers required and so was deemed to require recompense 'not

by a career's teachers allowance but by the award of a position of responsibility' (p. 669).

The Currie Report, without being prescriptive, suggested a range of criteria for guidance

counsellors, all referring, in the language of the day, to the person as'he':

First of all he should be a person fitted by experience and temperament to give

sympathetic and informed help to a school child in doubt or diffrculry, and

therefore he should have had some years of service as a teacher and know

intimately a school child's fypical problems. Preferably his qualifications should

include knowledge of child and adolescent psychology and other appropriate
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subjects, and for his work as a counsellor he should be given an adequate [but
unspecified] period of in-service taining. In order, however, that his complete

identification with the school should remain, he should continue to be an active

class teacher though not necessarily for any large proportion of his time @ept. of
Education, 1962: 668).

Winterbourn reflected on the Cunie Repon, and the direction it provided to the

Departnent of Education, considering that 'compared with so many of its

pronouncements, this one was rather timid' (Winterbourn, 1974: 95). It left the stage

open for many debates that continued at various points over many years, about the role

and place of a counsellor in school. Debate raged about the reguirement for previous

teaching experience; whether or not a counsellor should teach and if so, how much; what

subjects they should teach, if any, with many regarding social education and health

education programmes as being appropriate and even required; and what level, amount

and content of taining was necessary. Seven years later, official Departnent of
Education policy clarified the position to a certain extent, but it was the l97l Working

Party Report that clarified the roles of careers advisors and endorsed guidance

counselling. It had been a very tenuous start for guidance counselling.

63 1968 - PPTA Policv

Winterboum considered that in the 1960s, despite interest in guidance counselling in

several schools, the tardiness of PPTA to develop policy in this area indicated that

'secondary schools in general were not at first convinced of the desirability of its
introduction' (Winterbourn 1974: 95), PPTA's Maori Education Committee discussed

counselling and guidance in 1963, noting that both the Maori Education Foundation and

the Commission on Education (1962) had stressed its importance and relevance for

dealing with Maori educational problems. Measures called for included special staffrng

and financial assistance for schools with significant Maori rolls for 'visiting teachers,

educational and vocational counselling' CPPTA Journal, X, 9, October 1963). However,
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there were no mass appoinhnents of Maori to these positions, partly reflecting the

parochial attitudes of the times, but also reflecting a stnrctural issue that there were few

Maori secondary teachers and, since experience as a teacher was a prerequisite for

selection as a guidance counsellor, few were likely to be considered for appointnent.

Even into the late 1990s there have been relatively few Maori guidance counsellors or

counsellors in general. The role of Maori as Te Atalua teachers has involved some

guidance component, but has often resulted in an extemely heavy workload as they have

been expected to do everything in a school related to Maori.57

The 1964-65 PPTA Annual Repon refened to guidance counselling alongside other

issues, but the decision to formulate policy was not made until 1967, at which point

schools with counsellors were asked to forward their recommendations (PPTA Journal,

){V,7, August 1967). The 1967 PPTA conference included an address by the Director-

General on school cor.rnselling. (PPTA Journal, )CtV, l0 November 1967).\\e Journal

published various articles on school counselling by principals, counsellors aod university

lecflrers. The lack of importance ascribed to counselling in New Zealand secondary

schools by PPTA was indicated by the way it had taken about eight years from when

corrnselling started, to gather sufficient momentum for a policy to be produced in 1968. It

was perhaps similarly indicative of the lack of real will to establish a selvice, that it was

only after PPTA lobbying that the Department of Education soon followed with official

policy in 1969.

A summary of the 1968 PPTA policy as outlined by Winterboum (1974) included the

following l6 points:

1. Counselling should be available for all students, not just those with problems.

2. Counsellors should be in full-time positions, only teaching social education

courses, which are in effect a form of group counselling.

3. Counsellors should not be involved in classroom discipline.

tt The scarcity of Maori counsellors has particularly worried NZAC, with the issue being heatedly
discussed at the 1999 AGM.
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) 4' The relationship between counsellor and Principal needed to be one of mutual
trust because of the nature of the job.

5. confidences were to be teated as privileged infonnation.

6. Personal, educational and vocational counselling formed the job components.

7 - Personal counselling may involve parental conzultations.

8. Educational counselling included assistance with study skills and the testing and

classiffing of students and their general placement in the school.

9. Vocational guidance work was relevant because of the link with studeirts'

penonal problems and educational achievement.

10. Liaison with various specialist agencies would be necessary at times.

ll. Several years of successful teaching experience were needed before becoming a

counsellor.

12. Qualifications should preferably include university or extension study in
education, psychology and counselling (an expert committee needed to be set up

to formulate details).

13. All schools were to have counsellors in place as soon as possible.

14- All schools with roll over 400 should be eligible for a full-time counsellor.

15. It was urgent that all co-ed schools with 400 or more Maori or non-European

students should have a full-time male and a full-rime female counsellor.

16. The minimum status of a counsellor should be the position of responsibility A.

Despite counselling being a new position in New Zealand secondary schools, ppTA

policy teated it as a specialist role requiring training beyond teaching experience, but
also tended to 'normalise' counselling by stating that it should be available to all students

and all schools over a certain size. The policy acknowledged not only the 'personal' side,

but also the world of work or the vocational. It recognised that counsellors had a role to
play in assisting the school administration to test and place students, and yet, at the same

time, it showed some appreciation of the ethics goveming the relationship between

counsellor and client.
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6.41969 - Department of Education policy

official Department of Education policy was formulated during 1968 and published as

Circular Memorandum B, 69/31by M. Hewitson" Director of Secondary Education in
July 1969. Winterbourn (1,974) stated that the policy was developed in 196g, following a

series of courses and conferences at Lopdell House (1966, educating adolescents;1967
adolescent intellectual and emotional growth; 1968, guidance counselling), attended by
teachers, counsellors, academics and Deparfuent of Education staff. This milestone was
also informed by F.R.G Aitken's influence (see Chapter 5.2) and ppTA's policy, which
wirs completely incorporated apart from items L3, 14, and 15 above. It followed a

government announcement in December 1968 appointing ten more counsellors a year for
the next five years, that had resulted from 'a careful study over a period of several years

of the potenfial value' of guidance counselling; and most importantly, .marked the
acceptance of guidance and counselling as a developing part of the pattern of New
Zealand secondary education', as announced in the fust paragraph of the Circular.

While the Department acknowledged that this policy was not definitive, it looked'to the
steady evolution of the role of the counsellor within these general guidelin es, (Ciranlar
Memorandum B, 69/31). The policy detailed the place of the school guidance counsellor
within the school and described the scope of the job. In effect it provided a job
description that comprised three categories, presumably prioritised: educational guidance,

vocational guidance, and personal counselling. The fint trvo had six and four sub-clauses,

the latter only one. Winterbourn displayed his belief that the emphasis should be on the
first two, which would largely obviate the need for personal counselling:

ln view of the origins of the service and the emphasis placed on personal counselling

by some principals and counsellors, it is interesting and encouraging to note that

educational and vocational guidance are given pride of place and the greatest amount

of detailed description, because many people feel that if these aspects are emphasized

the amount of personal counselling required should be reduced (Winterboum , 1974:

r02).
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As a psychologist he may have considered that this realm might be best left to
psychologists who had the benefit of university education that counsellors did not as yet
have.

In describing the place of the school guidance counsellor within the school, the
Departnent policy noted:

A school guidance counsellor is a specialist teacher appointed to a position additional
to a school's normal staffing establishment.

The guidance counsellor is expected to:

(i) assist the principal and his staff to provide each pupil with the school
prognunme best suited to his needs and abilities;

(ii) assist each pupil in choosing his career and planning his further education;
(iii) help overcome the difficulties which may impede a pupil's educational

progress and his personal and social development (Circalar Memorandum B,
69/31: i-ii).

The notion of the guidance counsellor as a 'specialist teacher' has resurfaced in the 1997
Performance Management Systems brochures (see section 6.9). In 1969, the counsellor
was intended to be the focal point of a school's guidance and counselling programme, but
would be sharing the responsibility with fellow teachers. This overlap and
complementarity was seen as desirable:

One of the counsellor's most important functions, in fact, is to work alongside his
teaching colleagues in their pastoral duties, and to help them guide and counsel their
own pupils.

Their joint success will be determined primarily by the leadership given by the
principal in developing a working philosophy of guidance and counselling which
fosters mufual respect between the classroom teacher and the counsellor (Circalar
Memorandum B, 69/31 : iii).
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The description of the job of guidance counsellor:

(A) Educational Guidance

(i) Developing effective contacts with contributing schools and collecting from thern

information on nelv pupils.

(ii) Identifing, if possible before their eruolment, those pupils who may have special

difficulties, and obtaining the information needed to meet their educational and social

needs.

(iii) Participating in the classification of all new entrants and in their orientation

progranme.

(iv) Assisting pupils at all stages of their school career in their choices of courses and

subjects in the light of their abilities, interests, and vocational plans.

(v) Participating in reviews of the scholastic progress of pupils.

(vi)Participation in and some responsibility for the school's social education

progranme. Many schools have given the counsellor general responsibility for this

programme. Where this has not been done, he should be involved both in its planning

and on the classroom teaching related to this progriunme.

@)Vocational Guidance

(i) The guidance counsellor will be responsible for the cnreers advising in his school.

In a co-educational school, he will be assisted by the cnreers adviser to help those

pupils not of his own sex.

(ii) Assisting pupils in their choice of career and in the planning of their further

education.

(iii) Collating information on local opportunities for employment and, where

necessary, assisting school leavers to obtain appropriate employment.

(iv)Providing liaison with the Vocation Guidance service.

(C) Personal Counselline

(i) Providing a counselling seruice for pupils with personal or social problems, and,

in appropriate cases, for their parents (Circular Memorandum B,6913l: iii-v).
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The Departnent's recognition of three essential components of the counsellor's role

systematised the policy first mooted by PPTA and tended to emphasise the 'educational

guidance' compon€nt, which really developed the administative side of counselling.

Educational guidanse was part of the cowrsellor's role that involved classification"

placement, testing and 'fiacking' of students. These functions tended to be part of an

administration that fitted the child to system and where it was not always clear in whose

interests the counsellor was acting. The system of the time was one of ability based

sfreaming, with course selection largely dependent upon the abilities and aptitudes that

students displayed in the tasting process. The second component - the vocational --

extended this ethos of administration to help fit the child into the world of work. In this it
emulated earlier emphases. The last component, focusing on the personal, and

foreshadowing what has become one of the main firnctions of school counselling in the

1990s, was given only scant attention.

The use of testing procedures was not spelled out, and vocational guidance indicated the

use of trait and factor theory. The emphasis on collegiality and relationships with other

professionals involved in pastoral care foreshadowed the notion of a guidance network

that was spelled out two years later in the Working Party Report. Personal counselling

was not to involve 'intensive exploration and discussion of a pupil's motivations and

personality difficulties, or to use those tests or other exploratory techniques for which

prior training as a psychologist is a recognised pre-requisite' (Circular Memorandum B,

69131: v). That is, they were not to be de facto psychologists. In fact the issue of client

safety was taken seriously and addressed as follows:

A counsellor is himself responsible for ensuring that in his work he remains safely

within the limits imposed by his role and by his personal competence, and that he

refers pupils or parents requiring more extensive or intensive help to the

appropriate specialist service (Circalar Memorandum B,6913l: v).

Operating in this manner has become enshrined in the NZAC Code of Ethics (see Chapter

9 and Appendix [V). Winterbourn referred to a departmental circular in 1970 where the
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Psychological Service was given special responsibility to help guidance counsellors in
their work with problem pupils and 'to provide a regular conzultation service for each

counsellor - on a monthly basis where both were in the same city, and, once a term in
other instances'(Winterbourq 1974: 103). This was, in effect, a form of supenrision and

on-going taining, which would help address the lack of formal training of counselloni at

that time compared with that of educational psychologists. The Deparnnent was criticised

by Winterboum and others for not zupporting academic education for guirtance

counsellors. 'It had in mind in-service coruses, extramural r:niversity courses or
university extension course (that is, nothing very rigorous)' (Winterbounrn 1974: 97).In
fact real rigour in naining was to emerge a few years later when n Lg72 university

Diploma in Education courses began at University of Canterbury (see Chapter 7). The

lack of clear Departmental support for acadernic training, with university study being

unspecified for guidance counsellors, wils a concern. That there were already counsellors

in place without such naining and apparently doing a good job did not help the case for
this.

Miller, Manthei and Gilmore (1993) examined the role of school counsellors and

guidnnce networks since their inception, noting that 1969 Department of Education
policy changed the earlier focus and defined the role, so that guidanss counsellors were

expected to provide educational, vocational and personal guidance to all students and to
teach 2040 o/o of the time. Such a wide range of aspects to the job made it almost

impossible for one person to deal with all three (depending on the size of the school).

Winterbourn noted that'similar criticism is being made in England, which has reached

much the same stage as New Zealand in guidance counselling' (Winterboum, 1974: 103),

and concern in the USA of expecting too much from too few. The subsequent

development of guidance networks with staff such as form teachers, deans and tansition
teachers being assigned pastoral care and some parts of the educational and vocational

guidance roles, has scarcely eased the job, as more personal counselling was needed in
the late 1990s. Issues related to pastoral care networks and recent competition for
counselling from related professions were discussed in chapter 5.
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6.5 l97 l' G uidance in s econdary s choors, lvorking party Report

T\e Working Party Report (1971) was a watershed in being a detailed study of the
relationship between cireers and guidance counselling. As with the 1969 Departrrent of
Education statement, the Director General of Secondary Education considered it not
definitive, but 'a basis for discussion rather than a statement of agreed policy' cited in
(Wiaterboum, 1974: 107):

In a general sense it contained nothing new; the reasoning behind most of the

proposals will be found in guidance textbooks and other writings, and most of the

ideas have been expressed by various people and organizations in New Zealand over

the past 40 years or so. Its main value lies in the way it has related such ideas to the
specific problems of New Zealand,secondary schools in the present complex age at a

time when it had become clear that existing guidance seryices were not adequate

(Winterbourn, 197 4: 106-7).

The report was comprehensive in that it not only surveyed all secondary schools, it
identified tends and made 32 recommendations, only some of which were adopted" but
also it re-defined the role of guidance counsellors. These recorlmendations included:

' establishing a guidance network involving a w"ide range of stafl including
counsellors, because counselling was not synonymous with guidance, ratler, it was

seen as oue of the tools of guidance;

' the phasing out of careers advisors, replacing them with additional guidance

counsellors who would do careers work;

' emphasised general guidance for all, by suggesting that 60% of a guidance

counsellor's time should be spent on educational and vocational counselling. Despite

being responsible for educational, vocational and personal/social guidance, the

working party considered that too much time was being spent counselling students

with personal and social problems;
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a

a

renaming guidarrce counsellors as guidance teachers, who would continue to teach,

but not necessarily in examinable subjects, and who would replace careers advisors

and become consultants to the staffregarding stndents;

teaching should be in guidance related areas -- social education, liberal studies,

careers and career planning;

visiting teacher service should be expanded an4 if necessary, adapted to complernent

and meet the needs of secondary schools;

selection and training of counsellors and others in the guidance network emphasized

the zuitability of university degrees with social scie,nce subjects;

teachers colleges were to do more to promote the awareness of guidnnce in education

to all secondary teacher trainees;

setting up a taining unit by the Deparfrrent of Education;

continued in-service training for counsellors to update on vocational and educational

information;

in-service courses (1-2 days) for guidance network personnel - principals, deputy

principals, deans, tutors, social education teachers - dealing with sensitive issues

(Working Party Report, l97l).

The 1971 Working Party Report re-defined the role of the guidance counsellor despite

only some of its recommendations being adopted. Those adopted included: establishing

guidance networks involving a wide range of staff to deal with pastoral care within a

school; establishing guidance teachers, who combined guidance counselling and

teaching, in non-examinable subjects; guidance counsellors adding the role of consultant

to the rest of the staff regarding students; and guidance counsellors being responsible for

educational, vocational and personaUsocial guidance (this being the zuggested order of
priority, with 60% of the time spent on educational and vocational counselling). It would

seem that there was concem that the time spent on personal and social issues was not the

appropriate work of school counsellors.
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Winterbourn expressed serious disappointrnent regarding the Report's recommendations

for appointnents and induction training for guidance counsellors. First, the perpetuation

of:

... the long-standing deparfirental procedure whereby qpecial education and guidance

services are built up through the appointnrent of untrained and semi-tained
penonnel, after which consideration may or may not be gtven to serious taining
procedures (Winterbonrn, 1974 109).

Secon4 with counsellor ffaining, which he considered to be a stop-gap one, perpetuating

the status quo, albeit probably realistically considering that as happened in 1965-66, 'the

economic climate at that time was not bright, that training costs mooey, and that Treasgry

and the Cabinet are capable of stifling a well-conceived plan on financial or other
grounds' (Winterboum, 1974: 109). Neither the Deparfinent nor the universities alone

could cunently provide the kind of course required, but Winterboum considered that this

ignored the model of collaborative experience between the two organisations in their
Diploma in Educational Psychology courses.

From the very nature of this report, with its survey of schools, it appeared that guidance

counsellors had been appraised and evaluated and been revealed to have diverse roles and

responsibilities in who they were accountable to. A considerable volume of critique of the

working Party Repon emerged in the next ten years, covering 4ll mennsr of comment

about the time, function and role of guidance counsellors with an emphasis on

accountability whilst rejecting the notions of guidance teacher (Manthei & Miller, l99l;
1992).In the absence of any clear cut job description, rhe literature of the 1970s-1980s

focussed on role definition tbrough surveys and reports analysing how guidance

counsellors actually spent their time: on the tasks and responsibilities of educational,

vocational and personal counselling; in administration; in conducting socio-educational

programmes; and in teaching (Kelly, 1972; Meates, 1972, Webster, 1972 Renwiclg

1972; l98l; Boag, 1974; strang, 1974; small t976; l91g; t979; l9g2; Hermansson,

1981; McDiarmi4 1981; Wadsworth, l9g0; lggt; Baker l9g5).
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6.61979 - fohnson Report

The terms of refere,lrce for the Johnson Committee, which sat for over a year, were firstly
'to identiff the conditions under which healthy growth and development may be fostered
in schools' and secondlY, 'to make recommendations on the studies and activities that
should constitute school prognilnmes, organisation and relationship s' (Johnson Report,

1979:4). Although the report was presented to the Minister in August 1977, it was not
published until 1979, which indicates a story in itself about the contentiousness the
Report was greeted with, but which will not be covered in this thesis.

While the Johnson Report had much to say about the primary role of the family in the
socialisation of the youg, it placed within the realm of school, tasks that fanilies seerned

to renege on, but which were considered important for young people and society. The
report was particularly concemed that the 'school climate' should be a warm, mutually
supportive one, which would be achieved through appropriate physical and emotional
stuctures .. the whanau style buildings in a guidance<riented school that ernphasised

co-operation whilst de-emphasising competition and encouraged parent-school

parhership. The report stressed the development of the whole child and how the
partnership between the school, parents and community could enable this. It clearly
positioned guidance as an integral part of education.

Although the report commented that othe need for effective guidance today is beyond
question' (p. 25) with recommendation 2.10 'school-based guidance services be

substantially increased' (p. 26); and 2.1 I 'guidance network specialists identify and refer
for treafinent students with physical disabilities' (p. 26), it was relatively vague about

what these services comprised.

In the section entitled 'Guidance Network' the report repeatedly talked about .guidance',

but only mentioned counselling or guidance counselling in three of the eight subsections.

The network was seen as 'a system in which staff with skills in human relations and

$uidanss techniques are available to each other, and to students and parents, for guidance
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and counselling in educational, vocational, recreational and penonal concems' (p. 25).

The Committee did not privilege the guidance counsellor with responsibility for co-

ordinating the guidance network, but 'envisages the school's guidance counsellor or

another senior teacher as co-ordinator of the systern' (p. 26). Perhaps this is indicative of
power issues or a low level of confidence in the counsellor in schools. The third time the

words 'counselling/counsellor' were mentioned was about how:

... many children have reached early adolescence and the behaviour of some

reflects the deficient environments in which they have been brought up. Many of

these early adolescents need guidance and serrnselling in several of its forms and

young people of this age can benefit from it (Dept of Education, 1979:27).

As a result, recommendation 2.13 was that oa guidance network be developed in

intermediate schools' (p. 27).The next mention was in regard to clear communication

with supporting agencies5s for which 'the guidance counsellor in the school would be the

logical focus for such communication' (p. 27).Where the counsellor did get prime

position was in two diagrams depicting this place amongst a range of personnel in the

general concept of a guidance-oriented school. The first diagram showed the delivery of

integrated helping services to students. The second" entitled 'A Developmental,

Educative Preventive Guidance System'provided a list of the'elements of health, social

moral education':

l. Understanding self - self knowledge

2. Understanding others -- relationships

3. Caring about others -- behaviour and responsibilities

4. Relevant knowledge -- critical thinking and decision making @ept of Education

1979:29).

tt Included ,mongst the supporting agencies were: the Health Departuent - public health nurses; child
health clinics; psychiatric clinics; V.D. clinics; the Departnent of Social Welfare; the Deparment of
Education - psychological service; visiting teachers service; vocational guidance service; the Police -
youth aid section, dnrg squad; medical practitioners; voluntary community and youth agencies etc.
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Perhaps the most astounding recommendation in terms of 'guidance' as a

remediaUadjustive firnction was recorrmendation 2.I7 'every school should provide

special guidance and counselling for individual students who fail to attain the skills and

rewards they seek in recreational activity' (p. 31). It is amaeing that recreation should be

singled out as a topic for guidance and qqt'nselling, yet when the report goes on in some

detail to talk about sex education, drugs, TV violence, truancy and special needs, there

was absolutely no such suggestion of the need for guidance and counselling. Considering

that the Committee included Ted Wadsworth, a former guidance counsellor and who was

currently a senior lectruer in education, in charge of school counsellor haining at Waikato

University, as well as Bill Buxton, a member of the National Executive and National

Cowrselling Services Committee of the Marriage Guidance Council, the lack of emphasis

ou counselling per se is somewhat surprising.

So, the Johnson Repon was relevant to the ongoing development of guidance

counselling, largely in terms of its guidance function as being central to education and in

promoting a network. It did not really contribute to the counselling aspect at all. What it

also did not pursue, despite a considerable space taken in newspapers and the PPTA

Journal of the time, was the huge debate of the 1970s around discipline and corporal

punishment (Marshall & Marshall, t997). Considering its concem about school climate,

two small sections (see Dept. of Education, 1979; 20-2I) were all the Johnson Report

provided to remind readers that a supportive climate and a guidance network were not

permissive nor lacking in discipline, but promoted self-discipline and mutual respecr.

As the authoritative body in selecting counsellors and in defining the job, the Deparfrnent

of Education was criticised for not having a better, clearer job description. Small (1982)

indicated that there had been few adequate attempts to evaluate the effectiveness of
guidance counselling, partly because the goals were not stated precisely enough to enable

evaluation progralnmes to be carried out. It was therefore very difficult to evaluate

guidance counsellors'roles and to hold them accountable.
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In the early stage of the development of guidance counselling, guidance counsellors

operated as rescuer and trouble-shooter for students with social problems (Wadsworth"

1970). They were also intended to reduce the apparent rise in urban delinquency

(Winterboum,1974).In this manner, they had both remedial and social contol functions,

reflecting the current psychological deficit model theories of firnctioning. The Johnson

Report still emphasised the remediaVadjustive firnction, but started to emphasise how

'guidance should permeate every aspect of school activity and should consider the best

interests of the total community, as well as the individuals in it' because it 'promotes

positive development in all these areas' (Dept. of Education,1979:25). From an original

'remedial-adjustive firnction', school guidance counselling moved in the later 1970s to'a

wide-ranging developmental function' (Hermansson, 1990b: 163) that included the

setting up of guidance networks, consulting with teachers in relation to students, and

becoming agents of change.

Since the early 1970s there have been three key statements on the place of school

counsellors within New Zealand secondary schools: a staffing statement in New Zealand

Education Gazette 1988, the Lynch Report in 1995, and The Ministerial Reference Group

(MRG) in 1996. The next sets of policy documents were about accorurtability, but the

1996 Draft: Performance Management In Schools had ignored guidance counsellors so

this invisibility was remedied the following year with the Perfonnance Management

Systems - No 5: Specialist Teachers referring specifically to guidance counsellors as

'specialist teachers'. These documents are examined in some detail in section 6.9. But to

set the political map, section 6.7 details the neoliberal policy environment that impacted

on schools from the mid-l990s onwards until the end of the century.
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6.7 The neoliberal policy environment - managerialism, accountability and New

Public Management

Education in New Zealand has always had some systern of accountability. Prior to the

1980s refonns, schools were accountable to parents and the State through mechanisms

that included Departnent of Education inspectors, extemal examinations of stude,nts

(School Certificate, University Entrance, Bursary), and reports to parents. However the

issue of accountability was not as explicit as it became after the reforms of the public

sector (of which state schools form a sub-sector) as formulated by successive neoliberal

governments in the late 1980s and the 1990s. At this poinL 'accountability' became

almost a 'manfta' that saw problems in the qualiry of education being solved through

schools and teachers being more accountable. The revamp of the public sector in What

became known as the New Public Managernent (NPIO was based on particular notions

of managerialism and accotrntability that provided the overall context for the intoduction

of performance management systems in schools, and in turn their application for school

counselling. As part of the NPM, 'accountability has been defined in terms of external

monitoring, measurement and control, and this particular view of accountability has been

enshrined in policy' (Codd, 1989: 3). Codd asserted that in the 1988 Picot Report

(Ministry of Education, 1988a) accountability became central to the setting up of a

Review and Audit Agency. The agency was later narned the Education Review Office

(ERO) where 'the purpose of ERO is to ensure that institutions are accountable for the

government funds they spend and for meeting the objectives set out in their charter'

(Minisnry of Education, 1988b: 20).

Jonathon Boston et al (1996) explained that although public sector organisations are

constrained by political and parliamentary control of resources, the NPM aimed for

optimal use of taxpayer funds while at the same time reducing public expenditure by

improving effectiveness and efficiency through becoming more responsive to its clients

and through improved managerial accountability:
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The new model of public management is built largely around the notion of
performance. Improving the effrciency and effectiveness ofpublic instinrtious was

a cental plank of the reforms. An organisation's effectiveness is measured by the

extent to which it accomplishes its objectives, while its efficiency is measued by

the relationship benneen inputs and outputs @oston et al,1996 l3).

For education, this meant that schools needed to provide evidence that they were

effective as a means of demonstrating that the state's (and the taxpayer's) investuent was

paying off. As a result of the 1980s administrative refonns, schools required a charter (set

of goals), statements that translate these goals to measurable objectives, contol of assets

and a variety of reporting mechanisms. The means of achieving accountability were:

clear objectives, appropriate management systems, adequate information, incentives and

sanctions, effective assessment.

Public sector reforms in New Zealand were similar to those introduced in the UK USA

and Australia during the 1980s and 1990s, and have used similar policy mechanisms of
'commercialisation, corporatisation, and privatisation; the devolution of managernent

responsibilities; a shift from input controls to output and outcome measrues; tighter

performance specification; and more extensive contacting out' (Boston et al, 1996:2).

These reforms were 'part of a carefully crafted, integrated and mutually reinforcing

reforrn agenda' @oston et al, 1996: 3) aimed at improving not just the economy, but also

social and political structures that were indicated to the incoming Labour government in

1987 in a Treasury document, Government Management. This document, as the

Treasury's T{PM manifesto', cited the main principles of NPM ili: goal clarity,

transparency, contestability, avoidance of capture, congruent incentive stnrctures,

enhancement of accountability and cost-effective use of information (Hood, 1990). These

NPM principles replaced those of the old-style Public Service, which emphasised

anonymity, secrecy, conformity, regulation, bureaucratic structures, incremental budgets,

stable career paths, vague performance standards and political neutrality.
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The NPM was not simply a Treasury documen! but was considered by Boston et a/

(1996) to be a synthesis of Treasury-influenced political decisions taken by government

Ministers and derived from a range of theoretical models including public choice theory,

organisational economics, agency theory and tansaction-cost economics. Managerialism

is thus only one of the components (see Chapter 5.3). The notion of accountability in this

context is a narrow acconnting one. The new institutional economics, agency theory and

transaction cost economics, provided the logic for transforming the public sector. Its

cental accountability tenet was that people's actions are based on self-interest and that

individuals are regarded as rational utility maximisers. These theories describe in various

ways how accountability can be achieved if it is assumed that people act out of self-

interest. The development of accourtability mechanisms is primarily a way to counter

and control oppornrnism and self-interest.

Based on this model, it can be argued that memben of an organisation, like a school, are

bound together by self-interest, similar to how parties to a contract are bound together.

One or both parties are likely to behave opportunistically, trying to disadvantage the other

pa{y through self-serving actions at the expense of those they are supposed to serve. It
was argued that when rationality is bounded, opportunism flourishes since both parties

are not privy to the same amounts of information. It may result in 'provider-capture',

whereby staff-interests rather than client or 'stakeholder' interests dominate a sector.

When performance-related pay exists, there is a major danger of staff acting out of self-

interest by providing managers with selective information in their evaluations and

appraisals that is largely positive feedback, minimising any negatives. Schools and

teachers were not so much concemed about being accountable, rather, they were

concemsd about who it was they were accourtable to, for what, how this assessment and

evaluation were to be acbieved and under what circumstances.

One wonders whether the counselling relationship ought to be construed in these terms --

that is as a conmct between two parties, where on the assumption of self-interest, each

parry will behave opportunistically to maximise their own utility. Such a model and what

it implies for accountability seems intuitively at odds with the notion and culture of
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counselling. Does the counsellor or the client always or predominantly act out of self-

interest? It would seem thatprimafacie, if anything the counselling relationship is based

on the concepts of love, aroha, respect, responsibility and altnrism rather than self-

interest. Indeed, the marketisation of the counselling relationship raises important ethical

issues and conflicts of interest. It is clear that the move to a model of self-management of

schools requires improved reporting, monitoring and accountability mechanisms. The

role and place of school counselling in this new accountability model requires careful

examination.

Boston distinguished the three components of the NPM model as being objectives,

principles and policies. The NPM principles are indicated above, whilst its objectives

include the following:

a. to improve allocative and productive efficiency;

b. to enhance the effectiveness of governmental programmes;

c. to improve the accountability of public sector institutions and the accountability of

the executive to Parliament;

d. to reduce the level of government expenditure and the size of the core public

sector;

e. to minimise the oppornrnities for the non-transparent use of public power;

f. to improve the quality of goods and services produced by public agencies; and

g. to make public services more accessible and responsive to consumers, as well as

more culturally sensitive @oston et al,1996:4).

A number of the NPM key policies relate strongly to performance management. First

there is an emphasis on the use of incentives to enhance performance. Such incentives

may include short-term employment contracts, performance-based remuneration systems

and promotion systems. Second, the contract is central. The contract specifies both the

nature of the performance required and the respective obligations of the parties. Third,

perfonnance management systems are linked to strategic planning. In the public sector

this may mean that ministers specifu strategic result areas and key result areas, and
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include these in a Chief Executive's performance agreements. Fourth, the clarification of
accountability relationships involved the removal, wherever possible, of dual or multiple

accountabilities and the avoidance ofjoint central and local dernocratic contol of public

services. But if a management ethos perceives accountability in terms of technocratic

control, with an emphasis on extemal monitoring and measurement of performancen

democratic values of collegiality, participation, responsiveness and partnership, deemed

to be important for a school's ethos and morale, are likely to disappear.

Many of the'features of the reforms in education carried out since the late 1980s can be

clearly seen in the NPM (see Boston et al, 1996: 26 for a summary). These reforms

include:

r the belief that private and public organisations (like education) are not significantly

different so they should be managed similarly;

r devolution or self-management;

. an emphasis on outputs or results rather than accountability of processes;

. a move to favouring generic management skills rather than policy;

o the emphasis on contestable firnding and the contracting out of services (such as the

Specialist Education Service);

r the inhoduction of private sector management practices, including charters, mission

statements, strategic plans etc;

o the attempt to force the introduction of bulk-funding and performance-linked

remuneration and the use of monetary incentives;

. a general sfess on effrciency and cost-cutting.

The NPM model has been applied to the education sector tbrough forms of governance

and surveillance: the power relationship between schools and the state are monitored

through various techniques set down by the Ministry of Education, the Education Review

Office (ERO) and the New Zealand Qualifications Authority CNZQA). For example, the

Minisnry of Educatiou developed such mechanisms in a series of policy statements in the

mid 1990s: Education for the 2lst Century, (199a); Draft National Guidelines For

Performance Management In Schools (1995); the P&/S series (1997b); Professional
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Standards: Criteriafor Quality Teaching - Secondary School Teachers and Unit Holders

(1999a); and Teacher Performance Management: A resource for boards of trustees,

principals and teachers (1999c).

Under the aim 'improvement in the effectiveness and efficiency of resource use in

education', n Education for the 2Ist Centwy, he section on monitoring and evaluation

includes the following:

i Appropriate mechanisms for enhancing public accountability of financial

and service performance will continue to be developed. The following will be

included as a means of providing for monitoring and evaluation of progress

toward outcomes and targets.

ii By 1995, all education providers, with the exception of private schools,

will be required to include statements of service performance as part of their

financial reports.

iii By 2001, a mnge of nationally comparable performance indicators for the

education system will have been developed to enable more effective monitoring

of the contribution made by education providers to educational outcomes

(Ministry of Educatio n, 1994: 4l).

The Education Review Office (ERO) and the New Zealand Qualifications Authority

CNZQA) undertake external monitoring of accountability within the education sector.

According to the Education Amendment Act, 1990, some of the functions of NZQA

include: overseeing the setting of standards for secondary and tertlary education; ensuring

that assessment mechanisms guarantee standards along with common entrance standards

for university entrance; advising the Minister of Education on standards; establishing

policies and criteria for approving courses and for the accreditation of institutions; and

achieving international recognition for New Zealand qualifications and vice versa.

ERO conducts effectiveness and quality assurance audits, whilst NZQA accredits schools

that have submined extensive documentation, indicating not so much the quality of their
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teaching and courses, but that the quality assufimce criteria have been fulfilled through

schools having policies detailing their management systems and quality control

procedrues. Middleton (1998: l0) suggests that the monitoring of schools that ERO

conducts is 'a clear example of Foucault's concept of the "power of the examination'n'.

Only once a school is accredited is it now permined to grant credits for particular courses

it may teach or have its students eligible to enter for national qualifications such as

School Certificate, Sixth Form Certificate and Bursary, a task that schools have been

doing since they were set up, long before NZQA was formed.

We can see a form of panoptic and normalising gaze (Foucault, 1977) at work in the

neoliberal environment in the form of surveillance techniques that are involved in school

performance management systems (see lntroduction and Chapter 6.9). It could be argued

that parents, the media and ERO provide a type of external surveillance and evaluation of

the school and its management. For the staff, if the types of appraisal and evaluatiel that

are being used are able to involve all manner of reports provided to the appraiser, but not

seen by the person being appraised, the teacher or counsellor is likely to feel under

constant scrutiny. When salary is tied to the nonns of perfonnance as it now is, the staff

member is likely to considerably modifu or police their actions and gestures, becoming

involved in a form of self-subjugation and forging themselves as 'docile bodies'. As

White and Epston (1990: 71) argued 'this modern system of power is one that not only

renders persons and their bodies as projects, but also recruits persons into an active role

in their own subjugation, into actively participating in operations that shape their lives

according to the nonns or specifications of the organization'. The form of power that is

involved is self-constituting, in that it constinrtes or shapes an individual's life. For

school counsellors, the system of power forms part of their professional identity and their

ethical self-constitution.
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6.8 Policy, protocols and procedures for school counsellors to manage chitd abuse

(199t and suicide (1998)

Two policies in the mid-1990s set out ways of dealing with particularly serious and

challenging issues that counsellors face - child abuse and youth suicide. The first set of
policies was a 1995 publication from the Children & Young Person's Service (CYPS),

Breaking the Cycle: an Interagency Guide to Chitd Abuse, and the National Interagency

Protocols that followed. The second set of documentation was the report, The Prevention,

Recognition and Management of Young People at Risk of Suicide: Development of
Guidelines for Schools (1997), that was followed by Young People at Risk of Suicide: a

Guidefor Schools (1998). This subsection deals in turn with each set of documentation.

The publication of Breaking the Cycle: an Interagency Guide to Child Abuse (1995)

followed the passing of a set of forty amendments in 1995 to the Children, Young

Persons and Their Families Act (1989) that included the 'paramountcy' principlese

regarding the care and protection of children and young people whereby their welfare and

interests are deemed to come first; how child abuse was to be reported; and new child

protection duties were placed on the Department of Social V/elfare. Mandatory reporting

of child abuse had prompted considerable public debate and, after consultationn the

Government opted to emphasise education and voluntary reporting instead of mandatory

reponing. Breaking the Cycle was published in the aftermath of this, and followed

extensive consultation with many groups and organisations, including the Ministry of
Health, Ministry of Education, Police and Doctors for Sexual Abuse Care. The Breafing

the Cycle booklet was followed in 1996 by a set of National Interagency Protocols,

signed by the relevant chief executive or equivalent from several agencies. The education

sector protocol formed Section 5 and comprised l0 pages. It was an agreement between

the Ministry of Education, The NZ School Trustees Association and NZCYPS that was

noted as having been 'developed with the help of a working party and wide consultation

in the education sector' (CYPS, 1996:2). NZAC was one of 13 organisations that either

formed the working pafiy or was consulted by it. It submitted a policy statement to CYPS

5e The paramountcy principle is set out in s6 of the Cyp&F Act, 19g9.
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that was published with the 1996 protocols. The submission referred to principles of
autonomy, beneficence, not doing harm, confidentiality and infonned consent in the

NZAC Code of Ethics (see NZAC Nmsletter, 1995, 16 (3): ?3-2Q. This was a significant

acknowledgement of the status of the organisation and of the place of school counsellors

in dealing with the issues of abuse and neglect.

Breaking the Cycle (CYPS, 1995) is a 63-page booklet with seven chapters. The first

briefly described the services of CYPS; the second" provided definitions and signs of
abuse or neglect; the third, a new set of procedures for reporting child abuse and neglect;

the fourth, a list of personnel and groups involved in child protection; the fiftI1
interagency case management and safe practice; the sixth, who's who in CYPS and,

finally, a directory of CYPS sites. Guidance counsellors were specifically mentioned in

chapter 4, as one of a list of groups that 'have a central role in child abuse prevention

work and in the area of family violence' and are 'based at most high schools and colleges

and are often the first to be approached by students'(CypS, 1995: 48).

The education sector protocol (CYPS, 1996) included two recommended policies, but as

was characteristic of much policy making in the neoliberal climate of the times, did not

actually prescribe a policy that schools had to follow to the letter. One policy that was

recommended was for reporting child abuse and neglect in schools, the other was for

dealing with child abuse allegations against employees in schools. The policies included

a set of procedures and a flowchart to clarify the actions to be taken. It was from this

template, a policy that was to act as a guide, that Boards of Trustees were expected to

subsequently develop their own policies that presumably ERO would check in their

audits of schools. Whilst guidance counsellors were mentioned briefly in relation to the

first policy, they were not referred to at all in the second that dealt with allegations

against school employees.

The protocol's policy guidelines placed the responsibility for dealing with child

abuse/neglect on all staff: 'It is expected that boards will need to facilitate training for all

staff to help them to identifu suspected abuse and/or neglect and to be able to respond
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appropriately' (CYPS, 1996: 6). It went on to suggest that 'to assist with the

implementation of a training policy, individual boards and/or principals should liase with

NZCYPS and New Zealand Police' (CYPS, 1996: 6). It then listed guidance counsellors

first (along with visiting teachers, SES educational psychologists and 'personnel who can

provide further assistance to students') as providing 'further support', presumably for

training staff. Despite stating that: 'A useful way of managing suspected cases of child

abuse and/or neglect is for a staff member to be nominated as a safety advocate for the

child or young person' (CYPS, 1996: 6) and the flow chart recommending that the child

safety advocate 'should be trained in child abuse management' G. 8), the policy did not

go as far as spelling out any clear, distinctive role for guidance counsellors. It did not

seem to show any understanding of nor be prepared to endorse their training, skills or

place in secondary schools. Yet in the procedures and flow chart, a staff member who

suspects that a child is being abused or neglected is advised to 'inform the principal' and

to 'hold immediate discussion with guidance counsellor or child safety advocate' (pp. 7-

8). It may have been because the protocol was for all schools and not just for secondary

schools, as the only ones that usually have counsellors as part of their normal staffing

complement, or maybe it reflected a low level of confidence in the school guidance

counsellors. Maybe if the protocol had gone further, it would have implied that all

schools would have had to employ counsellors and the govemment of the day was

probably not prepared to bear that expense.

In a similar manner to the production of Breaking the Cycle (CYPS, 1995), the 1998

Young People at Risk of Suicide: a Guide for Schools (subsequently called the Guide)

was produced after considerable consultation to drafts and to a Report that were written

in 1997 (see Appendix to the Guide for consultation details). The Guide differed from

Breaking the Cycle by presenting far greater procedural detail. As part of a national

stategy in response to major concerns about New Zealand's 'high and increasing rate of

youth suicide60' (Beautrais et al, 1997: 1), four authors with expertise in youth suicide

(Annette Beautrais, Carolyn Coggan, David Fergussono & Lewis Rivers) were

u0 Ne* Zealand has the higbest rate of reported youth suicide among industialised (OECD) cormtries.
While completed zuicide rates are higher in the 20-24 age goup than among 15-19 year olds, the rate of
aftempted suicide is higher for those in the adolescent age range of 13- 19 years' (Beautrais et al, 1998: 5).
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commissioned by the Ministry of Education and the National Advisory Committee on

Health and Disability (National Health Committee) to report on the following issues:

the spectrum of suicidal behaviour in young people and the causes

the development of school based policies and strategies to manage and prevent

suicidal behaviour in the school context

recommendations for responses to suicidal behaviour in school sflrdents

advice and recommendation to manage the aftermath of suicide, suicide attempts

and suicidal behaviow in school students (Beautrais et al,1998:33).

The 1998 Guide had an accompanying report, The Prevention, Recognition and

Management of Young People at Risk of Suicide: Development of Guideltnes for Schools,

that was written n 1997 by the same authors.

Guidence counsellors and NZAC had quite a considerable input into the early drafu (see

Appendix I in Beautrais et al, 1997) and the final Guide. The Appendix to the Guide

noted that the four authors agreed to a number of alterations to the text after the

consultation process and an analysis of the 276 written submissions. Guidance

counsellors, along with BoT members and principals took part in a series of 26

consultation meetings held throughout the country.6l The input of counsellors and NZAC

modified the type of medical mental health model that the draft initially presented, and

clearly stated and staked guidance counseltrors' claims of having a vital part to play in

dealing with the suicidality of students (see NZAC Newsletter, 1997 , I 8 (3): 22-28).

T\e Guide (1998) clearly established the responsibility of principals and the BoT in

relation to sections 75 and 77 of the Education Act 1989 and the Ministry of Education's

1993 NEGs and NAGs (see Guide pp. 7-8; Eppel, 1998). It was recommended that the

Board develop a multi-pronged approach of prevention, recoguition, intervention,

management and review process, accompanied by relevant school policies:

a

o

6l The author attended two of these meetings.
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Prevention - implement health education programmes which promote a safe and

healthy environment including teaching the current health and physical education

curriculum. Develop policies and procedures for the management of any

traumatic event zuch as the death of a student or a member of staff, so that distress

to others is minimised

Recognition - acknowledge in written policy that, as far as they are [ained and

able, it is the responsibility of all staff to endeavour to identiff young people

experiencing mental health and personal adjustment problems and especially

those who may be at risk of seriously contemplating, planning or attempting

suicide

Intervention - ensure that any student who is identified as being at risk is referred

to the designated staff member (i.e. counsellor), is assessed, assistance and

support are provided or a referral made to an appropriate service

Management - develop a managemant plan for young people at risk of suicide

which details the immediate actions necessary to promote their safety, including

consultation with other professionals and family members, monitoring and/or

referral to appropriate services and follow up

Review - the ongoing review of the policies, procedures and competence of staff

to identiff and appropriately refer students who are at risk of attempting suicide

@eautrais et al, 1998 8).

^I\e Guide and the set of consultation meetings prior to its publication had the effect of

reinforcing the mandate of school counsellors and the importance of schools actually

having a trained, supervised counsellor, and although it does not actually spell out that

they need to be on site, it does seem to be implied:

It is advisable that all schools should have access to qualified, competent and

externally supervised counsellors who assume the responsibility for the

assessment and management of all at risk young people in the school. Schools

should develop clear procedures (based on this guide) and a climate which
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encourages young people to discuss their personal concems with teachers and feel

comfortable about talking to the counsellor @eautais et al, t998: r2).

It goes on to state: 'counsellors or designated staff, will then have the primary

responsibility to iurange appropriate assistance for the young person while he or she is

within the care of the school'(Beautrais et al,1998: l2). That there should be some oue

other than a counsellor included would be a point of concern, if they were not suitably

trained and competent as indicated above. It is indicative of the situation in the de-

regulated 1990s when schools had freedom to employ who they wished and may have

employed a psychologist or social worker as well or instead of a guidance counsellor.

The issue of confidentiality was highlighted with the wording in Table 2 of the Gtide

differing from that in the 1997 report by the insertion of 'may' with regard to infomring

the principal and the familyicaregiver and by a section discussing confidentiality (see

Beautrais et al, 1998: l9). Furthermore, the statements about a recognised professional

organisation, ethics and supervision, endorsed the work of those school counsellors that

belong to such an organisation as NZAC and supported the requirement for them to have

supervision:

It is strongly recommended that referrals are only made to professionals who are

members of a recognised professional organisation which has documented ethical

guidelines, professional conduct procedures and requirements for supervision

(Beautrais et al, 1998: 21-22).

The overall effect of this detailed policy was not just to spell out what school counsellors

should do in the instance of suicidality, but to endorse the increased professionalism and

ethical performance of school counsellors, of their place, responsibility and

accountabilrty in dealing with the well-being of students.
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6.9 1995- 99 Performance management systems introduced into schools

In non-profit organisations such as schools, performance management is hard to quantiff

or measure in a manner that would enable performance to be assessed and governments

and their agents to be held accountable' (Boston et al,1996:13). Nevertheless, in 1995 the

Ministry of Education published Draft Guidelines For Perfonnance Management in

Schools, that were trialled in 1996 and received extensive consultation with more than

2000 school trustees and principals and over 100 submissions from educafional groups,

agencies, schools, teachers (Fancy, 1997). The feedback from consultation indicated that:

All sectors agreed with the desirability of having effective performance appraisal;

many schools already have their own performance appraisal systems;

confidentiality is a matter of concern; there should be flexibility in the application

of the prescribed performance appraisal requirements; appraisal is only one

component of a performance management system (Fancy, 1997 l).

With some modifications, and with the publication of more details in further leaflets

(PMS nos. l-5 etc, 1997b), the 1995 Draft formed the basis for what all New Zealand,

schools were required to implement from 1997 onwards (Ministy of Education,1997a).

The mandatory requirements set out by Howard Fancy, secretary of Education, reflected

some of the feedback from the consultation:

a set of principles that should underpin the school's appraisal processes;

aspects of performance which must be appraised;

a clarification of the role of the board of trustees in appraisal implementation,

and the aspects they should delegate;

a requirement for consultation on policy and process; and

a requirement for professional development (Fancy, 1997: l), [bold in original].

The Ministry of Education PMS guidelines did not support a centralise4 'best practice'

approach to accountabiliry and stated quite clearly that schools needed to fit in with the

a

o

a

a

o
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guidelines, but were free to develop their own systems to achieve this: 'defining the

actual scope of each key performance area is the prerogative of each school' (Ministy of
Education, 1995: 23). It is the responsibility of individual schools to ascertain what

monitoring or reporting mechanisms are most appropriate and applicable for their

teachers and for their school counsellors. The advantages in a generic, best practice

model are those of centralisation in ensuring uniformity and comparability; of

uniform/consistent standards; and of minimising regional differences. The problems in

establishing a model of best practice is that it does not acknowledge difference and

disempowers a school to some extent. The advantages of decentralisation are

enhancement of regional and local autonomy and avoidance of undue concentation of
power in a central authority.

Whilst the 1995 Drart outlined key performance areas that differed for teaching stafi for

those with management responsibilities and for principals, these were eventually changed

somewhat in subsequent documentation, such as PMS 5 (l99Tb), which was aimed at

specialist teachers, including guidance counsellors. In the two sets of documentation

produced by the Ministry in 1999, Professional Standards for Quality Teaching (1999a)

and Teacher Perfortnance Management (I999c), guidance counsellors were grouped with

RTLBs. Clearly, both are seen as specialists and their inclusion spells out a place for

them in schools -- counsellors are no longer invisible and so able to be marginalised as

easily. The latter document, Teacher Performance Management (1999c), built on all

previous ones and included much of the information that they contained in effect

becoming not only the latest, but the definitive policy on performance management.

Where it differed markedly from earlier documents w:ts the inclusion of detail on

teachers' pay progession, the formal linking of pay to performance. This had all been

done in consultation with 'PPTA, Teacher Registation Board NZ School Trustees

Association, Te Puni Kokiri, ERO, Secondary Principal's Association, NZ Area Schools'

Association, Te Akatea, Te Runanga Nui o Nga Kura Kaupapa, Association of

Proprietors of Integrated Schools, NZ Intermediate and Middle Schools Association, and

the State services Commission' (Ministry of Education, 1999c: 3).
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School counsellors had been invisible in the Draft's key performance areas (1995), but

this tumed out to be an advantage for school counsellors because NZAC was able to

promote their cause and special role in schools, defining what was considered to be

counsellors'key perfonnance areas (see Chapter 8.6). The 1999 documentation explained

that'professional standards' :

describe the important knowledge, skills and attitudes that all teachers and unit

holders are expected to demonshate in carrying out their role(s)

replace Appendix G and Appendix 5 criteria of the previous sTCEC and

ASTCEC [sections of the collective employment contracts]

expand the existing three key performance areas - teaching, school-wide

management responsibilities, already specified in the 1997 PMS requirements

formalise the Government's expectations of professional performance of teachers

and school managers (Ministry of Education, 1999c: 9).

Where counsellors have teaching responsibilities, they are expected to achieve agreed

performance standards for teachers, and where they have management responsibilities,

they are expected to achieve the prescribed standards for these. Over and above these two

sets of performance standards, school counsellors are expected to reach counselling

standards, with NZAC standards and supervision reports being held up as exemplars (see

PMS 5, 1997b and & Chapter 8.6) and might mean seeking evaluations from clients.

Whether or not the professional conduct of school counsellors should be monitored by

the school and/or by a professional organisation (such as NZAC) would seem to lie in the

question 'who is the school counsellor accountable to?' Since they work within an

institution, school counsellors are responsible and accountable to that institrntion. Since

their professional work within this sening involves counselling, the professional

monitoring provided by a professional body such as NZAC could contribute to the

accountability process and it could be argued that this should be encouraged and utilised.

All in all, if school counsellors have such a multiplicity of roles as teaching, management

and counselling, they can expect to be appraised, evaluated and held accountable in all
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these areas, depending on their formal job description and on what they negotiate with

their appraiser at the start of the annual performance management cycle.

Under the Performance Management guidelines, the tpical performance management

cycle was suggested as consisting of the following five steps: plannirrg, assisting,

monitoring, evaluating and providing feedback (see Draft, 1995). In the final

documentation (Ministry of Education, 1999c), this became summarised in two diagrams

that showed how professional standards needed to be integrated into the perfonnance

management system in schools. The performance management included five headings

and components:

P edo rrn an c e E xp e c t ati o n s :

o Professionalstandards

r Performanceindicators

o Developmentobjectives

o Other standards and objectives

r Job description (optional)

Performance Appraisal

r Observation

r Self appraisal

r Interyiew

Rantard

o Career advancement

. Payprogression

P r ofes s ional D arcl opment

o Formal study

Seminar/conference

Teaching time with peer

o

a

a

a
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. In seryice faining

r Guidance and support

Dis ciplinary/competency Pro c edures (Minisnry of Education, I 999c: 6).

The cycle established by the 1995 Draft, and continued in subsequent documentation,

was expected to have a developmental function that included professional development to

improve staff competence and expertise alongside the set of goals they were expected to

achieve. Whilst there was an element of maintenance in this, the emphasis on

development was geared towards incremental improvements in a school. As well as

including personal goals, the professional goals set were expected to fit within the overall

scope of a school's strategic plan. These notions were consistent with the NZAC

requirements for ongoing professional development. The Ministry of Education

documentation emphasised a largely consultative model of accountability for schools that

tended to respect the professional status of staff. It emphasised appraisal being a positive

experience for staff, with the potential for improving collegiality. Despite this, since the

appraisal is usually done by someone in a position of higher authority than the staff

member being appraised, fears, tensions and power issues are almost invariably involved.

Review Processes exist partly to emphasise the professional development to help staff to

improve, but also in order that they have some degree of power to challenge the result of
the appraisal.

Following on from Chapter 5, that outlined and critiqued the development of school

counselling, Chapter 6 provided a detailed analysis of the main government (and also

PPTA) policies that shaped the identity of school counselling over its forty-year history

from 1962-1999. Early policies enabled guidance counselling to be set up, defined the

areas for guidance counselling to concern itself with and, to a certain extent, what it was

about. Major changes occurred in education after 1988 following the neoliberal reforms

that introduced New Public Management with its new notions of managerialism and

accountability. Three of the chapter's sections described and critically analysed a range

of policies that have featured under the neoliberal regime including: managing child

abuse, suicide, and the introduction of perfonnance management systems in schools.
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These 'reforms' have strongly impacted upon the professionalism of New Zealmdschool

counselling. Changes in counseliing's identity have come about over time, partly due to

the increased level of academic education that counsellors now have, but also reflecting

the changing social context thar youth grow up in and consequently changrng needs. The

next chapter goes on to outline how the education of guidance counsellors has in tunr

helped shape the identity of guidance couuselling.
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CEAPTER 7z EsrABLrsHrNG PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY Tm,oucH
COI]NSELLOR EDUCATION

7.1 Introduction

7.2 Establishing the identity of guidance counselling

7.3 The first national training course for guidance counsellors, 1964

7.4 University based counsellor education 1973-1999

T.l Introduction

Establishing a professional identify is a process that occurs over time, so this chapter

examines that process by delving into the canon of counselling literature (Manthei &
Miller, l99I; 1992). First, the chapter examines how different historical strands -- a

combination of economic and social conditions, communiry involvement, the influence of
psychology in university departments of education and political will - lead to the

establishment of the identity of guidance counselling in New Zealand.It was from the

historical strands and the influence of certain personnel that guidance counselling became

defined. How it was defined shaped what was perceived as important in counsellor

education, which in time came to influence the identity of school counselling. Second, in

an acknowledgement of the important contribution of counsellor education to both

practice and to the professional identity of school counselling, a detailed discussion of the

first counsellor training cotrse in 1964 is provided as a type of baseline. Third,

subsequent cor:nsellor training is paid scant attention because the next detailed snapshot

focuses on university based counsellor education and the courses provided in 1999. A

comparison between the education at the two points of time, 1964 and 1999 concludes

the chapter.

Counsellor education establishes professional requirements, standards, responsibilities,

ethical practice and competence as the first stage of ensuring the effectiveness of

counselling. It requires participants to develop both a personal and a professional

reflectiveness and critique. Hence, it forms the basis of the identity of counselling as a

profession from which counsellors are expected to continue growing as they attend
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ongoing professional development. Added to these aspects of professional identity is a

selection process for who is admitted to counsellor education, based on an individual's

personal attributes and aptitudes. Changes in theoretical frameworks of guidance and

counselling, in counsellor education, and resultant changes in the professional identity of

school counselling are traced and discussed at the conclusion of the chapter. The major

change has been from a single framework to an integrative one, incorporating various

counselling theoretical perspectives and an increased sophistication of theories and

practice. These changes have coincided with an increased professionalism and concern

about ethical practice (discussed in Chapters 8 and 9).

The different strands and personnel that enabled guidance counselling to become

established and develop its identity are explored in section 7.2. There may well appear to

be some overlap with Chapter 5.2, but the emphasis in this chapter is on the educational

aspects and on the inlluential personnel and relevant institutions. Although there was a

considerable effort to ascertain and develop a philosophy of guidance counselling in the

early stages of guidance counselling, this has been one aspect that has largely slipped

from view. It seems to be mostly taken for granted being incorporated to a certain extent

into subsequent counselling theory, but is not currently taught as a separate subject and

receives limited attention. The philosophical aspects that were predominant in the early

stages of guidance counselling are described in this section.

Despite the early impetus of counselling coming from psychology, particularly from

counselling psychology, there was a split with the discipline of psychology. Whilst early

on, psychology provided the intellectual basis, education and training, using counselling

as a technique, psychology was highly behaviouristic and psychoanalytic and eventually

at odds with counselling's humanistic and Rogerian orientations. Rogers' ideas, in aiming

at the development of the whole person, increased the counselling orientation so that

counselling was no longer just a tool, but was able to become a profession in its own

right. The disciplinary split saw the counselling courses located in education deparbnents

in universities and not psychology deparrments. Section 7.2 biefly examines how the

first professors of education departments (Canterbury, Otago and Auckland) were very
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quick to take up psychology in the 1920s, at a time when psychology was still largely

part of philosophy. The philosophy professor at Victoria University College (T.A.

Hunter) was the only one who took up psychology. Wben the Teachers Colleges were

split offfrom universities in 1923, it seemed opportune for education departments to pick

up the psychological testing movement. Subsequently, in the 1940s, psychology,

particularly clinical and behavioural psychology, split off from education deparfrnents,

leaving educational psychology where it remains, with education (Small, 1995).

Education departments came to be seen as being less hidebound and behaviouristic and

more humanistic and applied in how they looked at the whole child than psychology

departments (especially contentious were the clinical psychology methods of
experimenting with rats and extending and applyrng conclusions to humans). Education

departments also seemed the appropriate place to provide raining for specialists such as

guidance counsellors, who would be operating solely in schools.

Snapshots of early counsellor training/education courses prior to university based

education are included in section 7.3, not to be simply descriptive, but as a means of
analysing how the professional identity of school counselling wzrs established.

Documentation of the first national training course for guidance counsellors, held by the

Department of Education62 at Ardmore Teachers College n 1964, provides a picture of
the what, how and why of guidance counselling only four years after its tentative, small

scale introduction to New Zealand secondary schools. Because this course provided an

initial identity for guidance counsellors as a sort of baseline from which subsequent

developments can be assessed, this course is described and commented upon in some

considerable detail in this section. The influence of several psychologists on the course

was profound. It was delivered primarily by personnel from educational psychology, the

Psychological Service, and the education department of Auckland University (see

foobrotes for details).

62 'Departnent of Education' refers to the government department, which subsequently became the
Ministry of Education and is not to be confused with the Education Departnents of the various nniversities.
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What began as guidance counsellor 'fiaining' in the 1960s evolved to become more

generic education for a wider counselling profession from the 1980s, and subsequently

became known as 'counsellor education'. This thesis adopts the latter terminology,

reflecting the notion that'education' is much wider than 'taining' with its implication of

a more mechanistic and specifically vocational orientation. This is not to say that current

counsellor education does not have this component. It does have a strong practical

component to enable one to practice effectively, but it is no longer training for a

particular job, as was the situation prior to the 1980s education reforms, when it was

primarily for school guidance counsellors. The current fonn of counsellor education at

universities is broadly based now providing education for counsellors in more

occupational locations than that of schools. By no means have all the counsellor

education courses provided in New Zealmd been of an acceptable standard for those

passing to be considered for membenhip of NZAC (as discussed in Chapter 8). What

distinguishes all of the university courses is that they have always had standards that have

received NZAC approval. This factor, that university has Eaditionally been the location

for guidance counsellor ffaining, that the counsellor will achieve a post-graduate diploma

or degree on completion, that there is acknowledged status in this, all combine to

continue to give credence and acceptability to university courses for prospective school

counsellors. This chapter therefore confines itself to the type of education that

counsellors working in school settings are most likely to access and which became the

norm for thern, making no attempt to investigate counsellor education provided by other

than universities.

Section 7,4 then looks at a major advance in the education of guidance counsellors -
university based education - and how this and therefore counselling's identity has

changed over time. The human potential movement plus counselling psychology formed

the basic identity of early counselling programmes. In developing a professional identity,

the background and doctorates of the first university counselling educators is significant.

Almost all had an orientation towards counselling psychology -- Hans Everts at

Auckland, Bob Manthei and John Small as principal lectuers at Canterbury, and Gary
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Hermansson at Massey.63 Ted Wadsworth (subsequently to inaugurate Waikato's course)

and Russell Bernstone (Massey) brought a more humanistic slant, the former having a

social work background" the latter school teaching. Bryan Tuck and Brian Keeling

(Canterbury) were former vocational guidance officers, who both developed expertise in

c.reer development, research methods, evaluation and testing. These men were hugely

influential because of their position, personalities, expertisen experience and longevitys

in the role. That the lecturers should all have been Pakeha and male is a sign of the times,

and something that is only starting to change somewhat in the latter part of the 206

century. Whilst the wider counselling professiou has become notable for the

predominance of women (see Webb, 1998), school guidance counselling has to a certain

extent maintained a more even gender split. As noted in Manthei's research of 208 school

counsellors65, there was a 50-50 gender split that reflected an increasing number of
female appointments in the previous five years, 91.2% of whom were Pakeha (Manthei,

1998; 1999). However, there remains a predominance of Pakeha and a dearth of
counsellors from other ethnicities, a problem that NZAC is grappling with and which

schools continue to need to address.

Existing literature, course documentation, websites and personal professional

communication over the years with colleagues and several past and present counselling

educators (see acknowledgements) have been accessed to provide the picture that is

described and discussed in this chapter. Counsellor education and counsellor educators in

universities fought the 'political footballs' with the govemment bureaucracy in the

Department of Education and defined and shaped the identity of counselling in New

Zealand, especially until the mid-1990s. Whilst in the eady days the nniversity educators

were instrumental in this, practitioners from the field later became increasingly

important. Professional identity changed and developed through the combined influences

of education, professional practice, and the personalities involved in this each interacting

63 
11ans Everts-counselling psychology; Bob Manthei-rehabilitation counselling; John Small-clinical

psychology; Gary Hermansson-counse lling; Bryan Tuck -education.* Russell Bernstone died of cancer in 1979. The rest of these founding educators either continued until
retirement in the late 1980s or are still working in counsellor education (Everts, Hermansson, Manthei).
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with the other. Once there were sufEcient numbers of experienced, senior counsellor

practitioners with their own professional identity and vision to put their point of view,

NZAC took off with a critical mass of its own to further shape the identity of counselling,

albeit still with input from counsellor educators. Political theory and practice emphasised

the form that counselling subsequently took. In emphasising the role of education in

establishing professional and ethical practice and the formation of professional identity,

this chapter provides the forerunner to Chapter 8, which focuses on the impact of the

professional organisation, NZAC, on the identity of the profession.

7.2 Establishing the identity of guidance counselling

This section examines the historical counselling literature, highligbting some key

personnel, to unearth the different influences that led to establishing the identity of school

guidance counselling in New Zealand. These influences set the foundations for what

school counselling evolved into today - for some zrspects there was a continuation and

extension, for others an ending. The antecedents help us to identiff how and from where

the current professional identity of guidance counselling evolved. What became the early

model of guirlance counselling clearly influenced counsellor identity and counsellor

education - what was taught, by whom, and what the philosophical basis was. But the

profession did not remain static. As it gathered momennrm and theoretical strength in its

own right, distinct from related professions such as educational psychology and social

worh it gained a clearer, ethically professional identity.

Counselling as a profession is considered to be a20b century development @eck, 1963,

McGowan & Schmidt, 1962, Winterbourn 1974), although as a purposeful dialogue

designed to help and advise, counselling is undoubtedly of ancient origins. In fact the

origins of counselling might be seen as an integral part of the legal, social, philosophical

and theological traditions of the Greco-Judaeo-Christian world, as exemplified in the

65 
Questionnaires were sent out to all 389 secondary schools, addressed to the 'school counsellor' who was

asked to copy it if there was more than one on the staff. Although 208 replies were received, the exact rate
of refum was unable to be calculated because the exact number of counsellors is unlnown.
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vaxious privileged relationships between teacher-pupil, leader-disciple, elder-noviciate,

priest-confessor attest.

Winterbourn (1974) asserted that guidance, prior to the advent of school counsellors, was

in{Iuenced by broad ideas from the USA and specifically inlluenced by the UI(
especially by the National Institute of Industrial Psychology and Cyril Burt's work in

psycbology, his standardised tests and publications, Mental and Scholastic Tests (1921,

1947, 1962), The Bacl*vard Child (1942, 1950) and The Young Delinquent (1957).

Subsequently, the inlluence was reversed with early models of school guidance

counselling in New Zealand being derived probably more from American experiences

than from British ones (Winterbourn, 1974). Both countries provided us with directions

and with lessons in terms of policy, definition, fraining, selection, and ethics.

The antecedents of school guidance counselling inNew Zealand are to be found inthe

blending of several movements which formed what became known in the 1950s in the

USA as the speciality of 'counseling psychology' (American Psychological Association

IAPAI 1956, cited in McGowan & Schmidt, 1962). These strands were: firstly the

'vocational guidance' movement; secondly, psychometrics and testing; thirdly, trait and

factor psychological theories; fourthly, motivational psychology; fifthly, personality

development theories and sixthly, psychotherapy. It was from these strands that initial

guidance counsellor faining courses gained their focus.

The ovocational guidance' movement in the USA (Beclq 1963, Brewer, 1942, Super,

1962, Winterbourn, 1974) was a citizens' initiated philantbropic effort in the early 206

century. It cenfred on the social service work of Frank Parsons' Civic Service House,

Boston, the YMCAs and schools in some cities and aimed 'to provide occupational

information and orientation for boys and girls leaving school or adrift in the chaotic

world of work' (Super, 1962: 8). Parsons (1909) described a three-step process of

vocational guidance that involved the counsellor making an individual analysis, in

knowing the student's Eaits, in knowing about vocations and the world of work and then

matching the person with the job. This led to the development of 'trait and factor'
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psychological theories and also to psychometric testing and interviewing ggshniques to

discover the traits of the student. Notions such as aptitude, mental aod intelligence

testing; individual interest, difference, aod self-concept tests; statistics and measurernent;

military and industrial selection and classification were developed. This was the start of

using scientific, objective criteria in a form of psychology that Beck (1963:24) described

as relying on actuarial prediction in what is a oconespondence theory of Euth'. He

suggested that by the I 930s:

Guidance was attempting to move from the informal, theologically influencd

intuitive type of "folk medicine" in choice making to an objective, test-centerd

formal analysis of problems dealing with interpersonal (and often intrapersonal)

difficulties fBeclq 1963: 25).

Winterbourn (1974) accessed archival material to describe in some detail the personnel,

programmes and issues involved in the development of guidence in New Zealand. It

began in a similar vein to the way it staned in the USA, with vocational guidance in

voluntary agencies, namely the YMCA in Christchurch in l9l3 being the first. Their

initial aim was to advise undecided primary school leavers to go on to secondary school.

At this point in time, many young people remained at primary school until they attained

the then school leaving age of 13. High school was not free until after the Secondary

Schools Act (1903) which provided fwo years of free secondary school education only if
the proficiency exam (which was abolished in 1939) was passed. Alcom (1999) pointed

out that only ten percent went onto secondary school until financial and academic barriers

were removed. By 1939, with the leaving age at 14, 64Yo went on to secondary school.

Because many families could not afford to forgo the contribution to family income, many

children did not go to high school, despite the prospect of higher professional income in

the future if they did so. Only those who were going on to university tended to go to high

school, since the curriculum was geared to matriculation.

The YMCAs and YWCAs in the fotr main cenFes all became involved in vocational

guidance and job placement in association with Boys' and Girls' Employment
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Committees tbrougb the depression years. This involvement remained so through a

transition phase until the state finally assumed conffol for the service in 1943, once

Clarence Beeby was Director of Education (Winterbourn, 1974). This transition phase

coincided with the First Labour Government, srith Peter Fraser as Minister of Education.

Winterbourn (1974: 20) asserted that 'Fraser's interest in guidance, particularly

vocational guidance, and his willingness to listen to those who were nurturing the infant

services and planning their expansion and contol, were of the greatest importance.'

In moves that echoed the influence of psychological theories and the testing movement

abroad, three of the four universities in New Zealand pioneered guidance work in the

1920s, prior to the establishment of state systems. Intemationally, psychology was not a

separate discipline at this stage and tended to be part of philosophy (see 7.1). Because the

philosophy departments at Canterbury and Otago were 'unsympathetic to developments

in the psychological field' (winterbourn, 1974:9), psychology and hence guidance

became attached to education departments at Canterbury and Otago. Psychology was

attached to philosophy at Victoria.

New Zealand's first psychological laboratory w^s set up in 1908 and its first

psychological clinic n 1926 by Victoria University's foundation professor of philosophy,

Thomas Hunter. Winterbourn (1974) drew on Anne Rosenberg's66 1945 M.A. thesis for

details on the Wellington clinics. Hunter worked closely with the professor of education,

W. H. Gould, who set up a complementary education clinic. The psychological clinic

continued and was extended under Ernest Beaglehole, and dealt primarily with behaviour

problems, retardation, personality and community mental health until it ceased n 1942.

The education clinic focussed on educational guidance, the diagnosis of educational

retardation and teatrnent, and visiting schools to help teachers carry out its

recommendations. It expanded under Gould's successors, C.L. Bailey and A.E.

Fieldhouse, who added reading and attainment tests. The School Hygiene Division of the

Department of Health an"anged medical examinations. Referrals came from 'parents, the

6 A::ne Rosenberg (1945) Some Aspects of Psychological Work in Vocational Guidance in Relation to
Child Guidanee with Spectfic Reference to New Zealand. Victoria University Cotlege.



Child Welfare Division, the Children's Cour! the Crippled Children Society, and

schools' (Winterbourn, L974:9). There was considerable overlap, but much cooperation

with the two clinics, and Winterboum strongly endorsed this as a model of teamwork.

At Canterbury University College, James Shelley, the foundation professor of education,

initiated guidance and psychological services in his fust year (1920) by 'obtaining a grant

to pwchase psychological and educational tests which indicate the importance accorded

this side of the work in his departrnent' (Winterbourn, 1974: 7). Of particular

significance was the appointment n 1923 of the subsequently hugely influential C.E.

Beeby as assistant to the professors of education and philosophy to assist with

psychological courses (Alcorn, 1999). Beeby's commitnent to psychology and to
guidance remained until his retirement in 1960, and was instnrmental in the pioneering

moves that set up guidance counselling in New Zealand secondary schools. He was

appointed assistant lecturer in education and experimental psychology in 1927 after two

years spent in the UK and became responsible for developing vocational and educational

testing. The next year he was put in charge of the Psychological and Educational

Laboratories of which Shelley was Director. Shelley was already using Binet intelligence

testing and counselling parents of problem children referred to him through his WEA

classes and by fellow university staff. Beeby was initially interested in vocational

guidance, but after a visit to the USA in 1931 he became more involved with children

with behavioural problems and educational disabilities. Shelley's department of
education established something of a 'school' of guidance-oriented students with G.E.M.

Keys (1926) and W.B. Harris (1928) producing M.A. theses67, which formed the first

substantial miting about guidance in New Zealand. Ralph Winterbourn was appointed to

Beeby's team in 1933 after having been a student there (Small, 2000; Winterbourn,

re74).

According to Winterbourn (1974) the University of Otago witnessed a similar type of

development to that at Canterbury, but a later one. H.H. Ferguson, lecturer in psychology

" G.E.M. Keys (1926) An Inquiry into the Transitionfrom School to Work in New Zealand.
W,B. Hanis (1928), The Boy Jttst Lefi School.
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in both the education and philosophy departrrents, began a part-time child guidance

service in 1931. The first professor of education, Richard Lawson, added difficult

vocational guidance cases so that it became a general clinic. The absence of Auckland

from the scene reflected a situation that saw A.B. Fitt, Auckland's first professor of
education, applylng for psychological laboratory equipment, selected in collaboration

with the professor of philosophy n 1924, but not attempting to set up a clinic until 1936.

With the war intervening, no clinic was started and once war was over, the state

Department of Education's own psychological service had already been established and

was expanding. After a pioneering role emphasising a public service, the universities

shifted to a teaching and research role within their institutions. The founding professors

of education departments at each university displayed enormous interest and support for

lecturing and research and the application of psychological theories and testing and

played a major role in setting up guidance clinics in ways that were subsequently built on

by the state's Department of Education.

The universities were not the only institutions pioneering guidance systems. Winterbourn

(1974) pointed out that the major technical high schools, which had a more humanitarian

and liberal outlook than grammar-style68 schools, were establishing careers advisors in

the late 1920s and early 1930s. Considering that technical high schools catered mostly for

students who entered the workplace rather than going to university, this trend is not too

surprising. The context of the Depression and the following years of economic recovery,

when the first Labour govenrment came to power, led to involvement of the state and a

transition period towards state contol of guidance services. The emphasis on vocational

guidance as a means to find jobs at a time of high unemployrnent is understandable.

Social welfare, health and education all formed part of the mix of socio-economic

policies that formed the welfare state, which subsequently led to the setting up of the

Vocational Guidance Service (1938), The Psychological Service (1948), Child Guidance

Clinics (1951), Visiting Teachers (1943) and lastly, School Guidance Counsellors (1960).

All but the child guidance clinics, which were under the Departrnent of Health, were in

s The only schools entitled 'grarnmad schools in NZ were in Auckland. 'Grammar-style' schools would
include Boys and Girls High schools throughout New Zealand and private high schools.
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the control of the Deparmrent of Education. There was some overlap and some turf
disputes between educational psychologists and those in the mental health area, but these

were resolved by the latter ceasing to be particularly involved with children with

intellectual diffi culties.

So, a combination of economic and social conditions, community involvement, the

influence of psychology in university departrrents of education and political will resulted

in the establishment of guidance services in New Zealandin the mid 206 century.

Co-incidentally, at the same time as Parsons was developing his notions in the USA,

Alfred Binet was developing intelligence testing in Paris. This was an era that was hugely

influenced by Darwinian theories around survival of the fittest, with intense interest in

eugenics, in mental abilities as described by such notions as mental hygrene,

feeblemindedness and retardation, with a large body of research that led to the

development of psychometric testing. Problems associated with unemployment provided

the social setting and with the works of Sigmund Freud having been brought to the USA,

there was wider uptake of Freudian ideas in psychology. Super (1962) asserted that

World War I saw the partial merger of vocational guirlance and psychometrics that

became complete in the aftermath of the 1930s Depression, exemplified by such tools as

the Minnesota Employment Stabilization Research Institute.

The influence of psychological studies such as motivational psychology, self-theory,

learning theory, behaviourism and psychoanalysis were also important strands, but the

influence of Carl Rogers after his 1942 booh Counseling and Psychotherapy, was

profound. This led to a change in style from a more directive approach based on clinical

or medical models to a client-cenked, non-directive model, focussing more on holistic

notions of the person than on the problem, which underpins most cu:rent counselling

theories. Guidance counselling theory was at this point when the first national training

course was held for guidance counsellors in New Zealand in 1964. This conrse is

examined in some detail in the next section.
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A:rne Jones (1977) examined the experimental beginnings of counselling in British

schools, from 1965 when specific counsellor education courses were set up at the

Universities ef fts2ding and Keele. The introduction of counselling in education occurred

in the 1960s, an era that witnessed major upheavals which challenged the existing

establishment ideas regarding authority, morals and social values. It should not therefore

be surprising that the introduction of counselling into schools involved mixed emotions

and reactions, ranging from unrealistic expectations of this as a magic panacea to

ambivalence, conflict and obstnrction. This thesis does not attempt to examine the

problems associated with school counselling in either the USA or ttre UIi but is mindful

that after a promising beginning, school counsellors soon disappeared from most UK

schools as competing agendas, role difficulties and financial resEictions took precedence

in the late 1970s6'. The funding difficulties that existed were partly structual, whereby

central govemment policy was not tied to the funding that it provided to the Local

Authorities that were semi-autonomous in their control of schools and staffrng

allocations. That the provision of a counsellor had to come out of funding for the

provision of teaching, and was not in addition to this, provides a salutary lesson for

counsellors in New Zealandschools in the era of bulk funding.to Jones (1977) suggested

that because the non-directive, non-judgemental and non-authoritarian natures of the

principles of counselling were seized upon with such alacriry by education and welfare

alike, eventually all schools would have counsellors. The reality in Britain was nothing

like that. When owiting 12 years after the first Brifish university counselling coluses,

Jones (1977) alluded to some of the difficulties in this establishment phase as involving

6e 
Jones (1977:24) makes an interesting cornment from a British perspective in explaining the d.ifference in

the way 'counsellor' is spelt: 'The fact that school counselling is an American import only adds to our
resistance; we mark our defiance by spelling the word with a double l; counsellor, not counselor.'
70 

Sue Webb who trained as a schobl .ouorl[or in UK in the mid 1970s, left there to come to NZ when she
could not get a job in the UK. She comrnented that because education in Britain is organised by Local
Authorities (LA) largely along city and county boundaries, rather than cental government, school
co'nsellors were gradually phased out. There were different schemes in different places and some LAs
didn't have school counsellors. Corrnsellors were often separate from other staffrng allocations and were
graduaily re-incorporated and iu; money tightened through the Thatcher years, schools could no longer
afford thern. They were never as integrated into school life as in NZ, being 'more "mental health"
professionals and therefore more easily marginalised. Often counsellor positions disap'peared
undramatically as they were not replaced when people retired or moved to other jobs. In response to recsot
social stresses, a growing new division in British Association of Counsellors (BAC) is 'ss,rnsellors in
education' is (personal communication, Webb, 1999).
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the lack of such crucial aspects as an official policy, national directive, frame of
reference, statutory duties or powers regard.ing school counselling.

School counselling in New Zealand did not suffer the same problems, since there were
govemment policies on guidance counselling, regarding its place and role, by 1969 and

1971. There was little direct policy reference in subsequent yearsn apart from changes to

the staffing formula in 1988 and 1996 (Chapter 6). That is, the status quo largely
prevailed in terms of the role and job description, with the job being developed largely in
response to how schools and their counsellors perceived the situation and negotiated the

job description (Chapters 5 & 6).Despite the relative lack of official policy, the

profession's identity was strongly influenced by education and the counsellor

organisations, NZCGA and NZAC (discussed in chapter g & 9).

Jones (1977: 28) acknowledged that in Britain there was 'a team of people who

compositely fulfiI, at least in theory, the firnctions of the American counsellor and more',
in the areas of educational, vocational and personal guidance. The tripartite aspects to the

role were clearly taken up in New Zealand policy on school counselling, as eventually

were the team notions to become guidance networks with the central figure being the
school guidance counsellor. The diffrrsed team of pastoral care in the UK comprised the

form teacher, forrt tutor, house or year master and headmaster within schools, and

educational psychologis! careers officer, and education welfare officer outside the

school. Winterbourn's l97l study described a similarly eclectic team in New Zealand

and the serious criticism against it. Rather than a team approach, individual guidance

counsellors in individual schools became the model chosen in New Zealand,. However,

the British team approach provided a model for the subsequent instigation of guidance

networks within schools in New zealand,by the l97l working party.

Guidance formed part of an educational philosophy that believes in the importance and

respect for the individual personality and the notion that individuals can do things to
improve themselves and thereby their fulfilness in life. It was holistic, focussing on the

'whole' child - its intellect, emotions, physique, socialisation, vocational choices,
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aesthetic, moral and spiritual values. To a certain extent the guidance movement was an

attempt to provide the personal touch by treating students as individuals again (as they

had been when schools were small) rather than as a mass, as schools grew bigger and

more impersonal in the era of compulsory, mass education and of large classes.

The guidance counselling profession combines particularly eclectic strands

psychological, testing, biological developmentalism, philosophical and practitioner

orientations, some of which have gained particular prominence and favoured status at

different times. But central to all are notions of what human nafirre is, how and why

people do what they do. These are split benreen essentialist and non-essentialist notions

about the existence of an inner essence, soul or spirit of the human being. The goals of
comselling are likely to be different in different culnral contexts and hence at different

points of time, depending on how that context views psychological and emotional well

being. They may focus on removing or alleviating symptoms; penonal and social

adjustnent and effectiveness; changes in behaviour and atritude; personal insight and

relationships with others. Westem notions of counselling are dominated by goals of self-

acrualisation, self-responsibility and autonomy, usually via some type of experiential

tecbniques. Although the move in school counselling has been largely away from

directive forms over time, if crisis intervention is required, counselling is likely to be

much more directive and practical.

7.3 The lirst national training course for guidance counsellors, 1964

A significant milestone in establishing the professional identity of school counselling

occurred with the fust nationd training course for guidance counsellors, held at Ardurore

Teachers' College, June 2 - July l0 1964 (see Nicholson er al, 19647r). This course is

therefore described, examined and discussed in some detail in this section. In the

pioneering days of school guidance counselling in New Zealand in the 1960s, prior to this

tr Nicholson et al, 1964: note that the pagination is not consecutive in this collection of papers of course
proceerlings. Each paper within the collection is nrunbered separately, not sequentially as a whole book
would be.
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national course, some training was held at Lopdell House in 1962 and 1963. These

coluses are not examined in detail because they were locally based courses for the

Auckland area. However, Winterboum (1974) noted that recommendations from both

these courses conculred with the Cunie Report (Dept of Education, 1962, see pp. 667-

669) recommendation that training for guidance counsellors should consist of a minimuan

preliminary course of 12 weeks, with in-service training being added later. Such naining

was to combine theory and practice, leading to a diploma or certificate, but nothing as

ambitious as a degree. It would develop 'skills in observing, testing, interviewing,

counselling, reporting, working with people, and in organizing the work in the time

available' (Winterboum, 197 4: 104).

As so often happens, the earlier fraining recommendations were not implemented in the

1964 course. Instead a much shorter, but more detailed preliminary residential training

course was held for participants from l5 schools (9 men and 6 women). 72 Thirteen of the

schools were in either new housing areas and/or low socio-economic areas (see

Mazengarb Report), and only two were 'grammar-style' schools. The Foreword to the

cotuse proceedings notes that although none of the participants were engaged as guidance

counsellors, they had been selected for their 'interest in individual children and it is

hoped that some, if not all, will take positions as Guidance Counsellors when such

positions become available' (Nicholson et al, 1964: n.p.). Psychologists and vocational

guidance officers ran the course with contributions from specialists from the University

of Auckland, the Deparfinent of Education, and the Department of Health.73 The intent

72 The 15 participants were from a wide range of secondary schools. Six were from the large metropolitan
cenEes (Kelston Boys Higb" Onehunga High, Rutherford High, Auckland; Aranui Higb, Hillmorton High,
Christchurch; Tawa College, Weltington); five were from small provincial cities (Hamilton Technical
College; Southland Boys High, James Hargest High, Southland Technical College, Invercargill; Timanr
Girls High); four were from county towns (Marlborough College, Blenheim; Hawera Technical Higb;
Taihape College, Te Awamutu College). Three of these were technical higb schools, tbree were single-sex
schools, and nine were co-ed schools.
t3 Dr K.D. Nicholson, course director, Mrs. L.A. Mclay (psychologists) and Mr. W.J,H. Clarke @istrict
Vocational Guidance Officer) designed the course. Other contributors included: G.P. Kelly, District Senior
Inspector of Secondary Schools; Prof. R Winterbourn, Dr W.D. Bamey, Dr W.J.D. Minogue, Mrs. M.M.
Clay, University of Auckland; J.D. Rainey, M.H. Leaf, Senior Psychologisu, Psychological Service; KJ.
Flint, Distict Child Welfare Officer; Dr E. Davidge, Senior Medical Oflicer; D. Donald Vocational
Guidance; R. Ericson, Levin Training Cenne; D. Holdaway; Maori panel: J. Waititi (Chairrnan) Misses
Mako, Pilema, Jackson & Mr. Jor.lan; Headmasters' panel: V. Butler, Mt Roskiil Granmar; J. Murdoch,
Tamaki College; R Stacey, Penrose High; M. Thomton, Papakura High; Guidance Counsellors' panel:
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and modelling provided by the overall coluse clearly displays the influence of the

Rogerian, client-centred modality which was favoured at the time, and included in the

specific reading list titles on counselling despite counselling comprising only pan of the

course content. The course was designed:

... to give an intoduction to a philosophy of counselling, to some of the aspects

of the work of a Counsellor in a Post Primary setting. As far as possible, non-

directive techniques were employed in the presentation of lecttues - discussions,

to enable course members to gain first -hand experience of the value and efficacy

of this approach to counselling (Nicholson e/ al,1964: Foreword n.p.).

In his opening address, G.P. Kelly, District Senior Inspector of Secondary Schools,

suggested that guidance is education and that in approving this cowse, the Departnent of

Education's aim was to improve education. He strongly emphasised the notion of
individuality, stating the goal of guidance as: 'each individual shall learn how to

contribute to the maximum of his capacity to the welfare of others' (Kelly, in Nicholson

et al, 1964:1). He considered that one could contribute best to society by developing

one's individuality, with education to fit the person, rather than the sort of conformify

which was expected and which had been central to notions of guidance in earlier times.

This endorsed a particularly liberal view of education and reflects the welfare state

philosophy of the times.

The course proceedings included the course content and a submission to the Department

of Education, formulated at the conclusion of the course. This sought clarification on a

number of issues centred on 'the lack of a clear definition of the scope and function of the

guidance counsellor service existing at present in post-primary schools. Attendant

problems of organisation, administation, taining, promotion, and teaching commitrnents

were similarly felt to need amplification' (Nicholson et al, 1964: Appendix, l). This

submission is examined in some detail at the end of this section because it is a statement

Miss Toll, Tamaki College, Mrs. Fields, Mt Roskill Grarnrnar, Mr. Symons, Penrose High. (Nicholson ef
al,1964)
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about the identity of school counselling and what was needed to maintain and further

develop it.

The content of the course itself included eight sections as follows:

o goals, concepts andphilosophy ofguidance;

o child and adolescent development;

r children with exceptional needs (leaming disabilities, gifted children, anotionally

disnubed children, special education facilities, delinquency);

o community specialist services (psychological service, child health, child welfare,

reading problems, creative expression, vocational guidance);

o psychological testing (issues and case studies);

r counselling (counselling approaches; group counselling; cor''nselling interviews; 4%

days of workshops at three local high schools);

r panel discussions (the Maori child; dangers in guidance work; functions of a guidance

counsellor);

. papers of assignments completed by seven of the course participants.

An extensive reading list (100 plus titles) - indicating that an extensive literature from

both the UK but more so from the USA, already existed -- was provided and made

available from the Education Departrnent Library. Twenty guidance related films,74 many

of which were 'mental hygiene' films (as discussed in Chapter 4) were made available

from the National Film Library. Group discussion sessions concluded most days with

some of these involving require6 rcading. The couse was not formally assessed and no

certification or diploma was provided, but participants were expected to complete a

research topic in the form of a short paper of practical value to participants. Suggested

topics were: 'conflicts of the adolescent; identification of and programmes for the gifted"

slow learners, emotionally disturbed, retarded reader, delinquent; use and abuse of

7o Film Titles included: Discipline During Adolescence; Emotional Health; Ages and Stages from t0-12;
Teen Ages and Stages; Borderline; Other Fellows' Feelings; The procrastinator; Vho is Sytvia?; Family
Reality; Family Afair; Feeling of Hostiliry; Feeling of Rejection; Helptng Teachers to (Jnderstand parts I
& II; Shyness; Adventuring in the Arts; Lets Discuss It; Jardin public - Marcel Marceau; Not by Chance;
Teacher as Obsener and Guide (see Nicholsoa et al: n.p.).
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intelligence tests; limitations of personality tests; a comprehensive book and film list for
guidance counsellors; a suggested programme for a fust year guidance counsellor;

evaluating a guidance progriunme; using team members within and outside the school as

resonrce persons' (Nicholson et al, 1964: n.p.). Assignment topics on actual counselling

skills, theory or philosophy are notable by their absence. The focus was on the client, the

counsellor's role and resources supporting the counsellor, all with the emphasis on the

'guidance' aspects rather than the 'counselring' aspects of the role.

The coune proceedings presented a pr6cis of a lecture on the philosophy of guidance by

Professor Ralph Winterbourn (Winterbourn, in Nicholson et al, 1964). He presented ideas

and issues as to what underpins 'guidance' and in fact where its identity is derived, in

effect supponing McGowan & Schmidt's understanding about the identity of a

profession:

The development of a basic philosophy is one of the more advanced stages of a
profession's evolution (McGowan & Schmidt, 1962:95).

Whilst guidance or counselling could in no way be considered at an advanced stage at

this early point, it certainly was in a process of 'becoming'. Winterbourn pointed out that

guidance was based on largely liberal humanist notions, especially those developed by

Dewey, as translated into guidance by Brewer (1942), and Beck (1963). The 1920s and

1930s witnessed the influence of Deweyan pragmatism in the formative years of
counselling. Winterbourn suggested that Dewey's instmmentalism was in harmony with
both 'progressive' education and guidance, and that the testing movement also furthered

Dewey's experimentalismT5 and the achievement of democratic aims. Winterboum

suggested that one could see a playing out of the old problem and debate of free will
versus determinism in the history of guidance. Once the notions of choice, personal

freedom and the phenomenological side of the debate became predominant in guidance,

the emphasis shifted to personal development -- to what the student could become. With
this model the primary value was placed upon autonomy, where the counsellor seeks to

75 Educators have consistently misunderstood Dewey's experimantalism.
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empower the client to make decisions for him/herself. So choice making became the

hallmark of the client who is assisted to become autonomous, both vocationally and

personally. Interestingly, Winterbounr did not specifically refer to Rogers' work and

ideas. He di4 however, mention existentialism and 'daseinanalyse' as leading to a

'responsible, vital, meaningful, emerging life', without properly sotrcing these

movements to Martin Heidegger and Jean-Paul Sartre, or elaborating upon their impact or

potential as a basis for a philosophy of counselling. Commenting on the freedom vemus

determinism debate. he wrote:

... whichever view one adopts of one thing one can be certain - the individual

person is becomins, i.e. he is not static. The only thing one can be sure of at the

outset is that he exists. The essence of life then consists of his becoming

something or another (Winterbourn, in Nicholson et al,1964:4).

Child and adolescent development was the focus of just over a day of lectures and

included several handouts. It focussed on developmental theory, physiological,

intellectual, emotional and social adjustment and development, with Havighurst's (1953)

developmental tasks of adolescence being discussed in particular detail (as outlined in

Chapter 2). The prevalent notion of the time was that such tasks outlined universal

understandings about adolescence in advanced modern cultures and was exemplified by

Minogue's (Nicholson et al,1964) conclusion that the main concerns about achieving the

transition from childhood to adulthood in the USA and NZ overlapped. He quoted the

fust two aims of secondary education from the Thomas Report (1944), which were re-

iterated in the Currie Report (1962) as being: 'the full development of the adolescent as a

person and secondly preparing him for an active place in our New Zealand society as

worker, neighbour, home-maker and citizen' (Dept. of Education, 1962: 40). His

interpretation, almost straight from Havighurst, was that these aims were about helping

adolescents to attain mature attitudes towards sex, to choose and prepare for a vocationT6,

to search for the purpose and meaning of life and to find one's place in the world

(Minogue, in Nicholson et a\,1964).

76 'Vocation' can mean both a job and a purpose in life, which in tum is often taken to mean a job or czlreer.
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Two days of papers focussed on information from members of the Psychological Service

about children with exceptional needs. Guidance counsellors were exhorted by Leaf

(Nicholson et al,1964) to help in adjusting the attinrdes of teachers and administrators to

consider student learning disabilities -- their needs, to maybe counsel such students to

develop realistic attitudes to themselves, and to refer to appropriate agencies for

diagnosis and advice. He pointed out the importance of observation of behaviour and

discussed analysing conflict in terms of denial, repression, rationalisation and projection -

- Freudian notions, but not acknowledged as such. Significantly, in comments that

resonate for ethical counselling practice today, he was critical of how readily teachers

label children and suggested that guidance counsellors should develop an attitude of non-

labelling, commenting how what is labelled is not actually the child but its behaviour

(Leaf, in Nicholsonet al,1964).

Labelling was not entirely taboo though. The advice from psychologist Mrs Lorna

Mclay (in Nicholson et al, 1964), was to gather as much information as possible to

ascertain the most appropriate type of help to suit the needs of 'emotionally disturbed'

adolescents. According to Mclay, this extremely broad label included neurotic,

psychotic, schizoid, enueretic, sex deviant and even asthmatic children. At this point the

term'emotionally disturbed' was seen as useful because it separated out that group from

those who had 'disabilities of an organic, intellectual, sensory or neurological nature'

(Mclay in Nicholson et al,l964: n.p). She suggested that an easy grouping would be one

based on the dominant behaviour of each individual withdrawn, aggressive,

hyperactive or neurotic - despite pointing out that no-one fitted easily into any particular

category. Counselling was proposed as appropriate in the case of mild difficulties over a

brief period of time, such as friction within the school, inconect class placement and

unsatisfactory teacher-student relationships. But consultation with a psychiatrist or

psychologist was required in more serious cases where the adolescent might need
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placement in a school for disturbed childrenu, a mental hygiene or child welfare

institution.

A further section of the course presented information on community based services

because it was expected that counsellors might need to refer students to these services, or

help students returning to school after being sean by the particular service. The

importance of dealing with reading problems and of using techniques to encourage

creative expression were promoted, respectively by D. Holdaway and R. Ericson, as ways

to increase students' self-esteem and hence their adjustment.

The importance of psychological testing at the time is indicated by three days being

allocated to examine the essentials of testing, case studies, interpreting test results,

discussion on the difficulties and problems of testing and practical testing in schools.

K.D. Nicholson asserted that 'in any theoretically sound guidance progriunme a well

planned and well balanced battery of tests will form a vital and integral part' (Nicholson

et al, t964: n.p.). Testing reflected the psychologically oriented, instnrmental bias, which

at the end of the 206 century has almost disappeared from what a school counsellor does

(as discussed at the end ofthis chapter).

The counselling component of the course is described in some detail in the following part

of this section because it sets out the vision and a benchmark of the identity of school

counselling, setting the scene for the future. The course provided by Mrs L. Mclay was

'designed to introduce trainees to a philosophy of counselling and to counselling methods

through reading, discussion and practical work by role playing and seeing clients'

(Mclay, in Nicholson et al,1964: n.p). Resources provided included textbooks, copies of
papers, and tape recordings. The five texts were significant in that they provided a largely

Rogerian orientation emphasising a client-centred phenomenological form of counselling.

They were:

7 Possible placements might have been 'adjustnent classes' which were small classes of 8-10 students,
often in a "nit of two or tbree such classes attached to normal schools, not to secondary schools. tn 1964
there were day adjustnent classes in Auckland and Christchurch and a National Residential school in
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o

Boy, A.V. & Pine, G.J. (1962) Client Centred Counselling in Secondary Schools.

Boston: Hot'ghton Mitrlin.

McGowan, J.F. and schmidt, L.D. (1962) counseltng: Readings in Theory and

Practice. New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston.

Mathewson, R.H. (1962). Guidance Potiqt and Practice 6'd E4 New york: Harper

& Row.

Rogers, C.R. (1942) Counseling and Psychotherapy. Boston: Houghton Mifflin.

Rogers, C.R. (1961) On Becoming a Person. Boston: Houghton Mifflin.

The cor:nselling section of the course proceedings included notes summarising eight

themes from discussions over a five-week period. These points are particularly instnrctive

in portraying the identity of a guidance counsellor at this point in time and are discussed

in the following paragraphs. Firstly, in relation to interviewing clients, technique was

considered to be only part of the issue. To be effective, counsellors were exhorted to

examine their own personal and educational values before choosing the most appropriate

approach for assisting the client. Such a sense of personal assessment is still valid today.

Secondly, the hainees adopted their own definition of counselling:

A continuing face to face relationship between counsellor and clieng which enables

the client to gain further understanding of himself in relation to his environmen! to

become increasingly self-directive (Mclay, in Nichols on, et al, 1964:2).

Whilst variations and extensions to this definition exist now, this definition includes

essential elements of what counselling is today, namely, that it is established through a

relationship and is about the client making autonomous choices. The third theme that was

elucidated was a set of four basic principles that the participants decided formed an

acceptable philosophy of counselling. These included democratic principles, recognition

of the dignity and worth of the client with the attendant respect to his right to accept or

reject assistance offered, use of a client-centred approach, and recognition that a non-

Auckland for 25 severely disturbed children (Mclay, in Nicholson et al,1964). Vocational courses, which
included work experience, were desigped for slow leamers in secondary schools.
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authoritarian, permissive atmosphere was conducive for the counsellor-client

relationship. These have subsequently become embodied in both NZCGA and NZAC

codes of ethics and are discussed in more detail in Chapter 9.

The fourth theme dealt with and listed fifteen qualities considered to be required of the

counsellor. Interestingly, McGowan & Schmidt (1962) included this same list, which had

been published by APA (American Psychological Association) Committee on Training in

Clinical Psychology n 1947. They noted that although there might be differences in the

functions of school counsellors, clinical psychologists and counselling psychologists, this

was nevertheless a list of traits and qualities of an ideal cowrsellor rather than an average

one. The APA list comprised the following:

1. Superior intellectual ability and judgemenr

2. Originality, resourcefulness and versatility

3. "Fresh and insatiable" curiosity: "self-leamef'

4. Interests in persons as individuals rather than as material for manipulation; a

regard for the integnty of other persons

5. Insight into one's personality characteristics; a sense of humour

6. Sensitivity to the complexities of motivation

7. Tolerance;'tnarrogance"

8. Ability to adopt a "therapeutic" attitude; ability to establish wann and effective

relationships with others

9. Industry; methodical work habits; ability to tolerate pressure

10. Acceptance of responsibility

I l. Tact and cooperativeness

12. Integrity, self-control and stability

13. Discriminating sense of ethical values

14. Breadth of cultural background - an "educated" man

15. Deep interest in psychology, especially in its clinical aspects (McGowan &

schmidt, 1962:28).
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The participants noted that they had minor variations and included these as part of their

submission to the Deparfrneut of Education. The additional criterion w,Ni simply

separating out the clause, 'regard for the integnty of other persons.' Other variations

included a change to the fint item with the addition of ncommonsense' to become,

'commonsense, judgement and above average intelligence' rather than ,superior'

intelligence. Is this mediocriry at worlg or a fear of theory and high intelligence, or a
notion that someone with superior intelligence might lack the other qualities such as

tolerance, tact and a sense of humor:r, or is it simply too much to ask for? The itern on a

therapeutic attitude had the addition of 'friendly' to it. The last item was changed

completely to remove any reference to 'psychology' and 'clinical', becoming 'capacity to

inspire confidence' (Appendix to Cowse Record in Nicholson et al, L964: 6).In many

ways this set the scene then for the separation of counselling from its early connection

and its somewhat uneasy subsequent relationship with psychology, to become a key part

of the identity of counselling as a profession in its own right in New zealand..

Personality taits are an important component in the process of selecting people for
counsellor training because fust, there is an ethical responsibility to society, that only

capable, well-trained people became counsellors. Second, it is important for the identity

of the profession that a high level of public confidence is established and maintained.

One mechanism for avoiding unnecessary criticism resulting from ineffective,

unprofessional counsellors is to screen out those who are deemed personally unsuitable.

Thir4 this is an application of tait and factor theory to its own profession so that

prospective students do not waste time and money in faining only to subsequently be

found to be unsuitable personally and professionally. The APA provided a rationale for

this in 1952 in its publication of "Recommended Standards for Training Counseling

Psychologists at the Doctorate Level" (McGowan & Schmidt,1962). All the nniversity

based counsellor education coruses maintain an element of such screening today.

The fifth theme produced the following list of six attinrdes considered important for the

counsellor to have:
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... the ability to accept children and parents as they are regardless of the front or

problem they present; the ability to respect another person's point of view and

standards of value; the ability to allow the client within a permissive afinosphere

to express both negative and positive feelings; a genuine understanding of the

needs and feelings of others; the ability to listen sansitively and empathically; and

the ability to establish a genuine rapport and to be non-judgemental (Mclay, in

Nicholson et al, 1964: 3).

Such attitudes are about how the counsellor should treat the client and could be summed

up and added to the earlier defini6isn of counselling. They should be added to the above

list of qualities of a counsellor since they include non-judgemental acceptance,

sensitivity, empathy, understanding and respect for the client. Perhaps the addition of
these to a list of qualities required of a counsellor is what distinguishes counselling from

clinical psychology.

The sixth theme listed four points in a rather curious notion of the 'role of the client', but

they seem to be more about how the counsellor should treat the client. The first point

concerned how the client arrived at counselling. It w,ls suggested that if clients are senl to

the counsellor, information may need to be gathered from teachers and records first, but

this would not be required if the client came voluntarily. No reason was given for such a

difference in gathering information about the client. A second point warned counsellors

to allow clients to set the pace rather than feel compelled to fix things, since this is often

not asked for and may be rejected. An exception wuls regarding a specific placemen!

presumably in a special class or ilstitution. The third admonition was that 'the client is

not a pressure object awaiting manipulation by the counsellor' (Mclay in Nicholson et

al, 1964: 4). One must wonder about the nature of schools at the time that such an

admonition was required. The last is a Rogerian derived point 'if given the opportunity

within a permissive non-authoritarian atmosphere he will attempt to gain further

understanding of himself and seek ways and means of acting positively' (Mclay, in
Nicholson et al, 1964: 3). The seventh theme listed six techniques of counselling:

accepting, reflecting, permitting, clarification, listening, and providing a suitable room.
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That the last was included as a 'technique' probably says a lot about how counselling was

perceived and treated at the time.78 However the list certainly remains part of the set of
techniques s1 ssunssll ing microskills of today.

The last theme explored was areas of difEculty in counselling. These were listed in the

form of eight questions and clearly formed professional issues that needed to be resolved.

They were questions about being directive or non-directive; what philosophy to adopt;

judging and moralising; the extent of confidentiality; counselling the opposite sex;

creating a tearn approach in school; is a referral to a specialist a faihue on the part of the

counsellor; and lastly, what is a reasonable Code of Ethics? Many of these were resolved

when more in depth naining courses eventuated and once NZCGA was cteated with its

Code of Ethics, zrs is discussed later in Chapter 9.

Much of this set of eight themes continue to form part of counsellor education courses

today, since they involve philosophies, theories, practice and professional issues,

especially those around effectiveness, as a means of answering questions about what

counsellors do, how they do it and why.

The difference between guidance and counselling was examined. Although there was

considered to be much overlap between the two, counselling was considered to be an

aspect of guidance, rather than the other way around. Guidance goups were not the same

as group counselling or therapy. The former were programmes with an educational slant

(such as curriculum, vocations, shyness and coping skills, as in the footnoted film list)

aimed at dealing with issues about living in society. The latter were considered to be a

preventive measure in mental health to help people face and resolve personal and

emotional problems. Both Rogers' and Glanz's notions regarding group process were

listed.

7E For the fust two yean that the writer worked as a guidence teacher (balf teaching g fuxlf gsrrnselling) in a
large co-ed school in Christchwch, she had to share an office. The frst year the offrce was shared with the
HoD Dram4 the second with another guidance teacher. Needless to say timetables were not integrated and
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The issues around directive versus non-directive counselling, a clinical or medical model

approach versus a client-centred approach, were summarised from a monograpb,

Counseling Points of Viant,1959, Minneapolis, Univenity of Minnesota Press, where the

views of E.G. Williamson and Carl Rogers were discussed (see also Boy & Pine, 1963).

A four-page table, which included these two approaches as well as an eclectic model, was

also presented. Although no direction was given as to which of these was considered to

be the most appropriate for guidance counsellors, since Rogerian notions had already

been favoured, the implication is that this was the preferred approach.

The course proceedings concluded with a nine-page submission, divided into seven

sections, from the course participants to the Department of Education. The first section

comprised a statement of the need for guidance counsellors in schools. Despite large

differences in how schools used guidance counsellors and c^reers advisors, it was

asserted that guidance counsellors had been effective in senring individual children,

assisting parents and in creating more effective learning situations by improving morale

of students and staff. This need provided a rationale for the place of guidance counsellors

in secondary schools. It was stated as:

. . . arisefing] out of the complexities of modern living and the changing pattem of
employment, which makes decisions difficult to a degree not previously

experienced for young people who are facing emotional and physiological

changes, developmental adjustments and vocational preparations (Appendix to

Course Record in Nicholson et al,1964:2).

It was argued that schools therefore needed someone with the time, training and status to

co-ordinate resources both inside and outside the school 'to help children develop their

full potentials and personalities' and to help teachers deal with 'specific problems such as

retardation, delinquency and maladjustment' (Appendix to Course Record in Nicholson

the other staffmember was asked to leave the oflice if a counselling session was to take place. This was not
1964, but l9E9-90.
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et al, 1964 2). The whole child concept was emphasised, prezumably a criticism of
schools that focussed only on educational and academic issues.

The second section discussed the definition of the role in terms of its title, resulting in the

suggestion that the job be simply entitled 'counsellor' rather than 'guidance counsellor'

or 'guidance teacher'. lnterestingly, 'guidance teacher' was considered to ignore the

counselling function, which was seen to be the heart of the job. 'Guidance' was

contradictory, being both too restrictive, through connotations with the existing statutory

agencies of Child Welfare and a bias towards careers and slow-leruners, and too loose,

such that the public were confused about it. Parents therefore needed to be informed

about the function of the counsellor.

The third set of recommendations concerned the development and extension of

counselling. Despite not saying that all secondary schools should have a counsellor, the

list they recommended was a broad one with priority given 'to schools in depressed urban

areas and where racial conflicts were a problem' (Appendix to Course Record in

Nicholson et al, 1964: 3). It is interesting to observe that New Zealand maintained the

myth of racial harmony until much later than 1964. In addition to the above criteri4

schools which were large, in new urban rueas, in State and group housing areas with

limited community facilities, with varied ethnicities and different cultural environments

or in rural areas without regional guidance services, were recommended as deserving of a

counsellor (in line with some of the concerns in the Mazengarb Report).

Since adjustment was such a concem of the times, presumably those from lower socio-

economic groups and of different etbnicities needed to be adjusted to the predominant

cultural mores. That is to say, they had neither sufficient nor the right 'culnral capital'

@ourdieu, 1977; Bourdieu & Passeron, 1977). Not having the right cultrual capital was

very much a deficit model of operation. According to Bourdieu, who coined the term, a

dominant class has the symbols, such as language and culfi:re, through which it can

establish hegemony. The working classes may obtain the qualifications necessary for a

job, but the employer may prefer certain ill-defined social characteristics, which are a

I

i

I
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finction of the applicant's cultural capital. This may result in an unspecified means of

excluding them for example because of their style of dress or how they spealg if it is at

odds with the employer's style and expectations. A guidance counsellor, at this point of
time, was closely involved in increasing a student's cultural capital as well as his/her

social capital. This section concluded with the opinion that counselling should be

extended to tertiary level and to intermediate and primary schools.

The fourth section examined the relationship between the counsellor and the school. It

endorsed the roll of the form teacher in pastoral care of students and asserted that the

counsellor need no longer teach, but could make contact with students by other means.

The fifth section dealt with the functions of the counsellor. These were divided into

social, educational and vocational, and included a list of sixteen qualities almost identical

to that of the APA as listed above.

In the sixth section, recruitnent, training and qualifications were addressed, with the

proposal that a broadly representative, high level, eight-member advisory committeeTe

being established to achieve this. Despite this, the submission included its own

recommendations. The Guidance Counsellor was envisaged as being at the first level on

the promotional scale at P.R.A. on appointment and with the possibility of promotion to

P.R.B. on the same level as the senior assistants (today's equivalent of Assistant

Principal). The submission did not state that taining should be at university level, but

that training for a Diploma in Guidance qualification should be provided after an initial

six week cotuse, which would include rigorous selection procedures for who proceeded

further. Selected participants needed to have all the sixteen qualities already listed and to

have had wide teaching experience and some youth community experience. This Diploma

course was to be a part-time, in-service one for those who already had a degree or

diploma in Education or social Science. It was also to have regular follow-up, preferably

a one-week conference. This was an acknowledgement of the need for on-going

7e Proposed Advisory committee: Essential members: Chief Inspector Post-Primary Schools, Chief
Tnspector Primary Schools, Chief Psychologist, Chief vocational Guidance Offrcer (or their
representatives); Possible members: Univenity, Teachers' College, PPTA and NZEI representatives;
Eventual member: Senior Guidance Counsellor (Appendix to Course Record in Nicholson et al,1964: 6),
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professional developrnent, which has now become an ethical requirement for NZAC

members (see Chapter 9 & Appendices IV & V). Minimum requirements for the

Diploma were recommended as eight papers. Psychology, educational tests and

measurements, techniques of counselling, individual and group practice in cormse[ing,

philosophy of counselling and guidance were to be in-service courses, but studies in the

adolescent child, the exceptional child, occupations and vocational development were to

be done extra-murally. Elements of the type of course outlined in this submission still

form the basis of university education courses today as outlined in secti on 7.4.

Combinations of both extra-mural and on-site education are available. What has largely

disappeared is the emphasis on psychology (although adolescent psychology and

abnormal psychology are sometimes available) the testing component and the philosophy

of counselling. The latter tends to be included in papers on counselling theory, although

the study of particular modalities and their attendant skills tend to be emphasised.

The final section of the submission addressed administration. It discussed the referral of
cases and the liaison and co-ordination with government and other agencies, very much

emphasising a team approach akin to the current collaborative inter-agency model of
'best practice' which is part of the 'stengthening Families' policy (see Chapter 4.2).

This supported 'whole' child concepts and also aimed to avoid overlap of services. This

section concluded with the plea to explore service provision in small district high schools,

with the possible appointment of regional counsellors.

Overall, this first national training cowse for guidance counsellors was a very significant

event. It emphasised the identity of the client and the environment around them, with

lesser emphasis given to counselling per se. It set the scene and marked out the territory

by establishing an identity for the emerging profession ten years after the Mazengarb

Report and only four years after the first pilot schemes that saw guidance counsellors

inhoduced into New Zealandsecondary schools. It formed a baseline for comparing what

counselling educational theory and practice was considered important in 1964 with what

was important in 1999. Without specifying identity, counsellor education plays a major

role in shaping the identity of school counselling.
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7.4 University based counsellor education tg73-1999

Univenity based counsellor education was not set up until 1973, following a change to a

Labour govenrment. First, this section outlines the concerns about counsellor education

prior to the estabtshment of university courses. Second, it examines the tlpe of education

Programme that was considered appropriate for counselling competence in the 1970s and

today. Changes since the 1964 course provide a picture of the changing identity of
counselling. To do this, texts, archival material, offrcial handbooks, web sites, and

personal discussions with past and present universiry counselling educators, as listed in

the acknowledgements, were all accessed. One of the major changes to occru was a move

away from providing education almost exclusively for personnel in the education sector,

that is guidance counsellors and vocational guidance officers, to providing a more generic

form of counsellor education which guidance counsellors could still access. However,

they became only one group to be educated instead of the main focus of the training.

In the mid-1960s, lobbying for appropriate counsellor training came from several quarters

including: PPTA, National Association of Counsellors, National Council of Women,

New Zealand Association of Social Workers, Secondary School Boards Association, and

Bay of Plenty Principals' Association. Criticism was levelled at the government, which

was accused of playing with guidance.sO Recommendations were for counsellor ftaining

to be upgraded to full training at university level, and hence appropriately recompensed

in terms of status and salary. In 1967, the NZ Association of Social Workers

recommended that bursaries be provided for selected school teachers to attend Victoria

University's School of Social Science, with guidance counsellor appoinunents being

phased in once trained personnel became available. The Secondary School Boards

Association endorsed this, recommending 12 montbs paid leave for selected teachers to

take the Diploma in Social Science, but to no avail since the Department of Education

disagreed with this (Winterboum, 197 4).

80 Hawkes Bay Herald-Tibune ll5/7/66)cited in Winterbourn ,1914: 104.
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The importance that the state placed on school counsellors being effective in their job

was indicated through policies outlined in official documents regarding school

counselling right from its beginning in New Zealand. To be effective and hence

accountable, counsellors were required to have counselling taining beyond that of a

classroom teacher. For the next few yearc, until the university courses were set up in

1973, the method of training followed that established by the Departnent of Education's

L969 Circular Memorandum 8.69131. This recommended 'an adequate period of in-

senrice training involving residential coruses, direct observation by more experie,lrced

counsellors and assignments based upon counsellods own practice'(Webb, 1996 2Q.

Winterboum provided a sample of the 12 week training course content in l97l: 2 weeks

residential preliminary training; 8 weeks in their appointed school, but only allocated four

half-days per week to complete directed reading and assignments. This time included a

2-week placement observing an established guidance deparfinent, networking with

specialist agencies; followed by 2 more weeks at a residential course; and attending a

careers advisor's course if not already completed. Over such a short time, realistically,

they could only have skimmed the surface of the following:

... counselling, theories of intelligence, the psychology of adolescence, educational

tests and measurement, vocational guidance, the police youth aid service, a school

guidance progftunme in action, casework procedure, counselling gifted children,

social education, special education, the Psychological Service, the Child Welfare

division, the department of Health and the structure of school course, plus a
workshop, assignments, and observational visits (winterbourn, 1974: 106).

The earlier suggestion of counsellor taining being in the Social Science departnent had

been rejected by the Department of Education. Presumably because the Social Science

department would not have provided a suffrciently educational context, university

departments of education, with their existing expertise in educational psychology, were

the ones that took up the opportunity.
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University based counsellor education officially began iD 1973 after much debate and

lobbying tbroughout the 1960s and early 1970s. However, an unofEcial couse (not

officially sanctioned by the Department of Education with students not seconded to it)
was held at University of Canterbury for 12 students n 1972. This group was indicative

of the type of composition of funue courses too in being predominantly school based"

with about eight becoming guidance counsellors, one was from Vocational Guidance, one

from a Technical Institute and one was a priest.El As a result of pressure from so many

groups, as well as the recommendations of the l97L Working Party Report, the advent of
the Third Labour Government in 197282 saw the Deparfinent of Education become

committed to fully funded university-based education for teachen newly appointed as

guidance counsellors. Renwick (1973) noted that the policy decision established

compulsory university-based education for guidance counsellors. The Departrrent of
Education supported this for:

.,. mainly school-appointed counsellors and a smaller number of vocational

guidance counsellors to relocate to one of the university centres for a year to be

followed by a year in their setting of appointment (Hermansson, cited in Small

and Ambrose, 1990: 164).

Tertiary level education was considered to form the basis of competence in counselling

theory, skills and practice for guidance counsellors to be professionally accountable in

their very specific role in schools. 1973 saw the University of Canterbury being the first

to offer a new diploma coruse in their education department for a small group of seven

seconded persons, six of whom were guidance counsellors.83 In the same year, the

University of Auckland offered a modified MA in education for guidance counsellors.

Massey University began their diploma in 1974. The Canterbury and Massey courses

provided a post-graduate Diploma in Education (Guidance Counselling) (Winterbourn,

1974). Later, to meet the demand, Waikato and Otago Universities also provided training,

tr Personal communication with Dr R J. Manthei, counselling educator at Univenity of Canterbury from
1974 to the present time.
t2 Personal'comm'nication with Dr J.J. SmaU, coordinator of foundation course at University of
Canterbury.
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and all five universities subsequently provided post-graduate diplomas and or degrees of
varying nomenclature (see later list).

However' 1999 was a watershed for university counsellor education in New zealand,
because this was the first time that any course had been deleted. This situation occurred at
otago university, when counselling's place in the education departrnent became a victimof management decisions restructuring the department in the existing neo-liberal
environment' Despite suggestions of its continuance elsewhere in the university, and
despite reasonable numbers of students (around l0 students per year), it disappeared
altogether' The pity in this instance is that it not only provided counsellor education, but
also was a valuable focus for professional counselling for the whole south of the south
Island' The amazing irony is that the managsment aim was to focus on teacher education,
yet counselling was not seen to have a place in this. Incidentally, tbree southland schools
were amongst those on the 1964 course, but it is Southland schools that have removed
counsellors in the late 1990s. Maybe the way counselling had become positioned and
perceived had become detrimental to its continuance in schools as welr.

counsellor education cotuses' being primarily for guidance counsellors, were inifially set
up in the 1970s in collaboration with the Deparnnent of Education and followed a similar
set pattern in each location' Auckland was something of an exception, since it never
catered primarily to school counsellors and had always included others such as
educational psychologists in their more generic MA degreee. universities had auronomy
with the course strtrcture and content. The Department of Education left it largely for
John small and other university educators to design the fust course. Throughout this
time' there were regular meetings between the Department of Education and university
counsellor educators to discuss field changes, education requirements, studant selection,
and to co-ordinate across service providers and educatorsss.

8l^ .. _
* f"*oot communication with Dr R. J. Manthei.

qfi:"!""Ticommunication 
with Dr' J' Everts, counselling educator at university of Auckiand from 1973 to

t_

85 Pirsonal communication with Dr J.J. Small.
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However, for many years it was the Departrnent of Education that did the sfudent

selection, not the universities. The universities were understandably critical of a

procedure of counsellor selection that saw staff being appointed as guidance counsellors,

regardless of any counselling aptitude or skills, then being sent to fiain. The optimum

would be selection for counsellor training only if suitable aptitudes were shown, and then

only after successful completion of their education, should any appointment be made to

school counsellor positions. To have inappropriate persons selected" educated and placed

in guaranteed positions as guidance counsellors is scarcely ensuring professional

competence and effectiveness, as much as it is possible to do so. After being seconded for

state-funded education, guidance counsellors were bonded for an equivalent time to repay

the state's investrnent -- something of a mixed blessing for both school and counsellor.

The issue of education following appointment,E6 as is required for most guidance

counsellor positions, remains an issue today, albeit a diminishing one now that the supply

of trained counsellors has increased hemendously. Significantly, some job vacancies

advertised in the 1999 Education Gazette have begun to ask for trained counsellors who

are members ofNZAC.

Both the restricted course content and the fact that state agencies, primarily education,

but also welfare, selected, provided and funded the trainees were further points of
criticism from the university educators. They were critical that courses were not

sufficiently geared to counsellors outside the educational and state institutional arenas,

when there was an increasing interest and need for tertiary training of such people.

Hermansson (1990) outlined some of the ingredients that led to changes in universiry

education in the 1980s as being the selection of counsellors; the restricted fiaining

stnrcture and the control by state agencies of the process for allocating studene.

The resultant changes in the 1980s were: Canterbury replaced the Diploma in Education

(Guidance) in 1985 with a Masters degree and accompanying Certificate in Counselling;

Massey introduced field-based training capitalising on the universiry's expertise in extra-

tu Th" author notes that her counsellor education at University of Canterbury (1938-91) was concurrert
with appointnent as a guidance teacher. She was fully tained and had four yean experience before taking
up a full-time guidance counsellor position in Auckland in 1993.
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mural education; Waikato allowed appropriate non-school related counselling students to

take their course; and Auckland and Otago developed courses that paralleled their

established educational psychology prograrnmes (Hermansson, 1990). Auckland had

always included others in their more generic degree that did not cater exclusively to

school counsellors.E Mantheiss suggested that two reasons behind Canterbury replacing

the Dip Ed. with the M.Ed. in 1985 were academic reasons and a drop in course numbers

once the Department of Education stopped granting any extra remuneration for teachers

who had completed the Dip.Ed. These changes did not represent a break with the

Department of Education, but were an assertion of professional identity and leadership on

the part of the university counselling educators in favour of more generic counselling

education than just that related to schools, The result provided more choice for

prospective counsellors and gave greater autonomy to counsellor education programmes,

enabling their continued existence in an environment that heard threats from Treasury

about limited fimding for taining counsellors (Webb, 1996). If Treasury withdrew

futding for training school counsellors, at least counsellor education could continue once

it had become a more generic form of counsellor education.

In 1989, after the restmcturing of the Department of Education as the Ministy of

Education, considerable alarm was stnrck because although fraining remained

compulsory, training gnnts for school counsellors were to be applied for from the

Minisuy. This discontinued the practice of the Deparrnent seeking taining places on

behalf of new counsellors (Webb, 1996). Then after the MRG, 'students accepted for

training programmes had to submit their budgets and found that funding was iszued at a

reduced level' (NZAC, 1997, 18 (3): l7). Despite NZAC disquiet at the lack of response

from the Ministry and PPTA n L996197, the Minisry of Education finally provided

clarification of the continuation of the provision of training, which was:

... available through access to a specialist teacher study award... available to

those teachers who have either a permanent fulltime guidance counsellor position

n Personal communication with Dr J. Everts.
88 Personal communication with Dr R. J. Manthei.
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in a medium to large secondary school, or a pennanent fulltime appoiutnent

incorporating at least a 0.6 FTTE position as a guidance counsellor in a smaller

secondary school with more than 200 students between years 9 and 13 (Ministry

of Education cited inNZAC Nqtsletter,1997,18 (3): aa).

Although the School Trustees Guidance Counsellor Study Awards do provide for some

counsellor education, with up to 15 Full Time Teacher Equivalents per year (NZAC,

t997,18 (3); Bowbyes, 1998; 1999), funding for school counsellor training is no longer

guaranteed for all who are appointed as guidnnce counsellors. It is no longer restricted to

university as in the past. Many intending school counsellors will end up having to fund

their own studyse and may or may not choose to study at university. They may choose to

study at tertiary institutions or with private providers who require them to take up an

intemship.

A summary and comparison of the content of current (1999) university counselling

cotrses follows, with fuller course descriptions being included in Appendix Itr. The

source for the information has been university calendars, deparfinental handbooks and

web pages. The courses are all at post-graduate level - either diplomas or Masters degrees

- titled with various combinations of education and counselling. 'Guidance' does not

appear in the nomenclafure except as an endorsement for a diploma at Massey.

'Counselling' is not part of the offrcial M.Ed. nomenclature at Canterbury although those

who do complete this speciality receive a 'Certificate in Counselling'. The courses are:

Auckland: Master Of Education (MEdCouns); Diploma In Counselling (DipCouns);

Diploma in Counselling Theory (DipCounsTheory); Canterbury: MEd, with Certificate in

Counselling; Massey: Master of Counselling (MCouns); Postgraduate Diploma in

Counselling (PGDipCouns); Postgraduate Diploma in Education (Guidance Snrdies)

(PGDipEd); Waikato: Postgraduate Diploma in Counselling (PGDipCouns) and the

degree of Master of Counselling (MCouns).

8e The writer self-funded her M.Ed. counselling at Canterbury. She received a lS-week full-time study
leave from the School Trustees Srudy Awards to assist in completing this doctoral thesis.
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All four universities have a limited number of places and a very similar selection process

for entry for the specific core counselling papers, although the elective papers are more

flexible in terms of numbers. For example, Canterbury and Waikato have 12 places

available Per year, Massey has 12-16 and Auckland has 18, all depending on staffing

resources. The selection process is made on sets of academic, practical and personal

criteria that are vetted to ascertain one's suitability for counselling. Furthermore, selection

at all universities involves face-to-face interviews and/or a selection workshop. At

Auckland, this needs to be 'supported by referees' statements, evidence of training, and

experiance in relevant work such as teaching, personnel work or community counselling'

(University of Auckland, 2000: 9 & 23). Canterbury's criteria includes 'previous

counselling experience and training; openness to self-examination and reflection; present

understanding of ethical practice and relevance of vocational goals'. Admission into the

Massey M.Couns. is dependent on 'meeting specified performance standards in the theory

papers and obtaining a place in the professional development papers allocated following

attendance at a selection workshop'. Numbers in the selection workshops and

professional development papers are limited. Waikato detail a set of criteria for

admission to their course: the student needs to be over 25, urith an undergraduate degree

preferably in the social sciences, 2-3 years of counselling or work in helping-related

fields and a set of personal qualities that include: self-knowledge, sensitivity, self-

development, communication skills, acceptance of others and motivation.

ln all programmes there is a core of 3-5 compulsory counselling papers which is largely

the same for the Postgraduate Diplomas and Masterates. With further study, Diplomas

can sometimes be converted into Masterates. These all involve counselling theory skills

and practice, but may be named slightly differently. For example, Massey requires three

compulsory papeni: Counselling Theory; Professional Development I; Professional

Development tr. The other universities require four or five compulsory papers. At

Auckland they are: Cultural Issues in Counselling, The Counselling Process, Counselling

Laboratory, Professional Issues in Counselling, and Critical Aaalysis in Counselling. At

Canterbury they are: Counselling Theory, Counselling Skills, Counselling Practicum, and

Group, Farnily and Systems Interventions and at Waikato they are: Discourse and

t_
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Counselling Psychologies, Counselling Skills, Corrlselling Practicum, and Professional

Practice of Counselling (see Appendix Itr).

Apan from the compulsory core, further counselling related papers are required. Some of
these have research compooents in the form of a dissertation or research paper. All have

practical components in the form of caseworlg fieldworh and practicum. Once the whole

stnrcture of the Diploma or Masterate is complete, the student should have acquired a

comprehensive qualification in counselling, but due to the range of choices available, one

qualification may well end up with quite a different emphasis to another. This is because

each university emphasises different theoretical orientations (see Appendix Itr). Whilst

not excluding an overview that encompasses a range of theories, Auckland ernphasises an

integrated approach; Canterbury, brief solution-focussed therapy; Massey, an eclectic

model and Waikato, nanative therapy.

A major change in the identity of counselling overall, and of guidance counselling in

particular, has been a clear move away from testing, which was seen zui an integral

technology of the guidance counsellor in the early days and up until the mid-1980s.

Testing initially reflected funding by the First Labour govemment in their setting of
national parameters for education dealing with the individual child, and hence the

emphasis was put on scientific/psychological methods in education, including testing,

especially once Clarence Beeby became Director of Education in 1935. Testing reflected

the philosophy of the time and what we would now call 'best practice', consequently, it
would have been difficult to avoid (Alcorn, 1999). Changes in philosophy coincided with

research that highlighted serious criticism about testing and with major changes in

curriculum stnrctures. Testing was challenged on many bases, including: philosophical

grounds; ethical considerations; the lack of acknowledgement of the effects of socio-

economic, linguistic, and cultural factors; when, how, why and by whom the test was

administered; what norrns are used; and what purpose was the test designed for (Nash,

1990). The change was the result o{ fustly, research in the 1970s and 1980s that

seriously challenged the appropriateness, cultural bias, norms, reliability and validity of
the testing movement (see waikerdine, 1984; 1988; Nash 1976; 1990). Secondly, it was a

I
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response to clear direction in the principle of not doing harm in the recent (1991) Code of
Ethics of NZAC. This principle states that 'counsellors shall avoid any diagnostic labels,

counselling methods, use of assessment data or other practices which are likely to cause

harm to their clients' (NZAC, l99l:21). This in effect has become one of the distinctive

points differentiating counsellin g fr om psycho lo gy.

In Foucauldian terms, testing, as a type of examination, is considered a form of
surveillance, discipline and control (Foucault, 1979b; 1982). Testing divides the

individual child into behaviours that can be tested; it constructs individual profiles that

ue compared to 'norms' that have been constrrcted from a combination of composite test

results and profiles. It is no longer considered consistent with the leaming philosophy of
a holistic approach to the individual child. The early form of guidance that used testing

was, in effect, a form of social contol that aimed to utilise 'scientific' methods to

measure a student's aptitude, motivation and general progress, objecti$ing them and

matching their aptitudes and general abilitres (trait and factor theory) to labour market

needs. Psychologically driven counselling, drawing on a variety of testing technologies

aimed at 'adjus[nent' and remediation. These forms of testing and the labelling that

accompanied them is now considered to be at odds with current philosophies of guidance

counselling that emphasise counselling rather than guidance and respect and try to
enhance the client's autonomy. Testrng is also seen to be unethical in some of its forms

and, therefore, inimical to the counselling relationship. This is not to judge testing-

related guidance as 'bad', but to highlight the Foucauldian notion of 'regimes of tnrth'

that are central to a discipline and that what is considered to be 'best practice' at one

point of time, is always contestable and open to challenge.

In the light of this history, testing has been dropped from being a compulsory component

of all university coluses. The only place it has is as optional papers at Canterbury (The

Assessment of Attitudes and Personality; Advanced Topics in Measurement). A highly

significant upshot in terms of professional identity has been that counsellors have

differentiated themselves from psychologists. Counsellors accepted the arguments that, as

professionals, they and their attitudes and values became an integral part of the testing
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tool. Psychologists, on the other hand, have tended to continue to position themselves as

objective professionals behind the instument of the test. Counsellors came instead to see

themselves as professional instnrments for engagement with the client and change.

Similar to the dropping of testing, vocational guidance and career cor:nselling papers

have been relegated to optional papers. At Auckland, Intewentions, Assessment and

Evaluation in Career Counsellingi and Theory and Research in Vocational Behavioru

have not been taught for four years, due to limited demand and staffing. At Massey the

only paper is Transition Education. At Canterbury the two papers offered are: Career

Development Theory and Practice and Vocational Guidance, although the latter has not

been offered for several years. The removal of vocational guidance and career

counselling papers from the compulsory core of papers that existed in the 1970s reflects

first, the demise of the Vocational Guidance Service and the subsequent down scaling of
counselling within the vocational field; second, the more generic nature of current

counselling courses; third, an increasing emphasis on family counselling; and fourth,

school counselling's shift in focus towards more personal counselling in the 1990s. The

environment of the 1990s, an era that emphasises qualification choice and portability, and

frequent career changes with attendant re-training and upskilling, has arguably resulted in

less vocational and educational guidance being required. Students are no longer locked

into school courses at form 3 that subsequently limit further educational oppornrnities and

entry to many tertiary education courses depend more on obtaining good grades than on

which subject one studies at school.

Once secondary schools moved away from using academic ability to stream students into

courses, such as professional, general, commercial and technical, that acted as gateways

for funlre vocational pathways, respectively, to university, office work and trades, the

need for both testing and intensive vocational guidance seemed to largely disappear.

Selection options became much more open for students in the 1980s and 1990s with first

the stnrctural change towards a broad-based education up to School Certificate level.

Second the trend to generally needing high total marks for Bursary, especially for

English and Maths, rather than requiring specific subject marks for enuy to many
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restricted university courses allowed for more flexibility. Such flexibility had often been

largely closed off at the start of secondary school in previous times when students entered

high school, and were streamed into specific courses. The collapse of the separation of
academic education and vocational taining, as the National Qualifications Framework

intended" has kept options more open throughout secondary school. Nowadays though,

when students attend tertiary education institutions they are less likely to be going to

achieve personal development and liberation as per the old-style liberal arts, than to be

aiming for qualifications to get a job. A job is now unlikely to be a job for life. People

can expect to have several changes in occupation in their lifetimes and require re-training

for these, hence the need for a form ofvocational guidance that focussed on a choice for

life has somewhat dissipated although assistance in making mid-life changes in career

may indicate an area of futnre growth. Not only has this meant that education has been

extended to be available for adults in ways that were just not possible until the 1980s, but

also ongoing, lifelong education, re-education and haining is now the norm. The

combination of this with popular notions that one can do anything if they set themselves

to it, has somewhat obviated the need for vocational guidance and testing.

A picture of how counsellor naining and education provided an initial model for

establishing the identity of school counsellors and how both the education and the

identiry have changed over time has been provided in this chapter. The initial model has

changed partly in response to the needs and demands of different times and partly in

response to different theoretical orientations of counsellor educators. The different and

somewhat competing counselling modalities that are emphasised at different universities

largely reflect different philosophical perspectives that held by the educators at each

institution - their personal philosophies, biases and choices. Prospective students now

need to consider not only what is offered at their nearest university, but also to consider

what theoretical orientation they are most comfortable with. Just how people who are

relatively inexperienced in counselling, with minimal theoretical understanding, are able

to make such assessments is an important question, but beyond the scope of this thesis.

The tyranny of geography has been partly diminished by both Massey and Waikato

offering cotuses in different locations and in using the lnternet for some papers.
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Counselling has definitely remained client-cented, but different 'technologies' of the

'self, positioned in different theoretical approaches, are now applied and taught at the

different universities (as noted above) although none iue taught exclusively. It would be

of questionable ethics to do so because no one approach is universal and able to fit all

cliens in all situations. To remain client-cented, counsellors need to have skills in a

fturge of theories and therapies and to make a professional judgement in applytng them as

appropriate. Focussing on only one modality is likely to result in trying to make the client

fit the theory rather than the reverse. The assumptions that counsellors make about human

nature and the nature of counselling will influence their choice of theoretical approach

and technique.

In ffacing these changes in identity over time, this chapter has highlighted how some

aspects have remained the same, but others have changed. What has remained has been a

compulsory core of papers studied at each university, centring on counselling theory and

professional practice. Parts of the old core, the testing and vocational guidance, have

largely waned as times have changed and a greater emphasis has gone onto systems and

on context, especially the family, groups and cultural issues. Different options can now

be taken, according to the counsellor's professional interests and needs. In the process,

the professional practice of counselling changes, as do notions of what counselling is all

about - that is, its identity that in the late 20b century perhaps could be considered to

have multiple identities.

While Chapters 5 and 6 outlined how school counselling developed under different policy

conditions, Chapter 7 examined how different forms of counsellor education, taken from

snapshots at two different points in time (1964 and 1999), have contributed to the

development of the professional identity of school counselling. The chapter provided a

'genealogy' with some elements of critique but has been more descriptive than the

previous two. By the end of the 20ft century, counsellor education involved different

theoretical approaches at each university reflecting the different philosophical

perspectives of the counsellor educators at each institution. In this manner, rather than
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CHAPTER 8: DEYELOPING A PROFESSIONAL TDENTITY FoR scHool.
COT]NSELLING

8.1Inhoduction

8.2 Establishing counselling as a profession

8.3 The changing professional counselling organisation: NZCGA becomes NZAC

8.4 Setting professional criteria: becoming a member of NZCGA & NZAC

8.5 The NZAC school counsellor appointments kit - describing the job

8.6 How professional standards affect the identity of school counselling

8.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a narrative of long-held concerns by school counsellors about being

and becoming 'professional', about developing a professional identity and also about

achieving accountability in terms of appropriate professional standards. tn addition, this

chapter discusses aspects of 'professionalism' and the process of 'professionalisation'. It
is also a critical story of more recent concerns that have surfaced with the neoliberal

educational policy agendase0 and with the codification of professional standards for

teachers per se. The chapter starts to examine the double-edged sword of
professionalisation -- that is the issue of professional autonomy versus surveillance and

compliance to external agencies in the name of accountability. The issues of
managerialism and accountability, especially as they figure in neoliberal education

policy, have been higblighted in Chapters 5 and 6.

The establishment of a professional identity is often referred to in the literature as

'professionalisation', which may include the following characteristics or features: the

foundation of a professional organisation that provides a combination of support,

advocacy, and disciplinary measures for its members; control over enbry to the

profession; the development of stringent professional membership criteria; the

formulation of a code of professional practice or a code of ethics; input into the training

* There have been several of these developed by different Ministen of Education in the 1980s and 1990s:
those developed under David Lange and formulated as 'Tomorrow's Schools'; then those formulated uuder
Lockwood Smith.
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of prospective members; a set of minimum professional standards; the production of a

professional journal and/or newsletter. The professional jor:rnal promotes academic

exchange and recent research on theory and practice, while the newsletter tends to act as

a forum for information, viewpoints and discussion about professional issues. A major

distinguishing characteristic of a profession is the combination of theory and practice, of

the attempted integration of 'academic' and 'professional' education into a coherent

programme for the profession.

In its early history, the establishment of a professional identity for school guidance

counselling was largely taken for granted for the corursellor had to be a teacher of some

years standing in order to be selected as a counsellor by the Department of Education. As

a teacher, these counsellors already were considered to be 'professionals'. Guidance

counsellors have tended to see themselves more as counsellors than as teachers in the

current environrnent and, in fact, in a few schools, they have not even been trained as

teachers. If they have been teachers, then they have needed to develop a second

professional identity to that of 'teacher' within schools, becoming a 'counsellor'. In this

chapter section 8.2 looks briefly at how counselling stacks up as a 'profession'. In this

discussion and analysis, a Foucauldian'analytics'of power and his notions of ethical self-

constitution and self-regulation are used to inform the discussion of professional

autonomy.

From a Foucauldian viewpoint the hallmarks of a profession are ethical self-constitution

and ethical self-regulation. These twin concepts refer to the taditional Kantian notion of

autonomt especially in relation to professional practice and accountability. Ethical self-

regulation is most often reflected rn codes of professional conduct or codes of ethics by

most professions. In addition, it is now customary that the profession institutes a

complaints procedure, where charges of professional misconduct or negligence can be

heard and dealt with according to established procedures. In the development of school

counselling as a profession, a Code of Ethics was established in the fint days of the

establishment of the New Zealand Counselling and Guidance Association (NZCGA,

1976). A review of this code and the establishment of more clearly defined complaints
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procedures have occurred since its re-birth as the New Zealmd Association of
Counsellors (NZAC), that is in the 1990s (see Chapter 9.2). The related topic of ethics for

counselling is discussed in more detail in Chapter 9.

The current chapter (see especially sections 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5) focuses on the development

of the professional organisation for counsellors (NZCGA which becarne NZAC), how it

was founded, and how it developed technologies of 'governmentality' that regulated the

'conduct of conduct', exercising a form of power/lcnowledge that helped to shape and

direct the activities of counsellors (Foucault, 1979c; 1982). Just as Foucault uses the

terms'govemment' and'discipline'in different senses (see Infroduction), he uses 'conduct'

in the sense of both 'being led' or'conducted' and as 'behaviour' or oconduct'.

While the first professional organisation, NZCGA, was set up largely as a support group,

NZAC, despite maintaining supportive aspects, could be seen as having become involved

to some extent in the administration, policinB, and suryeillance of members (Winslade,

1997; Manthei, 1997a, 1997b).It could be argued that this role constihrtes a form of

govemmentality at a specific institutional site of power. Some of these issues are aired in

a discussion on membership criteria for NZAC later in the chapter (see, in particular,

section 8.4).

One must understand that the Foucauldian notion of power, as formulated in his later

worlg is not a repressive one, as power is usually conceptualised in traditional liberal

sociology and Manist political thought. For Foucault, it is the Juridico-discursive'

conception that is repressive (Foucault, 1980a: 82). Rather, Foucault tends:

.. . to move less toward a "theor/' of power than toward an "analytics" of power:

that is, toward a definition of the specific domain formed by relations of power,

and toward a determination of the instruments that will make possible this

analysis (Foucault, 1980a: 82).
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Foucault is primarily interested tn how power is exercised, in 'actions upon actions' which

constitute power relations (Foucault, 1982 220) and how it involves creative aspects in

terms of relationships, discourses and consciousness (see Introduction). Thus, the

Foucauldian interpretation provides a way of understanding the actions of NZAC, as

'actions upon the actions' ofcounsellors and school counsellors.

As counselling changed and developed into a generic profession, guidance counselling

became simply a speciality involved in this field. This was reflected most strongly in the

major change in the professional organisation once NZCGA became NZAC. Instead of
being primarily of and for guidance counsellors, after 1990 NZAC became an

organisation available for all counsellors. In the process, membership mushroomed but

school counsellors became a minority and simply one sector for the Association to

consider. NZAC, by growing rapidly and representing the wider field of counselling,

became far more powerful and also gained a place as a recognised body of some staftue.

These changes are described and discussed in section 8.3.

Representing the profession is a crucial aspect of any professional organisation and

important in the process of establishing professional identity. Control over enuy to the

profession and/or a set of stringent 'professional' criteria for membership of a

representative professional association is another important factor. Unlike some other

professions, NZAC, to date, does not control entry to the counselling profession: it

merely formulates the criteria for membership to its own organisation (as indicated by the

initials MNZAC, where the 'M' stands for 'member'). One of the key changes in the

organisation has been a change in membership criteria. Membership of NZCGA in the

1970s and 80s was vastly different from the detailed criteria that are now required for

membership of NZAC. NZAC has attempted to create an organisation whose members

operate ethically and professionally, where membership indicates to clients and the public

appropriate standards of probity and accountability. This gives NZAC and its members

professional credibility against those who call themselves counsellors, but are not

members of any professional organisation. This change reflects the increased
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professionalisation of counselling in the 1990s and is examined in some detail in section

8.4.

The chapter provides a brief overview and critique of the NZAC School Counsellor

Appointments Kit for Boards of Trustees in section 8.5. The kit describes the possible

extent of the job and criteria for the appropriate sort of person to be employed as a

counsellor. In the absence of any Ministry of Education job description, this kit provides

schools with guidelines for both job and person descriptions, as well as copies of the

Association's Code of Ethics, Code of Supervision and guidelines for Training of School

Counsellors.

The relationship between the profession and the state is discussed in nro sections. It is

discussed in general terms in section 8.2, but more closely in section 8.6, which

elaborates on the professional standards that the state now set for school counsellors. The

profession itself sets its own criteria for what it considers adequate for being a

professional counsellor, but school counsellors are also subject to professional standards

set by the state as their employer. The Ministry of Education also establishes standards of
accountability through a set of professional standards that school counsellors are

expected to reach and uphold. These are summarised in section 8.6. Significantly, the

Ministry both recognises and refers to the professional standards set by NZAC. In this

manner the link between state regulation and professional self-regulation is established -
that is legal constraints are established through the collective employment contract that

sets salary levels, conditions of work and performance standards. Thus, what could be

considered a fairly integrated consistent loop has been established with NZAC gaining

considerable formal credence as a'professional'body in the process.
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8.2 Establishing counselling as a profession

Foucault (1982) commented on the 'disciplining' of European society since the 186

century by playing on the double meaning of 'discipline'. He referred to 'blocks' of
'disciplines' in which 'the adjusfirent of abilities, the resources of communication, and

power relations constitute regulated and concerted systems', citing the example of an

educational institution (Foucault, 1982: 218). He argued that it was not that society had

become increasingly obedient, nor that society had set up disciplinary institutions such as

barracks, schools or prisons, but rather that an increasingly invigilated process of
adjustment had been developed. 'More and more, rational and economic relations have

been set up between productive activities, resources of communication, and the play of
power relations' (Foucault, 1982: 2I9). Foucault wurs referring to disciplinary

mechanisms that developed within disciplinary institutions (Smart, 1985). These

mechanisms provide procedures or techniques that enable disciplinary power to be

achieved by both training and coercing individual and collective bodies, and involves the

following three instruments: thierarchical observation, normalizing judgement and the

examination' (Smart, 1985: 85). It was as an effect of one of the instruments of the

disciplinary technology of power -- the examination - that the 'psy' sciences emerged in

the late 19b, but especially in the 20e century (Rose, 1989; 1998; Smart, 1985). The

examination observed individuals and, in turn, produced a compilation of written reports,

files, and registers that enabled populations to be documented, desuibed, analysed and

classified:

It is with such developments, the procedures of writing and registration, the

mechanisms of examination, and the formation of mechanisms of disciplinary

power exercised over the body of individuals that Foucault identified the fint

signs of the bkth of the sciences of man. Finally the examination, through the

constitution of a field of visibility and the collation of documentary records,

rendered each individual as a 'case' in marked contrast to regimes of sovereign

power in which only the celebrated and noble were'individualized' in chronicles

and fables. The collation of records and files on ordinary people represented a
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lowering of the threshold of description and the constnrction of a new modality of
power (Smart, 1985: 87).

For Foucault, this constituted 'the individual as effect and object of power as effect and

object of knowledge' (Foucault, 1980a: 192).

It was as one of the 'psy' sciences that counselling evolved in the 20e century (see

Chapter 2.6). What constitutes a profession has by no means remained static over time or

place. Occupations considered to be professional vary from one country to another, with

some applying the term more broadly than others. Some professions (Abbott, 1988) have

maintained a place (medicine, law, architectue) whilst others have been added (e.g.

dentists, veterinarians, accountants), and others have become de-professionalised and

even disappeared (e.g. railroad surgeons, psychological mediums, gynaecological

neurology). By the l8s century, professions such as medicine, law and the clergy, held

jurisdiction over health, justice and the soul, respectively. These few professions were

expanded in a way that largely reflected the concerns of the relevant age. The Industrial

Age added accountants, bankers, engineers whilst the late 19ft and 206 century, under the

influence of the 'welfare state', witnessed the growth of teaching, academia" scientists,

psychiatrists, psychologists, psychotherapists, counsellors and social workers. The

'market' economies of the late 206 century have seen the rise of enterprise, marketing,

and financial professionals, and all those associated with information technology.

Issues of professionalisation hinge on claims for counselling and, by extension, school

counselling to be a profession (Feit & Lloyd, 1990). Certainly practitioners involved in

the field consider themselves to be professionals and to act professionally, but how does

this stack up with accepted notions of what constitutes a profession? Do counsellors

actually attain and not just claim professional status? Although there is no complete

consensus in defining the attributes of a 'profession', there do seem to be a group of

characteristics that distinguishes professions fr om other occupations.
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There are a cluster of feahues which, when applied together, provide distinguishing

criteria of what is common to most professions (Abbott, 1988; Caplow, 1966; Euioni,

1969; Vollmer, 1966). First, in contemporary Westem society, professionalism requires

an appropriate formal tertiary level of education as a minimum standard for entry. This is

often in the form of a general undergraduate degree, which is followed by specific

professional naining, usually at post-graduate level. Secon4 in some instances enhry to a

profession is restricted by govenrment regulation and/or by a professional organisation.

Thfud, professionalism demands the development of an esoteric body of knowledge,

theory and skills over which professionals have a monopoly. A monopoly in this instance

does not imply that there are not overlaps nor instances of shared skills and knowledge

and expertise, but that there are some aspects that are separate and distinctive in how

these are applied or operate for a separate profession. Fourth, there is autonomy and self-

regulation regarding the terms and conditions of practice that may or may not be

modified by state or legal regulations. Fifth, a professional organisation or association

develops with a form of collegial authority that devises and upholds a code of ethics, and

a complaints procedure that is in many ways specific to that profession. In this respect it

can act to discipline members who breach the required codes of ethics and of practice.

Sixth, a profession upholds a commitment to a service ideal. An underlying theme is that

the relationship between the professional and the client is based on trust a sense of moral

responsibility and the ideal of serving the interests of the professional community and

society as a whole rather than the self-interests of the individual. Seventh, a particular

orientation to the profession's clients, that often occurs within the framework of a

collegial organisation or association, prohibits competition within and withstands

challenges to it from outside the profession, all the while aiming to protect both clients

and members. All of these features emphasise the special nature of professional

power/lcnowledge.

Counselling in the USA, Britain and New Zealand largely fits this description. Judi

Miller (1994) zuggested that counselling in New Zealand had achieved tbree of the four

steps that Caplow (1966) had listed: fust, forming a professional association; second,

changing the association's name to differentiate it from lower status occupations; thfud,
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promulgating a code of ethics. Caplow's fourth step, political lobbying for legislation

involving accreditation and credentialing to protect the association, began with NZAC's
ratification in l99l of a process for accreditation of members. Some debate ensued in

NUC Newsletter about accreditation, with Hans Everts taking a position in favour and

Bob Manthei in opposition @verts, 1987; Manthei, 1989). The first six members to

achieve this status did so in 1994, but to date there has been little interest from members,

with only a handful taking up this process. With the extensive revamp of the membership

process from 1997 onwards, and with ACC recognising the professional status of NZAC

members, the need for accreditation became subsumed under the new membership

procedures which themselves constifute a form of accreditation.

One way in which professional standards are set and maintained for many professions is

by setting criteria for a practising certificate that is renewed at regular intervals. The

NZAC Membership Committee had been asked to explore this possibility in 1998, but in

the light of the huge amount of work that was already involved with the new membership

criteria and the need for a supervisor's report for renewal of membership, not to mention

some objections from members, the idea of re-assessing members was dropped (see

I'\7AC Newsletter, 1998, 18, no.4). To date, political moves to legislate to either protect

the name, 'counsellor' or to require credentialing have not been a focus for the

Association. What they have focussed on in the political arena has been ensuring that

counselling discourse in general and guidance counselling discourse in particular is

rendered visible (see NZAC Newsletters).

Certification sets minimal standards of effectiveness. Once one has passed exams in the

requisite knowledge and is granted the appropriate certificatiou to practice, all that can be

implied is that the person has passed the minimum criteria for entry to the profession. It
may well be that they have superior skills and abilities, but this is not able to be

determined through certification. It then becomes left to an employer or a client to

ascertain more about the person's abilities. Employers do this by observation and through

referees' reports, whilst clients are usually left with only the option of word-of-mouth

from other clients or the recommendation of another professional e.g. a referral from a
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GP to a specialist. Proponents of certification often zuggest or assume that the knowledge

acquired for achieving certification equates with adequate performance, when this can

clearly be demonstrated to be incorrect. Therefore, any effective certification model must

include performance standards in its criteria. Just how this is to be done is open to

question, since measurement itself poses problems. Knowledge components can uzually

be assessed via some sort of tests, whereas performance components require on the job

observations. In applying for certification, ffainees should be allowed more than one

chance to reach this. For counselling, trainees need to ascertain their own readiness in

applylng for certification, by checking against the required criteria and by consulting with

their tainers (for debate on certification, see Everts 1987; Manthei, 1989).

It is not mandatory for a counsellor or a school counsellor to belong to a professional

counselling organisation like NZAC, but those who do have to reach its set of
professional standards as set out in its membership criteria (see section 8.4). NZAC's

membership requires formal training or an equivalent; upholding the Code of Ethics;

adhering to the ideals of service to clients; counsellors are autonomous and self-regulate

the terms and conditions under which they practice within the bounds of their Code of
Ethics and their work-place; the complairrts procedure and requirements for retaining

membership form part of self-regulation and collegial authority (see section 8.4). The

contentious aspect is the notion of a monopoly over the body of knowledge, theory and

skills. Counsellors cannot pretend to this. Unlike law, medicine or architecnue for

example, the body of knowledge that counsellors use is also used to a greater or lesser

extent by psychotherapists, psychologists, social workers and others in the human

services areas, many of whom consider that they'counsel' clients. This chapter exanines

aspects of professionalisation of counselling within its professional organisation. It is

limited to this and does not attempt any discussion of the well-documented field of the

body of knowledge of the profession.

Government regulation has frequently been formulated to ensure that the practitioners of

certain professions were both suitably qualified and competent, because their field

involved specialised personal services dealing with public health, safety and well being.
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In addition to extemal regulation, professions have also traditionally bean granted the

privilege of self-regulationn based on expectations that mernbers would abide by a set of
professional standards of competence and a code of ethics to ensure the protection of the

public. The state has often defined fraining and registration procedures and awarded these

professional privileges by acts of parliament, that have in turn limited who could

legitimately call themselves the relevant professional n,une (e.g. doctor, lawyer,

psychologist, nurse, real estate agent, motor vehicle salesperson). It is noteworthy that

neither teachers nor counsellors are in this category. One could postulate that they were

above reproach, but it is argued that they were not seen ,rs requiring official regulation

since their activities were already very much regulated by the Deparfinent of Education

and its inspectors; subsequently by the Ministry of Education and ERO; and by the

hierarchy of school administation -- HoDs and principals. The only aspect of regulation

applytng to teachers and to school counsellors was the requirement that Boards employ

registered teachers. The onus was significantly on the Board, which could be fined for

employing non-registered teachers, not on the teachers themselves. Despite being a

strong professional organisation that was often seen as a union, the PPTA has only a

voluntary Code of Ethics. There is still no code of ethics to which teachers must adhere.

It was only in the late 1990s that professional standards for teachers became a required

practice as part of appraisal systemsn finally becoming part of the employment contract

only in 1999 (see Chapter 6.9).

The extent of state regulation reflects firstly a concern that unless the activities of a

selected group of occupations is controlled, the public are likely to be at risk of
unacceptable practices, and secondly, it reflects the way society sees the role of the state.

A leftist welfare state is often positioned as one that strongly values state regulation and

control, whereas a neoliberal state is positioned as being more concerned with limiting

the power of interest groups and professions through deregulation and decentralised

control (see Chapters 5 and 6). In the neoliberal environment of the last 10 years there

has been little enactment to further regulate occupations. The Education Act, 1989, might

be considered such a regulation because it deals with the Teacher Registation Board but

it deals primarily with school administration procedures.
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Professioual groups that have been zubject to govemment regulation have commonly

achieved high levels of very secure remuneration through being able to control both the

supply of its professionals and competition between them (doctors, lawyers, dentists,

accountants). The intent to protect the public has resulted in professional self-interest

being enabled and endorsed. At times conflict between these two forces has emerged (for

example recent criticisms of the Medical Council). In the present era with a far better

educated public, raditional structures, regulations and privilege have been challenged.

Restraints on competition are believed to lead to a lack of innovation, inzufficient

information for clients and excessive costs for services, all amidst accusations of

professionals promoting their own interests ahead of the public good. Clients are

nowadays often less willing to defer without questioning the professional and are far

more prepared to complain or even seek legal redress when errors are made. As a result,

professional indemnity insurance has become a necessity for both professionals and their

employers. Neoliberal govemments have promoted competition through the reform and

limitation of restrictive practices in business and with trade unions, but have had little

success in dealing with restrictive professional practices, largely due to the power and

strength of professional associations.

As relative 'parvenus', counsellors have no legally constituted registation requirements

(except for school counsellors who are required to be registered as 'specialist teachers')

nor protection of the name of their profession. In the recent neoliberal climate that has

promoted competition and deregulation, there was little likelihood that legal registration

for counsellors would be easily enacted. It would probably take considerable clamour and

lobbying from many public bodies (possibly a 'moral panic'), plus evidence of highly

contentious, extremely unethical, unprofessional practice by counsellors, be they NZAC

members or not. It would not be sufficient for a professional organisation itself to

promote government regulation, for in neoliberal terms, they would likely be dismissed

as representing'self-interesf and'provider-capture'. NZAC has, whilst not urs yet pushing

the notion of registration, made it clear though that belonging to the Association really

counts for something in terms of professional identity. Part of this is that, whilst anyone
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oan call himself or herself a 'counsellor', only counsellors who are NZAC members can

identiff themselves by using the initials MNZAC after their name.

The importance of on-going professional development is clearly recognised by NZAC.

By insisting on this as part of upholding the Code of Ethics, the Association is attanpting

to deal with beliefs that the competence gap widens in the years after formal training

ends. It is sometimes asserted that the useful lifespan of the knowledge components of

formal vocational training is about five years. As knowledge shifu, expands, deepens and

broadens, and as counselling theories change, with some gaining or losing favow,

counsellors need to keep abreast of these and may need to develop new skills. They need

a systematic maintenance, improvement and broadening of knowledge, skills and

personal qualities that are not just a blanket openness to the new, but are also a critical

evaluation of these and of earlier theories. Experience is important because it enables a

counsellor to recognise what knowledge and skills are important for them to develop and

retain and to more effectively use both existing and new knowledge. This supports the

notion of lifelong education and training as an essential part of counsellor professional

identity. As yet NZAC does not spell out the hours or types of ongoing professional

development that are acceptable, but it does require a statement endorsed by the

counsellor's supenrisor as a condition for retaining membership.

8.3 The changing professional counselling organisation: NZCGA becomes NZAC

The professional body that currently represents the counselling profession, the New

Zealand Association of Counsellors (NZAC), grew out of an organisation set up by and

for mostly school guidance counsellors, the New Zealand Counselling and Guidance

Association (NZCGA). Hermansson (1999) and Wadsworth (1999) detail the antecedents

to this organisation in the form of informal groups in the main centres, the Auckland

School Counsellors Association (1967-74) and a National Association of School

Counsellors, initiated by Bemie Flowers in 1970. Ted Wadsworth (NZCGA initial,

interim President) was a prime mover in both the Auckland and National Associations,
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and was heavily involved in promoting the cause of guidance counsellors at national

leveler. Through the Navsletter be invited all 108 guidance counsellors, convening the

inaugrual meeting and conference that aimed 'to establish a National Association of

Guidance (or Student) Counsellors' (Hermansson, 1999 14). This coincided with the

setting up of New Zealand's second university-based counselling colrse at Massey

University and resulted in NZCGA being inaugurated on I September L974 at a

conference of about 56 people, 40 of whom were school guidance counsellors. The

conference presentations (see NZCGA, 1974) included: 'Is there a time for being

professional? (Ted Wadsworth); 'The counsellor's role in a changing system of education'

(Peter Boag); 'Towards a responsible humanism: counselling in the post-Rogerian era'

@r. Alan Webster); 'The community helps itself (Felix Donnelly); and 'Ancillary and

supporting services in guidance' (John Pankhurst). The attendees comprised: 'school

counsellors, cfieers advisors, guidance teachers, vocational guidnnce officers,

psychologists, social workers and counsellor educators' (Miller, 1996:37). Whilst the

gathering was to examine and share counselling issues, experiences and resources of
those already working in this area (Herrnansson, 1999, Miller,1996), the aim of NZCGA

was 'to promote within the New Zealand community effective counselling and guidance

services' (Hermansson, 1999: 18). Such an emphasis on effectiveness is significant for

the professionalisation of the Association, both then and now.

Objects of NZCGA (1977 Constitution)

a) to promote effective counselling and gurdance services in educational institutions

and related services;

to assist clients to obtain services adequate to their needs;

to develop common policies on counselling and guidance issues and to transmit

these to the public, to the Govemment, and to other appropriate authorities;

tt Ted Wadsworth was a member of the l97l Education Departnent Working Party, Guidance in
Secondary Schools: served on the Johnson Committee (1979); chaired the PPTA Guidance Counsellors
Advisory Committee; published articles in PPTA Journal, M Social Worker and elsewhere; and started the
Newsletter which was the forerunner to NZCGA and NZAC Newsleuersi was a school counsellor and
university lecturer in counseliing at Massey and then inaugruated the Waikato course.

b)

c)
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to ensure the establishment of professional standards, to promote satisfactory

conditions of employment and to protect the interests and public standards of
counselling and guidance personnel;

to provide a forum for members to discuss matters of common concern;

to promote an adequate level of training and supervision;

to publish such joumals, monographs and other publications as the National

Executive shall from time to time decide;

to affiliate with national and international organisations of counselling and

guidance (NZCGA Constitution 1,977, cited in Hermansson,1999:34).

T\e 1977 Objects of NZCGA reflected its place as a new Association and profession

cenfred in schools. That effectiveness, professional standards, faining and zupervision

were considered important right from the beginning is apparent from these objectives.

Essentially, apart from extending the focus to encompass counselling beyond the

educational setting, removing references to 'guidance' and adding the last clause related

to equity and social justice, the present-day NZAC displays a clear link to the past and

does all that the original constitution describes:

Objects of NZAC (1995 Constitution)

a) to promote effective counselling services;

b) to assist clients to obtain services adequate to their needs;

c) to develop common policies on counselling and guidance issues and to transmit

comment on these issues to the public, to the Government, and to other appropriate

authorities;

d) to ensure the establishment of professional standards, to promote satisfactory

conditions of employment and to protect the interests and public standards of

counselling and guidance personnel;

e) to provide a forum for members to discuss matters of common concem;

f) to promote an adequate level of training and supervision;

g) to publish such journals, monographs and other publications as the National

Executive shall from time to time decide:

d)

e)

D

s)

h)
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h) to affiliate with national and intemational organisations of counselling;

i) to express tbrough its activities and resource allocations a stong commifinent to

reduce social disadvantages resulting from differences of race, gender, class,

religion, sexual orientation and any confavention of Human Rights (I{ZAC

Handboolc" n.d, circa 1 995).

Despite the emphasis on school guidance counselling, some participants at the initial

l'974 NZCGA conference, particularly the university counsellor educators present, saw

the need for the main emphasis to be on the term 'counselling' rather than the specific

educational connotations of 'guidancene2. There was also an intention to appeal to a wider

membership than just school guidance counsellors, a foreshadowing of the 1990 changes.

Hence the Association's order of names, with 'counselling' preceding 'guidnnce' so that

counselling was ernphasised in the context of guidance rather than the reverse, which is

the more taditional order (Hermansson, 1999). The job title of 'guidance counsellor' is

an indication of the fairly directive nature of the job in the ealy years. In line with

current NZAC nomenclature, some schools now have replaced it with the title, 'school

counsellor', especially where other personnel have taken on the guidnnce aspects and

careers advice in large urban schools.

NZCGA communicated with and supported members via meetings, conferences,

workshops, newsletters and a professional journal, the NZCGA Journal that was re-

named the l/el? Zealand Journal of Counselling at AGM 1991, subsequent to the change

to NZAC in 1990. The Association's Newsletter has been a prime source of
communication, information and debate between National Executive and members.

Manthei (1991) contends that this mirrors current concerns and changes in the profession

P Guidance: Prior to the advent of the in-school service of guidance counselling, guidance comprised
extamural specialist support services for school studenb, centred on health, welfare, employment and
special education (e.g. school medical officers, diskict nurses, school dental nurses, visiting teachers,
welfare officers, social workers, vocational guidance counsellors, educational psychologists). Within
schools it embraced notions of pastoral care, with teachers getting to know students as individuals and
being aware of educational, social, and personal difficulties they may be having (Winterboura, 1974; Smau
1981). According to Winterboum, British influences (especially Cyril Burt & the National Institute of
Industrial Psychology) and US vocational guidance emphases were all influential il how guidance evolved
in New Zealand schools. There was no forrnal advice or consultafion, but their writings and ideas wer€ to a
certain extent adopted by New Zealand, which in time developed its own distinctive systems.
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and these are explored in research that Miller (1996) undertook. As part of the

professionalisation process, the Newsletter has been used to explain and legitimate the

identity of the Association. NZCGA successfully claimed recognition from the

Departrnent of Education as the representative organisation of guidance and counselling

personnel, demanding representation at forums discussing the funre of guidance and

counselling (NZCGA Newsletter, 1980) and in time, NZAC gained similar recognition

(see section 8.6). In this capacity, NZCGA commented on selection of and standards of
training for school and vocational guidance counsellors, providing guidelines of broad

principles rather than definitive policies for approved training courses. This was to

remain so until the 1997 setting up of NZAC's Training Approval Group (see next

section). NZCGA lobbied PPTA and Government, such that the 1987 president, Murray

Woodfield considered that NZCGA was partly responsible for the 'tagged'PR2 position

for school guidance counsellors within the school staffing formula (Miller, 1996: 40).

According to Miller (1996), the Association's role of support established jurisdiction over

guidance counsellors and was subsequently extended to counsellors in other contexts.

In an NZCGA Newsletter in 1989, Hermansson argued the case for NZCGA becoming an

organisation for counsellors in various contexts. Including those outside the education

sector would reflect the expansion of counselling and the burgeoning number of
counsellors in New Zealand.In the process, he recommended that'a Dnme change to one

that concentates on counselling will be the basis for meeting these needs' (Hermansson,

1989: 15). There was general assent and no obvious dissent, but the opportunity for

widespread consuitation did not really occur. Apart from indications of intent in the 1989

Newsletter and Hermansson's article in Small & Ambrose's 1989 book, this change

occurred parficularly quickly, the next year. After considerable discussion at the 1990

AGM, the motion to change the Association's name whilst removing 'guidance' from

both the objectives and criteria for membership was carried (Hermansson 1999).

The name change, in de-emphasising 'guidance' as a tenn more specifically related to

schools, and the term 'counselling' as a more generic term, enabled the Association the

chance to expand to potenfially encompass all counsellors. The New Zealand, Counselling
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and Guidance Association (NZCGA) became the New Zealand Association of
Counsellors (NZAC), reflecting the broader organisation that it was to rapidly become

(l,lL4C Newsletter, 1990). This move also reflected the strong influence and leadership

that university counsellor educators, especially Gary Hermansson and Bob Manthei, had

at most AGMs, where they frequently proposed motions. They often seemed to be aware

of the implications for the future of various issues, which considering their place in

universities and an awareness that they would be expected to have of the political climate

and policy implications, should not be surprising. They must also have been aware of
policy implications on their livelihoods, especially if school counselling was only ever

likely to have finite numbers, whereas counsellors in other contexts provided a large

potential training market.

No one realised quite how momentous the change would be, certainly not in terms of the

rapid exponential increase in membership numbers and the problems in terms of the

ftmge of fraining that many prospective members were then claiming as adequate for

membership. Many seemed to have accumulated their training in a very ad hoc manner, a

cobbling together of bits of training from workshops and brief conrses. Hence, the very

serious concems about professional standards and criteria for membership arose that

resulted in considerable changes in the late 1990s (as detailed in the next section).

The features of the constitutive elements of the professional counselling organisation"

NZAC, exhibit long-held concerns about counsellor effectiveness and accor:ntability, and

also demarcation issues whereby counselling attempts to establish itself as a profession in

its own right, distinct from psychologists, social workers and others in the helping area:

Counselling has always struggled to differentiate itself from other fonns of

helping and more recently to establish itself as a profession, rather than an activity

undertaken by a range of professional groups. This struggle is evident overseas, as

well as within New Zealand (Webb, 1998: l2).
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The late 1990s witressed an increase in membership numbers from diverse sectors of
counselling. Alongside this came increased concern about issues of professionalism,

client safety, credentialing and accountability within NZAC, which impacted on the

accountability and effectiveness of school counselling. According to Miller (1996), much

of this was driven by the needs of the increasing number of members in private practice

who, unlike the salaried school counsellors, obtained a proportion of their income from

ACC (Accident Compensation Commission) funding of personal rnjury or sexual abuse

counselling. ACC funded counselling was first available in 1988 and regulations wsre

subsequently tightened to require counsellors that were fi:nded by ACC to be registered

with an ACC Counsellors' Approval Comminee. Approval criteria for ACC included

belonging to a recognised professional Association, therefore many counsellors who did

not belong to such a body joined NZAC (NZAC Newsletter, 1992). This, in turn, pushed

the Association to focus on a discourse of increased professionalisation, credibility,

accountability, and quality conhol issues in updating the Code of Ethics and through

increasingly stringent membership criteria, especially from 1997, as outlined later. ACC

therefore had a major impact on the Association.

NZAC has consistently shown its concems with professional standards and accountability

for all counsellors through developing a wide range of systems and policies. These

include, fust, a Code of Ethics. Second, if the Code of Ethics is breached it may result in

the member being subject to a complaints procedure that is monitored by an Ethics

Committee and may result in the member being disciplined. Third, a Code of Supervision

requires regular, fortnightly supervision for full-time cor:nsellors. Fourth, strict

membership criteria, administered by a Membership Committee, have applied since

1997. Apart from special circumstances, it requires members to have been trained in

theory, skills and practice at approved tertiary level courses. Only members can use the

initials MNZAC (see section 7.4). Fifth, a Training Approval Working Group has been

established to ascertain which of the plethora of taining courses reach standards that are

acceptable for participants to attain NZAC membership (see 7.4). Sixth, there is the

recogniliea of supervisors who are acceptable to NZAC. Seventh, an Accreditation

Committee monitors accreditation criteria for members who display advanced
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counselling skills, and are signified by the initials AMNZAC. Eighth, for continued

acceptance as a member, existing members are required to provide an annual supervisor's

report outlining the amount and type of supenrision and professional development

rurdertaken - both of these are ethical requirements. Ninth, there is policy on the role of

school counsellors in relation to the national education and administration goals and

guidelines and an appointments kit for schools which includes a sample job description,

penion specification, fraining requirements, and supervision (see section 8.5).

Despite these changes they form a kind of 'filling in the gaps' exercise in terms of

systems, because the Objects of the Association (as listed earlier) have changed very little

since at least 1988, with effective service to clients holding pride of place (Webb, 1998).

NZAC does have a part to play in encouraglng appropriate working conditions for

counsellors, but not in a union-type sense with negotiation and bargaining. It certainly

lobbies the Ministry of Education, PPTA, agencies, and ACC on behalf of counsellors so

that they have conditions that are as conducive as possible to act ethically, safely and

professionally.

Whilst not all school counsellors are members of NZAC, those who are have to fuIfil the

same criteria to become and remain members as non-school counsellors. Like any other

member, school counsellors are able to become 'recognised supervisors' after fulfilling

criteria that includes specific taining and experietrce as supervisors. They can similarly

become accredited members of NZAC after belongtng to the Association for two years,

counselling for at least five years and providing further evidence of competence in their

practising skills.

The numbers of school counsellors reached around 400 in 1990. By 1995 overall

membership totalled 1544, with 400 (25%\ school counsellors, 530 (30%) in private

practice (NZAC Annual Report, 1994-95). By late 1996 there were approximately 1800

and by 2000 there are over 2000 members, but the number of school counsellors

remained much the same, around 400.e3 Instead of the professional Association being one

e3 Figures obtained from the NZAC Executive Officer, James Shepberd
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of and for mainly school counsellors, they were now in the minority. To date, despite this

they still play a major role as offrcers at branch and at national level and have zupport

groups in several branches. To ensure representation, there is a specific school

counselling portfolio on the National Executive amongst other portfolios.

8.4 setting professional criteria: becoming a member of NZCGA & NzAc

The process for becoming a member of NZCGA, and now of NZAC, is discussed at some

length in this section because setting the criteria for membership of a professional

organisation forms a key component of professional identity. Important changes have

occurred in tandem with increased demands for professionalisation in the new

counselling organisation. As a result, some tensions have been expressed about the power

relations between the National Executive and members, with something of an 'us and

them'attitude being displayed at times at the 1999 AGM. These tensions have been aired

in George Sweet's 'Mad Hatter' column in the NZAC Newsletter. Like many

organisations, as the NZAC becomes larger and more professionalised, it risks becoming

more bureaucratic, with some members perceiving a distance between themselves and

those holding power as office-holders of the Association. This chapter discusses some of
the committees and working groups of the Association and the processes that have dealt

with membership. Criticism of the changes has also been included - criticism that is

oriented and informed by Foucauldian notions. What is not spelled out in these criticisms

is just how powerful NZAC has become and how this is bound up with a form of
govemmentality that uses its power/knowledge in a system of surveillance of members.

Requirements for membership of NZAC have changed as the Association has changed.

Yet there ire some clear similarities that remain when a comparison is made between the

criteria of 1977 and 1998. The membership criteria that were formalised as part of the

initial 1977 Constinrtion were as follows:
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b)

c)

persons who are, to the satisfaction of the National Executive Committee,

engaged for 12 hours or more per week in the area of connselling and/or

guidance in an educational institution or related service;

persons who are engaged in or who have satisfactorily completed a course

of full-time professional training in the area of counselling and guidance;

persons who are invited to become members by resolution of the National

Executive Committee (NZCGA Constitution 1977, cited in Hermansson, 1999:

3+35).

In the NZCGA era, the only formal counselling fraining was at post-graduate university

level and only for trained teachers appointed as guidance counsellors or vocational

guidance counsellors. Once the Association became NZAC, with membership open and

available to counsellors from other than the education sector, the tlpe of taining was no

longer a given. Counsellors who were in private practice or in agencies other tlan

education may or may not have received training from various sources and have built up

a high level of skills over many years in practice. The difficulties that the membership

committee faced in sorting and ascertaining the content of naining, theory, and bi-cultural

awareness in the flood of applications in the mid 1990s raised many concems. It was

from these concems and other criticisms that more stringent criteria for membenhip, that

are outlined in the following parts of this section, came into existence.

The late 1990s saw changes in criteria for both new and on-going membership of NZAC.

The former were huge, the latter more in terms of evidence than of changed substance.

Such changes were prompted from concern expressed in many quarters. These concems

were about accountability, the quality and effectiveness of counselling, client safety, the

quality of the vastly increased number of counselling taining providers and about

increasing and settrng clear ethical standards for NZAC membership in the increasingly

de-regulated and competitive, neoliberal environment. In her annual report after four

years as Convenor of the Ethics Comminee, fielding complaints that clients had made,

Janet lnvin voiced her concern at the quality of counselling by some members and non-

members:

a)
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... there are some preffy appalling things happening out there in the uame of

counselling, and some of them are being perpetrated by our own members. This

has strong implications for the proposed changes we are making to membership

criteria, and to our increasing emphasis on competent, effective supewision. I

believe that our professional integrity is on the line, and that we must act now to

strengthen our Association in these areas (Irwin, 1997:33).

Considering that counselling occurs in a private setting where a relationship with the

client is central to the work undertaken, Webb (1998:13) argues that 'counselling can

only ever be safe in the hands of a self-regulating autonomous professional.'

To deal with the huge increase in membership applications and the complexity of

assessing these and to provide consistency and continulty, a Membership Approval

Committee of eight members including a National Executive member iui convenor 
q 

lJim

Halliday) based in Auckland, was set up. It began informally in 1995 to assist the

National Executive member responsible for membership, but was ratified at the 1997

AGM. Their role was to assess applications for membership and make policy

recommendations to National Executive.

In the September 1996 Newslefier, President Carol Mawhinney (later White), clarified

changes to membership following the 1996 AGM (I,tZllC Navsletter,lT, (l): 6). Prior to

the July 1996 AGM, people who for some reason did not meet the criteria to be a

Member were called Applicant members. After July 1996, Applicant members were

required to fulfil membership within a reasonable time or their application would cease

and they could be required to provide evidence of their progress towards this. Individuals

and groups which had previously been enritled to be 'affiliated' would cease on January

31, 1997,'this means that all applications which do not meet all the criteria for Member

status will be categorised as either an Applicant or a Subscriber' (NZAC Newsletter,1996

s Membership Committee: Jim Halliday - Convenor, Dorothy McCarrison, Tina Besley, Tania Cargo,
Carole Carr-Vickers, Jenny Goddard Stefan Hunt, Peter McMillan.
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17, (l): 6). To further complicate the siruation, a stop press notice appeared in the

Newsletter and letters were sent to people affected by the moratorium who were still able

to become subscribers:e5

All applications for membership will be placed on hold until new criteria for

membership are agreed upon. A hold will also be put on processing current

upgrade applications (NZAC Navsletter,1996,17, (l): 6).

Needless to say there were some disgnrntled membership candidates.

A number of members had been expressing concern about the current process for

approving and retaining membership, and about ongoing supervision of existing

members. This resulted in three initiativEs:

1. A processfor retaining membership - a supervisor's report form outlining professional

development and supervision details, signed by the supervisor was to be completed on

payment of annual membership subscription (NZAC Nqvsletter, 1997, 18 (1): 40). This

did not become mandatory until 1998.

2. The formation of a Membership Working Partye6 after the 1996 AGM (NZAC

Newsletter. Vol. 17 (l): 6). Jim Halliday noted that it'developed its recommendations by

building on the assumption that all members want to be recognised as safe and competent

practitioners and that membership of our Association indicates acceptable standards of

safety and competence' (Halliday, 1997:26). Only Members uue entitled to use the initials

MNZAC after their names because it is important to make it clear that being a member

really stands for something.

3. The Traini,ng Approval Working Groupe1 lggT (NZAC Newsletter,1997, 18, 4), with

Carol White as Convenor, was set up to spread the representation and assist the

overburdened Membership Committee; to communicate and negotiate between haining

e5 Different categories of member and non-members of NZAC are described later in section 7.4.
- Membenhip Working Party (1996): comprised Dorothy McCarrison (Convenor), Jim Halliday (National
E_xecutive), Peter McMillan and Carole Carr-Vickers (NZ4C Newsletter, 1996, L7 (2):3).
v/ lsaining Approval Working Group, set up in late 1997 comprised members from Auckland and Dunedin:
Carol White - Convenor, Janet Irwin, Julie Thomas, Liz Price, Maureen Bretherto& Ada Crowe (I{7-A.C

Nattsletter, 1998, 18, 4).
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providers and the Membership Committee; and to provide accurate information to
counsellor tainees about the status sf 6aining progriunmes with NZAC. It is imporrant to
note that there is no formal connection between NZQA course approval and NZAC
approval nor any record of discussions with NZQA about taining course approval.
NZAC does however, have representation on the Industry Training Organisation (n'O),
Te Kaiawhina Ahumahi,es for developing unit standards in counselling. Although
negotiating for NZQA cowse approval to be in line with NZAC requirements may well
have saved the Association a lot of time and effort, it seems that the reluctance to take
this direction was largely to do with issues of autonomy, although it may also have been
influenced by the university educators reflecting the negative position towards NZeA
that universities held at the time. NZAC has been keen to maintain its professional
autonomy and its own distinct taining criteria for membership of the Association:

Its task is to develop a process whereby counsellor training progmrnmeslcourses

offered throughout New Zealand can be assessed against the training requirements

for membership of NZAC. Programmes which meet the standards as set down
will be glven the status of "an approved training programme, (NZAC Newsletter,
1999, 19 ( ): 38).

Following the Membership Working Party recommendations, National Executive, set out
the rationale that was the basis for new membership policies:

Membership criteria reflect NZAC's belief that counselling competence is
founded on the integration of theory and safe practice.

As an organisation NZAC believes that this is best achieved by completing a
coherent and comprehens ive couns el ling training pro gramme.

NZAC recognises that until recently such naining has not been accessible to all.
NZAC believes that continued membership is dependent on the maintenance of
professional standards.

l)

2)

3)

4)
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5) NZAC acknowledges responsibility for the development and promotion of
processes to achieve these objects. (NZAC Newsletter,1996,17 (2):7).

Remits for the changes in membership criteria were presented, debated and passed at the

Queenstown AGM 1997.In an article spelling out and commenting on these changes,
National Executive membeE Jim Halliday (Halliday , lggl), outlined the new criteria"
pointing out:

These new standards should help to raise the profile of counselling, and of the
Association, and consequently give more power to the Association when it moves
to act on the concems of individual Members or special interest groups (Halliday,
t997,26).

Halliday (1997) in discussing criteria for retaining membership reminded members that
counsellors in full-time work were expected to have forfirightly supervision (half of
which should be individual supervision) with a supervisor belonging to an appropriate
professional organisation. No definition of an appropriate organisation is provided but it
was expected to be an organisation with a Code of Ethics, a complaints procedure and
professional supervision closely related to those of counselling. Such an organisation, as

exemplified on the report form, might be: NZAC, NZ Association of psychotherapists

(NZAP)' NZ Association of Social Workers (NZASW), and NZ psychological Society
(NZPsychS). The supervisor's report provides evidence that the member is in regular
supervision and undertaking ongoing professional development, which are requkements
of the Code of Ethics, and the means of maintaining professional standards as part of
being professionally accountable to clients, colleagues and the public. This was endorsed

in subsequent newsletters: 'From 1998, all members will be required to submit a current
supervisor's report before membership will be renewed' (NZAC Newsletter,l997, lg (l):
3e).

Manthei (1997b) commented that whar was really required was a re-titled, ,Member,s

Supervision Report' form signed by the supervisor, verifying that the member has
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fulfilled their obligations under the Code of Ethics with regard to supervision and
professional development. He suggested. that in due course NZAC should provide
guidelines for activities and the hours required for the professional development

component. He, along with Enid Hardie (1997), reinforced the notion that while the
Complaints Procedure deals with serious issues of client safety, 'the onus should be on

Members, not NZAC or their supervisors, to ensure they are meeting the requirements of
the codes of Ethics and supervision'(Manthei, 1997b: l2). He noted that:

Questions about the quality (or standard) of acnral practice remain, but there is no

easy, effective or affordable way of policing or ensuring that NZAC will ever be

able to check up on every member each year to ensure that each is practising up to
some mythical standard of safety or that'professional standards are maintained.'It
will go broke trying to do so (Manthei, L99Tb: l2).

By late 1998, this requirement for retaining membership was commented on by Halliday
(1998)' who reassured members about who saw the forms and what was done with them.

They were stored with the executive Officer, retained for a year and only viewed by the

Membership Committee or National Executive if there was some controversy. The
Membership Committee intended to respond to retums that questioned or criticised the

process. He indicated that although there was no definite decision, in future the

information rnigbt be added to a Member's file.

The 1997 criteria were amended at the 1998 AGM as follows, with mostly changes and

clarification to the 'particular circumstances', which allows for membership for people

with informal instead of formal taining. This is a largely interim provision to permit

membership for people living at a distance from training centres, but especially for older,

experienced counsellors who have been in practice prior to the setting up of the plethora

of training courses that now exist.
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NZAC Membership Criteria, 1999

Member: The following shalr be eligible for membership

l. Through approved training. A person who:

o a person who has completed a cohesive and comprehensive counselling
training through a course approved by the Association, and

r has a record of bi-cultural learning and/or experience, including marae

experience, has sensitivity to teaty of waitangi issues, and can demonstare
an understanding of Tikanga Maori, and

I has completed a self-awareness and personal growth component includiug
counsellor as client and group therapeutic process, and

has completed face to face practice as a counsellor (400 hours), and

has submitted a recent satisfactory report from a supervisor acceptable to
NZAC who has been the candidate's supervisor for at least 6 months, aod

has had their suitability for membership confirmed in an interview by a panel

of Members on behalf of the Membership committee.

Notes: An approved training programme is of a minimum ooe-year full time
equivalence and integrates relevant cultural and social awareness and

sensitivity; theoretical knowledge; skills training; personal awareness;

professional practice; and practice supervisioo components. Of the 400 hrs of
counselling practice, a minimum of 100 hours is to be completed and

supervised during training and a minimum of 200 houn post-training. The
post-ffaining face-to-face counselling is to have been supewised for at least 20
(1 hour) sessions with a supervisor acceptable to NZAC.

2. Through particular circumstances. Aperson who:

is granted membership based on the person's particular circumstances and
presents with the qualities, knowledge, skills and experience of a candidate who
qualifies under (1) and

r has a record of bi-cultural learning and/or experience, including marae

experience, has sensitivity to treaty of Waitangi issues, and can demonstrate

an understanding of Tikanga Maori, and
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o has completed a self-awareness and personal gowth component including
counsellor as a client and group therapeutic process, and

r has a record of satisfactory face to face practice as a counsellor (400 hogrs),
and

o has submitted a recent satisfactory report from a supervisor acceptable to
NZAC who has been the candidate's supenrisor for at least 6 months

I has had their suitability for membership confirmed in an interview by a panel

of Members on behalf of the Membership committee.

Notes: This option is a vehicle for recognising personal developmsnt, learning
and experience from a variety of sources, including extensive supervised
counselling practice, which the candidate has been able to integrate to form their
own professional foundation for counselling work. The onus is on the candidate to
demonstrate that they have acquired in other ways, the awareness, theoretical

knowledge skills and experience normally found in an approved training
programme, achieved appropriate levels of competency and integrated different
solrces of learning. Detailed information and evidence must be provided.
3' Through special invitation. A person who is invited to become a member by

resolution of the National Executive.

Non-Member Categories

l. Applicants

Applicants are persons who are working towards Membership, ilre bound by the
NZAC Code of Ethics and are accountable to the Association. Applicant status
may be granted to persons who have completed or are enrolled in an NZAC
approved training progmmme. Applicant status may be gantd at a specific stage
in each training programme. The stage is decided for each training progmrnme

through consultation between NZAC and the fraining provider. Applicant status

may be held without review for 3 years. The thee year period for those who were
applicants at the period of the 1997 AGM will date from that meeting. At the end
of the three year period an Applicant will be required to report on progress
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towards Membership and to indicate a likely time frame for any lgrnnining

prognmune.

2. Subscribers:

Subscribers are persons or groups who have an interest and/or involvement in

counselling activities. Their subscription entitles them to receive all publications

of the Association (Hermansson, 1999, 156-158).

Pan of the changed criteria involved an interview at the final stage for the membership

candidate, at the discretion of the Membership Committee. This comprised a panel of

four people: two from the Membership Committee and two from the region where the

panel was sitting. To enable the latter to occur, nominations were called for from well-

established members with a form \lomination for a Position on a Regional Membership

Approval Interview Panel' in the June 1997 Newsletter (NZAC Nnvsletter,1997,18 (l):

4l). To reduce costs, in 1999 the composition of the panel changed to include one person

from the Membership Committee, two or three local representatives, with priority given

to one Maori representative.

Another change was the provision for Members to take temporary leave from active

membership of NZAC at tbe discretion of the Membership Committee. This was required

in the environment that saw superyisors' reports being a requirement to accompany

subscriptions to maintain on-going membership.

These changes were by no means without their critics (Manthei,1997a; 1997b; Sweet,

1997; Winslade, 1997) and correspondents in letters to the NZAC Neutslener Editor.

Manthei (1997a; 1997b) was concerned that NZAC's role should not be one of policing,

but that instead, members should be made aware of required standards and take

responsibility for their own ethically competenr practice. He was concemed that at a

burgeoning cost financially, NZAC was increasingly conrolling not only who qualifies

for membership but also how members practice counselling. This, he asserted, was

essentially in order for NZAC members to be accepted by outside agencies (e.g. ACC,

Family Court) as competent and therefore eligible for third-party firnding to work with
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clients. In this manner the Association was becoming an 'increasingly exclusionary,

guild-oriented organisation' (Manthei, 1997a:44) through more stringent and restictive

requirements for training, membership and supervision.

Manthei (1997a, 1997b) posed serious questions about the role of NZAC as an

organisation, its aims, philosophy, beliefs, form and stnrcture of 'what it is and whom it

represents' (Manthei, 1997b: 12). He problematised the issue, asking if this was about

setting standards or a form of surveillance or policing of members, pondering about the

difference between these. He criticised the changes as being piecemeal, passed by only

1% of the membership, being done without'questioning the practicality or desirability of

continuing to assume that it is NZAC's job to police individual members' behavioru and

professional practices' (Manthei, t997a: 44). But the changes were overwhelmingly

supported and passed at the 1997 AGM despite criticism that the actual numbers voting

reflected an extemely low proportion of the membership, and it was r:ndernocratic

(Manthei, 1997a; Sweet, 1997). These commentators have not acknowledged that the

proposals were sent as remits to all members, that several branches had conzultation

meetings about this issue and that members who could not attend were able to vote by

proxy. Such are the issues of democracy. Had the changes been totally anathema to the

membership, not only could proxy votes have defeated the proposed changes, they could

have been overturned at subsequent AGMs.

Contrary to Manthei's opinion, the changes were by no means piecemeal. They were in

fact quite sweeping. From the time of their initial proposal and adoption at the 1997

AGM (Halliday, 1997), apart from tightening up the wording and providing more detail

to bring the 'particular circumstances' pathway into line with membership 'through

approved taining' and the 200 hours of supervised counselling post-training they have

not been substantially altered to date (post 1999 AGN{). Relatively minor amendments at

subsequent AGMs dealt with applicants caught by the moratorium allowing them to

proceed under the criteria that applied at the time of their application; and writing a new

more detailed Appendix to the Constitution regarding membership criteria. This would
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appear to indicate that despite criticism, a stong body of members supported tle
changes.

John winslade (1997) expressed similar reservations about increased policing aud
surveillance of existing and new members, questioning whether or not the new criteria
were the best ways to improve professional standards. He posed some important
questions about the sources of perceived threats to these standards asking if they came
from: the increased membership; inadequate training progriunmes; territory iszues with
competing professions challenging the existing standards of counselling practice as a
meturs to justiff excluding counsellors; concem about the practice of some counselling
colleagues; clients receiving poor senrice from NZAC members; defending counselling
practice against powerful critics; or in response to NZQA requirements? In doing so,
winslade assumed that the moves for changes to membership criteria were simply
reactionary ones on the part of the Associafion, not pro-active measures. It would seem
though, despite a lack of particular documentation, that the changes resulted from
reactions to all of those questions and from the Association therefore deciding to take
action to deal with them, before any criticisms became too damaging for the Association.

He criticised the 'evaluative gaze' fwinslade 1997: 17) which focused on individuals
rather than on training progammes, as undermining and creating anxiety, believing that
'overall, processes that focus on the individuals serve to lower professional standards (by
generally undermining professional confidence) rather than to raise them, (Winslade
1997: 16)' But he provided no evidence or references to back up this Foucauldian
vieupoint' Further, he expressed serious concern about the nature of supendsion if the
supervisor is called on to provide an evaluation report to employing organisations (e.g.
ACC, schools) as a means of appraisal and accountability and suggested that asking
clients would be a better' more appropriate check on accountabllity. To maintain the
notion of supervision as a supportive, open, trusting, non-evaluative one, he noted that
many counsellors have already separated out clinical supervision from line management
supervision within their employing agencies. The danger in shifting power to supervisors
to act in an overseeing, evaluative, hierarchical, judgmental manner, is that counsellors
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will stop disclosing their vulnerabilities and difficulties and seeking help with these to

ensure client safety, but will instead present only their best work in zupendsion to

maintain the impression of competence. He asserted that it would be preferable to create

an affirming climate through the quality of experiences and programmes. Sweet (1997)

assumed that counsellors are generally on the political teft, so found it strange that they

would embrace the sort of training and membership criteria that he perceived to be an

adoption of righrwing, NZQA/Business Round Table values and economic model.

From a neoliberal, managerialist perspective, on the one hand" it could be argued that the

monitoring of membership and supervision that have emerged as new conditions for

belonging to NZAC are about accountability. Yet on the other han4 from a Foucauldian

perspective, they would be considered an example of policing or turning the gaze back on

its own profession, of the operation of a form of governmentality.

8.5 The NZAC school counsellor appointments kit - describing the job

After examining the criteria for membershrp of the professional counselling organisation,

NZAC, this section moves to examine NZAC's criteria that describe the job of school

counselling in its school counsellor appoinffnents kit.

As a way of assisting Boards of Trustees in appointing appropriately qualified school

counsellors who will perform to an acceptable professional and ethical standard, NZAC

have devised a School Counsellor Appointment Kife (NZAC, Igg5,2"d edition). The kit

comprises: an application form; a sample job description; a sample person specification;

fourteen possible interview questions; an NZAC counselling brochure and tbree

appendices from the NZAC Handbook - the Code of Ethics, Code of Supervision, and

Guidelines for the Training of Counsellors. As well, NZAC offers to provide an

experienced member to act as a consultant in the selection and appointment process. The

kit is sent to all schools that advertise guidance counsellor positions. Whilst it is apparent

s This version of the kit was sent to my school on l8 October 1999, for the Board to use in appointing a
relieving corrnsellor whilst I took up a Teachers Study Award. There had been talk about updating the kit
for the previous Zyeus, but it has not yet happened.
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that NZAC is concerned about professional standards, it could also be interpreted as

NZAC atternpting to influence who is appointed by BoTs. However, since there are no
Ministry of Education guidelines or job descriptions for the appointnent of counsellors,
in what could be criticised as an abrogation of their responsibilities, NZAC have rnade a

genuine attempt to fill the gap.

Apart from the usual sorts of personal information and statements in job applications, the

school counsellor application form indicates only something of the professional

counselling standards in its sections: both academic and professional qualifications and

tpining details are sought; work experience includes relevant full-time, part-time and

voluntary work; details of membership of counselling-related professional Associations

are asked for as are counselling supervision arrangements. More detail of what is or can

be expected lies in the job description that lists six primary objectives and seven key
taslcs. The primary objectives are:

1) To work with Senior Administration staff, Guidance Network and Form/Whanau

teachers to develop the present pastoral care system to meet the needs of both the
pupils and the school.

To offer counselling opportunities to students, staff and the students'

parents/caregivers if necessary.

To act as a resource person for staff, students and their parents/caregivers.

To assist with staff haining and development.

To liase with contibuting schools, training providers and relevant outside

agencres.

6) To act as an agent for positive change within the school community (School

Counsellor Appointment Kit, NZAC, lgg5,2nd edition: 4).

From this list, it is clear that pastoral care and counselling are of prime importance, but

exactly what items 3,4 and 5 are referring to is vague. They do not spell out that they

could or should be to do with counselling and guidance related matters. Item 6 would
seem to be laudable, but is completely open to interpretation and judgement calls on the

2)

3)

4)

5)
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part of the counsellor. As a result, it is argued that the list is in need of revision to be
more specific about the primary objectives for a guidance counsellor.

The seven key tasks: counselling, programme worlg vocational guidance and counselling;
transition education; administration; liaison; and professional development go firrther in
spelling out what is involved. What is interesting is that the list could be argued as being
somewhat dated (criticism as voiced at NZAC worlahops and consultation meetingslm
held in Auckland in 1997 to re-develop a policy statement about the role of school
counsellors in relation to the NEGs and NAGs). In the light of their deletion from current
counsellor education courses, it is somewhat surprising that vocational guidance and
counselling, transition education and possible involvement in administering standardised
testing are still included (see previous chapter). Counsellors in small schools may well be
involved in these areas, but in larger schools there is likely to be more of a division of
labour, with these tasks being assigned as separate jobs for different people. Considering
NZAC's concem for ethical behaviour and professional standards, what is alarming is that
the job description and primary objectives at no stage refer to confidentiality or to
supporting a Code of Ethics, although ethical behaviour as per the NZAC Code is implied
is in the section on professional development. This refers to maintaining regular,
preferably fortnightly supervision and relevant professional development. In fact there is
little specific detail on the how of counselhng at all, nor about belonging to a professional

Association and nothing about dealing with complaints of any sort.

Whilst this is only a samplejob description, counsellors in different schools are likely to
devise their own, emphasising just what they actually do, rather than some sort of broad
ideal. It seems that the time is ripe, following from the recent review of the policy on
school counsellor role, for the sample job description to be similarly revised and for the
statement on role to be included in the kit. Whilst is important to include the NZAC
Codes of Ethics and of Supervision, as separate documents they need to be incorporated

to some extent into the job description.

r@ At the time I was NZAC Auckland branch secretary and assisted in running such workshops and
meetings.
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The sample person description in the kit outlines a set of nine atfibutes that are ge,uerally

considered desirable for a school counsellor:

The appointee should:-

- possess a first degree or equivalent or be able to point to qr:alifications and/or
experience relevant to the position of school counsellor.

- be a trained teacher and have had some classroom experience preferably in
lsaghing adolescents.

- have undertaken some faining in the area of counselling and/or be motivated to
undertake further raining as appropriate.

- have an understanding of themselves that allows them to maintain a high level of
self-esteem, to accept their strengths and weaknesses, their successes and faihues.
They should be emotionally stable, self-confident, reliable, self-motivated,
resilient and tnrsting of others.

- be sensitive to the needs and feelings of others. This must include an

acknowledgement of and respect for differences stemming from culture, age,

disability and/or sexual orientation. Applicants should demonstrate a willingness
to understand the Treaty of Waitangi.

- have proven oral and written skills, an ability to communicate ideas clearly and

concisely, and have effective interpersonal communication skills particularly with
adolescents. They should also have a sense of humour.

- provide evidence that shelhe is accepted and respected by others and is able to
work effectively and constructively with them.

- have organisational skills to enable effective and flexible use of time and fulfil the

tasl<s of co-ordinator and facilitator.

- be able to play an active part in stafflschool affairs and contribute to managemenr

decision making (School Counsellor Appointment Kit, NZAC, 1995, 2nd edition:

6).
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That the person that NZAC endorses is suitable in this person specification, should be a
trained teacher with an academic degree or equivalent, continues the pre-requisite that
has existed for school counsellors many years, almost since the commencement The list
does however differ somewhat from the 15 criteria provided n 1964 for ApA and for the
first national taining coruse (Chapter 7.3). Again, although it does refer to being ,tnrsting

of others', but not of being tnrstworthy, and of showing 'an acknowledgement of a respect

for differences" rhis NZAC list does not talk about the counsellor maintaining ethical
behaviour, nor speciff what this is, professional standards or joining a professional
Association.

Despite including both the NzAc Code of Ethics and the Code of Supenrision, it is only
the requirement for supervision that is directly referred to in the job description. There is
no direct reference at all to the Code of Ethics of either NZAC or the Code of any
equivalent professional Association. It can only be assumed that the counsellor would
uphold these. It seems that in any revision of the Kit, that NZAC needs to spell out more
clearly why these two codes are important and why membership of a professional

Association is beneficial. It seems somewhat reticent in promoting its value and worth in
this manner.

8.6 How professional standards affect the identity of school ssunssning

The last section of this chapter examines the state's recent formulation of professional

standards that apply to school counsellors and NZAC's engagement with this. In the
1990s, the Government is no longer the prime employer of NZAC's members because the
enlarged Association no longer comprises mostly school counsellors. In responding to the
needs of its new membershiP, mffiy of whom are in private practice, NZAC's moves for
increased professionalisation and more accountability of its members has enabled it to
claim a strong professional profile and stafus for its members. It has been NZAC,
admittedly in response to third-party funder requirements, that has taken the lead in
setting the qualifications required for counselling as a profession, not the Governmen!
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nor the Ministry of Education, nor NZQA. kr this respec! school counsellors have
certainly benefited. They can justiff their position as being not only professionally
gualified and registered teachers, but also as being professional counsellors. Having
already examined how NZAC has set its own professional standards for counsellors, this
section proceeds to examine how the government has formulated its own set of
professional standards for school counsellors.

The Ministry of Education and schools, as the relevant bureaucracies that guidance
counsellors have to deal with, may well have divergent views about what they expect of
school counsellors. But, at this point in time, the Ministry seems to have their
requirements in line with those of NZAC, as eyidenced by the performance Management
System PMS 5 document (Ministry of Education, 1997) and its very general statement on
professional standards. This would appear to be a stong andorsement for the
professionalism and professionalisation procedures that NZAC has in place. It also
reflects lobbying by the Association to be heard and acknowledged, so that school
counsellors are not left invisible, but are located as 'specialist teachers' as they are

described in the PMS i documenr.

Professional standards are part of the neoliberal agenda introduced by Government under
the guise of increased accountability and improving the quality of teaching:

The professional standards have been introduced as part of the Govemment,s
strategy for developing and maintaining high quality teaching and leadership in
schools and improving learning outcomes for students (Ministry of Education,

1999a: 5).

In the late 1990s, the Minishry of Education, in consultation with ppTA and input from
NZ School Trustees Association and Te Puni Kokiri, developed some clear statements on
professional standards for all secondary teachers including guidance counsellors. These
stengthened the perfonnance management system that has been mandatory since 1997
(see Chapter 6 for details) by speci&ing three levels of accomplisbment and by
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identifring and addressing 'areas that need development in a positive and supportive
environment as part of the professional development cycle in schools' (Ministry of
Education, 1999a: 3). They now form part of the Secondary Teachers Collective
Employment Contract (STCEC) to which progressive salary payments on, and beyond
the basic scale, will be linked from 2000 onwards (Ministry of Education, 1999c). The
employer (principal) is required to attest that there has been an annual assessment of each
teachet's performance, measured against all the professional standards relevant for their
level (beginning, classroom and experienced classroom teachers and unit holders). This
has, for the first time, intoduced performance-based rewards to teaching (see Chapter 6).

In building on the earlier documentation of performance management systems,
professional standards now include the following components and can be incorporated
into ajob description:

a) professional standards - key knowledge, skills and attitudes that all teachers are

expected to demonstrate in carrying out their role(s).

performance objectives/expectations _ ourcomes

expected to achieve.

development objectives - planned improvements

professional development activities the teacher will
(Ministry of Education, 1999a: 4).

Professional standards for guidance counsellors receive a special, albeit brief mention,
and are grouped with RTLBs as 'unit holders', stating:

the appropriate standards are applied. in the context of their student casework.

the Secretary of Education's pMS 5 notice (November rggT) will apply for
reference (Ministry of Education, I 999a: I 0).

b)

c)

or results the teacher is

in performance, including

undertake to achieve these

a

o
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T\e PMS J referred to guidance counsellors as 'specialist teachers' and suggests ways of
appraising them with reference to NzAc code of Ethics and the use of supervision
reports (PMS 5 is discussed in Chapter 6).

The inqeasing emphasis on accountability through establishing professional standards
that monitor effectiveness reflects a change in the traditional notion of tnrst for
professionals' They are no longer to be tn:sted to do their work properly simply because
they are professionals, a trust based on the professional mystique and power. Trust still
exists, but now involves more transparency and openness on the part of the professional,
who can no longer so easily hide behind their power-knowledge. The professional
relationship nowadays involves a client who may be empowered to not only question the
professional about their qualifications and procedures, but who has access to a complaints
procedure' Allowance must be able to be made for the occasional genuine mistake as
distinct from negligence or incompetence. Yet it must be acknowledged that regardless,'
mistakes can have a devastating effect on the client. Unless a professional can prove that
they did everything in their capacity to ascertain the tue nature of a situation, their
ignorance and mistakes can result in criminal negligence in the worst-case scenario. It is
for this very eventuality that a whole industry has emerged around liability insurance.
Establishing boundaries of accountabilify is required and must be based on reasonable
and realistic expectations' or else it sets up a 'low tnrst' environment, which can be
counter-productive and de-professionalising.

Miller expressed concem that while focus on the professionalisation process .might lead
to better services for clients, and better taining of counsellors - in practice it appears to
be placing services for clients further from the focus of counselling, (Miller, 1994: l2).It
involved continual competition between and within occupational groups (Abbott, lggg;
as discussed in chapter 5.4). Miller argued that, first, an environment of continual
competition influenced the process where the requirements from third-party funders
(Acc, DSw, courts) had prayed. a major rore in defining counselling. second,
professionalisation was essentially about the protection of counsellors, interests. Despite
Miller's reservations about professionalisation, it has continued apace, with limited
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argument put forward to counter it (Winslade, 1997; Manthei, 1997a; l99Tb; Swee!
1997)' There has been a relatively silent assent that the process of professionalisation is
largely acceptable to members as a means of actually protecting client interests.

Yet despite the recent flurry of concern with professional standards within education,
school counselling has been concemed with professional standards and ethical behavioru
from the very inception of the professional body for guidance counsellors, NZCGA. The
initial aim of NZCGA was 'to promote within the New zealand community effective
guidance and counselling senrices' (Hermansson, 1999: 18; Miller, 1996: 3g). This was
clearly a statement about professional recognition and accountability which was backed
up by the drafting and refining of criteria for membership, objectives, aims, a constitution
and a code of Ethics over the next two years (Hermansson, r999;Miller, 1996).

In Chapter 8 the contribution of a professionai organisation in developing a professional
identity for school counselling was explored by using the Foucauldian notions of power
and governmentality. NZCGA was an organisation set up by and for school counsellors.
In 1990 this organisation changed not only its name to NZAC but also its focus. It ceased
to be primarily for school counsellors, instead becoming a broader organisation available
to all counsellors who fulfilled its membership criteria. From 1997, far more stringent
membership criteria applied partly in response to third-party funding requirements (such

as ACC, and the Family Court) and an increased emphasis on professionalisation

resulting from the newer forms of accountability and surveillance that had emerged in the
neoliberal environment. Accountability is extremely important given the private nature of
the relationship between the counsellor and the client. The chapter provided a description
and critical evaluation of these changes, of NZAC's school counsellor appointment kit
and the set of professional standards that govemment imposed on school counsellors in
1999' NZAC has strongly conFibuted to the development of the professional identity of
school counselling and has provided a comprehensive model of professional
accountability that all schools would be well advised to include in their accountability
requirements for school counsellors regardless of whether or not the counsellor belongs
to NZAC' This chapter has described how changes within NZAC reflect an underlyrng
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assumption that professionalisation will benefit clients by leading to better counsellors
who are specifically fiained and supenrised and practise to a competen! ethical standar4
consistent with a Code of Ethics. Whether or not this occurs is open to question to a
certain extent and how this impacts on school guidance counsellors provides an
indication of research that might be worthwhile to conduct in future. What need to be
weighed up are the beuefits and pitfalls in increased credentialing (see Hoyt l99l).
Nevertheless, codes of professional practice and standards of practice do form a

framework within which safe, competent counselling is enabled to occur and which are
examples of the ethical self-constitution of the profession. The next chapter loors at just
how NZAC has developed its Code of Ethics and how this has become an increasingly
important part of the identity of a professional counsellor.
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CHAPTER 9: ETHICAL SELF.REGULATION
9.1 Introduction

9.2 Codes of ethics as professional self-regulation

9.3 The development of the NZCGA and NZAC codes of Ethics
9'4 Professional self-regulation and compliance with ethical standards via 

^complaints procedure

9.5 The NZAC code of Ethics and issues in school counserting

school counselling and its relationship to school discipline systems

Con/identiality

Empowerment - of the counsellor and the client

9.1 Introduction

The notion of ethics is not a 20fi century consfruction, although the expression of this in a
code of ethics by a profession may well be. As a branch of philosophy, the word .ethics,

is often used interchangeably with 'morality'. Ethics can have a wide meaning, referring
to the overall subject matter of this field or it can have a narrower meaning to refer to the
moral principles of a particular individual, group, or nadition. The field is often divided
into meta-ethics, applied ethics, and the metaphysics of moral responsibility -- the general
study of 'goodness' and of 'right action'. It is within the field of ethics that questions are
posed about what ends human beings ought to choose to pursue the good life and what
moral principles ought to govern these choices.

on the above definition of ethics or morality counselling is a profession permeated with
ethical issues and characterised by ethical practices. perhaps, more than any other
profession counselling is constiruted in terms of ethical principles, at least ostensibly, for
it is conceived as enabling the client to make choices, often moral choices, for
themselves' Hence, counselling at its theoretical heart, involves implicit claims about the
ethics of freedom construed as autonomy for the client. Also it is clear that as one of the
so-called 'caring professions, counselling embraces the ethical principle of ,care, -- of
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promoting the'interests'of the client above those of any one else. Certainly, these two
principles can be seen to involve the metaphysics of moral responsibility -- the counsellor
has moral responsibilities to the clieng which are set in action once a professional
counselling relationship is formally established - and a conception of applied ethics,
embodying ethical practice. It is in the latter sense that many professional ,caring,

organisations have begun to systematically formulate codes of practice and of ethics as

descnbed for counselling in New Zealand in section 9.3.

Some different ethical issues, often centred on rights and power, arise for counsellors
who deal with young people in schools compared with counselling adults. It is some of
these issues for school counselling in relation to the current NZAC Code of Ethics that
are discussed in section 9'5. The professional identity of school counselling exhibits a
range of different tensions concerning the complex range of activities in which school
counsellors are involved and also difficulties over professional autonomy and the
competing demands for accountability from different groups. Some of these tensions are
to do with issues of autonomy and empowerment in the face of multiple accountabilities -
- to clients, parents' teachers, principal, BoT, ERO, and NZAC. Section 9.5 problematises
the issue of autonomy and the relationship of counselling to the school discipline system
and attempts to answer some of the questions that are posed.

Codes of ethics are often pragmatic guides to action that help to regulate the profession
by providing guidelines and standards of practice to follow. These codes enable clients to
identi$ malpractice and conflicts of interest, and to seek redress through a complaints or
disciplinary procedure (see section 9.4). While not often discussed in critical terms in the
literature, it is the case that codes of ethical practice constitute important sociological
criteria for the professionalisation of a discipline or activity, Section 9.2 looks at this
aspect as it examines codes of ethics as a form of self-regulation. In other words, the
development of a code of ethical practice forms a framework that allows the profession to
reflect upon its own practices, to gain status, power, and credibilify in the public realm,
and to regulate itself. Ethical codes tend to reflect and embody cunent societal nonnative
orientations and they function to institutionalise the profession, often creating a
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bureaucracy that concerns itself solely with management, organisation and disciplinary
functions. In this sense, codes, being pragmatic, tend to be less interested in the
relationship between codes of ethical practice, on the one hand, and ethical theory, on the
other' Yet it is precisely this relationship that requires close examination in order to
understand larger issues concerning the 'govenmental', political or ,d.isciplinary, 

role
that the profession might pray within the wider society.

This chapter makes use of Foucauldian terminology and insights even though it does not
develop these categories in a systematic way. Rather the chapter is more concerned to
describe the historical development of ethical self-regulation as a major feature of the
professionalisation of counselling. In this way the chapter provides a sociological and
historical account of the profession and the importance of the development of a code of
ethics for counselling in the New Zealand,context. Yet is it important to realise that there
is great scoPe to analyse the relationship between the code of ethics and ethical theory
more generally. Certainly, Foucault provides a clear model for Eacing the genealogy of
values (and ethics) within the 'caring' professions, or what Rose (19g9; l99g) called the
'psy' sciences. His novel investigations also provide us with some substantial clues as to
the way in which the relationship between the sociological fact of cod.es of ethical
practice in general and ethical theory: clues that come to us from the connections he

draws among the notions of 'tnrth', ,subjectiyity', ,power,, .discourse, and the
development of the disciplines.

On one kind of taditional account in ethics, the assumption that we naturally seek the
good life has led to the development of a theory of human well being. On this view,
questions posed about the components of the good life are fundamentally questions about
what ends we ought to pursue. By contrast, the other major approach makes no
assumption about human nature. It proceeds by arguing that whatever is good in itself is
worfh pursuing. On the basis of this argument the theory of intrinsic value has developed.
The philosophical traditions of hedonism, as espoused by Epicurus and J.S. Mill, and
moral perfectionism, as espoused by Plato, Aristotle, the Stoics and Nietzsche, form
different branches of a theory of well being that first originated in ancient Greek ethics.
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and was known as eudaimonia, tanslated as 'happiness' and 'flourishing'. Both theories

are important to counselling and their adoption leads to quite different conceptions of
practice. Rather than examine these approaches any funher in this infioductory section" I
shall focus upon the relevance of Foucault's thought for the code/practice-theory

relationship, before moving on (perhaps more mundanely) to document in historical and

sociological terms, the development of a code of ethics in New Zealatdcounselling.

Friedrich Nietzsche's (1887) On the Genealogt of Morals has been influential in
contemporary thought in providing a critique of traditional Cbristian morality, especially

of those forms that derived their justification for absolute or eternal values directly from

God, as a transcendental guarantee outside the system of values, so to speak. Nietzsche

also is one of the main inspirations for Foucault. Nietzsche's 'method' of genealogy

provides a model of historical critique and evaluation of morals that Foucault adopts in
Discipline and Punish (1977) and other works. Nietzsche's history of the question of
European nihilism provides the theoretical background for the reappraisal of fournanism,

in both its Cbristian and atheistic forms (where Man has replaced God) for Heidegger and

Foucault.

The project of ethics that informed Foucault's larer work was the liberation of human

beings from constraints masked as unsurpassable a priori limits and the contemplation of
possible alternative forms of existence. 'I believe that the concept of governmentality

makes it possible to bring out the freedom of the subject and its relationship with others

which constitutes the very stuff (zaridre) of ethics' (Foucault, l99I: 102). In .The

Subject and Power', an Afterword to Dreyfus and Rabinow's (1982) insightful boolq

Foucault (1982) suggested that his principal motivation was not an investigation of power

or the 'analytics of power', but rather the modes by which we become human beings or

subjects' He analysed ethics in terms of the free relationship to the self (rapport d soi),

emphasising the historical and conceptual relations between truth, freedom and

subjectivity. As Rabinow (1997: xxvii) explained Foucault examined such a relationship

through four basic categories that are to be found in any historical configuration: ethical

substance, mode of 'subjectivation', ethical work, and, telos.
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Ethical substance is understood in terms of 'the will to tnrth' and refers to 'the way that

the individual has to constitute this or that part of himself as the prime material of his

moral conduct' (cited in Rabinow, 1997: xxix). Mode of subjectivation is understood as

'self-stylization or form-grving' and refers to 'the way in which the individual establishes

his relation to the rule and recognizes himself as obligated to put it into practice' (p. r-xx).

Critical work constitutes 'critical activity' or 'thought experience', that is: 'The work one

performs to attempt to transform oneself into the ethical subject of one's behaviour' (p.

xxxiii). Finally, felos stands for 'disassembling the self . As Foucault writes: 'The place

an action occupies in a pattern of conduct. It commits an individual ...to a certain mode

of being, a mode of being characteristic of the ethical subject' (cited in Rabinow,1997:

xxxviii).

Subjectivation, in particular, has application in understanding not only the processes by

which clients 'become' subjects, but also how counsellors become professionals. Both

are concerned with subject-making: the making of an autonomous subject, on the one

hand, and aprofessional subject, on the other. It also concerns how individual counsellors

establish a relation to a rule, practice or ethical protocol, set by the professional

organisation that obligates them and acts as a template for practice. Thus the crucial

element of this cycle of reflection is as a form of professional self-l<nowledge, that not

only helps to set the parameters within which the counsellor engages with the client, but

also sets in process, the leaming processes by which the counsellor, in helping others,

constitutes him- or herself as a professional. The next section examines how codes of
ethics are a form of self-regulation of the profession and of the individual engaged in it.
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9.2 Codes of ethics as professional self-regulation

Ethics, as has been stated" has its antecedents in ancient philosophical traditions and
according to J. Cooper (1999) was both more than and different from simply rules of
behaviour:

Ethics was good character and what that entailed - good judgement, sensitivity,
openness' reflectiveness, a secure and correct sense of who one was and how one

stood in relation to other people and the surrounding world. Ethical theory was the

study of the best way to be, rather than any principles for what to do in particular

circumstances or in relation to recurring temptations, or the correct philosophical

basis for deriving or validating any such rules (J. cooper, 1999: x).

Cooper's (1999) statement mirrors what is expected of a counsellor in terms of their
personal developmen! worldview and ethical behaviour. As can be seen from later

description, the current NZAC Code of Ethics is very much in line with this ancient

tadition. It combines both philosophical and practical components by centring on what
Kitchener (1984) described as the five fundamental ethical principles of counselling and

becomes somewhat practical in detaiiing fifteen situations in relation to client rights in
counselling. These spell out more clearly what to do or in fact what not to do. in the

counselling relationship:

Ethical issues have their roots in the belief systems of individuals and society.

Codes of ethics are seen as attempts to ensure that behaviour accords with these

belief systems (G. Cooper, I99Z: l).

Strike and Temasky (1993) suggested that there are three ways in which ethics applies to

education: ethical appraisal of educational policy; teaching ethical values as a part of
moral education; and professional ethics. Professional ethics are considered

distinguishable from, but connected to the other categories. Yet professional ethics is a

category of ethics that, while part and parcel of guidance counselling from the formation

I
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of a professional counselling organisation (NZCGA) as described in the next section, has
figured very little in the educational literature or teacher taining programmes until very
recently. Strike and Temasky (1993) discussed three factors, in the USA, behind this
recent upfl[ge of interest. One cenfred on public scandals about the inappropriate
behaviour of some teachers. A second was the push during the l9g0 reforms, to
conceptualise education as a profession based on the assumption that professionalisation

would make teaching more effective. A third was posited as a rejection of
conceptualising teaching as a largely technical endeavour in favour of a vision of
teaching as a moral'pursuit linked to the ethical structure of schools. tn New Zealand, the
latter would currently fall within the orbit of groups such as 'Living Values, pushing for
more explicit'values education'in schools. What Strike and Ternasky did not suggest was
the link with neoliberalism and managerialist notions as applied to education as has
occuned in New Zealand since the 1988 reforms that this thesis explores (see Chapter
5'3, Chapter 6.7 & 6'9). One could posit that these two notions had been absent from the
USA education scene about which Strike and Temasky write, but since these notions
were central to the neoliberal agenda of the Reagan-Bush years swely they too impacted
on education in the USA.

Strike and Ternasky (1993) pointed out some problems in the teaching of ethics. They
critiqued the notion that ethical conduct can be developed via professional ethics cogrses.
Whilst intending for people to behave better in their professional life, many professional
ethics courses ignore the importance of character, which is 'usually formed over many
years and is at least as much a matter of habituation and training as it is of cognition and
reflection'(Srike & Ternasky,1993:5). Further, they considered inadequate, courses that
only signalled what was unacceptable behaviour without encouraging a genuine

commitment to reasonable moral standards and those that did not examine the
institutional structures, 'their prevailing ethos, and the pursuant socialization that
initiation into the profession provides' (Strike & Ternasky, 1993: 6). This is because they
believed that a professional ethics coruse may not necessarily counter a morally
unhealthy ethos, and may in fact be a substitute for critique and reform. It must therefore
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be with such reseryations and concems in mind that appropriate and effective
professional ethics courses are souctured.

While it could be argued that the development of codes of ethics and education in
professional ethics are signs of a profession's 'coming of age' or maturity, the counselling
profession in New Zealandhas had a Code of Ethics since 1976 (Abbott, lggg; Hummel,
Talbutt & Alexander, 1985). Hummel et al pointout that for counselling, maturity is not
just about professional maturity, but also requires personal maturity because of the
interpersonal nature of the counselling relationship.

The avowed intent behind the development of codes of ethics for education and for
teachers may be laudable in the effort to promote professional standards and acceptable

behaviour from teachers whilst protecting the rights of its clients, that is the students. It
may indicate a new level of professional 'maturity' for teachers, but it also reflects an

effort to improve its professional status in the workplace. However, it may remove the
opporhmity for democratic reflection from teachers, parents and students and may make
teaching more rule-bound and less caring. What is of course significant is that in New
zealand it was because of the special nature of the job, that school guidance counselling
developed and pushed for its counsellors to adhere to a code of ethics long before the
neoliberal environment encouraged the development of this for teachers (despite an

earlier, but largely ignored Code of Ethics for PPTA members). For teachers it now Iooks
like the Teacher Registration Board will be developing a code.

An explanation of some terms is appropriate when discussing professional standards and

ethics because some are used almost interchangeably. Corey, Corey and Callinan (1993)
pointed out that while 'values' refers to what is good and desirable, 'ethics' involves what
is right and correct panicularly in terms of the behaviour and conduct of individuals and

groups, especially professional organisations. Professional standards may or may not
involve ethical behaviour. For example, it would be unprofessional to use alcohol while
at work, but it is not necessarily unethical behaviour. Ethical codes usually involve
practical components in the form of 'mandatory ethics' or behaviour that must be
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complied with to ensure safe practice and to avoid censure. They sometimes involve
philosophical or'aspirational ethics' of ideal standards which reflect on the intentionaliw
of the intervention for clients.

The usefulness of codes highlights a major tension over philosophical and practical
elements and impacts on how the identity of a profession is formulated. Should the code

have a philosophical orientation with an expression of broad principles and guidelines

that may be open to various subjective interpretations and misinterpretations? Or should
it be essentially a practical code dealing precisely with situations that professionals

frequently have to deal with? The answer does not need to be an either /or, but can
encompass both as has the NZAC code for counsellors in contrast to the earlier NZCGA
code' Since many of the ethical dilemmas that counsellors will face are likely to be
t'nique, Tennyson and Stom (1986) suggested that ethical principles should address

broad issues and not be legalistic, dealing with every possible circumstance that may
arise. After all, this is an impossibility. They argued that counsellors needed to develop
their own moral conscience or sense of 'responsibleness' that extends beyond the notion
of 'responsibility', which denotes an obligation to an external standard or autbority, i.e. a
code ofethics or a set ofprofessional standards. Ifit is not codified, can counsellors then
act freely and unethically? Not if they follow broad ethical principles and use a sense of
'responsibleness' .

Counselling codes of ethics have several purposes: to provide a set of standards to guide

the counsellor's professional practice by clarifoing the counsellor's responsibilities to
clients and to society as a whole; to state how clients rights are protected; and to guide a

counsellor's ethical decision-making. Two other purposes, though not stated explicitly
are, to establish the Association's professional identity and to differentiate itself to a

certain extent from other professions and in some instances, to establish acceptable

standards of service delivery with implications for legal liability, especially in
malpractice and negligence cases (Wilcoxon, Ig87). A code of ethics, whilst it may
differentiate one profession from another, also plays a role in bringing a profession into
line with the standards of others. There is always a danger of a code being a set of
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motions that one simply goes through to fulfil the criteria of being a professional. But the
hope of many professions is for it to be more of a 'living' documeut and a way of life,
with a high degree of congruity benreen one's professional ethical practice and one,s

behaviour and 'responsibleness' in their personal life beyond their professional life. This
is very much an expected characteristic of being a counsellor.

Because counselling in a school setting or beyond involves special relationships based on

openness and trust, it is important that all counsellors act appropriately and that clients

are protected. In New Zealand, where counselling is not subject to govenrment regulation
or to registration (licensure or certification) requirements, it becomes even more

important that the profession is a self-regulating one. For members of a professional

Association, a code of ethics is designed to do this and to ensure, as much as possible,

that counsellors are effective, behave in an ethical and professional manner and are

accountable to their professional Association for their practice. Both NZCGA and NZAC,
like most other 'psy' helping professions, developed their own Code of Ethics. As such

then it was the profession and its practitioners who have defined and established what is
and what is not ethical professional practice and professional standards without the

clients having a voice in this. Cooper (1992:7) points out that 'this raises questions about

the ethics and beliefs within the systems and the organisations which draw up codes of
practice, ostensibly for the benefit of the clients, but utilising a process which does not
normally give the clients a voice in the process of establishing those codes'. The process,

which both NZCGA and NZAC used, is outlined in the rest of the chapter. Neither
process gave voice to clients. The place that one layperson has a voice is on a Hearing

Panel convened by the NZAC Ethics Committee to hear a complaint. Clients do get a
voice in the cornplaints procedure, and in response to feedback from the Ethics

Committee, changes may well be recommended to the Association. Whether or not

clients should be given a voice (and if it is only the arficulate that will be heard); which

clients should be heard (adults, youth, children, different etbnic groups); and just how the

Association would proceed with doing so, pose many questions for the Association to

consider in any forthcoming revamp of their Code of Ethics. A move away from
paternalistic attitudes and inwardly focussed professional self-regulation would hopefully
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result in better serving client needs. The notion of the client voice that has particular
relevance in narrative therapy perhaps provides a possible direction. While these points

do not tanslate into a set of desiderata, they do provide, at least, a possible perspective

from which to evaluate the development of a code of ethics.

9.3 The development of the NzcGA and NZAC codes of Ethics

Bob Manthei formulated the first Code of Ethics of NZCGA. It made some reference to
codes of similar Associations (American Psychological Association -- ApA & American
Counsellors Association - ACArot) *d was approved at the 1976 AGM, remaining in
place for the next 15 years. This code, consisting of six principles, outlined the broad
values of the Association rather than specific guidelines or recipes for the behaviour of
guidance counsellors. It became inadequate for the Association's needs as the Association
grew and changed its identity as it became NZAC. Challenges to the earlier code
included ACC's concems expressed in 1990, that the existing Code did not indicate that
sexual intimacy between counsellor and client was unethical and that the confidentiality
clause was too loose to provide sufficient protection for either counsellor or client
(Hermansson, 1999). In establishing this part of their professional identity as counsellors,
NZCGA followed the lead of other closely related helping professions, but in re-
developing the code, NZAC was influenced by and responsive to the requirements of
outside agencies. Professional identiry in terms of formulating a code of ethics for
counselling in New Zealandcould be considered a dynamic process, which is outlined in
the remainder of this section.

The NZCGA Code was replaced by a more comprehensive Code in 1991, which had

been drafted by an Auckland branch subcommittee.l02 This followed on from a workshop
on accountability taken by Robert Ludbrook" a lawyer with Youth Law project. Ludbrook
led the subcommittee through a process of thinking about situations that had ,thrown,

l0r Personal communication with Bob Manthei.t02 The subcommittee was: Hans Everts, Rosemary Grueber, Dorothy McCarison, esxet fy[awfoinngy,
Margaret Nelson-Agee, and John Winslade.
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them or beur particularly difficult dilemmas. Without initial reference to any other codes,

they brainstormed this, talked about the situations and grouped them under headings, then
set about writing statements on each. A-fter this they looked at some codes from other
groups' including the Surveyors Institute and British Assobiation of Counsellors (BAC)
to tweak a few words. The BAC code was used because of enthusiasm of Beth Webster
who had recently returned from Britain and because Bridgid proctor (from BAC) was
currently in New Zealatd. Rather than taking a code from another cowrhry, the
subcommittee found it more useful to look at certain key questions: what do we know?
What do we need to cover?103 The result was a Code of Ethics which, with only a few
amendments, has remained the same since 1991.

The first Code of Ethics of NZCGA was very different from that which was developed in
the 1990s by NZAC. It reflected the context whereby the Association at that stage was for
counselling in educational institutions for mostly guidance counsellors:

NZCGA Code of Ethics t9?6

Preamble: The Association's pulpose is to promote effective counselling and
guidance services in educational instinrtions and related services. To this end its
members subscribe to the following principles:

1' The member believes in the worth and dignity of every individual, and respects

the right of each person to make decisions affecting his or her way of life.
2' The member's primary obligation is to promote the welfare of any individual in

need of counselling and guidance, but will also recognise responsibility to the
agencies and institutions providing such services by exerting what influence
possible to foster their development and improvement.

3' The member will not claim or imply qualifications or competencies exceeding

those possessed.

4' The member will use discretion and good judgement in giving information from a
counselling or guidance relationship to other professional workers.

r03 Personal communicatiol with carol white [formerly Mawhinney] 1999, member of the subcommittee
and fonner President of NZAC.
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5' The member will continue his or her professional growth throughout his or her

career' including participating in local and national counselling and guidance

associations.

6- The member is concerned with the ethical behaviour of others

counselling and guidance services and will endeavour to co-operate

and consructively with them (NZCGA, 1976:21).

engaged in

responsibly

This early code involves some, but not all, of the principles which were subsequently part
of the 1991 Code and its amendments. The first and fourth principles relate to autonomy

and confidentialify or the lack thereof, the second to beneficence, the third and sixth to
fidelity, the fifth to professional development. It does not deal with nonmaleficence,
social justice, or supervision and has a very different definition of confidenfiality from
the current Code. This would have been reflective of the context whereby most
counsellors were dealing with adolescents in secondary schools who would not have been
considered to have rights of confidentiality at this point in time. principle four implies a

high level of sharing of information within the school, &d to parents. This would
probably have been acceptable then because the guidance orientation and being directive
was more acceptable compared with the attitude today, which emphasises autonomy.
This code refers particularly to relationships with employers and professional colleagues
and is not particularly specific in describing the relationship with clients. It emphasises

the role of counsellor as change agent in their institutions in principle two. The
counselling relationship and client rights were expanded considerably in the Code that
was subsequently devised.

The NZAC Code of Ethics (1995) covers five fundamental principles of counselling:
autonomy; doing no harm (nonmaleficence); beneficence;justice; and fideliry, and fifteen
situational pnnciples regarding the counselling relationship and client rights that are

provided in full in the Appendices. The five fundamental principles are:
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NZAC Code of Ethics, 1995

The Five Principles

l. The principle of autonomy: Counsellors shall respect the dignity and

worth of every individual, the integnty of families/whanau and the diversity of
cultures. This implies respect for people's right to make decisions that affect their
own lives, to choose whether or not to consent to anything that is done to them or
on their behalf and to maintaiu their own privacy. Exceptions to the principle of
autonomy occur when there is clear danger to the client, counsellor or public at

large and when the individual's competence to make a decision is clearly limited.
2' The principle of not doing harm: Counsellors shall avoid. any diagnostic

labels, counselling methods, use of assessment data or other practices which are

likely to cause harm to their clients.

3' The principle of benelicence: Counselling is a helping profession which
expects counsellors to act in ways that promote the welfare and positive growth of
their clients. In situations where there is the possibility of both harm and benefit
the responsibility is on counsellors to ensure that their own actions are chosen

with a view to bringing about the greatest balance of good.

4. The principle of justice: Counsellors shall be committed to the fair and

equitable distribution of counselling services to all individuals and social groups.

Counsellors shall also promote social justice through advocacy and

empowerment.

5' The principle of fidelity: Counsellors shall be honest and tn:stworthv in
all their professional relationships. (NZAC Handbook, 1995:21-22)

The principle of autonomy involves notions of the client's rights to choose and their
taking responsibility for their actions, so long as they and others are not endangered. This
implies rights of privacy, informed consent and confidentiality. Nonmaleficence derives

from medicine, and obliges counsellors to provide services that not only don't harm, but
also have positive outcomes for clients. Beneficence is critical to counselling due to the

flow-on effect- Since clients benefit, society permits the profession to operate because

t_
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counselling is perceived to be good for humanity. As a corollary, incompetent, dishonest
counsellors undermine the profession by bringing it into disrepute if the public loose faith
in counselling. The notion of justice cenfres on the assumption of equity, with all people
deserving equal access to services, but is consistent with acknowledging diversity.
Fidelity involves faithfulness, keeping conEacts, loyalry, and honesty. Without these,

others' rights are unable to be respected.

The Code expands these five principles to cover the counselling relationship and client
rights in fifteen situations: access, consent, confidentiality; discrimination; impartiality;
group counselling; abuse of power; sexual harassment; fees; referral; termination;
competence and professional development; responsibility to the wider community;
responsibility to colleagues and the profession; relationship with employing institutions.
These situations all have important implications for the manner in which school
counsellors perform their work and therefore are components to be considered in terms of
their relationship with adolescents, their professional identity and accountability.

Just as for any other NZAC member, a component of professional accountability for
school counsellors belonging to NZAC involves the requirement to uphold the NZAC
Code of Ethics' An ethical requirement listed under 'competence and professional

development' requires members to uphold the Code of Supervision (included in full in
the Appendices) and to have regular supervision. This Code sets out standards for
supervisors to meet so that counsellors seeking supervision are informed and protected
about what to expect in the relationship. The Preamble to the Code of Supervision sets

out the intent and some indication about the need for supervision:

The NZAC Code for Supervision is intended to promote the professional

development of counsellors in order to best meet the needs of clients. It is

therefore intended to be consistent with the Code of Ethics and Objects of the
NZAC' In keeping with this, it is based on an absolute commitnent to respecting

the dignity and worth of each person, in particular of our clients, our colleagues,

and ourselves' The NZAC Code of Ethics states that all Members and aspiring
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members of the association must have regular supervision with professionally

competent supervisors. The need for supervision does not decline with experience

or haining, although the fype of supervision may change (I{Z-AC Handbook,2Oo0:

27).

The code includes the following six sections: the nature of supendsion; responsibility in
supervision; competence in supervision; management of supervision and confidentiality
in supervision.

A fuIl time counsellor is required to have fortrrigbtly supervision. For part-time
counsellors (less than 10 client contact hours per week) supervision is pro-rated. But
regardless of the amount of time spent counselling, a counsellor is still expected to have

supervision at least monthly. This zupervision criterion goes part way to accounting for
the removal of the 12 hours minimum counselling that was required for membership of
NZCGA but which has been removed from the current NZAC membership criteria. The
supervisor is expected to belong to either NZAC or another similar professional body
with a code of Ethics and to be familiar with counseiling.

Counselling supervision is aimed at ensuring safety for clients by ensuring the counsellor
is competent and behaves ethically. The supervisor provides support in a collaborative
environment for the counsellor. The supervisor is able to be apprised of counselling

issues, skills, and problems that the counsellor may present through case studies,

verbatims, audio or video tapes. These are critiqued with the counsellor who is enabled to
consider alternative or better practices, to examine any difficulties, transference and
parallel processes that may be involved. To protect the pnvileged nature of the

counselling relationship, the Code of Supervision requires that supervisors maintain

confidentiality. One surprising exception is 'Where it is clearly stated otherwise in a

supervision contract' (NZAC Handbook,2O00: 29; Appendix V;. Why this clause should

exist is open to both criticism and question. Other exceptions are when there is serious

concern about the client's welfare that the counsellor is unable or unwilling to deal with,
and when disciplinary action is being pursued against the counsellor.
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The NZAC Code of Supervision is almost as long as the Code of Ethics and is quite
detailed, being both descriptive and prescriptive about what, who, and how supervision is
to be conducted. It provides more detail of the 'what' and nhow' of supervision than the
Code of Ethics does about counselling. This is probably because the concept of
supervision was not enshrined in the NZCGA Code of Ethics until the re-vamp of
NZAC's code in 1991. It probably reflects something of what those who formulated it
believed was required for informing counsellors about supervision. Once there is a high
level of general understanding about supervision, it may well be that the code can be
abbreviated somewhat and incorporated as a clause into the code of Ethics.

The Recognition of Supervisors is a rather cumbersome title for a set of guidelines that
have been defined by the NZAC since 1997 that set standards and competency levels for
those supervisors who undertake the process of becoming recognised. This system for
supervisors is akin to that of 'accredited' NZAC members and is administered by the
Accreditation Committee. Not all counsellors who provide superr.ision are expected to be
'Recognised Supervisors', but it may well be that in time the Association expects this to
be the case' To be an NZAC Recognised Supervisor, one must fulfil certain criteria that
include: being an NZAC member for at least two years; being trained in supervision and
being very experienced in counselling supervision and being able to demonstrate their
skills to the acsreditation committee (NZAC Handbook,2000). This set of procedures has

been aimed at improving the professional standard of supervision in much the same way
that tightening the criteria for NZAC membership did. It was about increased
professionalisation and ac countabilitv.

The NZAC has developed a comprehensive set of procedures to ensure the professional

accountability and ethical practice and behaviour of its members, which is extremely
important given the private nature of the relationship between the counsellor and the

client' Despite the private nature of counselling, it is often judged publicly by others as to
how effective it has been, based on what the client may have reported to others and/or
how the client is subsequently seen to behave. In this way the counselling activity may be

L
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judged publicly by any or all of the following: parents, whanau, caregivers, the client's

friends, teachers, deans, principals, Board of Trustees, outside agencies, NZAC. This may

be quite unfair on the counsellor who is hardly able to contest this because of

confidentiality requirements. From 1997, an annual report from a counsellor's supervisor

is required to accompany the member's annual subscription. As a self-regulatory measure

for retaining membership it clearly relies on not just the integrity of the counsellor, but

also on that of the supervisor, thus setting up a system of checks and balances.

If school counsellors do not belong to NZAC, whilst they may subscribe to the

professional codes, they are not required to do so (ust as teachers do not have a Code of

Ethics as yet). Just why this should not be a requirement is not spelled out and would

seem to be a result of inertia on the part of school authorities and of the Minisfy of

Education. It forms a gap that raises serious questions about professional competence and

indemnity. Schools insure themselves and their senior personnel for indemnity and only

if the administration, board and counsellors are aware enough, are the counsellors likely

to also be covered. If counsellors do not belong to NZAC, a school can rely only on

institutional accountability to ensure competence whereas if counsellors belong to

NZAC, a school can also rely only on professional accountability. To provide a safe

protective environment for the individual student, and therefore for the school and the

Board of Trustees, it is surely in the best interests of schools to ensure their counsellors

fulfil appropriate professional accountability criteria as required for NZAC membership

or for a similar professional body which has a Code of Ethics, Code of Supervision and a

complaints procedure. It would seem only prudent that schools should therefore be

encouraging or even insisting that their counsellors belong to NZAC.
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9,4 Professional self-regulation and compliance with ethical standards via a

complaints procedure

Whilst NZAC had a Code of Ethics nght from its inception, it was only later that it

developed its closely related policies of a Code of Supervision and a complaints

procedure. This section details the process by which the last of these professionalisation

and accountability measures, a complaints procedure, was changed and developed in the

1990s. This procedure now forms an important aspect in the identity of counselling as a

self-regulating, ethical profession.

The frst formal complaint against an NZAC member was heard by a quorum of

Executive Members and NZAC's legal advisor in August 1992 (Hermansson, 1999):

According to clause 5(c) of the Constitution, the National Executive of the New

Zealand Association of Counsellors convened a Special Executive meeting on

Monday 3 August 1992 to consider a resolution that a member of NZAC has been

guihy of acts or conduct prejudicial to the interests of the Association.

After carefully considering the initial letter of complaint, the evidence (and in

particular the evidence of the respondent), correspondence and material tabled

and the submissions made by the respondent's lawyer, the Executive put the

resolution to the vote.

The motion was lost (NZAC Newsletter,1992, Vol. l3 (2):23).

President, Ruth Anderson contmented in the same Newsletter that both she and the

Executive 'have made and will continue to make every effort to ensure that we protect,

not only the interests of the Association, but also the rights of individual members

including those against whom complaints have been made' (NZAC Newsletter,l992,Yol.

13,2: 6). The constitution at this stage allowed for the hearing of complaints, but had no

formal procedures for doing so apart from a Complaint Assessment Committee, which

ascertained whether or not here was a case to answer. This case highlighted the

inadequacy of the existing situation. In its efforts to become more accountable, NZAC
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made considerable changes to its complaints procedure. The reasons given for the change

were the untenable burden that existing procedures placed on National Executive; that it
was an expensive process especially if a General meeting rather than a Hearing was to be
called; and that the rights of both members and clients needed. to be protected. The only
sanction provided was termination of membership if the member was found guilty of
bringtng the Association into disrepute (Crocket, tggz). This in itself reflects a

development of increasing professionalisation and a maturing in the Association in how it
takes responsibility for dealing with competency and in particular with ethical conduct of
its members. In this respect, as with other professions, it has developed as part of its
identity, a clearly defined monitoring, policing and enforcement role.

These concerns led to a clearer statement of identity in terms of dealing with complaints.

It subsequently led to considerable work in developing a complaints procedure and the
formation of an Ethics Subcommitteers in 1994 to administer this. The process leading
up to this involved considerable input and effort from various people especially from
National Executive (Carol Mawhinney and Roseina Balsom) and included advice from
Simon Jefferson, the Association's legal adviser. A group of Waikato branch members,

led by Alistair Crocket, formed a Complaints Procedure Development Group which
developed a discussion paper for the December 1992 Newsletter, setting out the existing
procedures for dealing with complaints against members and a draft for the new process.

The initial proposal included a rationale and nine guiding principles that were expanded a

liule from the following headings:

Rationale: Complaints procedure provides a process through which the
Association ensures the maintenance of its Code of Ethics, by providing Clients
and Counsellors with clear mechanisms for resolving matters of ethical concern.

Guiding principles:

'* Initiol Ethics Committee: Janet Irwin (Convenor - Auckland), John Winslade (Hamilton), Nan Kingston-smith (Tauranga), Jeanette Newport (wellington), Tim williams (Christchurch), -d t"o National

-Executive 
represenadves, Gay Summers (Hamilton), Bill Grant (Dunedin) plus Nicola Ngawati, Hrrnan

Ri^-ghq Commission (lay representa-tive). The geographic spread was intentional for dealing with complaints
effectively and sensitively tbroughout the country-although it created communication lroblems for the
subcommittee.
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1. Open Access

2. Defined procedures

3. Upholding of client rights

4. Acknowledgement of rights of counsellor

5. Acknowledgement of rights of NZAC

6. outcomes designed to enhance professional standards

7. Seeking satisfactory resolution

8. Peers taking responsibility for scrutiny

9. Issues need to be resolved at the lowest appropriate level (Crocket 1992: 40).

The first Ethics Committee report by Convenor, Janet [n /in, outlined the first nro tasks

as 'developing working procedures for the complaints process and establishing a network
and guidelines for regional contact persons who would provide support for complainants

and respondents' (Iffiin, 1995:26). By the end of the fint year of operation (1995), seven

complaints had been made. One was not accepted because the respondent was not an

NZAC member, one went to a hearing and the remainder were in various stages of
processing. Some of the concerns of the committee were the length of time to reach

completion; that supervision needed to improve and be used more by members; that
ongoing professional education was important; that there needed to be NZAC input into
training course structures and content; and that branches needed to take a 'professionally
responsible attitude to issues of concem in their own districts' (Inrin, 1995: Zl).In the
year to June 1996, of eight complaints lodged with the Ethics Secretary, one member was

required to have professional supervision, three were in the preliminary stages of
information-gathering and consideration and four were passed on to the Ethics
committee for assessment and action (Invin, 1997:32). By 1997, after four years in
operation, Innrin commented about the heavy workload:

I don't think any of us realised when the complaints Process was being defined,
just how much time and work would be required before a complaint is ready to be

passed on to the Ethics Committee proper. We have agreed that from now on all

that early consideration and organisation be shared between the Convenor, the
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Ethics secretary and the Association's legal advisor, freerng the National
President and secretary completely from this task (Invin,1997:32).

Thus a clearer specialisation of tasks evolved within the Comminee and for National
Executive. The function of the Ethics Committee was spelt out in the NZAC Annual
Report,1998

a. To process complaints brought against members of the Association.

b. To advise the Execufive on ethical issues.

c. To stimulate discussion and thinking about high standards of ethical care

among members of the Association (Winslade, I99g:32).

Both the President (Sue Webb) and Convenor of the Ethics Committee (John Winslade)
commented about the state of play of complaints in the 1998 NZAC Annual Report,
suggesting that there has been a steady increase in the number of complaints as the
process has become better known. Whilst 29 letters of concern were received in the first
three years of the Committee's operation, by no means all became formal complaints, 25
letters of concem were received in 1997, but four of these were regarding non-members.

Results were tallied in the NZAC Annual Report, I99g:

Four hearings have been held (three complaints have been upheld) and four
complaints are currently awaiting hearings. Five have been judged by the

Complaints Assessment Process not to be 'prejudicial to the interests of the

Association.' Tbree complaints have been withdrawn by the complainant and six
have been closed by the Ethics Committee after lack of response from
complainants to correspondence (lMinslade, I99g: 32).

Presumably this meant that the process had become better known to clients, but this also

probably included better knowledge by members too, since information has been

provided in NZAC Newsletters during the 1990s. How this process could have become
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better known is not elaborated on. Do counsellors provide clients with copies of this or is
it outlined somewhere on a wall on their rooms as with hospitals? Some private practice

counsellors do this. The Association does not at this point provide a separate pamphlet

for clients that spell this out, although it is referred to in the NZAC brochure Counselltng
(no date, circa 1995). This brochure mentions the Code of Ethics and the expectation of
supervision and suggests that dissatisfied clients could fustly, discuss things with their
counsellor; secondly, to change counsellors if they are still dissatisfied and to write to the

Association's Secretary in the event of a complaint. However, it has to be noted that it is
alarming that so many complaints should be even getting as far as the committee.

The Ethics Committee was enlarged with the aim of providing a better spread of both
representation and workload with hearing panels throughout the counbry. The Convenor

(John Winslade) and Secretary (Nan Kinston-Smith) no longer sit on these hearing panels

so are free to co-ordinate and direct activities. The intention is to provide updated

material and training for the contact/procedural Advisor people.

According to Irwin,ro5 the complaints that the Ethics Committee has fielded to date have

not been in the realm of deliberate actions, rather they have been inadvertent actions

whereby the counsellor has being caught up in either their own personal situation or
agenda or in a community situation, especially in a small town. Many of the eomplaint

issues have been boundary problems, which could have been avoided if the counsellor

had availed himself or herself of good quality supervision. In facr, with many cases that

did not go to hearings, this was the outcome. Personal boundaries have involved such

situations as touching, socialising with clients and agency situations. When does

'therapeutic' massage become 'sexual' touchrng? Is it breaching a role boundary for a
counsellor to visit or to invite a client out socially when they are seeing them

professionally? To what extent does jealousy and petty politics in an agency lead to

ethical complaints? Personal agendas have involved counsellors with strong religious

beliefs not allowing the client space for expression of their own beliefs, or an obsession

with only one modality of counselling regardless of whether the client feels comfortable

105 
Personal comm.nication with Janet Irwin, former convenor of Ethics Committee.
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with this. Situational difficulties arise, particularly in dealing with confidentiality in small

towns or small close-knit communities where there are few counsellors and everyone

knows everyone. Dual roles can often become a problem in these situations such as being

the friend of the parent or parbrer of a client.

That most complaints have been against counsellors in private practice and only one or

two against school counsellors should not be surprising. The counsellor in private

practice is often working alone, without the support of an agency or institution to ensure

accountability and supervision. Furthermore, clients of agency and school counsellors are

likely to complain firstly to the institutional authorities who would be expected to resolve

things satisfactorily, before or even instead of complaints being taken to NZAC. School

students and their parents are probably less likely to know about the Code of Ethics and

the existence of a complaints procedure than are adults in other counselling sinrations.

Unlike the health sector, schools seldom adorn the walls with posters that outline client

rights. Schools have tended to be quite self-protective and to keep problems in-house, but

this may change in the crurent era that highlights client rights in many public sectors.

To date there has been no research published by NZAC that details the number of

complaints; what sector they are against (e.g. private practice, agency or school

counsellors; new or established counsellors); which parts of the code are the focus of

complaints, This would provide useful information prior to any updating the code or the

complaints procedure. It would also provide an indication to members and other

interested parties of the level of professional self-regulation and of accountability that is

provided by membership of NZAC.

The next section focuses on a discussion of some of the important ethical issues that face

school counsellors in an application of the NZAC Code of Ethics. Many of these issues

are related to the age of the clients, to their rights and their autonomy and in turn impact

on the professional practice and professional identity of counsellors in schools. This

accounts for some of the differences in orofessional identitv between school counsellors

and those in other situations.
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9.5 The NzAc code of Ethics and issues in school counseiling

Codes of ethics outline professional practice and standards to form a framework within
which safe, competent counselling is enabled to occur. Boundary issues and ethical

dilemmas, especially with regard to confidentiality present themselves to all counsellors

at different and often unexpected times (Bond, 1993). But for the school guidance

counsellor, the situation can be extremely difficult at times. Whilst the code may be

essential to protect clients, it can both help and hinder the relationship the school
counsellor has not just with clients, but also with other staff and parents. There can be

serious tensions and conflicts between the counsellor, the student, the school and the
parents and any combinations thereof. If the relationships within a school become too

contentious the counsellor may be almost incapacitated from doing his or her job. Such a

situation can subsequently be prejudicial to the needs of students within a school. In this
way school counselling can certainly be, as Hawkins and Monk (1995) argued, an'ethical
minefield'. This section outlines some of these issues in relation to the principles of the

NZAC Code of Ethics and discusses notions of autonomy, the relationship between

school counselling and the disciplinary system and empowerment of both the client and

the counsellor.

Questions can be posed around the issue of autonomy of school counselling. This theme

focuses on the identity of school counselling and the place of counselling in schools.

What does the counsellor do and how do they do it? Who are the counsellor's clients --
students only, or teachers, parents and families as well? What counselling modalities are

best suited to adolescents? How does the counsellor maintain ethical practice? For
example, how should the counsellor deal with demands from parents and outside

authorities for confrdential information given by students under sixteen years? How does

the school counsellor prevent their specialist teacher position within schools from being
co-opted or'colonised'? For instance, should the counsellor be involved in teaching and if
so what subjects and how much should they teach? How should a counsellor balance the

competing demands for accountabilify to client, to school authority, parents and Board?

How does the counsellor's role fit with national education policy? What place (both in
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terms of location and of staffing) and status do or should counsellors have within school?
Indeed, is the school the best place for them?

Another and inter-related issue is located around the relationship benveen counselling
and school systems - discipline systems and pastoral systans. What role should
counsellors play in school disciplinary systems, if any, and to what extent does the

disciplinary role compromise the counselling role? To what extent can the counsellor act

as an advocate for the student within a system where stnrcturally they themselves have

limited administrative power and where an advocacy role may place thern in opposition
to staff they have to work alongside? To what extent is school counselling genuinely
empowering to students and to what extent is it used as part of the control mechanisms

and disciplinary system of the school? What is the relationship of the counsellor to others

involved in pastoral care within the school with form teachers, deans, senior

management etc.?

These questions help to problematise the professional identity of school counselling. Just

how autonomous the school counsellor is able to be within their institution, will affect
how they are able to accomplish their work in being an empowering agent and an

advocate for their student clients. It may also affect how they negotiate the ethical

minefield in dealing with the disparate needs of students, family/whanau, teachers,

principals, board, and community values. How the profession handles these problems and

issues will help to determine public perception and credibility. With so many questions

and tensions being posed, not all of these questions will be dealt with in this section. but a
possible direction for fun'e research has been highlighted.

Chapter 6 looked at how policy had been developed and defined to a certain extent what

guidance counselling was all about, who it dealt with and its relationship to other staff in

the school. Many of the issues raised about what and how the counsellor does their job
have been theorised as 'role definition' and 'role conflict'. Early literature, for example,

focussed on role definition through surveys and reports examining and. analysing how

guidance counsellors actually spent their time. Role conflict, role overload and a high
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degree of stress, anxiety and frusfiation had resulted for school counsellors because of a
lack of role definition. Small (1982) surveyed research undertaken by several authors

(Brammer, 1985; McDiarmid, l98l; Munro, 19g4; Small, lg7g, lg7g), which ind.icated

that:

Although there are many variations, it appears that counsellors are spending about

one-third of their time in face-to-face counselling, about one-fifth in teaching and

working with teachers, and about one-fifth in various administrative duties (Small,

1982:60).

The problem with time allocation that was highlighted above by Small in 1982 may still
apply for some school counsellors. But the teaching component has probably been

removed for most counsellors who are HoDs and for those in larger schools where there

is a strong tradition of pastoral care and more than one counsellor. In early 1980s, despite

the lack of a generic job description, there were clearly some common elements in the

role of a school counsellor: counselling - educational, vocational and personal;

consultation with teachers; departmental administration; nrnning socio-educational

programmes, and possibly teaching. These components had been set out by earlier policy

that continued to provide direction and indication of the extent of the job and the level of
professional autonomy. In a school the counsellor is in such a numerical minority and is

often seen as something of a lone dissenting voice to the dominant discourse of teaching

that they need to have their place and autonomy protected to a certain extent. A clear job

description that outlines responsibilities and lines of communication is probably the best

protection for a counsellor. Formal job descriptions outlining the range of functions, tasks

and activities have only really come to the fore since the 1980s reforms and are now an

essential base against which the school counsellor's performance is appraised in the

accountability process. Some schools have the relationships and responsibilities benveen

counsellor and other staff clarified in such policies as pastoral care systems, guidance

networh counselling, and student support services. Accountability cannot be established

until such a network of policies and a job description is in place.
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In the late 1990s, the job has essentially the same basic components with the addition of a
liaison fi'rnction in an era of many more social agencies than previously. All personnel

with a title of guidance counsellor or its variants (guidance co-ordinator, guidance

teacher, school counsellor) will spend a major part of their time in counselling students,

individually and/or in groups and maybe with their families/whanau. Apart from
counselling, they usually act as liaison persons, assessing and referring clients to outside

organisations (such as CYPS, lncome Support, Mental Health services, Family planning

Association, drug and alcohol services); are likely to be involved in social and health

education programmes; are part of the discipline system of the school in its broadest

sense' liaison with Deans, se$ing action plans for students 'at risk' and acting as an

advocate for students who are indefinitely suspended; and will in some cases be involved
in careers counselling and tansition education or in managing staffin these areas.

The existence of many different counselling theories and tecbniques poses some
questions for both schools and counsellors. Should all or only some be permitted to be

used in schools? Are some better or more appropriate than others in this context and in
dealing with adolescents? Such issues would appear to be best left to the professional

decisions of the counsellor who would presumably make an ethically sound choice.

Most school counsellors use a range of theoretical approaches including eclectic, brief
solution oriented therapy, and narrative therapy (as detailed in Chapter l0). The extension

of a school counsellor's client base beyond individual students to include family
counselling depends on the school's policy, staffing numbers and the counsellor's

expertise' Whilst some school counsellors may well favour undertaking family therapy in
acknowledgement of the stuctural issues for a student existing within a family, it may be

better logrstically and even ethically to refer any long term family counselling to agencies

beyond the school. A school counsellor seldom has sufficient time to do extensive family
counselling. If they do this, they will probably be less available to their main client base

that they are professionally responsible for * the students of the school. Referring outside

of school can enable the counsellor to maintain an ethically sound, confidential
relationship, to act as advocate for their student client, and to be a supportive in
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empowering the student to deal with issues arising from outside counselling. This also
avoids expectations of collusion that seem to often be assumed by parents who see the
counsellor as an adult and part of an authority stmcture of the school, and so expect the

counsellor to side with them. To exclude anything that happens outside of the school

setting, including family counselling, from a school counsellor's work would be a far too

nrurow a conceptualisation of school counselling, but drawing the line somewhere is
probably necessary for most school counsellors, to avoid overload and to avoid ethical

dilemmas. After all, one of the main reasons that counsellors are in New Zealand schools

is to deal with barriers to learning and it is often what happens outside of the school

setting that impacts negatively on the leaming of students.

Several principles in the NZAC Code of Ethics involve the linked notions of non-
discrimination, impartiality, fairness, equity and social justice. These form part of the
moral development and values work which is part of what is often the .hidden

curriculum' in schools, but which is becoming more explicit now in the social studies and

the health education curricula and in schools which emphasise values education. In most

schools the counsellor is likely to be involved in assisting in removing barriers to
learning, particularly with regard to under achievement for Maori and pacific Island
students. Counsellors also have specific responsibilities to be involved with writing,
reviewing and implementing policies that deal with issues such as bullying, harassment,

abuse, suicidality, alcohol and drugs, privacy and equity. Most schools have policies

related to these issues and school counsellors often play a central role in developing and

implementing programmes based on this. Where schools and their communities have

similar values to these, there is little conflict for counsellors in dealing with this.

However, there may be some difficulties in the execution of them.

For example, a counsellor may be concerned about inclusiveness, equity and partnership

issues and point out to a Board of Trustees that despite a high proportion of Maori and

Pacific Island, the lack of representation from these groups is contrary to charter goals.

This may become particularly important for allocation of resources, but can be crucial at

suspension hearings. There is no compulsion for the Board to actually co-opt such
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rePresentatives and Board members may take umbrage at the counselloCs concern. If the
principal, as a Board member, does not understand the advocacy role of the counsellor in
such an instance and is not particularly supportive of these issues and of what is seen as a

criticism of the Board, tensions are likely to result in the relationship. Considering that
the Board is the employer and the principal may well be the counsellor's appraiser and the
person from whom the counsellor would ask a reference from, the difficulties become

more apparent' Considerable courage may be required of the counsellor in such an

environment and taking such a stand may be to their detriment.

school counselling and its relationship to school disctpline systems

Counselling in schools holds a contadictory position in terms of school discipline
systems and notions of governmentality. School counsellors would tend to reject the idea

that they provide a form of governance, because counselling holds itself to be an

empowering art, one that does not seek to govern the other, but aims to serve those who
come to it of their own free will. Yet in being located within an authority of governance,

a school, school counsellors automatically become part of the governing authority.

The principle of access in the NZAC Code of Ethics outlines the right for anyone ro
appropriate counselling. In a school there are uzually only one or two counsellors, who
may not cover a range in terms of gender or ethnicity. Therefore it becomes important for
a school counsellor to network to establish and provide counselling options for their
students from outside agencies, veri$ing the competence and integrity of any person they

refer clients to. Although students are able to choose to access a school counsellor, there

are some instances where they are sent to see the counsellor, especially when disciplinary
proceedings are involved. These disciplinary proceedings may be based within the

school, or they may be outside the school involving the police or family disciplinary

issues. Regardless, the student sees the counsellor because someone else in authority

thought that they ought to do so. ln such an instance, the student is expected to sort out
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their problems and the school counsellor is expected to provide some assistance or
solutions to the 'disciplinary' problem often in the form of guidance, and even advice,
and sometimes actual counselling. Counselling is involved in using an array of
techniques to help individuals or groups to 'govern' themselves largely to limit negative
and destructive aspects in their lives and to promote the positive asselding to the clients'
needs and desires. It is not meant to be about an 'expert' telling them what to do as a

medical person might. School counselling is about promoting personal growth, freedom

and responsibility to self and others in both clinical counselling practice and in guidance

or social education programmes in school. Therefore, certainly in the school context,

counselling could be argued as being to a certain extent a 'governing'practice. yet the
question needs to asked, to what extent do school counsellors actually deal with or
explain what, why and how they do their job as a w^y of ensr:ring they behave ethically
with respect to informed consent?

Informed consent is not only part of the NZAC Code of Ethics, but it is also embodied in
the principles of the Privacy Act, 1993. In the school setting notions of informed consent

can be contentious' This can cause tensions between the counsellor, school authorities
and parents, who may well expect counsellors to be quite directive with students. Such

expectations can similarly cause some students to distmst the counsellor. If school

authority figures refer students, there may well be considerable resistance from the

student, so the counsellor needs to reassure the student about what level of report-back

might be required and what is confidential. There is also potential conflict when school

counsellors are asked to deal with disciplinary issues, when students are subject to stand-

downs and suspensions. There is an expectation then of working in a team with parents

and other professionals hence issues of 'who is the client, can easily arise.

The notion of abusing power in its broadest sense is a fraught one with regard to schools.

After all, schools and teachers and senior staff wield considerable power and control over
students, some of which is expressed through disciplinary systems. Schools are seldom

self-reflective of their use and abuse of power and many, but not all staff would be

appalled at the suggestion that at times their use of power is abusive. The relationship
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between teachers and counsellors over disciplinary issues can become tense. For
example, if a counsellor challenges the fairness of disciplinary actions or acts as student
advocate, or fields complaints about some teachers behaving unfairly or bullying students

it is not uncommon for comments to be made about the counsellor not upholding the

discipline and standards in the school.

An underlying tension identified in the 1970s and 1980s was the relationship of the
guidance counsellor to the discipline system, with some schools seeing the counsellor as

Just another enforcement arm of the school - at best, benign, free-agent deans; ar worst,
manipulative, controlling agents of the hierarchy' (Hermansson, 1990b: 164). This meant
that sometimes the counsellor was caught in a network of somewhat conflicting demands.

In this context, Hermansson (1990b) points out a difficulty regarding school counsellor,s
clients. They need to be clear that 'their clients are the students' (p. 169) in the current
climate where:

The power of tnrstees to control function, resources, incentives, and career

oppornrnities may mean that in some settings at least counsellors may begin to see the
board as their primary client. This too will challenge the issue of whether the
functions of the counsellor should be change ones or control ones (Hermansson

1990b: 169).

Where a student related problem is perceived to be located is an important issue for
school counselling. Partly because of the strong influence of psychological discourses,

schools tend to locate problems with student behaviour within the student themselves

rather than looking to the systems or the organisation itself or the social group or
subculture. Schools seem to operate in a climate of what Foucault would call .circulating

mistrust' which can involve surveillance of what is done right as much as of what is done

wrong. Teachers are far less likely to notice, comment or report on good behaviour than
on bad unless the school has developed particularly balanced student management
programmes. Teachers are expected to report unacceptable and inappropriate student
behaviour to those in higher authority in the school. The school's customary disciplinary
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procedures are applied and if they are successful, that is the shrdent then behaves as

required" nothing more is done. In this instance the counsellor is unlikely to have
anything to do with the student unless they have problems outside of the classroom or the
school.

But if the student resists the application of disciplinary regimens or the behaviour is
persistent or particularly exheme, the student will be noted in a variety of ways and will
come under increased surveillance by the school's authorities. The student's learning

abilities and strategies are likely to be assessed, the home environment is likely to be

examined' with parents becoming involved at interyiews at the school, with teachers,

deans, principal, Board of Trustees, possibly an educational psychologist and probably
the school counsellor. As a result, students may then be labelled in a variety of ways such

as: different, difficult, bad, rebellious, abnormal, hyperactive, antlauthority, special
needs, or in the currently popular, but exceedingly poorly defined way of being .at risk,.
Some diagnosis is likely to be made, following labelling, and all manner of intervention
and coercion techniques (contracts, behaviour modification, counselling, re-location to
altemative educational institutions) are likely to be applied. In fact there has been a

considerable increase in the application of techniques of behaviour managemenr,

especially using Glasser's notions, in the 1990s. Behaviour management could be

considered a conflation of fwo discourses, that of behaviour modification and of
managerialism since they comprise largely a revamp of behaviour modification
techniques in a neoliberal environment. These techniques are the ones largely employed

by the Specialist Education Service educational psychologists and the newly created

RTLBs (as discussed in Chapter 5.4) and could be considered much more coercive than

what counsellors are likely to use. At this stage, RTLBs are not required to belong to a
professional organisation, adhere to a Code of Ethics, or to have supervision although this

may well change in time. Because of the lack of ethical requirements, the student client
has no adequate protection that the RTLB either understands ethics or will practice

ethically and certainly no guarantee of confidentiality.l06

106 The fust RTLB at the author's school was assigned an office in the Guidance DeparEnent. Although he
was accouatable to the itinerant educational psyclologist and not to the guidance counsellor, because he
was operafing out of the Guidance Department, many students assumed that he was a guidance counsellor.
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If student behaviour is too difficult for the school to manage, students are likely to be
removed and excluded from the mainsfieam system by stand-downs, suspension or
expulsion. It is in these later instances that the school counsellor is likely to become
involved, at the request of any number of people -- student, parent, dean, principal. In fact
it is at these points that the Education Act, 1989 and its 1999 revision both refer to access

to appropriate guidance for students.

The usual ways of expressing the expectation that students are conforming to the rules of
behaviour in school include students being 'good', 'on task', 'self-directed leamers,,
practising 'anger management' and 'behaving themselves'. That is, they display
sufficient self-confrol, self-discipline or self-governance to manage their own behaviour

and to become what Foucault would call 'docile' or consfrained bodies. If students are

unable to do this, schools see that their task is to teach this and/or to enforce it. As student
age increases they are expected to have more ability to do this, it is normalised by age so

that \r.ith maturity and adulthood, one is normally expected to be in control of one's

behaviour.

The everyday activities of schools in separating students into categories, classes and

ranks, based on age, intellectual or on behavioural grounds, are what Foucault would
describe as 'dividing practices'. Since they are common, everyday practices for schools,

they are generally seen as natural, normal events and with them therefore there is a veil of
innocence. The costs of discipline and the effects of any oppression involved in these

regimens are seldom noticed because the challenge to their orthodoxy is usually in the

form of student resistance or in student academic failure. Students who do not excel or
who resist axe removed from the social space that 'normal' students occupy. Blame is
therefore readily attached to the student for their inability to fit in rather than to the

systems of accepted truths that positions them to outsider status. Current concems bv

Therefore, it was agreed that he would abide by the NZAC Code of Ethics, keeping client confidentiality
and be supervised and tained by the educational psychologist.
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Maori, that our education system and schools as

turn this manner of perceiving students on its head.

institutions are failing Maori, start to

None of this argument is rn any way suggestrng that students should not be subject to
discipline. Society cannot possibly operate without rules and some form of discipline, but
the point is about the points of control and about how the discipline is administered and

by whom and how the effects of power/knowledge are obscured by normalisation and

subjectification. On the surface, school organisational and disciplinary practices can

appear to be simply functional, operating in a purportedly impartial way so that the best

interests of the child, their leaming and the learning of others are considered. They are

less often seen as depending on the personalities, afitudes, gender, ethnicity and class of
particular personnel who do not necessarily administer disciplinary systems in an

impartial manner. Schools are often unaware of, or do not acknowledge, their use of
systems of power/knowledge as they administer their disciplinary systems. Counsellors

too can be unaware of their place in the power/knowledge regimes of the school.

What puts counsellors in a difficult situation is their role in serious disciplinary
procedures involving suspension of students. Principals are required by the Education

Act, 1989, Section 13 (4) to ensure that a suspended student 'has the guidance and

counselling that are reasonable and practicable in all the circumstances of the

suspension'' If principals fail to take these steps, the right to guidance and counselling is

considered to have been denied and it is grounds for parents to object to the exclusion of
their child (see Ministry of Education, 1996). Yet a school guidance counsellor is not
specified as being the person who should provide guidance and counselling. Unless

schools have policy that spells out that it is the guidance counsellor who should do this,

often other staff, such as senior staff and deans, may consider that their talking with the

student is offering guidance and counselling.

When a counsellor is involved in a Board suspension hearing, they usually act as

advocate for the student, a de facto defence counsel role. Tbe Principal or deputy is likely
to present the case against the student and act as the 'prosecution'. The principal in this
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instaoce is acting primarily in the interests of the overall student body rather than the
student being disciplined. Such an adversarial situation can pit counsellors against their
own boss, the Principal. The situation has potential to be exacerbated if the Board
disciplinary committee includes the staff representative. In this advocacy role, the
counsellor may well have to be critical and point out shortcomings of processes and

attitudes of fellow staff members.

The counselling Code of Ethics does not refer to advocacy when it deals with the

principles of abuse of power or sexual harassment. It focuses more on issues related to
boundaries and taking advantage of clients for personal, professional, political, financial
or sexual gain. Sexual prohibitions are the same for both teachers and counsellors with
neither to engage in sexual activity nor sexual harassment of students or disciplinary or
criminal procedures are liable to be taken against them. School counsellors have specific
responsibilities, outlined in policy (Chapter 6.8 and the NAGs) in how to assist young
peopie to deal with sexual harassment and abuse in all its forms.

Confidentialtty

Conflict with the school can occur around expectations of what the counsellor does and

the information they hold. There may be expectations of information sharing yyithin a
school because the Education Act, 1989 SectionTTS) requires schools to inform paren6

of issues or problems that are detrimental to the student's educational progress. Some of
the issues the school counsellor deals with could well fall into this category.ro7 But
neither the principal nor counsellor are required to inform parents that their child is
seeing a counsellor and even if the principal has indicated that a student is receiving

counselling, the counsellor is not legally obliged to breach confidentiality (Ludbrootq

l99l). This highlights a potential conflict within the school and with parents over

NZAC's confidentiality requirements and the counsellor's perceived lack of co-operation.

107 For example: in a recent case.of a teenager obtaining an abortion, a nurse told the aunt of an 18 year
old foreign student about the abortion. The student was extemely upset that her family now knows because
she will be sent home and will be ostracised in her homeland. If an XzeC counsellor did thir, it would be a
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A way forward is for students, parents and staff to be informed through such as

newsletters, assemblies, and meetings about school policy on issues of consent, privacy
and confidentiality.

Confidentiality is often a point of tension for school counsellors because parents, other
teachers, deans and the Principal can all place difficult expectations on counsellors,
especially with regard to younger students and their level of autonomy and especially
around issues of sexuality. One may well question whether or not confidentiality is
absolute or not. That is, material presented to the counsellor is not discussed elsewhere,

nor recorded in a way that could be open for inspection, nor passed to another agency in
some way or another. In realiry, within schools, the issue of absolute confidence may nor
be the case, especially when there is a multi-disciplinary approach being used, since the
counsellor is part of a team. In this instance, informed consent and explicit permission
from the client is required beforehand. Furthermore, confidentiality in who is seeing the
counsellor is not likely to be able to be kept in the school setting, otherwise a student will
be marked absent and considered tnrant. Most schools inform students about procedures

that indicate when they have seen the counsellor, and that information about what they
have seen the counsellor for is not permitted to be passed on without their permission. It
is advisable for school policies to define the issue of confidentiality, preferably in terms
of the NZAC Code of Ethics, to protect both client and counsellor (see Nelson-Agee,
reeT).

Bond (1992) examined the type of counselling in educational institutions and suggested

that there were t'il/o very different models of counselling in educational institutions - an

integated model and a differentiated model. These have particular implications in terms

of ethics especially for how confidentiality is dealt with and how the rights of the
individual young person are respected or not. The integrated model is based on
assumptions that 'institutional goals are compatible with an individual student's goals,

(Bond, 199252) where a sharing of information within the organisation is not only

serious breach of confidentiality. Whilst she thought that the aunt ought to know so that the grl could be
looked after, the nurse's personal views or agenda lot in the way in wh-at was a breach of med.ical ethics.
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expected' but accepted, as is likely to occur in an educational facility for youth drug users

or a youth justice facility. Both the institution and the client would (hopefully) have a

shared goal of rehabilitating the client, although such an assumption may not necessarily

be correct if the client is forced to be in such an institution. This model may also occur in
schools whrch strongly endorse their rn loco parenfis role, and particularly with younger

children. It would seem to have been a much more commonly used and expected model

in the earlier days of school counselling in New Zealand,, when the NZCGA Code of
Ethics did not spell out confidentiality and autonomy in such clarity as the subsequent

one does.

The differentiated model would be the one that most New Zealand, schools and most

school counsellors and all those who belong to NZAC would be expected to uphold
today. This model distinguishes the relationship between counsellors and other staff
within the organisation, assigning a special differentiated role to the counsellor whose

primary ethical responsibility is to the individual student seeking counselling, not to the

organisation:

The counsellors work on the assumption that they will meet institutional goals by

counselling in ways which respect individual client's autonomy and confonn to

the best standards of ethics and practice in use by counsellors in other settings

(Bond, 1992:53).

The essential difference in the two models is the limitations on or the extent of the

confidentiality within the organisation. The integrated model involves assumptions that

information can be shared with others who have direct moral and legal responsibility for
the well being of the student and as such confidentiality would be expected to be kept

within such a group. Whether or not the student is made aware of this and is able to give

informed consent is an issue. It would seem only reasonable and respectful to students to

be informed of this beforehand. The differentiated model offers, within the organisation

and outside it, a higher degree of confidentiality, which as per the Code of Ethics can

only be breached in instances of serious harm to self and/or to others.
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Conflict between counsellor, shrdent and parents can be especially difficult to deal with.
This can be especially so in dealing with adolescents who have limited power aod
autonomy to act and whose parents/caregivers may expect and even demand to be
informed about what their children discuss with the counsellor, especially if they are in
the early teenage yearsto8. Hawkins and Monk (1995) discussed the conflicting agendas

of parents and adolescents, the rights of each and the ability of adolescents to make

informed decisions' Because students in New Zealand, secondary schools are commonly
counselled without their parents' knowledge or permission, with particulaly sensitive
penonal or family issues being discussed, school counsellors can be subject to very angry
reactions when parents become aware of their involvement. Winslade (1996) discussed

the issue of client safety, the possible existence of psychological abuse within a family if
parents banned their child from talking to a counsellor, and ways in which both a student

and a parent's perspectives might both be honoured. Likewise, students can be

particularly furious when a school counsellor decides that for serious safety reasons, they
need to breach confidentialify. Such a breach can, via the grapevine, rapidly devastate the
reputation of trust which is essential for the school counsellor to work effectively such
that students will not visit that or any other counsellor (see Nelson-Agee, tggT).

The central issue in this respect is whose rights have primacy, the parent's or the child's?

The notion of children having rights and not being a possession of their parents is

relatively new this century and New Zealandlaw defining adulthood is unhelpful because

of the different ages at which'adult'behaviour (sex, driving, cigarettes, alcohol, marriage,

voting etc) is permitted. ln lieu of a statutory age definition and the lack of any specific
guidelines for counselling children and adolescents in the NZAC Code of Ethics,

according to Ludbrook (1991) the legal test which counsellors need to apply deals with a
child's capacity:

r08 w1its1 the lawis quite clearabout the rigbts of girls under 16 in obtaining conraceptive inforrnation,
prescriptions and abortions, the counsellor can fall foul of parental ire if they a'ssist unAarage girls in these
matters without informing the parent- i.e. in teking t+ year bids to family planning or for an abirtion.
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... whether the child has the intellectual and emotional manrrity to weigh up the

advantages and disadvantages of what is proposed and thus make a balanced and

informed decision (Ludbroolg l99l: l6).

Since there is no NZAC guideline pertaining to this, nor is there any separate professional

Association and code (as in the USA with the ACA and its code being distinct from, but
not supplanted by the Ethical Standards of the American School Counselor Association)
it is particularly important for schools to have policies covering these sinrations (Hawkins

and Monk, 1995). This is not just to protect the counsellor, but also to spell out what
students, parents, staff and Boards of Trustees can expect in terms of ethics and

counselling practice. Hawkins and Monk (1995) suggested involving interested parties in
developing ethical guidelines for a school's code of practice and that 'staff and parents

need to be more fully informed about the role of the counsellor' (Hawkins and Monh
1995:6). They acknowledged the potential conflict between the counsellor's viewpoint
and gender and ethnic differences in parental expectations of what counsellors should be

doing. However, consultation is a means of giving voice to affected parties and of
addressing accountability issues in the current 'rights' model of counselling rather than

the earlier paternalistic one (Mabe & Rollin, 1936). It fits particularly well with current

education policy that emphasises parental rights, choice and consultation with the

school's community in policy decision-making. Whilst Hawkins and Monk (1995) did not

actually suggest it, many schools will adopt the NZAC Code of Ethics as part of their
policy.

Empowerment - of the counsellor and the cltent

'Empowerment' (see Oxford Dictionary (2nd edition) involves the idea of investing

someone, Iegally and formally, with power or authority and ideas of enabling or

permitting. It implies a hierarchy with power being bestowed onto a lower or lesser being

by someone who ranla higher, a form of delegation to someone to carry out legal or

administrative functions. It can mean to gain or assume power over. As a term,
oempowerment' 

originated in liberal theories of law and politics, was appropriated by
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critical pedagogy and its project of liberatory, democratic politics in the 1960s, and in the
1980s by the neoliberal school reform movement in both NZ and USA. It has also
featured prominently in efforts towards establishing more democratically oriented
research in education' In most of its formulations, 'empowerment' emphasises humanist
forms of individualism, entailing notions of autonomy, responsibility and the ability to
think critically. In education, the empowerment discourse has focussed on the increased

involvement of parents and the community especially in terms of the governance of
schools (e'g. parents as BOT members); on centres encouraging participation by minority
ethnic groups (e.g. Kohanga Reo, Kura Kaupapa Maori & Wananga movements); and in
empowering teachers by promoting increased professionalisation, responsibility and

accountability. It has been very much taken over by the political agendas of different
groups, be they from critical pedagogy or neoliberal bents.

Peters & Marshall (1995), using a Foucauldian approach, argued that 'empowerment, as

applied to both educational research and policy, can be both problematic and self-serving
and can easily become debased by being used as an instn:ment of political rhetoric. They
argued that in being dependent on rationalism, empowerment legitirnates the authority of
the teacher, but leaves this authority 'untheorised and unproblematic' (p. 210). In
adopting a univeralising stance to notions of freedom and oppression, the discourse of
empowerment has been 'modelled on neo-MarKist analysis of class oppression which
privileges working-class consciousness as the only authentic voice'(p.2ll) and, thus,

served as the paradigm for understanding all other forms of oppression (see Chapter 3.2

of this thesis for a discussion of neo-Mamist ethnographies of youth subcultures). As a
number of poststructuralist feminist critiques pointed out, the effect of this was that the

individual student's voice was not recognised for the way it is often contradictory, being

constituted at multiple intersections of gender, class, ethnicity, sexual orientation, ability,
size, age, ideology etc. (Ellsworth, 1988; Jones, rggT; walkerdine, l9g4). when
counsellors talk about empowerrnent they need to be very clear about what it is they are

referring to, and what questions the discourse poses for counselling.
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In the counselling discourse, ernpowerment involves both a process and an outcome, with
the two usually going together. It is usually about the empowerment of clients and the
counsellor's role in this process. But it can also be about the counsellor themselves --
considered in terms of their relationships with other staff -- and their professional

identity. Empowerment is also closely related to 'autonomy' where empowennent is

about enabling someone or some group to move more firlly towards independence.

Kirton (1988) saw emPowerment as being aware of one's attibutes -- emotions,

aspirations, values, attitudes, behaviours, stengths and weaknesses. Empowerment for
him meant having sufEcient confidence and tnrst in oneself to risk change and being
skilled and able enough to fulfil one's needs and wishes. Finally, he argued that

empowerment involves having a reasonable amount of autonorny to make personal

decisions. Clearly, on this view, the younger the person, the less likely all these criteria
are to exist, especially autonomy in adolescents less than 16 years.

On the typical view, counselling is the process involving empowerment of clients yet

Anderson (1990) disputed the generally accepted view that counselling was a form of
empowerment involving giving away power or power-sharing. She suggested that

'counsellors should, and in fact do, retain power within counselling relationships. Clients
are empowered by counsellors using and sharing power. Counsellors cannot give power;

other people must take power for themselves' (Anderson, 1990: 103). Yesenosky and

Dowd (1990) outlined five types of power that underpin counsellor's attempts to
influence their clients: expert power, referent power, legitimate power, informational

power' and ecological power. Manthei (1982) pointed out that another form, 'ascribed
power' is derived from other peoples' perceptions of the counsellor being a powerful,

inJluential figure. He provided a particularly apt description of how shrdents, some

parents and even teaching colleagues may perceive the school counsellor. For the

counsellor, role-related power issues display a complex web of position, status,

relationship and perception.

All these accounts of empowerment are based upon liberal notions of power as a
possession of individuals reflecting rant status, expertise and knowledge. Foucault, on
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the other han4 disputes this notion of power that underpins the liberal notion of
empowerment, by suggesting that power is intimately related to knowledge and the body,
that in one form it comes as part of a d"isciplinary formation and is achieved through a

political technology. If we accept Foucault's view that power produces knowledge and

that power and knowledge directly imply one another, then the notion of empowerment

as a Process of power-sharing or power-giving (or -taking) between an expert and a client
begins to look decidedly odd. By contrast, rather than seeking empowerment, Foucault

would have us ask 'how is power exercised by what means' and 'what are the effects of
power'. On Foucault's view, power is not a possession or a property of the dominant

class or the expert, but rather a sfrategy. Foucault's analysis therefore acts as a critique of
the Juridical-liberal'conception of power, which sees it as a right or apossession. The
upshot of adopting Foucault's conception of power is to throw empowennent and

associated concepts like 'autonomy' radically into question an4 by contrast, to focus

upon the strategies and techniques that constitute the individual as an effect of power.

Ethical practice is an essential component of being a counsellor and the professional

organisation (NZAC) requires members to uphold a Code of Ethics. Chapter 9 has taken

an overview of the notion of ethics and used Foucault's theoretical perspective s of ethical
self-constitution to provide a sociological and historical genealogy of changes in the

NZCGA and NZAC Codes of Ethics. The chapter also highlighted and provided critical
cornment on the power relationships involved in several ethical issues that confront

school counselling: its relationship to school discipline, confidentiality and

empowennent. This leads the thesis to its final Chapter, which looks at narrative therapy

as a new form of counselling that evolved to a certain extent out of an application of
some Foucauldian notions. From being a therapy used primarily with families, it has

developed and evolved into a modality that has been finding considerable favour in
dealing with adolescent clients in schools.
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CHAPTER 10: FOUCAIJLT AND Tm TURII To NARRATTVE TEERAPY
l0.l Introduction

10.2 The turn to narrative therapy: philosophical foundations

10.3 Narrative therapy: theory and critique

10.4 Narrative therapy in school counselling

10.1 Introduction

In this final chapter I discuss the foundations of a Foucauldian-inspired narrative therapy
and developments of narrative as models for school counselling. This is necessarily a

short chapter because the development of narrative therapy, particularly in relation to
school counselling, is a recent phenomenon dating from the late 1980s. The chapter does

not attempt a full-scale literature search and critique of all the recent writings on narrative
therapy, but focuses ftrst on the early work of Michael White (19g9) in section 10.2.

This section discusses the turn to narrative therapy as a means of elucidating the
philosophical foundations of the theory of narrative therapy and its use of Foucauldian
themes.

Then the Chapter looks to the recent work of Gerald Monk, John Winslade and V/endy
Drewery, counsellor educators atthe University of Waikato (sections 10.3 and 10.4). In
the 1990s, they and others further developed the model of narrative therapy, wrote about
it and decided to make it the basis of their counsellor education programmes. Section
l0'3 provides an introduction to the theoretical orientations of narrative therapy, while
also making some criticisms. Finally, section 10.4 discusses the application of narrative
therapy in the school counselling environment.

Narrative therapy was developed in Australasia, based upon the pioneering work of
Michael white (Adelaide) and David Epston (Auckland) (white lggg; lgg0; lgg2; l9g5)
and Epston (1989; 1990;1992). They were inspired by the work of Foucault and others,

and argued that problems are produced or manufactured in social, cultural and political
contexts that serve as the basis for life stories that people constnrct and tell about
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themselves. The Dulwich Cente, Adelaide, bases its description of narrative therapy on
Michael White's theory as being:

... premised on the idea that the lives and the relationships of persons are shaped

by: the knowledges and stories that communities of persons negotiate and engage

in to give meaning to their experiences: and certain practices of self and of
relationship that make up ways of life associated with these knowledges and

stories. A narrative therapy assists persons to resolve problems by: enabling them

to separate their lives and relationships from those knowledges and stories that

they judge to be impoverishing; assisting them to challenge the ways of life that

they find subjugating; and, encouraging persons to re-author their own lives
according to altemative and preferred stories of identity, iod according to
preferred ways of life. Narrative therapy has particular links with Family Therapy

and those therapies which have a common ethos of respect for the client, and an

acknowledgement of the importance of context, interaction, and the social

constuction of meaning (htp://www.massey.ac .nz/-Alock/virhraUnarrativ.htm).

The turn to narrative therapy though was not something that occurred in isolation. Interest
in 'narrative' was something that was already occurring, and this 'turn' to nanative is

briefly discussed here along with the concept of narrative itself. The narrative turn in the
social sciences is part of a broader movement within philosophy, humanities and the

social sciences called the linguistic turn (Rorty, 1967) that simply means the move to
study the language of representation rather than the referents or objects themselves, on
the understanding that such a move would promote greater agreement among

investigators. The turn to narrative that has recently characterised the social sciences

while part of the wider linguistic turn, can also be seen as a response to the formalism and

scientific pretensions of structuralism (see Chapter 1). Narratology, as the science of
narrative, really has its roots in the Russian formalists (for example, Shklovski and

Propp) who were reacting against impressionist and historicist approaches to literature.

The forrnalists, rethinking Aristotelian concepts, developed new approaches to narrative

borrowing from the stnrcturalist linguistics of Jakobson and Saussure. poststructuralist

accounts of narrative can be seen as a reaction against the formalist development of a
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general science of narrative, one which preserves the structuralist decentring of the

subject, but at the same time, re-introduces the historical and dpamic back into analysis.

Thus contemporary naratology can be divided into a number of theses each dealing with
a different subject matter: authorship -- for example, who is the author and what is the
author-frrnction? enunciation - for example, what are the different levels of enunciation

or voice in the text or story? action orJibula -- for example, how can we classif events

and actions? story and narration -- for example, how should we analyse time, srructure,
plot' point of view and presentation? reception how should we understand

communicative speech acts and the reader's or viewer's creative responses to a text or
story? self-referentiality and intertextuality * for example, how should we analyse

reflexive story-telling or metafiction (that is, fiction which experiments with its own way
of making meaning) (Onega & Landa, 1996)?

Narratology in relation to school counselling, in addition, involves questions of applied
narratology that attempt to formulate more precisely the relations between narrative,

society, history and ideologY, and to theorise the relationship between narrative on the

one hand and social structures, institutions and cultural phenomena in general. Such

approaches cannot therefore escape questions of power and the way power relations help
to shape, Iegitimise and constitute personal narratives. This is why Foucault's work has

proved so fertile and attractive to scholars and practitioners working in the 'psy' sciences

or related fields, in their attempts to develop a counselling therapy that is relevant in the
postmodem era.

10.2 The turn to narrative therapy: philosophical foundations

This section examines the philosophical foundations of what came to be known as

narrative therapy as pioneered in the late 1980s by Michael White (Adelaide) and David
Epston (Auckland) who were both engaged in family therapy at that time and were

concerned about finding new and more meaningful therapeutic directions.
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White (1989, 1990,1992, 1995) and Epsron (19g9, lgg}, tgg?), inspired by the work of
Foucault and others, argued that problems are produced or manufactured in social,
culnual and political contexts that serve as the basis for life stories that people constuct
and tell about themselves. In the opening chapter that is largely repeated in both Literate
Means to Therapeutic Ends (1989) and Nanative Means to Therapeuttc Ends (W'hite &
Epston, 1989; 1990), Michael White stated his general assumption that people seek

therapy for their problems:

. '. when the narratives in which they are "storying" their experience, and./or in
which they are having their experience "storied" by others, do not suf6ciently

represent their lived experience, and that, in these circumstances, there will be

significant aspects of their lived experience that contradict these dominant
narratives (White, l9B9: 22).

From this assumption he explored applications for therapy and the way exploring
alternative stories opened up new possibilities for clients. White and Epston's co-authored
publication of 1989, Ltterate Means to Therapeutic Endst}e, set out this new form of
counselling therapy that emerged from their study of the work of a group of social

science theorists, rather than from traditional therapy sources in psychological discourses.

The aspect of Foucault's work that had particular resonance for White was discussed in
the inroduction and in his fust chapter, written by White as being 'some of Michel
Foucault's thought on power and knowledge, (white, l9g9: I l). He suggested that
Foucault's ideas provided a way out of what had become an impasse over the debate

about power in family therapy.

However, Foucault was only one of several people whose writings influenced White's
thought and the development of his ideas for therapy. Others included family therapist,

David Epston; anthropologist, Gregory Bateson; ethnographer, Edward Bruner; and

psychologist, Jerome Bruner (white, l9g9; winslade & Monlq lggg). David Epsron's

roe This chapter's discussion of Michael white's theory uses the earlier text in which Chapter I is clearly
written by Michael white and Chapter 2 by David Epsioa although there would appear to Lv* been some
collaboration and general agreemsnt between the nvo, hence the co-authorship of thi boola.
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application of 'the story analogy in novel ways to a wide range of presenting problems'
(white, 1989: 12) seemed to fit with white's interest in text analogy that he was familiar
with from the work in 'interpretive method' of anthropologist, Gregory Bateson. This sort
of interpretation was not psychoanalytic, but was about objective reality. White drew on
Bateson (1972;1980), stating that 'since we cannot know objective reality, all knowing
requires an act of interpretation' (p. 13) that was determined by how things .fitted into the
known pattern of events' (p. l3). That is, the interpretation of events depended on the

context in which they were received, but furthermore, events that couldn't be located in a
context would not be selected and so would not exist or be noted for us as facts. White
cited Bateson's notion that 'human sense organs can receive only news of difference, and

the differences must be coded into events in time (i.e., into changes) in order to be

perceptible' fbold in original] @ateson, l9g0: 79, cited in white, l9g9: 13) as

highlighting the temporal dimension that was generally missing from tierapy. In this
way, Bateson argued that we can work out that things are different or change by noticing
'news of difference' over time. This notion is used in narrative therapy to help clients to
see a dominant story and an alternative story -- helping them to re-author their stories,

and to work out where they wish to position themselves and to clariff what choices they

may have and in turn wish to make (Winslade & Monh 1999).

In noticing the similarities between text analogy, maps and

Edward Bruner, who noted that it was narrative that had an

temporal dimension:

narrative, White quoted

advantage by having a

... narrative emphasizes order and sequence, in a formal sense, and is more

appropriate for the study of change, the lifecycle, or any developmental process.

Story as a model has a remarkable dual aspect - it is both linear and instantaneous

(E. Bruner, 1986a: 153, cited in White, l9g9: l3).

White indicated that he was concerned about how people inadvertently contributed to

their problems by the way they have constructed specific meaning of their experiences --
'it is the meaning that members attribute to events that is determining of their behaviour'
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(White, 1989:13). In taking this position his ideas were contrary to the notion that some
underlying stnrcture or dysfunction determined behaviour and in this way, White
positioned nalrative in opposition to many prevailing systems based theories, biologically
based and psychologically based rurderstandings about how people's lives are shaped (see

White's table of analogies, 1989: l6). The text analogy further supported White,s claims.

White based his understanding of text analogy on a combination of Gergen and Gergen,s

(1984) notions about 'storying' or 'self-narrative' and Edward Bnrner's work. White, in
particular, drew on Bruner's idea that the interpretation of current events is as much
funue-shaped in tenns of endings as it is past-determined in having a beginning.
Furthermore, narrative is selective and can never encompass all of one,s lived
experiences, so there are some isolated experiences that are always omitted. This is
because we may not understand what we are experiencing, or the experiences are not able
to be told or 'storied', or because we lack the vocabulary or performative and narrative
resources' In arguing that it is through 'storying' their experiences that people make
meaning of their lives and experiences, then'it is the stories that are constitutive-shaping
lives and relationships' (White, 1989: 20). But since the performance of people,s stories
relates to all texts that are themselves relatively indeterminant, there is room for
ambiguity and a range of diverse perspectives. Furthermore, accord.ing to Jerome Bruner,
(1986: 25) 'literary texts initiate performances of meaning rather than actually
formulating meaning themselves'. That is they are open to interpretation and multiple
meanings' 'Thus, the text analogy is distinct from those analogies that would propose an
underlying structure or pathology in families and persons that is constitutive or shaping
of their lives and relationships' (White, 1989: 20). Text analogy suggested fust that
people's lives are situated in and within texts and second, with each telling of their story,
'through its performance, is a new telling that encapsulates, and expands upon, the
previous telling' (White, 1989: 2l).

White adopts Goffrnan's (1961) terminology of 'unique outcomes' to describe people,s

experience that falls outside the dominant stories about their lives and relationships. By
externalising the dominant 'problem-saturated' description or story of a person's life, the
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influence that problems have in their lives can be explored and mapped. It is the
separation of problem-satrrated descriptions from the habitual reading of the dominant
story that enables people to identifu unique outcomes and to 'experience a sense of
personal agency' and'a capacity to intervene in their own lives and relationships' (White,

1989: 23). At this point, through using carefully framed questions about how the problem

has been affecting their lives and relationships, c.lients are invited to ascribe meaning to

the unique outcomes in ways that actively involves them in 're-authoring ' their stories.

Personal agency and the survival of altemative stories is enhanced by inviting clients 'to
be an audience to their own performance of these altemative stories' (simultaneously a

performer and an audience) and can be enhanced by enlisting feedback from how an

'extemal' audience has experienced the new performance. The context of reflexivity that

this process engenders enables clients to discover and engage new choices in their lives

(white, 1989).

White pointed out that notions of power have been 'much overlooked in the therapy

literanre generally, and in the benign view that we frequently take of our own practices'

(White, 1989: 25). When analyses of power have appeared, he pointed out that they have

traditionally been represented :

in individual terms. such as a biological phenomenon that affects the

individual pathology that is the inevitable outcome ofindividual psyche or as

early traumatic personal

(White, 1989:25).

expenences, or in Mancist terms as a class phenomenon

He noted how feminist discourse had recently alerted many therapists to issues of abuse,

exploitation and oppression in an 'analysis of power as a gender-specific and repressive

mechanism' (White, 1989: 25). What this discourse did not consider was the more general

problematics of power -- both its repressive and constitutive aspects. It is in this area that

White attempted to explore some of Michel Foucault's analysis of power,

powerlknowledge, ascending analysis of power, and subjugated knowledges. An analysis

of the Foucault references that White listed shows that he used four texts that comprised
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part of Foucault's earlier worlcs: Discipline and Punish (lg7g); PowerlKnowledge:

Selected Interti,ews and Other Writings (1980); The History of Sexuality, Vol. I (lgga);
and 'Space, knowledge and power', in P. Rabinow (Ed) The Foucault Reader (19g4)rr0.

Although he provides something of an outline of Foucault's ideas, they are rather too
brief and cursory to provide an adequate explanation.

Foucault's notion of the effects of power as not only repressive, but also positive in the

sense of being constitutive in the shaping of peoples'lives, was discussed by White who
briefly touched on several Foucauldian notions without fully explaining them:

According to Foucault, a primary effect of this power through rrtrurh" and 'tnrth"
through power is the specification of a form of individuality that is, in tum, a

"vehicle" of power. Rather than proposing that this form of power represses,

Foucault argues that it subjugates. It forges persons as "docile bodies" and

conscripts them into activities that support the proliferation of "global" and

"unitary" knowledges and, as well, the techniques of power (W'hite, 1989: 26).

He noted Foucault's specific sense of several words. 'Truth' was not used to mean that
objective or inrinsic facts exist about the nature of people, but in constnrcting ideas that

are ascribed the status of 'tnrths' that are 'normalizing' in how they constnrct nonns

around which people are encouraged to shape or constitute their lives (White, 1989).

'Global' and'unitary'knowledges did not mean universally accepted knowledges, but that
were claims of 'objective reality' that were made by the modern science disciplines.

White quoted Foucault to explain how the power of this knowledge subjects us to be:

... judged, condernned, classified, determined in our undertakings, destined to a
certain mode of living or dying, as a function of the true discowses which are the

bearers of the specific effects of power (Foucault, l9g0c: 94).

ll0 White's references cited. some differently dated publicafions for Foucaults works to those that are used
in this thesis. For consistency, the thesis uses the publcation dates as listed in the Bibliography.
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White then used some ideas from the History of Sexuatity (1980a) to illustrate the
constitutive effects of power tbrough normalising tnrths.

Foucault's notion of powerlknowledge and the inseparability of them were elaborated.

White highlighted that the effect of us all being caught up in a web of power/lcnowledge,

made it impossible to act apart from this domain, and that 'we are simultaneously
undergoing the effects of power and exercising this power in relation to others' (White,

1989: 28). It was in relation to the inseparability of powerlknowledge that Foucault

challenged ideas that positioned one form of knowledge in ascendancy over another.

However he did argue for an 'ascending analysis of power, not a descending analysis',
proposing that 'these techniques occurred at the local level, and that their ready

availability was a precondition to the success of the grourth of the unitary and global

knowledges from the seventeenth cenhrry on, and for the rise of capitalism'(White, l9g9:
29). These techniques were about social control and the subjugation and objectification of
the individual and included:

... techniques for the organization and ananging of persons in space in ways that

allowed for the greatest efficiency and economy; those for the registration and

classification of persons; those for the exclusion of groups of persons and for the

ascription of identity to these groups; techniques for the isolation of persons and

for the effective means of observation (surveillance) and evaluation (White, 19g9:

2e).

White explained how Foucault discussed techniques that recruited the individual into
actively participating in their own subjugation as 'docile bodies'. He mentioned that

Foucault described how we live in a society where evaluative and normalising
judgements form an omnipresent 'gaze' that is the primary mechanism of social control,

rather than the judicial forms and torture of the past (see Discipline and Punish, lg77).

In his discussion on 'subjugated knowledges', Foucault suggested that there are two

classes of these: one constitutes previously established, erudite knowledges that have
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been buried, hidden, disguised, masked, removed or written out by revisionist histories;
another involves local, popular or indigenous knowledges that are marginalised or denied
space to perform adequately. These knowledges are lowly ranked, being considered
inadequate for the accepted standards of knowledge and science. In recovering these

knowledges' we can rediscover the history of stnrggle and conflict, and challenge the
'effects of the cenhalising powers which are linked to the institution and functioning of
an organised scientific discourse within a society such as ours' (Foucault, 1980c: 84).

What White did not mention is that in this manner, Foucault was discussing his notion of
'genealogy'.

White stated:

I have argued that the text analogy provides a frame that enables a consideration

of the broader socio-political context of person's lives and relationships, and that

Foucault's analysis of power/knowledge can provide us with some details of that

broader context (White, l9g9: 3l).

Therefore, in applying a practical combination of these notions, White described an

orientation in therapy that was considerably informed by Foucault's thought. White
separated out four prevailing notions: orientation in therapy; separating from the unitary
knowledges; challenging the techniques of power; resurrecting the subjugated

knowledges. By 'orientation in therapy', White meant an orientation that challenges the

scientism of the human sciences and the way in which therapeutic practices have often
been situated in relation to scientific knowledges. He suggested that:

If we accept that power and knowledge are inseparable . . . and if we accept we are

simultaneously undergoing the effects of power and exercising power over others,

then we will be unable to take a benign view of our own practices. Nor will we be

able to simply assume that our practices are primarily determined by our

motives... (White, l9g9: 32).
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White argued that therapists must always assume that they are participating in domains of
power and knowledge. Hence, he believed that therapists must establish conditions to
encourage the critique of their own practices that meant first, providing a critical
genealogy of concepts and practices in the history of ideas. On this view therapists must
assume that therapy is often involved in questions of social control and they must work to
demystiff and unmask the hidden power relations implicated in their tecbniques and
practices. This meant, as White argued, 'we are inevitably engaged in a political activity,,
in the sense that therapists must continually challenge the 'techniques that subjugate
persons to a dominant ideology' (p. 33).

Under the second feature -- 'separating from unitary knowledges' -- White emphasised

the 'externalization of the problem' as a way of decentering the dominant discourses and

'tnrths' of a spurious 'objective' scientific knowledge. The externalisation of the problem
helps the client or person in therapy to gain a reflexive perspective on their life and to
challenge the 'truths' as they explore new options.

The third feature, which White described as 'challenging the techniques of power,,
followed the same line of thinking and practice. It involved challenging the organisation

of persons in space, the registration and classification of persons, exclusionary practices,

ascription of identity, techniques for the isolation of person, and surveillance and

evaluation techniques. Once the techniques and their power effects have been identified
and recognised, then unique outcomes of resistance to such techniques can be sought.

Resunecting the subjugated knowledges referred to the 'generation of alten:ative stories

that incorporate vital and previously neglected aspects of lived experience' (p. 34). These

subjugated knowledges, which come to light in alternative stories, are a cenEal focus of
the therapy.

White also provided a discussion of the distinction between oral and literate taditions.
He pointed out that therapy is generally conducted in the oral mode in or:r Western

culture, but that his theoretical work utilised the literate tradition of written works from
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different parts of social theory. He acknowledged that in many spheres, especially in
official aspects of society, the written is often privileged as more prestigious than the
oral. Because writing is seen, it is readily available to be referred back and checked for
accuracy that enables it to achieve an authoritative status ahead of what is heard. The
literate mode also enables the recording of linear time, which is ,one important
mechanism for the generation of meaning in ou lives' (p. 38). White proposed that the

'utilization of the literate tradition, insofar as it facilitates the mapping of experience onto
the temporal dimension, has much to offer in those activities defined as therapy, (p. 39).
He argued the case for introducing writing in therapy as a means of expanding the
information processing ability of short-term memory and as one mechanism for enabling
people to be 'more active in determining the arrangement of information and experience,

and in the production of different accounts of events and experience' (p. 39).

Some of the sorts of literate means that can be used in narrative therapy are discussed by
White and Epston (1989) in a chapter that seems to be mostly written by David Epston.

He discussed and provided examples of the style, intent, and effect of letters as narrative
techniques. These letters included: letters of invitation that are used to engage people who
are reluctant to participate or attend therapy; redundancy letters, that refer to people who
become redundant in roles they have assumed over some time (e.g. 'parent-watcher,
parents' marriage counsellor, brother's father', p. 56); letters of prediction, that the client
is fully aware of, as a form of six month follow-up; counter-referral letters; letters of
reference; letters for special occasions and brief letters (see White & Epston, 19g9,

Chapter 2; andWhite & Epston, 1990).

But in other areas, and in other cultural milieu, for example in Maori and pacific island

cultures, the oral takes precedence -- as in someone seeing or hearing it for themselves --
as witness to something. Therefore, White noted in his conclusion: '[W]ith regard to the

oral and literate haditions, although David and I do not consciously rank one above the

other in status, we do privilege the oral tradition in our work' (p. 40).
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On the basis of the foregoing notions taken from Foucault's work and from a lange of
other theorists, White and Epston have argued for and developed a highly successful case

for the literate means and practices in therapy. This therapy is, perhaps, a counter-therapy
in the sense that it begins with the critique of existing therapeutic practices; in other
words it begrns with the assumption that few therapies even recognise: that therapy is
inherently a political activity, that is an activity uid set of practices inscribed by power

relations.

Alan Parry and Robert Doan in Story Re-Visions: Narrative Therapy in the postmodern

World (1994) briefly fface the notions of narrative, modernism, postrnodernism the self
and other and provide some critique of Michael White's formulation of narrative therapy.

They credit White with bringing 'family therapy into the postmodern world' by his use of
'Foucault's neo-Nietzschean writings' (Parry & Doan, 1994: l7). They point out that
whilst the project of the modernist 'self focussed on 'the liberated self and the necessity

of its own self esteem' (p. 9) and challenged the sacred story of sameness, certainty and

tnrth, but in the postmodernist world it was about the liberation from the tyranny of
metanarratives about one tnrth. They suggested. that the modemist quest for 'self was

fypified by Freud's idea that by looking deeply enough into the se[ by probing the
unconscious, people would find what they were looking for. By encouraglng his clients

to tell their stories freely, they considered that Freud could be considered the first
narrative therapist, despite his attempts at interpretation of an 'underlying foundational

theory of truth' (p. 8).

ln pointing out that White has made a significant contribution in bringing narrative,

which is part of postmodern discourses in many fields, into the world of therapy, 'in our

view White's use of narrative does not make use of the unique implications of work with
families, particularly for the posfinodern dimensions of the story' Garry & Doan, 1994:

l9). Parry seemed to be referring to the earlier Foucault when he suggested that instead of
using the 'ideologically informed pessimism of Foucault and Denida' it would be more

appropriate to use 'those who, like therapists, live their professional lives in the domain

of stories' (Parry & Doan, 1994: l9). Such postmodern writers were noted as being
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Thomas Pynchon and William Gibson. They suggest that they in fact work within the

discipline of hermeneutics or interpretations in what could be called .clinical

hermeneutics' (p. 22), agreerng with Frederic Jameson (1981: 13) that narrative is .the

central function or instance of the human mind'. They argue that narrative provides a

sort of 'master code by which a person interprets herlhis life in order to give it meaning.

But since a person's life connects with the lives, of so many others, her/his stories are,

more precisely, the code according to which the person deciphers the meaning of life as

text' (Parry & Doan, 1994: 24). The notion of narative and the earlier theories of White

and Epston have been developed further by counsellor educators at Waikato University,

Wendy Drewery, Gerald Monlc, John Winslade, Kathy Crocket, in their edited collection,

Narrative Therapy in Practice: The Archaeologt of Hope (Monk, G, Winslade, J,

Crocket, K. & Epston, D, 1997) that provides the basis for discussion in the next section.

10.3 Narrative therapy: theory and critique

This section proceeds to examine the theory of narrative therapy as described by Drewery

and Winsladerrl 11997), the challenge that this presents to the assumptions underlying

humanistic forms of counselling and, in tum, a critique of narrative therapy as a form of
social constructionist psychology,

Drewery and Winslade (1997), in a manner reminiscent of White and Epston's (1989)

comment as discussed earlier, while not being entirely happy with the term 'narrative',

suggest that the narrative approach involves much more than simply storytelling.

Narrative therapy is 'a lifestyle and political project as much as therapy'; it concerns

'ways of producing our selves differently'; 'it is about learning to avoid ways of speaking

and listening that unintentionally express disrespect for others' (Drewery and Winslade,

1997: 32). This approach is said to challenge Western psychology in general, especially

in the mental health area where experts often appear to know more about people's lives

than the people do themselves, and where the professional focus upon personal deficits

t" In their texts, both Drewery and Winslade (1997) and Winslade and Monk (1999) use the American
spelling for'counsellor'.
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emphasises one's failwes or weaknesses rather than one's accomplishments and

strengths. In this manner, narative therapy could be considered to have a Foucauldian

orientation' The 'expert knowledge' and the scientific outlook of traditional Westem

psychology which is based on the biomedical model of mental illness, 'objectifies',

'individualises' and 'normalises' the subject through diagnosis that has the effect of
locating the problem within the person. For the patient or client, the expert's diagnostic

label of their 'self tends to become seen as part of their essential nature and of their
identity. Gergen (1990; l99l) suggests that diagnostic deficits so totally affect the past,

present and future of a person's life, that the self becomes saturated by the pathology.

Although the intent is to help the client, the treatnent or intervention can end up

inadvertently totalising, pathologising and disempowering the client, as well as producing

social hierarchies 'that erode our sense of communal interdependence and common

purpose' (Drewery & Winslade, 1997 : 32).

Clearly, it can be seen that the narrative approach emphasises an attempt to empower the

client through the narrative repositioning of our lives, and by reflecting upon and

analysing the ways in which we are inserted into discourses and the ways our identities

are discursively produced. Empowerment of the client here is seen as less to do with the

professional 'expertise' of the counsellor and more to do in a general sense with
'teaching' the client ways to understand the discursive conditions and power relations of
our lives, and how we might re-author our lives.

The approach of narrative therapy is clearly different from many taditional counselling

models by virtue of its conscious political objectives and its framing of questions of
power in relation to language, the client and the 'therapist', and in a move away from

emphasising the individual subject. The approach demands 'intentionality' on the part of
the therapist who uses his or her language and therapeutic skills to assist the client in
crafting their stories and in unmasking the hidden assumptions of their stories. So the

claim is that while being client-centred, paradoxically, narrative therapy is directive, yet

empowering for the client. At first sight, such an approach seems to embrace a

humanistic notion of the subject ideally seen as a unified, transparent and autonomous
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being, or, at least, a subject that has the freedom and the agency to 're-author' their life.
This fundamental assumption is one that is open to question from a Foucauldian
perspective because it is not clear that Foucault, at least in his early worlg would admit
any notion of individual autonomy necessary for the kind of agency tbat is aszumed in
nanative therapy for both the figure of the therapist and the client.

Narrative therapy, it is claimed, rests on a constnrctionist philosophy that examines how

meaning is produced by the context rather than being something that is glven and then

applied in a context. It is seen to challenge notions of reality, accepting that there is no

one unified 'reality' or 'self, but rather a divergent set of viewpoints, possibly even

within the same individual. Both 'determined' and 'free' versions of 'self constnrction

interact with each other, affecting themselves differently in different social contexts.

Similarly, the traditional notion of knowledge is challenged, it is alleged, because it
focuses on 'different' and 'preferred knowledges' that are seen as having different
validity depending on their context, purpose and histories, rather than being something to

be discovered. As Drewery and Winslade argue:

The perspective taken in nanative therapy is that it is more useful for people to

think of themselves as drawing on the stories or discourses that are available to

them for making sense of the world than to think of themselves as in direct

contact with reality (Drewery & Winslade, 1997 35).

A critique of how narative therapy views reality is discussed later in this section.

The authors start from a constructionist presupposition that 'people make meaning,

meaning is not made for us' G. 33), emphasising 'we produce the meanings of our lives'

(pp. 33-3a). Meaning is produced through language, which is what this therapy is
grounded upon; in particular types of language and the way language is used, its

conveyance of thoughts, emotions, histories and its context, since meaning is considered

to be socially consbructed. This broad concept of language is derived from Wittgenstein
(whom the authors mention several times -- see p. 39) who in tbe Tractalzs famously
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stated 'the limits of my language are the limits of my world'. But for the later
Wittgensten in Philosophical Investigations (1953) meaning is not just found in the
world, with people making and giving meaning to what they encounter. For him,
language is part of a culture; it is based on public criteria or rules, except these rules
cannot be learnt explicitly as they are the product of deep cultural agreement that forms
the background against which sentences make sense. We become socialised into a
language system and we cannot just assign any meaning to language, as we see fit, as a

radical constructionist viewpoint seems to imply.

For narrative therapy, the collection of stories that people tell, remember and constnrct
about their lives help form or shape their identity; an identity, the authors claim, which is
not stable and singular, but is open to change and also to therapeutic narrative
intervention. In this way, Drewery and Winslade (lgg7) maintain that the nanative
approach challenges traditional assumptions concerning the subject of humanist
psychology and counselling - a stable, fixed, autonomous subject often characterised as

fully transparent to itself and responsible for hislher actions. This notion of identiW is
very important in narrative therapy. The authors state:

We do not assume that people's identities are primarily stable and singular, which
is the basis of many descriptions of identity formation in personality theory and

counseling practice. For us, who people are is a matter of constant contradiction,
change, and ongoing stnrggle, Because this concept is very different from the one

that most counselors are familiar with, we prefer to speak about subjectivities
rather than identities @rewery & winslade, 1997: 3g- 39).

Drewery and Winslade use the notion of discourse in relation to identity because they
claim that it emphasises that'what counts as coherent or meaningful depends very much
on power relations' (p. 35) because who speaks, who may speak, what can be said and

whose accounts are listened to are all issues of power. Thus discourse, in the narrative
approach, is seen as the organising and regulating force of social practices and ways of
behaving. ln other words, power relations operate discursively, and Drewery and
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'V/inslade clearly appeal to Foucault's 'analytic of power' when they state that power .is

something that can be positive and productive rather than repressive and negative' (p.

36). It is a concept of power that operates discursively at the micro-level to position 'us'

and our identities, and is discussed in some detail in the interview on 'The Ethics of the

Concern for Self as a Practice of Freedom, (Foucault, 1997).

An understanding of power relations is important for narrative therapy, the authors claim,

since it challenges humanistic notions of power, which earlier held sway in counselling

theories. As the authors make clear that humanistic notions emphasised an ideal of the

individual being 'in conhol of her life' who exercises 'choices' that they make

consciously. By contrast, narrative therapy emphasises that power is not so much solely

possessed or exercised by individuals, but is part of what people negotiate in their

everyday lives and social relationships. Power is about positioning. As Drewery and

Winslade claim, discourses are often prescriptive and the dominant stories in our culfiue

concerning the family, for example, often position us as 'wife' or 'husband', although it
is possible to construct our own distinctive nanative of identity. Subject positioning is not

simply role conflict 'because of the power dimension that determines whether a person

can speak, what he can say, whether and how he is likely to be heard, whom he may

speak with, and so on' (p. 39).

The authors claim: 'the way we speak positions us' (p. 38) and each of us stand at

multiple positions in discourses that we engage or participate in on a daily basis. Each

position shapes us in certain ways: 'Each subject position is a position in a possible

conversation' (p. .38) and 'discourses offer subject positions in many socially defined

ways' (p. 39), such as the discourses around counselling and teaching. What is sayable

and by whom are power issues that help constitute the relationship betvreen counsellor

and client. Both the language used and how it is used is important, and:

...making meaning is a serious and ethical business in which what each of us does

counts, and we have no option but to take notice of one another... It repositions
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the counsellor and has important implications for all interpersonal relationships

(Drewery & Winslade, 1997 : 36).

The practice of narrative therapy is 'about influencing the production of meanings in the

client's life' (p. 4l) as a 'curious, interested, and very partial participant' @. 42) and not

about presenting oneself as an objectively neutral expert who diagnoses problems, and

offers solutions and freafinents. As a way of empowering the client, of not pathologising

them and of respecting the client's story, narrative therapy considers that since individuals

regularly work to make sense and meaning of their lives, it is not the counsellor's task to

do this. Instead, narrative therapy uses the inconsistencies and confradictions in the

problematicll2 stories that people tell about their lives to find altemative narratives that

are enabling for the client. This is not just about developing a consistent story, but about

finding one that makes meaning for the client. Through this, the counsellor allows and

enables the client to find and use their own voice and to work on the problem to find
hislher own solutions. Narrative therapy views problems as:

...the products of discursive conditions, or ways of speaking, which have placed

the person in problematic positions in the story he is telling about his life.

Different subjectivities can be presented together in ways that create conflict and

unhappiness. The counselor can help the client to understand how these different

claims on his subjectivity are producing discomfort. Often the counselor needs do

little more than this (Drewery & Winslade,1997:4I).

The theoretical approach that Drewery and Winslade outline is strongly indebted to

Michel Foucault, although they also refer to other poststnrcnralist thinkers such as

Jacques Derrida and also philosophers in the Anglo-American tradition like Ludwig

Wittgenstein. Their notion of narrative therapy emphasises ospeaking and, voice as

metaphors for the agency of the client' (p. 43) and while the approach suggests that 'we

ll2'Problematic'was 
defined by Louis Althusser: 'the problematic of a word or concept consists of the

theoretical or ideological framework within which that word or concept can be used to establish, determine
and discuss a particular range of iszues and a particular kind of problem (Althusser and Balibar, 1968, cited
in Hebdige, 1979:142).
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do not have complete control over the possibilities of our life' (p. 42) we can 're-autho/

our lives to become aware of the problem stories we tell to consbruct altematives and to
re-constnrct or re-narativise our lives. The narrative therapist must be able to listen

deconstructively -- to look 'for hidden meanings, spaces or gaps, and evidence of
conflicting stories' (p. 43). They bonow the term deconstruction from Derrida to use it in
Michael White's specialist sense as 'externalising the problem' or, as in more recent

formulation s, as' ext eftialising conv ers ations' (p. 45).

Overall, narrative therapy, inspired by Foucault, in the hands of Drewery and Winslade,

involves a complete reappraisal of humanisfr, in particular it is aimed at the underlying
assumptions of humanistic and Rogerian counselling that often seem to go unexamined.

As they trBue, the notion of narrative therapy they advocate depends upon the view that

sense or meaning is something we make (rather than find in the world), and .Truth is
made, not given' (p. 49). Just how deep the authors think this reappraisal is can be judged

from the observations they make in the final section entitled 'Positioning Ourselves'.

'We' who make ourselves within the Western cultural perspective are used to
thinking about ourselves as individuals or single units ... we strive for control over

our world and hold ourselves responsible for failures to perform according to

standards that are often set for us. It is possible to argue that the entire project of
developmental psychology (perhaps even the basis of the Western education

system) depends on the idea that we can achieve a particular kind of rational
control over ourselves and the world in which we live ... In supporting the

narrative approach to therapy, we are very deliberately opposing these ways of
thinking, because we believe that they exclude other perspectives that, although

we may not always share them, we recognize as also worthy of respect @rewery
& Winslade,1997:49).

The narrative approach to therapy as a form of social constructionist psychotherapy is
like any theory, open to critique. Christine Kenwood (1999) proposed a critique based on

four major points. First, she argues that narrative therapists may focus too narrowly
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tbrough being unclear about the notion of the 'social' resulting in a mislocation of a

problem to the interpersonal when it may in fact be located at the societal level. Such a

situation inadvertently contributes to the problems a person is facing by incorrectly
attributing power to an individual when they have no such power. For example,
unemployment is often a stnrctural societal problem, and although ie effects are likely to
be felt strongly in interpersonal relationships, counselling may help in coping with this,
but is not likely to be able to change the actual problem of unemployment. The problem
is not in fact located in the realm of interpersonal relations. The story could be re-
authored to remove a sense of self-blame for the unemployed and could help bolster self-
esteem and confidence and improve relationships, and may or may not thereby lead to
employment.

The criticism of mislocation highlights a persistent question that crops up for counselling
-- is counselling about helping people cope with their lives and with relationships? And
does social relationship counselling deal in any way with the base societal problems that
interpersonal diffrculties may be located in? In other words, is there a way, theoretically
speaking, of marrying an analysis of macro-social structures with micro-social
interventions or micro-social relationship counselling? These two levels are often either
not explicitly recognised or, if they are, they tend to be seen as polar oppositions at one

end of what might be considered a continuum. It may be that part of relationship
counselling, be it narrative or some other form, should (if it does not do so) involve
reflection, analysis and conscientisation of the client of the macro-social level stnrctures

and ways they set the parameters within which people live their lives. In this way,

counselling would establish its identity more specifically in terms of social justice. This
has particularly interesting and possibly contentious implications for school counselling,

which in this formulation could be considered to have a 'radical' social agenda

challenging societal sftuctures rather than what might be a more acceptable face --
acceptable to the school and to parental authorities -- of simply 'dealing' with students'
problems. Narrative therapy may well permit the deconstruction and reconstnrction of
one's social position and one's personal problems in the world, but it has a limited ability
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to change major social problems such as unemployment, racism, oppression, gender

relations, inequalities and so on.

Kenwood's (1999) second point concerns what could be considered a simplistic

understanding of how narrative therapy considers the dialogical relationship creates

meaning in social relationships. As human beings.we are interdependent, interacting with

one another interpersonally, through language and shared systems of meaning from

which we make decisions and rationalisations about how to act. Since meaning does not
just come out of conversation, but also out of action, re-authoring or re-narrating one,s

life story is not necessarily enough to create meaning. Narrative therapy needs to be self-

reflective to be aware of what it can and cannot realistically achieve in helping its clients

create meaning in their lives in both the interpersonal and the societal levels. In other

words, teliing or retelling stories needs to be firmly related to how we act now and in the

funrre. In this manner, Kenwood's critique largely parallels Wittgenstein's understanding

of the construction of meaning- It is unclear where White and Epston, though, stand on

this issue.

A third point is the problematic acceptance of relativism by narrative therapy and social

constnrctionist viewpoints. Relativism, with its rejection of objective reality and the

possibility of knowing and of tnrth, may appear liberating in accepting the validity of all

viewpoints, but it might be argued that it removes the possibilities of judgement and

critique and even of moral decision-muking. In this stance, therapy would have to accept

for example an aggressor's point of view as a valid one, abhorrent though it might be. In

reality humans do choose between different points of view, taking action based on

whatever seems more appropriate or 'right' to them and how they see the world.

A fourth point made by Kenwood (1999) is that narrative therapy:

. , . seems to rely on the client's conviction of the veracity, not the relativity, of the

reconstructed version of the problem. Through therapy a new, positive narrative is
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consftucted. Therapy is effective not because clients come to understand the

socially constructed nature of the world but because they are convinced that the

reconstnrcted version is objectively tnre and that the previous problematic version

is not (Kenwood, 1995: 184).

There is a very real danger in this instance, then, of narrative therapy being seen 1s

encouraging something less than honest if clients are not encouraged to check their new

version against others' reality, and make a judgement call in the process. Drewery and

Winslade comment that they'do not argue that reality does not exist - only that we cannot

know it directly' @rewery & Winslade, 1997:35). Kenwood argues that while it may

seem that there is no extemal reality that can be checked with regard to such matters as

past discussions, truth and justice, 'it is not the case that'anything goes' G. 185) because:

People are independent beings whose points of view are put into action in oru

daily activities, and the real effects of those actions upon people and the world are

the 'hard' evidence or the criteria against which we check the veracity of our

points of view (Kenwood, 1995: 185).

This suggests the importance of using a corespondence test cented around context to

ascertain meaning, allowing for the possibility that people can and do lie, an

understanding therefore of the aspectual character of truth whereby 'representation is

always made from within a certain conceptual scheme and from a certain point of view,

(Searle, 1995: 175). Since the social constructionist project seems to be an attempt to

relocate psychology as a moral rather than a natural science, abandoning the concept of
objective truth 'would preclude the possibility of any moral striving because morality

requires adjudicating between alternatives and deciding which alternative is 'really'better

than the others' (Kenwood, 1999: 187). As an ethical profession and for ethical practice

of this profession, truth and morality are issues that counselling theories and practices

need to continue addressing since surely they are central to its identity.
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10.4 Narrative therapy in school counselling

This section outlines what narrative therapy has become at the turn of the 20th century.

As a counselling theory that is closely informed by its practice, narrative therapy has

evolved and changed to a certain extent from its early formulation. Michael White's early

theorising was discussed in an earlier secfion, but this section focuses on an

understanding of what narrative therapy is now. This later formulation has been based on

the writings of Gerald Monk and Jobn Winslade in Narrative Counseling in Schools:

Powerful and Brief (1999).

Emphasising the interlocking nature of theory, ethics and skills, Winslade and Monk
(1999) discussed nine assumptions that narrative therapy is based on. They argued that

because the narrative approach was 'partly a consistent ethical stance, which in hrm

embodies a philosophical framework' (p. 2l) it was more than just a new set of skills or
techniques. The nine assumptions are:

Human beings live their lives according to stories;

The stories we live are not produced in a vacuum;

Embedded within stories lie discourses;

The modern world is characterized by societal norms that are kept in place by

surveillance and scrutiny;

There are always contradictory or alternative discourses with which some align

themselves;

Dominant culnual stories impose severe limits on people seeking to create change

within their lives;

Deconstnrcting dominant discourses raises new possibilities for living;

There is always lived experience that does not get encapsulated in stories;

The task of the counselor is to help the client construct a more satisffing and

appealing story line (Winslade & Monk, 1999:22-27).

a

o

a

a

a

a
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Monk (1997) outlined and discussed a set of points that indicated, how narrative therapy

works in terms of: deconstnrcting the problem; mapping influences and externalising
conversations; uniting client and counsellor against the problem; in search of an

alternative story; constructing a history of the preferred story; the beginning of self-
redefinition; creating an audience; preparing the future through possibility questions

(Monlq L997: 8-21). This list largely parallels a set of 'specific narrative merhods' that is

discussed in their later book (Winslade and Monh 1999). Here the list is shorter and

reads as: listening to the problem-saturated story without getting shrck; naming and

externalizing the problem; detecting clues to competence; assembling the altemative

story; documenting the evidence (winslade & Monb 1999:32-47).

There is a particular stance and relationship between counsellor and client for narrative

therapists that involves: 'optimism and respect, curiosity and persistence, respect for the

client's knowledge, and negotiating co-authorship' (Winslade & Monk , 1999:28-30). In
dealing with youth, Winslade and Monk point out that power relations in schools and in
how many adults deal with young people often pose problems for students, who may
have developed a host of self-protective mechanisms as a result. Young people have

seldom had the opporflrniry or encouragement to explore their own knowledge and ability
in making sense of their problems. In a narrative approach, the counsellor is positioned as

bringrng to the counselling relationship the optimism that the student has his or her own

knowledge that can be tapped into to solve the problem. The counsellor establishes a

relationship that is respectful of the client's knowledge, skills and ability to do this, and

asks questions about their world. This questioning is creative, curious and persistent, but

is nothing like an interrogation. The aim is to 'learn about the meanings of the child's

world' @.29). They point out that narrarive therapists:

... do not claim that there is one hrre account of life. Therefore, we cannot know

and be sure what is in the best interests of our clients. Certainly we will have

some ideas about what we think might help those with whom we work. However

we do not assume that we can give an authoritative account of what must be done.

Therapy is an activity that produces meaning from the interactions between
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actors, each of whom represents her or his cultural world (Winslade & Monh
1999:29).

In being respectful, cor:nsellors are warned to be vigilant about unthinkingly or
dogmatically imposing their own cultural values on clients in ways that have the effect of
'colonizing'clients. In this way, niurative approaches involve a'tentativeness rather than a

knowing', that 'seeks to subsume generalized professional knowledge beneath

particularized, commonsense, or local knowledge' (p. 30). There is a danger though in

this process of devaluing or even disparaging intellecnral thought processes and theory -
a form of anti-intellectualism that equates intellectualism with elitism -- and of dis-

acknowledging the very fact that the narrative therapist does have expert skills and

expertise. It is their expertise that they need to use to establish this type of relationship

and to negotiate a power-sharing relationship to establish co-authorship. This sort of
relationship is often contrary to the usual manner of relationships between adults and

youth and between teachers and students. It is also contrary to some other counselling

techniques as the authors state:

...it is a relationship founded not on the demonsbation of expertise on the

counselor's behalf. Nor is it focused only on the discovery of pre-existing dormant

knowledge in the mind or heart of the client. A narrative conversation is based on

shared contributions to a process of creation (Winslade & Monk, 1999: 30).

It is interesting to note the way that the word 'conversation' has started to gain some

prominence in talking about the counselling process involved in narrative therapy. In a

footrote, White and Epston (1989) expressed concern that 'therapy' was an inadequate

term, since its definitions focus on the treafinent of disease or disorder: 'In our work we

do not construct problems in terms of disease and do not imagine that we do anything that

relates to 'a cure'. This reflects some of Thomas Szasz' criticisms about psychotherapy in

his book The Myth of Psychotherapy: Mental Healing as Religion, Rhetoric and

Repression, (1979). The term 'therapeutic conversations' as proposed by Anderson and

Goolishian (1988), had some appeal for White and Epston, but they had reservations
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about the adequacy of 'conversation' to describe 'the re-storying of experience or the

unique process that is narrative therapy' (white & Epston, l9g9: 2l).

After a description of the general themes of narrative therapy, Winslade and Monk (1999)

discussed the benefits of using narrative therapy in the discourse of schools. They noted

that the discourse of schooling involves many different cultures and 'languages'. For
example, the language of reports, assemblies, graduations, tle staff room, the playground,

of different subcultures of students and so on. But the discourse of the institution and of
pedagogy commonly describes students in particular ways that focus on their academic

performance, their socio-economic background, the classroom dynamics, and the zub-

cultr.ral groupings of the students themselves. Winslade and Monk point out how

surveillance, evaluation, assessment, as mechanisms of the 'gag;e'are at work in the:

medical/psychological diagnoses, which increasingly appear in the

vocabularies of school personnel: maladjusted" attention deficit disordered,

severely emotionally disturbed, dyslexic, conduct disordered, oppositional-

defianq emotionally handicapped, learning disabled (Winslade & Monk, 1999:

s4).

They noted that the standards of normality that are the basis of these diagnoses and labels

are usually hidden hence the in-built culnral and social biases of such accepted standards

are seldom open to or able to be questioned. Although the school counsellor has long had

a role in challenging the gaze by providing a non-judgemental way of talking with
students, Winslade and Monk made it clear that the agenda of narrative therapy takes this

further:

We want to tum the gaze back on itself, so that the hidden standards of normality

are themselves open to scrutiny. We want to question both the descriptions that

get assigned to individuals and the process of assignation. We ask people to make

judgements about the acceptability of these standards of normaliry, not just about

themselves in relation to them (winslade & Monk, 1999 54-55).
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To achieve this they discussed the effects of school descriptions and the power of the

teacher, noting that 'in the relation between a teacher and a pupil, what the teacher says

about the pupil carries more weight than what the pupil says about the teacher, Gp. 57-

58). The authority of the teacher is argued as accruing from the history of teacher-student

relations plus the way the teacher has power over much of the daily lives of students.

What narrative therapy aims to do is to 'gently subvert dominating patterns of relating

and open space for things to change through a deconstructive conversation' (p. 59). It is

not about being disrespectful to other professionals, for this would be unethical, but it is
about taking 'an ethical care to speak in ways that are neither totalizing nor disrespectful

of others'(p. 59).

In the school seuing there are many ways that narative therapy could be argued as being

particularly valuable. It can be enabling and empowering and can also be educative in the

way it models how to deal with power-sharing in relationships and so can influence the

school climate. It can address abusive behaviour tbrough 'invitations to responsibilit/
that first, decline attributing the responsibility for violence to factors beyond the person's

influence; second, invite the individual to challenge whatever restrains their ability to
accept responsibility for their own actions; third acknowledge and highlight all the

evidence of how the individual accepts responsibility for their own actions (Jenkins,

1990). These invitations involve questions that lead to the development of an identity and

relations that are free from abusiveness and violence and are based on more respect for

others.

Echoing in patt the questions that were highlighted in Chapter 9 about the most

appropriate counselling modalities for dealing with youth, Winslade and Monk argued

that traditional counselling approaches do not equip counsellors well for dealing with

students who are in trouble with the school discipline system. They were not arguing

about choosing a modality for wider counselling situations. They point out that traditional

counselling models may not provide ways of treating students with respect as they
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challenge them to change their behaviour and may instead 'colonize them against their
will as objects of punishment or behaviour modification' (p. 67):

Client-centred listening, for example, is not likely on its own to be effective in
producing enough leverage for change, even if it establishes a strong relationship

with toubled young people. Psychodynamic approaches are not speedy enough in

producing change in often volatile situations. Approaches that rely on cathartic

expressions of feeling may sometimes inadvertently support behaviour that is
abusive of others (Winslade & Mont 1999: 6g).

In separating the person from the problem, the client is empowered or freed up ro see

things in a different way and to no longer take on the notion that they are the problem.

Once they start to see themselves as no longer the problem, the possibility exists for them

to stop being disabled by the problem, to name it and maybe to challenge it and how it
has been taking over things in their lives. They are helped to work out times or'sparkling

moments'when the problem wasn't around, to find altemative ways in which they prefer

to describe themselves. The dominant discourse had mostly totalised them, positioning

them as one sort of person. The re-description in contrast, positions them in a different

way. The use of psychological discourse by schools has been profound and has resulted

in the dominant discourse in schools tending to be a totalising, deficit-based description

of students (Gergen, 1990; l99l).

winslade and Monk (1999) argued that advantages of narrative therapy lie in:

.. ' the distinctive conversational style that young people experience as calling

forth their best selves, rather than dwelling on, or disparaging their worst selves.

Moreover, the externalizing conversation allows the blpassing of guilt and shame

and moves more directly toward acting responsibly (Winslade & Monk, 1999:

68).

Furthermore:
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It is about exploring and renegotiating a young person's relationship with touble

in a way that allows for the young person's preferences to be expressed" but

without falling into the trap of excusing abusive behavior.r (Winslade & Monh

1999:94).

Narrative therapy in relation to school counselling holds an obvious promise both

theoretically and in practice. First, it can accommodate the insights of Foucault

concerning power/knowledge, power relations and the constitution of the subject. Insofar

as the narrative approach draws on the early Foucault, it also suffers the defects of his

early work -- in particular, the 'stnrcturalist' orientation fails to adequately explain

'agency' and ignores the ways in which we ethically constitute or regulate ouselves. At

the same time narrative therapy, in sharing an assumption of anti-humanism, provides a

set of strong criticisms of assumptions underlying Rogerian therapy. By drawing on the

early Foucault, the narrative approach also fails to take account of the importance of his

later work. This thesis makes an effort to overcome this difficulty in the counselling

literature. Second, narrative therapy provides a theoretical approach that is to the

forefront of developments in the social sciences, emphasising the tum to narrative and the

relationship between narrative, meaning and the social, culnral and political context.

Third, this narrative model is a set of skills, attitudes and understandings that indicates

the possibility of a narrative ethics around the cental question of 'Who speaks?' and

highlights the political problem of 'speaking for others'. Fourth, narrative therapy utilises

a mode of knowledge that children of all ages find accessible, familiar and easy to

assimilate to their own experience. Fifth, narrative in both its written and oral forms

provides a mode of knowledge that, developed sensitively, can accommodate different

cultures. Further work, of course, needs to be done in relation to the conditions of

narrative therapy in school counselling in cross-cultural settings and, indeed, on all the

positive features outlined above. It is good to know that we will not run out of work!

This chapter has provided links to the sub-text of 'narrative' that was referred to in the

lntroduction's summary of the thesis and to Foucault's work that has inspired narrative

therapy. It was particularly apt to provide a description and critique of a form of
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EPILOGT]E

This thesis spans the last forry years, ending its historical narrative in 1999 -- not merely
the convenient endpoint of the century, but also the end of an unbroken period of
neoliberal government in New Zealand. At the end of 1999 there was a change of
govemment and the possibility of a significant move to the cenfie-left of the political

spectrum with the election of a Labour-led coalition under the first elected woman Prime
Minister, Helen Clark. Some of the neoliberal policies in education, as in other areas of
social and economic policy, are being reviewed and some have already been reversed or
changed. Changes in employment relations have been passed, taxes at the high end have

been increased, spending on Vote: Education in the Budget has increased, and the NEGs

and NAGs have been altered" to name a few examples. Another policy change is the

removal of bulk-funding of schools. This will alter schools funding levels and in tum

may seriously affect school counsellors if schools with more funding decide to increase

their allocation of guidance and counselling while others with reduced funding may

reduce their allocation.

The thesis has indicated some of the issues and especially the moves towards increased

professionalisation, accountability and ethical practice that NZCGAA{ZAC has been

involved with during its 25 years of existence. Consultation with and lobbying the new

govemment and other agencies regarding policy changes that affect counselling and its
clients, including school counselling has continued by NZAC. The Association has

encouraged the Ministry of Education to consider re-introducing the guidance-time

allowance, separate from curriculum and management allowances in secondary schools.

However, this could be a double-edged sword, because if it is separated from the global

allowance, it becomes vulnerable to not just reduced funding, but to being removed

altogether. NZAC noted that with an increased clamour from intermediate and primary

schools for counsellors, any central allocation of guidance time, could see an allocation to

intermediates and primaries 'at the expense of the secondary education provision (NZAC

Nswsletter, 2000, 20 (5): 9). Discussions have also been held with PPTA over this issue

and about workload.
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At their annual meeting with ERO, NZAC discussed whether their 1998 policy on the

NEGs and NAGs (see Appendix tr) had ever been distributed to ERO field teams. NZAC
were concemed that ERO teams either ignored or did not seem to appreciate the guidence

counsellor's position. At this meeting, NZAC also discussed Teacher Registration for
school counsellors, the new Education Council and NZAC's complaint procedure with
respect to its potential relationship to teacher de-registration. NZAC 'encouraged ERO to

target checking suicide prevention strategies in schools' (I'IZAC Newsletter,2Q6g, 20 (5):

e).

After almost ten years in existence for the current Code of Ethics, NZAC's Ethics

Committee, in consultation with its membership, is embarking on a complete revision of
it. Some concem has been expressed about counsellors' record keeping, where at times

some agencies (e.g. the Family Court) requirements are in conflict with NZAC ethics and

confidentiality (NZAC Navsletter, 2000, 20, 3). The ethical minefield for school

counsellors of child and youth rights in terms of confidentiality has already been

discussed in the thesis. In light of the recent public furore about school counsellors

referring girls under 16 years to other health professionals who have arranged abortions

and contaception without parental knowledge or consent, the issues of confidentiality

and parental rights have been highlighted. Despite school counsellors operating ethically

and within the law in this instance, this may indicate a potential area for review (see

NZAC Newsletter,2OOO,20 (5): 3l).

The NZAC Executive is continuing its focus on professionalisation and accountability, to

a certain extent being pushed in this direction as a result of the increased

professionalisation and attendant competition from related professions. In view of the

way in whish the health sector as a whole is moving towards registration and with the

release of a discussion paper by the Ministry of Social Policy d.etailing options for the

regisfration of social workers, NZAC has been prompted to start revisiting the issue of
registration of counsellors. The recent placement of social workers in some schools and

the notion in some quarters that they are the best professional goup to help young people
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and prevent child abuse, is one that NZAC contests. ln a meeting with the then Minister
of Education, Dr Nick Smith, NZAC pointed out that 'students were in most need of a
counsellor who could help them work through their problems; rather than a social worker
whose primary function might be intervention in cases of abuse or family dysfunction'
(NhlC Newsletter, 2000, 20, 3: l1). With the continuation of a de-regulated

environment, competition among related 'helping'professionals seems to be intensiffing.

Yet, a change in tone may be indicated by recent exhortations from the Associate

Minister of Education (Tertiary), Steve Maharey that competition between tertiary
institutes should be replaced by the move to 'a co-operative and collaborative sector'

WZVCC N*tsletter.2000, 57:3). Rather than become embroiled in competition and in
possible disputes over demarcation of professional territory, there needs to be a wider
examination of the ways in which related professions can cooperate for the benefit of the

school community and the public at large. The competition among the 'helping'
professions may well result in an increased focus on professional matters of registration

and accountability, with a heavy accent on professional standards, ffid other activity
designed to enhance the professional standing and public perception of counselling.

Despite being aimed mostly at benefiting clients, the changes that NZAC makes need to

also be analysed as a regime of practices in the light of Foucauldian notions of power

relations, surveillance, discipline, the 'gaze' and governmentality -- 'the conduct of
conduct' which results in the creation of certain kinds of ,subjects,.

These current policy changes and professional iszues indicate that the story of
professional identity for guidance counselling and counsellors in New Zealand has

opened a new chapter with exciting possibilities but also some dangers. My argument in

this thesis has been that guidance counsellors must reflect upon their practice, their

ethics, and their professional identity. This is crucial for an activity that is involved in
giving support to others. It must remain radically self-reflective and there must be an

impetus for change, experiment and challenge from within the profession. It needs to

hold a mirror to itself and to examine the power/knowledge which constitutes it as an

agency of govemment within secondary schools dealing mainly with problems of
teenagers who are wrestling with growing up. I have suggested that school counsellors
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ought to be aware of the philosophical foundations and understandings of their chosen

profession, its developing history and its professionalisation. I have also made the case

for the importance of understanding the changing notion of identify for adolescents and

youth -- how adolescence has been 'psychologised' and youth 'sociologised' -- often with
little awareness of the ways in which counselling has been positioned in relation to the

prevailing moral and political systems. My aim has been to encourage further reflection

on the way counselling, through ig activities, is involved in the moral constitution of
youth and the politics and policies that affect them. Foucault reminds us that we must

learn to take 'care of the self before we can care for others -- one of the basic premises

of counselling.

This thesis has built on the work of earlier scholars to provide a narrative of the

developing professionalisation of school counselling in New Zealand, secondary schools

and the main ways in which the main client of school counselling - adolescents/youth -
have been conceptualised, defined and problematised. The thesis has been inspired by

Foucault's work and it has explored various Foucauldian notions at different points

throughout: genealogy, governmentality, power relations, power/knowledge, and the

ethical self-constitution of the subject. The aim of the thesis has been to provide a critical

account of school counselling in New Zealand beginning in the late 1950s tbrough until

the end of the century. It's original contribution lies, first, in a Foucauldian-inspired

investigation of identity' and the 'self, as these concepts have been applied by

contemporary psychological and sociological discourses to adolescence and youth and

the counsellor and his/her professional identity. Second, the thesis also provides an

analytical, historical narrative of the professionalisation of school counselling within the

neoliberal policy context of secondary schools in New Zealand. I have provided a

narrative of the broad sweep of the development of the profession over a forty-year span

rather than focussing on 'clinical' aspects of school counselling or a detailed history,

Third, the thesis employs a range of different forms of analysis - philosophical critique,

critical history, a chronicle of events, the analysis of policies and processes -- and uses

forms of textual and narrative analysis to provide a progression and to analyse the major

changes facing school counselling in New zealandsince its inception.
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Finally, the thesis constitutes a critical history of the human sciences (focusing on

psychology and sociology) and their oonstitution of the subject of school counselling -
adolescence/youth - and the emerging pattems and forms of professional identity. The

thesis is normatively grounded in the need for a more self-retlexive form of counselling -
a forrr aware of its own powerfiv'towledge and the Ways in which the human sciences,

despite their liberating stance, often replace one form of domination for another. This is a

strong message that I take from the work of Foucault and it is a professional probleur that

is addressed in the Foucauldian-inspired form of narrative therapy, which I examine in

the frnal pages.
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APPETDD( I
RS40 Annual Return of Students and Staff at Secondary Schools at 1 March 1992,

(Ministry of Education, 1992: 9 -10)

f. a guidance fime allowance (units: weekly teaching half-days)
This component has a number of sub components, most of which will be generated by a roll-
related schedule. These are:

i a guidance network time allowance (GNTA);
This time allowance is provided to give selected staff mernbers (e.g. deans and form teachers) time o
assist in pastoral care and personal guidance ofstudents.
ii a guidance counsellor rime allowance (GCTA);
This is provided to allow teachers trained as guidance counsellors to perform the professional duties
associated with the position of guidance counsellor. A guidance counsellor will assume some of the
duties of a careers adviser. This is reflected in the halving of the careers allowance in schools w'ith one
counsellor, and the removal of a careers adviser time allowance in schools witb to or more guidance
counsellors. Except in circdmstances where a guidance counsellor is being temporarily replaced by a
relieving teacher, all guidance counsellors must hold full-time, permanent appointraents in the school.
iii a guidance teacher time allowance (GTTA);
Some schools (see schedule below) are provided with a guidance teacher time allowance of 5 WTHD
to enable a teacher to undertake duties as a careers adviser and in the general guidance ofstudents.
iv a careers adyiser time allowance (CATA);
Schools with fewer than two guidence counsellors are provided with a time allowance for a careers

adviser to give advice to students and their parents on educational and vocational matters.

The following table outlines the distribution and status of guidance counsellor positions in
secondary schools (FTTE FulI Time Teacher Equivalent)

PR3 Guidance PR2 Guidance PRI Guidance pftl Quirlancs

School Roll Counsellor (1 Counsellor (l Counsellor (l Counsellor Guidance

FTIE) FTTE) FTTE) (0.6 FTTE) Teacher

(0.5 FTrE)

up to 200

201400 - l

401-900

901-1200

1201-1400

140 1- I 800

1801-2000 I
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APPENDIX N

NZAC Policy: School Counselling, 1998

The Role of a Guidance Counsellor
There have been guidance counsellors working in New Zealaad secondary schools since the late 1960s.
The purpose of this document is to define the scope of Guidance gsrrnselling. This description of the roles
expected to be performed by Guidance Counsellors draws on past definitions, but is also informed by
current practice and written material about school counselling. Two important documents are the Code of
Ethics and "The School Counsellor and the Law".

Counselling
The New Zealand Associations of Counsellors believes that counsellors work to:

r provide individuals, families, groups and institutions with expanded or alternative perspectives
and choices

o foster personal and social conditions in which client growth and development can occur
. encourage, support and challenge clients to Eanslate tbeir enhanced awareness into actions and

increase a sense of worth and dignity
o offer leadership in though area of human relationships with awareness of and respect for

difference
r advocate for those who are disempowered

School Guidance counsellors are an integral pan of the professional staff in New Zealand. secondary
schools, Secondary schools operate through the interaction between teaching, guidance and a.lministration
network. Students learn best in an environment which responds appropriately to their individual needs. An
effective guidance network works to help students identify and meet their needs educationally,
vocationally, socially and personally. All schools need the skills of a professionally trained gridance
counsellor.

All school staff have guidance functions; guidance counsellors provide counselling expertise and leadership
in guidance. Part of their leadership role is the responsibility to evaluate the school's processes to ensure
the school is able to adapt 1o 16s slanging needs of its pupils. This is facilitated by a familiarity with the
core task ofschools; learning and teaching.

Guidance Counsellor's Professional Relationships

The Counseling Relationship
Guidance counsellors may provide couuselling for students, parents, families and staff. Guidance
counsellors work within an ethical code when they enter a counselling relationship. This code binds them to
particular responsibilities which are fully explained in the NZAC Code of Ethics and outlined here:

l. The principle of autonomy
a) this means that clients are able to make decisions about their lives
b) from this principle flow both the client's rights to confidentiality, and to participate only

through free and ilformed consent.
2. The principle of not doing harm
3. The principle of beneficence

a) counsellors must seek to act in ways beneficial to their clients
4. The principle ofjustice

a) counsellors are committed to equitable access to their services, and the promotion of
social justice

5. The principle of fldelity
a) couasellors must be honest and trustworthy in all their relationships.
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Pastoral Care Relationships with Students
Counsellors are involved.with students in pastoral care relationships. These could include guidance
Programmes' careers advising, advocacy, mediation and helping students to access social services in the
community. ln these non-co'n^selling activities, it is importantlhat the ethical principles outlined aboye are
applied as far as practicable.
Counsellors should foster positive relationships with students
counsellors should not be involved in the execution of punishment
Counsellors are available to work with all pupils in respect to their educational, vocational, social and
personal needs.

Consultation Relationships with Staff
A major task for guidance counsellors is the sharing of their expertise to support staffin their guidance and
trenching roles' An allied task is the generation of support from staff for students whose partic--ular needs
may have become evident through counselling or othir guidance activities.
In many schools guidance counsellors may consult mosidirectly with deans and guidance co-orrtinators
who have administative aad. managerial responsibilities for the guidance of largJgroups of students.
Important elements of consultadon could include:

o maintaining a realistic view of the pupil-teacher relationship, attempting to understand teacher's
problems and helping them to move towards solutions.o sharin8 appropriate information about pupils with staff so that individual needs mav be
accommodated.

' taking a specialist role in the development of pastoral c:re prognms such as healt!, careers, and
special needs programmes and acting as a resource person for it"ffpr..enting these prognunmes.r interpreting the school's guidance networks and philosophies to staff.. working where necessary as aparber in classrooms.I Conferencing with teachers to develop appropnate stategies to meet the needs of particular
students.

' working closely with the staffin contributing schools to help bridge the gap between intermediate
and secondary schools.

' being involved in the co-ordination of the Guidance network in the schoolr advising staff on the resources available to them

' providing professional development for staff e.g., deans and PR holders on Appraisal, Interviews
Skills, ConJlict Resolution, Listening Skills.

Consultation Relationships with parents
While guidance counsellors may at times counsel parentVcaregivers. More often they need to be available
as a conzultant for parcnts who have concems about parenting or about the school system. They may also
be asked to liase between farnily and school.

r Guidance Counsellors acknowledge the rights and responsibilities of parents/caregivers towards
thet children.

o Guidance Counsellors listen to family concems and negotiate suitable ways for sharing these with
staff when this is appropriate.

r Guidance Counsellors work with parents/caregivers to seek appropriate refenals for students.o Guidance Counsellors may facilitate parenting Courses.

Professional Relationships with Senior Management
The Guidance Counsellor's roles are delegated by the Prinlipal and should contribute to the aims and goals
of the school' Guidance Counsellors need to be available to assist in the formation of policies related to
student welfare.

r The Principal as professional leader of the school is responsible for the philosophy and leadership
of all school prograrunes.

o It is important that the counsellor communicates regularly with the Principal about the iszues
being faced in guidance work.
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r Guidance Counsellors and Principals have a conrmon interest in the generation of professional
development strategies which support and develop the professional competence of all staff.

r The Counsellor's guirlence responsibilities are !,ot independent of the principal's responsibilities.
However, the counsellor's ethical responsibilify to maintain confidentialiry need to be recogrized
and respected by both parties. Both parties need to consider how to maintain confidentiality when
some part of a counsellor's work becomes threatened by controversy.

ln ganeral, althougb responsibility for curriculum delivery rests with department heads and classroom
teachers, Guidance Counsellors have particular responsibilities.
Being generally aware of the content and goals of teaching progammes
Contributing to classroom prognnunes wherever this seems appropriate, especially in relation to the

developmental needs of pupils.
(It is not desirable for Guidance Counsellors to be engaged in classroom teaching and school ground duties
as these put a Guidance Counsellor in an authority position which may limit their effectiveness as a

counsellor for students).

Liaison Roles with Community Agencies
Constmctive relationships with'community agencies are essential to ensure staff, pupils, or parents can
access resoruces most appropriate to their needs. The range of community agencies would span:

r Social workand counselling agencies
r Educationalpsychologists
r Health services
r Training providers
r Service clubs
r Youth Aid
. Support services for minority $oups

PROFESSIONAL DUTIES
To Clients
The counsellor's fiudamental duty is to generate confidence that they act ethically as outlined in the

section entitled "The Counselling Relationship".

To Stalf
The key dury of the counsellor working with staff is to be able to differentiate between their counselling,
support and consultation roles.

To Themselves
There is a well-established expectation that counsellors be professionally tained. Newly appointed
counsellors who are not already nained should be eligible for a Ministry twining grant within the first nno

years of appointnent. At the conclusion of this taining they can be expected to function in a fully
professional manner.

r Guidance Counsellors have a duty to be self aware and aware of their effect on others

o They are aware of their professional competence and its limits. They present this accurately to

others.
. They enter into a contact of regular professional counseling supewision
. They keep appropriate records of their work (acknowledging that the ownership of client records

is held jointly with their clients)
. Guidance Counsellors haye an obligation to maintain their professional development.
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Appendix to NZAC Policy on School Counselling

School Guidance Counselling Contributions to the
National Education Goals and the National Administration Guidelines [in italicsl

Secondary School Guidance Counsellors contribute to tbe full range of National Education Goals and the

National Administratiou Guidelines, as reviewed in schools by thc Education review Office. Counsellors
are centrally involved in the guidance network and its activities in secondary schools. They also provide a
specialist focus and seryice within this network. Any attention to the guidance network in a school
therefore, should include an examination of the school guidance counsellor's conEibution. As with other

aspects of a school's frrnctioning however, the individual counsellor in the position can only function as

effectively as the guidance network and more broadly, the school eulture, will allow.

National Education Goals

I. The highest standards of achiarcment through programma that enable all students to realize theirfull
potential as individuals and to develop the values needed, to become full members of New Zealand's

society.
The realisation of the full potential in all its aspects is a key aspect of the guidance functjon. Guidance

counsellors work holistically to address the intellectual, emotional, social, physical and spiritual needs of
pupils.
Guidance counsellors may carry special responsibility for social education and values development within
the school curriculum. They may also assist with policy development in relation to pro$ammes across the

curriculum.

2. Equality of educational opportunity for all New Zealanders, by identifying and removing barriers to

achievement.
This is a core aspect of guidance counsellors' work. They are trained to identiff and remove barriers to
young people's learning, which may originate in all aspects of a person's existence. This work may take

place through individual counselling; assessment of needs; referral to outside agencies; co-ordination of
special programrnes; networking with families; classroom group work.

3. Development of the knowledge, understanding and skilk needed by New Zealanders to comPete

successfully in the modern, ever-changing world.
Guidance counsellors have a brief to provide and/or to co-ordinate vocational and educational guidance.

They facilitate the development of decision-making and life skills in young people, through either group

work or individual contact. Counsellors can also provide access to high quality reliable information from
the worlds beyond school.

4A sound formation in the early years for future learning and achievement through programmes which

include support for parents in their vital role as their children's first teachers.

Guidance cbunsellors usually have included in tbeir job descriptions the responsibility to provide linls with

the families of pupils. They may be involved in support and advice to parents, facilitating parents to access

help from othei settings, offering progr:rms for parents to assists them in bringing up their children, and in

counselliag parents, especially where this service is not available elsewhere h the community.

5. A broad education through a balanced cuniculum covering essmrial learning areas with high levels of
competence in basic literacy and numeracy, science and technologt.
Counsellor's directs involvement in the curriculum would norrnally be in its guidance -related aspects,

such as health, social education, life skills and vocational development. This may involve co-ordination

with other specialist staff in tbese areas. Any teaching responsibilities should not undermine or conllict
with their specialist counselling role.
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Counsellors are also in a stong position to provide information and perspectives on schools' curriculum
arrangements, based upon their individual knowledge of children especially of those who are finding the
school system difficult in any way.

6. Excellence achieved through the establishment of clear learning objectives, monitoring student
performance against those objectives, andprogrammes to meet individual need.
gsrrnsellors are likely to be only indirecfly involved in the establishment of clear leaming objectives. They
may however, offer a perspective, based on their knowledge of the students, of whether learning objectives
are fair and reasonable. They are likely to be integral to the provision of prograrnmes which meet
individual need because of their networking and co-ordinating roles. Guidance counsellors also contribute
in a general sense to the achievement of excellence through their contribution to and monitoring of the
school climate.

7. Success in their leaming for those with special needs by ettsuring that thq are identiJied and receive
appropriate support.
Guidance counsellors may be involved with the identification, co-ordination and provision of special needs

leaming. Early identification of those with special needs may occw tbrougb their refenal to the guidance
counsellor either in relation to difliculties outside the classroom, or in relation to classroom activity.
Guidance counsellors are also in communication with parents, contributing schools and specialist sewices
regarding special learning needs.

8. Access for students to a nationally and internationally recognised qualifications vystem to encourage a
high level of participation in post-school education in New Zealand.
Guidance counsellors may provide counselling, guidance and inforrnation in relation to post-school
opportunities.

9, Increase participation and success by Maori through the advancement of Maori educution initiatives,
including education in Te Reo luIaori, consistent with the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi.
Guidance corrnsellors have a special responsibility to those groups within the school community who are

disadvantaged by their social, economic or minority goup status. Equity in relation to Maori pupils is

therefore a trecessary concern for guidance counsellors. Counsellors should be able to access culturally
appropriate help for Maori students and cultural advice for themselves.

I0. Respect for the diverce ethnic and caltursl heritage of New Zealand people with aclorcwledgement of
the unique place of Maori, and New Zealand's role in the Pacific and as a member of the international
community of nations.
Because of their responsibilities in relation to school climate, guidance counsellors are concemed with
schools acknowledging and affirming the cultural heritages of their students. They should have access to
resouces in the community which match the diverse goups within the school community.

National Administration Guidelines
l. Boards of Trustees mustfoster student achiwement by providinga balanced curriculum in accordance
with the nqtional curricalum statements (i.e. the New Zealand Curriculum Framework and other
documents based on it.)
In order to provtde a balanced programme, each Board, through the Principal and stafi will be required
to:

(t)

(il
(iit)
(iv)

implement learning programs based upon the underlying principles, stated essential learning
areas and skills, and the national achievement objectives; and
monitor studenl progress against the national achievement obiectives, and
analyse barriers to learning and achievement, afld
develop and implement strategies which address identified learning needs in order to
overcome barriers to students' learning, and

(v) assess student achievement, maintain individual records and report on student progress,

The contribution of school guidance counsellors to this guideliae are detailed in the notes above. Guidance

counsellors are in a position to contribute to school policy and practice through their contact with
individual pupils, and the particular perspective that they may thus provide on all aspects of the school's
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functioning. They also have special links to cornmunity resources and to the families of some pupils.
Guidance counsellors can provide information on those aspects of the school's firnctioning which may have
proved problematic for sectors of the school community. They are particularly well-positioned to confibute
to the shared "conscience" of the school cornmunity.

2- According to the legislation on employment and personnel matters, each Board of Tntstees is required in
particular to:

(t) darclop and implement personnel and industrial policies, within policy and procedural
frameworlu set by the Government from time to time, which promote high la,els of saff
performance, use educational resources elfectively and recognise the needs of students;

(ii) be a good employer as defined in the State Sector Act 1988 and comply with the conditions
contained in employmenl contracts applying to teaching and non-teaching staff.

Guidance counsellors, tbrough their consultation and counselling work with staff members, have access to
staff perspectives on school community issues. Their specialist !'aining dso enables them to provide
haining for staff in areas pertaining to guidance and development. They axe a source of information on
student needs and the use ofresources to address these.

3. According to the legislation on f;nancial and property matters, each Board of Trustees is allso required
in particular to:

(t) allocatefunds to refract the schoal's prioities as stated in the charter:
(ir) and audited as required by the Public Finance Act 1989;
(iir) comply with the negotiated conditions of any current asset management agreemmL and

implement a maintenance programme to ensure that the school's buildings and facilities
provide a safe, heahhy learning environmentfor students.

Guidance counsellors can provide a useful perspective in relation to areas of a school's need regarding
hnancial priorities. They may also be advocates for less powerful elements in a school system regarding the
allocation ofresources and the provision ofa safe and healthy environment for all.

4. Each Board of Trustees b also required to:
(, document how the national education guidelines are being implemented:
(ir) rnaintain an ongoing programme of self-review.

Guidance counsellors should be able to provide information on their own ongoing self-review. Regular
supervision is a key contribution to this. This should be fimded by the school and provided by an

appropriate fellow professional outside the school. School systems for appraisal should include suitable
provision for appraisal of the guidance counsellor, which may include input from the supervisor.

5. Each Board of Trustees is also required to:

O provide a safe physical and emotional environmentfor students;
(iil comply in full with any legislation cunently in force or that may be developed to ensure the

safety of students and employees.

Counsellors contribute to a safe and healthy leaming environment for students through their contributions
to physical well-being and emotional and social learning. They address individual problems through
counselling and guidance which may enhance a safe and healthy school environment. Counsellors can

provide information to senior administation to promote safer and bealthier contexts and provide preventive

education for this purpose, Community liaison is also important for this guideline.

6. Each Board of Trustee is also expected lo comply with all general legislation eoncerning requirements
such as attendance, the length ofthe school day, and the length ofthe school year.
While guidance counsellors should not be directly involved in meeting legislative requirements concerning

attendance, they should be involved iu addressing problems for which attendance difficulties are a
symptom. They should also have been involved in offering assistance to any pupil, whom the school later

considers for suspension.
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APPENDD( III

Counselling Courses at Universities in New Zealand,1999
' (sources: university calendars, deparhnental handbooks, and web pages)

AUCKLAND I,JNTYERSITY
Master Of Education (Counselling) MEd(Couns)
The MEd(Couns) is primarily desigrred for mature students with professional erperience ia a related field,
who are working or intending to work in professional counselling practice. Graduates of the course work in
a variety of settings including school counselling, family therapy, vocational counselling, personal

counselling, tertiary counselling, consultation and counsellor education. Applicants must be clear at both
stages of the course about their professional future, have access to appropriate casework settings,

demonstate satisfactory development of personal functioning and social relationships and be prepared for
the course's demands in terms of time and energy.
ln this specialty shrdents will be exposed to:

- a critical understanding of the theoretical conceph and research evidence underlying counselling

practice;

- development of counselling and facilitation skills appropriate to a variety of professional activities;

- personal development and integration within the professional counselling role;

- development of professional identity and leadership skills relevant to the counsellor's organisational

context.

There are a limited number of places available in this course. A separate application forrn must be

submitted to the School by 2 November 1999 for places on the course in 2000.

An interview supported by referees' statements, evidence of training, and experience in relevant work such

as teaching, personnel work or community counselling is required.
COTJRSE STRUCTT'RE
10 poinu from Core Papers: 780.744 and 780.746 and780.747 and 780.749, and either 780.750 or 780.751

or 780.752, and
The remaining points to be selected from:
(i) I 65.70 1 - 1 65.7 89, 280. 605, 7 8A.723-:7 80.7 7 2, 7 83.7 5l-7 83 .7 5 4.

Note: Papers named as options within the core but not taken as part of the core component can be taken as

part of ttre elective component of this degree.

(ii) Papers in a subject other than Education with the approval of the Head of the School of Education.

(iiD Up to 4 points at Stage III level.
And 8 points Advanced Folio of Casework 780.794; and 4 poinb Dissertation 780.790.

Diploma In Counselling - DipCouns
ThL Diploma in Counselling offers professional Eaining in counselling and is designed to provide students

with academic knowledge, professional skills and an oppornrnity to develop personal maturity in the

practice of counselling.-students 
can prepare ior practice as a professional counsellor, or use professional counselling skills within

the context of another occupation, e.g. teaching, social work, health science, persomel consultancy or

community agency work.
Applicants must be clear at both stages of the cowse about their professional future, have access to

appropriate casework settings, demonitate satisfactory development of personal functioning and social

relationships and be prepared for the course's demands in terms of time and energy.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Applicants need to have:
(a) i) completed a bachelor's degtee; or
ii) completed a university diploma; or
iii) completed a qualification in teaching, counselling, nursing, social work or equivalent professional

qualification approved by the Senate; and

G) nuO not less than three years' practical experience in that profession or a related profession.
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N.B. An interview supported by referees' statements, evidence of training, and experience in relevant work
such as teaching, personnel work or community counselling is required
There are a limited number of places available in this course. A separate application form must be
submitted to the School. The closing date for applications for 2000 is 2 Novernber 1999.

COURSE STRUCTURE 2I POINTS
Core Papers 8 points
7 80.7 4, 7 80.7 46, 7 80.7 47, 7 80.7 49; all'd,

Elective Papers at least 6 points.l0
These may include 780.742,780.743, 780.745,780.748,780.750, 780.751,780.752 and other papers in
Education, or other subjects approved by the Head of School of Education.
And Folio of Casework 780.691 (7 pts) The Folio comprises face to face counselling work in an approved
setting under supervision.
A student who has completed the requirements for Part I of this Diploma may, at the discretion of the Head
of the School, be permitted to reassign the points taken for this Diploma to the Diploma in Connselling
Theory. A student who has passed papers for the DipCounsTheory that are available for the DipCouns and
has not been awarded the DipCounsTheory and is eligible to be adrnitted to the DipCouns may reassign
these papers to the DipCouns.

Papers (all 2 points)
780J42 SC Couple Counselling - An advanced examiuation of counselling principles as applied to
stresses arising vylthin couple relationships.
780.743 SC Family f,sunselling - An advanced examination of counselling principles as applied to stresses
arising within family relationships.
780.744 SC Culnual lssues in Counselling - A critical examination of cultual dimensions present in
counselling activities.
780.745 FC Group Counselling - A critical examination of group dimensions in counselling activities.
780J46 FC The Counselling Process 'Corequisite: 780.747
An advanced examination of principles of counselling together with their application in the counselling
process.
780.747 DC Counselling Laboratory . Corequisite: 780.746
A laboratory focusing on the acquisition of counselling skills and appropriate role performance.
780.748 (Not available) Consultation - An advanced examination of principles of consultation, together
with practical experience in selected procedures.
780.749 SC Professional Issues in Counselling - A:r examination of sig!.ificant professional issues in
counselling, including supervision, ethics and accountability, and role development.
780.750 FC Critical Analysis in Counselling - An intoduction to principles of critical analysis as applied to
theory and practice in counselling, and to basic methodology in counselling research.
780.751 Q{ot available) lnterventions, Assessment and Evaluation in Career Counselling. Restriction:
165.740 - A critical review of the major theories and current research in career development.
780.752 (Not available) Theory and Research in Vocational Behaviow Restriction: 165.740 The
principles and procedures of assessment and evaluation and structured interventions in career counselling.

CAI{TERBI JRY UI\IIVERSITY
Certificate in Counselling
The M.Ed. degree with the Counselling Certificate replaced the Diploma in Education (Endorsed in
Guidance) in 1985. It is a qualification that was developed out of a commitment to provide the best
prepamtion possible for counsellors working in a variety of settings. It is also applicable for people who use

or teach counselling skills as part ofanotherjob.

M.Ed. (Counselling) papers are designed to assist students to examine critically significant issues in
counselling and helping services, to develop their skills and knowledge for increased counselling
competence and to improve tbeir professional practices. The courses cover face-to-face, group and systems
interventions. Students are expected to integrate theoretical concepts with supervised practice in applied
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settings. A brief model of counselling (solution-focused) is taugbt, with an emphasis on using limited time
most effectively. However, shrdents are not required to adhere to only one theoretical model, rather the
emphasis is on the need for shrdents to clariff and develop their own informed approach to professional
counselling practice and to integrate tlat into the brief counselling model.

Those students who successfully complete the requirements for EDUC 658, EDUC 661, EDUC 562 and
EDUC 663 and a minimum of four other papers approved for the purpose by the Head of Departnent will
receive, in addition to the Master of Education degree, a certificate to the effect that they have qualified in
Counselling. All counselling students must complete eight papers; no exemptions are allowed. EDUC 653

cannot be counted as one ofthose pape6.
Students wanting to take the counselling courses EDUC 658,'EDUC 661 and EDUC 662 (EDUC 658 and

EDUC 662 must be taken concurrently) should make forrnal application by I October in the previous yeiu.

There is a limit of 12 snrdents selected per year. Selection is made on the basis of suitability for
counselling.

Certificate in Counselling
EDUC 6l 2 Developmental Disabilities
EDUC 613 Feminist Issues in Education
EDUC 641 Psychology of Reading
EDUC 644 Reseatch on Teaching
EDUC 645 Studies in Adolescence
EDUC 646 Perspectives on Adult Leaming and Education
EDUC 649 Career Development Theory and hactice
EDUC 650 Behaviour Management
EDUC 656 Adult Development
EDUC 657 Cross-Cultural Communication and Education in Aotearoa
EDUC 661 Counselling Theory
EDUC 671 The Assessment of Anitudes and Personality
EDUC 672 Advanced Topics in lvleasurement
EDUC 673 Teaching and Learning in Higher Education
EDUC 674 Independent Study

661 Counselling Theory: this paper does not have restricted enfy - only 662,663, 658.
text: Ivey, A.E., Ivey, M.B. & Simek-Morgan, L. (1997) Counselling and Psychotherapy: A Multiculnral
perspective. (4u ed), Massachusetts, Allyn & Bacon.

Critically exa:n-ine a number of theories, interpret and evaluate them, then using research into the nature of
crrrent counselling and therapy practice.
662 Counselling Skills
texts: Manthei, RJ. (1997) Counselling: the Skills of Finding Solutions to Problems. Auckland:
Longman.
Miller, S.D., Hubble, M.A. & Duncan, B.L. (Eds) (1996) Handbook of Solution foc'ussed Bnef Therapy.

San Francisco: Jossey - Bass.

Develop the principles of counselling and acquisition of appropriate counselling skills through supervised

practice using brief solution focussed model. The student must have a weekly half-day placement for at

least 50 hours ofsupervised solution focussed counselling practice.

666/667 Professional Issues
Independent study of counselling theory and practice, negotiated with the Departnent in additional to what

is offered.

MASSEY TJNTVERSITY
Master of Counselling
The Master of Counselling degree is an advanced programme for those students who have a university

degree (or equivalent) and an appropriate background of professional experience in counselling. The

prograrnme is held-based, requiring both academic and practical work. It involves completing for.r theory
papers, two research papers, and two professional development papers. Admission into the MCouns is
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dependent on meeting specified perforrnance standards in the theory papers and obtaining a place in the

professional development papers allocated following attendance at a selection workshop held on Massey

campus each October. Numbers in these selection worlshops and PD paPers are limited. Prospective

students should follow the guidelines specified for the Postgraduate Diploma in Corrnselling in the first
instance.

Postgraduate Diploma in Counselling
The iourse is an advanced programme for those students who have a university degree (or equivalent) and

an appropriate background of professional experience in counselling. The programme is field'based,

requiring both academic and practical work. It involves completing four theory paPers and two Professional

Development (PD) papers. Admission into the PGDipCouns is dependent on obtaining a place in the PD

papers allocated foilowing attendance at a selection workshop held on Massey campu each October.

Numben in these selection workshops and Professional Development papers are limited. The PD papers

themselves involve (i) having access to counselling practice of around 8-10 hours a week, (ii) attending

eacb year two carnpus workshops of four and three weeks duration during Fdbruary and Novernber, and

(iii) having regular professional supervision. Students who obtain a place in the PD paPe$ and who meet

the perfonnance standardp in the theory pap€$ can, with the approval of the Head of Departrnent of
Educational Studies and Community Suppor! transfer into the Master ogQsrrnselling Course.

Papers in the course:
(a) Three compulsory papers:

8'7 .7 50 6eunselling Theory
87 .7 5 1 Professional Development I
87.752 Professional Development tr (P87.751)
(b) At least one of:
87J53 Guidance in Education
8'1.754 Family and Couples Counselling
87.755 Culture and Counselling
(c) Subject to the approval of the HOD the balance from
87 .7 02 Human Development
87 .732 Individuality in Education
87.757 Assessment, Evaluation and Research in Guidance and Counselling

86.7 44 Special Education: Behavioural Difficulties
86.'745 The Education and Development of Talent
87.735 Women in Educational Organisations
87 .738 Transition Education
or such other masterate-level papers in Education or other schedules approved for the study of counselling'

Notes:
LProfessional Development I (87.751) and II (87.752) must be taken in consecutive years. Nurnbers are

resticted with selection for places in Professional Development I each year being determined at a Selection

Workshop in the preceding year. The major components of these two papers are campus-based worlcshops

and supervised practice. They involve intensive and personally demanding work.

2.Untii a place is obtained in these Professional Development papers, studalts will be enrolled in the

Postgraduite Diploma in Education (Guidance Studies), which includes the same selection of theory pap€rs

as for the Postgraduate Diploma in Counselling.

Postgraduate Diploma in Education (Guidance Studies)
The 

-Postgraduati 
Diploma in Education is a 100 point (4 papers) full-time or 

-equivalent 
part-time

qualificat[n availabli to graduates. The PGDipEd provides a specialised postgraduate programme for

educationat professionals who either do not wani to undertake a fuil Masterate prografi[ne, or who wish to

attempt graduate study before merging into the full Masters progranrme. If merged into the Masters degrees

tne tOg-points of the PGDipEd equate to the frst half of the full degree programme..The PGDipEd is

availablJ as a general diploma, or as an endorsed diploma in Guidance Studies, Educational

Ad,ministration, Special Education, Mathematics Education, and lnfonnation and Communications

Technology.
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Papers required for endorsement in Guidance Studies:
(a) One compulsory paper:
87.7 50 Counselling Theory
(b) At least one of the following papers:
87.753 Guidance in Education
87.754 Family and Couples Counselling
87.755 Culture and Counselling
(c) The balance from the following papers:

87 .7 02 Human Development
87 .7 32 Individuality in Education
8'7.757 Assessment, Evaluation and Research in Guidance snd Qeunsslling
86.732 Teacher Education and Professionalism
86.7 4 Special Education: Behavioural Differences
86.745 Tbe Education and Development of Talent
87.735 Women in Educational Organisations
87 .738 Jlansition Education
Note: In lieu of section (c) options, and with the
Studies and Community Supporg a student may
schedules.

approval of the Head of Departnent of Educational
select papers from those listed in other Masterate

WAIKATO LINT\TERSITY
Prescriptions for PGDipCouns and MCouns
The papers below are offered towards the Postgraduate Diploma in Counselling and the degree of Master of
Counselling. The intake to these progmmmes is limited. Intending candidates should make enquiries

regarding application and selection procedures to the Co-ordinator ofCounsellor Education by 3l October
at the latest in the year prior to that in which they intend to enrol.

The PGDipCouns comprises six papen including the four compulsory papers listed below
and one other approved paper at Part 5 level. The PGDipCouns may be taken full or part-time.

The MCouns may also be taken full or part-time, and comprises eight papers including the four
compulsory papers listed below. ln addition to the four core papers, candidates are required !o complete

either a dissertation (which is equivalent to two papers) and two approved Part 5 papers (either from
Education Studies or another relevant discipline), or a directed study and three other approved pape$ at

Part 5 level. Dissertation and directed shrdy topics are subject to approval by the Chairperson of the

Education Studies Department and must be related to the student's counselling work

Counselling practicums are requirements of both the PGDipCouns and the MCouns, and will involve

supenrised practice in a school, social work agency or a similar professional setting. Audiotaped or
videotaped records of counselling sessions will be required as will reports of programme work and

counselling practicum activities.Details of the procedures and criteria for assessing the personal and

professional competencies cental to the satisfactory completion of the counselling work are presented in

the Counselling Handbook which is available from the Education Studies Deparnnent.

The compulsory papers are: 1031,508, 1031.541, 1031.542, 1031.545.
* 103 1.508C (NET) Discourse and Counselling Psychologies
1031.540C Working with Groups
* 103 1.541C Counselling Skills
*1031.542Y Counselling Practicum. Prerequisite: 1031.541; Corequisite: 1031,545

103 1.5438 Narrative Therapy
* 103 I .545Y Profe ssional Practice of Counselling. Corequsite: l03l.542
1031.546C (NET) Mediatiou, Consultation and Facilitation. Prerequisite: 1031.508

103 1.590Y Directed Study

Courses generally available only to students enrolled for MCouns degree:
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1031.540 Group Work and Systems Intervention
103 1.541 Counselling Skills
1031.543 Family and Couples Counselling

Details of Papers:
1031.5405: Group Work and Systerns Intervention
This paper seeks to explore the nature of group processes with selected kinds of groups, including an
unstnrchred therapeutic group and an educationaVdevelopmental goup. Students will be given an
opportunity to develop group membership and leadership roles tbrough observation, participation and
evaluation during an experiential workshop format and in a community setting. Students will also be
encouraged to study and observe organisational processes with the view to exploring ways of intervening in
conllicted social systems where change is required. Srudents will have an opportunity to practise
consultancy skills using role taining.

Note: This paper is generally offered to students who are enrolled in a Diploma in Counselling or a Master
of Counselling programnae. However, students enrolled i:r other graduate programmes may also enrol.
However, these individuals must have access to a group work setting in the community. A maximum of 16

students will be enrolled in this paper at any one time.
Required Books: Corey, M.S. and Corey, G. (1992). Groups: Process and Practice Monterey:
Brooks/Cole.

103 1.541 : Cor:nselling Skills
The purpose of this pxpgl is to enable counsellors to develop a repertoire of counselling strategies aud skills
which are avarlable for use in a variety of contexts and which build on the counsello/s natural
communication style. Counsellors will be exposed to a generic problem-solving model that will provide a
framework to assist others to clarify issues and problems and work towards solutions. A worlahop
environment will be established early in the course in which exercises and techniques will be modelled and
practised. Leader and peer feedback will be used on a regular basis. Counselling skills can be practised
more intensively in a small group. Videotape feedback and peer zupewision will be utilised.

Note: This paper is offered to shrdents who are enrolled in a Diploma in Counselling or a Master of
Counselling prograrnme. Students entering 103 1.541 will be required to arrange a placement in an

appropriate work setting at prior to the beginning of the first semester. There is an expectation that students
will compiete 100 hours in a practicum placement. A maximum of 12 students will be enrolled in this paper

at any one time.
Required Book; Egan, G. (1990). The Skilled Helper (4th edition). Monterey: Brools/Cole.

1031.5438: Family and Couples Counselling
The primary focus of this course is to give students the opportunity to study and practise narrative
approaches to therapy with individuals, couples and families. This course begins with an examination of the
influence of the 'brief forms of counselling including the stuctural, systematic and shategic schools of
family therapy. The main body of the course will refer to the narrative work of Epston and White. The
theories presented will examine the ways of reflecting on the evolution and maintenance of problems and
how effective 'solutions' can be developed. The oppornrnity will exist for case-based teaching and
professional skills development linking theory and practice.

Prerequisite or co-requisite: I 03 1.54 I Counselling Skills
Note: This paper is generally offered to students who are enrolled in a Diploma in Counselling or Master of
Counselling progriunme. Students entering 1031.543 will be required to a[ange a placement in an

appropriate work setting at the beginning of the year. There is an expectation that students will complete
100 hours in a practicum placement. A maximum of 12 srudents will be effolled in this paper at any one

time. Assessment: lnternal. Students will be assessed on a combination of seminar and video work. A
minimum standard sgsgr'nselling competetrcy must be reached in order to pass this course.
Required Books:
Epston, D. & White, M. (1989). Literate Means to Therapantic Ends, Adelaide; Dulwich Cente
Publications.
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Epston, D. & White, M. (1992). Expeience, Connadiction, Narrative and Imaginaabz. Adelaide; Dulwich
Cenhe Publications.
M. White, (1989). Selected Papers (|984-/989). Adelaide; Dulwich Cente Publications.
D. Epston, (1989), Collected Papers (i,983-J,988). Adelaide; Dulwich Centre Publications.
A selection olrsadings will also be available for purchase.

I 03 1.508Y Discowse sad Qorrnselling Psychologies
This paper presents a social constructionist perspective on counselling, including some of the major
psychological theories which have influenced counselling practice in recent times. Students will be

intoduced to discourse analysis to enable research oftherapeutic conversations. This course is open to any

students with the necessary background on consultation with t1t" 66s1.linator. It is a required course in the

Counselling Programme.

1031.540C Working with Groups
This paper is part of the PGDipCouns and \dQerns progriunmes and is generally available only to students

enrolled in that progprrune. This paper seeks to explore the nature of group processes with selected kinds

of groups. Students will develop leadership roles through observation, participation and evaluation during

an experiential workshop format and in a commuuity setting.

103 1.54 lY Counselling Skills
This paper is part of the PGDipCouns and MCouns prograflrmes and is generally available only to students

enrolled in that progranune. This paper will enable counsellors to develop a repertoire of cormselling

strategies and skills which are available for use in a variety of contexts and which build on the counsellor's

nahual communication style. Qsrrnsellors will be exposed to a generic problem-solving model and then

infioduced to a narrative, therapy approach.

I 03 1.542Y 6srrnselling Practicum
This paper is part of the PGDipCouns and MCouns prograurmes and is generally available only to students

enrolled in that programme. Students may enrol in this paper after completing 1031.508, 1031.541 and all
other professional papers for the Diploma and Masters of Counselling. They must also be concurrently

enrolled in 1031.545. Counselling Practicum will involve 450 counselling hours in an agency, organisation
or school, All work with clients must be supervised by an approved suitably-qualified person. Students will
need to arrange their supervision and appropriate work setting to complete the practicum.

103 1.5438 Narrative Therapy
This paper is part of the PGDipCouns and MCouns progmmme and is generally available only to students

enrolled in that programme. The primary focus of this paper is to give students the opportunity to study and

practise narrative approaches to counselling with children, adolescents, couples and families.

103 1.545Y Professional Practice of Counselling
This paper is part of the PGDipCouns and MCouns programme and is generally available only to students

enrolled in that programme. Students may enrol in this paper after completing 1031.508, 1031.541 and all

other professional papers for the Diploma and Masters of Counselling qualifications. They must also be

concurrently enrolled in 1031.542. This course is designed to bring together the theory and practice issues

arising in the Counselling Practicum. Students will meet on cnmpus at regular intervals throughout the year

to present exarnples of their work with clients, to seek peer supervision and to address common problern-

related concerns present in their counselling work.

I 03 1.546Y Mediation, Consultation and Facilitation
This paper recognises that professionals frequently engage in the skills of facilitative and generative

conversation in contexts wheie the words mediation, consultation and facilitation describe the nature of the

interaction. Such contexts might include dispute resolution situations, public meetings and situations where

professionals need to negotiate their professional roles rather than being given them. A narrative

perspective will feature strongly in the course, This paper is open to students who are not enrolled in the

se"nseiling progmmme. A maximum of 16 enrolrnents will be accepted for this course.
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APPENDD( TV

NZAC Code of Ethics

(MA C H a ndb o o k, 199 5 : 2 | -26)

The Nature of Counsslling
Counselling involves the formation of special relationships characterised by openness and tmst.

Counsellors seek to assist clients to increase understanding of themselves and their relationships with

others and/or to develop more satisfying and resourceful ways of living and/or to bring about a cfiange in
their bebaviour.

Principles and Guidelines
This code of ethics expresses some ethical principles and tben lays down some guidelines for the practice

of counselling. This 66dg gannsl resolve all ethical issues, but it does provide a framework for addressing

ethical and practice-related issues.

General Principles
1. The principle of autonomy: Counsellors shall respect the digrity and worth of every individual,

the integrity of f"-iti"V*hanau and the diversity of cultures. This implies respect for people's rigbt to

make deiisions that affect tbeir own lives, to choose whether or not to consent to anything that is done to

them or on their behalf 416 g6 6xfutain their own privacy. Exceptions to the principle of autonomy occur

when there is clear danger to the client, counsellor or public at large and when the individual s comp€tence

to make a decision is cleariy limited.

2. The principle of not doing harm: Counsellors shall avoid any diagnostic labels, counselling

methods, use of assessment data or other practices which are likely to cause harrr to their cliene.

3. The principle of beneficence: Counselling is a helping profession which expects counsellors to

act in ways that promote the welfare and positive growth of their clients. In situations where there is the

possibility of botl harm and benefit the responsibility is on counsellors to ensure that their own actions are

chosen with a view to bringing about the greatest balance ofgood,

4. The principle of justice: Counsellors shall be commined to the fair and equitable distribution of
counselling sirviceJ to all individuals and social groups. Counsellors shall also promote social justice

through advocacy and empowerment.

5. The principle of fidelity: Counsellors shall be honest and fustworthy in all their professional

relationships.

The Counselling Relationship and Client Righh
Access
Any person shall have the rigbt of access to appropriate counselling. However counsellors should not

urrirro, that they are the *orioppropriate person-to provide this counselling and should refer to another

counsellor who might be in a betier position to provide it by reason of their gender or culture or for any

other reason as indicated by the clients needs.

Consent
Counsellors shall uphold the principle of free and informed consent for clients in counselling: that is to say

that clients must be fully informed of what is meant by counselling and must freely consent to participate'

Full information implies comprehension, and free consent implies lack of pressure to comply with

proposals.

ConfidentialitY
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Commrmication between counsellor and client shall be confidential and treated as privileged information
unless the client gives consent to any particular information being disclosed. Exceptions to this principle
occur when, in the professional judgement of the counsellor, there is clear and imminent danger !o the
client or others. This includes circunstances where the client's comp€tence to make a decision is obviously
limited. In these circunstances the counsellor shall take reasonable personal action or inform responsible
authorities.
Any records of the counselling relatiouship are to be considered professional information for use in
counselling. They should not be considered the property of the instinrtion or agency in which the corursellor
is employed.
When information gained from a counselling relatiouship is used for purposes such as counsellor baining,
supervision or research, the counsellor shall protect the client's identity.

Discrimination
Counsellors should recognise the diprty of the penon and avoid discrimination against clients on the basis

iftheir race, colour, sex, sexual orientatioq social class, age or religious or political beliefs.

Impartiality
Wten dealing with moie than one party counsellors shall offer their service without favouritism or bias
either in word or action. Impartiality involves a commiEnent to aid all participants, in reaching mutually
satisfactory agreements. Counsellors shall declare any previous acquaintance with a client which may
prejudice their abiiity to remain neutral.

Group Counselling
ln group senilgs, counsellors should make every effort to protect individuals from physical and/or
psychological harm resulting from interaction within the group.

Abuse of Power
Counsellors shall not abuse their position by taking advantage of clients for purposes of personal,

professional, political, financial or sexual gain.
Counsellors are responsible for setting and monitoring the boundaries between a counselling relationship
aud for making such boundaries as clear as possible to the client.

Sexual lfarassment
In the counselling relationship the client shall be free from the possibility of sexual exploitation or sexual

harassment. Counsellors shall not engage in sexual activity with their clients.

Fees
When setting fees the counsellor should ensure that they are fair, reasonable, commensurate with the

service provided and give due regard to the client's ability to pay.

Referral
Coursellors shall refer clients on when they cannot meet their needs. It is the counsellor's responsibility, as

far as possible, to veri$ the competence and integrity of the person to whom they refer a client.

Termination
Counsellors shall work with clients to terminate counselling when the clients have received the help they

sough! or when it is apparent that counselling is no longer helping them.

Competence and Professional Development
Counsellors shall not claim competence which they do not possess.

Counsellors shall monitor their counselling work tbrough regular supervision by professionally competent

supervisors.
Counsellors shall monitor and work within the timits of both their own competence and their own personal

resources.
CorrnsellorS shall seek ways of increasing their professional development.
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Responsibility to the \ilider Community
Counsellors should advocate policies and legislation that promote social justice, improved social conditions
and a fair sharing of the cornmunity's resources.

Counsellors should actively support the principles of partnership as embodied in the Treaty of Waitangi.

Counsellors should act to prevent and eliminate discrimination in the wider community against individuals

and groups on the basis of race, colour, sex, sexual orientation, social class, age or religious or political
belief.
Counsellors should seek to increase the range of choices and opportunities for all members of the

community, with special regard for the disadvantaged.

Responsibllity to Colleagues and the Profession
Counsellors should teat colleagues with respect, courtesy, faimess and honesty.

Counsellors should respect professional confidences about the client's ofcolleagues.
Counsellors should not solicit the clients of other colleagues and should avoid assuming professional

responsibility for them without the appropriate communication with the counsellor or agency concemed.

Counsellors should take action througb appropriate channels against unethical conduct by other members of
the profession, especially where it is harmful to clients.
Counsellors shoula udlete to professional rather thatr bommercial standards in making know the

availability of their services.
Counsellors should uphold and foster the values, integnty, knowledge and ethics of the profession.

Relationship with Employing Institutions
Counsellors should adhere and uphold the ethics of the profession and should avoid compronising them in
the face of institutional requirements.
Counsellors should seek to negotiate a clear job description for themselves when working within an

organisation and should honour such a document when they have agreed to it. Employers have an

obligation to shape their expectations of the roles of counsellors in relation to the ethics of the profession.

Counsellors should contribute to policy development and seek to maintain and improve the quality of
service in their work setting.
Counsellors should promote Equal Employment Oppornrnity policies in their work settings. They should

also promote equitable access to the services provide by the organisation in which they work.
It is unethical for counsellors to use their position within an organisation to recruit clients for their own

private practice.
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APPENDX V

NZAC Code Of Supervision

(NZAC Handboo k, 2000: 27 -30)

1. PREAMBLE
The purpose of this Code is to establish standards for supewisors and to inform and protect counsellors

seeking supervision.
The NZAC Code for Supervision is intended to promote the professional development of counsellors in

order to best meet the needs of clients. It is therefore intended to be consistent with the Code of Ethics and

Objec6 of the NZAC. In keeping with this it is based on an absolute commitrnent to respecting the dignity
and worth ofeach person, in particular ofour clients, our colleagues, and ourselves.

The NZAC Code of Ethics states that all Members and aspiring members of the association must have

regular supervision with professionally competant supervisors.
The need for supervision does not decline with experience or training, although the type of supewision may

change.

2. T}IE NATIJRJ OF STTPERVISION
A. The primary purpose of supervision is to enable the counsellor to address the needs of the client as

effectively as possible.
B. Supervision is a formal collaborative process.

C. Supervision includes monitoring, developing, and supporting individuals in their role as counsellors. To

this end supenrision is concerned with:
a) The relationship between counsellor and client, to enhance its therapeutic effectiveness'

b) The relationship between counsellor and supervisor, in order to enable the counsellor to develop

his/trer professional identiry through reflection which is both consEuctively critical and

supportive.
c) Clarifying the relationships between counsellor, client, the supervisor, the referring agent, and

any involved wider systems;
d) Ensuring that ethical standards coosistent with the NZAC Code of Ethics are maintained

throughout fts gstmssllin g.

D. Supervision may also be concerned with;
a) Training
b) Directing or leading the work of the counsellor but is not primarily concerned with the personal

counselling of the counsellor.
E. Because of the collaborative nature of superrrision the counsellor should, under norrnal circurnstances

seek supervision from somebody not in a position of management or authority over them.

F. The supervisory relationship must, by its nature, be confidential.
G. A counsellor in normal ihcumstaoces should receive a minimum of one hout's supervision per

fortnight. In special circumstances, for example where a counsellor is geographically isolated from

sup"*irots, sufervision may be for longer sessions less frequently, for example, two hours once per month.

Part-time counsellors (e.g. those workiag less than ten clieat contact hours per week) should receive

supervision proportional to the number of hours worked, but it should not be less than once per month.

It. Supervision may take a number of forms and counsellors may, over time, experience a range of these

forms. Perhaps the most popular form is one to one, face to face reflective supervision with a designated

supervisor, Small groupJ of counsellors (2 to 4) may meet regularly with their supervisor for group

supervision.
Two counsellors may choose to have peer supervision, where the contract includes an understanding that

their roles will altemate between that of supervisor and supervisee. Peer supervision may also be conducted

in small groups.

With th;fuly informed consent of the clients, counsellors may bring video or audio taped recordings of
their counselling to supervision sessions.
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Live supervision may also take place, again with the fully informed consent of the clients. In this form of
supervision, the supervisor rnay be present in the counselling room or may obsewe through a one way
screen.
In special circumstances, such as geographical isolation frorn supewisors, the counsellor may alternate
telephone supervision with face to face supervision.

3. RESPONSIBILITY IN SIJPERVISION
A. gs'nssllors are responsible for ensuring that their supervisors are farniliar with the NZAC Code For
Supervision.
B. Supervisors are responsible for addressing all aspects of thrs code in their work as supewisors.
C. Counsellors are responsible for their work with clients, and for presenting and exploring that work as

honestly as possible with the supewisor.
D. Supervisors are responsible for helping counsellors to reflect crirically on their work with clients.
E. Supervisors are responsible with counsellors for making the best possible use of supervision time.
F. Supervisors and counsellors are both responsible for setting and maintaining clear boundaries between
working relationships and friendsbips or other relationships, and making explicit the boundaries between
supewision, consultation, counselling, and naining.
G. Supervisors and counsellors must be aware of the distinction between supervising and counselling the
counsellor. If the supervisor feels that superrrision has revealed a personal issue for the counsellor which
cannot adequately be dealt with in supervision, then this perce.ption should be discussed. The superuisor
should be prepared to help the counsellor in flrnding suitable counselling in zuch cases.

II. Both supervisors and counsellors are responsible for regularly reviewing the usefulness of their
supervision a:rangement and considering when it is appropriate to change it.
I. Supervisors are responsible for ensuring that they do not make use ofthe supervisory relationship for the

purpose of satisfying needs of their own. They should not exploit this relationship. Supervisors have a

responsibility to be vigilant in monitoring their own processes in sessions, and in particular for avoiding the
possibility of dependence, harassment, or abuse.
J. Supewisors are responsible for helping ce"nsellors monitor their fitness to practice. Counsellors are

responsible for taking to zupervision issues concerning their fitness to practice and for adopting an

appropriate response to their own situation with regard to themselves and their clients.

4. COMPETENCE IN STJPERVISION
A. Supervisors of NZAC members shoul4 under normal circumstances, be either NZAC members
themselves, or members of another professional body with as Code of Ethics acceptable to NZAC
Executive.
B. The NZAC encourages supervisors to undertake training course in supervision.
C. Supervisors should" under normal circumstances, be practising as counsellors themselves or should be

very familiar with the field of counselling.
D. Supervisors should monitor the usefulness of their work, attempt to increase their knowledge and skills
in zupervision, and meet with other supervisors to assist in this process.

E. Supewisors should, where possible, obtain periodic supervision of their work as supervisors.
F. Supervisors are encouraged to pursue research into supewision.

5. MANAGEMENT OF SIIPERVISION
A. Supervisors should infonn counsellors about their own taining and theoretical orientations,
qualifications and methods, before supervision contacts are made.
B. Practical arrangements for supewision (time, place, frequency, duration, privacy) should be made by

negotiation at the outset.
C. Fees and the method of payment should be agreed in advance. In some cases this mat involve
negotiations with a counsellor's employer along with the counsellor.
D. Supervisors and counsellors should make explicit their expectations and requirements of each other at

the outset.
E. Supervisors should encourage the counsellor to develop self-evaluative skills, to seek further training
experiences, and to develop personal coping and enricbment skills.
F. Supervisors should help counsellors to appreciate the importance of cultivating a fulfilling life beyond

their professional roles, and should be prepared to help counsellors be aware ofthe risk ofburnout.
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G. Supervisors should ensure that counsellors are aware of the distinction between counselling,

accountability to managem€nt, consultation, supporq zupervision and [Eining.
E Where there is a conllict between a supervisor's obligation to a counsellor and an obligatioa to ao

ernployer, this should be made as explicitly as possible to the counsellor'
I. Where conflict between counsellor and supervisor cannot be resolved the zupervisor should refer the

counsellor to another supervisor.
J. Supervisors should take account of the limitations to their competence and arrange consultations and

referrals when appropriate.

6. COITtrIDENTIALITY IN STJPERYISION
A. Supervisors must maintain confidentiality with regard tb personal infonnation about counsellors or
clients. The only exceptions to this are:

a) Where it is clearly stated otherwise in a zupenrision contract;
b) When the supenrisor considers it necessary to take action in relation to a connsellor's client

because of serious concem for the client's welfare and the counsellor is unable or unwilling to do

so;
c) When disciplinary action is being pursed involving counselling matters pertaining to ethical

standards.
B. Any discussion by supervisors with professional colleagues about clients or counsellors must be

consistent with theNZAC Code of Ethics.
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